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PEEFACE.

Veey many years have gone by since I conceived

a liope of one day writing a history of the forma-

tion of our federal constitution. The congress of

the confederation and the federal convention having

sat with closed doors and under injunctions of se-

crecy, materials for the work lay almost exclusively

in manuscripts widely dispersed. I have visited the

archives of more than half the thirteen states, and

have never neglected an opportunity of taking copies

of papers relating to the subject wherever I could

find them.

In New Hampshire members of the family of

Langdon-Elwyn, of more than one generation, placed

their rich collection of letters at my disposition.

Papers of John Sullivan, the rival of John Langdon

for public honors, and his equal in zeal for the

acceptance of the constitution, were entrusted to

me by Mr. Thomas C. Amory, of Boston.
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In turning to the ricli materials that are preserved

in the archives of Massachusetts, I have had most

Mendly and beneficial assistance from Mr. Henry B.

Peirce, the present secretary of that commonwealth

;

and the cordial co-operation of those employed in his

office. The descendants of John Adams for three

generations have unfailingly been ready to further

my researches. The papers of Samuel Adams came

into my possession through the late Samuel Adams

Wells. From Mr. John A. Kino; I have received re-

ports of debates in the federal convention of 1787,

taken by Rufus King, who was at that time still in

the public service of Massachusetts.

From Connecticut valuable papers of Roger Sher-

man came to me through Professor Simeon E. Bald-

win, of New Haven ; though nothing equal in impor-

tance to the document which embodies nine articles

of amendments of the confederation, and which is

preserved only in Sheiman's Life, by Jeremiah

Evarts. Throuo;h the kindness of Mr. Oliver Ells-

worth Wood, of New York, I was able to examine

w^hat remains of the manuscripts of Chief-Justice

Ellsworth. The large collections left by AVilliam

Samuel Johnson have been open to me thi'ough three

generations of their possessors. The proceedings of

the convention held at Hartford in November, 1780,

a convention which was the starting-point of the

regularly continued efforts for new articles of union,
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were souglit for, but in vain, in tlie offices of every

one of tlie five states wliicli were represented in it

;

recently I found tliem in the arcldves of tlie old

congress.

The papers of eacli of the two great rival states-

men of New York, devoted fi-iends in their college

life, though afterwards di\^ded, were equally oj)en to

me. Accompanying my contemporary and constant

friend Dr. Alonzo Potter, who was wishing to find

time to write the life of Robert R. Livingston, we

ransacked masses of papers preserved at the manor

;

of which the choicest were kept apart, bound in

four folio volumes. The papers of Jay, which are

very extensive and preserved in perfect order, were

confided to me without the least restriction by the

courtesy of my friend Mr. John Jay. Of Hamilton

I have taken extracts from interesting letters not as

yet published. For a knowledge of his personality

in his riper years, I sought the conversation of his

friend President Eliphalet Nott. Copies of the most

important papers of Governor George Clinton I owe

to the long-continued aid of Mr. George R. Howell,

one of the state librarians at Albany. Manuscripts

of Gouverneur Morris were unreservedly communi-

cated by his widow.

Of William Paterson, the foremost member of

the federal convention from New Jersey, many

papers are still preserved. His descendant, Mr. Wil-
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liam Paterson, of Perth Amboy, liad tlie exceeding

kindness to examine them, and to send to me all

which seemed of public interest. In this way great

help was gained in tracing the currents of thought

that prevailed in the years between the peace and

the institution of the government of the United

States, and precious instruction received on the

movements in the federal convention.

I cannot be grateful enough for the aid furnished

me fi'om Pennsylvania, alike from Han-isburg and

from Philadelphia. Every one who had letters

seemed mlling, nay desirous, that I should have the

benefit of them. I must specially acknowledge the

untiring zeal in my behalf of Mr. John William

"Wallace and Mr. Frederick D. Stone. Letter-books

and papers of Robert Morris were intrusted to me

by Captain Morris of our navy.

The notes made by Mr. Thomas Rodney, of Dela-

ware, of proceedings in congress in 1786, were com-

municated to me by Mr. Cesar A. Rodney, of Wil-

mington ; and they throw light on the early efforts

in conoress for a federal convention.

My collections relating to Maryland at the crisis

of the constitution are ample. Mr. J. T. Briscoe,

its secretary of state, most promptly aided me by

researches in answer to my inquiries. The notes of

Samuel Chase on the new constitution were imparted

to me by one of his descendants.
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Of tlie very able and warm-liearted enthusiast

George Mason, I obtained, in 1857, exceedingly in-

structive docunaents and family letters from his son,

the late James M. Mason.

The most interesting incident connected with

these researches was a visit to Madison in the last

days of March and the first of April, 1836, a few

weeks only before his death. His health was still so

firm that he could pass the whole day and evening

in conversation. He had taken pains to recover

the letters written by him in his earlier public life

;

these he set before me, as well as his manuscripts of

the debates in congress and in the convention. At

my departure he assured me that he had carried his

confidence with me further than he had done with

any one.

All the time that I was with him he spoke not

one harsh word of any opponent of younger or later

days, nor one that could bias the judgment of a

listener respecting any of his contemporaries. He

was a man of peace striving for peace. Still less did

he take the opj)ortunity of bringing into view his

own public ser^dce, though I could discern a regret

that more ample materials were not before the world

of the part which he took in promoting the union,

when the rule of rotation drove him from confess

and for three years he occupied a seat in the legisla-

ture of Virginia.
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There rested upon Ms mind an obvious anxiety

about tlie destiny of tlie United States. Tlie divi-

sions between the North and the South were abeady

tending to greater divergences ; and, while he had

painful apprehensions for the future, he knew no

hope except in mutual moderation and forbearance.

As to the division of the country on the questions

involved in that of slavery, he pointed out to me that

they began very much earlier than was usually sup-

posed. The different hues of color seen in the South,

he observed, did not all spring from the intermixt-

ure of blacks and whites : the slaves imported from

Africa were of different races ; some of them of

light complexion. To the question whether the

negro was in natural capacity equal to the white

man, he said that he could not give an answer; he

himself was old enough to have seen imported Afri-

cans just after their arrival, and during the genera-

tions of his period of observation their transforma-

tion from an almost brutal condition had been so

great that he could not set a limit to their further

improvement.

The character of his mind was essentially that of a

mediator, careful to study thoroughly the ground of

difference between conflicting opinions, and find a

share of truth in each of them.

The thought nearest to the affections of Madison

was the union. He loved eveiything that helped
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to bind tlie states together in new bonds. For this

special reason lie took delight in anticipating the

multiplication of railroads and canals, saying, "they

will dove-tail the states " ; and to manifest visibly his

meaning he interlaced his thin, wan fingers as he

spoke.

With the recognition of our independence the

European nations who most sought commercial con-

nections with us sent ministers, consuls, or agents, to

reside with us. Their reports of the course of events

form continuous and most instructive naiTatives of

four contemporary witnesses fi'om different European

powers, giving special accounts each to his own sov-

ereign.

When Joseph II. attempted to open the river

Scheldt, he designed to establish commerce between

Belgium and the United States, and to promote that

end he sent the Baron de Beelen Bertholff to reside

in Philadelphia, not as an accredited minister, but

as an observer and correspondent. I possess an am-

ple selection from his careful reports, extending from

March, 1785, to the end of September, 1788.

From 1783 the republic of the United Netherlands

maintained near congress Mr. P. J. Van Berckel as

its minister. Of his voluminous reports, which par-

ticularly abound in information on all that relates

to commerce, full copies were made for me.

The two most important kingdoms in their rela-
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tions to the United States were France and Eno-land.

The political mind of England was displayed in its

greatness in the debates of the two houses of its par-

liament ; in France, before the revolution, the politi-

cal genius of the government showed itself very re-

markably in its diplomacy. It is to Mr. Guizot that

I was, in the first instance, obliged for free admission

to the French archives. Nothing was refused me for

examination, nor was one line of which I desired a

copy withheld. I made the very long and laborious

examination in person, and was assured that I had

obtained everything. Every one who represented

France in the United States, from 1782 to 1790, was

a man of great ability ; the reports of Luzerne, of

Marbois, of Otto, of the Count de Moustier, and

the instructions given them, first by Vergennes, then

by Montmorin, are of incomparable value.

Till after the middle , of this century, the British

government was loath to suffer its diplomatic jDajoers

to be examined by Americans for any period later

than the year 1782, the epoch of peace between Eng-

land and its former colonies. A few years ago Lord

Granville was so good as to give me leave to send an

agent, to examine papers extending even later than

the formation of our constitution, and I availed my-

self of the privilege. ^Vhen, in 1874, I chanced to

be in England, I was allowed by Lord Granville

the freest access to the papers which I needed to
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see, and tlie principle was laid down by tliose wlio

overlooked the copies taken for me, that no restric-

tion should be put upon historical research after

truth. Since then I am told this liberality has been

still further extended in point of time. Indeed, with

the pacification of our domestic troubles in 1865

America has opened novce tahulce, and the relations

of England with us from 1V89 to 1865 belong as

much to ancient history as those of the time of the

house of Hanover. The number of persons employed

to gather information for the British ministry in the

United States from 1783 to 1790 was very great,

but no one of them had a diplomatic character.

Meantime Mr. Jared Sparks brought out a part of

the writings of Washington, amply elucidated by the

fruits of his own wide research at home and abroad,

as well as a series of grave and weighty letters ad-

dressed to Washington on public affairs. A large

and most instructive selection from the manuscripts

and published works of John Adams was laid before

the world by his grandson. The journal of the fed-

eral convention, the reports of its debates by Madi-

son and by Yates, the diplomatic correspondence of

congress between 1783 and March, 1789, the.^vrit-

ings of Jefferson, of Madison, of Hamilton, were pub-

lished by congress. These, though of the greatest

possible value, were far from including all the mate-

rials preserved in the public archives. Happily for
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me, at the time when it was most convenient to me
to examine tliem, there was at the head of the de-

partment of state Mr. William M. Evarts, a lover

of historic truth and perfectly acquainted with the

necessity of exhaustive research for its attainment.

He gave me that opportunity for thorough examina-

tion which Mr. Guizot had granted me at Paris.

The additional materials which were brought to

light were in part dispersed through a couple of

hundred folio volumes, which had been preserved

by Charles Thomson. Then there are very many

unpublished letters of Monroe and of Washington,

and innumerable unpublished letters written in un-

reserved familiarity and confidence by members of

congress or of the state legislatures and others to

Washington, Jefferson, Madison, and Monroe. From

these, with the materials which I already possessed,

I have been able to trace step by step the march of

the people of the United States, fi'om the Hartford

convention of the New England states and New York

in 1780, to the federal convention of 1787; and to

show the origin, progress, and completion of the or-

dinance of 1787 for governing the North-west.

Jackson, the secretary of the federal convention,

left its journal imfinished, and passed hours of its

last day in burning its papers. The journal of that

convention, as published by congress, was injured

by its editors, who, in their zeal to complete what is
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but a fragment, made various interpolations, alike of

documents and of words in tlie text. The paper

which purports to be from Charles Pinckney has

no right to be there, and is not worth printing

anywhere. He himseK never said that it was the

motion which he offered in congress ; its want of

genuineness is proved by a contemporary publication

of his own. ; and the internal evidence against it is

absolutely conclusive. I was therefore obliged to

have a thorough comparison made of the whole

printed journal and the manuscript; and on one

point at least to collate the papers of Madison, as

edited, with the original text in his own clear hand.

Nine volumes of selections relating to America,

cut from London journals by William Vaughan, a

friend of Franklin, and extending through the pe-

riod of which I am writing, came to me as the

gift of my friend the late Mr. William H. Kussell.

Mr. Fauntleroy, the secretary of state of Virginia,

and in his absence his assistant, Mr. McKae, have

readily and most promptly aided my inquiries. On

an important point I have derived instruction fi'om

my friend Mr. Joseph W. Harper, Junior. For un-

remitting and most important attention I may not

omit to thank Mr. Ainsworth K. Spofford, who com-

bines the highest executive ability of a librarian

with a comprehensive knowledge of what is con-

tained in our national collection.
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That wMcli I attempt to do is to trace tlie for-

mation of tLe federal constitution from its origin to

its establishment by the inauguration of its presi-

dent. The subject has perfect unity, and falls of

itseK into five epochs or acts. I have spared no

pains to compress the narrative within the narrowest

limits consistent with clearness. In weighing my
authorities, I have striven to follow with strict se-

verity the laws of historical criticism; ever careful

to discriminate between those materials which are

sources, and those which are but helps or aids.

Large extracts from my collections are printed at

the end of each volume. The selection has been

strictly confined to those of which I have authentic

copies in manuscrij)t. Unless my knowledge or

memory fails me, not more than a half dozen of

them all have been printed heretofore, and those are

inserted for some special purpose. They are so nu-

merous and so different that I cannot but hope

every one will find something of interest, as well as

assistance in watching the movement of the mind of

the people and of congress from a league of states

to a j)erfected union.

Having finished what I had undertaken, I dismiss

it with the hope that it may find the most lenient

reception from those who are the most perfect mas-

ters of the subject.

Washington, D, C, January, 1882.
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^ CHAPTER I.

A RETROSPECT. MOVEMENTS TOWARD UNION.

1643-1781.

The order of time brings us to tlie most cheering chap.

act in the political history of mankind, when thirteen —^^

republics, of which at least three reached from the

sea to the Mississippi, formed themselves into one fed-

eral commonwealth. There was no revolt against the

past, but a persistent and healthy progress. The

sublime achievement was the work of a people led

by statesmen of earnestness, perseverance, and public

spirit, instructed by the widest experience in the

forms of representative government, and warmed by

that mutual love which proceeds from ancient connec-

tion, harmonious effort in perils, and common aspira-

tions.

Scarcely one who wished me good speed when I

first essayed to trace the history of America remains

to greet me with a welcome as I near the goal. Deep-

ly grateful as I am for the friends who rise up to

gladden my old age, their encouragement must re-

new my grief for those who have gone before me.
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CHAP. AVliile so mucli is changed in tlie living objects of

-^^ personal res23ect and affection, infinitely greater are

the transformations in the condition of the world.

Power has come to dwell with every people, from

the Arctic sea to the Mediterranean, from Portugal

to the borders of Russia. From end to end of the

United States, the slave has become a freeman;

and the various forms of bondage have disappeared

from European Christendom. Abounding har-

vests of scientific discovery have been garnered by
numberless inquisitive minds, and the wildest

forces of nature have been taught to become the

docile helpmates of man. The application of steam

to the purposes of travel on land and on water,

the employment of a spark of light as the carrier

of thought across continents and beneath oceans,

have made of all the inhabitants of the earth one

society. A journey round the world has become

the pastime of a holiday vacation. The morning

newspaper gathers up and brings us the noteworthy

events of the last four-and-twenty hours in every

quarter of the globe. All states are beginning to

form parts of one system. The "new nations,"

which Shakespeare's prophetic eye saw rising on

our eastern shore, dwell securely along two oceans,

midway between their kin in Great Britain on the

one side and the oldest surviving empire on the

other.

More than two thousand years ago it was truly

said that the nature of justice can be more easily dis-

cerned in a state than in one man.' It may now be

» Plato in the Republic, Book ii. Bekker, III. i. 78.
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studied in tlie collective states. Tlie io^norance and chap.

prejudices that come from isolation are worn away .--^
in the conflict of the forms of culture. We learn to

think the thought, to hope the hope of mankind.

Former times spoke of the dawn of civilization in

some one land ; we live in the morning of the world.

Day by day the men who guide public affairs are

arraigned before the judgment-seat of the race. A
government which adopts a merely selfish policy is

pronounced to be the foe of the human family.

The statesman who founds and builds up the well-

being of his country on justice has all the nations

for a cloud of witnesses, and, as one of our own
poets ' has said, " The linked hemispheres attest his

deed." He thi-ills the world with joy ; and man be-

comes of a nobler spirit as he learns to gauge his

opinions and his acts by a scale comm'ensui^ate with

his nature.

History carries forward the study of ethics by fol-

lowing the footsteps of states from the earliest times

of which there is a record. The individual who un-

dertakes to capture truth by solitary thought loses his

way in the mazes of speculation, or involves himself

in mystic visions, so that the arms which he extends

to embrace what are but formless shadows return

empty to his own breast. To find moral truth, he
must study man in action. The laws of which reason

is conscious can be tested best by experience ; and in-

ductions will be the more sure, the larger the expe-

rience fi'om which they are drawn. However great

may be the number of those who persuade themselves
' Emersou : The Adirondacks, 348.
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CHAP, that there is in man notliing superior to himself, his-

^^^^ tory interposes mth evidence that tyranny and T^^•ong

lead inevitably to decay; that freedom and right,

however hard may be the struggle, always prove re-

sistless. Through this assurance ancient nations learn

to renew their youth ; the rising generation is incited

to take a generous part in the grand drama of time

;

and old age, staying itself upon sweet Hope as its

companion and cherisher,' not bating a jot of courage,

nor seeing cause to argue against the hand or the

mil of a higher power, stands waiting in the tranquil

conviction that the path of humanity is still fresh

with the dews of morning, that the Eedeemer of the

nations liveth.

The colonies, which became one federal rejoublic,

were founded by rival powers. That difference of

origin and the consequent antagonism of interest

were the motives to the first American union. In
164 3. 1643 three New England colonies joined in a short-

lived " confederacy " for mutual protection, especially

against the Dutch ; each member reserving- its pe-

culiar jurisdiction and government, and an equal vote

in the general council.

16 8 4. Common danger gave the next impulse to collec-

tive action. Eivers, which were the convenient war-
paths of the natives, flowed in every direction from
the land of the Five Nations ; against whom, in 1684,

measures of defence, extending from North Carolina

to the northern boundary of New England, were con-

1 -ylvKEia ol KopSiav aTd?2ocaa yn- Plato, Republic, Book i. Bekker,
po-rp6(l>og cvvaopli kXnig. Pindar in III. i. 10.
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certed. Later, in 1751, South Carolina joined nortli- chap.

em colonies in a treaty with the same tribes. .
l-—

On the side of En2:land, James II., usino- the sim- less-
. . 1688

pie method of the prerogative of an absolute king,

began the suppression of colonial legislatures, and

the consolidation of colonies under the rule of one

governor. After the English revolution of 1688 had i6 88.

gained consistency, the responsible government which

it established would gladly have devised one uniform

system of colonial administration; and in 1696 the i69 6.

newly created board of trade, of which John Locke

was a member, suggested the appointment of a cap-

tain-general of all the forces on the continent of

North America, with such power as could be exer-

cised through the prerogative of a constitutional king.

In 1697 William Penn appeared before the board i697.

and advised an annual " congress " of two delegates

from each one of the American provinces, to determine

by plurality of voices the ways and means for sup-

porting their union, providing for their safety, and

regulating their commerce.

In 1721, to ensure the needed co-operation of the i72i.

colonies in the rivalry of England with France for

North American territory, the plan attributed to

Lord Stairs provided for a lord-lieutenant or captain-

general over them all ; and for a general council to

which each provincial assembly should send two of

its members, electing one of the two in alternate

years. The lord-lieutenant of the king, in conjunc-

tion mth the general council on behalf of the colo-

nies, was then to allot the quotas of men and money
which the several assemblies were t6 raise by laws of
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CHAP, their own. All tliese projects slumbered among heaps

V—^ of neglected papers.

On the final struggle between England and France,

the zeal of the colonists surpassed that of the mother
1*7 5 4. country. A union, proposed by Franklin in 1754,

would have preserved the domestic institutions of

the several colonies ; for the affairs of the whole, a

governor-general was to be appointed from England,

and a legislature, in which the representation would

have borne some proportion to population, was to be

chosen triennially by the colonies. This plan, which

foreshadowed the present constitution of the Domin-

ion of Canada and the federation which with hope

and applause was lately offered by rival ministries

to South Africa, was at that day rejected by the

British government mth abhorrence and disdain.

The English administration confined itseK next to

methods for obtaining a colonial revenue. For this

17 5 4. end Lord Halifax, in 1754, advised that the command-

er-in-chief, attended by one commissioner from each

colony, whose election should be subject to one nega-

tive of the king by the royal council and another by

the royal governor, should adjust the quotas of each

colony, which were then to be enforced by the au-

thority of parliament. This plan was suppressed by

impending war.

Great Britain having, vnth the lavish aid of her

colonies, driven France from Canada, needed them no

176 2- more as allies in war. The problem w^as how to cre-

.' ate a grand system of empire. James Otis of Boston

\ would have had all kingdoms and all outlying pos-

\ sessions of the crown ^\Tought into the flesh and
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I
blood and membership of one organization; but tMs chap.

advice, whicli would have required home govern- -^-,1^

ments for every kingdom and for every colony, and, 1 7 6 2-

for general affairs, one imperial parliament represent-

ing the whole, found no favor.

In those days of aristocratic rule, the forming of

a grand plan of union was assigned by the Bedford

faction to George Grenville, a statesman bred to the

law, the impersonation of idolatry of the protective

system as the source of British prosperity, and of

faith in the omnipotence of the British parliament

as the groundwork of British liberty. He sought to

unite the thirteen colonies in their home administra-

tion by the prerogative ; in theu^ home legislation

by a royal veto of acts of their own legislatures ; in

the establishment of their general revenue and the

regulation of their commerce by acts of the British

parliament.

And now came into the view of the world the rare

aptitude of the colonies for concert and organization.

James Otis, in the general court of Massachusetts,

spoke the word for an American congress, and in 1765 17 6 5.

nine of the thirteen met at New York : the British

parliament aimed at consolidating their administra-

tion without their own consent, and did but force

them to unite in the denial of its power.

The tiniest and greatest Englishman of that cen-

tury bi:easted-4h^Jifiaving waveband by his own force

stayed it, but only for the moment. An aristocratic

house of commons, piqued and vexed at its o\vn con-

cession, imposed a tax on the colonies in the least

hateful form that it could devise ; and the sound of 1 7 v 3.
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CHAP, tea-chests, falling into Boston harbor, startled the

—'r^ nations with the news of a united and resistant

America.

The British parliament thought proper to punish
1 7 7 4. Boston and attempt coercion by arms ;

" delegates of

the inhabitants" of twelve American colonies in a

continental congress acted as one in a petition to the

king.

The petition was not received. Six months before

1776. the declaration of independence, Thomas Paine, in

8.
'

" Common Sense," had said :
" Nothing but a continen-

tal form of government can keep the peace of the conti-

nent.' Let a CONTINENTAL CONFERENCE be held,'' to

frame a continental charter, dra^ving the line of

business and jurisdiction between members of con-

gi^ess and members of assembly, always remembering

that our strength and happiness are continental, not

provincial." The bodies chosen conformably to said

charter shall be the les^islators and o'overnors of this

continent." We have eveiy opportunity and every

encouragement to form the noblest, purest constitu-

tion on the face of the earth."' The continental

convention which was to frame the constitution for

the union Avas to represent both the colonies and

the people of each colony ; its members were to be

chosen, two by congress fi'om the delegation of each

colony, two by the legislature of each colony out of

its own body, and five directly by the people."

* Common Sense : oriofinal edi- ^ Appendix, annexed to second
tion of 8 Jan., 1776, p. 51. edition of Common Sense, 14 Feb.,

^ Ibid., 55. 1776.
'Ibid., 56. * Common Sense, original edi-
* Ibid., 56. tion, 55.
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Great Britain offered its transatlantic dominions chap.

no unity but under a parliament in whicli they were ^^^-^^

not represented ; tlie people of thirteen colonies by ^'^'^^

special instructions to their delegates in congress 4.

declared themselves to be states, independent and
united, and began the search for a fitting constitu-

tion.

In their fii'st formative effort they missed the plain

road of English and American experience. They had
rightly been jealous of extending the supremacy of

England, because it was a government outside of

themselves ; they now applied that jealousy to one an-

other, forgetting that the general power Avould be in

their own hands. Joseph Hawley of Massachusetts

had, in November, 1775, advised annual parliaments 1775.

of two houses: the committee for framina: the con-
^""^^

federation, misled partly by a rooted distrust for which
the motive had ceased, and partly by erudition which
studied Hellenic councils and leagues as well as later

confederacies, took for its pattern the constitution of

the United Provinces, with one house and no cen-

tral power of final decision. These evils were near-

ly fatal to the United Provinces themselves, althoue^h

every one of them could be reached by a messenger

^dthin a day's journey ; and here was a continent of

states which could not be consulted without the loss

of many months, and would ever tend to anarchy

from the want of agreement in their separate delib-

erations.

Hopeless of a good result from the deliberations

of congress on a confederation, Edward Rutledge, in 17 7 6.

August, 1776, in a letter to Eobert R. Livingston,
^''°'
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avowed his readiness to "propose tliat tlie states

sliould appoint a special congress, to be composed of

new members, for tliis purpose."

'

The necessities of the war called into being, north

of the Potomac, successive conventions of a cluster of

17 80. states. In August, 1780, a convention of the New
^"s- Eno-land states at Boston declared for a more solido

and permanent union with one supreme head, and " a

congress competent for the government of all those

common and national aifau's which do not nor can

come within the jui'isdiction of the particular states."

At the same time it issued an invitation for a con-

vention of the New England states, New York, and

"others that shall think proper to join them,"* to

meet at Hartford.

The legislature of New York approved the meas-

ure.' "Our embarrassments in the prosecution of

the war," such was the message of Governor George

Sept. Clinton on the opening of the session in Septem-

ber, "are chiefly to be attributed to a defect of

power in those who ought to exercise a supreme

jurisdiction; for, while congress only recommends

and the different states deliberate upon the propri-

ety of the recommendation, we cannot expect a union

of force or council." The senate answered in the

words of Philip Schuyler: "We perceive the de-

fects in the present system, and the necessity of a

supreme and coercive power in the government of

' Rutleclge to Livingston, Aug., = Duane to Washington, 19 Sept.,

1776. MS. 1780. Letters to Washington, iii.

' Hough's Convention of New 92.

England States at Boston, 50, 52.

4.
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these states ; and are persuaded tliat, unless congress chap.

are autliorized to direct uncontrollably the operations —',—
of war and enabled to enforce a compliance with ivso.

their requisitions, the common force can never be

properly united."

'

Meantime, Alexander Hamilton in swiftness of

thought outran all that was possible. Early in Sep- Sept.

tember, in a private letter to James Duane, then a

member of congress, he took up the proposal, which,

nearly five years before, Paine had made kno^\Ti, and

ad^dsed that a convention of all the states should

meet on the first of the following November, with

full authority to conclude finally and set in motion

a "vigorous" general confederation.' His ardor

would have surprised the people into greater hap-

piness without giving them an opportunity to view

and reject his project.'

Before the end of the year the author of " Common Dec.

Sense" himseK, publishing in Philadelphia a tract

asserting the right of the United States to the vacant

western territory, closed his argument for the " Public

Good " with these words :
" I take the opportunity

of renewing a hint which I formerly threw out in the

pamphlet ' Common Sense,' and which the several

states will, sooner or later, see the convenience, if not

the necessity, of adopting ; which is, that of electing

a continental convention, for the purpose of forming

a continental constitution, defining and describing the

powers of congress. To have them marked out le-

' Hough's Convention, 63-65. * Compare McHenry to Hamil-
" Hamilton to Duane, 3 Sept., ton. Hamilton, i. 411.

1780. Hamilton, i. 157.
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CHAP, gaily will give additional energy to tlie wliole, and a

—r— new confidence to tlie several parts."

'

17 8 0. " Call a convention of tlie states, and establish a

congress upon a constitutional footing," wrote Greene,

after taking command of the southern army, to a

member of cong-ress/

Nov. On the eleventh of November able representatives

from each of the four New England states and New
York assembled at Hartford." The lead in the con-

vention was taken by the delegates fi'om New York,

John Sloss Hobart, a judge of its supreme court, and

Egbert Benson, its attorney-general.* At their instance

it was proposed, as a foundation for a safe system of

finance, to provide by taxes or duties a certain and

inalienable revenue, to discharge the interest on any

funded part of the public debt, and on future loans.

As it had proved impossible to get at the valuation

of lands, congress should be empowered to apportion

taxes on the states according to their number of in-

habitants, black as well as white. They then pre-

pared a circular letter to all the states, in which they

said: "Our embarrassments arise from a defect in

the present government of the United States. All

government supposes the power of coercion ; this

^ Thomas Paine's Public Good. Hams of Connecticut, John Sloss
Original edition, 38. Hobart and Egbert Benson of New

"^ Johnson's Life of Greene, ii. York.
446. " That New York took the lead

' The names of all the delegates appears from comparison of the
are given in Papers of the Old Con- message of Clinton in September
gress, xxxiii. 391, ^IS. John T. and the circular letter of the con-
'Gilraan of New Hampshire, Thom- vcntion ; and from the public trib-

as Gushing, Azor Orne, George ute of Hamilton to the New York
Partridge of Massachusetts, Wil- delegates in the presence of Ho-
liam Bradford of Rhode Island, bart. Hamilton, ii. 360.
Eliphalet Dyer and William Wil-
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power, however, never did exist in tlie general gov- chap.

emment of tlie continent, or lias never been exercised. ^^.-^

Under these circumstances, the resources and force of i '^ ^ o-

the country can never be properly united and drawn

forth. The states individually considered, while

they endeavor to retain too much of their indepen-

dence, may finally lose the whole. By the expulsion

of the enemy we may be emancipated from the

t}Tanny of Great Britain ; we shall, however, be

without a solid hope of peace and freedom, unless

•we are properly cemented among ourselves."

The proceedings of this convention were sent to

every state in the union, to Washington, and to

congress.* They were read in congress on the twelfth Dec.

of December, 1780; and were referred to a commit-

tee of five, on which were John Witherspoon and

James Madison,' the master and his pupil. In the

same days Pennsylvania instructed its delegates in

congress that imposts on trade were absolutely neces-

sary ; and in order to prevent any state from taking

advantage of a neighbor, congress should recommend

to the several states in union a system of imposts."

Before the end of 1780 the legislative council and 29.

general assembly of New Jersey, while they insisted

" that the rights of every state in the union should be

strictly maintained," declared that "congress repre-

sent the federal republic."* Thus early was that

' Papers of the Old Congress, "^ Endorsement by Charles Thorn-

xxxiii. 391, containing copies of son, secretary of congress. MS. /
the credentials of the commission- ^ Journals of Assembly, 564.

ers, the resolutions of the conven- * Representation and Remon-
tion, and its letters to the several strance, printed in Mulford's New
states, to congress, and to Wash- Jersey, 469, 470.

ington. MS.

4-
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CHAP, name aj^plied to tlie United States. Both brandies

-—,!— of the legislature of New York, which at that time

17 8 1. ^yas " as well disposed a state as any in the imion,"

'

approved the proceedings of the convention as pro-

motino; the interest of the continent.'*

With the year 1781, when the ministry of Great

Britain believed themselves in possession of the three

southernmost states and were cheerins; Cornwallis to

complete his glory by the conquest of Virginia ; when
congress was confessedly mthout the means to re-

cover the city of New York; when a large contin-

gent from France was at Newport, serious efforts

for the creation of a federal republic began, and

never ceased until it was established. The people

of New York, from motives of the highest patriot-

ism, had already ceded its claims to western lands.

Jan. The territory north-west of the Ohio, which Vir-

ginia had conquered, was on the second of Janu-

ary' surrendered to the United States of America.

For this renunciation one state and one state only

29. had made delay. On the twenty-ninth, congress re-

ceived the news so long anxiously waited for, that

Maryland by a resolution of both branches of her

legislature had acceded to the confederation, seven

members only in the house voting in the negative.

Duane, who had been taught by Washington that

" greater powers to congress were indispensably nec-

essary to the well-being and good government of pub-

. lie affairs," ' instantly addressed him :
" Let us devote

* Washington to Jefferson, 1 ° Journal of Virginia House of
Aug., 1786. Si^arks, ix. 180. Delegates, 79.

^ Journals of Assembly, 91, 93. •* Washington to James Duane,
26 Dec, 1780. MS.
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this day to joy and congratulation, since by tlie ac- chap.

complisliment of our federal union we are become a -^^—
nation. In a political view it is of more real impor- 1 7 s i.

tance than a victory over all our enemies. We shall

not fail of taking advantage of the favorable temper

of the states and recommending for ratification such

additional articles as will give vigor and authority to

government." ' The enthusiasm of the moment could

not hide the truth, that without amendments the

new system would struggle vainly for life. Wash-

ington answered :' " Our affairs \vill not put on a

different aspect unless congress is vested with, or

will assume, greater powers than they exert at pres-

ent.'"

To another member of congress, Washington wrote

:

"I never expect to see a happy termination of the

war, nor great national concerns well conducted in

peace, till there is something more than a recom-

mendatory power in congress. The last words, there-

fore, of my letter and the first msh of my heart

concur in favor of it."
'

The legislatm-e of Maiyland swiftly transformed

its resolution into an act. The delegates having full

authority, in the presence of congress, on the first March

day of March, subscribed the articles of confedera-

tion, and its complete, formal, and final ratification

by all the United States was announced to the pub-

lic; to the executives of the several states; to the

American ministers in Europe, and through them to

* James Duane to Washington, ^ Washington to Sullivan, 4

29 Jan., 1781. MS. Feb., 1781. Sparks, vu. 402.
^ Washington to Duane, 19 Feb.,

1781. MS.

VOL. I. 2
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CHAP, the courts at whicli tliey resided; to the minister

—,;— plenipotentiary of France in America; to the com-

1 "^ 8 1- mander-in-chief, and through him to the army.* Clin-

ton communicated " the important event " to the

March legislature of New York, adding: "This great na-

tional compact establishes our union."" But the

completion of the confederation was the instant

revelation of its insufficiency, and the summons to

the people of America to form a better constitution.

Washington rejoiced that Virginia had relin-

quished her claim to the laud south of the great lakes

and north-west of the Ohio, which he said, " for fer-

tility of soil, pleasantness of climate, and other natural

advantages, is equal to any known tract of country of

the same extent in the universe." ' He was pleased

that Maryland had acceded to the confederation ; but

he saw no ground to rest satisfied.

On taking command of the army in Massachusetts

in 1775, he at once discriminated between the proper

functions of individual colonies and " that power and

weight which ought of right to belong only to the

whole ; "
' and he applied to Kichard Henry Lee, then

in congress, for aid in establishing the distinction. In

the follomug years he steadily counselled the fonna-

tion of one continental ai-my. As a faithful laborer in

the cause, as a man injuring his private estate A^dthout

the smallest personal advantage, as one who wished

the prosperity of America most devoutly, he in the

'Journals of Congress, iii. 581, ' Washington to Sullivan, 4 Feb.,
582, 591. 1781. Sparks, vii. 400.

' Journal of New York Assem- * Wasliington to Richard Henry
bly, for 10 March, 1781. Lee, 29 Aug., 1775. Sparks, iii.

68, G9.
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last days of 1778 had pleaded with the statesmen of chap.

Vijgiiiia for that which to him was more than life. .---.^^

He called on Benjamin Harrison, then speaker of i^^^^^-

the house of delegates, on Mason, Wythe, Jefferson,

Nicholas, Pendleton, and Nelson, " not to be satisfied

mth places in their own state while the common in-

terests of America were mouldering and sinking into

irretrievable ruin, but to attend to the momentous

concerns of an empire." ' " Till the great national

interest is fixed upon a solid basis," so he wrote in

March, 1779, to George Mason, "I lament the fatal 17 79.

policy of the states of employing their ablest men at

home. How useless to put in fine order the smallest

parts of a clock, unless the great spring which is to

set the whole in motion is well attended to ! Let

this voice call forth you, Jefferson, and others to save

their countiy." ' But now, with deeper emotion, he

turns to his own state as he had done in the gloomy

55diL±fir of 1778. He has no consolation but in the

hope of a good federal government. His growing

desire has the character of the forces of nature, which

from the opening year increase in power till the earth

is renewed.

A constant, close observer of what was done by Vir-

ginia, he held in mind that on the twenty-fourth day ^

of December, 1779, on occasion of some unwise pro-

ceedings of congress, she had resolved " that the legis-

lature of this commonwealth are greatly alarmed at

the assumption of power lately exercised by congress.

While the right of recommending measures to each

state by congress is admitted, we contend for that

• Sparks, vi. 150. " MS. letter to Geo. Mason.
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CHAP, of judging of tlieir utility and ex]3ediency, and of

--^l^ course either to approve or reject. Making any state

answerable for not agreeing to any of its recommen-

dations would establish a dangerous precedent against

the authority of the legislature and the sovereignty

of the separate states."
'

This interposition of the Virginia legislature so

haunted Washington's mind that he felt himself more
particularly impelled to address with freedom men of

whose abilities and judgments he mshed to avail

himself. He thoroughly understood the obstinacy

and strength which he must encounter and overcome.

His native state, reaching to the Mississippi and cut-

ting off the mass of the south from the north, held,

from its geographical place, its numbers, and the influ-

ence of its statesmen, a power of obstructing union

such as belonged to no other state. He must per-

suade it to renounce some share of its individual sov-

ereignty and forego " the liberty to reject or alter any
act of congress which in a full representation of

states has been solemnly debated and decided on,"

"

or there is no hope of consolidating the union. His
position was one of extreme delicacy ; for he was at

the head of the army which could alone be employed
to enforce the requisitions of congress. He there-

fore selected, as the Virginians to whom he could

safely address himself, the three great civilians whom
that commonwealth had appointed to codify its laws

and adapt them to the new state of society conse-

quent on independence, Jefferson, its governor, Pen-

* Journal of House of Delegates ' Washington to James Duane,
of Virginia, for 24 Dec., 1779, 108. 26 Dec., 1780. MS.
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dleton, tlie president of its court of appeals, and cbaf.

Wytlie, its spotless cliancellor/

"The alliance of tlie states," lie said, "is now

complete. If tlie powers granted to tlie respective

body of the states are inadequate, the defects should

be considered and remedied. Danger may spring

from delay
;
good will result from a timely applica-

tion of a remedy. The present temper of the states

is friendly to the establishment of a lasting union

;

the moment should be improved ; if suffered to pass

away it may never return, and, after gloriously and

successfully contending against the usurpations of

Britain, we may fall a prey to our own follies and

disputes." He argued for the power of compelling

the states to comply with the requisitions for men

and money agreeably to their respective quotas ; add-

ing :
" It Avould give me concern should it be thought

of me that I am desirous of enlarging the powers of

congress unnecessarily; I declare to God, my only

aim is the general good." And he promised to make

his views known to others besides the three.

His stepson, John Parke Custis, who was just en-

tering into public life, he thus instructed :
" The fear

• Washington to Jefferson, Pen- MS. ; from Matthews, 30 Jan. Let-

clleton, and Wythe, Madison Pa- ters to Washington, iii. 218. Wash-

l^ers, 83, Gilpin's edition. The date ington's answer to Sullivan is 4

of his letter is not given. It was Feb., Sparks, vii. 402 ; to Mat-

written soon after the accession of thews, 14 Feb. " The confedera-

Maryland to the confederation
;

tion being now closed will, I trust,

probably in February, before the enable congress to speak decisive-

middle of the month, which was ly in their requisitions," etc. MS.
the time fixed for his departure On the evening of the fourteenth,

from New Windsor for Newijort. Washington was preparing to leave

The dates of the letters of 1781, for Newport; an unexpected letter

informing him of the accession of from Rochambeau detained him
Maryland, were, from Duane, 29 in camp till the second of March.

Jan., MS. ; from Sullivan, 29 Jan., Sparks, vii. 446, note.
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of giving sufficient powers to congress is futile.

Under its present constitution, eacli assembly will

i*^^!- be annihilated, and we must once more return to the

government of Great Britain, and be made to kiss

l|the rod preparing for our correction. A nominal

head, which at present is but another name for con-

gress, will no longer do. That honorable body, after

hearing the interests and views of the several states

fairly discussed and explained by their respective

representatives, must dictate, and not merely recom-

mend." '

To another Virginian, Joseph Jones of King George

county, whom he regarded with sincere affection and

perfect trust, he -wTote :
" Without a controlling

power in congress it ^\'ill be impossible to carry on
^y the war; and we shall speedily be thirteen distinct

states, each pursuing its local interests, till they are

annihilated in a general crash. The fable of the

bunch of sticks may well be applied to us."' In

a like strain he addressed other trusty correspondents

and friends." His wants as commander-in-chief did

not confine his attention to the progress of the war

;

he aimed at nothing less than an enduring govern-

ment for all times of war and peace.

^Washington to John Parke Duane of New York, 19 Feb.,
Custis, 28 Feb., 1781. Sparks, vii. 1781, MS. ; to Philip Schuyler of
440^44. New York, 20 Feb., 1781, MS.

;

^ Washington to Joseph Jones, to John Parke Custis of Virginia,

24 March, 1781. MS. 28 Feb., 1781—Sparks, vii. 442
;

" Compare his letters to R. R. to William Gordon, in Massachu-
Livingston of New York, 31 Jan., setts, 9 IMarcli, 1781—Sparks, vii.

1781—Sparks, vii. 391 ; to John 448 ; to Jpseph Jones of Virginia,

Sullivan of New Hampshire, 4 24 March, 1781, MS. ; to John
Feb., 1781—Sparks, vii. 401, 402

;
Armstrong of Pennsylvania, 26

to John Matthews of South Caro- IMarch, 1781— Sparks, vii. 403.

lina, 14 Feb., 1781, MS. ; to James
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As soon as tlie new form of union was proclaimed, chap.

congress saw its want of real authority, and sought ._;_

a way to remedy the defect. A report by Madison,
y^^^J^-

from a committee,' was completed on the twelfth of 12.

March ; and this was its reasoning :
'' The articles of

confederation, which declare that every state shall

abide by the determinations of congress, imply a gen-

eral power vested in congress to enforce them and

carry them into effect. The United States in con-

gress assembled, being desirous as far as possible to

cement and invigorate the federal union, recommend

to the legislature of every state to give authority

to employ the force of the United States as well by

sea as by land to compel the states to fulfil their fed-

eral engagements."

'

Madison enclosed to Jefferson a copy of his re-

port, and, on account of the delicacy and importance

of the subject, expressed a wish for his judgment on

it before it should undergo the final decision of con-

gress. No direct reply from him is preserved," but

Joseph Jones, who, after a visit to Richmond, was

again in Philadelphia about the middle of May, gave

to Madison a copy of the letter of Washington to

Jefferson and his two associates." There were no

* Reports of committees on in- teenth of February, 1781, made a

creasing the powers of congress, report, which was referred back

p. 19. "MS. This report is dated to it. Whether Madison's report

12 March, and was read in congress of the twelfth of March proceeded

16 March. from that committee, the imperfect
^ Madison Papers, Gilpin's Edi- record does not show,

tion, 88-90. Reports of commit- = None of the letters of Jeffer-

tees, 20, 22. MS. Madison was a eon to Madison of this year have

member of the committee to which been preserved,

were referred the papers from the * Madison Papers, Gilpin's Edi-

Hartford convention of November, tion, 81.

1780. That committee, on the six-
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CHAP, chances that the proposal of IMadison would be ap-

proved by any one state, yet on the second of May it

was referred to a grand committee ; that is, to a

committee of one fi'om each state.' On the eigh-

teenth, the Chevalier de la Luzerne, then the French

minister in America, sent this dispatch to Vergennes

:

" There is a feeling to reform the constitution of

congress ; but the articles of confederation, defective

as they are, cost a year and a half of labor and of

debates ; a change will not encounter less difficulty,

and it appears to me there is more room for desire

than for hope."

'

Even while he was writing, the movement for re-

form received a new impulse. In a pamphlet dated

24. the twenty-fourth, and dedicated to the congress of

the United States of America and to the assembly

of the state of Pennsylvania, William Barton' insisted

that congress should "not be left w^th the mere

shadow of sovereign authority, without the right of

exacting obedience to their ordinances, and destitute

of the means of executing their resolves." To rem-

' Reports of committees on in- of 1781 is totally unlike the style

creasing the powers of congress, of those collected bv PelatiahWeb-
22. MS. ster. My friend F. D. Stone of

" Luzerne to Vergennes, 18 May, Philadelphia was good enough to

1781. MS. communicate to me the bill for
^ Not by Pelatiah Webster, as printing the pamphlet ; it was

stated by Madison. Introduction made out against William Barton
to debates, Madison Papers, Gil- and paid by him. Further : Bar-

pin's Edition, 706 ; Elliot's stereo- ton from time to time wrote pam-
typed reprint, 117. First : at a phlets, of which, on a careful com-
later period, Webster collected parison, the style, language, and
his pamphlets in a volume, and forms of expression are found to

this one is not among them ; a correspond to this pamphlet pub-
disclaimer which, under the cir- lished in 1781. Without doubt it

cumstances, is conclusive. Sec- was written by William Barton,

ondly : the style of this pamphlet
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edy tliis evil lie did not look to congress itself, but chap.

" indicated tlie necessity of their calling a continental .^

—

'^^

convention, for the express purpose of ascertaining, ^'^^i-

defining, enlarging, and limiting tlie duties and pow-

ers of their constitution.'" This is the third time

that the suggestion of a general constituent conven-

tion was brought before the country by the press

of Philadelphia,

The grand committee of thirteen delayed their re-

port till the twentieth of July, and then only ex- Juiy

pressed a wish to give congress power in time of war

to lay an embargo at least for sixty days, and to ap-

point receivers of the money of the United States as

soon as collected by state officers. By their advice the

business was then referred to a committee of three.'

Day seemed to break, when, on the twentieth of

July, Edmund Eandolph, who had just brought from

Virginia the news of its disposition to strengthen the

general government, Oliver Ellsworth of Connecti-

cut, and James M. Varnum of Khode Island, three of

the ablest la^vyers in their states, were selected to

" prepare an exposition of the confederation, to devise

a plan for its complete execution, and to present sup-

plemental articles."

'

In support of the proceedings of congress, Hamil-

ton, during July and August, published a series of juiy-

papers which he called " The Continentalist." " There

is hardly a man," said he, " who \\dll not acknowledge

• Observations on the Nature ^ Report of the grand committee,

and Use of Paper Credit, etc., MS.
Philadelphia, 1781, 37. Thepref- ' Report of the committee of

ace of the pamphlet is dated 24 tliree. MS.
May, 1781.

AU£
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CHAP, the confederation unequal to a vigorous prosecution

—.-^ of the war, or to the preservation of the union in

^T^^- peace. The federal government, too weak at first,

will continually grow weaker." ' " Already some of

the states have evaded or refused the demands of

congress ; the currency is depreciated
;
public credit

is at the lowest ebb ; our army deficient in numbers

and unprovided \^dth everything ; the enemy making

an alarming progress in the southern states; Corn-

wallis still formidable to Virginia.' As in explana-

tion of our embarrassments nothino- can be alleo-ed to

the disaffection of the people, we must have recourse

to impolicy and mismanagement in their rulers.' We
ought therefore not only to strain every nerve to ren-

der the present campaign as decisive as possible, but

we ought without delay to enlarge the powers of

congress. Every plan of which this is not the foun-

dation will be illusory. The separate exertions of

the states will never suffice. Nothins* but a well-

proportioned exertion of the resources for the whole,

under the direction of a common council with power

sufficient to give efficacy to their resolutions, can pre-

serve us from being a conquered people now, or can

make us a happy one hereafter."

'

Aug. The committee of three, Randolph, Ellsworth, and

Varnum, made their report on the twenty-second of

August. They declined to prepare an exposition of

the confederation, because such a comment would be

voluminous if coextensive with the subject ; and, in

* Continentalist. Reprinted in J. '^ ri)id., cxlv., cxlvi.

C. Hamilton's edition of the Fed- ' Ibid., cxlvii.

eralist, cxl., cxli. * Ibid., cxlviii.
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the enumeration of powers, omissions would become chap.

an argument against tlieir existence. AVitli profession- —'^^

al exactness they explained in twenty-one cases the I'^si-

"manner" in which "the confederation required execu-

tion." As to delinquent states, they advised, " That

—

as America became a confederate republic to crush the

present and future foes of her independence; as of

this republic a general council is a necessary organ

;

and as, without the extension of its power, war may

receive a fatal inclination and peace be exposed to

daily convulsions—it be resolved to recommend to

the several states to authorize the United States in

congress assembled to lay embargoes and prescribe

rules for impressing property in time of war ; to ap-

point collectors of taxes required by congress; to

admit new states with the consent of any dismem-

bered state; to establish a consular system vdthout

reference to the states individually; to distrain the

property of a state delinquent in its assigned propor-

tion of men and money ; and to vary the rules of suf-

frage in congress so as to decide the most important

questions by the agreement of two thii'ds of the

United States."

'

It was further proposed to make a representation

to the several states of the necessity for these supple-

mental powers, and of pursuing in their development

one uniform plan.

At the time when this report was made, the coun-

iYj was rousing its energies for a final campaign.

New Ensfland with its militia assisted to man the

lines near New York; the commander-in-chief with

' Reports on increasing the powers of congress. MS.
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CHAP, liis army had gone to meet Cornwallis in Virginia;

—J— and Greene was recovering tlie three southernmost
^ '^ ^ 1- states. Few persons in that moment of suspense

cared to read the political essays of Hamilton, and he

hastened to take part in the war under the command
of Lafayette. The hurry of crowded hours left no

opportunity for deliberation on the reform of the con-

stitution. Moreover, the committee of three, while

they recognised the duty of obedience on the part of

the states to the requisitions of congress, knew no

way to force men into the ranks of the army, or dis-

train the property of a state. There could be no

coercion ; for every state was a delinquent. Had it

been otherwise, the coercion of a state by force of

arms is civil war, and, from the weakness of the con-

federacy and the strength of organization of each

separate state, would have been disunion.

Yet it was necessary for the public mind to pass

through this process of reasoning. The conviction

that the confederacy could propose no remedy for

its weakness but the impracticable one of the coer-

cion of sovereign states compelled the search for a

really efficient and more humane form of govern-

ment. Meantime the report of Kandolph, Ellsworth,

and Varnum, which was the result of the delibera-

tions of nearly eight months, fell to the ground. We
, shall not have to wait long for a word from Wash-
' ington ; and, when he next speaks, he will propose

\"a new constitution."



CHAPTER II.

THE STRUGGLE FOR REVENUE.

1781, 1782.

Schuyler liad been led by liis own experience chap.

to perceive tlie necessity for tlie states to surren- ^.^J.^

der some part of their sovereignty, and " adopt i *? 8 1

.

another system of government." , In the senate of Jan.

New York,_Jie_miiK:ed_to--j:eq:aest -th:a--eastern - states

to join in. an early convention, which should form

a perpetual league of incorporation, subservient, how-

ever, to the common interest of all the states; in-

vite others to accede to it; erect Yerniont into a

state ; devise a fund for the redemption of the com-

mon_debts; substitute a permanent and uniform sys-

tem for temporary expedients; and invest the con-

federacy with j)owers of coercion.*
"^" We stand ready on our part to confer adequate Feb. 5.

poAvers on congress," was the message of both houses

to that body in a letter of the fifth of February,

* Philip Schuyler to Washington, 21 Jan., 178L Letters to Wash-
ington, iii. 213.
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CHAP. A\Titten in the name of tlie state by their joint com-

^-^v-^^ mittee, on which were Schuyler and Benson.'

17 81. "Washington had been taught by his earliest obser-

vation as general, and had often declared the indis-

pensable necessity of more responsibility and perma-

nency in the executive bodies." The convention at

Boston of August, 1780, had recommended "a per-

manent system for the several departments." ' Ham-
ilton " was among the first who w^ere convinced that

their administration by single men was essential to

the proper management of affairs." * On the tenth of

January, 1781, congress initiated a reform by estab-

lishing a department of foreign affairs;' but more

than eight months elapsed before it was filled by
Robert R. Livingston.

There was the most pressing need of a minister

of war. After tedious rivalries and delays, Benjamin

Lincoln was elected;' but he did not enter upon the

office till near the end of November, when the at-

tempt of Great Britain to subjugate America had

ceased.

For the treasury, John Sullivan suggested to Wash-
ington the name of Hamilton.'' How far Hamilton

had made a study of finance, Washington did not

know ; but he said :
" Few of his age have a more

* Letter from the state of New ® Hough's edition of Convention
York to congress, 5 Feb., 1781. at Boston, 3-9 Aug., 1780, 51.

Papers of Old Congress, Ixvii. 344. * Hamilton to Robert Morris, 30
MS. A copy of the letter was April, 1781. Hamilton, i. 223.

sent to Washington by Clinton, Hamilton to Duane, 3 Sept., 1780.

14 Feb., 1781. Letters to Washing- Ibid., i. 154.

ton, xlvi. 172. MS. ' Journals of Congress, iii. 564.
^ Washington to Duane, 26 Dec, " Ibid., 683.

1780. MS. ' Sullivan to Washington, 29
Jan., 1781. MS.
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general knowledge, and no one is more firmly en- chap.

gaged in tlie cause, or exceeds him in probity and ^^.^-^

sterling virtue." ' In February tlie clioice fell on i
''
s i

.

Robert Morris, and unanimously, except that Massa-

chusetts abstained from the ballot,"" Samuel Adams
preferring the old system of committees."

While Morris delayed his acceptance, Hamilton, ^p'"^!

who had been the first to present his name for the

place, opened a correspondence with him. "A na-

tional debt," he wrote, " if it is not excessive, will be

a national blessing, a powerful cement of union, a

necessity for keeping up taxation, and a spur to in-

dustry." * He recommended a national bank, with a

capital of ten or fifteen millions of dollars,' to be paid

one third in hard money and the other two thirds in

European funds or landed security.* It was to be

erected into a legal corporation for thirty years, dur-

ing which no other bank, public or private, was to be

permitted.' Its capital and deposits were to be ex-

empt from taxation,* and the United States, collec-

tively and particularly, were to become conjointly

responsible for all its transactions." Its sources of

profit were to be the sole right of issuing a currency

for the United States equal in amount to the whole

capital of the bank ;
'" loans at a rate not exceeding

eight per cent
;

" discount of bills of exchange
;

'" con-

* Washington to Sullivan, 4 Feb., * Art. ii. Ibid., 241.

1781. Sparks, vii. 399. ' Arts, iii., xvii., xviii. Ibid.,
^ Journals of Congress, iii. 580. 243, 252.
^ Luzerne to Vergennes, 25 * Arts, i., xi. Ibid., 241, 246.

March, 1781. MS. Partly print- « Art. vi. Ibid., 243.

ed in Sparks, vii. 400. '» Art. vii. Ibid., 243, 244.
* Hamilton, i. 257. " Arts, viii., xiii. Ibid., 245, 247.
" Arts, i., ix. Ibid., 241, 245. >* Art. x. Ibid., 245.
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CHAP, tracts witli the Frencli government for the supply of

v^v^ its fleets and armies in America, with the United

1 "^ ^ 1 • States for the supply of their army ;
* dealings in real

estates, especially," with its large capital, buying at

favorable opportunities the real estates of men who,

having rendered themselves odious, would be obliged

to leave the country/ Another source of immense

gain, contingently even of one hundred per cent, was

to be a contract mth the United States for taking

up all their paper emissions/ Incidentally, Hamilton

expressed his "wish to see a convention of all the

states, with full power to alter and amend, finally and

irrevocably, the present futile and senseless confedei--

ation."

This communication led to the closest relations be-

tween Hamilton and Robert Morris ; but, vehement

as was the character of the older man, his schemes

fell far short of the daring suggestions of his young

May counsellor. On the fourteenth of May, Morris was

installed as the superintendent of finance, and three

11. days later he laid before congress his plan for a na-

tional bank." Its capital was to be four hundred

thousand dollars in gold and silver, with power of

increase at discretion ; its notes were to form the cur-

rency of the country, and be receivable as specie for

duties and taxes by every state and by the United

States. Authority to constitute the company a legal

body not being granted by the articles of confedera-

tion, Morris submitted that congress should apply to

' Art. xii. Ibid. , 247. ' Journals of Congress, iii. 624
;

' Art. X. Ibid., 245. Diplomatic Correspondence, vii.

^ Ibid., 245. 444-449.

*Art. xiv. Ibid., 248.
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the states for tlie power of incorporating a bank and chap,
II.

prohibiting all other banks.'

On the twenty-sixth, congress, without waiting to ^ '^ § i

,

hear the voices of the states, resolved that the bank 26.

should be incorporated so soon as the subscription

should be filled and officers chosen. This vote was
carried by New Hampshire, New Jersey, and the five

southernmost states, Massachusetts being in the nega-

tive, Pennsylvania di\TLded, and Madison alone of the

four members from Virginia opposing it as not within

the powers of the confederation.

From the want of a valuation of private lands and
buildings, congress had not even the right to appor-

tion requisitions. The five states which met at Hart-

ford had suggested for the United States an impost

as a source of revenue. New Jersey and North Caro-

lina suffered from the leo;islation of the neio-hborinQ:

states, which were the natural channels of a part of

their foreign trade; and now, on the third of Feb- ^|^-

ruary, Witherspoon and Burke, their representatives

in congress, revi^dng an amendment to the articles

of confederation proposed by New Jersey in 1778,''

moved to vest in the United States the power of

regulating commerce according to "the common in-

terest," and, under restrictions calculated to soothe

state jealousies, the exclusive right of laying duties

upon imported articles. This motion, which was a

memorable step toward union, failed of success
;

'

and on the same day congress contented itself with

' Robert Morris to congress, 17 ^ Ibid., iii. 573. The yeas and
May, 1781. Dip. Cor., xi. 364. nays do not appear in the Joui-nal.

^ Journals of Congress, ii. 604.

VOL. I. 3
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CHAP, asking of tlie states, as an "indispensable necessity,"

—.^-^ the power to levy a duty of five per cent ad valorem
1 '^ 8 1

. on all imports, mtli no permanent exemptions except

of wool cards and cotton cards, and wire for making

them. This first scheme of duties on foreign com-

merce sought to foster American industry by the free

admission of materials necessary to the manufacturer.

The letter of the fifth of February from the state

of New York was met on its way by the vote of con-

gress of the third. In March, New York granted the

duties, to " be collected in such manner and by such

officers as congress should direct." ' Connecticut had

acted a month earlier at a special session called by
Governor Trumbull, but had limited its grant to the

end of the third year after the war." New. Hamp-
shire followed in the first week of April." Massa-

chusetts delayed its consent till the next year, and

then reserved to itself the appointment of the col-

lectors.

Outside of the five states which met at Hartford,

the first to agree to the new demand were Pennsyl-

vania and New Jersey.* The general assembly of

Virginia, which was to have met in Kichmond on the

seventh of May, was chased by the enemy to Char-

lottesville, where it elected Benjamin HaiTison its

speaker, and where John Taylor of Caroline," accord-

' Papers of Old Congress, Ixxv. i. 890. The act was of 5 April,

MS. 1781. Journals of Congress, iii.

* Journals of Congress, iii. 594, 632. The act of New Jersey was
600. Pajjers of Old Congress, Ixxv. passed2 June, 1781. Wilson's Acts
MS. of New Jersey, 191.

* Papers of Old Congress, Ixxiv. ^ Journal of House of Delegates,

9. MS. 30 May, 1781.
* Dallas' Laws of Pennsylvania,
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ing to order, presented a bill to enable tlie United chap.

States to levy tlie needed duty. Fleeing beyond tlie ^^,1^

mountains, they completed the act at Staunton. The i '? s i

.

grant, of which Harrison had been the great pro-

moter,' was restricted neither as to time nor as to

form.' Early in September, North Carolina adopted

the measure ;

' Delaware in November ;
* South Caro-

lina in February, 1782
;

' and Maryland in its follow-

ing AjDril session.' The consent of Georgia was con-

fidently expected.

After the surrender of Cornwallis, the legislature Nov.

of New York once more declared the readiness of

their state to comply with any measures to render the

union of the United States more intimate, and to con-

tribute their proportion of well-established funds.''

This alacrity Clinton, on the twenty-fourth of No-

vember, reported to congress as the highest " evidence

of a sincere disposition in the state to promote the

common interest."
^

Meantime the subscriptions to the bank languished,

and Morris thought fit to apply to John Jay for

money fi'om the court of Madrid for its benefit, say-

ing :
" I am determined that the bank shall be well

supported until it can support itself, and then it will

support us." ' But there was no ray of hope from

that quarter. Though so late as October, 1781, the

1 Harrison to Washington, 31 ^ Statutes at Large of South
March, 1783. MS. Carolina, iv. 512.

' Papers of Old Congress, Ixxv. * Laws of Maryland, chapter
359. MS. Hening's Statutes at Ixviii.

Large, x. 409, ' Papers of Old Congress, Ixvii,
' Papers of Old Congress, Ixxvi. 438. MS.

91. MS. Journals of Congress, iii. ^ Ibid., 443.
674. 9 Morris to Jay, 13 July, 1781.

* Laws of Delaware, ii. 763. Dip. Cor., vii. 440.
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CHAP, subscription amounted to no more than seventy tliou-

vj^ sand dollars/ he was yet able to prevail with con-

1Y81. gress, on the thirty-first day of December, to iu-

31.' corporate the bank " forever " by the name of the

Bank of North America; but it was not to exer-

cise powers in any one of the United States re-

pugnant to the laws or constitution of that state.*

Madison saw in the ordinance '' a precedent of usur-

pation."
'

The bank still wanted capital. During the autumn

of 1781, a remittance in specie of nearly five hundred

thousand dollars had been received from the king of

France, and brought to Philadelphia. In January,

17 82. 1782, Morris, with no clear warrant, subscribed all of

this sum that remained in the treasury, being about

two hundred and fifty-four thousand dollars, to the

stock of the bank," which was thus nursed into life by

the public moneys. In retm-n, it did very little, and

could do very little, for the United States. Its legal

establishment was supported by a charter fi'om the

state of Massachusetts, in March, 1782 ; by an act of

March, recognition fi^om Pennsylvania in March, and a char-

Aprii. ter on the first of April ; and ten days later by a char-

ter from New York. The final proviso of the New
York charter was, " that nothing in this act contained

shall be construed to imply any right or power in

the United States in congress assembled to create

bodies politic, or grant letters of incorporation in any

case whatsoever." ' The acts of Pennsylvania w^ere

* Life of Morris, 81. * From the narrative of Robert
" Ordinance to incorporate, etc. Morris in Life of Morris, 90.

Journals of Congress, iii. 706, 707. ^ Jones & Varick's edition of

= Gilpin, 105. Laws of New York, 1789, 77.
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repealed in September, 1785. Delaware gave a char- chap.

ter in 1786. J^
Yet the confederacy promised itseK a solid founda- i '^8 2.

tion for a system of finance from a duty on imports.

Through the press, Hamilton now pleads for vesting July 4.

congress with full power of regulating trade ; and he

contrasts the " prospect of a number of petty states,

jarring, jealous, and perverse, fluctuating and unhap-

py at home, weak by their dissensions in the eyes of

other nations," with the " noble and magnificent per-

spective of a great federal republic."

It is the glory of New York that its legislature

was the first to impart the sanction of a state to the

great conception of a federal convention to frame a

constitution for the United States. On the report of

a committee of which Madison was the head, con-

gress in May, 1782, took into consideration the des-

perate condition of the finances of the country, and
divided between four of its members the office of

explaining the common danger to every state.' At
the request of the delegation which repaired to the

north, Clinton convened an extra session of the sen-

ate and assembly of New York at Poughkeepsie,

where, in July, they received from the committee of

congress a full communication " " on the necessity of

providing for a vigorous prosecution of the war."

The legislature had been in session for a week
when Hamilton, who for a few months filled the

office of United States receiver of revenue for his

state, repaired to Poughkeepsie "to second the

' Journals of Congress for 23 * Governor Clinton's message of
May and 15 and 18 July, 1783. 11 July, 1783.
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views " of liis superior. In obedience to instructions,

lie strongly represented "tlie necessity of solid ar-

rangements of finance
;

" but lie went to the work
"without very sanguine expectations," for lie be-

lieved that, " whatever momentary effort the legisla-

ture might make, very little would be done till the

entire change of the present system ;

" and, before

this could be effected, "mountains of prejudice and

particular interest were to be levelled."
*

On the nineteenth, three days after his arrival, on

the motion of Schuyler, his father-in-law, who was

ever constant in support of a national system, the

senate resolved itself into " a committee of the whole

on the state of the nation." From its deliberations

on two successive days a series of resolutions pro-

ceeded, which Hamilton probably drafted, and which,

after they had been considered by paragraphs, were

unanimously adopted by the senate. The house

concurred in them without amendment and with

equal unanimity. These resolutions as they went

forth from the legislature find in the j^^^l^lic experi-

ence " the strongest reason to aj^prehend from a con-

tinuance of the present constitution of the conti-

nental government a subversion of public credit,"

and a danger "to the safety and independence of

the states." They repeat the words of the Hart-

ford convention and of Clinton, that the radical

source of the public embarrassments had been the

want of sufiicient power in congress, particularly

the power of providing for itself a revenue, which

could not be obtained by partial deliberations of the

' Hamilton, i. 286, 388.
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states separately. For tliese reasons the legislature chap.

of New York invite cons-ress for tlie common wel- ^—

^

fare "to recommend and each state to adopt the 1*7
8

2.

measure of assembling a general convention of the ^"^y-

states specially authorized to revise and amend the

confederation, reserving a right to the respective

legislatures to ratify theii' determinations." ' These

resolutions the governor of New York was requested

to transmit to congress and to the executive of every

state.

The legislature held a conference with Hamilton,

as the receiver of revenue, but without permanent

results
; and it included him " pretty unanimously "

in its appointment of delegates to congress for the

ensuing year. The resolutions for a federal conven- ^"|^^*

tion were communicated by Clinton " without a word

of remark to the congress then in session. There,

on the fifteenth of August, they were referred to a is.

grand committee ; but there is no evidence that that

congress proceeded to its election.

In his distress for money, Morris solicited a new
French loan of twenty millions of livres. The de-

mand was excessive : the king, however, consented to

a loan of six millions for the year 1783, and Franklin

immediately received one fourth part of it. "You
will take care," so Yergennes wrote to Luzerne, " not

to leave them any hope that the king can make

• MS. cojiy of the Journals of circumstances above related, and
the Senate and Assembly of New that the language bears his im-
York for the session of July, 1783. press.

The grounds for believing Hamil- ^ Clinton to president of con-
ton to have been the draughtsman gress, 4 Aug., 1783. MS.
of the resolutions are solely the
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CHAP, tliem further advances or sruarantee for them new
—Ji^ loans from others ;

" and he complained that the
178 2. United States did not give sufficient proofs of their

eadiness to create the means for meeting their debts.'

In Decembei all of the French auxiliary forces in

the United States, except one regiment which soon

followed, embarked at Boston for the West Indies.

The affections, the gratitude, the sympathy, the hopes

of America followed the French officers as they left

her shores. What boundless services they had ren-

dered in the establishment of her independence !

What creative ideas they were to carry home

!

How did they in later wars defy death in all climes,

from San Domingo to Moscow and to the Mle, al-

ways ready to bleed for their beautiful land, often

yielding up their lives for liberty ! Eochambeau,
who was received with special honor by Louis XVI.,
through a happy accident escaped the perils of the

revolution, and lived to be more than fourscore years

of age. Yiomenil, his second in command, was mor-

tally wounded while defending his king in the palace

of the Tuileries. De Grasse died before a new war
broke out. For more than fifty years, Lafayette,—in

the states general, in convention, in legislative assem-

blies, at the head of armies, in exile, in cruel and ille-

gal imprisonment, in retirement, in his renewed public

life, the emancipator of slaves, the apostle of free la-

bor, the dearest guest of America,—remained to his

latest hour the tnie and the ever hopeful representa-

tive of loyalty to the cause of liberty. The Vis-

count de Noailles, who so gladly assisted to build in

' Vergennes to Luzerne, 21 Dec., 1782. MS.
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America the home of human freedom for comers chap.

from all nations, was destined to make the motion s.^^.^^^

which in one night swept from his own countiy iV82.

feudal privilege and personal servitude. The young

Count Henri de Saint-Simon/ who during his four

campaigns in America mused on the never ending

succession of sorrows for the many, devoted himseK

to the reform of society, government, and industry.

Dumas survived long enough to take part in the rev-

olution of July, 1830. Charles Lameth, in the states

general and constituent assembly, proved one of the

wisest and ablest of the popular party, tmly loving

liberty and hating all excesses in its name. Alexan-

der Lameth, acting with the third estate in the states

general, proposed the abolition of all privileges, the

enfranchisement of every slave, and freedom of the

press ; he shared the captivity of Lafayette in 01-

mutz, and to the end of his life was a defender of

constitutional rights. Custine of Metz, whose brill-

iant services in the United States had won for him
very high promotion, represented in the states general

the nobility of Lorraine, and insisted on a declaration

of the rights of man. Of the Marquis de Chastellux

Washington said :
" I could not have bid a brother

farewell wdth more regret ; never have I parted with

a man to whom my soul clave more sincerely." * His

philanthropic zeal for "the greatest good of the great-

est number "
' was interinipted only by an early death.

* Lettres de H. Saint-Simon a un ^ Cette unique fin de tout gou-
Am6ricain, in '

' L'industrie, on dis- vernement ; le plus grand bonheur
cussions politiques, morales, etc.," du plus grand nombre d'individus.
par H. Simon. Paris, 1817. Tome Chastellux, de la Felicitd publique,
ii., pp. 23-26, 33-35. tomeii., chap, iii., p. 70. Edition

' Sparks, viii. 367. of 1822.
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Let it not be forgotten tliat Secouclat, a grandson

'

of the great Montesquieu, obtained promotion for

17 8 2. good service in America. Nor may an American fail

to name tlie young Prince de Broglie, tliougli lie ar-

rived too late to take part in any battle. In tlie

midday of life, just before lie was wantonly sent to

the guillotine, he said to his child, then nine years

old, afterward the self-sacrificing minister,' who kept

faith with the United States at the cost of popularity

and place :
" My son, they may strive to draw you

away from the side of liberty, by saying to you that

it took the life of your father ; never believe them,

and remain true to its noble cause."

At the time when the strength which came from the

presence of a wealthy and generous ally was depart-

ing, the ground was shaking beneath the feet of con-

Nov. gress. Pennsylvania, the great central state, in two

memorials offered to congress the dilemma, either to

satisfy its creditors in that state, or to suffer them to

be paid by the state itself out of its contributions to

the general revenue. The fii'st was impossible ; the

second would dissolve the union. Yet it was with

extreme difiiculty ' that Rutledge, Madison, and Ham-

Dec, ilton, a committee from congress, prevailed upon the

assembly of Pennsylvania to desist for the time from

appropriating funds raised for the confederation.*

The system for revenue by duties on importations

' Gilpin, 488. ' Ibid., 199, 21G, 224, 488 ; Jour-
' Saint-Simon. Les trois 6poqnes, nals of Congress, 4 Dec, 1782;

inL'industrie, etc., tomeii., p. 291. Minutes of Assembly of Pennsyl-
« I owe to him the opportimity of vania for 1782, pp. 663, 675, 733,

copying his father's journal while where the memorials appear at

in America, in which is a beauti- large.

ful tribute to Washington.
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seemed now to await only the assent of Eliode Island, chap.

That commonwealth in 1781 gave a wavering an- J^^

swer ;
' and then instructed its delegates in congress i "7 8 2

.

to uj^hold state sovereignty and independence." On Nov.

the first' of November, 1782, its assembly unanimous-

ly rejected the measure for three reasons : the impost

would bear hardest on the most commercial states,

particularly upon Rhode Island ; ofiicers unknowTi to

the constitution would be introduced ; a revenue for

the expenditure of which congress is not to be ac-

countable to the states would render that body inde-

pendent of its constituents, and would be repugnant

to the liberty of the United States.*

The necessity of the consent of every one of the

thirteen states to any amendment of the confederacy

gave to Rhode Island a terrible control over the des-

tinies of America. Against its obstinacy the confed-

eration was helpless. The reply to its communica-

tion, drafted by Hamilton, declared, first : that the Dec

duty would prove a charge not on the importing

state, but on the consumer;—next, that no govern-

ment can exist without a right of appointing officers

for those purposes which proceed from and centre in

itself, though the power may not be expressly known
to the constitution ;—lastly, the impost is a measure

of necessity, " and, if not within the letter, is within

the spirit of the confederation."

'

' Governor William Greene to Island. Records of Rhode Island,

Robert Morris, Oct., 1781, in Rec- ix. 683.
ords of Rhode Island, ix. 487. * Bradford, the speaker, to the

^ Records of Rhode Island, ix. president of congress, 30 Nov.,
612. 1782. Records of Rhode Island,

' Howell to the State of Rhode ix. 683, 684.
^ Journals of Confess, iv. 200.

16.
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CHAP. The growing discontent of tlie army, the clamor of

—^ public creditors, the enormous deficit in the revenue,

178 2, were invincible arguments for a plan which promised

relief. Congress having no resource except persua-

sion, thi^ee of its members would have borne its letter

to Rhode Island but for intelligence from Virginia.*

In the legislature of that state, Richard Henry Lee,

waiting till the business of the session was nearly

over and the house very thin," proposed to the assem-

bly to withdraw its assent to the federal impost

;

and the repeal was carried in the house on the

^^^- sixth, in the senate on the seventh of December,"

without a negative. The reasons for the act, as re-

cited in its preamble, were :
" The permitting any

power other than the general assembly of this com-

monwealth to levy duties or taxes upon the citizens

of this state within the same is injurious to its sov-

ereignty, may prove destructive of the rights and

liberty of the people, and, so far as congress may
exercise the same, is contravening the spirit of the

confederation."
*

Far-sighted members of congress prognosticated

the most pernicious effects on the character, interests,

and duration of the confederacy. The broad line

of party division was clearly drawn. The contest

was between the existing league of states and a

republic of united states ; between " state sovereign-

ty " * and a " consolidated union ;

"
" between " state

' Gilpin, 488, 238 ; Elliot, 17. " Hcning, xi. 171.
" Governor B. Harrison to Wash- ^ William Gordon to A. Lee. Lee's

ington, 31 March, 1783. MS. Life of Arthur Lee, ii. 291.
' In the Papers of Old Congress, " Lafayette in Dip. Cor., x. 41.

vol. Ixv. MS. Journals of House
of Delegates, 55-58.
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politics and continental politics
;

" * between tlie fear chap.

of " tlie centripetal " and the fear of " tlie centrifugal _,,:^

force" in the system.' Virginia made itself the bat- 17 8 2.

tie-ground on which for the next six years the war-

ring opinions were to meet. During all that time

Washington and Madison led the striving for a more

perfect union; Richard Henry Lee, at present sus-

tained by the legislature of Virginia, was the persist-

ent champion of separatism and the sovereignty of

each state.

How beneficent was the authority of the union

appeared at this time from a shining example. To
quell the wild strife which had grown out of the

claim of Connecticut to lands within the charter

boundary of Pennsylvania, five commissioners ap-

pointed by congress opened their court at Trenton.

"The case was w^ell argued by learned counsel on

both sides," and, after a session of more than six

weeks, the court pronounced' their unanimous opin- ^^*^-

ion, that the jurisdiction and pre-emption of the lands

in controversy did of right belong to the state of

Pennsylvania. The judgment was approved by con-

gress; and the parties in the litigation gave the

example of submission to this first settlement of a

controversy between states by the decree of a court

established by the United States.

' Hamilton, i. 356. Hamilton, 34 March, 1783. Ham-
^ Speech of Wilson, 28 Jan., ilton, i. 884.

1783, in Gilpin, 290 ; Elliot, 34. * Jom-nals of Congress, iv. 140,
The same figure was used by 30 Dec, 1783.



CHAPTER III.

A3IERICA AXD GREAT BRITAIN.

1782, 1783.

CHAP. The kino^ of France heard from Vero^enues, with

surprise and resentment, that the American deputies

had signed their treaty of peace
;

' Marie Antoinette

was conciliated by the assurance that " they had ob-

tained for their constituents the most advantageous

conditions." " The English buy the peace rather than

make it," wrote Vergennes to his subaltern in Lon-

don ; their " concessions as to boundaries, the fisheries,

and the loyalists, exceed everything that I had thought

possible."' "The treaty mth iVmerica," answered

Rayneval, " appears to me like a dream." ' Kaunitz

'

and his emperor ' mocked at its articles.

Kino- George of Enc^land was mastered by a con-

* Count Mercy's report from written on the emperor's copy of

Paris, 6 Dec, 1782. MS. from the speech of the king of Eng-

Vienna archives. land at the opening of parliament.

^ Vergennes to Rayneval, 4 Dec, MS.
1782. MS. * Autograph memorandum of Jo-

= Rayneval to Vergennes, 12 seph. MS. Joseph II. und Leo-

Dec, 1783. MS. pold von Toscaua. Ihr Briefwech-
* Kaunitz' note of 22 Dec, 1782, sel von 1781 bis 1790, i. 146.
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sumino: errief for tlie loss of America, and knew no chap.

ease of mind by day or by niglit. When, on tlie fifth v^^-L.

of December, in Lis speech at the opening of parlia- ^1^^^-

ment, he came to read that he had offered to declare e.

the colonies of America free and independent states,

his manner was constrained ' and his voice fell. To

wound him least, Shelburne in the house of lords,

confining himself to the language of the speech from

the throne, represented the offer of independence to

America as contingent on peace with France. To a

question from Fox on the following night in the

other house, Pitt, with unfaltering courage, answered

that the recognition was unqualified and irrevocable.

During the Christmas holidays the negotiations for

a general peace were pursued mth equal diligence

and moderation by Vergennes and Shelburne ; and

France made sacrifices of its own to induce Spain

to forego the recovery of Gibraltar and assent to

terms which in all other respects were most generous.

The Netherlands, though their definitive peace was

delayed, agreed in the suspension of arms. Frank-

lin shrewdly and truly observed that it would be

better for the nations then possessing the West India

islands to let them govern themselves as neutral pow-

ers, open to the commerce of all, the profits of the

present monopolies being by no means equivalent to

the expense of maintaining them ;
* but the old sys-

tem was preserved. Conquests were restored, and

England felt it to be no Avound to her dignity to

give back an unimportant island which she had

' Ravneval to Vergennes, 13 ' Dip. Cor., iv. 69.

Dec, 1783. MS.
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wrested from the liouse of Bourbon in a foimer war.

The East Indian allies of France, of whom the fore-

17 8 3. i2iost was Tipj)oo Saib, the son and successor of Hy-

der All, were invited to join in the peace. Fi'ance

recovered St. Pierre and Miquelon and her old share

in the fisheries of Ne"\\^oundland ; Sj^ain retained Mi-

norca, and, what was of the greatest moment for the

United States, both the Floridas, which she certainly

would find a useless burden. Treaties of commerce

between Great Britain and each of the two Bourbon

kingdoms were to be made ^^dthin two years.

Jan. When, on the twentieth of January, these prelim-

inaries were signed by the respective plenipotentiaries,

John Adams and Benjamin Franklin, on the summons

of Vergennes, were present, and in the name of the

United States acceded to the declaration of the cessa-

tion of hostilities. The provisional treaty between

Great Britain and the United States was held to take

effect from that day.

" At last," wrote Yergennes to Kayneval, as soon

as the meeting was over, " we are about to breathe

under the shadow of peace. Let us take care to

make it a solid one ; may the name of war be forgot-

ten forever." ' In a letter to Shelburne on that same

day, he expressed the confident hope that all ancient

distrust would be removed ;

' and Shelburne replied

:

" The liberal spuit and good faith which have gov-

erned our negotiations leave no room to fear for the

future either distrust or jealousy." ' King George

* Vergennes to Rayneval, 20 Jan., ^Shelburne to Vergennes, 24
1783. MS. Jan., 1783. Lansdowne House

"" Vergennes to Shelburne, 20 MSS.
Jan., 1783. Lansdowne House MSS.
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dwelt mtli Eayneval on the cordial understanding chap.

whicli lie desired to establish with Louis XVI. "I -JJ^
wash," said he, "never again to have a war with i''S3.

France ; we have had a first division of Poland
;

there must not be a second."
'

So came the peace which recognised the right of a

commonwealth of Europeans outside of Europe, oc-

cupying a continental territory within the temperate

zone ; remote from foreign interference ; needing no
standing armies ; with every augury of a rapid growth

;

and sure of exercising the most quickening and widest

influence on political ideas, "to assume an equal sta-

tion among the powers of the earth."

The restoration of intercourse T\dth America pressed

for instant consideration. Burke was of opinion that

the navigation act should be completely revised

;

Shelburne and his colleagues, aware that no paltry

regulation would now succeed, were indefatigable in

digesting a great and extensive system of trade, and
sought, by the emancipation of commerce, to bring

about with the Americans a family friendship more
beneficial to England than their former dependence.

""

To promote this end, on the evening of the eleventh Feb.

of February, William Pitt, with the permission of

the king, repaii-ed to Charles James Fox and invited

him to join the ministry of Shelburne. The only

good course for Fox was to take the hand which
the young statesman offered; but he put aside the

overture with coldness, if not mth disdain, choosing

a desperate alliance mth those whose conduct he had

' Eayneval to Vergennes, 24 and Price in Lee's Life of Arthur
28 Jan., 1783. MS. Lee, ii. 349.

VOL. I. 4
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CUAF. pretended to detest, and wliose principles it was in

later years Ms redeeming glory to have opposed.

Pending tlie negotiations mth France and Spain,

Fox and Lord North remained quiet, from the desire

to throw the undivided responsibility for the peace on
i'7- Lord Shelburne; but when on the seventeenth of

February, in a house of four hundred and fifty mem-

bers, the treaties with the United States and with

both branches of the Bourbons were laid before par-

liament, and an address of approval, promising a lib-

eral revision of commercial law, was moved, the long-

pent-up passions raged without restraint. No sooner

had William Wilberforce, with grace and good feel-

ing, seconded the motion and in the warmest lan-

guage assured to the loyal refugees compensation for

their losses, than Lord John Cavendish, the nearest

friend of Fox, condemned the peace, though support-

ing its conditions. Lord North then pronounced

against it a most elaborate, uncandid, and factious in-

vective. He would have deprived the United States

of access to the upper lakes ; he would have retained

for Canada the country north and north-west of the

Ohio ; and, bad as is a possession which gives no ad-

vantage but powers of annoyance, he would have

kept East Florida as well as the Bahamas, so as to

compel the ships of America, in passing through the

Florida channel, to run the gauntlet between Brit-

ish posts. He would have had no peace mthout

the reinstatement of the loyalists, nor without se-

curing independence to the savage allies of Great

Britain. He enumerated one by one the posts in the

west which by the treaty fell to America, dwelt on
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the cost of tlieir construction and on their importance chap

to the fur-trade, and foreshadowed the policy of de-

laying their surrender. He not only censured the

grant to the Americans of a right to fish on the coast

of Nova Scotia, but spoke as if they derived from

Great Britain the right to fish on the banks in the sea

which are the exclusive property of no one. At the

side of Lord North stood Edmund Burke, with hot-

ter zeal as a partisan, though mth better intentions

toward America. Pitt answered every objection to

the treaty ; but, after a debate of twelve hours, the

ministry on the division found themselves in a mi-

nority of sixteen.

On the same evening, to a larger number of peers

than had met in their house since the accession of

George III., Carlisle, the unsuccessful commissioner

of 1778, Keppel, the inglorious admiral, and Stor-

mont, the late headstrong ambassador at Paris, eager

to become once niore a secretary of state, Lord George
Germain, now known as Lord Sackville, Wedder-
burn, now Lord Loughborough and coveting the ofiice

of lord chancellor, poured forth criminations of a

treaty for which the necessity was due to their own
incapacity. In perfect understanding with Fox and
Lord North, they complained that the ministers had
given up the banks of the Ohio, " the paradise of

America," had surrendered the fur-trade, had broken
faith A\dth the Indians, had been false to the loyalists.

Thurlow ably defended every article of the treaty

that had been impeached, and then asked :
" Is there

any individual in this house who dares to avow that

his wish is for war ? " The interest of the debate

coll:;:^c of ' 'bei
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CHAP, centred in Slielburne, and the liouse ^ave him the
TIT

.^-.^ closest attention as he spoke :
" Noble lords who made

1 "^ s 3 • a lavish use of these Indians have taken great iDains
Feb.
17." to show their immense value, but those who abhorred

their violence mil think the ministry have done

wisely." Naming a British agent who had been de-

tested for wanton cruelty, he continued: "The de-

scendants of William Penn will manage them better

than all the Stuarts, with all the trumpery and jobs

that we could contrive.

" With regard to the loyalists, I have but one an-

swer to give the house. It is the answer I gave my
own bleeding heart. A part must be wounded that

the whole empire may not perish.. If better terms

could have been had, think you, my lords, that I

would not have embraced them ? If it had been pos-

sible to put aside the bitter cup which the adversi-

ties of this country presented to me, you know I would

have done it.

"The fur-trade is not given up; it is only divided,

and divided for our benefit. Its best resources lie to

the northward. Monopolies, some way or other, are

ever justly punished. They forbid rivalry, and rivaliy

is the very essence of the well-being of trade. This

seems to be the era of protestantism in trade. All

Europe appears enlightened and eager to throw off

the vile shackles of oppressive, ignorant, unmanly

monopoly. It is always unwise ; but, if there is any

nation under Heaven who ought to be the first to re-

ject monopoly, it is the English. Situated as we are

between the old world and the new, and between

southern and northern Europe, all that we ought to
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covet is equality and free-trade. With more indus- chap.

try, with more enterprise, with more capital than any v^-^

trading nation upon earth, it ought to be our constant i *? 8 3

.

cry, Let every market be open; let us meet our rivals n'

fairly and ask no more, telling the Americans that we
desire to live vnth them in communion of benefits and
in sincerity of friendship."

*

At near half-past four in the morning, the majority

for the ministry was only thirteen.

On the twenty-first, resolutions censuring them 21.

were offered in the house of commons. In the for-

mer debate, Fox had excused the change in his rela-

tions to Lord ISTorth by the plea that his friendships

were perpetual, his enmities placable ; keeping out of

sight that political principles may not be sacrificed to

personal reconciliations, he now proclaimed and justi-

fied their coalition. " Their coalition," replied Pitt,

" originated rather in an inclination to force the Earl

of Shelburne from the treasury than in any real con-

viction that ministers deserve censure for the con-

cessions they have made.'' Whatever appears dishon-

orable or inadequate in the peace on your table is

strictly chargeable to the noble lord in the blue rib-

bon," Lord North, "whose profusion of the public

money, whose notorious temerity and obstinacy in

prosecuting the war which originated in his pernicious

and oppressive policy, and whose utter incapacity to

fill the station he occupied, rendered peace of any de-

scription indispensable to the preservation of the state.

The triumph of I3arty shall never induce me to call

• Almon's Parliamentary Regis- " Ibid., xxvi, 347.
ter, xxviii. 67, 68.
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CHAP, the abandonment of former principles a forgetting of

ancient prejudices, or to pass an amnesty upon meas-

ures wliicli Lave brought my country almost to the

21. verge of ruin. I will never engage in political enmi-

ties without a public cause ; I will never forego such

enmities without the public approbation. * High sit-

uation and great influence I am solicitous to possess,

whenever they can be acquired with dignity. I relin-

quish them the moment any duty to my country, my
character, or my friends, renders such a sacriflce in-

dispensable. I look to the independent part of the

house and to the public at large for that acquittal

from blame to which my innocence entitles me. My
earliest impressions were in favor of the noblest and

most disinterested modes of serving the public. These

impressions I will cherish as a legacy infinitely more

valuable than the greatest inheritance. You may
take from me the privileges and emoluments of place,

but you cannot, you shall not, take from me those

habitual regards for the prosperity of Great Britain

which constitute the honor, the happiness, the pride

of my life. With this consolation, the loss of pow-

er and the loss of fortune, though I affect not to

despise, I hope I shall soon be able to forget. I

praise Fortune when constant ; if she strikes her

swift wing, I resign her gifts and seek upright, un-

portioned poverty."
"^

The eloquence of Pitt, his wise conduct, and the

purity of his morals, gained him the confidence to

which Fox vainly aspired."

* Almon's Parliamentary Regis- " Almon, xxvi. 353.

ter, xxvi. 341; Life of Romilly, i. ' MousticrtoVergenues,! March,

305. 1783. MS.
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A majority of seventeen appearing against Shel- chap.

bume, lie resigned on the twenty-fourtli ; and by -^-^-^

his advice the king on the same day offered to
^l^^^^

Pitt, though not yet twenty-four years old, the treas- 24.

ury, mth power to form an administration and with

every assurance of support. But the young states-

man, obeying alike the dictates of prudence and the

custom of the British constitution, would not accept

office without a majority in the house of commons;

and on the twenty-seventh, finding that such a ma- 27.

jority could not be obtained but by the aid, or at

least the neutrality, of Lord North, he refused the

splendid offer, unalterably firm alike against the en-

treaties and the reproaches of the king. This mod-

eration in a young man, panting with ambition and

conscious of his powers, added new lustre to his fame.'

While the imperfect agreement between the mem-

bers of the coalition delayed the formation of a

ministry, on the third of March, Pitt, as chancellor March

of the exchequer, presented a bill framed after the

liberal principles of Shelburne.'' Its preamble, which

rightly described the Americans as aliens, declared

" it highly expedient that the intercourse between

Great Britain and the United States should be estab-

lished on the most enlarged principles of reciprocal

benefit
;

" and, as a consequence, not only were the

ports of Great Britain to be opened to them on the

same terms as to other sovereign states, but, alone of

the foreign world, their ships and vessels laden with the

produce or manufactures of their o^^ti country might

' stanhope's Pitt, i. 110. 11 April, 1783, MS. ; Price in Life
* Fox in Moustier to Vergennes, of A. Lee, ii. 349.
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CHAP, as of old enter all Britisli ports in Araerica, paying

. r^ no other duties than those imposed on British vessels.

March
^^ ^^^ seventh, Eden objected, saying :

" The bill

V. mil introduce a total revolution in our commercial

system. Reciprocity with the United States- is near-

ly impracticable, from their provincial constitutions.

The plan is utterly improper, for it completely repeals

the navigation act. The American states lie so con-

tiguous to our West Indian islands, they will supply

them with provisions to the ruin of the provision

trade with Ireland. We shall lose the carrying trade,

for the Americans are to be permitted under this bill

to bring West Indian commodities to Europe. The
Americans on their return fi^om our ports may ex-

port our manufacturing tools, and, our artificers emi-

grating at the same time, we shall see our manufac-

tures transplanted to America. Nothing more should

be done than to repeal the prohibitory acts and vest

the king in council with powers for six months to

suspend such laws as stand in the way of an amica-

ble intercourse."

Pitt agreed that " the bill was most complicated in

its nature and most extensive in its consequences,"
*

and, giving it but faint support, he solicited the as-

sistance and the information of every one present to

mould it, so that it might prove most useful at home
and most acceptable in America. " While there is an

immense extent of unoccupied territory to attract the

inhabitants to agriculture," said Edmund Burke, " they

will not be able to rival us in manufactures. Do not

treat them as aliens. Let all prohibitory acts be re-

' Alinon, xxvi. 439.
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pealed, and leave the Americans in every respect as chap.

they were before in point of trade." The clause

authorizino; direct intercourse between the United

States and the British West India islands was al-

lowed to remain in the report to the house/

Before the bill was discussed again, the coalition,

after long delays caused by almost fatal dissensions

among themselves, had been installed. In pursuit of

an ascendency in the cabinet, Lord North plumed
himself on havinsr ever been a consistent whis;;

believing that " the appearance of power was all

that a Idng of England could have ; " "^ and insist-

ing that during all his ministry " he had never attrib-

uted to the cro^\Ti any other prerogative than it was

acknowledged to possess by every sound whig and

by all those authors who had written on the side of

liberty." ' But he betrayed his friends by contenting

himself with a subordinate office in a cabinet in which

there would always be a majority against him,* and,

while Fox seized on the lead, the nominal chieftain-

ship was left to the Duke of Portland, who had

neither capacity for business, nor activity, nor power

as a speaker, nor knowledge of liberal principles.

The necessity of accepting a ministry so composed

drove the king to the verge of madness. He sorrowed

over " the most profligate age ; " " the most unnatural

coalition ;

"
' and he was heard to use " strong expres-

sions of personal abhorrence of Lord North, whom he

charged Avith treachery and ingratitude of the black-

' Almon, xxvi. 503. ^ Almon, xxvi. 355.
^ Lord John Russell's Memorials * Life of Romilly, i. 205.

and Correspondence of Charles * George Rex to Shelburne, 23
James Fox, ii. 38. Feb., 1783. MS.
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CHAP, est nature." ' " AVait till you see tlie end," ' said tlie
III. . .

. A- king to tlie representative of France at the next

17 8 3. levee ; and Fox knew tliat tlie chances in the srame
March '

, , • i i i i
-April, were against him, as he called to mind that he had

sought in vain the support of Pitt ; had defied the

king ; and had joined himself to colleagues whom he

had taught liberal Englishmen to despise, and whom
he himself could not trust.

In the slowly advancing changes of the British

constitution, the old whig party, as first conceived

by Shaftesbury and Locke to resist the democratic

revolution in England on the one side and the

claim of arbitrary sovereignty by the Stuarts on the

other, was near its end. The time was coming for the

people to share in power. For the rest of his life,

Fox battled for the reform of the house of commons,

so that it became the rallying cry of the liberal

j)arty in England. A ministry divided within itself

by irreconcilable opinions, detested by the king, con-

fronted by a strong and watchful and cautious oppo-

sition, was forced to follow the line of precedents.

The settlement of the commercial relations to be

established with the United States had belonged to

the treasury ; it was at once brought by Fox ^vithin

his department, although, from his ignorance of po-

litical economy, he could have neither firm convic-

tions nor a consistent policy. He was not, indeed,

without glimpses of the benefit of liberty in trade.

To him it was a problem how far the act of naviga-

tion had ever been useful, and what ought to be its

' Memorials of Fox, ii. 249. ' Moustier to Vergennes, 3 April,

1783. MS.
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fate
;

' but the bill in wMcli the late ministry bad chap.

begun to apply tbe principle of free trade to com- -^^-r-^

merce with America he utterly condemned, "not,"
^2li\'

as he said, " from animosity toward Shelburne, but

because great injury often came from reducing com-

mercial theories to practice." " Moreover, the house

of commons would insist on much deliberation and

very much inquiry, before it would sacrifice the

navigation act to the circumstances of the present

crisis/

In judging his conduct, it must be considered that

the changes in the opinion of a people come from

the slow evolution of thought in the public mind.

One of the poets of England, in the flush of youth,

had pro23hesied :

*

" The time shall come when, free as seas or wind.

Unbounded Thames shall flow for all mankind,

"Whole nations enter -with each swelling tide.

And seas but join the regions they divide."

Three fourths of a century must pass away before the

prophecy will come true by the efforts of statesmen,

who, had they lived in the time of Fox, might have

shared his indecision.

The coalition cabinet at its first meeting agreed to

yield no part of the navigation act," and, as a matter

of policy, to put off the bill before parliament relating

to commerce with America " till some j)rogress should

be made in a negotiation with the American commis-

sioners at Paris." Thither Fox sent without delay,

* Moustier to Vergennes, 11 * Pope's Windsor Forest, 398.
April, 1783. MS. " Fox to the king. Memorials of

' Ibid. Fox, ii. 123.
^ Fox to Hartley, 10 June, 1783.

MS.
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CHA.P. as minister on tlie part of Great Britain, David Hart-

.^v— ley, tlie friend of Franklin and a well-wisher to the

i;8 3. United States.

The avowed liberal opinions of Hartley raising

distrust, Lord Sheffield, a supporter of the ministry,

and, on trade mth America, the master authority of

that day for parliament, immediately sounded an

alarm. "Let the ministers know," said he on the

fifteenth, in the house of lords, "the country is as

tenacious of the principle of the navigation act as of

the principle of Magna Charta. They must not al-

low America to take British colonial produce to ports

in Europe. They must reserve to our remaining do-

minions the exclusive trade to the West India isl-

ands ; otherwise, the only use of them will be lost.

If we permit any state to trade with our islands or

to carry into this country any produce but its own,

we desert the na\^o'ation act and sacrifice the marine

of England. The peace is in comparison a trifling

object." ' But there was no need of fear lest Fox

should yield too much. In his instructions to Hart-

ley, he was for taking the lion's share, as Vergennes

truly said." He proposed that the manufactures of

the thirteen states should as a matter of course be

excluded from Great Britain, but that British man-

ufactures should be admitted everywhere in the

United States. While America was dependent, par-

liament had taxed importations of its produce, but

British ships and manufactures entered the colo-

nies free of duty. "The true object of the treaty

in this business," so Fox enforced his plan, " is the

* Almon, xxvi. 615. "^ Works of John Adams, iii. 380.
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mutual admission of sliips and merchandise free chap.

from any new duty or imposition
; "

' tliat is, tlie .-^.-1^

Americans on their side should leave the British
^2pl-±

navigation act in full force and renounce all right

to establish an act of navigation of their own ;
should

continue to pay duties in the British ports on their

own produce ; and receive in theii' own ports Brit-

ish produce and manufactures duty free. One sub-

ject appealed successfully to the generous side of

his nature. To the earnest wish of Jay that Brit-

ish ships should have no right under the convention

to carry into the states any slaves from any part of

the world, it being the intention of the United States

entirely to prohibit their importation," Fox answered

promptly :
" If that be their policy, it never can be

competent to us to dispute with them their o^vn reg-

ulations." ' In like spirit, to formal complaints that

Carleton, " in the face of the treaty, persisted in send-

ing off negroes by hundreds," Fox made answer:

"To restore negroes whom we invited, seduced if

you will, under a promise of liberty, to the tyranny

and possibly to the vengeance of their foiTaer mas-

ters, is such an act as scarce any orders from his

employers (and no such orders exist) could have in-

duced a man of honor to execute."
*

The dignity and interests of the republic were safe,

for they were confided to Adams, Franklin, and Jay.

In America there existed as yet no system of restric-

tions ; and congress had not power to protect shipping

' Fox to Hartlev, 10 April, 1783. ' Fox to Hartley, 10 June, 1783.

MS.
'

MS.
" June, 1783. Dip. Cor,, x. 154. * Fox to Hartley, 9 August, 1783.

MS.
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CHAP, or establisli a custom-liouse. Tlie states as dependen-

.^v—' cies had been so severely and so wantonly cramped
1 Y 8 3. i^y Britisli navigation acts, and for more tlian a cen-

tury had so steadily resisted them, that the desire of

absolute freedom of commerce had become a part of

their nature. The American commissioners were veiy

much pleased with the trade-bill of Pitt, and with the

principles expressed in its preamble ; the debates

upon it in parliament awakened their distrust. They

were ready for any event, having but the one simple

and invariable policy of reciprocity. Their choice

and their offer was mutual unconditional free trade

;

but, however narrow might be the limits which Eng-

land should impose, they were resolved to insist on

like for like.' The British commissioner was himself

in favor of the largest liberty for commerce, but he

was reproved by Fox for transmitting a proposition

not authorized by his instructions.

May 6. A debate in the house of lords on the sixth of May
revealed the rapidity with which the con\dction was

spreading that America had no power to adopt meas-

ures of defensive legislation. There were many who
considered the United States as ha\ang no govern-

ment at all, and there were some who looked for the

early dissolution of the governments even of the sepa-

rate states. Lord Walsingham, accordingly, proposed

that the law for admitting American ships should ap-

ply not merely to the ships of the United States, but

to ships belonging to any one of the states and to any

ship or vessel belonging to any of the inhabitants

thereof. He was supported by Lord Thurlow, who
' Hartley to Fox, 20 ^lay, 1783. MS.
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said :
" I have read an account wliicli stated tlie 2:ov- chap.

Ill

eminent of America to be totally unsettled, and tliat ^ .-^

eacli pro\ance seemed intent on establishing a distinct, i 'i' § 3.

independent, sovereign state. If this is really the

case, the amendment will be highly necessary and

proper." ' The amendment was dropped ; and the

bill under discussion, in its final shape, rejjealed

prohibitory acts made during the war, removed the

formalities which attended the admission of ships

from the colonies during their state of dependency,

and left for a limited time the power of regulating

conunerce with America to the king in council.

Immediately the proclamation of an order in coun- July 2.

cil of the second of July confined the trade between

the American states and the British AYest India islands

to British-built ships OA\Tied and navigated "by Brit-

ish subjects." " Undoubtedly," wrote the Mug, " the

Americans cannot expect nor ever will receive any

favor from me." "" To an American, Fox said :
" For

myself, I have no objection to opening the West In-

dia trade to the Americans, but there are many ]Dar-

ties to please."
^

The blow fell heavily on America, and compelled

a readjustment of its industry. Ships had been its

great manufacture for exportation. For nicety of

workmanship, the palm was awarded to Philadelphia,

but nowhere could they be built so cheaply as at

Boston. More than one third of the tonnage em-

ployed in British commerce before the war was of

American construction. Britain renounced this re-

* Almon, xxviii. 180, 181. 'Dip. Cor., ii. 513; Fox to
^ Correspondence of George III. Hartley, 10 June, 1783. MS.

with Lord North, ii. 443.
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soui'ce. The continent and West India islands liad

prospered by the convenient interchange of their

produce ; the trade between nearest and friendliest

neighbors was forbidden, till England should find out

that she was waging war against a higher power than

the United States ; that her adversary was nature

itself. Her statesmen confounded the " navigation

act " and " the marine of Britain ; " ' the one the off-

spring of selfishness, the other the sublime display

of the creative power of a free people.

Such was the issue between the ancient nation

which falsely and foolishly and mischievously be-

lieved that its superiority in commerce was due to

artificial legislation, and a young people which solic-

ited free trade. Yet thrice blessed was this assertion

of monopoly by an ignorant parliament, for it went

forth as a summons to the commercial and the manu-

facturino; interests of the American states and to the

self-respect and patriotism of all their statesmen and

citizens to speak an efficient government into being.

To Gouverneur Morris, Jay wrote :
" The jjresent

ministiy are duped by an opinion of our not having

union and energy sufficient to retaliate their restric-

tions. No time is to be lost in raisins; and maintain-

ing a national spirit in America. Power to govern

the confederacy as to all general purposes should be

granted and exercised. In a word, everything con-

ducive to union and constitutional energy should be

cultivated, cherished, and protected." '
" The British

ministers," answered Morris, " are deceived, for their

' Sheffield's Commerce of the July, 1783. Sparks' Life of G.

American States, preface, 10. Morris, i. 258.
" Jay to Gouverneur Morris, 17
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conduct itself will give congress a power to retaliate chap.

their restrictions.' This country has never yet been s^-,-^

known in Europe, least of all to England, because i '^ « 3.

they constantly view it through a medium of preju-

dice or of faction. True it is that the general gov-

ernment wants energy, and equally true it is that this

want will eventually be supplied. Do not ask the

British to take off their foolish restrictions ; the pres-

ent regulation does us more political good than com-

mercial mischief."

"

On the side of those in England who were willing

to accept the doctrines of free trade, Josiah Tucker,

the dean of Gloucester, remarked :
" As to the future

grandeur of America, and its being a rising emj^ire,

under one head, whether republican or monarchical,

it is one of the idlest and most visionary notions that

ever was conceived even by writers of romance. The
mutual antipathies and clashing interests of the Amer-
icans, their difference of governments, habitudes, and
manners, indicate that they will have no centre of

union and no common interest. They never can be

united into one compact empire under any species of

government whatever ; a disunited people till the end

of time, suspicious and distrustful of each other, they

^vill be divided and subdivided into little common-
wealths or principalities according to natural bounda-

ries, by great bays of the sea, and by vast rivers,

lakes, and ridges of mountains."

'

The principle of trade adopted by the coalition min-

' Gouverneur Morris to Jav, 24 ^ Goiiverneur Mon-is to Jay 10
Sept., 1783. Sparks' Life 6f G. Jan., 1784. Ibid., 266, 267.
Mon-is, i. 259. = Dean Tucker's Cui Bono, 1781,

117-119.
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CHAP, istry, Sheffield set forth with authority in a pamphlet,

w-y-L^ which was accepted as an oracle. " There should be
1783. J20 treaty with the American states because they will

not place England on a better footing than France

and Holland, and equal rights will be enjoyed of

course "without a treaty. The nominal subjects of

congress in the distant and boundless regions of the

valley of the Mississippi will speedily imitate and

multiply the examples of independence. It will not

be an easy matter to bring the American states to

act as' a nation ; they are not to be feared as such

by us. The confederation does not enable congress

to form more than general treaties; when treaties

become necessary, they must be made with the states

separately. Each state has reserved every power

relative to imposts, exports, prohibitions, duties, etc.,

to itseK.' If the American states choose to send

consuls, receive them and send a consul to each

state. Each state will soon enter into all neces-

saiy regulations with the consul, and this is the

whole that is necessary.'' The American states will

not have a veiy free trade in the Mediteri'anean, if

the Barbary states know their interests. That the

Barbary states are advantageous to the maritime

powers is certain ; if they were suppressed, little

states would have much more of the carrying trade.

The armed neutrality would be as hurtful to the

great maritime powers as the Barbary states are

useful."
'

In London it was a maxim among the merchants

> Slieffield's Commerce of the ' Unci., 277.

American States, 183, 190, 191, ' Ibid., 204, 205, note.

198-200.
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that, if tliere were no Alajiers, it would be worth chap.
TTT

England's while to build one/ ^—

^

Ali'eady the navigation act was looked to as a I'^ss.

protection to English commerce, because it would re-

quii^e at least three fourths of the crews of American
ships to be Americans ; and they pretended that

during the war three fourths of the crews of the

American privateers were Europeans/ The exclusion

of European seamen from service in the American
marine was made a part of British policy from the

first establishment of the peace.

In August, Laurens, by the advice of his associates, ^"g-

came over to England to inquire whether a minister

from the United States of America would be prop-

erly received. " Most undoubtedly," answered Fox,

and Laurens left England in that belief.' But the

king, when his pleasure was taken, said :
" I certainly

can never express its being agreeable to me ; and, in-

deed, I should think it wisest for both parties to have
only agents who can settle any matters of commerce.

That revolted state certainly for years cannot estab-

lish a stable government." * The plan at coui-t was to

divide the United States, and for that end to receive

only consuls from each one of the separate states and
not a minister for the whole."

British statesmen had begun to regret that any
treaty whatever had been made with the United

States collectively ; they would have granted inde-

pendence and peace, but without further stipulations

* Franklin in Dip. Cor., iv. 149. * King to Fox, 7 Aug., 1783
;

^ Sheffield's Commerce of the Memorials of Fox, ii, 141.
American States, 205, note. * Adhemar to Vergennes, 7 Aug.,

^ Dip. Cor., ii. 510-515. 1783. MS.
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CHAP, of any kind, so that all other questions might have

v-^v—' been left at loose ends. Even Fox was disinclined

1*^8 3. iq impart any new life to the provisional articles

agi'eed upon by the ministry which he supplanted.

He repeatedly avowed the opinion that "a defini-

tive treaty -with the United States was perfectly su-

perfluous." ' The American commissioners became

uneasy ; but Vergennes pledged himself not to pro-

ceed without them," and Fox readily yielded. On
Sept. the third of September, when the minister of

France and the ambassadors of Great Britain and

Spain concluded their conventions at Versailles, the

American provisional articles, shaped into a definitive

treaty, were signed by Hartley for Great Britain ; by
Adams, Franklin, and Jay for the United States of

America.

The coalition ministry did not last long enough to

exchange ratifications. To save the enormous expense

of maintaining the British army in New York, Fox

hastened its departure ; but while " the speedy and

complete evacuation of all the territories of the

United States
"

' was authoritatively promised to the

American commissioners at Paris, in the name of the

king. Lord North, acting on the petition of merchants

interested in the Canada trade,* withheld orders for

the evacuation of the western and north-western inte-

rior posts, although by the treaty they were as much

* Fox to Duke of Manchester, 9 MS. Compare Fox to Ilartlev, 15

Aug., 1784. MS. Same to same, May, 1783. MS.
4 Aug., 1783. MS. Same to Hart- * Regulations proposed by the

ley, 4 Aug., 1783. MS. merchants interested in the trade
^ Hartley to Fox, 31 July, 1783. to the province of Quebec, 1783.

MS. ' MS.
« Fox to Hartley, 10 June, 1783.
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an integral part of the United States as Albany or Bos- chap.

ton ; and this policy, like that relating to commerce, .—v—

'

was continued by the ministry that succeeded him. i "7 8 3.

We may not tui'n away from England without re-

lating that Pitt for the second time proposed in the

house of commons, though in vain, a more equal rep-

resentation, by introducing one hundred new members
fi'om the counties and from the metropolis. Univer-

sal suffrage he condemned, and the privilege of the

owners of rotten boroughs to name members of par-

liament had for him the sanctity of private property,

to be taken away only after compensation. " Man-
kind," said Fox, " are made for themselves, not for

others. The best government is that in which the

people have the greatest share. The present motion

will not go far enough ; but, as it is an amendment, I

give it my hearty support."

An early and a most beneficent result of the

American revolution was the reform of the British

colonial system. Taxation of colonies by the par-

liament of Great Britain ; treatment of them as

worthless except as drudges for the enrichment of

the iiiling kingdom; plans of governing them on

the maxims of a Hillsborough or a Thurlow,' came
to an end. It grew to be the rule to give them con-

tent by the establishment of liberal constitutions.

* Sheffield's Commerce of the American States, 175-180.



CHAPTER IV.

AjyiERICA AND CONTINENTAL EUROPE.

1783.

CHAP. The governments of continental Europe vied witli

_,^ eacli otlier in welcoming tlie new republic to its place

118 2. among the powers of tlie world. In May, 1782, as

soon as it was kno^vn at Stockliolm that the negotia-

tions for peace were begun, the adventui^ous king of

Sweden sent messages of his desire, through Frank-

lin above all others, to enter into a treaty with the

United States. Franklin promptly accepted the in-

vitation. The ambassador of Gusta^nis at Paris re-

marked :
" I hope it mil be remembered that Sweden

was the first power in Europe which, without being

solicited, offered its friendship to the United States."

'

17 8 3. Exactly five months before the definitive peace be-
April . . ,

3. tween the United States and Great Britain was

signed, the treaty with Sweden was concluded.

Each party was put on the footing of the most fa-

vored nations. Free ships were to make passengers

free as well as goods. Liberty of commerce was to

• Franklin's Works, ix. 343.
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extend to all kinds of mercliandise. Tlie number of chap.

contraband articles was carefully limited. In case of v.^v—

a maritime war in whicli both tlie contracting parties ^2
^-f

'

should remain neutral, their ships of war were to pro-

tect and assist each other's vessels. The treaty was
ratified and proclaimed in the United States before

the definitive treaty mth Great Britain had arrived/

The successful termination of the war aroused in

Pinissia hope for the new birth of Europe, that,

by the teachings of America, despotism might be

struck down, and the caste of hereditary nobility

give place to republican equality. These aspirations

were suffered to be printed at Berlin."

The great Frederick had, late in 1782, declared

to the British minister at his court, half in ear-

nest and half cajoling, that " he was persuaded the

American union could not long subsist under its

present form. The great extent of country would
alone be a sufi&cient obstacle, since a republican gov-

ernment had never been known to exist for any

length of time where the territory was not limited

and concentred. It would not be more absurd to

j)ropose the establishment of a democracy to govern

the whole country from Brest to Eiga. No inference

could be draT\Ti from the states of Venice, Holland,

and S^vitzerland, of which the situation and circum-

stances were perfectly different fi'om those of the

colonies." ' He did not know the power of the rep-

resentative system, nor could he foresee that by the

' Journals of Congress, iv. 241. See also J. Scherr's Kultur und
^ Die Freiheit Amerika's. Ode Sittengeschichte, 508, 619.

vom Herrn Pr. J. E. H. Berlinische ' Sir John Stejmey to secretary
Monatsschrift, April, 1783, 386. of state, 23 Oct., 1782. MS.
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CHAP, wise use of it tlie fourtli of liis successors would

^v—' evoke the German state fi'om tlie eclipse of centuries,

i'S2- to shine with replenished light as the empu'e of a

people. For the moment he kept close watch of the

progress of the convention Avith Sweden, and, so

soon as it was signed, directed his minister in France

to make overtui^es to Franklin, which were most

gladly received.*

Full seven months before the peace, a member of

the government at Brussels intimated to William Lee,

a former commissioner of congress at the court of

Vienna, that Joseph II., who at that time hai'bored

the hope of restoring to Belgian commerce its rights

by opening the Scheldt' and so preparing the way
for a direct trade with America, was disposed to enter

into a treaty with the United States.* Soon after

the preliminaries of peace between France and Grreat

Britain had been signed, the emperor let it be insin-

uated to Franklin that he would be well received at

Vienna as the minister of a sovereign power. In the

following year an agent was sent fi'om Belgium to

the United States. The Belgians j)i'ocluced in un-

surpassed excellence manufactures which America

needed ; but they were not enterprising enough to

establish houses in America, or to grant its mer-

chants the extended credits which were offered in

England.* The subject gained less and less atten-

' Goltz to Frederick, 3 March, an accent. Baron de Bcelen Ber-

28 April, 30 June, 1783. MSS. tholff, MS. ; Wm. Lee to secretary
" Hartley to Carmarthen, 9 Jan., of foreign affairs, 31 March, 1783,

1785. MS. Dip. Cor., ii. 360 ; Gilpin, 341
;

'Dip. Cor., ii. 360, 31 March, Elliot, 53, of 18 Feb., 1783 ; Letter

1783. to Franklin from Vienna, 8 April,
• Correspondence of the Austri- 1783, Franklin's Works, ix., 501.
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tiou, for tlie emperor was compelled, in violation of chap.

natural rights, to suffer tlie Scheldt to be closed. >—v-^

On the twenty-second of February, 1783, Kosen- ^l\^-
crone, minister of foreign affairs in Denmark, commu- 22.

nicated to Franklin " the satisfaction with which the

king's ministry had learned the glorious issue of the

war for the United States of America," and their de-

sire to form connections of friendship and commerce.
" To overtures for a treaty like that between congress

and the states general," he added, " we should eagerly

and frankly reply." But a question of indemnity for

violations of neutrality by Denmark during the war
impeded the negotiation.

Before the end of March, the burgomaster and senate March.

of the imperial free city of Hamburg, seeing "European
powers courting in rivalry the fiiendship of " the new
state, and impressed with " the illustrious event " of

the acknowledged independence of America as " the

wonder of that age and of remotest ages to come,"

deputed one of their citizens to bear to congress their

letter, offering free trade between the two republics.

In midsummer, 1783, Portugal made overtures to

treat with Franklin, but did not persist in them.

Russia was at that time too much engrossed by
affairs in the East to take thought for opening new
channels of commerce mth the West ; and the United
States, recalling their minister, declined to make ad-

vances. But the two nations, without any mutual
stipulations, had rendered each other the most pre-

cious services. Catherine had scornfully refusecl to

lend troops to George III., rejected his entreaties for

an alliance, and by the armed neutrality insulated
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CHAP, his kingdom ; the United States, by gi™g full em-

v--v-^ ployment to the maritime powers, had made for the

17 8 3. empress the opportunity of annexing to her domin-

ions the plains of Kuban and the Crimea.

Of the chief commercial nations of Europe, Holland

entertained for America the most friendly sentiments,

invited her trade, and readily granted to her congress

all the credit which it had any right to expect.

The independence of the United States gave um-

brage to the Spanish court. Galvez, the minister of

the colonies, was fiercely and persistently hostile to

the extent of the United States in the south-west.

Florida Blanca himself wished for amicable rectifica-

tions of the boundary ; but, on the remonstrances of

Lafayette, he, in the presence of the ambassador of

France, pledged his word of honor to accept the

boundary as laid down in the Anglo-American treaty,

and authorized Lafayette to bind him mth con-

gress to that pledge. The Spanish statesmen feared

the loss of their own colonies, and the success of

the American revolution excited new and never-ceas-

ing alarm. They could have wished that North

America might disappear from the face of the earth

;

but they tried to reconcile themselves to li\ang in good

harmony with the United States. The Mississippi

was the great source of anxiety.

Spain thought it not for her interest that the

American states should consolidate their union. She

had dreaded the neighborhood of English colonies to

her own ; she dreaded still more to border all the

way from the Atlantic to the fountains of the Missis-

sippi on a republic whose colossal growth was distinctly
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foreseen. Besides this, tlie suppression of a rebellion chap.

in SoutH America liad Just cost more than a hundred x^^-^

thousand lives; and the difficulty of governing dis- i'^^^-

tant and boundless regions was so great that de

Aranda, the far-sighted statesman who had signed the

treaty of peace, in his official dispatches to Florida

Blanca, set forth the opinion that Portugal would be

worth more to Spain than all the American main-

land. Of the islands he never depreciated the value
;

but he clearly perceived how precarious was the hold

of Spain on her continental possessions ; and he left

on record the advice which he may never have had an

opportunity to offer personally to his king, that Spain

should transform all the vice-royalties in America into

secundo-genitures, retaining in direct dependence only

Cuba and Porto Rico.'

Even Yergennes, while he believed that the attach-

ment of America to the alliance would be safest if

the confederation could keep itself alive, held it best

for France that the United States should fail to

attain the political consistency of which he saw that

they were susceptible ; and he remained a tranquil

spectator of their efforts for a better constitution.

Lafayette not only watched over the interests of

America in Europe, but to the president of congress

and to the secretary for foreign affairs he sent mes-

sages imploiing American patriots to strengthen the

federal union.

* Ferro del Rio, iii. 460, 407, for Portugal the Spanish posses-

note. Muriel, vi. 45-54. Revista sions in America, Aranda writes,

Espaiiola de Ambos Mundos, for " exceptuando las islas." The
May, 1855, written by Ferro del train of thought is the same.
Rio. In his letter on exchanging



CHAPTER V.

A PLAN TO FORCE A STRONGER G0VERN3IENT.

Januaey-Maech, 1783.

CHAP. I]*f tlie fall of 1782 the main army was moved for

^-^^ mnter quarters to the wooded hills iu the rear of

178 2. Newburg. No part of the community had under-

gone equal hardships or borne them with equal forti-

tude. In the leisure of the camp they brooded over

their wi^ongs and their chances of redress, and at the

close of the year the officers sent to Philadelphia as

their committee Major-General Macdougall and Colo-

nels Ogden and Brooks, who, on the sixth of January,

Jan. 1783, presented the follomng address :

*

"To the United States in congress assembled:

We, the officers of the army of the United States, in

behalf of ourselves and our brethren the soldiers, beg

leave freely to state to the supreme power, our head

and sovereign, the distress under which we labor.

Our embarrassments thicken so fast that many of us

are unable to o;o further. Shadows have been offered

to us, while the substance has been gleaned by others.

* Journals of Congress, iv. 206.
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The citizens munniir at tlie greatness of their taxes, chap.

and no part reaches the army. We have borne all v^~^

that men can bear. Our property is expended ; our i
^

^ 3.

private resources are at an end. We therefore beg 6.

that a supply of money may be forwarded to the

army as soon as possible.

" The uneasiness of the soldiers for want of pay is

great and dangerous ; further experiments on their

patience may have fatal effects. There is a balance

due upon the account for retained rations, forage, and

arrearages on the score of clothing. Whenever there

has been a want of means, defect in system, or neglect

in execution, we have invariably been the sufferers by
hunger and nakedness and languishing in a hospital.

We beg leave to urge an immediate adjustment of all

dues.

" We see \^ath chagrin the odious point of view in

which too many of the states endeavor to place the

men entitled to half-pay. For the honor of human
nature we hope that there are none so hardened in

the sin of ingratitude as to deny the justice of the re-

ward. To prevent altercations, we are A^dlling to

commute the half-pay pledged. And in this we pray

that the disabled officers and soldiers, with the wid-

ows and orphans of those who have expended, or may
ex|)end, their lives in the service of their country, may
be fully comprehended.

"General dissatisfaction is gaining ground in the

army, from evils and injuries which, in the course of

seven long years, have made their condition in many
instances wretched. They therefore entreat that con-

gress, to convince the army and the world that the
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CHAP, independence of America sliall not be placed on tlie

v-^v—' ruin of any particular class of lier citizens, will point

17 8 3. out a mode for immediate redi'ess."
Jan.

The grand conmiittee to wliom tlie memorial was

referred lield a conference witli tlie superintendent of

finance. He declared peremptorily tliat it was impos-

sible, in the present state of the finances, to make any

payment to the army, and that it would be imprudent

to give assurances with regard to future pay until

funds that could be relied upon should be established.'

Not only had he no money in hand, but he had over-

drawn his account in Europe to the amount of tkree

and a half millions of livres." He therefore asked a

decision on the expediency of staking the public credit

on further drafts to be met by the contingent pro-

ceeds of a loan from the Dutch and by the fiiendship of

10. France. On the tenth of January," congress, under an

injunction of secrecy, authorized the superintendent

to draw bills on the credit of applications for loans in

Europe. Dyer of Connecticut alone opposed the

measure as unwarranted and dishonorable, but allowed

the resolution to be entered as unanimous."

In an interview with the grand committee on the

13. evening of the thirteenth," the deputies from the army

explained that, without an immediate payment of

some part of the overdue pay, the discontent alike of

officers and soldiers could not be soothed ; that a

mutiny might ensue ; and that it would be hard to

punish soldiers for a breach of engagements to the

> Gilpin, 248, 249; Elliot, 21. * Gilpin, 252 ; and compare Wil-
" Gilpin, 251; Elliot, 21. son, ibid., 299. Elliot, 22, 38.

' Secret Journals of Congress, i. * Gilpin, 250, 257; Elliot, 23.

253.
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public which the public itself had abeady flagrantly chap.

broken. " The army," said Macdougall, " is verging ^Z^
to that state which, we are told, will make a wise i *? s 3.

man mad." It was a source of ii-ritation that the is.'

members of the legislatures never adjourned till they

had paid themselves fully, that all on the civil lists

regularly received their salaries, and that all on the

military lists were as regularly left unpaid.'

The deputies animadverted with sui^prise and even

indignation on the repugnance of some of the states

to establish a federal revenue for discharging federal

engagements, while the affluence of the people indi-

cated adequate resources. Speaking with peculiar

emphasis and making a strong impression by his man-
ner. General Macdougall declared " that the most in-

telligent part of the army were deeply touched by
the debility of the federal government and the un-

willingness of the states to invigorate it ; in case of

its dissolution, the benefits expected from the revo-

lution would be greatly impaired ; and the contests

which might ensue among the states would be sure

to embroil their respective officers." * As to the half-

pay for life, they complained that men who had not

received a shilling of emoluments were artfully called

pensioners.

Hamilton had for himself renounced the half-pay."

The grand committee, in their rejDort which he draft-

ed, advised some payment to the army as soon as

possible ; for the rest, they were to have no priority

' Gilpin, 258 ; Elliot, 34 ; and ^ Gilpin, 258, 259 ; Elliot, 24.
compare Washinofton to Joseph ' Hamilton to Washington, 1
Jones, 14 Dec, 1783, Sparks, viii. March, 1783. Hamilton, i. 274.
370.
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over otlier creditors ; all were to wait alike for the

funding of tlie wliole debt of the United States by

general revenues. The officers were to have the op-

tion of preserving their claim to half-pay as it then

stood, or accepting a commutation/

"A great majority of the members of congress,"

avowed Robert Morris, " will not adopt the necessary

measures because they are afraid of offending their

states
; "

' and he undertook to drive them to decisive

24. action. Accordingly, on the twenty-fourth, the day

on which the report was taken up, he sent to them

his resio^nation of office in these words :
" The fund-

iug the public debts on solid revenues, I fear, ^\^ll

never be made. If before the end of May effectual

measures to make permanent provision for the public

debts of every kind are not taken, congress ^^dll be

j)leased to appoint some other man to be the superin-

tendent of their finances : I ^vill never be the minis-

ter of injustice." ' The design of Robert Morris re-

quired the immediate publication of his letter, that,

by uniting the army mth all other creditors, congress

and the states might be coerced into an efficient sys-

tem; but congress reasoned that this authoritative

statement of the financial ruin of the country would

encourage the enemy, annihilate foreign and domes-

tic credit, and provoke the army to mutiny. They

therefore placed the communication under the injunc-

tion of secrecy."

25. Resuming the consideration of the report of their

' Gilpin, 276. 277 ; Elliot, 29, 30. = Morris to Washington, 27 Feb.,
« Morris to Washington, 27 Feb., 1783. Dip. Cor., xii. 326.

1783. Dip. Cor., xii. 328. " Dip. Cor., xii. 325, 327, 338.

Gilpin, 274, 275 ; Elliot, 29.
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grand committee on the memorial from the anny, chap.

they referred a present payment to the discretion of .^^^^

the superintendent of finance;' and, on the fifth of I'^ss.

February, he issued a warrant, out of which the ofii-

cers received one month's pay in notes and the pri-

vate soldiers one month's pay in weekly instalments

of half a dollar."

The annual amount of the half-pay promised to the

ofiScers for life -was nearly five hundred thousand dol-

lars. The validity of the engagement was questioned.

The grant was disliked by the common soldiers ; it

found no favor in the legislature of Massachusetts;

the delegates of Connecticut and Rhode Island were

instructed to oppose it altogether. To avoid defeat,

this article was laid over till there should be a fuller

representation.* Delegates from the states in Avhich

the domestic debt was chiefly held, hoped for efiicient

co-operation from the army.'' Here came to light a

gi^eat difference of interests. Pennsylvania was the

largest creditor; Massachusetts ranked next; Geor-

gia and South Carolina were the lowest; Virginia

was but the ninth, holding less than New Hamp-
shire and not half so much as Rhode Island. The

zeal for the equal support of all classes of public

creditors culminated in those states whose citizens

originally owned nearly four times as much as those

of all the six southern states, and by transfers were

constantly acquiring more.'

' Journals of Congress, iv. 152. Treasury dept. Waste-book D,-

^ Report of the deputies in Ledger B. MS.
Sparks, viii. 553. The amount of = Gilpin, 281, 321; Elliot, 31, 45.

this one month's pay was 253,232.- * Gilpin, 350; Elliot, 55.

86 dollars. Old account-books in "•" Gilpiu, 364, note ; Elliot, 60.

VOL I. 6
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CHAP. Adopting unanimously a resolution wliicli Hamil-

^.^.,^^ ton had prepared, congress pledged itself to consider

1 Y 8 3. inimediately the most likely mode of obtaining reve-

27. nues adequate to the funding of the whole debt of

the United States.' Encouraged by this seeming

heartiness, Wilson of Pennsylvania, on the twenty-

seventh, spoke for something more than a " form of

words," and proposed " the establishment of general

funds to be collected by congress." ' To the dismay

of the friends of a general revenue, Theodorick Bland

of Virginia interposed and officially presented the

act of his state repealing the grant of the impost,

and a resolution of both its houses declaring its pres-

ent inability to pay more than fifty thousand pounds

Virginia currency toward the demands of congress

for 1782.'

The debate, nevertheless, went on. Gorham of

Massachusetts suggested polls and commerce as most

proper objects of taxation. Hamilton, discussing the

subject in a comprehensive manner, spoke for perma-

nent sources of revenue which should extend uniform-

ly throughout the United States, and be .collected

by the authority of congress. Dyer strongly disliked

the appointment of collectors by congress ; the states

would never consent to it. Ramsay of South Caro-

lina supported Gorham and Hamilton. Again Bland

placed himself in the way, saying :
" The states are so

averse to a general revenue in the hands of congress

that, even if it were proper, it is unattainable," He

* Gilpin, 277, 280; Elliot, 30, 31. Journal of the House of Delegates,
' Gilpin, 282, 285; Elliot, 32. pp. 80, 90.

9 Resolution of 28 Dec., 1782, in
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therefore advised congress to pursue the rule of the chap.

confederation and ground requisitions on an actual v-^^^

valuation of houses and lands in the several states. i
^
s 3.

A • . . .
Jan.

At this stage of the discussion, an efficient reply

could be made only by one who was of Virginia.

To Randolph, then in Richmond, Madison had already

written :
" Virginia could never have cut off the im-

post at a more unlucky crisis than when she is j)ro-

testing her inability to comply with the continental

requisitions. Congress cannot abandon the plan as

long as there is a spark of hojDe. Nay, other plans on
a like principle must be added. Justice, gratitude,

our reputation abroad and our tranquillity at home,

require provision for a debt of not less than fifty mill-

ions of dollars; and this provision will not be ade-

quately met by separate acts of the states. If there

are not revenue laws which operate at the same time

through all the states, and are exempt from the con-

trol of each, mutual jealousies will assuredly defraud

both our foreign and domestic creditors of their just

claims."
*

Madison, on the twenty-eighth, presented a milder 28.

form of the resolution for a general revenue. Ar-

thur Lee lost no time in confronting his colleague

:

" The states will never consent to a uniform tax, be-

cause it will be unequal ; is repugnant to the articles

of confederation ; and, by placing the purse in the

same hands with the sword, subverts the funda-

mental principles of liberty." Wilson explained:

The articles of confederation have expressly provided

' Madison to Randolph, 22 Jan., given as of 1782 by an obvious
1783, in Gilpin, 111, The date is error.
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CHAP, for amendments ; tliere is more of a centrifuo^al

v-^v^- tlian centripetal force in the states ; tlie funding of

'^l^^- a common debt would invis^orate tlie union. Ells-
Jan.

.

o

.

28. worth despaired of a continental revenue ; con-

demned periodical requisitions from congress as in-

adequate ; and inclined to the trial of permanent

state funds. In reply, Hamilton showed that state

funds would meet with even greater obstacles than a

general revenue ; but he lost the sympathy of the

house by adding that the influence of federal col-

lectors would assist in giving energy to the federal

government. Rutledge thought that the prejudices of

the people were opposed to a general tax, and seemed

disinclined to it himself. Williamson was of opinion

that continental funds, though desirable, were unat-

tainable.

"The idea," said Madison, "of erecting our na-

tional independence on the ruins of public faith and

national honor must be hon'id to every mind vfhich

retains either honesty or pride. Is a continental

revenue indispensably necessary for doing complete

justice to the public creditors ? This is the question.

"A punctual compliance by thirteen independent

governments with periodical demands of money from

congi'ess can never be reckoned upon ^Yith. certainty.

The articles of confederation authorize confess to

borrow money. To borrow money, jiermanent and

certain provision is necessary ; and, as this cannot be

made in any other way, a general revenue is within

the spirit of the confederation. Congress are already

invested by the states mth constitutional authority

over the purse as well as the sword. A general reve-
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nue would only give tliis authority a more certain chap,

and equal efficacy. -^,

—

"The necessity and reasonableness of a general rev-
^J^^^'

enue have been gaining ground among the states. I 28.

am aware that one exception ought to be made. The

state of Virginia, as appears by an act yesterday laid

before congress, has withdrawn its assent once given

to the scheme. This circumstance cannot but embar-

rass a representative of that state advocating it ; one,

too, whose principles are extremely unfavorable to a

disregard of the sense of constituents. But, though

the delegates who compose congress more immedi-

ately represent and are amenable to the states from

which they come, yet they owe a fidelity to the col-

lective interests of the whole. The part I take is

the more fully justified to my own mind by my
thorough persuasion that, with the same knowledge

of public affairs which my station commands, the

legislature of Virginia would not have repealed the

law in favor of the impost, and would even now re-

scind the repeaL"

On the following day, the proposition of Wilson 29.

and Madison, with slight amendments, passed the

committee of the whole without opposition. On the

twelfth of February, it was adopted in congress by

seven states in the affirmative, and without the nega-

tive of any state.

For methods of revenue, the choice of Madison*

was an impost, a poll-tax which should rate blacks

somewhat lower than whites, and a moderate land-

tax. To these, Wilson wished to add a duty on salt

»GUpin, 300; ElUot, 38.
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CHAP, and an excise on ^ane, imported spirits, and coffee.'

—A- Hamilton, wiio lield tlie attempt at a land-tax to be

^IV^' futile and impossible, suggested a house- and ^yindow-

tax." Wolcott ' of Connecticut tliouglit requisitions

should be in proportion to the population of each

state ; but was willing to include in the enumeration

those only of the blacks who were within sixteen and

sixty years of age.

The public mind was ripening for a transition fi'om

a confederation to a real government. Just at this

time Pelatiah Webster, a graduate of Yale college, in

a dissertation published at Philadelphia,* proposed for

the legislature of the United States a congress of two

houses which should have ample authority for mak-

ing laws " of general necessity and utility," and en-

forcing them as well on individuals as on states. He
further suggested not only heads of executive depart-

ments, but judges of law and chancery. The tract

awakened so much attention that it was reprinted

in Hartford, and called forth a reply.

These speculations offered only a remote solution

of the difficulties under which the confederation was

sinking. How the united demand of all public cred-

itors could \ATest immediately fi'om congress and the

states the grant of a general revenue and power for

its collection employed the thoughts of Robert Mor-

ris and his friends. On Christmas eve, 1781, Gou-

verneur Morris, the assistant financier, had ^^Titten to

» Gilpin, 304-306 ; Elliot, 39, 40. thirteen United States of North
^Gilpin, 300; Elliot, 38. America, written 16 Feb., 1783.
« Gilpin, 331 ; Elliot, 48. In Pelatiah Webster's Political Es-
'' A Dissertation on the Politi- says, p. 238.

cal Union and Constitution of the
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Greene :
" I liave no expectation that the government chap.

will acquii'e force ; and no hope that our union can ---v-^

subsist, except in the form of an absolute monarchy, i '^ s 3.

and this does not seem to consist with the taste and

temper of the people."' To Jay, in January, 1783,"

he wrote :
" The army have swords in their hands.

Good mil arise from the situation to which we are

hastening ; much of convulsion mil probably ensue,

yet it must terminate in giving to government that

power without which government is but a name."

Hamilton held it as certain that the army had
secretly detennined not to lay down their arms until

due provision and a satisfactory prospect should be

afforded on the subject of their pay ; that the com-

mander was already become extremely unpopular

among all ranks from his kno\vn dislike to every un-

la\^^ul proceeding; but, as from his virtue, his pa-

triotism, and firmness, he would sooner suffer himself

to be cut in pieces than yield to disloyal plans, Ham-
ilton wished him to be the " conductor of the army
in their plans for redress," to the exclusion of a leader

like Horatio Gates.'

With these convictions and mth exceedino; cau- Feb.
• .7

tion, he, on the seventh of February, addressed him-

self directly to Washington in a letter, of which

Brooks, on his return to the camp, was the bearer.

" Congress," so he wrote, " is a body not governed by
reason or foresight, but by circumstances. Aj^pear-

ances afford too much ground for a prevailing opinion

* Gouveraeur Morris to General Jay, Jan., 1783. Sparks' Life of
Greene, 24 Dec, 1781. Sparks' Morris, i. 349.

Life of G. Morris, i. 240. ^ Gilpin, 350, 351 ; Elliot, 55.
' Gouverneur Morris to John
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CHAP, in the army, that, if they once lay down their arms,

they part with the means of obtaining justice. Theii*

claims, urged with moderation but with firmness, may
operate on those weak minds which are influenced by

their apprehensions more than by their judgments, so

as to produce a concurrence in the measures which

the exigencies of affairs demand. To restore public

credit is the object of all men of sense ; in this the

influence of the army, properly du'ected, may co-oper-

ate." And he invited Washington to make use of

General Knox,* to whom Gouverneur Morris wi'ote on

the same day and by the same channel.

15. To ensure the concerted action of the southern

army, Gouvemeui' Morris wrote privately to Greene

:

" The main army will not easily forego their expecta-

tions. Their murmurs, though not loud, are deep.

If the army, in common with all other public credit-

ors, insist on the grant of general, permanent funds

for liquidating all the public debts, there can be

little doubt that such revenues will be obtained, ^nd

will afford to every order of public creditors a solid

security. With the due exception of miracles, there

is no probability that the states will ever make such

grants unless the army be united and determined in

the pursuit of it, and unless they be firmly support-

ed by and as firmly support the other creditors.

That this may happen must be the entu-e wish of

every intelligently just man and of every real fiiend

to our glorious revolution."

'

* Hamilton to Washington, 7 Greene, 15 Feb., 1783. Sparks'

Feb., 1783. Hamilton, i. 327. Life of G. Morris, i. 250.
* Gouverneur Morris to General
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The letter of Gouverneur Morris to Knox, wliicli chap.

was in reality designed to be a communication througli ^^.^^^^^

Knox to Washing-ton, cannot be found. It evidently ^y^^^-

expressed the opinion that the army might be made

to co-operate in bringing about a closer union of the

states and a stronger government. The answer of

Knox expresses the advice of Washington :
" The 21.

anny are good patriots, and would forward every-

thing that would tend to produce union and a per-

manent general constitution ; but they are yet to be

taught how their influence is to effect this matter.

A ^ hoop to the barrel ' is their favorite toast. Amer-

ica will have fought and bled to little purpose, if

the powers of government shall be insufficient to

preserve the peace, and this must be the case with-

out general funds. As the present constitution is so

defective, why do not you great men call the people

together and tell them so—that is, to have a con-

vention of the states to form a better constitution?

This appears to us, who have a superficial view only,

to be the most efficacious remedy."
*

* Knox to G. Mon-is, 21 Feb., ent constitution is so defective,"

1783, in Sparks' Life of G. Morris, Washington, "the great defect of

i. 256. That the commander-in- our constitution." Knox writes to

chief and Knox consulted together, bid Morris address tlie people, and
appears, among other reasons, from so does Washington to Hamilton

;

these :—they cherished the most af- Knox, as if announcing Washing-
fectionate relations to each other

;
ton's opinion, writes, "to us who

Hamilton on this occasion referred have a sujierficial view only, " and
Washington to Knox : The words Washington complains to Hamil-
" America will have fought and ton of the w^ant of information

bled to little purpose " are substan- from Congress of the political and
tially words which Washington pecuniary state of affairs ; Knox
used to Hamilton, to Harrison the stands at the side of Washington
governor of Virginia, to Arthur in all that follows at Newburg.
Lee, to Gordon the historian, and Compare Washington to Bland, 4
to others ; Knox says, "the pres- April, 1783. MS.
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CHAP. On tlie tliirteentli of Febniary tlie speecli of tlie

v^^ king of Great Britain, at the opening of parliament

^^l^- in December, was received. His announcement of
Feb.

^ ^
'

^ , •in
13. provisional articles of peace with the United States

produced great joy
;
yet that joy was clouded by ap-

prehensions from the impossibility of meeting the

just claims of the anuy.'

Consfress was brousrht no nearer to decisive action.

18. Hamilton proposed that the doors of congTess should

be thrown ^vide open whenever the finances were un-

der discussion, though the proposal, had it been ac-

cepted, would have filled the galleries with holders

of certificates of the public debt.'

On the other side, Eutledge again and again moved

that the proceeds of the impost should be appropri-

ated exclusively to the army, but was supported only

by his own state. Ruffled by his indifference to the

civil creditors, Wilson had one day answered with

warmth :
" Pennsylvania will take her o^vn measures

without regard to those of congress, and she ought

to do so. She is willing to sink or swim according

to the common fate ; but she will not suffer herself,

with a millstone of six millions of the continental

debt, to go to the bottom alone." ' The weakness of

the fi'iends of a general revenue appeared fi'om their

consenting to leave to the several states the appoint-

ment of the collectors of taxes, and to limit the

grant of the impost to twenty-five years.*

Once more, Mercer and Arthur Lee renewed their

war upon Madison, who in reply made a comdncing

> Gilpin, 336; Elliot, 50. ' Gilpin, 314; Elliot, 43.

» GilpiB, 341; Elliot, 53. " Gilpin, 347, 348; Elliot, 54.
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plea for tlie necessity of a permanent general revenue, chap.

" The purse," repeated Arthur Lee, " ouglit never to ..^.^l^

be put in the same hand with the sword. I will be ^^^^•

explicit ; 1 would rather see congress a rope of sand 21.

than a rod of iron. Virginia ought not to concur in

granting to congi'ess a permanent revenue." " If the

federal compact is such as has been represented," said

Mercer, " I will immediately withdraw from congress,

and do everything in my power to destroy its exist-

ence." Chafed by these expressions, Gorham of Mas-

sachusetts cried out :
" The sooner this is known the

better, that some of the states may form other con-

federacies adequate to their safety."

'

The assiduous labors of conorress for two months

had failed to devise the means for restoring public

credit. In February some of its members thought

the time had arrived when order and credit could

come from the demands of the army supported by
its strength. Robert Morris extorted from congress

a removal of the injunction of secrecy on his letter of

resignation, and forthmth sent a copy of it not only

to Washington but to the public press, through which

it immediately reached the anny.

' Gilpin, 357, 511 ; ElUot, 57.



CHAPTER VI.

THE ARMY AND ITS CHIEF.

Maech, 1783.

The commander-in-cliief would gladly have visited

Mount Vernon during tlie winter, but suppressed the

msh, for the army at Newbui^g was more unquiet

than at any former period.' The Massachusetts line

fonned more than half of it, and so many of the

remainder were fi'om other eastern states that he

could describe them all as New England men." He
had made the delicate state of affairs " the object of

many contemplative hours," and he was aware of

the prevailing sentunent that the prospect of com-

pensation for past services would terminate with the

war."

Now that peace was at hand, his first act was by a

letter to Hamson, then governor of Virginia, to entreat

his own state to enter upon the movement toward

a real union. " From the observations I have made

' Sparks, viii. 355, 369. viii. 383 ; and compare Sparks,
' Gorham in Gilpin, 315. El- viii. 456.

liot, 43. AVashington to Joseph ^ Washington to Hamilton, 4

Jones, 11 Feb., 1783. Sparks, March, 1783. Sparks, viii. 389, 390.
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in the course of tliis war—and my intercoui'se witL. cHxVP.
. VI

the states in theii' united as well as separate capaci- v ^
ties has afforded ample opportunities of judging— iLch'
I am decided in my opinion," such were his words,

" tliat, if the powers of congress are not enlarged and

made competent to all general purposes, the blood

which has been spilt, the expense that has been in-

curred, and the distresses which have been felt, will

avail nothing ; and that the band which holds us to-

gether, already too weak, will soon be broken ; when
anarchy and confusion will prevail.* I shall make
no apology for the freedom of these sentiments ; they

proceed fi'om an honest heart; they T\nll at least

prove the sincerity of my friendship, as they are al-

together undisguised." The governor received this

letter as a public appeal, and placed it among the

archives of Yii'ofinia.

Before the oiiicers had taken into consideration the

cautious report of their committee to congress, Colo-

nel AValter Stewart, an inspector of troops, coming

back from Philadelphia, presented himself at the

quarters of Gates as " a kind of agent fi^om the fiiends

of the army in congress
;

" * and rumors were immedi-

ately cii'culated through the camp that it was univer-

sally expected the aiiny would not disband until they

had obtained justice ; that the public creditors looked

up to them for aid, and, if necessary, would even join

them in the field ; that some members of congress

wished the measure might take effect, in order to

* Washington to Harrison, 4 1783. I follow a manuscript cojiy

March, 1783. Maxwell's Virginia received from J. K. Armstrong.
Historical Register, vi. 36, 37. The letter has been printed in Unit-

* Gates to i^mstrong, 23 June, ed States Magazine, i. 40,
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CHAP, compel the public, particularly tlie delinquent states,

to do justice/

A plan of action was in tlie utmost secrecy de\dsed

by Gates and tliose around him. To touch "with abil-

ity the several chords of feeling which lay slumbering

in the army, his aide-de-camp, Major John Armstrong,

was selected to draft an address. This was copied,

and Colonel Barber, the assistant adjutant-general of

the division of Gates, taking care not to be tracked,

put it in circulation through the line of every state,"

with a notice for a meeting of the general and field

11. officers on the n^ext day, to consider what measures

should be adopted to obtain that redress of grievances

which they seemed to have solicited in vain.^

" My friends ! " so ran the anonymous appeal,

"after seven long years your suffering courage has

conducted the United States of America throuo;h a

doubtful and a bloody war ; and peace returns to bless

—whom ? A country willing to redress your wrongs,

cherish your worth, and reward your services ? Or
is it rather a country that tramples upon your rights,

disdains your cries, and insults your distresses ? Have
you not lately, in the meek language of humble peti-

tioners, begged from the justice of congress what you

could no longer expect from their favor ? How have

you been answered ? Let the letter which you are

called to consider to-morrow make reply !

" If this be your treatment while the swords you

wear are necessary for the defence of America, what

* Washin<?ton to Joseph Jones, ^ Gates to Armstrong, 22 June,
13 March, 1783. Sparks, viii. 393, 1783.

394. Washington to Hamilton, 13 ' Journal of Congress, iv. 208.

March, 1783. Uamilton, i. 343.
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have you to expect wlien those very swords, the in- chap.

struments and companions of your glory, shall be

taken fi'om your sides, and no mark of military dis-

tinction left but your wants, infirmities, and scars ?

If you have sense enough to discover and spirit to

oppose tjrranny, whatever garb it may assume, awake

to your situation. If the present moment be lost,

your threats hereafter will be as empty as your en-

treaties now. Appeal from the justice to the fears

of government ; and suspect the man "—here Wash-

ington was pointed at—" who would advise to longer

forbearance."
'

A copy of the address reached Washington on H-

Tuesday, the eleventh, and the meeting was to take

place in the evening of that very day. Resolutions

dictated by passion and tending to anarchy, if once

adopted, could never be effaced, and might bring ruin

on the army and the nation. There was need of in-

stant action, " to arrest the feet that stood wavering

on a precipice." "" To change ill-considered menaces

into a legal presentment of grievances, the commander,

in general orders, disapproved the anonymous and

irrejmlar invitation to a meetinsr, and at the same

time requested all the highest officers and a represen-

tation of the rest to assemble at twelve o'clock on the

next Saturday to hear the report of the committee

which they had sent to congress. " After mature de-

liberation, they will devise what further measures

ought to be adopted to attain the Just and important

object in view. The senior officer in rank present

* Journal of Congress, iv. 308. ^ Washington to Hamilton, 12
March, 1783. Hamilton, i. 344.
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CHAP, mil ]3reside and report tlie result of their delibera-

tions to tlie commander-in-cMef." Gates quailed, and

tlie gatliering for that evening was given up ; but

under his eye Armstrong prepared a second anony-

mous address, which, while it professed to consider

the general orders of Washington " as giving stability

to their resolves," recommended " suspicion " as their

" sentinel." During the week, Washington employed

himself, mth Knox and others whom he could trust,

in preparing methods to avert every fatal consequence.

15. At noon on the fifteenth, the officers assembled,

with Gates in the chair. They were surprised to find

that the commander-in-chief was with them. Eveiy

eye was fixed on him ; and all were mute, awaiting

his words.*

After an apology to his " brother officers " for his

presence, he read his analysis of the anonymous ad-

di^esses. Their author he praised for his rhetorical

skill, but denied the rectitude of his heart, and de-

nounced his scheme as fit to proceed from no one but

a British emissary. He thus continued :

" As I was among the first who embarked in the

cause of our common countiy ; as I have never left

your side one moment, but when called from you on

public duty ; as I have been the constant companion

and witness of your distresses, it can scarcely be sup-

posed that I am indifferent to your interests." He
proceeded to demonstrate that any attempt to compel

an instant compliance with their demands would cer-

tainly remove to a still greater distance the attain-

ment of their ends. They must place their reliance

' Shaw to Rev. John Eliot, 27 April, 1783.
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on tlie plighted faitli of their country and the purity chap.

of the intentions of congress to render them ample ^..^^.-L.

justice, though its deliberations, fi'om the difficulty ^J^^^^

of reconciling diiferent interests, might be slow. is-

" For myself," he said, " so far as consistent with

the great duty I owe to my country and those powers

we are bound to respect, you may command my ser-

vices to the utmost extent of my abilities.

" While I give you these assurances, let me entreat

you, gentlemen, on your part, not to take any meas-

ures which, in the calm light of reason, will lessen

the dignity and sully the glory you have hitherto

maintained. Let me conjure you in the name of our

common country, as you value your own sacred

honor, as you respect the rights of humanity, and as

you regard the military and national character of

America, to express your utmost horror and detesta-

tion of the man who wickedly attempts to open the

floodgates of civil discord and deluge our rising em-

pire in blood.

"By thus determining and thus acting, you will

j)ursue the plain and dii^ect road to the attainment of

}'oui' wishes
;
you will give one more proof of unex-

ampled patriotism and patient vii'tue, rising superior

to the pressure of the most complicated sufferings

;

and you will afford occasion for posterity to say:

'Had this day been wanting, the world had never

seen the last stage of perfection to which human na-

ture is capable of attaining.' "
'

On concluding his address, the general, in further

proof of the good disposition of congress, began to

* Journals of Congress, iv. 213.

VOL I. 7
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CHAP, read parts of a letter from a member of tliat body

;

s—v^ but, after getting tlirougli a single paragraph, he

V^h P^^^®^> ^^^ asked leave of his audience to put on

15. spectacles, which he had so lately received ' that he

had never yet worn them in public," saying :
" I have

grown gray in your service, and now find myself

growing blind." These unaffected words touched

every heart. The letter, which was from Joseph

Jones of Virginia, set forth the embarrassments of

congress and their resolve that the army should at all

events be justly dealt with. Washington then with-

drew.

Ofiicers, who a few hours before had yielded them-

selves to the anonymous addi'esses, veered about, and

would now follow no counsellor but their own com-

mander. The assembly unanimously thanked him

for his communications and assured him of their af-

fection, "with the greatest sincerity of which the

human heart is capable." Then, after a reference to

Knox, Brooks, and Howard as their committee, they

resolved unanimously: "At the commencement of

the present war, the officers of the American army

engaged in the service of their country from the

purest love and attachment to the rights and liber-

ties of human nature, which motives still exist in the

highest degree ; and no circumstances of distress or

danger shall induce a conduct that may tend to sully

the reputation and glory which they have acquired

at the price of their blood and eight yeai's' faithful

*Prora Rittenhoiise. Washing- ^ " C'^toit la premiere fois qu'il

ton to Rittenhoiise, 10 Feb., 1783 ; les prenoit en publiquc." Mazzei,

Memou-s of Rittenhouse, 399, 300. Recherches, iv. 123.
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services." * Maklns; no demands and confinina; their chap.

expectations within the most reasonable limits, they ^.^..^

declared their unshaken confidence in the justice of ^^^^
congress and their country, and they asked nothing i5.

of their chief but to urge congress to a speedy deci-

sion upon their late memorial.

Another resolution declared, " that the officers of

the American army view with abhorrence and reject

with disdain the infamous propositions contained in

a late anonymous address to them." Gates meekly

put the question ; and was obliged to report that it

was carried unanimously.

No one ever ruled the hearts of his officers like

"Washington. The army of America had seen him

calm and commanding in the rage of battle
;
patient

and persistent under multiplied misfortunes ; moder-

ate in victory ; but then he had been countenanced

by his troops and his friends ; here he stood alone,

amidst injured men, of inflamed passions, with swords

at their sides, persuaded that forbearance would be

their ruin, and, for a fearful moment, looking upon

him as their adversary. As he spoke, every cloud

was scattered, and the full light of love of country

broke forth. Happy for America that she had a pa-

triot army; happy for America and for the world

that that army had Washington for its chief

!

The official narrative of these events was received 22.

in congress on the twenty-second ; and, before the

day came to an end, nine states concurred in a resolu-

tion" commuting the half-pay promised to the officers

' Journals of Congress, iv. 215. ^ Bland to Washington, 23
March, 1783. MS.
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CHAP, into a sum equal to five years' full pay, to be dis-

.^^ charged by certificates, bearing interest at six per

y ^
h

^^^^- Georgia and Rhode Island were not adequate-

22. ly represented ; New Hampshire and New Jersey

voted in the negative ; all the other states iiTevoca-

bly pledged the United States to redeem their prom-

ise made to the officers in the dark hours of their

encampment at Valley Forge.

23. On the next day, a ship dispatched fi*om Cadiz

by d'Estaing, at the instance of Lafayette, brought

authentic news that the American and British com-

missioners had signed definitively a provisional treaty,

of which an official copy had been received eleven

days before, and that peace ^^dth Great Britain had

already taken effect. The American boundaries on

the north-west exceeded alike the demands and the

hopes of congress ; and it was already believed that

a later generation would make its way to the Pacific

ocean.'

The glad tidings drew fi'om Washington tears of

joy in that " happiest moment of his life." " All the

world is touched by his republican "^nrtues," wrote

Luzerne. " It will be in vain for him to msh to hide

himself and live as a simple, private man ; he "will

always be the first citizen of the United States."'

"^n''
Upon official information from Franklin and Adams,

congress on the eleventh of April made proclamation

for the cessation of hostilities. In announcing the

great event to the army, AVashington did especial

honor to the men who had enlisted for the war, and

' Luzerne to Vergennes, 19 '' Luzerne to Vergennes, 29

March, 1783. MS. March, 1783. MS.
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added: "Happy, tlirice liappy sliall tliey be pro- chap.

nounced hereafter who have contributed anything in «J^
erecting this stuj)endous fabric of fi^eedom and em- i^83.

pire ; who have assisted in protecting the rights of iT.

human natm-e, and establishing an asylum for the

poor and oppressed of all nations and religions." ' The i9.

proclamation of congress that war was at an end was
published to the anny on the nineteenth, exactly

eight years fi'om the day when the embattled farmers

of Concord " fired the shot heard round the world."

* Sparks, viii, 568.
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disbaxding the army.

Maech-July, 1783.

CHAP. Wasiiixgtojs^ presented the ris-litful claims of tlie
VII. .

^
.

^
^^>— " patriot army " ' with a warmth and energy which

March' ii^'^^er bnt this once appear in his communications

to congress; and his words gaiq,ed intenser power

fi'om his disinterestedness. To a committee on which

April. Avere Bland and Hamilton, he enforced, by every

consideration of gratitude, justice, honor, and na-

tional pride, the "universal" expectations of the

army, that, before their disbanding, they should re-

ceive pay for at least one month in hand, mth an

absolute assurance in a short time of pay for two

months more. " The financier will take his own
measures; but this sum must be procured. The
soldier is willing to risk the hard-earned remainder

due him for four, five, perhaps six years upon the

same basis of security with the general mass of other

public creditors."

"

* Washington to congress, 18 ' Wasliington to Bland, 4 Ajiril,

March, 1783. Sparks, viu. 39C-399. 1783. MS.
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"Tlie expectations of the army," answered Hamil- chap.

ton, "are moderation itseK."* But, after a week's v^-^

reflection, Morris, wlio liad already written to con- V^f*
gress "our public credit is gone,"* replied to the

committee that the amount of three months' pay was
more than all the receipts from all the states since

1781 ; that there was no resource but the issue of

paper notes in anticij^ation of revenue.^

A shaq3 admonition fi-om Vergennes to the United

States speedily to meet their engagements in France

and Holland,* and the representations of Washington,

quickened the determination of congress. In pre-

paring the plan for a revenue, Madison was assisted

by Jeiferson, who passed a large part of the winter

in Philadelphia.

The national debt of Great Britain at the beo^in-

ning of the war with America amounted to one hun-

dred and thirty-six millions of pounds ; at the close

of it, including deficiencies that were still to be fund-

ed, it amounted to twice that sum. The debt of the

United States did not much exceed forty-two mill-

ions of dollars ; the annual interest on that debt was
not far from two and a haK millions, and to fund it

successfully there was need of a yearly revenue of

at least that sum. One million was hoped for fi'om

specific duties on enumerated imports, and a duty

of five per cent, on the value of all others. A
million and a half dollars more were to be raised by
requisitions of congress, apportioned on the states

' Hamilton to Washington, 11 ' R. Moms to Hamilton, 14
April, 1783. Letters to Washing- April, 1783. Dip. Cor., xii. 346.
ton, iv. 17. • Luzerne to R. Morris, 15 March,

=" Dip. Cor., xii. 342. 1783. Dip. Cor., xi. 157, 158.
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CHAP, according to population. This more convenient

.^..J^ method had hitherto failed from conflicts on the

17 83. i^uie for countino; slaves. The south had insisted
April.

on the ratio of two for one freeman. Williamson

of North Carolina said: "I am principled against

slavery. I think slaves an incumbrance to society

instead of increasing its ability to pay taxes." ' To

effect an agreement, Madison, seconded by Rutledge,

offered that slaves should be rated as five to thi'ee,

and this compromise, which then affected taxation

only and not representation, was accepted almost

with unanimity."

In the beginning of April, Hamilton had declared

in congress that he wished to strengthen the fed-

eral constitution through a general convention, and

should soon, in pursuance of instructions fi'om his

constituents, propose a plan for that purpose." In

the mean time, he remained inflexible in the opinion

that an attempt to obtain revenue by an applica-

tion to the several states would be futile, because

an agreement could never be arrived at through

partial deliberations. The vote on the report of

the new financial measure, which he opposed as

inadequate, was taken on the eighteenth of April.

Georgia alone was absent ; eleven states were fully

represented; New Hampshire by a single delegate.

Hamilton and the two representatives of Rhode

Island, alone and for the most opposite reasons, gave

their votes in the negative. New York being di-

vided, nine states and a haK against one, twenty-

» Gilpin, 423; Elliot, 79. ' Gilpin, 429, 430; Elliot, 81.

« Gilpin, 423, 424; Elliot, 79.
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five dele2;ates ao-ainst tliree, recorded tlieir votes for chap.
.

'

VII
the adoption of tlie report. .^-^

To tlie relentless exigencies of tlie moment tlie ^Lln

financial proposition of tlie eighteenth of Apiil ^^

offered no relief, nor could it take effect until it

should be accepted by every one of the thirteen

states. To win this unanimous assent, congress, in

the words of Madison, enforced the peculiar nature

of their obligation to France, to members of the

republic of Holland, and to the army. Moreover,

"the citizens of the United States are responsible

for the greatest trust ever confided to a political

society. If justice, good faith, honor, gratitude, and

all the other qualities which ennoble the character

of a nation and fulfil the ends of government, be

the fi'uits of our unadulterated forms of republican

government, the cause of liberty will acquire a dig-

nity and lustre which it has never yet enjoyed ; and

an example will be set which cannot but have the

most favorable influence on the rights of mankind."

New York, North and South Carolina, and Massa-

chusetts were following the example of Virginia, and

repealing their revenue acts of former years ; when
the address went forth, accompanied by the letter

of congress to the governor of Rhode Island which

Hamilton had drafted, and by various papers show-

ing the amount and the character of the debt of the

United States.

Then, on the twenty-eighth, and so far as the rec- 28.

ords show never till then, congress appointed a com-

mittee on the New York resolutions of the preceding

July in favor of a general convention. Its choice
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CHAP, fell on Ellsworth, Carroll, Wilson, Gorham, Hamil-
VII

7 J 1 J

^ ^ ton, Peters, McHenry, Izard, and Duane.*
nss. I|2 October, 1780, congress provided for forming

new states out of the north-western territory." A
most elaborate report, read in November, 1781, rec-

ommended that the lands for settlements " should be

laid out into townships of about six miles square."
*

Early in 1783 Rufus Putnam, and other officers and

soldiers of the army in New England, engaged heart-

ily in a plan to form a state westward of the Ohio,

and Timothy Pickering proposed to them that " the

total exclusion of slavery from the state should form

an essential and irrevocable part of the constitution."*

To "unite the thirteen states in one great political

interest," Bland, a man of culture, who had served

with credit as a colonel of dragoons, and had been a

member of congress from Virginia since 1780, now,

June on the -fifth of June, 1783, brought forward an "or-

dinance " to accept conditionally the cession of Vir-

ginia, divide it into districts of two degrees of lati-

tude by three degrees of longitude, and subdivide

each district into townships of a fixed number of

miles square ; each district to be received into the

union as a "sovereio;n" state, so soon as it could

count twenty thousand inhabitants. In these em-

' Madison, on whom we depend memorandum by Charles Thom-
for a report of the debates of son.

congress of that period, was ' Laws relating to Public Lands,

absent from Saturday, April the 338; Journals of Congress, iii. 535.

twenty-sixth, to Tuesday, ]\Iay ^ Endorsement on the original

sixth. So details are wanting, report in the state department is :

That Clinton's letter and the " Read in congress 3 Nov., 1781."

New York resolutions were com- * Pickering's Pickering, i. 546.

mitted on the twenty-eighth of He formed a complete plan for set-

April, we know from a MS. tling lands in Ohio.

5.
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bryo states, every one wlio had enlisted for the war chap.

or had served for three years was to receive the -.^^-1'

bounty lands promised him, and thirty acres more i '^ ^ 3.

for each dollar due to him fi'om the United States.

One tenth part of the soil was to be reserved for

"the payment of the civil list of the United States,

the erecting of frontier posts, and the founding of

seminaries of learning; the sui'plus to be appropri-

ated to the building and equipping a navj, and to no

other purpose whatever." This pioneer ordinance

for colonizing the territory north-west of the Ohio

was seconded by Hamilton, and referred to a grand

committee.'

From the moment when it became officially known
that a preliminary treaty of peace had been concluded,

Robert Morris persistently demanded the immediate

discharge of the army." The city of New York and
the interior posts being still in British hands, his

importunity was resisted by Gorham and Hamilton,

and disapproved by the secretary of foreign affairs

;

but the public penury overcame all scruples.

As the time drew near for the officers to pass ^3^

from militaiy service to civil life, they recalled the

example of the Roman Cincinnatus, and, adopting his

name, formed themselves into " one society of friends,"

to pei-petuate " the spirit of brotherly kindness " and

to help officers and their families in their times of

need. An immutable attachment to the riofhts ando

' Papers of Old Congress, xxxvi. by Mr. Hamilton. June 5, 1783.
MS. The ordinance is in the hand- Referred to the grand committee
writing of Theodorick Bland, and of 30 May, 1783."
indorsed by Charles Thomson :

^ Diary of Morris in Dip. Cor.,

"Motion of Mr, Bland seconded xii. 367, note.
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CHAP, liberties of human nature was made the law of con-
VII.

-^r-^ duct for members, to whatever nation they might be-

17 8 3. iQj^g
J
and those who were Americans pledged to each

other their " unalterable determination to promote

and cherish union between the states."* By one

grave error, which called forth from many sides in

America and in Europe the severest censure, mem-

bership was made hereditary in their eldest male

posterity. The commander-in-chief, who had no off-

spring, refused to separate himself from his faithful

associates in the war ; but by his influence the society

at its first general meeting in May, 1784, proposed to

its branches in the states to expunge from its consti-

tution the clauses which had excited alarm and just

complaint.
June rpj^g

general order of the second day of June pub-

lished the resolve of congress that the men engaged

for the war, with a proper proportion of ofiicers, were

immediately to receive furloughs, on the reverse of

which was their discharge, to take effect on the de-

finitive treaty of peace. Washington felt the keenest

sensibility at their distresses
;

' but he had exhausted

all his influence. The army, for three months' pay,

received only notes exactly " like other notes issued

from the office of finance." ' These were nominally

due in six months to the bearer, with six per cent

interest till paid. Their value in the market was

two shillings or two and sixpence for twenty shil-

• Sparks, ix. 23, note. for July 9 and followinj? rlays, iv.

" WashinfTton to Heath, 6 June, 237, 238 ; Morris to congress, 18

1783. Sparks, viii. 435. July, 1783, Dip. Cor., xii. 376,
' Washington to Bland, 4 April, 380-386 and 387-389, and other

1783, MS. ; Journals of Congress, letters.
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lings.' The veterans were enthusiasts for liberty, chap.

and therefore, with the consciousness of having done >^v^
their duty to their native land and to mankind, they, i "^ s 3.

in perfect good order, beaiing with them their arms 2.

as memorials of their service, retired to their homes
" without a settlement of theii' accounts, and without

a farthing of money in their pockets."
*

The events of the last four months called into full

action the powers and emotions of Washington.
" State politics," said he, " interfere too much with

the more liberal and extensive plan of government

which wisdom and foresight would dictate. The
honor, power, and true interest of this countiy must
be measured by a continental scale. To form a

new constitution that will give consistency, stability,

and dignity to the union and sufficient powers to

the great council of the nation for general purposes,

is a duty incumbent upon every man who wishes

well to his country."

'

Lifted above himself, and borne on by the energy 8.

of his belief, he in June addressed the whole people

through a last circular to the governor of every state,*

for he was persuaded that immediate and extreme

danger overhung the life of the union. " With
this conviction of the importance of the present

crisis," such are his words, " silence in me would be

a crime ; I will therefore sj)eak without disguise the

language of freedom and of sincerity. Those who

* Pelatiah Webster's Political ^ Washington to Lafayette, 5
Essays, 310 ; compare 272. April, 1783. Sparks, viii. 412.

- Washington to Congress, 7 and * Sparks, viii. 439. The date of
24 June, 1783. Sparks, viii. 438, the circular varies with the time of
456. its emission.
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CHAP, differ from me in political sentiment may remark that

I am stepping out of tlie proper line of my duty

;

but the rectitude of my own heart, the part I have

hitherto acted, experience acquii'ed by long and close

attention to the business of that country in whose

service I have spent the prime of my life and whose

happiness will always constitute my own, the ardent

desire I feel of enjoying in private life, after all the

toils of war, the benefits of a wise and liberal gov-

ernment, wiU sooner or later convince my countrymen

that this address is the result of the purest intention."

Thoughtful for the defence of the republic, the

retiring commander-in-chief recommended " a proper

peace establishment," and an absolutely uniform or-

ganization of the " militia of the union " thi'oughout

" the continent." He pleaded for complete justice to

all classes of public creditors. He entreated the leg-

islature of each state to pension its disabled non-

commissioned officers and privates. He enforced the

duty of the states, mthout "hesitating a single mo-

ment," to give their sanction to the act of congress

establishing a revenue for the United States, for the

only alternative was a national banhi'uptcy ; and

"honesty "v\dll be found on every experiment to be

the best and only true policy. In what part of the

continent shall we find any man or body of men who
would not blush to propose measures purposely cal-

culated to rob the soldier of his stipend, and the

public creditor of his due ?

"

He then proceeded to pronounce solemn judgment,

and to summon the people of America to fulfil their

duty to Providence and to their fellow-men. " If a
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spirit of disunion, or obstinacy and perverseness, chap.

should in any of the states attempt to frustrate all J^
the happy effects that might be expected to flow i"^^^-

fi'om the union, that state which puts itself in oppo-

sition to the aggregate wisdom of the continent will

alone be responsible for all the consequences.

'

" The citizens of America, the sole lords and propri-

etors of a vast tract of continent, are no\7 acknowl-

edged to be possessed of absolute freedom and inde-

pendency. Here Heaven has crowned all its other

blessings, by giving a faii'er opportunity for political

happiness than any other nation has ever been fa-

vored with. The rights of mankind are better under-

stood and more clearly defined than at any former
period. The collected A\asdom acquired through a

long succession of years is laid open for our use in

the establishment of our forms of government. 'The

free cultivation of letters, the unbounded extension

of commerce, the progressive refinement of manners,

the growing liberality of sentiment, and, above all,

the pure and benign light of revelation, have had a

meliorating influence on mankind. At this auspicious

period, the United States came into existence as a

nation.

"Happiness is ours, if we seize the occasion and
make it our own. This is the moment to give such

a tone to our federal government as mil enable it to

answer the ends of its institution. Accordino: to the

system of policy the states shall adopt at this mo-
ment, it is to be decided whether the revolution

must ultimately be considered as a blessing or a

» Sparks, viii. 44G, 447.
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CHAP, curse ; a blessing or a curse, not to the present age

.^-^ alone, for witli our fate will the destiny of unborn
11 8 3. millions be involved.
June.

" Essential to the existence of the United States is

the fiiendly disposition which will forget local preju-

dices and policies, make mutual concessions to the

general prosperity, and, in some instances, sacrifice in-

dividual advantages to the interest of the community.

Liberty is the basis of the glorious fabric of our inde-

pendency and national character, and whoever would

dare to sap the foundation, or overturn the structure,

under whatever specious pretext he may attempt it,

will merit the bitterest execration and the severest

punishment which can be inflicted by his injured

country.

" It is indispensable to the hapj^iness of the indi-

vidual states that there should be lodged somewhere

a supreme power to regulate and govern the general

concerns of the confederated republic, ^vithout which

the union cannot be of long duration,' and every-

thing must very rapidly tend to anarchy and confu-

sion. Whatever measures have a tendency to dissolve

the union, or to violate or lessen the sovereign author-

ity, ought to be considered as hostile to the liberty

and independence of America. It is only in our united

character that we are kno^^Ti as an empu*e, that our

independence is acknowledged, that our power can

be regarded, or our credit supported among foreign

nations. The treaties of the European powers with

the United States of America will have no validity

on a dissolution of the union. We shall be left nearly

* Sparks, viii. 444.
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in a state of nature ; or we may find by our own un- chap.

happy experience that there is a natural and neces- -^^^

sary progression from the extreme of anarchy to the ^^ ^ ^•

extreme of tp-anny, and that arbitrary power is most

easily established on the ruins of liberty abused to

licentiousness."

This cii'cular letter of Washington the governors

of each state, according to his request, communicated
to their respective legislatures. In this way it was
borne to every home in the United States, and he

entreated the people to receive it as " his legacy " on

his retirement to private life.

He avoided the appearance of dictating to congress July

how the constitution should be formed; but while

he was careful to declare himself " no advocate for

their having to do wdth the particular policy of any

state further than it concerns the union at large," he

had no reserve in avowing his " wish to see energy

given to the federal constitution by a convention of

the people."

'

The newspapers of the day, as they carried the let-

ter of Washington into every home, caught up the

theme, and demanded a revision of the constitution,

"not by congress, but by a continental convention,

authorized for the purpose."

'

^ Washington to Dr. William 3 July, 1783 ; Maryland Gazette,
Gordon, 8 July, 1783. MS. 11 July ; Virginia Gazette, 19

^ Among them : Philadelphia, July.
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CHAPTER I.

HOW THE LAND RECEIVED THE LEGACY OF WASHINGTON.

JimE-DECEMBEE, 1783.

All movements conspired to form for the thirteen char

states a constitution, sooner than they dared to hope _^
and " better than they knew." " The love of union i v s 3.

and the resistance to the claims of Great Britain

were the inseparable inmates of the same bosom.

Brave men from different states, riskino: life and

everything valuable in a common cause, believed by
all to be most precious, were confirmed in the habit

of considering America as their country and congress

as their government." ' Acting as one, they had at-

tained independence. Moreover, it was their fixed

belief that they had waged battle not for them-

selves alone, but for the hopes and the rights of

mankind ; and this faith overleapt the limits of

states with the force of a religious conviction. For

eighteen years the states had watched together over

their liberties ; for eight they had borne arms to-

gether to preserve them ; for more than two they

' Marshall in Van Santvoord's Chief Justices of the U. S., 314, 315.
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CHAP, had been confederates under a compact to remain

-^^-^.^ united forever.

17 8 3. The federation excelled every one that had pre-

ceded it. Inter-citizenship and mutual equality of

rights between all its members gave to it a new
character and an enduring unity. The Hebrew com-

monwealth was intensely exclusive, both by descent

and from religion ; every Greek republic grew out of

families and tribes ; the word nation originally im-

plied a common ancestry. All mediseval republics,

like the Roman municipalities, rested on pri^dlege.

The principle of inter-citizenship infused itself neither

into the constitution of the old German empii'e, nor

of Switzerland, nor of Holland. Even when the

American people took up arms against Great Britain,

congress defined only the membership * of each colony *

the articles of confederation first brouo-ht in the rule

that any one might at mil transfer his membership
fi'om one state to another. Of old a family, a sept, a

clan, a tribe, a nation, a race, owed its unity to con-

sanguinity. Inter-citizenship now took the place of

consanguinity; the Americans became not only one

people, but one nation. They had fi'amed a union

of several states in one confederacy, fortified and

bound in with a fui-ther union of the inhabitants of

every one of them by a mutual and reciprocally per-

fect naturalization.' This inter-citizenship, though

only in its third year, has been so ratified by national

affections, by the national acquisition of indepen-

dence, by national treaties, by national interests, by

* Journals of Congress, i. 3G5. iiralization, Spedding's Bacon's
" Bacon's speech for general nat- Letters and Life, iii. 319.
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national liistoiy, that the people possessing it cannot chap.

but take one step more, and from an indwelling ne- .^^
cessity form above the states a common constitution i '? § 3.

for the whole.

It was to a nation which had not as yet a self-

existent government, and which needed and felt the

need of one, that Washington's legacy went forth.

The love which was everywhere cherished for him,

in itself had become a bond of union. "They are

compelled to await the result of his letter," reported

Luzerne;' "they hope more from the weight of a

single citizen than from the authority of the sover-

eign body." Jonathan Trumbull, the venerable gov- june.

ernor of Connecticut, in his prompt reply extolled

"this last address of Washington which exhibited

the foundation principles " of " an indissoluble union

of the states under one federal head."' AVhen in

the next autumn this faithful war governor, after

more than fifty years of service, bade farewell to

public life, imitating Washington, he set forth to the

legislature of Connecticut, and through them to its

people, that the grant to the federal constitution of

powers clearly defined, ascertained, and understood,

and sufficient for all the great purposes of union,

could alone lead from the danger of anarchy to na-

tional happiness and glory.'

In June the general assembly of Delaware com-

plied with all parts of the recommendation of con-

gress, coupling the impost with the state's quota of

' Luzerne to Vergennes, 4 Aug. , ^ Jonathan Trumbull to Wash-
1783. MS. in^on, 10 June, 1783. MS.

^
Stuart's Trumbull, 604-608.
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CHAP, the federal requisition/ To WasMngton, Nicholas

.^^ Van Dyke, the governor, on recei^dng the circular,

1 T 8 3. reported this proof of theii* zeal for establishing the
'^'''^'

credit of the union, adding: "The state which de-

clines a similar conduct must be blind to the united

interest with which that of the individual states is

inseparably connected."

'

Pennsylvania, linking together the North and the

South, never hesitated ; then and ever after, it made

the reasoning and the hopefulness of Washington

its OA\Ti. At a festival in Philadelphia, held near

the middle of July, with Dickinson, the president

of the state, in the chair, the leading toast w^as:

"New strength to the union;" and, when "Honor

and immortality to the principles in Washington's

circular letter " was proposed, the company rose twice

and manifested their approbation by nine huzzas.

Aug. A month later, Dickinson and the council of Penn-

sylvania sent to the general assembly the valedictory

of the commander-in-chief, quoting and enforcing his

words, saying :
" We most earnestly recommend that

the confederation be strengthened and improved. To

advance the dignity of the union is the best way to

advance the interest of each state. A federal su-

premacy, with a competent national revenue, to gov-

ern firmly general and relative concerns," can alone

"ensure the respect, tranquillity, and safety, that are

naturally attached to an extensive and well-estab-

lished empire. All the authorities before mentioned

may be vested in a federal council, not only without

* Papers of Old Congress, Ixxv. == Nicholas Van Dyke to Wash-

MS. ingtou, 2 July, 1783. MS.
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the least danger to liberty, but liberty will be there- chap.

by better secured." ' Tlie house on the twenty-fifth, .^^
joining together the impost and the quota of the 1*7 8 3,

state, unanimously ordered the grant of them both,""

and at a later session thanked Washington specially

for his final " circular letter, the inestimable legacy

bequeathed to his country."

In March, during a session of the legislature of

South Carolina, Greene, who had received the sug-

gestions of Gouverneur Morris, addressed a letter to

the state through Guerard, the governor, representing

the sufferings and mutinous temper of the army, and
the need of a revenue for congress, and saying :

" In-

dependence can only prove a blessing under congres-

sional influence. More is to be dreaded from the

members of congress exercising too little than too

much power. The financier says his dej^artment is

on the brink of ruin. To the northward, to the

southward, the eyes of the army are turned upon the

states, whose measures will determine their conduct.

They will not be satisfied with general promises

;

nothing short of permanent and certain revenue will

keep them subject to authority."

" No dictation by a Cromwell !

" cried impatient

members who could scarcely wait to hear the conclu-

sion of the letter." To mark independence of con-

gress and resistance to the requisitions of " its swords-

men," South Carolina revoked its grant to the United
States of power to le\'y a five per cent duty on im-

' Colonial Kecords, xiii. 648, 649. = Johnson's Life of Greene, ii.
"" Papers of Old Congress, Ixxv. 387, 388.

MS.
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CHAP. j)orts.' Greene consoled MmseK mtli tlie thought

-^-^-^ that " he had done his duty and would await events ;

"

178 3. i^^^^ j^e was made wiser by the rebuff. AVhile he

perceived that ^vithout more effectual support the

power of congress must expire, he saw that the move-

ment of soldiers without civil authority is pregnant

mth danger, and would naturally fall under the " di-

rection of the Clodiuses and Catilines in America."
^

The appeal of congress in April exercised little coun-

^ug- teracting influence ; but, when the cii'cular of Wash-

ington arrived, the force and affection with which it

was written produced an alteration of sentiment in

more than one quarter of the members. " AVashing-

ton was admired before ; now he was little less than

adored." ' The continental impost act was adopted,

thousfh not without a clause reservinsi: the collection

of the duties to the officers of the state, and appro-

priating them to the payment of the federal quota of

South Carolina.*

Oct. In October, Clinton, the governor of New York,

responded to Washington :
" Unless the powers of

the national council are enlarged and that body

better supported than at present, all its measures

will discover such feebleness and want of energy as

will stain us mth disgrace and expose us to the

worst of evils." ' And in the follo^^dng January,

holding up to the legislature the last circular of the

' Johnson's Life of Greene, ii. * Statute No. 1190, passed 13

388. Au<?., 1783, in Statutes at Large
^ Greene to G. Morris, 3 April, of South Carolina, iv. 570.

1783. Sparks' Life of G. Morris, * Clinton to Washington, 14

i. 251, 252. Oct., 1783. Letters to Washing-
^ Greene to Washington, 8 Aug., ton, iv. 48.

1783. Letters to Washington, iv. 38.
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commander-in-chief, he charged them to "be atten- chap.

tive to every measure which has a tendency to ce- ^J^^
ment the union and to give to the national councils ^ '=' ^ *.

that energy which may be necessary for the general

welfare."
*

The circular reached Massachusetts just when the ^l^J'
legislatui-e was complaining of the half-pay and of

excessively large salaries to civil officers. The senate

and the house despatched a most affectionate joint

address to Washington, attributing to the guidance

of an all-mse Providence his selection as commander-
in-chief, adding :

" While patriots shall not cease to

applaud youi' sacred attachment to the rights of citi-

zens, your military virtue and achievements mil make
the brightest pages in the history of mankind." ' To
congi-ess the legislatui-e gave assurances that " it could

not without horror entertain the most distant idea of

the dissolution of the union ;
" though " the extraor-

dinary grants of congress to civil and military offi-

cers had produced in the commonwealth effects of

a threatening aspect.
"

' John Hancock, the popular

governor, commending Washington's circular, looked

to him as the statesman " of wisdom and experience,"

teaching them how to improve to the happiest pur-

poses the advantages gained by arms.

As president of the senate, Samuel Adams offi-

cially signed the remonstrance of Massachusetts

against haK-pay ; as a citizen, he fi-ankly and boldly, Sept.

in his o^y^l state and in Connecticut, defended the

advice of Washington :
" In resisting encroachments

* Speech to the legislature, 21 ^ Boston Gazette, 23 Aug., 1783,
Jan., 1784. = Journals of Congress, iv. 276.
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CHAP, on our riglits, an army became necessary. Congress

.^^1^ were and ouglit to be the sole judge of tlie means of

1 ^ ^ 3- supporting that army ; tliey liad an undoubted rigbt

in the very nature of theii' appointment to make the

grant of half-pay ; and, as it was made in behalf of

the United States, each state is bound in justice to

comply with it, even though it should seem to them

to have been an ill-judged measui^e. States as well

as individual persons are equally bound to fulfil theii'

engagements, and it is one part of the description

given to us in the sacred scriptures of an honest

man, that, though ' he sweareth to his own hurt, he

changeth not.'
"

'

In like spirit congress replied to the protest against

half-pay. '' The measure was the result of a delib-

erate judgment framed on a general view of the in-

terests of the union, and pledged the national faith

to carry it into effect. If a state every way so im-

portant as Massachusetts should withhold her solid

support to constitutional measures of the confederacy,

the result must be a dissolution of the union ; and

then she must hold herself as alone responsible for

the anarchy and domestic confusion that may suc-

ceed."^

At the opening of the autumn session, Hancock,

recalling the attention of the legislature to the words

of Washington, said :
" How to strengthen and im-

' Samuel Adams to a friend ia would surely have consulted him
Connecticut. Boston, 25 Sept., on the half-pay of which he was

1783. MS. Same to Noah Web- the author. The original papers

ster, 30 April, 1784. MS. prove that the congressional reply

' Journals of Congress, iv. 277, to Massachusetts was prepared af-

278. Congress, on which Wash- ter much consultation, and here

ington Avas then in attendance, and there show traces of his mind.
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prove this union, so as to render it more completely chap.

adequate, demands tlie immediate attention of these .--^

states. Our very existence as a free nation is sus-

pended upon it."

'

On the ninth of October he cited to the general

court extracts of letters fi'om John Adams, confirm-

ing the sentiments of Washington. Near forty towns

in the state had instructed their representatives

against granting the imjDost recommended by congress.

And yet it was carried in the house by seventy-two

against sixty-five ; a proviso that it should not be

used to discharge haK-pay or its commutation was re-

jected by a majority of ten ; and the bill passed the

senate almost unanimously.^ Some of the towns still

murmured, but Boston in town-meeting answered

:

"The commutation is wisely blended with the na-

tional debt. With respect to the impost, if we ever

mean to be a nation, we must give power to Congress

and funds too."

But Washington's letter achieved its greatest vic-

tory in his own state. Mercer had said in congress

that, sooner than reinstate the impost, he would
" crawl to Richmond on his bare knees." ' The legis-

latui'e, which was in session when the communication

from congress arrived, ordered a bill to grant the im-

post. Jefferson was hoping that Henry would speak

for the grant ; but he remained mute in his place.*

Richard Henry Lee and Thi'uston spoke of congress

* Salem Gazette of 3 Oct., 1783. ^ Madison to Randolph, 18 Feb.,
' Samuel Cooper to Franklin, 16 1783. Gilpin, 506.

Oct., 1783. Works of Franklin, * Jefferson to Madison, 7 May, 1
X. 35. Salem Gazette, 30 Oct., June, 17 June, 1783. MSS.
1783.
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as " lusting for power." The extent of tlie implied

powers wliicli Hamilton Lad asserted in the letter of

17 8 3. congress to Rhode Island w^as " reprobated as alarm-

ing and of dangerous tendency
;"

' and on the eleventh

of June the proposition of congress was pronounced

to be inadmissible, because the revenue-officers were

not to be amenable to the commonwealth ; because

the power of collecting" a revenue by penal laws could

not be delegated without danger ; and because the

moneys to be raised from citizens of Virginia were to

go into the general treasury. So the proposition of

congress was left without any support. Virginia, to

discharge her continental debt, preferred to establish a

custom-house of her own, appropriating its income to

congress for iive-and-twenty years, and making good

the deficiency by taxes on land, negroes, and polls.

" The state," said Arthui' Lee, " is resolved not to suf-

fer the exercise of any foreign power or influence

within it." ' But, when the words of "Washington

were read, the house gave leave to the advocates for

a continental impost to provide for it by a bill which

was to have its first reading at the opening of the

next session.

These events did but render Richard Henry Lee

more obdurate. Placing himself directly in the way
of Washington and Madison, he ^\Tote to a fiiend at

the north :
" The late address of congress to the states

on the impost I think a too early and too strong

attempt to overleap those fences established by the

* Joseph Jones to Madison, 14 " Arthur Lee to Tlieodorick

June, 1783, MS. ; in part in Rives' Bland, 13 June, 1783. Bland Pa-

Madison, i. 436. pers, ii. 110.
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confederation to secure the liberties of tlie respective chap.

states. Give the purse to an aristocratic assembly, <.^^

the sword will follow, and liberty become an empty i "^ ^ 3.

name. As for increasing the power of congress, I

would answer as the discerning men of old, with the

change of a word only :
^ Nolumus leges confedera-

tionis mutari—we forbid chano-e in the laws of the

confederation.' " ' But, in the time afforded for re-

flection, Washington's valedictoiy letter, which Jef-

ferson describes as " deservedly applauded by the

world," " gained more and more jDower ; at the ad-

journed session, the legislature of Virginia, mth ab-

solute unanimity, reversed its decision and granted

by law the continental impost." "Everything will

come right at last," said "Washington, as he heard the

gladdening news."

" Xever," said George Mason, " have I heard one

single man deny the necessity and propriety of the

union. No object can be lost when the mind of every

man in the country is strongly attached to it." ' " I

do not believe," mtnesses Jefferson, " there has ever

been a moment when a single whig in any one state

would not have shuddered at the very idea of a sep-

aration of theii' state from the confederacy." ' A
proposition had been made in June to revoke the

release to the United States of the territory north-

west of the river Ohio. Patrick Henry was for

bounding the state reasonably enough, but, instead

of ceding the parts lopped off, he was for forming

* R. H. Lee to William Whipple, ^ Sparks, ix, 5.

1 July, 1783. MS. ^ George Mason in the Virginia
^ Jefferson's Works, ix. 266. Convention, 11 June, 1788.
' Henmg, xi. 313. ^ Jefferson, ix. 251.
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CHAP, tliem into small republics ' under tlie direction of

..^^^ Virginia. Nevertheless, tlie legislature, guided by
i'^^3. f\^Q sincerity and perseverance of Joseph Jones of

King George county, conformed to the mshes of

congress, and on the nineteenth and twentieth of

December cheerfully amended and confirmed their

former cession."

Dec. The last legislature to address Washington in his

public character was Maryland, and they said :
" By

your letter you have taught us how to value, pre-

serve, and improve that liberty which your ser^dces

under the smiles of Providence have secured. If the

powers given to congress by the confederation should

be found incompetent to the purposes of the union,

our constituents will readily consent to enlarge them."^

On the part of congress, its president, Elias Boudi-

not of New Jersey, transmitted to the ministers of

America in Europe the circular letter of Washington

as the most perfect evidence of " his inimitable char-

acter.""

Before the end of June, raw reci-uits of the Penn-

sylvania line, in the barracks at Philadelphia, many

of them foreign born, joined by others from Lancas-

ter,' " soldiers of a day who could have very few

hardships to complain of," " with some returning vet-

erans whom they forced into their ranks,' encouraged

by no officer of note," surrounding congress ' and the

* Jefferson to Madison, 17 June, * Ibid., i. 9.

1783. MS. ' Sparks, viii. 455.
^ Journals of House of Delecfates, ' Dip. Cor., i. 10, 22, 23 ; Ham-

71, 79. " ilton, i. 387.

^ Address of the Maryland legis- ^ Dip. Cor., ii. 514; i. 37, 50.

lature, 22 Dec, 1783. MS. * Gilpin, 548; Colonial Records,

4 Dip. Cor., i. 14. xiii. 655.
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council of Pennsylvania, mutinously presented to

tliem demands for pay. Congress insisted with the

state authorities that the militia should be called out i '? s 3.

to restore order, and, the request being refused,' it

adjourned to Princeton. On the rumor that the com-

mander-in-chief was sending troops to quell the mu-
tiny, the insurgents, about three hundred in number,
made their submission to the president of the state.'

The incident hastened the selection of a place for

the permanent residence of congress. The articles of

confederation left congress free to meet where it

would. With the knowledge of the treaty of peace,

the idea naturally arose of a federal town, and for

its site there were many competitors. Of the thu'-

teen states which at that time fringed the Atlantic,

the central point was in Maryland or Virginia. In
March, 1783, New York tendered Kingston; in May,
Maiyland urged the choice of Annapolis; in June,

New Jersey offered a district below the falls of the

Delaware. Virginia, having Georgetown for its ob-

ject,' invited Maryland to join in a cession of equal

portions of territory lying together on the Potomac

;

leaving congress to fix its residence on either side."

During the summer, congress appointed a commit-

tee to consider what jurisdiction it should exercise in

its abiding-place. Madison took counsel with Ran-
dolph, and especially with Jefferson ; ' and in Sep-

tember the committee of which he was a member
reported that the state ceding the territory must

* Hamilton, ii. 276. * Journals of the Virginia House
* Dip. Cor., i. 13. of Delegates, June 28, 1783, p.
Madison to Randoljih, 13 Oct., 97.

1783. Gilpin, 578, » Gilpin, 573.

VOL. I. 9
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CHAP, give up all jurisdiction over it ; the inliabitants

s--^ were to be assured of a government of laws made
17 8 3. \)j representatives of their o\^ti election/ In Octo-

ber, congress took up the question of its peiTaanent

residence. Gerry struggled hard for the district on

the Potomac ; but, by the vote of Delaware and all

the northern states, "a place on the Delaware near

the falls " was selected. Within a few days the fear

of an overpowering influence of the middle states led

to what was called " the happy coalition
;

" on the

seventeenth Gerry insisted that the alternate resi-

dence of congress in two places would secure the mu-

tual confidence and affections of the states and pre-

serve the federal balance of power. After a debate

of several days, New England, with Maryland, Vir-

ginia, and the two Carolinas, decided that congress

should reside for equal periods on the Delaware and

near the lower falls of the Potomac. Till buildino:s

for its use should be erected, it was to meet alter-

nately in Annapolis and Trenton. To carry out the

en2:aofement, a committee, of which James Monroe

was a member, made an excursion from Annapolis in

the folloA\-ing May to view the country round George-

town ; and they reported in favor of the position on

which the city of Washington now stands.*

The farewell cii'cular letter of Washino-ton ad-

dressed to all his countrymen had attracted the at-

tention of congress, and in particular of Hamilton,

' Gilpin, 559, 571-576. pare Boudinot to R. R. Livingston,
' Madison to Randolph, 13 Oct., 23 Oct., 1783. MS.

1783. Gilpin, 576. * Monroe to Jefferson, May 20
' Hig<?inson to Bland, Jan., 1784. and May 25, 1784. MSS.

Bland Papers, ii. 113, 114. Com-
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wlio roused MmseK from his own desponding mood chap,

when lie saw the great chieftain go forth alone to .^
combat " the epidemic phi'enzy " ' of the supreme sov- ^ '^ ^ ^

ereignty of the separate states. During the time of

disturbances in the army, " could force have availed,

he had almost wished to see it employed." ' Know-
ing nothing beforehand of Washington's intention to

address the people, he had favored some combined ac-

tion of congress and the general to compel the states

forthwith to choose between national anarchy and a

consolidated union.' No sooner had confess estab-

lished itself in Princeton * than the zeal of the youthful

statesman bore him toward the same noble end, and by
the same means as Washington. He drafted a most
elaborate and comprehensive series of resolutions em-
bodying in clear and definite language the defects in

the confederation as a form of federal government

;

and closing with an earnest recommendation to the

several states to appoint a convention to meet at a

fixed time and j^lace, with full powers to revise the

confederation, and adopt and propose such alterations

as to them should appear necessaiy; to be finally

approved or rejected by the states respectively."

But in the congress of that day he found little

disposition to second an immediate effort for a new
constitution. Of the committee elected on the twen-

ty-eighth of April, which counted among its mem-
bers the great names of Ellsworth, Wilson, and Ham-

* Hamilton, i. 403. tended to be submitted to con-
* Ibid., i. 352. gress at Princeton in 1783, but
' Ibid., i. 403. abandoned for want of support."
* Hamilton's endorsement on his MS.

own paper is: "Resolutions in- * Hamilton, i. 269-375.
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CHAP, ilton, Wilson and two others liad gone home ; Ells-

.J;^ worth followed in the first half of July, but not till

17 8 3. ]je iiad announced to the governor of Connecticut:

" It will soon be of very little consequence where

congress go, if they are not made respectable as well

as responsible; which can never be done without

giving them a power to perform engagements as well

as make them. There must be a revenue somehow

established that can be relied on and applied for na-

tional purposes, independent of the will of a single

state, or it will be impossible to support national

faith, or national existence. The powers of congress

must be adequate to the purposes of theii' constitution.

It is possible there may be abuses and misapplica-

tions ; still it is better to hazard something than to

hazard all." * Nearly at the same moment Hamilton

wrote to Greene :
" There is so little disposition, either

in or out of congress, to give solidity to our national

system, that there is no motive to a man to lose his

time in the public service who has no other view

than to promote its welfare. Experience must con-

vince us that our present establishments are Utopian

before we shall be ready to part with them for

better." To Jay his w^ords were: "It is to be

hoped that, when prejudice and folly have run them-

selves out of breath, we may return to reason and

correct our errors." " Confirmed in " his ill forebod-

ings as to the future system of the country," ' " he

abandoned his resolutions for the want of support."

'

» Ellsworth, infra, 334. ^ Hamilton, i. 3o3.

^ Johnson, ii. 443. Jay's Jay, ii. * Hamilton's memorandum. MS.

133.
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In congress, wliicli he left near tlie end of July, three chap.

months before the period for which he was chosen v—

^

expired, we know thi'ough his ardent friend that "his i '^8 3.

homilies were recollected with pleasure
;

" that his

extreme zeal made impressions in favor of his integ-

rity, honor, and republican principles ; that he had
displayed various knowledge, had been sometimes

intemperate and sometimes, though rarely, visionary

;

that cautious statesmen thought, if he could pursue

an object with as much cold perseverance as he could

defend it with ardor and judgment, he would prove

irresistible/ From the goodness of his heart, his

pride, and his sense of duty, he gave up "future

views of public life," ' to toil for the support of his

wife and children in a profession of which to him the

labors were alike engrossing and irksome/ In four

successive years, with few to heed him, he had writ-

ten and spoken for a constituent federal convention.

His last official word to Clinton was :
" Strengthen

the confederation."
*

On the second of September, more than a month
after Hamilton had withdrawn, the remnant of the

committee of the twenty-eighth of April, increased

by Samuel Huntington, of Connecticut, reported that
" until the effect of the resolution of congress, of April

last, relating to revenue, should be known, it would
be proper to postpone the further consideration of

the concurrent resolutions of the senate and assem-

' McHenry to Hamilton, 22 Oct., bors of a lawyer, I received from
1783. Hamilton, i. 411. Eliphalet Nott.

'^ Hamilton to Clinton, 14 May, * Hamilton to Clinton, 3 Oct.,
1783. Hamilton, i. 368. 1783. Hamilton, i. 407.

^ That Hamilton disliked the la-
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CHAP, bly of New York." * In this way tlie first proposition

^.J^ by a state for reforming the government tlii'ough a

^'J^^- federal convention was put to sleep.

All this while the British commander was prepar-

ing for the evacuation of New York. The malignant

cruelty of royalists, especially in New York and

South Carolina, who prompted and loved to execute

the ruthless orders of Germain, aroused against them,

as had been foretold, a just indignation, which unhap-

pily extended to thousands of families in the United

States who had taken no part in the excesses. To-

ward these Washington and Adams, Jay and Hamil-

ton, and Jefferson, who was especially called " their

protector and support," ' and many of the best coun-

selled forbearance and forgiveness. Motives of policy

urged their absorption into the population of the

union now that the sovereign to whom they had con-

tinued their allegiance had given them their release.

But a dread of their political influence prevailed, and

before the end of 1783 more than twenty thousand

loyalists, as many as the original planters of Massa-

chusetts, and, like them, families of superior cultm-e,

were driven to seek homes in the wilds of Nova

Scotia." In this way the United States out of their

own children built up on their border a colony of

rivals in navigation and the fishery whose loyalty to

the British crown was sanctified by misfortunes.

Nor did the British parliament hesitate for a moment

to compensate all refugees for the confiscation of their

* Report of Peters, McHenry, ^ Luzerne to Rayneval, of 18

Izard, Duane, and S. Huntingdon, June, 1784. MS.
'

of 3 Sept., 1783. MS. ' Haliburton's Nova Scotia, i.

263.
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property, and, when tlie amount was ascertained, it chap.

voted them fi-om the British treasury as an indemnity -^'r-^

very nearly fifteen and a half millions of dollars/ 17 8 3.

The American army being nearly disbanded, Wash-

ington, on the eighteenth of July, with Governor

Clinton as his companion, made an excursion into the

interior, during which he personally examined the

lines of water communication between branches of

the Hudson and the Saint Lawrence, the lakes and

the Susquehanna. By these observations, he com-

prehended more clearly "the immense extent and

importance of the inland navigation of the United

States. I shall not rest contented," said he, " till I

have explored the western country and traversed

great j)art of those lines which give bounds to a new

empire."

"

He wished at that time to visit the Niagara ; but

over the fort on the American side of that river the

British flag still w^aved. Thrice Washington had in-

vited the attention of congress to the western posts

;

and he was now instructed to demand them. He
accordingly accredited Steuben to Haldimand, the

British commander-in-chief in Canada, with power to

receive them. At Sorel, on the eighth of August,

Steuben explained his mission to Haldimand, who

answered that he had not received any orders for

makino: the least arranojements for the evacuation of

a single post ; and without positive orders he would

not evacuate one inch of ground.' Nor would he

* Sabine's Loyalists, 111. ' Baron Steuben to Washington,
^ Washington to Chastellux, 12 23 Aug., 1783. Letters to Wash-

Oct., 1783. Sparks, viii. 489. ington, iv. 41, 42.
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CHAP, permit Steuben to communicate with tlie inhabitants

of any j)!^^^ occupied by tbe Britisli.

On the seventh of August, Just as Washington had

returned from his northern tour, congress, ten states

being present, unanimously voted him a statue of

bronze, to be executed by the best artist of Europe/

On the marble pedestal were to be represented, in low

relief, the evacuation of Boston, the captiu'e of Hes-

sians at Trenton, the victory at Princeton, the action

at Monmouth, and the surrender of Cornwallis at

Yorktown. " The statue," ^vrote Luzerne, " is the

only mark of public gratitude which Washington can

accept, and the only one which the government in its

poverty can offer."

'

But a greater honor awaited him. At the request

of congress, he removed his quarters to the neighbor-

26. hood of Princeton ; and on the twenty-sixth, in a

public audience, Boudinot, the president, said to

him :
" In other nations many have deserved and

received the thanks of the public ; but to you, sir,

peculiar praise is due
;
your services have been es-

sential in acquiring and establishing the freedom and

independence of your country. It still needs your

services in forming arrangements for the time of

peace." A committee was charged to receive his

assistance in preparing and directing the necessary

plans.^

The choice of Washington for a counsellor proved

the sincerity of congress in favor of union, and a

* Journals of Congress, iv. 251. " Luzerne to Vergennes, 25 Aug.

,

It still remains to give effect to the 1783. MS.
vote. ' Journals of Congress, iv. 256.
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series of national measures was inauojurated. For a chap.
. I.

peace establishment, lie matured a system which, was v--,^

—

capable of a gradual development. He would have i ^ s s.

a regular and standing force of twenty-six hundred

and thirty-one men, to be employed chiefly in garri-

soning the frontier posts. Light troops he specially

recommended as suited to the genius of the people.

The people in all the states were to be organized and

trained in aiTas as one grand national militia. He
proposed a military academy like the Prussian schools,

of which he had learned the character from Steuben.

Vacancies in the class of officers w^ere to be filled

from its graduates ; but promotions were not to de-

pend on seniority alone. For the materials essential

to war, there were to be not only national arsenals

but national manufactories. The protection of for-

eign commerce would require a navy. All branches

in the service were to look exclusively to congress

for their orders and their pay. A penniless treasury,

which congress knew not how to fill, made the scheme

for the moment an ideal one.

To regulate intercourse mth the tribes of Indians,

"Washington laid down the outlines of a system.

Outside of the limits of the states no purchase of

their lands was to be made, but by the United States

as "the sovereign power." All traders with them

were to be under stiict control. He ^^enetrated the

sinister desio;n of the British c^ovemment to hold the

western posts, and recommended fi'iendly attention

to the French and other settlers at Detroit and else-

where in the western territorv. Lookino; to "the

formation of new states," he sketched the boundaries
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CHAP, of Ohio and of Michigan, and, on his advice/ congress

^r^ in October resolved on appointing a committee to

17 8 3. 2'eport a plan of a temporary government for the

western territory whose inhabitants were one day to

be received into the union under republican consti-

tutions of their own choice. Here the greatness of

the intention was not impaired by the public penury,

for the work was to be executed by the emigrants

themselves. In anticipation of an acceptable ces-

sion of the north-western lands by all the claimant

states, officers and soldiers who had a right to bounty

lands began to gain the west by way of the lakes

or across the mountains." This was the movement

toward union which nothing could repress or weak-

en. Especially Maryland insisted that " the sov-

ereignty over the western territory was vested in

the United States as 07ie undivided and independent

nation."

'

Among his latest official acts, Washington inter-

ceded with congress on behalf of Kosciuszko, plead-

ing for him " his merit and services fi'om the concur-

rent testimony of all who knew him ;

" and congress

accordingly granted the Polish exile who was to be-

come dear to many nations the brevet commission of

brigadier-general.*

The last days of this congress were cheered by
the arrival of Van Berckel, as envoy from the Dutch

republic, the first minister accredited to America

* Washington to Duane, 7 Sept., ' Journals of Congress, iv. 265.

1783. Sparks, viii. 477. Secret In the original MS., the word
Journals of Coiigress, i. 255-260. "one" is twice underscored.

' Journals of Congress, iv. 394- * Washington to Congress, 2
296. Oct., 1783. Sparks, viii. 487.
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since tlie peace.* An escort was sent out to meet chap.

him, and on tlie tliirty-first of October, in a public . ^
audience, congress gave him a national welcome. 17 8 3.

On the first of November the third congress under

the confederation came together for the last time. It

made persistent attempts to invigorate the union ; de-

clared the inviolable sanctity of the national debt

;

asked of the states a general revenue
;
prepared for

planting new states in the continental domain ; and

extended diplomatic relations. Its demand of pow-

ers of government did not reach far enough, but it

kept alive the desire of reform. It appointed a day

of public thanksgiving that "all the people might

assemble to give praise to their Supreme Benefac-

tor for the freedom, sovereignty, and independence

of the United States
;

" and, as the day came, the

pulpit echoed the prayer: "May all the states be

one.

The principle of rotation di'ove Madison from the

national councils. He was unmarried and above

care ; and, until he should again be eligible to con-

gress, he devoted himself to the study of federal gov-

ernment and to public service in the legislature of

his own state, where with strong convictions and un-

selfish patriotism he wrought with single-mindedness

to bring about an efficient form of republican govern-

ment. He was calm, wakeful, and cautious, pursu-

ing with patience his one great object ; never miss-

ing an opportunity to advance it ; caring not over-

* Van Berckel to the states gen- " John Murray's thanksgiving
eral, 3 Nov., 1783. MS. sermon, Tyranny's grove destroyed,

p. 71.
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CHAP, much for conspicuousness or fame ; and ever ready

_; to efface liimseK if he could but accomplish his

17 83. desi2:n.
Nov. ^
2. On Sunday, the second of November, the day be-

fore the discharge of all persons enlisted for the war,

the commander-in-chief addressed the armies of the

United States, however ^\idely their membei's might

be dispersed. Mingling affectionate thanks with

praise, he described then* unparalleled perseverance

for eight long years as little short of a standing mira-

cle, and for their solace bade them call to recollection

the astonishing events in which they had taken part,

the enlarged prospects of happiness which they had

assisted to open for the human race. He encom-aged

them as citizens to renew their old occupations ; and,

to those hardy soldiers who were fond of domestic

enjoyment and personal independence, he pointed to

the fertile regions beyond the Alleghanies as the

most happy asylum. In the moment of parting, he

held up as an example to the country the harmony

which had prevailed in the camp, where men fi'om

different parts of the continent and of the most vio-

lent local prejudices instantly became but one patri-

otic band of brothers. " Although the general," these

are the words of his last order, "has so fi'equently

given it as his opinion in the most public and explicit

manner, that, unless the principles 'of the federal gov-

ernment were properly supported, and the powers of

the union increased, the honor, dignity, and justice of

the nation would be lost forever, yet he cannot help

leaving it as his last injunction to every officer and

every soldier to add his best endeavors toward effect-
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ing these great purposes." ' Washington sent forth chap.

every one of his fellow-soldiers as an apostle of union —,1^

under a new constitution. ^x^^^'Nov.

Almost all the Germans who had been prisoners

preferred to abide in the United States, where they

soon became useful citizens. The remnant of the

British army had crossed to Staten Island and Long

Island for embarkation, when, on the twenty-fifth of -^•

November, Washington and the governor and other

officers of the state and city of New York were met

at the Bowery by Knox and citizens, and in orderly

procession made theii' glad progress into the heart of

the to-\^Ti. Rejoicings followed. The emblem chosen

to introduce the evening display of fireworks was a

dove descending with the olive-branch.

For their farewell to Washington, the officers of T.

the army, on the fourth of December, met at a public-

house near the Battery, and were soon joined by their

commander. The thoughts of the eight years which

they had passed together, their common distresses,

their victories, and now then* parting fi'om the pub-

lic service, the future of themselves and of their coun-

try, came thronging to every mind. No relation of

friendship is stronger or more tender than that be-

tween men who have shared together the perils of

war in a noble and upright cause. The officers could

attest that the courage which is the most perfect and

the most rare, the courage which determines the man,

without the least hesitation, to hold his life of less

account than the success of the cause for which he

' Farewell address to the armies near Princeton, 2 Nov., 1783.

of the United States. Rocky Hill, Sparks, viii. 493.

Dec.
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CHAP, contends, was tlie habit of Washington. Pledging

,^ tliem in a glass of wine, lie thus addressed them:

"With an heart full of love and gratitude, I now

take leave of you. May your latter days be as pros-

perous and happy as your former ones have been glo-

rious. I shall be obliged to you if each of you mil

come and take me by the hand." With tears on his

cheeks, he grasped the hand of Knox, who stood near-

est, and embraced him. In the same manner he took

leave of every officer. Followed by the company in

a silent procession, he passed thi'ough a corps of light

infantry to the ferry at A\Tiitehall. Entering his

barge, he waved his hat to them; with the same

silence they returned that last voiceless farewell, and

the boat pushed across the Hudson. A father part-

ing fi'om his children could not excite more regret

nor draw more tears.'

On his way through New Jersey, the chief was re-

ceived with the tenderest respect and affection by all

classes of men. The roads were covered with people

who came from all quarters to see him, to get near to

him, to speak to him. Alone and ready to lay

down in the hands of congress the command which

had been confided to him, he appeared even greater

than when he was at the head of the armies of the

United States. The mhabitants of Philadelphia knew

that he was drawing near, and, without other notice,

an innumerable crowd placed themselves along the

road where he was to pass. Women, aged men, left

their houses to see him. Children passed among the

horses to touch his garments. Acclamations of joy

* Luzerne to Vergennes, 13 Dec, 1T83. MS.
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and gratitude accompanied liim in all tlie streets, chap.

Never was homage more spontaneous or more pui^e. v—v^^

Tlie general enjoyed the scene, and o^vned himself by ^^^^^'

this moment repaid for eight years of toils and wants

and tribulations.*

At Philadelphia, he put into the hands of the

comj)troller his accounts to the thirteenth of Decem-

ber, 1783, all wi'itten with minute exactness by his

own hand, and accompanied by vouchers conve-

niently arranged. Every debit against him was cred-

ited; but, as he had not always made an entiy of

moneys of his own expended in the public service, he

was, and chose to remain, a considerable loser. To
the last he refused all com]3ensation and all indem-

nity, though his resoui'ces had been gi*eatly dimin-

ished by the war.

On the twenty-third of December, at noon, con- 23.

gress in Annapolis received the commander-in-chief.

Its members, when seated, wore their hats, as a sign

that they represented the sovereignty of the union.

Places were assigned to the governor, council, and

legislature of Maryland, to general officers, and to the

representative of France. Spectators filled the gal-

lery and crowded upon the floor. Hope gladdened

all as they forecast the coming greatness of their

land.

Rising with dignity, Washington spoke of the rec-

titude of the common cause ; the support of congi*ess

;

of his countrymen ; of Providence ; and he com-

mended the interests of " our dearest country to the

care of Almighty God." Then saying that he had

* Luzerne to Vergennes, 13 Dec, 1783. MS.
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CHAP, finislied tlie work assigned liim to do, lie bade an
I.

affectionate farewell to the august body under whose

17 8 3. orders he had so long acted, resigned with satisfac-

23. tion the commission which he had accepted with dif-

fidence, and took leave of public life. His emotion

was so great that, as he advanced and delivered up

his commission, he seemed unable to have uttered

more.

The hand that ^vi'ote the declaration of indepen-

dence prepared the words which, in the name of con-

gress, its president, turning pale from excess of feel-

ing, then addressed to Washington, w^ho stood, filling

and commanding every eye :

"Su-: The United States in cono-ress assembled

receive with emotions too affecting for utterance the

solemn resi^-nation of the authorities under which

you have led their troops with success through a per-

ilous and a doubtful war. Called upon by your coun-

try to defend its invaded rights, you accepted the

sacred charge, before it had formed alliances, and

whilst it was without funds or a government to sup-

port you. You have conducted the gi-eat military

contest with wisdom and fortitude, invariably regard-

ing the rights of the civil po^ver through all disasters

and changes. You have persevered, till these United

States, aided by a magnanimous king and nation, have

been enabled under a just Providence to close the

war in fi-eedom, safety, and independence. Having

taught a lesson useful to those who inflict and to

those who feel oppression, with the blessings of your

fellow-citizens, you retire fi'om the great theatre of

action ; but the glory of yom* virtues will continue
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to animate remotest ages. AVe join you in com-

mending tlie interests of our dearest country to the

protection of Almighty God, beseeching him to dis-

pose the hearts and minds of its citizens to improve

the opportunity aiforded them of becoming a happy

and respectable nation."

ISTo more pleasing words could have reached Wash-

ington than those which pledged congress to the re-

form of the national government. The allusion to

the alliance ^vith France was right, for otherwise

the achievement of independence woidd have been

attributed to the United States alone. But France

and England were now at peace ; and after their

reconciliation Washington, the happiest of warriors,

as he ungu'ded the sword, would not recall that they

had been at war.

The business of the day being over, Washington

set out for Mount Yernon, and on Christmas eve,

after an absence of nearly nine years, he crossed the

threshold of his oa\ti home ; but not to find rest there,

for the doom of greatness was upon him.

VOL, I. 10



CHAPTER 11.

VIRGINIA STATESMEN LEAD TOWARD A BETTER UNION.

1784.

CHAP. Of many causes promoting union, four above

^^.-^ others exercised a steady and commanding influence.

17 8 3. rpj^^
^g^^^ republic as one nation must have power to

recfulate its foreiim commerce : to colonize its laro;e

domain ; to provide an adequate revenue ; and to es-

tablish justice in domestic trade by prohibiting the

separate states from impairing the obligation of con-

tracts. Each of these foui' causes was of vital im-

portance ; but the necessity for regulating commerce

gave the immediate impulse to a more perfect consti-

tution. Happily, the British order in council of the

second of July, 1783, restricted to British subjects

and ships the carrpng of American produce fi'om

American ports to any British West India island,

and the caiTying of the produce of those islands to

any port in America. "This proclamation," -v^Tote

John Adams to congress, "is issued in full confi-

dence that the United States cannot asrree to act as

one nation. They will soon see the necessity of
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measures to counteract tlieii- enemies. If there is

not sufficient authority to draw together the minds,

affections, and forces of the states in theii' common ^ '^ ^ ^

foreign concerns, we shall be the sport of trans-

atlantic politicians, who hate liberty and every coun-

try that enjoys it."

'

Letters of Adams and one of like tenor fi'om

Franklin having been fully considered, congress, on

the twenty-ninth of September, 1783, agreed that the Sept.

United States could become respectable only by

more energy in government ; but, as usual, they only

referred " the important subject under consideration
"

to a special committee,'' which, having Arthur Lee

for one of its members, in due time reported that

" as the several states are sovereign and indep'endent,

and possess the power of acting as may to them seem

best, congress ^yi]l not attempt to point out the path.

The mode for joint efforts will suggest itseK to the

good sense of America."

'

The states could not successfully defend them-

selves against the policy of Great Britain by separate

legislation, because it was not the interest of any one

of them to exclude British vessels fi^om their harbors

unless the like measure should be adopted by every

other ; and a union of thirteen distinct poAvers would

encounter the very difficulty which had so often

proved insuperable. But, while every increase of

the power of congress in domestic affairs roused jeal-

ousies between the states, the selfish design of a

' Dip. Cor., vii. 81, 88, 100. ^ Reports of committees on in-

* Secret Journals of Congress, creasinij the powers of congress, p.

iii. 398-400, 95. MS.
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CHAP, foreign gOYernment to repress tlieii' industry drew

—r^ them together against a common adversary.

17 83. 'pj^g complete cession of the north-west and the

grant of the desired impost were the offerings of

Virginia to the general welfare.' Simultaneously her

Dec. legislature, in December, took cognizance of the ag-

gression on equal commerce. The Virginians owned

not much shipping, and had no special interest in the

West India trade ; but the British prohibitory policy

offended theu' pride and their sense of honor, and,

as in the w^ar they had looked upon "union as the

rock of their political salvation," so they again rang

the bell to call the other states to council. They

complained of "a disposition in Great Britain to

gain partial advantages injurious to the rights of

fi*ee commerce, and rej)ugnant to the principles of

reciprocal interest and convenience, which form the

only permanent foundation of fiiendly intercourse
;

"

9. and unanimously consented to empower congress to

adopt the most effectual mode of countei'acting re-

strictions on American navigation so long as they

should be continued." The governor, by direction,

communicated the act to the executive authority of

the other states, requesting their immediate adoption

of similar measures ;
^ and he sent to the delegates of

his own state in congress a report of what had been

done. This is the first in the series of measures

throuo;h which Viroinia mai'shalled the United States

on their way to a better union.

^ Joseph Jones to Jeflfersou, 21 ^ Journal of Ilouse of Dcleffates

and 29 Dec, 1783. MSS. for 22 Dec., 1783. Governor Har-
* Journal of House of Delegates, rison to the governor of Massachu-

50 ; Henmg, xi. 313. setts, 25 Dec, 1783. MS.
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In tlie fourth conoTess, Jefferson earned forward chap.
. . II

tlie work of Madison with alacrity. The two cher- ,^.,.1_

ished for each other the closest and the most honor- i "^ § 4.

able fiiendship, agreeing in efforts to bind the states

more closely in all that related to the common wel-

fare. In theii' copious correspondence they opened

their minds to each other with frankness and inde-

pendence.

The delegates of Rhode Island insisted that the April

counteraction of the British navifration acts must be

intrusted to each separate state ; but they stood alone,

Roger Sherman voting against them, and so dividing

Connecticut. Then the proposal of the committee of

which Jefferson was a member and of which all but

Geny were from the South, that congress, mth the

assent of nine states, might exercise prohibitory pow-

ers over forei2:n commerce for the term of fifteen

years, was adopted without opposition.*

Keeping in mind that, while the articles of confed-

eration did not directly confer on congress the regu-

lation of commerce by enactments, they granted the

amplest authority to frame commercial treaties, Jef-

ferson prepared a plan for intercourse with powers

of Europe, from Britain to the Ottoman Porte, and

\Yith the Barbary states. His draft of instructions*

described " the United States as one nation upon the

principles of the federal constitution." ' In a docu-

ment of the preceding congress, mention had been

made of " the federal government," and Rhode Island

* Journals of Congress, iv. 393, 30 March, 182G. Jefferson, vii.

398. 436.
^ Jefferson to John Q. Adams, ^ Secret Journals of Congress,

iii. 453.
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CHAP, had fortliwitli moved to substitute tlie word union,
II .^^ conceding tliat tliere was a union of the states, but

17 8 4. j^Q^ ^ government ; but tlie motion had been sup-

ported by no other state, and by no individuals out-

side of Rhode Island except Holten and Ai'thur Lee.

March This tiuic Shei'mau and his colleao;ue, James Wads-
26. . .

worth, placed Connecticut by the side of Rhode Isl-

and. They were joined only by Arthur Lee, and

congress, adopting the words of Jefferson, by the

vote of eight states to two, of nineteen individuals

to five, decided that in treaties and in all cases aris-

ing under them the United States form " one nation."

'

On the principles according to which commercial

treaties should be fi'amed America was unanimous.

In October, 1783, congress had proposed the most

perfect equality and reciprocity.'' Jefferson, while

he would accept a system of reciprocity, reported as

the choice of America that there should be no navi-

gation laws ; no distinction between metropolitan and

colonial ports ; an equal right for each party to carry

its own products in its own ships into all ports of

the other and to take away its products, fi'eely if

possible, if not, paying no other duties than are paid

by the most favored nation. In time of war there

should be an abandonment of privateering ; the least

possible interference with industry on land ; the in-

violability of fishermen; the strictest limitation of

contraband; free commerce between neutrals and

belligerents in articles not contraband; no paper

blockades ; in short, free trade and a humane inter-

' Secret Journals of Congress for - Secret Journals of Congress, iii.

36 March, 1784, iii. 452-454. 413, 413.
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national code. These instructions congress accepted, chap.

and, to give tlieni effect, Adams, Franklin, and Jef- v.,-,-^

ferson were commissioned for two years, witli tlie ^I^'**

consent of any two of them, to negotiate treaties of i.

ten or fifteen years' duration.^

The foreign commercial system of the nation was

to be blended mth the domestic intercourse of the

states. Highways by water and land from Virginia

to the west would advance its welfare and strengthen

the union. Jefferson opened the subject to Madi-

son," who, in reply, explained the necessity of a mu-

tual appointment of commissioners by Maryland and

yWinia for reo-ulatino; the navio-ation of the Poto-

mac. "The good humor into which the cession of

the back lands must have put Maryland forms an

apt crisis for negotiations."

'

Jefferson cautiously introduced the subject to

Washington,* and then wrote more urgently :
" Your

future time and ^\ashes are sacred in my eye ; but, if

the superintendence of this work would be only a

dignified amusement to you, what a monument of

your retirement would follow that of your public

life!"^

AVashington " was very happy that a man of discern-

ment and liberality like Jefferson thought as he did."

More than ten years before he had been a principal

mover of a bill for the extension of navigation fi'om

tide-water to Will's creek. " To get the business in

* Secret Journals of Congress, iii. * Jefferson to Washington, 6

484, 485, and 491-499. March, 1784. MS.
- Jefferson to Madison, Annapo- ^ Jefferson to Washington, 15

lis, 20 Feb., 1784. MS. March, 1784. Letters to W., iv.

» Madison to Jefferson, 16 March, 62-66.

1784. Madison, i. 74.
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CHAP, motion," he writes, "I was obliged to compreliend

^^-^ James river. The plan was in a tolerably good train

17 84. ^yiien I set out for Cambridge in 1775, and would

have been in an excellent way, had it not met ^\dth

difficulties in the Maiyland assembly. Not a mo-

ment ought to be lost in recommencing this busi-

ness."
*

He too, like Madison, advised concert with the

men of Maryland. Conforming to their advice, Jef-

ferson conferred with Thomas Stone, then one of the

Maryland delegates in congress, and undertook by

letters to originate the subject in the legislature of

Virginia."

June. Before the end of June the two houses unani-

mously requested the executive to procure a statue

of Washington, to be of the finest marble and best

workmanship, ^^dth this inscription on its pedestal

:

"The general assembly of the commonwealth of

Virginia have caused this statue to be erected as

a monument of affection and gratitude to George

Washington, who, to the endo^^Tuents of the hero

uniting the vii'tues of the patriot, and exerting both

in establishing the liberties of his country, has ren-

dered his name dear to his fellow-citizens, and given

the world an immortal example of true gloiy."
'

The vote, emanating from the affections of the peo-

ple of Vii'ginia, marks his mastery over the heart of

his native state. That mastery he always used to

promote the formation of a national constitution.

» Washington to Jefferson, 29 1784. MS. Pai-tly priuted in

March, 1784. Sparks, ix. 31, 32. Rives, i. 550.

" Jefferson to Madison, 25 April, ' Hening, xi. 552.
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He had hardly reached home from the war, when he chap.

poured out his inmost thoughts to Harrison, the ^—..-i^

doubting governor of his commonwealth

:

17 8 4.

" The prospect before us is fair
; I believe all things

will come right at last ; l^ut the disinclination of the

states to yield competent powers to congress for the

federal government will, if there is not a change in

the system, be our do^vnfall as a nation. This is as

clear to me as A, B, C. We have arrived at peace

and independency to very little purpose, if we can-

not conquer our own prejudices. The powers of

Europe begin to see this, and our newly acquired

fi'iends, the British, are already and professedly act-

ing upon this ground ; and wisely too, if we are de-

termined to persevere in our folly. They kno^v that

individual opposition to their measures is futile, and

boast that we are not sufficiently united as a nation

to give a general one. Is not the indignity of this

declaration, in the very act of peace-making and con-

ciliation, sufficient to stimulate us to vest adequate

powers in the sovereign of these United States ?

" An extension of federal powers would make us

one of the most wealthy, happy, respectable, and

powerful nations that ever inhabited the terrestrial

globe. "Without them, we shall soon be everything

which is the direct reverse. I predict the worst

consequences from a half-starved, limping govern-

ment, always moving upon crutches and tottering

at every step."

'

The immensity of the ungranted public domain

which had passed from the English crown to the

' Washington to Hanison, 18 Jan., 1784. Sjiarks, ix. 11.
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CHAP. American people invited tliem to establish a conti-

~^v~- nental empire of republics. Lines of communication
17 8 4. ^^ritli the western country implied its colonization.

In the war, Jefferson, as a member of the legislature,

had promoted the expedition by which Virginia con-

quered the region north-west of the Ohio ; as govern-

or he had taken part in its cession to the United

States. The cession had included the demand of a

guarantee to Virginia of the remainder of its terri-

tory. This the United States had refused, and Vir-

ginia receded from the demand. On the first day of

March March, 1784, Jefferson, in congress, ^^dth his col-

leagues. Hardy, Arthur Lee, and James Monroe, in

conformity with full po^vers from their common-

wealth, signed, sealed, and delivered a deed by
which, mth some reservation of land, they ceded to

the United States all claim to the territory north-

west of the Ohio. On that same day, before the

deed could be recorded and enrolled amono; the acts

of the United States, Jefferson, as chairman of a

committee, presented a plan for the temporary gov-

ernment of the western territory from the southern

boundary of the United States in the latitude of

thirty-one degrees to the Lake of the AVoods. It is

still preserved in the national archives in his own
handwriting, and is as completely his ovro. work as

the declaration of independence.

He pressed upon Virginia to establish the me-

ridian of the mouth of the Kanawha as its western

boundary, and to cede all beyond to the United

States. To Madison he -^vrote :
" For God's sake, push

this at the next session of assembly. We hope North
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Carolina will cede all beyond the same meridian," ' chap.

his object being to obtain cessions to the United ^^v^
States of all southern territory west of the meridian \J^f-

^
•' March

of the Kanawha. i-

In dividing all the country north-west of the Ohio

into ten states, Jefferson was controlled by an act of

congress of 1780 which was incoi^orated into the ces-

sion of Virginia; No land was to be taken up till it

should have been purchased from the Indian propri-

etors and offered for sale by the United States. In

each incipient state no property qualification was re-

quired either of the electors or the elected ; it was
enough for them to be free men, resident, and of full

age. Under the authority of congress, and follow-

ing the precedent of any one of the states, the set-

tlers were to establish a temporary government;

when they should have increased to twenty thou-

sand, they might institute a permanent government,

with a member in cono-ress, havino- a ri2:ht to de-

bate but not to vote; and, when they should be

equal in number to the inhabitants of the least pop-

ulous state, their delegates, with the consent of nine

states, as required by the confederation, were to be

admitted into the congress of the United States on

an equal footing.

The ordinance contained five other articles: The
new states shall remain forever a part of the United

States of America ; they shall bear the same relation

to the confederation as the original states ; they

shall pay their apportionment of the federal debts

;

they shall in their governments uphold republican

* Jefferson to Madison, 30 Feb., 1784. MS.
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CHAP, forms; and after the year 1800 of tlie Christian era

.^v^ there shall be neither slavery nor involuntaiy servi-

\J ^
f- tude in any of them.

March "^

1. At that time slavery prevailed throughout much
more than half the lands of Europe. Jeiferson,

following an impulse from his o\vn mind, designed

by his ordinance to establish from end to end of

the whole country a north and south line, at which

the w^estward extension of slavery should be stayed

by an impassable bound. Of the men held in

bondage beyond that line, he did not propose the

instant emancipation; but slavery was to be rung

out Avith the departing century, so that in all the

western territory, whether held in 1784 by Geor-

gia, North Carolina, Virginia, or the United States,

the sun of the new century might dawTi on no

slave.

To make the decree irrevocable, he further pro-

posed that all the articles should fonn a charter of

compact, to be executed in congress under the seal

of the United States, to be promulgated, and to stand

as fundamental constitutions between the thirteen

original states and the new states to be erected

under the ordinance.

The desim of Jefferson marks an era in the his-

tory of universal fi'eedom. For the moment more

was attempted than could be accomplished. North

Carolina, in the following June, made a cession of all

her western lands, but soon revoked it ; and Virginia

did not release Kentucky till it became a state of the

union. Moreover, the sixteen years during which

slavery was to have a respite might nurse it into
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sucli stren^tli tliat at tlie end of tlieiii it would be chap.

able to defy or reverse the ordinance.

Exactly on tlie nintli anniversary of the fight at

Concord and Lexington, Richard Dobbs Spaight of

North Carolina, seconded by Jacob Read of South

Carolina, moved " to strike out " the fifth article. The

presiding oflicer, following the rule of the time, put

the question: "Shall the words stand?" Seven

states, and seven only, were needed to carry the

affirmative. Let Jefferson, who did not refrain

from describing Spaight as "a young fool," relate

what followed. " The clause was lost by an individ-

ual vote only. Ten states were present. The four

eastern states, New York, and Pennsylvania were

for the clause ; Jersey would have been for it, but

there were but two members, one of whom was sick

in his chambers. South Carolina, Maryland, and

T Yironnia 1 voted ao^ainst it. North Carolina was di-

\ided, as would have been Vii'ginia, had not one of its

delegates been sick in bed." ' The absent Virginian

was Mom^oe, ^vho for himself has left no evidence of

such an intention, and who was again absent when in

the follomng year the question was revived. For

North Carolina, the vote of Spaight was neutralized

by Williamson.

Six states against three, sixteen men against seven,

proscribed slavery. Jefferson bore witness against it

all his life long. "Wythe and himself, as commission-

ers to codify the laws of Vii^ginia, had provided for

gradual emancipation. When, in 1785, the legisla-

tui'e refused to consider the proposal, Jefferson

' Jefferson to Madison, 25 xVpril, 1784, MS.
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CHAP, \wote: "We must hope tliat an overruling Provi-

v^v—- dence is preparing the deliverance of these our suf-

17 8 4. fering brethren." ' In 1786, narrating the loss of the

clause against slavery in the ordinance of 1784, he

said :
" The voice of a single individual would have

prevented this abominable crime; heaven will not

always be silent ; the fi'iends to the rights of human

nature will in the end prevail."

'

To friends who visited him in the last period of his

life, he delighted to renew these aspirations of his

earlier years.' In a letter written just forty-five days

before his death, he refers to the ordinance of 1784,

saying :
"My sentiments have been forty years before

the public ; although I shall not live to see them con-

summated, they will not die with me ; but, living or

dying, they wiU ever be in my most fervent prayer."
*

April The ordinance for the government of the north-

western territory, shorn of its proscription of slavery,

was adopted, and remained in force for three years.

May Later in the session, Jeiferson reported an ordinance

for ascertaining the mode of locating and disposing

of the public lands. The continental domain, when

purchased of the Indians, was to be di^dded by the

surveyors into townships of ten geographical miles

square, the townships into hundreds of one mile

square, and with such precautions that the wilder-

ness could be mapped out into ranges of lots so

exactly as to preclude uncertainty of title. As to

inheritance, the words of the ordinance were :
" The

* Jefferson, ix. 279. liam Campbell Preston of South
- Diid., 276. Carolina.

» Oral communication from Wil- " Jefferson to James Heatou, 20

May, 1826.
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lands therein sliall pass in descent and dower ac-

cording to the customs known in the common law by

the name of gavelkind."* Upon this ordinance of i'?8 4.

Jefferson, most thoughtfully prepared and written

wholly by his own hand, no final vote was taken.

Congress had already decided to establish a mint.

For the American coinage, Robert and Gouverneur

Morris proposed the decimal system of computation,

with silver as the only metallic money, and the four-

teen hundred and fortieth part of a Spanish piece of

eight reals, or, as the Americans called it, the dollar,

as the unit of the currency. Jefferson chose the dol-

lar, which circulated freely in every part of the Amer-

ican continent, as the money unit for computation

;

and the subdivision of the dollar into a tenth, a hun-

dredth, and a thousandth part. For coinage, he pro-

posed a gold coin of ten dollars ; silver coins of one

dollar and of one tenth of a dollar ; and copper coins

of one hundredth part of a dollar."" This system

steadily grew in favor; and, in 1786, was established

by congress without a negative vote.^

The total cost of the war, from the first Ijlood shed

at Lexington to the general orders of Washington in

April, 1783, proclaiming peace, was reckoned by Jef-

ferson ' at one hundred and forty millions of dollars.

Congress, before the formation of the confederacy,

had emitted paper money to the amount of two hun-

dred millions of dollars, which at the time of its emis-

' Papers of Old Congress, xxx. of a coinage for the United States.

59. MS. Ibid., 162-174.
^ Jefferson, i. 54. Notes on the ^ Journals of Congress, iv, 376,

establishment of a money unit and for 8 Aug., 1786.
' Jefferson, ix. 360.
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CHAP, sion might, as he thouglit, have had the vahie of

. A- thirty-six millions of silver dollars ; the value of the
^

''' ^ ^- masses of paper emitted by the several states at vari-

ous stages of the war he estimated at thirty-six mil-

lions more. This estimate of the values of the paper

money rests in part upon conjecture, and the ma-

terials for correcting it with accuracy, especially as it

regards the issues of the states, are wanting. The

remaining cost of the war, or sixty-eight millions of

dollars, ^vith the exception of about one and a half

million paid on requisition by the several states, exist-

ed on the first of January, 1784, in the form of debts

in Europe to the amount of nearly eight millions of

dollars ; of debts due to the several classes of domes-

tic creditors ; and of debts due to states for advances

on the common account. The value of the paper

money issued by congress had perished as it passed

from hand to hand, and its circulation had ceased.

In preparing the appropriations for the coming

year, congress was met at the threshold by an un-

foreseen difficulty. Bills of Morris on Holland, that

were protested for non-acceptance, would amount,

with damages on protest for non-acceptance, to six

hundred and thii^ty-six thousand dollars. To save

the honor of the country, this sum was demanded of

the separate states in a circular letter dra^vn by Jef-

ferson. But, meantime, John Adams, in Amsterdam,

manfully struggled to meet the drafts, and, by com-

bining the allurement of a lottery with that of a

very profitable loan, he succeeded.

The court of France, with delicacy and generosity,

of its o^vn motion released the United States from
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the payment of interest on tlieir obligations during chap.

tlie war and for the first period of peace ; and they -—^^
on their part by formal treaty bound themselves to i '^ ^ 4.

the payment of interest as it should accrue fi'om the

beginning of the year 1784.

For that year, the sum required for the several April

branches of the public service was estimated at about

four hundred and fifty thousand dollars ; for the in-

terest on the foreign debt, nearly four hundred thou-

sand dollars ; the balance of interest and the interest

on the domestic debt, about six hundred and eighty

thousand dollars ; the deficit of the last two years,

one million ; other arrears connected with the debt,

nearly one million three hundred thousand dollars

:

in all, about four millions. This was a greater sum
than could be asked for. Instead of making new
requisitions, Jefferson credited all federal payments

of the states to the requisition of eight millions of

dollars in the first year of the confederacy. One
half of that requisition was remitted ; of the other,

three states had paid nothing, the rest had paid less

than a million and a half ; a balance would remain

of nearly two millions seven hundred thousand dol-

lars ; and of this balance a requisition was made on

each of the states for its just proportion. Could the

apportionment be collected within the year, it would

defray the expenses of all the departments of the

general government and the interest on the foreign

and domestic loans, leaving only some part of domes-

tic arrears to be provided for at a later day. Could

this system be carried into effect, the credit of the

government would be established.

VOL. I. 11
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Madison had acceded to the ^^^shes of his county,

that he should be one of its representatives in the

17 8 4. legislature, believino: that he mio-ht there best awaken

Vii'ginia to the glory of taking the lead in the res-

cue of the union and the blessinojs staked on union

from an impending catastrophe.' Jefferson had kept

him thoroughly infoiTaed of the movement for bring-

ing order into the public finances. At the instiga-

tion of Madison, Philip Mazzei, an Italian, then in

quest of a consular appointment in Europe,'' paid a

visit to Patrick Henry, "the great leader who had

been violently opposed to every idea of increasing

the power of congress." ' On his return, Mazzei re-

ported that the present politics of Henry compre-

hended very friendly views toward the confederacy,

and a support of the payment of British debts.*

May At Richmond, in May, before the assembly pro-

ceeded to active business, Henry sought a conference

with Madison and Jones, and declared to them that

" a bold example set by Yii'ginia would have influ-

ence on the other states;" "he saw ruin inevitable

unless something was done to give congress a com-

pulsory process on delinquent states." This con-

viction, he said, was his only inducement for com-

ing into the present assembly. It was agreed that

Jones and Madison should sketch some plan for giv-

ing greater power to the federal government, and

Henry promised to sustain it on the floor. A major-

ity of the assembly were new members, composed

' Gilpin, 693, 694 ; Elliot, = Edward Bancroft to William
113. Frazer, 28 May, 1784. MS.

^ Jefferson to Madison, 16 March, * i\Iadi.son to Jefferson, 25 April,

1784. MS. 1784. Madison, i. 77.

14.
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of young men and officers of tlie late army, so that chap.

new measures were expected. Great hopes were s ^
formed of Madison, and those who knew him best i'^^^.

were sure that he would not disappoint the most

sanguine exj)ectations.'

Virginia passed an act empowering congress, for

any term not exceeding fifteen years, to prohibit the

importation or exportation of goods to or fi-om that

state in vessels belonging to subjects of powers with

whom the United States had no commercial treaty.*

They further consented that the contributions of the

state to the general treasury should be in jDroportion

to the population, counting three fifths of the slaves.

All apprehension of danger from conceding a reve-

nue to the confederacy seemed to have passed away

;

and it was agreed that, pending the acceptance of

the amendment to the constitution, any apportion-

ment of the requisitions directed by congress for the

purpose of discharging the national debt and the

expenses of the national government ought to be

complied with. It was further resolved that the

accounts subsisting between the United States and

individual states should be settled, and that then

the balance due ought to be enforced, if neces-

saiy, by distress on the property of defaulting states

or of their citizens. And these resolutions passed

the legislature without a division.^ It remained

only\ to see what effect the measures of Virginia

' Wii'l'.am Short to T. Jefferson, is probably an error for May 15.

14May., 1784, MS.; Madison to Jef- See Madison, i. 80, "last eve-

ferson. 15 May, 1784, Madison, i. ning."
80 ; F.dward Bancroft to William ^ Hening, xi. 388.

Frazer, 28 May, 1784, MS. In the « Journal of the Committee of

letteiof Short to Jefferson, the date the States, p. 7.
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would liave on the otlier twelve states and on her-

self.

1 *? 8 4. Experience had proved the impossibility of keep-

ing together a sufficient representation of the states

in congress. It began to be thought better to hold

but a short and active annual session of the national

congress with compulsory attendance of its members,

and appoint commissioners of the states to conduct

executive business for the rest of the year. This

proposition was one of the last which Jefferson as-

sisted to carry through. He had wished to visit

AVashington before his voyage ; but, armed with at

least one-and-twenty commissions for himself and his

two associates to negotiate treaties with foreign pow-

ers, he was obliged to repaii' to Boston, where, after

"experiencing in the highest degree its hospitality

July and civilities," ' he embarked for France, full of hope

that the attempt to negotiate a treaty of commerce

with Great Britain would meet with success.' Be-

fore leaving the country, he wrote to Madison :
" The

best effects are produced by sending our young

statesmen to congress. Here they see the atfaii'S of

the confederacy from a high ground ; they learn the

importance of the union, and befriend federal mfsasi-

ures when they return."

'

/ /

The committee of states came together on tlhe

June fourth of June. Four states never attended ; andi, as

the assent of nine was requu-ed to cany any proTposi-

tion except adjournment, the absence or the ne£«ative

•Jefferson to Gerry, 2 July, = Information from Edward Ban-

1784. Austin's Life of Gerry, *i. croft, 26 Aug., 1784. MS.

55. » Jefferson to Madison, 25 .flpril,

1784. MS.

6.

4.
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of one state stopped all proceedings. A difference chap.

occurring on tlie eleventh of August, tlie members —^^

fi'om three New England states went home; the
^^ul"^-

remaining six states met irregularly till the nine- i9-

teenth of that month ; and then, from inability to do

any manner of business, they withdrew. The United

States of America were left without any visible rep-

resentation whatever. The chief benefit from the

experiment was to establish in the minds of Ameri-

cans the necessity of vesting the executive power,

not in a body of men, but, as Jefferson phrased it, in

a single arbiter.

This was the state of the government when, on Nov.

the fii'st of November, Kobert Morris retired from

his office as superintendent of the finances of the

United States. He had conciliated the support of

the moneyed men at home.' His bank of North

Ameiica, necessarily of little advantage to the United

States, proved highly remunerative to its stockhold-

ers ;
* the bankraptcy of the nation could have been

prevented only by the nation itself. Congress passed

an act that for the future no person, appointed a

commissioner of the treasury of the United States,

should be permitted to be engaged, either directly or

indirectly, in any trade or commerce whatsoever/

Before retiring, Morris announced to the representa-

tive of France in America that he could not pay the

* Hamilton, i. 316, 317. nine and a half per cent. Official

^ The dividend for the first half report in Pennsylvania Packet for

year of the bank was four and a 6 July, 1782 ; 7 Jan., 1783 ; 8

half per cent; for the second, four July, 1783 ; 6 Jan., 1784 ; 8 July,

and one fourth ; for the third, six 1784.

and one half; for the fourth, eight; = Journals of Congress for 28

for the fifth, a little more than May, 1784.
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CHAP, interest on the Dutcli loan of ten million livres for

V—v^ which France was the guarantee;' a default which
^ "^ ^ *• deeply injured the reputation of the United States

in Paris.' He could still less provide for pay-

ing the interest for 1784 on the direct debt to

France.

Nov. The members of the fifth congress arrived so slowly

at Trenton, that Marbois, who was charged ^\dth

French aifairs, on the twentieth of November re-

ported what at the moment was true :
'' There is in

America no general government, neither congress,

nor president, nor head of any one administrative

26. department." ' Six days later, while there was still

no quorum in congress, Richard Henry Lee, a del-

egate from Vii'ginia, wrote to Madison: "It is by
many here suggested, as a very necessaiy step for

congress to take, the calling on the states to form

a convention for the sole purpose of re\asing the

confederation, so far as to enable congi'ess to exe-

cute with more energ}'-, effect, and \'igor the pow-

ers assigned to it than it appears by experience

that they can do under the present state of things."

In a letter of the same date Mercer said :
" There

will be a motion made early in the ensuing congress

for such a convention."' Madison, who knew the

heart of his correspondents, answered Lee firmly and

yet warily :
" The union of the states is essential to

their safety against foreign danger and internal con-

tention; the perpetuity and efficacy of the present

^ Robert Morris to Marbois, 17 * JLirbois to Rayneval, 20 Nov.,

Aug., 1784. Dip. Cor., xii. 494. 1784. MS.
" Edward Bancroft to Lord Car- * J. F. Mercer to Madison, 26

marthen, Paris, 8 Dec, 1784. MS. Nov., 1784. MS.
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system cannot be confided in; the question, there- chap.

fore, is, in wliat mode and at what moment the ex- ^v—-

periment for supplying the defects ought to be i'^^*-

made."

'

"The American confederation," so thought the

French minister at Versailles, "has a strong ten-

dency to dissolution; it is well that on this point

we have neither obligations to fulfil nor any interest

to cherish."'

» Madison Papers, 707, 708. " To Marbois, Versailles, 14 Dec,
1784. MS.



CHAPTER III.

THE WEST.

1784, 1785.

CHAP. The desire to hold and to people the great west-

- <~ em domain mingled with eveiy effort for impai^ting

17 8 4. gi-eater energy to the union. In that happy region

each state saw the means of granting lands to its sol-

diers of the revolution and a possession of inesti-

mable promise. Washington took up the office of

securing the national allegiance of the transmontane

woodsmen by improving the channels of communica-

tion with the states on the Atlantic. For that pur-

pose, more than to look after lands of his o^vn, he,

Sept. on the first day of September, began a torn* to the

westward to make an examination of the portages

between the nearest navigable branches of the Po-

tomac and James river on the one side and of the

Ohio and the Kanawha on 'the other. Wherever he

came, he sought and closely questioned the men famed

for personal observation of the streams and paths on

each side of the Alleo-hanies.

From Fort Cumberland he took the usual road
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over tlie mountains to tlie valley of the Yohogany/ chap.

and studied closely tlie branches of that stream. The ^^-^

countiy between the Little Kanawha and the branches i '^ ^ 4.

of the James river being at that moment infested with

hostile Indians, he returned through the houseless

solitude between affluents of the Cheat river and of

the Potomac. As he traced the way for commerce

over that wild region he was compelled to pass a

night on a rough mountain-side in a pouring rain,

"udth no companion but a servant and no protection

but his cloak ; one day he was without food ; some-

times he could find no path except the track of buf-

faloes; and in unceasing showers his ride through

the close bushes seemed to him little better than the

swimming of rivulets."

Reaching home after an absence of thirty-three days, Oct.

he declared himself pleased with the results of his

tour. Combining his observations with the reminis-

cences of his youthful mission to the French in the

heart of Ohio, he sketched in his mind a system of

internal communication of the Potomac with the

Ohio ; of an affluent of the Ohio with the Cuyahoga

;

and so from the site of Cleveland to Detroit, and on-

ward to the Lake of the Woods.

Six days after his return he sent a most able report 10.

to Harrison, then governor of Virginia. " We should

do our part toward opening the communication for

the fur and peltry trade of the lakes," such were his

^ Yohogany is the "phonetical" aquoddy, the French dropped the
mode of spelling for yOugHlO- first two syllables and made of
gany, as the English wrote the the last three Acadie. The name,
Indian name ; the French, dis- Belle Riviere, is a translation of
carding the gutturals, wrote Ohio. Allegh-any.
So at the north-east, in Passam- "^ Washington's Journal. MS.
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CHAP, words, " and for the produce of tlie couutiy, wliicli

^^ will be settled faster tlian any other ever was, or any

1 '7 8 4. one would imagine. But there is a political consider-

10. ation for so doing which is of still greater impor-

tance.

" I need not remark to you, sir, that the flanks and

rear of the United States are possessed by other

powers, and foimidable ones too ; nor how necessary

it is to apply interest to bind all parts of the union

together by indissoluble bonds. The western states,

I speak now from my own observation, stand as it

were upon a pivot ; the touch of a feather would turn

them any way. They have looked down the Missis-

sippi until the Spaniards threw difficulties in their

way. The untoward disposition of the Spaniards on

the one hand and the policy of Great Britain on the

other to retain as long as possible the posts of Detroit,

Niagara, and Oswego, may be improved to the great-

est advantage by this state if she would open the

avenues to the trade of that countiy."

'

Harrison heartily approved the views of Washing-

ton, and laid his letter before the assembly of Vir-

ginia, whose members gladly accepted its large views

and stood ready to give them legislative support."

Meantime Lafayette, who w^as making a tour through

the United States and receiving everj^where a grate-

ful and joyous welcome, was expected in Vii'ginia.

Nov. For the occasion, AYashington repaired to Richmond

;

15. and there the assembly, to mark their reverence and

affection, sent Patrick Henry, Madison, and others to

' Washington to Harrison, 10 ' Harrison to Washington, 13

Oct., 1784. Sparks, is. 58. Nov., 1784. Sparks, is. 68.
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assure liim that tliey retained tlie most lasting im- chap,

pressions of the transcendent services rendered in , ,_1_

his late public character, and had proofs that no

change of situation could turn his thoughts from the

welfare of his country.

Three days later the house, by the same committee, i®

addressed Lafayette, recalling "his cool intrepidity

and wise conduct during his command in the cam-

paign of 1781, and, as the wish most suitable to his

character, desired that those who might emulate his

glory would equally pursue the interests of hu-

manity."

From Richmond Lafayette accompanied Washing-

ton to Mount Vernon, and after a short visit was at-

tended by his host as far as Annapolis, where he re-

ceived the congratulations of Maryland. Near the Dec.

middle of December, congress, in a public session,

took leave of him with every mark of honor. In his

answer he repeated the great injunctions of Washing-

ton's farewell letter, and, having travelled widely in

the country, bore witness to "the prevailing dispo-

sition of the people to strengthen the confederation."

In his love for America, his three " hobbies," as he

called them, were the closer federal union, the al-

liance with France, and the abolition of slavery. He
embarked for his native land "fraught mth affec-

tion to America, and disposed to render it every pos-

sible ser\dce." * To AVashino-ton he announced fi-om

Europe that he was about to attempt the relief of

the protestants in France.*

* Jefferson to Madison, 18 March, ^Lafayette to Washington, 11
1785. MS. May, 1785.

13.
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CHAP. The conversation of Washington during his stay in

.^-,-w. Richmond had still further impressed members of the

17 8 4. legislature with the magnitude of his designs. Shortly

after his departure a joint memorial from inhabitants

of Maryland and of Virginia, representing the advan-

tages which would flow from establishing under the

authority of the two states a company for improving

the navigation of the Potomac, was presented to the

general assembly of each of them. But the proj^osed

plan had defects, and moreover previous conununica-

tion between the two states could alone secui'e uni-

formity of action. It was decided to consult with
I'ec. Maryland, and the negotiation was committed to

Washin2:tou himself. Leavino; Mount Vernon at a

few hours' notice, the general hastened to Annapolis.

Amendments of the plan were thoughtfully digested,

raj)idly carried through both houses, and desj^atched

to Richmond. There a law of the same tenor was

immediately passed ' without opj)osition, " to the mu-

tual satisfaction of both states," and, as Washington

hoped, " to the advantage of the union."

"

At the same time the two goveniments made appro-

priations for opening a road from the highest practi-

cable navigation of the Potomac to that of the river

Cheat or Monongahela, and they concurred in an ap-

plication to Pennsylvania for permission to open an-

other road fi'om Fort Cumberland to the Yohogany.

Like measures were initiated by Virginia for connect-

ing James river mth some affluent of the Great Ka-

nawha. Moreover, the executive was authorized to

^ Hening, x. 510. " Madison, i. 123, 124. Sparks,

ix. 82.
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appoint commissioners to examine tlie most convenient chap.

com'se for a canal between Elizabeth river and tlie —

^

waters of the Roanoke, and contingently to make ^'^8 4.

application to the legislature of North Carolina for

its concurrence.*

Early in 1785 the legislature of Virginia, repeat-

ing, in words written by Madison, "their sense of

the unexampled merits of George Washington toward

his country," vested in him shares in both the compa-

nies alike of the Potomac and of James river." But,

animated by a pure zeal for the general good and

conscious of the weight of his counsels, he was re-

solved never to suffer his influence to be impaired

by any suspicion of interested motives, and, not able

to undo an act of the legislature, held the shares, but

only as a trustee for the public.

Another question between Maryland and Virginia

remained for solution. The charter to Lord Baltimore,

which Virginia had resisted as a severance of her ter-

ritory, bounded his jurisdiction by the " further bank "

of the Potomac. When both states assumed inde-

pendence, Virginia welcomed her northern neighbor

to the common war for liberty by releasing every

claim to its territory, but she reserved the navigation

of the border stream. To define with exactness their

respective rights on its waters, the Virginia legisla-

tiu'e in June, 1784, led the way by naming George june

Mason, Edmund Randolph, Madison, and Alexander
^^'

Henderson, as their commissioners to frame, " in con-

cert mth commissioners of Maryland, liberal, equit-

> Wasliington to R. H. Lee, 8 ' Hening, xi. 525, 526.
Feb., 1785. Sparks, ix. 91.
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CHAP, able and mutually advantageous regulations toucli-

.^^..^ ing tte jurisdiction and navigation of the river."
*

1 "^ ® '*• Maryland gladly accepted the invitation, and in the

following March the Joint commission was to meet at

Alexandria, hard by Mount Vernon. In this manner,

through the acts and appropriations of the legislature

of Virginia, Washington connected the interests and

hopes of her people with the largest and noblest con-

ceptions, and to the states alike on her southern and

her northern border and to the rising empire in the

west, where she would surely meet New York and

New England, she gave the weightiest pledges of

inviolable attachment to the union. To carry for-

ward these designs, the next step must be taken by

cono;ress, which should have met at Trenton on the

first day of November, but, from the tardy am-
Nov. val of its members, was not organized until the thir-

^'
tieth. It was the rule of congress that its presi-

dent should be chosen in succession from each one of

the different states. In eight years, beginning with

Vii^ginia, it had proceeded by rotation through them

all except New Hampshire, Rhode Island, North

Carolina and Georgia. But now the rule, which

in itself Avas a bad one, was broken," and Richard

Henry Lee was elected president. The rule of rota-

tion was never as^ain followed ; but this want of fidel-

ity to a custom that had long been respected tended

to increase the jealousy of the small states. Before

Christmas and before finishing any important busi-

ness, congress, not finding sufficient accommodations

* Journals of House of Delegates ^ Madison, i. 117. Compare Otto

for 28 June, 1784. to Vergenues, 15 June, 1786. MS.
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in Trentou, adjourned to the eleventli of January, chap.

1785, and to New York as its abode. >—v~
Congress liad put at its head the most determined i '^ ^ 4.

and the most restlessly indefatigable opponent of any

change whatever in the articles of confederation.

Lee renewed intimate relations with Gerry, the lead-

ing member of congress fi'om Massachusetts. He
sought to revive his earlier influence in Boston through

Samuel Adams. The venerable patriot shared his

Jealousy of conferring too great ]30wers on a body far

removed from its constituents, but had always sup-

ported a strict enforcement of the just authority of

government, and he replied: "It would have been

better to have fallen in the struggle than now to be-

come a contemptible nation."
*

The harbor at the mouth of the Hudson was at

that time the most convenient port of entry for New
Jersey and Connecticut, and the state of New York,

through its custom-house, levied on their inhabitants

as well as on its own an ever increasing revenue by
imposts. The collector was a stubborn partisan.

The last les-islature had elected to the fifth cono-ress

Jay, Robert K. Livingston, Egbert Benson, and Lan-

sing, of whom, even after Jay became the minister

for foreign affairs, a majority favored the founding

of a nation. But the opinions of the president of

congress, who was respected as one of the most illus-

trious statesmen of Virginia, assisted to bring about

a revolution in the politics of New York.' On the

^ S. Adams to R. H. Lee, 23 " Jay to Washinsfton, 27 June,
Dec, 1784. MS. 1786. Letters to Washington, iv.

136.
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CHAP, nineteentli of Marcli its legislature appointed tkree
III

" additional deleofates " to cono-ress, of wliom Ilarino;

17 8 5. and Melancton Smith, like Lausino- opiDosed federal
March ' pi
19. measures ; and for tlie next lour years the state of

New York obstinately resisted a thorough revision

of the constitution. Of the city of New York, the

aspirations for a national union could not be re-

pressed.

17 8 4. Immediately on the organization of congress, AVash-

14. ington, with a careful discrimination between the office

of that body and the functions of the states, urged

through its president that congress should have the

Avestern waters well explored, their capacities for navi-

gation ascertained as far as the communications be-

tween Lake Erie and the Wabash, and between Lake

Michigan and the Mississippi, and a complete and

perfect map made of the country at least as far west

as the Miamis, Avhich run into the Ohio and Lake

Erie. And he pointed out the Miami village as the

place for a very important post for the union. The
expense attending such an undertaking could not be

great ; the advantages would be unbounded. " Na-

ture," he said, " has made such a display of her bounty

in those regions that the more the country is explored

the more it will rise in estimation. The spirit of

emigration is great
;
people have got impatient ; and,

though you cannot stop the road, it is yet in your

power to mark the way. A little while and you will

not be able to do either."

'

In the same week in which the legislature of New
York reversed its position on national policy, AVash-

' Washingtou to R. H. Lee, 14 Dec, 1784. Sparks, i.\;. 80, 81.
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ington renewed his admonitions to Lee on planting chap.

the western territor}^ " The mission of congress will ^^.-^

now be to fix a medium price on these lands and to i "^ s 5.
•^ March.

pomt out the most advantageous mode of seating

them, so that law and good government may be ad-

ministered, and the union strengthened and supported.

Progressive seating is the only means by which this

can be effected;" and, resisting the politicians who
might wish to balance northern states by southern,

he insisted that to mark out but one new state

would better advance the public welfare than to

mark out ten.*

On the eleventh of March William Grayson took i^-

his seat for the first time as a member of congress.

He had been educated in England at Oxford and had
resided at the Temple in London. His short career

furnishes only glimpses of his character. In 1776 he

had been an aide-de-camp to Washington, with whom
he kept up affectionate relations; in 1777 he com-

manded a Virginia regiment and gained honors at

Monmouth. His private life appears to have been

faultless ; his public acts show independence, cour-

age, and a humane and noble nature. In the state

legislature of the previous winter he was chairman

of the committee to which Washington's report on

the negotiations with Maryland had been referred.*

The first evidence of his arrival in New York is a

letter of the tenth of March, 1785, to his former

chief, announcing that Jefferson's ordinance for dis-

posing of western lauds, which had had its first read-

' Washington to R. H. Lee, 15 - Journals Virginia House of
March, 1785. MS. Delegates, 99.

TOL. I, 13
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CHAP, ing in May, 1784, liad been brouglit once more be-

.^.^J^ fore cono-ress.

17 8 5. ]f^ot Washino-tou alone had reminded conon-ess of
March

8. its duties to the AVest. Infonned by Gerry of the

course of public business, Timothy Pickering, from

Philadelphia, addressed most earnest letters to Rufus

King. He complained that no reservation of land

was made for the support of ministers of the gospel,

nor even for schools and academies, and he further

wrote :
" Congress once made this important declara-

tion, ' that all men are created equal ; that they are

endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable

rights; that among these are life, liberty, and the

pursuit of happiness
'

; and these truths were held

to be self-evident. To suffer the continuance of

slaves till they can gradually be emancipated, in

states already overrun with them, may be pardon-

able, because unavoidable without hazarding greater

evils ; but to introduce them into countries where

none now exist can never be foro-iven. For God's

sake, then, let one more effort be made to prevent^,

so terrible a calamity ! The fundamental constitu-

tions for those states are yet liable to alterations,

and this is probably the only time when the evil can

certainly be prevented." Nor would Pickering har-

bor the thought of delay in the exclusion of slavery.

" It will be infinitely easier," he said, " to prevent the

evil at first than to eradicate it or check it in any

future time."
*

16. The sixteenth of March was fixed for the discus-

sion of the affairs of the West. The report that was

* Pickering to King, 8 March, 1785. Picliering's Pickering, i. 509, 510.

f
I
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before cono;ress was Jefferson's sclieme for " locatins: chap.
. .Ill

and disposing of land in tlie western territory
;

" and ^^v—

-

it was readily referred to a committee of one from \7 ^ ?
•^

, ... March

each state, Grayson being tlie member fi^om Virginia le.

and King from Massachusetts. King, seconded by

Ellery of Khode Island, proposed that a part of the

rejected anti-slavery clause in Jefferson's ordinance

for the government of the western territory should

be referred to a committee; all that related to the

western territory of the three southern states was

omitted; and so too was the clause postponing the

prohibition of slavery.

On the question for committing this proposition,

the four New England states, New York, New Jersey,

and Pennsylvania, voted unanimously in the affirma-

tive ; Maryland by a majority, McHenry going with

the South, John Henry and William Hindman with

the North. For Virginia, Grayson voted aye, but

was overpowered by Hardy and Kichard Henry
Lee. The two Carolinas were unanimous for the

negative. So the vote stood, eight states against

three ; eighteen members against eight
;

' and the

motion was forthwith committed to King, Howell,

and Ellery.'

On the sixth of April, King from his committee re- April

ported his resolution, which is entirely in his own ^'

hand-\mting * and which consists of two clauses : it

_' The original motion of Hufus ing of Charles Thomson : "Mo-
King for the reference, in his hand- tion for preventing slavery in new-
writing, is preserved in Papers of states, March 16, 1785. Eeferred
Old Congress, vol. xxxi. MS. to Mr. King, Mr. Howell, Mr.

482.

" Journals of Congress, iv. 481, Ellery."
^- * It is to be found in Papers
' It is endorsed in the haudwrit- of Old Congress, xxxi. 329, and
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CHAP, allowed slavery in the IS^ortli-west until the first
III

day of the year 1801, but no longer; and it "pro-

vided that always, upon the escape of any person

into any of the states described in the resolve of

congress of the twenty-third day of April, 1784,

from whom labor or service is lawfully claimed in

any one of the thirteen original states, such fugi-

tive might be lawfully reclaimed and carried back

to the person claiming his labor or service, this

resolve notwithstandino;." ' Kins; reserved his reso-

lution to be brought forward as a separate measure,

after the land ordinance should be passed. "I ex-

pect," wrote Grayson to Madison, " seven states may
be found liberal enough to adopt it;"' but there

is no evidence that it was ever again called up in

that congress.

12. On the tweKth of April ' the committee for fram-

ing an ordinance for the disposal of the western lands

made their report. It was written by Grayson,* who
formed it out of a conflict of opinions, and took the

chief part in conducting it through the house. As
an inducement for neighborhoods of the same re-

is endorsed in the handwTiting slavery in the new states. Includ-

of Rufus King :
'

' Report on Mr. ed in substance in the ordinance

King's motion for the exclusion of for a temporary government passed

slavery in the new states." And the 13 July, 1787."

it is further endorsed in the hand- " Grayson to Madison, 1 May,
writingof Charles Thomson: "Mr. 1785. MS. The ordinance for the

King, Mr. Howell, Mr. Ellery. En- sale of lands required the consent

teredo April, 1785, read. Thurs- of nine states; the regulative ordi-

da}', April 14, assigned for consid- nance, of but seven,

oration." ' Grayson to Washington, 15
* The printed copy of this report April, 1785. MS.

of King is to be found in Papers * The original report in the

of Old Congress, xxxi. 331, and handwriting of Grayson is pre-

is endorsed in the handwriting served in the Papers of Old Con-

of Charles Thomson :
" To prevent gress, Ivi. 451.
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ligious sentiments to confederate for tlie purpose of chap.

pui'cliasing and settling together, it was a land law

for a people going forth to take possession of a seem-

ingly endless domain. Its division was to be into

toA\Tiships, with a perpetual reservation of one mile

square in every to'wnship for the support of religion,

and another for education. The house refused its

assent to the reservation for the support of religion,

as connecting the church with the state; but the

reservation for the support of schools received

a general welcome. Jefferson had proposed town-

ships of ten miles square ; the committee, of seven

;

but the motion of Grayson, that they should be

of six miles square,' was finally accepted. The

South, accustomed to the mode of indiscriminate

locations and settlements, insisted on the rule which

would give the most free scope to the roving emi-

grant ; and, as the bill required the vote of nine states

for adoption, and during the debates on the subject

more than ten were never present, the eastern people,

though " amazingly attached to their own custom of

planting by to^vnships," yielded to the compromise

that every other township should be sold by sections."

The surveys were to be confined to one state and to

five ranges, extending from the Ohio to Lake Erie,

and were to be made under the direction of the geog-

rapher of the United States. The bounds of every

parcel that was sold were fixed beyond a question ; the

mode of registry was simple, convenient, and almost

without cost ; the form of conveyance most concise

' Journals of Congress, iv. 513. " Grayson to Madison, 1 May,
1785. MS.
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CHAP, and clear. Never was land offered to a poor man at

^^•-^^ less cost or with a safer title. For one bad provision,

^Ma^"
which, however, was three years after repealed, the

20. consent of congress was for the moment extorted
;

the lands, as surveyed, were to be dra^\Ti for by lot

by the several states in proportion to the requisitions

made upon them, and were to be sold publicly with-

in the states. But it was carefully jDrovided that

they should be paid for in the obligations of the

United States, at the rate of a dollar an acre. To
secure the promises made to Virginia, chiefly on

behalf of the officers and soldiers who took part

in conquering the North-west from British authority,

it was agreed, after a discussion of four days,' to

reserve the district between the Little Miami and
the Scioto.

The land ordinance of Jefferson, as amended from

1784 to 1788, definitively settled the character of the

national land laws, which are still treasm^ed up as

one of the most precious heritages from the founders

of the republic.

The frontier settlements at the west needed the

protection of a military force. In 1784, soon after

the exchange of the ratifications of j)eace, Gerry at

Annapolis protested against the right of Congress on

its own authority to raise standing armies or even a

few armed men in time of peace. His conduct was
approved by his state, whose delegation was instruct-

ed to oppose and protest on all occasions against the

exercise of the power. From that time congress

had done no more than recommend the states to raise

* Grayson to Madison, 1 May, 1785. MS.
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troops. It was now tlioiiglit necessary to raise seven chap.

liundred men to protect the West. Tlie recommen- ,_
dation should have been proportioned amons: all the i '^ ^ 5.

states ; but congress ventured to call only on Con- 12.

necticut, New York, New Jersey and Pennsylvania

as the states most conveniently situated to furnish

troops who were to be formed into one regiment

and for three years guard the north-western frontiers

and the public stores.



CHAPTER IV.

THE REGULATION OF COiM^IERCE. THE FIFTH CONGRESS.

1784, 1785.

The legislature of Connecticut in 1783, angry at

the grant of lialf pay to the officers of the army, in-

^ "^ ^ ^- sistecl that the requisitions of Congress had no valid-

ity until they received the approval of the state. But

the vote was only " a iire among the brambles ;

" and

the people at the next election chose a legislature

which accepted the general impost on commerce, even

though it should be assented to by no more than

twelve states.' The Virginia assembly of that year

discountenanced the de^^ation from the rule of una-

nimity as a dangerous precedent
;

' but it was adopted

by Maryland."

In the following winter Noah Webster, of Hart-

ford, busied himself in the search for a form of a con-

tinental government which should act as efficaciously

17 8 4. on its members as a local government. " So long as

'Monroe to Madison, 14 Dec, 'Act of Maryland. Session of

1784. MS. 1784, 1785. In Penn. Packet of 8
^ Madison to Monroe, 24 Dec, Feb., 1785.

1784. Madison, i. 114, 115.
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any individual state lias power to defeat tlie measures chap.

of tlie otlier twelve, our pretended union," so lie ex- —r-^

pressed the opinion wMcli began to prevail, " is but a i '^ ^ 4.

name, and our confederation a cobweb. The sover-

eignty of each state ought not to be abridged in any

article relating to its own government ; in a matter that

equally respects all the states, a majority of the states

must decide. We cannot and ought not to divest

ourselves of provincial attachments, but we should

subordinate them to the general interest of the con-

tinent ; as a citizen of the American empire, every

individual has a national interest far superior to all

others."

'

The outlays in America of the British in the last it 8 3.

year of their occupation of New York, and the previ-

ous expenditures for the French army, had supplied

the Northern states with specie ; so that purchasers

were found for the bills of Robert Morris on Europe,

which were sold at a discount of twenty or even

forty per cent.' The prospect of enormous gains

tempted American merchants to import in one year

more than their exports could pay for in three
;

'

while factors of Enc-lish houses, brino-ino; over British

goods on British account, jostled the American mer-

chants in their o^\ti streets. Fires which still burn

were then lighted. He that will trace the American

policy of that day to its cause must look to British

restrictions and British protective duties suddenly

applied to Americans as aliens.

' Sketches of American Policy ^ E. Bancroft to W. Frazer, 8
by Noah Webster, pp. 32-38. Nov., 1783. MS.

"^ Pelatiah Webster's Essays, Ed.
1791, 26G, 267, note.
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The people Lad looked for peace and prosperity to

come hand in hand, and, when hostilities ceased, they

1 "^ s ^- ran into debt for English goods, never doubting that

their wonted industries would yield them the means

of papnent as of old. But excessive importations at

low prices crushed domestic manufactures ; trade

with the British West Indies was obstructed ; neither

rice, tobacco, pitch, turpentine, nor ships could be re-

mitted as heretofore. The whale fisheiy of Massa-

chusetts had brought to its maiiners in a year more

than eight hundi*ed thousand dollars in specie, the

clear gain of perilous labor. The export of their oil

was now obstructed by a duty in England of ninety

dollars the ton. Importations fi^om England must be

paid for chiefly by cash and bills of exchange. The
Americans had chosen to be aliens to England ; they

could not complain of being taxed like aliens, but

they awoke to demand powers of retaliation.

17 8 5. The country began to be in earnest as it summoned
congress to change its barren discussions for eflicient

remedies. The ever increasing voice of complaint

broke out from the impatient commercial towms of

the northern and central states. On the eleventh

of January, 1785, the day on which congress estab-

lished itself in New York, the artificers, trades-

men, and mechanics of that city, as they gave it a

welcome, added these brave words :
" We hope our

representatives will coincide mth the other states in

augmenting your power to every exigency of the

union." ' The New York chamber of commerce in

like manner entreated it to make the commerce of

' MS. vol. of Remonstrances and Addresses, 313.
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the United States one of tlie iii'st objects of its care, chap.

and to counteract tlie injurious restrictions of foreign •^.-^^

nations.* The New York legislature, then in session, i '^ § 5.

imposed a double duty on all goods imported in Brit-

ish bottoms."

On the twenty-second of March, 1785, a bill to ^arch.

" protect the manufactui^es " of Pennsylvania by
specific or ad valorem duties on more than seventy

articles, among them on manufactures of iron and

steel, was read in its assembly for the second time,

debated by paragraphs, and then ordered to be

printed for public consideration." The citizens of

Philadelphia, recalling the usages of the revolution,

on the second of June held a to^vn meeting; and,

after the deliberations of their committee for eio^hteen

days, they declared that relief fi'om the oppressions

under which the American trade and manufactures

languished could spring only from the grant to con-

gress of full constitutional powers over the commerce

of the United States ; that foreign manufactures in-

terfering mth domestic industry ought to be dis-

couraged by prohibitions or protective duties. They
raised a committee to lay their resolutions in the

form of a petition before their own assembly, and to

correspond with committees appointed elsewhere for

similar pui*poses. On the twentieth of September,

after the bill of the Pennsylvania legislature had

been nearly six months under consideration by the

people, and after it had been amended by an increase

of duties, especially on manufactures of iron, and by
* MS. vol. of Remonstrances and " Chief Justice Smith's extract

Addresses, 351. of letters from New York, MS.
' Peuu. Packet, 13 May, 1785.
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CHAP, a discriminating tonnage duty on sliips of nations

.^-r^ having no treaty of commerce witli congress, it be-

^18 5. came a law ' A\'itli general acclamation.

Pennsylvania liad been cheered on its way by

voices from Boston. On the eighteenth of April the

merchants and tradesmen of that town, meeting in

Faneuil Hall, established a committee of correspond-

ence with merchants of other to^vns, bound them-

selves not to buy British goods of resident British

factors, and prayed Congress for the needed immedi-

ate relief." Theii' petition was reserved by congress

for consideration when the report of its committee on

commerce should be taken uj). The movement in

Boston penetrated every class of its citizens ;
its arti-

sans and mechanics joined the merchants and trades-

men in condemnino; the ruinous excess of British im-

portations. To these proceedings Grayson dii^ected

the attention of Madison."

On the tenth of May the to-wn of Boston elected

its representatives to the general court, among them

Hancock, whose health had not permitted him to be

a candidate for the place of governor. Two years be-

fore, Boston, in its mandate to the men of its choice,

had, in extreme language, vindicated the absolute

sovereignty of the state ; the town, no longer wedded

to the pride of independence, instructed its repre-

sentatives in this ^Yise : Peace has not brought back

prosperity ; foreigners monopolize our coimnerce ;
the

American canying trade and the American finances

' The Act appears in full in Pa. " Journals of Congress, iv. 516,

Packet of 22 Sept., 1785. Van 517.

Berckel's report to the States Gen- ' Grayson to Madison, 1 May,

eral, 4 Oct., 1785. MS. 1785. MS.
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are threatened ^vitll anniliilation ; tlie goverument chap.

sliould encourage agriculture, protect manufactures, .^v~

and establisli a public revenue ; tlie confederacy is ^ "^ ^ ^•

inadequate to its purposes; congress sliould be in-

vested with power competent to the wants of the

country ; the legislatui'e of Massachusetts should re-

quest the executive to open a correspondence with

the governors of all the states; fi'om national una-

nimity and national exertion we have derived our

freedom ; the Joint action of the several parts of the

union can alone restore happiness and security/

No candidate for the office of governor of Massa-

chusetts having for that year received a majority of

the votes of the people, the general court, in May,

1785, made choice of James Bowdoin, a veteran states-

man who thirty years before had distinguished himself

in the legislature by a speech in favor of the union

of the colonies. He had led one branch of the gov-

ernment in its resistance to British usurpations ; and,

when hostilities broke out, he served his native state

as president of its supreme executive council till the

British were driven from the commonwealth. His

long years of public service had established his fame

for moderation, courage, consistency, and uprightness.

A republican at heart, he had had an important share

in framing the constitution of Massachusetts. In his

inaugural address he scorned to complain of the re-

strictive policy of England, saying rather: Britain

and other nations have an undoubted right to regu-

late their trade with us ; and the United States have

an equal right to regulate ours with them. Congress

' Boston Town Records. MS,
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CHAP, should be vested witli all the powers necessary to

-.^v—' preserve the union ; manage its general concerns

;

1 "7 8 ^- and promote the common interest. For the commer-

cial intercourse with foreign nations the confederation

does not sufficiently provide. " This matter," these

were his words, " merits your particular attention ; if

you think that congress should be vested with ampler

powers, and that special delegates should be convened

to settle and define them, you will take measures for

such a convention, whose agreement, when confinned

by the states, would ascertain those powers."

In reply, the two branches of the legislature jointly

pledged " their most earnest endeavor " to establish

" the federal government on a firm basis, and to per-

fect the union ;

" and on the first day of July the gen-

eral court united in the following resolve: "The

present powers of the congress of the United States,

as contained in the articles of confederation, are not

fully adequate to the gi^eat purposes they were origi-

nally designed to effect."

'

That the want of adequate powers in the federal

government might find a remedy as soon as possible,

they sent to the president of congress, through their

own delegation, the resolution which they had adopt-

ed, with a circular letter to be forwarded by him to

the supreme executive of each state ; and they fur-

ther " du'ected the delegates of the state to take the

earliest opportunity of laying them before congress,

and making every exertion to carry the object of

them into effect."

'

* Mass. Resolve, Ixxvi. in Re- " Mass. Resolve, Ixxix.

solves, July, 1785, 38, 39.
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In concert with New Hampsliire, and followed by chap.

Rhode Island, tliey passed a navigation act forbid- .—

^

ding exports fi*om their harbors in British bottoms, i '^ ^ 5.

and establishing a discriminating tonnage dnty on

foreign vessels
;

' but only as " a temporary expedient,

until a well-guarded power to regulate trade shall be

entrusted to congress." ' Domestic manufactures were

protected by more than a fourfold increase of duties
;

'

and " congress was requested to recommend a conven-

tion of delegates from all the states to revise the con-

federation, and report how far it may be necessary to

alter or enlarge the same, in order to secure and per-

petuate the primary objects of the union."
*

In August, the council of Pennsylvania and Dick-

inson, its president, in a message to the general assem-

bly, renewed the recommendation adopted in that

state two years before, saying: "We again declare

that further authorities ought to be vested in the fed-

eral council ; may the present dispositions lead to as

perfect an establishment as can be devised."
^

To his friend Bowdoin John Adams wrote :
" The

Massachusetts has often been mse and able ; but she

never took a deeper measure than her late navigation

act. I hope she mil persist in it even though she

should be alone."

'

The nation looked to cons-ress for relief. In 1776

James Mom-oe left the college of William and Mary
* Annual Register, xxvii. 356. * Massachusetts Resolves, Ixxvi.

Penn. Packet of 18 July, 1785, has 1 July, 1785. Resolves of the Gen-
the Massachusetts act, and of 20 eral Court, p. 38.
July that of New Hampshire. ^ Minutes of Pa. Council, 25

^ Bowdoin's circular of 28 Julj% Aug., 1785. Colonial Records,
enclosing the act. MS. xiv. 523.

^ Bradford's Massachusetts, ii. « Adams to Governor Bowdoin,
244 ; Pa. Packet, 19 July, 1785. 2 Sept., 1785. MS.
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CHAP, to enter tlie army ; when but nineteen lie gained an

JIl. honorable wound and promotion ; and ra^^idly rose to

17 8 5. the rank of colonel. Jefferson in 1781 described

him as a Virginian " of abilities, merit, and fortune,"

and as " his own x^articular friend." ' In 1782 he was

of the assembly of Virginia ; and was chosen at three-

and-twenty a member of the executive council. In

1783 he was elected to the fomih congress, and at

Annapolis saw Washington resign his commission.

When Jefferson embarked for France, he remained,

not the ablest, but the most conspicuous representa-

tive of Virginia on the floor of congress. He sought

the friendship of nearly every leading statesman of

his commonwealth; and every one seemed glad to

call him a friend. It was hard to say whether he was

addressed with most affection by Jefferson or by

John Marshall. His ambition made him jealous of

Eandolph ; the precedence of Madison he acknowl-

edo-ed, yet not so but that he might consent to be-

come his rival. To Eichard Henry Lee he tm-ned as

to one from whose zeal for liberty he might seek the

confirmation of his o^vn.

Everybody in Virginia resented the restrictive

policy of England. Monroe, elected to the fifth con-

gress, embarked on the tide of the rising popular

feelino-. He was willins: to invest the confederation

with a perpetual grant of power to regulate com-

merce ; but on condition that it should not be exer-

cised without the consent of nine states. He favored

a revenue to be derived from imports, provided that

the revenue should be collected under the authority

* Jeflferson to Franklin, 5 Oct., 1781. MS.
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and pass into tlie treasury of tlie state in wliicli it chap.

should accrue.' ^-^^-^

He from the first applauded the good temper and i '^ § 5.

propriety of the new congress, the comprehensiveness

of mind mth which they attended to the public in-

terests, and theii* inclination to the most general and

liberal principles, which seemed to him, "really to

promise great good to the union." They showed the

like good-will for him. On bringing forward the all-

important motion on commerce, they readily referred

it to himself as the chief of the committee, with

four associates, of whom Spaight, from North Caro-

lina, and Houston, from Georgia, represented the

South ; King, of Massachusetts, and Johnson, of

Connecticut, the North.

The complaisant committee lent their names to the

proposal of Monroe, whose report was read in con-

gress on the twenty-eighth of March." It was accom-

panied by a letter to be addressed to the legislatures

of the several states explaining and recommending it

;

and the fifth day of Apiil was assigned for its con-

sideration.

But it was no part of Monroe's plan to press the

matter for a decision. "It will be best," so he wrote to

* Monroe to Jefferson, 14 Dec, Increasing the Powers of Con-
1784. MS. gress," p. 125, with a copy in print.

^ Sparks, ix. 503, gives the re- The few corrections that have been
port in its first form ; his date, made in the copy are in the hand-
however, is erroneous, from a mis- writing of Monroe. The State
understanding of a letter of Gray- Dept. "MS. copy is endorsed : Ke-
son, in Letters to Washington, iv. port of Mr. Monroe, Mr. Sj^aight,

102,103. The day on which the re- Mr. Houston, Mr. Johnson, Mr.
port was made is not certain; the King. See 11 March—to grant
day on which it was read was cer- congress power of regulating trade,
tainly the 28th of March. There- Entered— read 28 March, 1785.
port of the committee is in the vol- Tuesday, April 5, assigned,
ume, "Reports of Committees on

VOL. I. 13
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CHAP. Jefferson, " to postpone this for tlie present ; its adop-

v.,-,-!^ tion must depend on tlie several legislatures. It liath

1 "^ 8 ^- been brought so far mtliout a prejudice against it.

If earned farther here, I fear prejudices will take

place. It proposes a radical change in the whole

system of our government. It can be carried only

by thorough investigation and a conviction of every

citizen that it is right. The slower it moves on,

therefore, in my opinion, the better."

'

Jefferson, as he was passing through Boston on

his way to France, had shown pleasiu'e at finding

"the conviction growing strongly that nothing could

preserve the confederacy unless the bond of union,

theii' common council, should be strengthened."

"

He now made answer to the urgent inquiries of

Mom'oe: "The interests of the states ous-ht to be

made joint in every possible instance, in order to

cultivate the idea of our beino; one nation, and to

multij^ly the instances in which the people shall

look up to congress as their head." He approved

Monroe's report without reservation ; but wished it

adopted at once, " before the admission of Western

states."'

Months passed away, but still the subject was not

called up in congi^ess ; and the mind of Monroe as a

southern statesman became shaken. The confedera-

tion seemed to him at present but little more than an

offensive and defensive alliance, and if the right to

raise troops at pleasure was denied, merely a defen-

* Monroe to Jefferson, New York, ' Jefferson to Monroe, Paris, 17
12 April, 1785. MS. June, 1785. Jefferson, i. 347.

^ Jefferson to Madison, Boston,
1 July, 1784. MS.
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sive one. His report would put tlie commercial econ- chap.

omy of every state entirely and permanently into tlie ^--^-^

hands of the union ; wliicli might then protect the i ' 8 5,

carrying trade, and encoui'age domestic industry by a

tax on foreign industry. He asked himself if the

carrying trade would increase the wealth of the

South ; and he cited " a Mr. Smith on the Wealth of

Nations," as having written " that the doctrine of the

balance of trade is a chimera."

'

The southernmost states be2:an to reason that

Maryland had a great commercial port, and, like Dela-

ware, excelled in naval architecture ; and these, Join-

ing the seven northern states, might vote to them-

selves the monopoly of the transport of southern

products. Besides, Virginia, more than any other

state m the union, was opposed to the slave trade

;

and Vu'ginia and all north of her might join in its

absolute prohibition. The three more southern states

were, therefore, unwilling to trust a navigation act

to the voice even of ten * and in his report Monroe

substituted eleven states for his first proposal of

nine."

At last, on the thirteenth and fourteenth of July,

the report was considered in a committee of the

whole. It was held that the regulation of trade by
the union was desirable, because it would open a

way to encourage domestic industry by imposing a tax

upon foreign manufactures ; because it was needed in

order to secure reciprocity in commercial intercourse

with foreign nations ; because it would counteract

* Mouroe to Jefferson, 16 June, " ]\Ionroe to Madison, 26 July,
1785. MS. 1785. MS.
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CHAP, external commercial influence by establisliins a com-
IV . . .

.^-.-^ mercial interest at home ; and because it would pre-

1785. p^j.g ^]jg ^y^y foj. ^ navy. These ends could never

be obtained unless the states should act in concert,

for theu' regulations would impede and defeat each

other.

The opponents of the measure left their cause in

the hands of Richard Henry Lee, as their only spokes-

man ; and his mature age, courteous manner, skill as

an orator and debater, and his rank as president of

congi'ess, gave him great authority. He insisted that

the new grant of power would endanger public lib-

erty ; that it would be made subservient to further

attempts to enlarge the authority of the government

;

that the concentration of the control of commerce

would put the country more in the power of other

nations ; that the interests of the North were different

from the interests of the South ; that the regulation of

trade which suited the one would not suit the other

;

that eight states were interested in the carrying trade,

and would combine together to shackle and fetter the

five Southern states, which, without having shipping

of their own, raised the chief staples for exj^ortation

;

and, finally, that any attempt whatever at a change

in the articles of confederation had a tendency to

weaken the imion.

In these objections Lee was consistent. He pressed

upon Madison, Avith earnest frankness, that power in

congi'ess to legislate over the trade of the union

would expose the five staple states, from theii* want
of ships and seamen, to a most pernicious and de-

structive monopoly ; that even the purchase, as well
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as tlie canying, of tlieii' produce, might be at the chap.

mercy of the East and the North ; and that the spiiit ^^-^-^

of commerce throughout the ^vorld is a spiiit of i '^ ^ 5.

avarice/ His views were shared by Grayson; and

even King and Geny, of Massachusetts, refused to

invest congress with power over foreign intercoui-se,"

unless the grant should be restricted to a short pe-

riod of years.

A plan of a navigation act originated with

McHenry, of Maryland ; but it came before con-

gress only as a subject of conversation. Nothing

was done Avith the report of Monroe, who said of

it: "The longer it is delayed, the more certain is

its passage tlu'ough the several states ultimately ; "

'

and his committee only asked leave to sit again.

^* We have nothing pleasing in prospect," wrote

Jacob Read to Madison; "and, if in a short time

the states do not enable congress to act with vigor

and put the power of compulsion into the hand of

the union, I think it almost time to give over the

form of what I cannot consider as an efficient gov-

ernment. We want, greatly want, the assistance of

your abilities and experience in congress ; one can-

not help drawing comparisons between the language

of 1783 and 1785."*

From the delegation of Virginia no hope could

spring; but the state which exceeded all others in

the number of its fi^eemen, and in age was second

only to the Old Dominion, had dn^ected its delegates

* R. H. Lee to Madison, 11 Aug., ^ Monroe to Jefferson, 15 Aug.,
1785. Rives, ii. 31, 32. 1785. MS.

^ Monroe to Madison, 26 July, * Jacob Read, of South Carolina,

1785. MS. to Madison, 29 Aug., 1785. MS.
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CHAP, to present to congress, and tlirougli congi^ess to tlie

s^^ states, an invitation to meet in a convention and re-

17 8 5. yjgg i\^Q confederation. And now Gerry, Holten, and

Kufus King saw fit to disobey tlieir instructions,

and suppressed the acts and resolves of Massacliu-

setts, wTiting :
" Any alteration of the confederation

is premature ; the gi'ant of commercial power should

be temporary, like the proposed treaties with Euro-

pean powers ; and for its adoption should dej^end

on an experience of its beneficial results. Power

over commerce, once delegated to the confederation,

can never be revoked but by the unanimous consent

of the states. To seek a reform throusjh a convention

is a violation of the rights of congress, and, as a mani-

festation of a want of confidence in them, must meet

theu' disapprobation. A further question arises

whether the convention should revise the constitu-

tion generally or only for ex2:)ress ]3urposes. Each of

the states in forming its own, as well as the federal

constitution, has adopted republican principles
;
yet

plans have been laid which would have changed our

republican government into baleful aristocracies.

The same spirit remains in their sibettors. The insti-

tution of the Cincinnati will have the same tendency.

The rotation of members is the best check to corrup-

tion. The requH'ement of the unanimous consent of

the legislatures of the states for altering the confed-

eration effectually prevents innovations by intrigue or

surprise. The cry for more power in congress comes

especially from those whose views are extended to an

aristocracy that will afford lucrative emplo}Tnents,

civil and military, and require a standing army, pen-
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sioners, and placemen. The present confederation is chap.

preferable to the risk of general dissensions and ani- —

^

mosities."'
'^''•

Bowdoin replied :
" If in the union discordant prin-

ciples make it hazardous to intrust congress mth
powers necessary to its well-being, the union cannot

long subsist." ' Gerry and King rejoined :
" The best

and surest mode of obtaining an addition to the pow-

ers of congress is to make the powers temporary in

the fii'st instance. If a convention of the states is

necessary, its members should be confined to the re-

vision of such parts of the confederation as are sup-

posed defective; and not intrusted with a general

revision of the articles and the right to report a plan

of federal government essentially different from the

re23ublican fonn now administered."

'

These lettei^ of Gerry and King met with the

concurrence of Samuel Adams,* and had so much

weight with the general court as to stay its fui-ther

action. Nor did the evil end there. All the argu-

ments and insinuations against a new constitution as

sui-e to supersede republican government by a cor-

iTipt and wasteful aristocrac}', were carried into every

village in Massachusetts, as the persistent judgment

of theii' representatives in congress with the assent of

the home legislature.

It remained to see if anything could come from

' This paper, and a letter which " Bowdoin to Massachusetts Del-

preceded it of Aug. 18, 1785, I egates in Congress, 24 Oct., 1785.

found only as copied into the Let- ' Gerry and King to Governor
ter Book m the office of the Secre- Bowdoin, 3 Nov., 1785. MS.
tary of State of Massachusetts, Let- ''Adams to Gerry, 19 Sept.,

ter'Book, viii. 204, 205, 210-213. 1785, in replv to a letter from
Gerry of 5 Sept. MS.
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CHAP, negotiations in Europe. A treaty witli England was
--^ in importance paramount to all others. In 1783
17 8 5. Adams witli Jay had crossed the channel to England,

but had been received "svith coldness. The assent of

the United States to the definitive treaty of peace was
long delayed by the difficulty of assembling in con-

gress nine states for its confirmation. At length, on

the tweKth of May, 1784, the exchange of ratifications

took place at Paris. The way being thus opened,

the three American commissioners for neorotiatinsr

treaties,—Franklin, John Adams, .and Jefferson,—in-

formed the Duke of Dorset, then British ambassador

at Paris, that they had full powers to negotiate a

commercial treaty with Great Britain, and for that

end were ready to repaii- to London. The British

government consulted the English merchants trad-

ing with North America ; and near the end of March
of the following year the duke answered :

" I have

been instructed to learn from you, gentlemen, what
is the real nature of the powers with which you
are invested ; whether you are merely commissioned

by congress, or have received separate powers from

the separate states. The apparent determination of

the respective states to regulate their own separate

interests renders it absolutely necessary, toward

forming a permanent system of commerce, that my
court should be infonned how far the commissioners

can be duly authorized to enter into any engagements

with Great Britain, which it may not be in the power
of any one of the states to render totally fruitless

and ineffectual."

When Franklin, taking ^^'ith him the love of
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France/ prepared to sail for America, congress, break- chap.

ing up their triuniviral commission in Europe, ap- v---^

pointed Jefferson to be minister to France, John 1 7 s 5.

Adams to Great Britain. Adams gave the heartiest

welcome to his " old friend and coadjutor," in whom
he found undiminished " industry, intelligence, and

talents," and, full of courage if not of hoj^e, hastened

to London. On the first day of June Lord Car-

marthen, the secretary of state, presented him to

the king. Delivering his credentials, he in j^erfect

sincerity declared :
" I shall esteem myself the hap-

piest of men if I can be instrumental in recommend-

ing my country more and more to your Majesty's

royal benevolence, and of restoring the old good na-

ture, and the old good humor, between people who,

though separated by an ocean and under different

governments, have the same language, a similar re-

ligion, and kindred blood."

The king answered mth more tremor than the

bold republican had shoA\Ti :
" I wish it understood in

America that I have done nothing in the late contest

but what I thought myseK indispensably bound to

do by the duty which I owed to my people. I will

be very frank mth you. I was the last to consent to

the separation ; but, the separation having been made,

I have always said, as I say now, that I would be the

first to meet the friendship of the United States as

an independent power. The moment I see such sen-

timents and language as yours prevail, and a disposi-

tion to give to this country the preference, that mo-

ment I shall say, let the circumstances of language,

* Kajneval to Franklin, 8 May, 1785. Dip. Cor., ii. 47.
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CHAP, relisrion, and blood liave tlieir natural and full
TVJ^ effect.'"

17 8 5. 'pj^e suggestion of a preference was out of place.

The English had it without a treaty by their skill,

the reciprocal confidence of the merchants of the two
nations, and the habits of the Americans who were

accustomed only to the consumption of British goods.

But a change had come over the spirit of England.

Before three years of peace, all respect and regard for

America were changed into bitter discontent at its

independence, and a disbelief in its capacity to es-

tablish a firm government. The national judgment

and popular voice, as expressed in i^amj^hlets, news-

papers, coffee-houses, the streets, and in both houses

of parliament, had grown into an unchangeable de-

termination to maintain against them the navigation

acts and protective duties, and neither the adminis-

tration nor the opposition had a thought of relax-

ing them. Great Britain was sure of its power of

attracting American commerce, and believed that the

American states were not, and never could be, united.

All this had been so often affirmed by the refugees,

and Englishmen had so often repeated them to one

another, that to argue against it was like breath-

ing against a trade-^^dnd. "I may reason till I die

to no purpose," " ^vrote Adams ;
" it is unanimity in

America which will produce a fair treaty of com-

merce." Yet he jDresented to Carmarthen a draft

of one, though without hope of success. It rested

on principles of freedom and reciprocit)^, and the

' Dip. Cor., iv. 200, 301. ^ Adams to Jay, 26 June, 1785.

Works, viii. 273.
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principles of tlie armed neutrality with regard to chap.

neutral vessels. -^v~

Like Franklin, like Jefferson, like Madison, lie was ^ '^ ^ ^•

at heart for free trade. " I should be soiTy," said he

to his friend Jefferson, " to adopt a monopoly, but,

diiven to the necessity of it, I would not do things

by halves." '
" If monopolies and exclusions are the

only arms of defence against monopolies and exclu-

sions, I would venture upon them mthout fear of

offending Dean Tucker or the ghost of Doctor Ques-

nay." "But means of preserving ourselves can

never be secured until congress shall be made su-

preme in foreign commerce."
"^

In August, when the adjournment of parliament August

brought comparative leisure, Adams, then fifty years
^^"

of age, met the youthful prime minister of Britain.

Pitt, as any one may see in his portrait at Kensing-

ton, had in his nature far more of his mother than of

the gi'eat Englishman who was his father. He had

pride, but suffered fi'om a feebleness of will which left

him the prey of inferior men. His own chosen meas-

ures were noble ones—^peace, commercial relations

with France, the improvement of the public finances,

the payment of the national debt. The policy to be

adopted with America he left to others, who took

counsel of bitter refuo^ees and the traders to North

America. At the instance of Shelburne, he once

brought in a bill to promote commerce with America

by modifying the navigation act, but meeting with

opposition he readily abandoned the hopeless attemjDt.

* Adams to Jefferson, 7 Auff., " Same to John Jay, 10 Aug.,
1785. Works, viii. 273.

"
ibid., 299, 300.
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Reverting to tlie treaty of commerce wliicli Adams
liacl proposed, Pitt asked: "What are the lowest

17 8 5. terms which will content America ? " Adams replied

that the project he had communicated would secui'e

the fiiendship of the United States and all the best

part of their trade ; the public mind of America is

balancing between fi'ee trade and a navigation act

;

and the question mil be decided now by England

;

but if the Americans are driven to a navigation act,

they will become attached to the system. "The

United States," answered Pitt, "are forever become

a foreign nation ; our navigation act would not an-

swer its end if we should dispense mth it toward

you." "The end of the navigation act," replied

Adams, " was to confine the commerce of the colonies

to the mother country; if carried into execution

against us, now that we are become independent, in-

stead of confining our trade to Great Britain, it ^yiU.

drive it to other countries." " You allow we have a

right to impose on you our navigation act," said Pitt.

" Certainly," answered Adams, " and you will allow

we have a corresponding right." " You cannot blame

Englishmen," said Pitt, "for being attached to their

ships and seamen." " Indeed, I do not," answered

Adams ;
" nor can you blame Ameiicans for being

attached to theirs." Pitt then asked plainly :
" Can

you grant by treaty to England advantages which

would not become immediately the right of France ?

"

" We cannot," answered Adams ;
" to the advantage

granted to England \dthout a compensation France

would be entitled mthout a compensation ; if an

equivalent is stipulated for, France, to claim it, must
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allow us tlie same equivalent." Pitt then put the chap.

question :
'' AVhat do you think that Great Britain —,-1^

ought to do ? " And Adams answered :
" This coun- ^ "^ ^ ^•

try ought to prescribe to herseK no other mle than

to receive from America everything she can send

as a remittance ; in which case America will take as

much of British productions as she can pay for."

There were mutual complaints of failure in observ-

ing the conditions of the peace between the two

nations. Pitt frankly declared "the carrying oif of

negroes to be so clearly against the treaty that Eng-

land must satisfy that demand ;

" but he never took

a step toward satisfying it. The British govern-

ment, yielding to the importunity of British mer-

chants who gi'asped at a continued monopoly of the

fur trade, kept possession of the American posts at

the west. This was a continuance of war ; but Pitt

excused it on the gi'ound that, in Yii-ginia and at least

two other states, hindrances still remained in the way
of the British creditor. In perfect good faith Con-

gress was untiring in its requisitions on the States to

grant to British creditors unimpeded resort to their

courts for the recoveiy of debts contracted before the

war ; but it wanted power to enforce the requisition.

Moreover, the Virginia legislature, not without a

ground of equity, delayed Judgment against the Vir-

ginia debtors, yet only until an offset could be made
of the indemnity which the British minister owned to

be due to them. The holding of the western posts,

which was a continuance of war, had no connection

with this debt and no proportion to it ; for the profits

of the fur trade, thus secured to Great Britain, in each
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CHAP, single year very far exceeded tlie whole debt of

.—^ wHeli the collection was postponed.

17 8 5. The end of the interview was, that Pitt enforced

the navigation acts of England ^vithout mitigation

against America. For the western posts, Haldimand,

as his last act, had strengthened the garrison at Os-

wego, and charged his successor to exclude the Ameri-

cans from the increasing and enormously remunera-

tive commerce in furs by restricting transportation

on the lakes to British vessels alone ;
* and the sec-

retary of state announced that the posts A^ould be

retained till justice should be done to British credi-

tors.''

"They mean," \^Tote Adams, "that Americans

should have no ships, nor sailors, to annoy their

trade." " Patience will do no good ; nothing but re-

ciprocal prohibitions and imposts mil have any ef-

fect." He counselled the United States as their only

resource to confine their exports to their o^^ti ships

and encourage their o^mi manufactures, though he

foresaw that these measures would so annoy Eng-

land as in a few years to bring on the danger of

war.'

1 Y 8 4. The French government could not be induced to

change its commercial system for the sake of jjleasing

the United States ; it granted free ports ; but the

Americans wanted not places of deposit for their

staples, but an open market. On one point only did

* Haldimand to St. Le.f^er, Nov., Carmarthen to Adams, 28 Feb.,
1784 •, Sidney to St. Leger, 30 1786.

April, 1775, and other letters of the ' Adams to Jay, 30 Aug. and 15
like tenor. Oct., 1785. Works, ¥111^313 and

321.
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Yerorennes bestow anxious attention. He feared tlie chap,

United States miglit grant favors to England ; and, at v^^-^

the request of France, congress, wlien preparing to ^ '^ ^ *

treat witli the nations of Europe, gave a formal assur-

ance that it would " place no people on more advan-

tageous ground than the subjects of his most chris-

tian Majesty." To give the most binding force to

the pledge, Vergennes answered :
" This declaration,

founded on the treaty of the sixth of February, 1778,

is very agreeable to the king ; and you can assure

congress that the United States shall constantly ex-

perience a perfect reciprocity in France."

'

Jefferson, as minister, obtained permission for Amer- 17 8 6.

ican fishermen to ship cured fish to the French West
Indies, though under the burden of a heavy duty,° and

a great reduction of the duty on American oil manu-

factured fi'om fish
;

' but he was compelled to hear

thrice over complaints that the trade of the United

States had not learned the way to France ; and thrice

over that the French government could not depend

on engagements taken ^^-ith the United States. Com-

plaints, too, were made of the navigation acts of Mas-

sachusetts and New Hampshii'e, not without hints at

retaliation.

A^Hiile some of the states of Europe forgot their

early zeal to form commercial relations with the

United States, the convention for ten years with

Frederick of Prussia, to whose despatch, intelligence,

and decision Adams bore witness, was completed in

May, 1785, and in the following May was unani-

» Dip. Cor., ii. 33, 34, 36. ' Ibid., ii. 491, 493.
» Ibid., ii. 490.
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CHAP, inously ratified by congress. Free vessels made free

-J^ goods. Arms, ammunition, and military stores were
^ '^ ^ ^- taken out of the class of contraband. In case of war

between tlie two parties, merchant vessels were still

to pass unmolested. Privateering was pronounced a

form of piracy. Citizens of the one country domi-

ciled in the other were to enjoy fi'eedom of con-

science and worship ; and, in case of war between the

two parties, they might still continue theii^ respective

employments.

Spain had anxieties with respect to its future rela-

tions with America, and thought proper to accredit

an agent to congress ; but neither with Spain, nor

mtli France, nor with England was there the least

hope of forming liberal commercial relations. Ameri-

can diplomacy had failed ; the attempt of the fifth

congress to take charge of commerce had failed ; the

movement for a federal convention, which was de-

sired by the mercantile class throughout the union,

had failed; but encouragement came from South

Carolina. There William Moultrie, its governor, gave

support to Bowdoin, of Massachusetts, sapng :
" The

existence of this state with every other as a nation

depends on the strength of the union. Cemented

together in one common interest, they are invincible
;

divided, they must fall a sacrifice to internal dissen-

sions and foreign usurpations."

'

The confederation, before it exj^ired, framed a

treaty with the emperor of Morocco ; it was not rich

enough to buy from the corsair powers of Barbary

inmiunity for its ships in the Mediterranean.

» Moultrie to Bowdoin, 18 Oct., 1785. MS.
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Tlirough congress no hope for the regeneration of chap.

the union could be cherished. Before we look for -^-^

the light that may rise outside of that body, it will ^ '^ ^ ^•

be well to narrate what real or seemino; obstacles

to union were removed or quieted, and what motives

compelling the foiTaing of a new constitution sprung

from the impairment of the obligation of contracts

by the states.

VOL. I. 14



CHAPTER V.

OBSTACLES TO UNION REMOVED OR QUIETED.

1783-1787.

CHAP. The early confederacy of New England, thougli

.-,-,..1^ all its colonies were non-conformists, refused fellow-

16 06- gliip to Rhode Island on account of its rariance in
1 Y 0. .

dissent. Vii'ginia and Maryland were settled in con-

nection witli tlie cliurcli of England, wliicli at tlie

period of the revolution was still the established

church of them both. In the constitution of the

Carolinas the philosopher Locke introduced a clause

for the disfi^anchisement of the atheist, not consider-

ing that the power in the magistrate to inflict a

penalty on atheism implied the power which doomed
Socrates to drink poison and fiUed the catacombs of

Rome with the graves of martyrs. On the other

hand, the Baptists, nurslings of adversity, di^iven by
persecution to find resources mthin their own souls,

when they came to found a state in America, rested

it on the truth that the spirit and the mind are not

subordinate to the temporal power. For the great

central state, the people called Quakers in like man-
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ner affimied tlie riglit to spiritual and intellectual lib- chap.

erty, and denied to tlie magistrate all control over ^^^
the support of religion. To form a perfect j)olitical ]l\^~

union, it was necessary, in all that relates to religion,

that state should not be in conflict with state, and

that every citizen, in the exercise of his rights of

intercitizenship, should be at his ease in any state in

which he might sojourn or abide. In a republican

country of wide extent, ideas rule legislation; and

the history of reform is the history of thought, gain-

ing strength as it passes from mind to mind, till it

finds a place in a statute. We have now to see how
it came to pass that the oldest state in the union, first

in temtory and in numbers, and, fi'om its origin, the

upholder of an established church, disestablished its

chm'ch, renounced the support of religious worship

by law, and established the lai*gest liberty of con-

science.

The legislature of Vii'ginia, Avithin a half year after iil&.

the declai'ation of independence, while it presented

for public consideration the idea of a general assess-

ment for the support of the Christian religion,* ex-

empted dissenters from contributions to the estab-

lished church. In 1779 this exemption was extended 1779.

to churchmen, so that the church was disestablished.

But the law for religious freedom, which Jefferson

prepared as a part of the revised code, was sub-

mitted to the deliberate reflection of the people be-

fore the vote should be taken for its adoption.

The Massachusetts constitution of 1780 compelled i7so.

eveiy member of its legislatui'e on taking his seat to

* Hening, ix. 165. Jefferson's Autobiography.
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subscribe a declaration that lie believed tlie Christian

religion. This regulation, Joseph Hawley, who had

been elected to the first senate of Massachusetts, in a

letter to that body, sternly condemned. A member
of the Congregational church of Northampton, severe

in his morality and of unquestioned orthodoxy, he

called to mind that the founders of Massachusetts,

while church membership was their condition for grant-

ing the privilege of an elector, never suffered a pro-

fession of the Christian religion to be made before a

temporal court. Moreover, he held the new require-

ment to be against common right and the natural

fi'anchises of every member of the commonwealth.*

In this way, from the heart of rigid Calvinism a pro-

test was heard against any right in the temporal

power to demand or to receive a profession of faith

in the Christian religion. The church member was

subject to no supervision but of those with whom he

had entered into covenant. The temporal power

might punish the evil deed, but not punish or even

search after the thouo-ht of the mind.

17 8 3. The inherent perverseness of a religious establish-

ment, of which a king residing in another part of

the world and enforcing hostile political interests

was the head, showed itself in Vu'ginia. The ma-

jority of the legislators were still churchmen ; but

gradually a decided majority of the people had be-

come dissenters, of whom the foremost were Bap-

tists and Presbyterians. When the struggle for in-

dependence was ended, of ninety-one clergymen of

the Anglican church in Virginia, twenty-eight only

' Joseph Hawley to Massachusetts Senate, 28 Oct., 1780.
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remained. One fourtli of tlie parishes liad become chap.

extinct. ^^^
Cliurclimen began to fear tlie enfeeblement of re- i '^ s 4.

ligion from its want of compulsory support and from

tlie excesses of fanaticism among dissenters. These

last had made their way, not only without aid from

the state, but under the burden of supporting a

church which was not tlieir own. The chui^ch which

had leaned on the state was alone in a decline. The
system of an impartial support by the state of all

branches of Christians was revived by members of

"the Protestant Episcopal church," as it now be-

gan to be called. Their petitions, favored by Pat- ivss,

rick Henry, Harrison, then governor, Pendleton, the

chancellor, Eichard Henry Lee, and many others of

the foremost men, alleged a decay of public morals

;

and the remedy asked for was a general assessment,

analogous to the clause in the constitution of Massa-

chusetts which enjoined upon its towns " the main-

tenance of public Protestant teachers of piety, reli-

gion, and morality."
*

The Presbyterians at first were divided. Their

clergy even while they held that human legislation

should concern human affairs alone, that conscience

and religious worship lie beyond its reach, accepted

the measure, pro\dded it should respect every human
belief, even "of the Mussulman and the Gentoo."

The Presbyterian laity, accustomed to support their

own ministiy, chose rather to continue to do so.

Of the Baptists, alike ministers and people rejected

any alliance with the state.

* Massachusetts Declaration of Eights, Article III. of 1780.
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CHAP. Early in tlie autumnal session of tlie legislature

-^v^ Patrick Henry proposed a resolution for a legal pro-

17 8 5. vision for tlie teachers of the Christian religion. In

the absence of Jefferson, the opponents of the meas-

ure were led by Madison, whom Witherspoon had

imbued with theological lore. The assessment bill,

he said, exceeds the functions of civil authority. The
question has been stated as if it were, is religion

necessary ? The true question is, are establishments

necessary for religion ? And the answer is, they cor

rupt religion. The difficulty of providing for the sup

port of religion is the result of the war, to be reme

died by voluntary association for religious purposes

In the event of a statute for the support of the Chiis

tian religion, are the courts of law to decide what is

Christianity ? and, as a consequence, to decide what is

orthodoxy and what is heresy? The enforced sup-

port of the Christian religion dishonors Christianity.

Yet, in spite of all the opposition that could be mus-

tered, leave to bring in the bill was granted by forty-

seven votes against thirty-two.' The bill when re-

ported prescribed a general assessment on all taxable

property for the support of teachers of the Christian

religion. Each person as he paid his tax was to say

to which society he dedicated it ; in case he refused

to do so, his payment was to be applied toward the

maintenance of a county school. On the third read-

ing the bill received a check, and was ordered by a

small majority to be printed and distributed for the

consideration of the people. Thus the people of Vir-

ginia had before them for their choice the bill of the

^ Madison to Jefferson, 9 Jan., 1785. Madison, i. 129, 131.
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revised code for establishing religious freedom, and chap.

the plan of desponding cliurclimen for supporting re- -^^^

ligion by a general assessment. 1 7 8 5.

All the state, from the sea to the mountains and

beyond them, was alive with the discussion. Madison,

in a remonstrance addressed to the les^islature, em-

bodied all that could be said against the compul-

sory maintenance of Christianity and in behalf of

religious freedom as a natural right, the glory of

Christianity itself, the surest method of supporting

religion, and the only way to produce moderation

and harmony among its several sects. George Ma-

son, who was an enthusiast for entire fi^eedom, asked

of Washington his opinion, and received for an-

swer that " no man's sentiments were more opposed

to any kind of restraint upon religious principles."

While he was not among those who were so much
alarmed at the thought of making people of the de-

nominations of Christians pay toward the support

of that denomination which they professed, provided

Jews, Mahometans, and others who were not Chris-

tians, might obtain proper relief, his advice was

given in these words :
" As the matter now stands,

I wish an assessment had never been agitated ; and,

as it has gone so far, that the bill could die an easy

death."
'

The general committee of the Baptists unanimously

appointed a delegate to remonstrate with the general

assembly against the assessment ; and they resolved

that no human laws ought to be established for that

purpose ; that every free person ought to be free in

' Washington to George Mason, 3 Oct., 1785. Sparks, is. 137.
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matters of religion.* The general convention of the

Presbyterian church prayed the legislatui^e expressly

* '^ ^ ^- that the bill concerning religious freedom might be

passed into a law as the best safeguard then attain-

able for their religious rights."

When the legislature of Virginia assembled, no one

was willing to bring forward the assessment bill ; and

it was never heard of more. Out of one hundi'ed and

seventeen articles of the revised code which were then

reported, Madison selected for immediate consider-

ation the one which related to religious freedom. The
people of Virginia had held it under deliberation for

six years; in December, 1785, it passed the house by
a vote of nearly four to one. Attempts in the senate

for amendment produced only insignificant changes in

17 8 6. the preamble, and on the sixteenth of January, 1786,

16.' Virginia placed among its statutes the very words

of the original draft by Jefferson ^\dth the hope that

they would endure forever :
"No man shall be com-

pelled to fi'equent or support any religious worship,

place, or ministiy whatsoever, nor shall suffer on

account of his religious opinions or belief ; opinion in

matters of religion shall in no wise diminish, enlarge,

or affect civil ca2:>acities. The rights hereby asserted

are of the natural rights of mankind."

'

"Thus," says Madison, "in Virginia was extin-

guished forever the ambitious hope of making laws

for the human mind." The principle on which re-

ligious liberty was settled in Virginia prevailed at

once in Maiyland. In every other American state

' Semple, 71 ; Foote's Sketches ^ Madison, i. 213.
of Virginia, 344. ' Hening, xii. 86.
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oppressive statutes concerning religion fell into dis- chap.

use, and were gradually repealed. Survivals may ^
still be found, but it is only as in our day we meet i *? § 6.

with survivals of an earlier geological period. It

liad been foreseen that "the happy consequences of

the grand experiment on the advantages which ac-

company tolerance and liberty would not be limited

to America." ' The statute of Virginia, translated

into French and into Italian, was mdely circulated

through Em'ope. A part of the work of " the noble

army of martyrs " was done.

During the colonial period the Anglican establish-

ment was feared, because its head was an external

temporal power engaged in the suppression of colo-

nial liberties, and was favored by the officers of that

power even to the disregard of Justice. National in-

dependence and religious freedom dispelled the last

remnant of Jealousy. The American branch at first

thought it possible to perfect their organization by
themselves ; but they soon preferred as theii' starting-

point a final fraternal act of the church of England.

No part of the countiy, no sect, no person showed a

disposition to thwart them in their purpose ; and no

one complained of the unofficial agency of Jay, the

American minister of foreign affairs at home, and

of John Adams, the American minister in London,

in aid of their desire, which required the consent of

the British parliament and a consecration by the An-
glican hierarchy. Their msh having been fulfilled

in the form to which all of them gave assent and
which many of them regarded as indispensable, the

' Luzerne to Rayneval, 6 Nov., 1784. MS.
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CHAP. Protestant Episcopal churcli of tlie United States

s^v^^ moved onward witli a life of its owti to the position
1 T 8 6. wliicli it could never have gained but by independ-

ence. For America no bishop was to be chosen at

the dictation of a temporal power to electors under

the penalty of high treason for disobedience ; no ad-

vowson of church livings could be tolerated ; no room
Avas left for simony ; no tenure of a ministry as a life

estate was endured where a sufficient reason required

a change ; the laity was not represented by the high-

est officer of state and the legislature, but stood for

itself; no alteration of prayer, or creed, or govern-

ment could be introduced by the temporal chief, or

by that chief and the legislature. The rule of the

church proceeded from its own living power repre-

senting all its members. The Protestant Episcopal

congregations in the several United States of Amer-
ica, including the clergy of Connecticut who at first

went a way of their o^vn, soon fell into the custom

of meeting in convention as one church, and gave a

new bond to union. Since the year 1785, they have

never asked of any American government a share in

any general assessment, and have grown into great-

ness by self-reliance.

17 83. The acknowledged independence of the United

States called suddenly into a like independence a new
and seK-created rival Episcopal church, destmed to

spread its branches far and wide over the land with

astonishing rapidity. Out of a society of devout and

studious scholars in the University of Oxford, within

less than sixty years grew the society of Methodists.

As some of the little republics of ancient time select-
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ed one man as tlieir law-2;iver, as all men on board a ceap.

ship tmst implicitly to one commander dui'ing tlie ^~,^~^

period of tlie voyage, so tlie Metliodist connection in i "J^ s 3.

its beginning left to John Wesley to rule them as he

would. Its oldest society in the states was at New
York, and of the year 1766. In 17T2 Wesley ap-

pointed, as his " general assistant " in America,' Fran-

cis Asbury, a missionary from England, a man from

the people, who had " much wisdom and meekness

;

and under all this, though hardly to be perceived,

much command and authority."

'

Wesley never yielded to the temptation to found a

separate church mthin British dominions, and during

the war of American independence used his influence

to keep the societies which he governed from re-

nouncing theii' old allegiance. But no sooner had

the people of the United States been recognised as a

nation by the king of England himself, and the move-

ment to found an American episcopacy had begun,

than he burst the bonds that in England held him

from schism, and resolved to get the start of the Eng-

lish hierarchy. In October, 1783, in a general epistle,

he peremptorily directed his American brethren to

receive " Francis Asbury as the general assistant."

'

For nearly forty years Wesley had been persuaded 1 T 8 4.

that the apostolical succession is a " fable " ; that

" bishops and presbyters are the same order, and have

the same right to ordain." He looked upon himself

to be as much a bishop "as any man in Europe,"

though he never allowed any one to call him by that

* Asbury's Journal, 10 Oct., ' Wesley to the brethren in

1773. America, 3 Oct., 1783.
'' Coke's Journal, 16.
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CHAP. name. In liis service for the Methodists lie substi-

.—v^w. tuted the word elders for priests, and superintendents

17 8 4. fQj> bishops. He, therefore, did not scruple, on the

second day of September, 1784, himself, in his own
private room at Bristol, in England, assisted by Coke

and another English presbyter, to ordain two per-

sons as ministers, and then he, with the assistance of

other ministers ordained by himself, equal at least in

number to the requisition of the canon, did, " by the

imposition of his hands and prayer, set apart Thomas
Coke, a presbyter of the church of England, as a su-

perintendent, and, under his hand and seal, recom-

mended him to whom it might concern as a fit person

to preside over the flock of Christ." It is Coke him-

self who ^^Tites of Wesley :
" He did, indeed, solemnly

invest me, as far as he had a right so to do, with epis-

^10^" copal authority."* Eight days later, in a general

epistle, he thus addi'essed Thomas Coke, Francis As-

bury, and the brethren in North America: "By a

very uncommon train of providences, pro\'inces in

North America are erected into independent states.

The English government has no authority over them,

either civil or ecclesiastical. Bishops and presbyters

are the same order, and consequently of the same

right to ordain. In America there are no bishops

who have a legal jurisdiction. Here, therefore, my
scruples are at an end. I have accordingly appointed

Dr. Coke and Mr. Francis Asbury to be joint superin-

tendents over our brethren in North America. I can-

not see a more rational and scrij^tural way of feeding

and guiding those poor sheep in the ^^'ildemess. As
' Coke to Bishop White, 34 April, 1791, in White's Memou-s, 424.
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our American brethren are now totally disentangled chap.

both from the state and fi'om the English hierarchy, v^^
we dare not entansjle them aorain either with the one i 'i' ^ 4.

or the other. They are now at full liberty simply to

follow the Scriptures and the primitive church, and

we judge it best that they should stand fast in that

liberty wherewith God has so strangely made them
free."

Nor did Wesley neglect to frame fi'om the Angli-

can Book of Common Prayer a re\ased liturgy for

the new church, and a creed from which the article

on predestination was left out.

About two months before the nonjuring bishops of ^If'

Scotland consecrated a bishop for Connecticut, Coke,

the fii'st JMethodist "superintendent" for America,

was on the water, emulous of the glory of Francis

Xavier. " Oh, for a soul like his
!

" he cried. " I

seem to want the ^\dngs of an eagle or the voice of a

trumpet, that I may proclaim the gospel through the

east and the west, and the north and the south."*

Arriving in New York, he explained to the preacher

stationed at that place the new regulation, and re-

ceived for answer :
" Mr. "Wesley has detei*mined the

point ; and therefore it is not to be investigated, but

complied with."

'

Coke journeyed at once toward Baltimore, where
Asbury had his station. At Dover, in Delaware,
" he met with Freeborn Garretson, an excellent young
man, all meekness and love, and yet all activity." On
Sunday, the fourteenth of November, the day on

which a bishop for Connecticut was consecrated at

^ Coke's First Journal, 7. ^ Ibid., 13.
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CHAP. Aberdeen, lie preached in a cliapel in tlie midst of

v^v^ a forest to a noble cono^resration. After the service,

^'^^*- a plain, robust man came up to him in the pulpit

and kissed him. He was not deceived when he

thought it could be no other than Francis Asbury,

who had collected there a considerable number of

preachers in council. The plan of Wesley pleased

them all. At the instance of Asbury it was resolved

to hold a general conference ; and " they sent off

Freeborn Garretson like an arrow from north to

south, directing him to despatch messengers right

and left and gather all the preachers together at

Baltimore on Christmas eve."
*

Thence Coke moved onwai^d, baptizing adults and

infants, preaching sometimes in a church, though it

would not hold half the persons who washed to hear

;

sometimes at the door of a cotta2:e when the church

door was locked as^ainst him.""

On Christmas eve, at Baltimore, began the great

conference which organized the Methodists of Amer-
ica as a separate fold in the one "flock of Christ."

Of the eighty-one American preachers, nearly sixty

were present, most of them young. Here Coke took

his seat as superintendent ; and here, taking to him-

seK presbyters, he consecrated Francis Asbury as a

superintendent for America ; here eleven or more per-

sons were elected elders, and all of them who were

present were consecrated ; here Asbuiy, who refused

to receive the office of superintendent at the will of

Wesley alone, was unanimously "elected bishop or

superintendent by the suffrages of the whole body
' Coke's Journal, 16. ^ Ibid., 27.
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of Methodist miriisters through the continent, assem- chap.

bled in general conference ;

" and here Coke, obeying .--v^^

the directions of AVesley, took to himself at least the ^ "^ ^ *•

canonical number of presbyters, and ordained him,

Francis Asbury, as "a superintendent of the Metho-

dist Episcopal Church in America." ' In the ordina-

tion sermon delivered on that day and published at

the time, Coke asserts his o^^^l " right to exercise the

episcopal office," and defines the title of superintend-

ent as the equivalent of " bishop,"
'

In April, 1785, Coke began to exhort the Metho- i7 85.

dist societies in Vii'ginia to emancipate their slaves,

and bore public testimony against slavery and against

slave-holding. It provoked the unawakened to com-

bine against him; but one of the brethren gave

liberty to his eight slaves. In North Carolina, where

the laws of the state forbade any to emancipate their

negroes, the Methodist conference drew up a petition

to the assembly, entreating them to authorize those who
were so disposed to set them fi*ee. Asbury visited

the governor and gained him over.^ At the Virginia

conference in May they formed a petition, of which a

copy was given to every preacher, inviting the general

assembly of Virginia to pass a law for the immediate

or gradual emancipation of all slaves. For this they

sought the signature of freeholders. And yet in June

the conference thought it prudent to suspend the

minute concerning slavery on account of the great

opposition given it, " our work," they said, " being in

too infantile a state to push things to extremity."

* Coke's certificate, 27 Dec, 1784. = Coke's first Journal, 37.
* Coke in Tyerman's Life and

Times of John Wesley, iii. 437.
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The Metliodist itinerant ministers learned to love

more and more " a romantic way of life," " tlie preacli-

}l^J~ insc to laro-e con2:reo;ations in tlie midst of 2;reat for-
178 9. d o oo o

ests mtli scores of horses tied to the trees." They

had delight in the beauties of Nature, and knew
how to extract "from them all the sweetness they

are capable of yielding." The Methodists did not

come to rend an empu*e m twain, nor to begin a long

series of wars which should shatter the civil and the

religious hierarchies of foiiner centui'ies, nor to tumble

down ancient orders by some new aristocracy of the

elect. Avoiding metaphysical controversy and wars

of revolution, they came in an age of tranquillity

when the feelins; for that which is his/her than man
had grown dull ; and they claimed 'it as their mis-

sion to awaken conscience, to revive religion, to sub-

stitute glomng affections for the calm of indiffer-

ence. They stood in the mountain forests of the

Alleghanies and in the plains beyond them, ready to

kindle in emigrants, who might come mthout hymn-

book or bible, their o^\ti vivid sense of religion ; and

their leaders received from all parts, especially from

Kentucky, most cheering letters concerning the prog-

ress of the cause in the " new western world." They
were at peace with the institutions of the country in

which they prospered, and the ready friends to union.

America was most thoroughly a Protestant country.

The whole number of Catholics within the thirteen

17 8 4. states, as reported by themselves, about the year 1784,

was thirty-two thousand five hundred. Twenty thou-

sand, of whom eight thousand were slaves, dwelt in

Maiyland. The four southernmost states had but
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two thousand five liundred; New England but six chap.

hundred ; New York and New Jersey, collectively, v^.;^

only seventeen liundred. Pennsylvania and Dela-
J'^^^^

ware, lands of tolerance, had seven thousand seven

hundred. The French Catholics settled between the

western boundary of the states and the Mississippi

were estimated at twelve thousand more.*

The rancor of the Jesuits against the house of Bour-

bon for exiling them from France and Spain w^as re-

lentless. The Koman Catholic clergy in the insurgent

British colonies had been superintended by a person

who resided in London ; and during the war they

were directed by Jesuits who favored the British.

The influences which in South America led to most

disastrous results for Spain w^ere of little consequence

in the United States. It was Franklin's desire to do

away with this influence unfriendly to France. The

Eoman see proceeded with caution ; and a letter from

its nuncio at Paris, on the appointment of a bishop in

the United States, was communicated to congress.

In May, 1786, they, in reply, expressed a readiness

to testify respect to the sovereign and the state repre-

sented by the nuncio, but, disavowing jurisdiction

over a purely spiritual subject, referred him to the

several states individually
."*

The British crown, and, at a later period, British

legislation, had arbitrarily changed the grants of terri-

tory held under the several colonial charters. Nearly

three years before the preliminary treaty of peace,

New York, to facilitate union among the United

* Marbois to Vergennes, 27 Cor., i. 158, 159. Secret Journals

March, 1785. MS. of Congress, iii. 493.
« Franklin's Works, ix. 548. Dip.

VOL. I. 15
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CHAP. States of America, led tlie way of relinquishing pre-

—^ tensions to any part of tlie lands acquired by the

17 8 0. treaty of peace. Virginia, which had a better claim

to western territoiy, resigned it for the like purpose,

reserving only a tract between the Scioto and the

Miami as an indemnity for the expenses of its con-

quest. Massachusetts persisted in no claim except to

the ownership of lands in New York. The charter

of Connecticut carried its line all the way to the

Pacific ocean; with great wariness Roger Sherman,

so Grayson relates, connected the cession of the claims

of his state with the reserve of a district in the north-

east of Ohio. The rio-ht of Connecticut to a reserva-

tion was denied by Grayson, and, in Sherman's ab-

sence from Congress, stoutly and successfully defend-

ed by Johnson. A small piece of land between the

line of New York and the eastern line of the Con-

necticut reserve remained to the United States. Penn-

sylvania purchased the land and obtained of congress

a willing cession of the jurisdiction, thus gaining ac-

cess to the lake and the harbor of Erie. South Caro-

lina had certain undefined rights to territory in the

West; she ceded them ^\dthout qualification to the

United States. The rights of Virginia, North Caro-

lina, and Georgia to extend to the Mississippi, like

the right of Massachusetts to the lands in Maine,

were unquestioned. In this manner the public do-

main, instead of exciting animosities and conflicting

claims between rival states or between individual

states and the general interest, served only to bind

the members of the confederacy more closely together

by securing one vast territory in the West extend-
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ins: from tlie Ohio to the Lake of tlie Woods, to be chap.
. . V.

filled, under the laws of the United States, alike by —v^~

emigrants from them all. WW
A more serious matter was that of the customs.

New York had yielded to the temptation to establish

a custom-house for the sole benefit of its own treas-

ury. Richard Henry Lee taught the authors of the

measure that they were defending the rights of the

states, and preserving congress from the corimpting

influence of an independent revenue. Comforted by

these opinions of an eminent statesman whom con-

gress had raised to its presidency. New York per-

sisted in treatino; the revenue levied on the com-

merce of its port as its own ; and here was a real

impediment to union.

Sadder was the institution of slavery ; for the con-

flicting opinions and interests involved in its perma-

nence could never be reconciled.



CHAPTER VI.

state laws impairing the obliaatiox of contracts

prove the need of an overruling union.

Befoee May, 1787.

^^^|P- A BEiLLiANT artist has painted Fortune as a beau-

^^>~^ tiful woman entlironed on a globe, whicli for the mo-

J YooT nient is at rest, but is ready to roll at the slightest

touch. A country whose people are marked by in-

ventive genius, industiy, and skill, whose immense

domain is exuberantly fertile, whose abounding prod-

ucts the rest of the world cannot dispense with,

may hold her fast, and seat her immovably on a ped-

estal of four square sides.

The thirteen American states had a larger experi-

ence of the baleful consequences of paper money
than all the world besides. As each of them had a

legislation of its o^^ti, the laws were as variant as

they were inconvenient and unjust. The shilling had

differing rates from its sterling value to an eighth of

a dollar. The confusion in computing the worth of

the currency of one state in that of another was

hopelessly increased by the laws, which discriminated
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between different kinds of paper issued by the same chap.

state ; so tliat a volume could liardly hold the tables .-^^

of the reciprocal rates of exchange. Moreover, any ll\^~

man loaning money or making a contract, in his own
state or in another, was liable at any time to loss by

some fitful act of separate legislation. The necessity

of providing more effectually for the security of pri-

vate rights and the steady dispensation of justice,

more, perhaps, than anj^thing else, brought about the

new constitution.*

No sooner had the ciy of the martyrs of Lexing- 1 7 7 5.

ton reached Connecticut than its legislature put forth

paper money for war expenses, and continued to do

so till October, 1777. There were no other issues

till 1780, and these were not made legal tender in

private transactions.''

In October of that year the legislature of the state, 1 7 8 o.

once for all, interposed itself between the creditor

and debtor. It discriminated between contracts that

were rightly to be paid in gold and silver and con-

tracts understood to be made in paper currency,

whether of the continent or of the state. A pay-

table for settling the progressive rate of depreciation

was constructed; and, to avoid the injustice which

might come from a strict application of the laws, it

gave to the court authority through referees, or, if

either party refused a reference, by itself, to take all

circumstances into consideration, and to determine

the case according to the rules of equity.'

In this wise the relations between debtor and cred-

^ Gilpin, 804 ; Elliot, 163. ' Laws of Connecticut, ed. 1786,
* Bronson's Connecticut Curren- 49, 50.

cy, 137.
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CHAP, itor in Connecticut were settled summarily and finally,

v^-.-^ and no room left for rankling discontent. The fii^st

17 8 0. of ii^Q New England states to issue paper money on

tlie sudden call to arms was the fii'st to return to the

use of coin. The mde-spread movements of 1786

for the issue of paper money never prevailed within

its borders. Its people, as they were frugal, indus-

trious, and honest, dwelt together in peace, while

other states were rent by faction.

Massachusetts, after the downfall of the continental

paper, returned to the sole use of gold and silver

in contracts; but its statesmen had before them a

most difficult task, for the people had been tempted

by the low prices of foreign goods to run into debt,

and their resources, from the interruption of their sale

of ships and fish-oil in England, of fish and lumber in

the British West Indies, and from the ruin of home

manufacturers by the cheapness of foreign goods, were

exhausted. While it established its scale of depre-

ciation, it did not, like Connecticut, order an imj)artial

and definitive settlement between the creditor and

J
5^3- debtor, but dallied with danger. In July, 1782, it

allowed, for one year, judgments to be satisfied by

the tender of neat cattle or other enumerated articles

at an appraisement; but the creditor had only to

wait till the year should expire. Repeated temporary

stay-laws gave no real relief ; they flattered and de-

ceived the hope of the debtor, exasperating alike him

1-7 8 6. and his creditor.' But when, in May, 1786, a peti-

tion was presented from towns in Bristol county for

an emission of paper money, out of one hundred and

* Minot's Insurrection of Massachusetts, 14.
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eighteen members in the house of representatives, it chap.

received only nineteen votes, and only thii^ty-five out -^^-^^

of one hundred and twenty-four supported the plan i v 8 6.

of making real and personal estate tender on an ap-

praisement in discharge of an execution.

In like manner New Hampshii*e, after the peace, 1 7 8 3-

shunned the emission of paper money. Its people

suffered less than Massachusetts, because they were

far less in debt.

Alone of the New England states, Rhode Island, use.

after the peace, resumed the attempt to legislate value

into paper. The question had divided the electors

of the state into political parties ; the farmers in the

villages were arrayed against the merchants and trad-

ers of the larger towns; and in May, 1786, after a

hard contest, the party in favor of paper money, with

John Collins for governor, came into power.

In all haste the legislature authorized the issue of

one hundred thousand pounds to be loaned out to

any man of Rhode Island at four per cent for seven

years, after which one seventh was to be repaid an-

nually. These bills were made a legal tender except

for debts due to charitable corporations. A large

part of the debt of the state Avas paid in them.

To escape the very heavy fine for refusing to sell

goods for paper as the full equivalent of S23ecie,* the

merchants of Newport closed their shops. The act

speedily provoked litigation. In September a com-

plaint was made against a butcher for refusing to

receive paper at par in payment for meat. The case

was tried before a full bench of the five judges.

' Compare Otto to Yergennes, 6 Aug., 1786.
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CHAP. Vamiim in an elaborate arsTiment set forth the un-
VI ...

.^-r^ constitutionality of the law and its danger as a

17 8 6. precedent. Goodmn answered that it conflicted with

nothing in the charter, Avhich was the fundamental

law of Rhode Island. Judge Howell the next morn-

ing, delivering the unanimous opinion of the court,

declared the acts unconstitutional and void, and dis-

missed the case as not within the jurisdiction of

the court. At the decision, one universal shout of

joy rang through the court-house. The assembly

of Rhode Island summoned the judges to assign

the reasons for their judgment. Three of the five

obeyed the summons. At the next session of the

legislature Howell, with two associates, defended the

opinion of the bench and denied the accountability

of the supreme judiciary to the general assembly.

The assembly resolved that no satisfactory reasons

had been rendered by the bench for its judgment,

and discharged them from further attendance.

New York successfully extricated itself from the

confusion of continental and state paper money;

but in April of the fatal year 1786 its legislature,

after long debates, made remarkable by the remon-

strances of Duer, voted to emit two hundred thou-

sand pounds in bills of credit. The money so emit-

ted was receivable for duties, and was made a legal

tender in all suits.'

In the council of revision stronsr but not successful

objections were raised. Livingston,'' the chancellor,

set forth that a scarcity of money can be remedied

* Jones and Varick's New York " Street's Council of Revision of

Laws, ed. 1789, 283. the State of New York, 409.
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only by industry and economy, not by laws that fos- chap.

ter idleness and dissipation ; that the bill, under the ^—>-^

appearance of relief, would add to the distress of the i "^ ^ 6.

debtor ; that it at the same instant solicited and de-

stroyed credit ; that it would cause the taxes and

debts of the state to the United States to be paid in

paper. Hobart, one of the justices, reported that it

would prove an unwarrantable interference in j)rivate

contracts,* and to this objection Livingston'' gave his

adhesion. Morris, the chief justice, objected to re-

ceiving the bills in the custom-house treasuiy as

money, and held that the enactment would be work-

ing iniquity by the aid of law ;

' but a veto was not

agreed upon.

Livingston, the governor of New Jersey, commu- 1 7 8 3.

nicating to its legislature in May, 1783, the tidings

of peace, said :
" Let us show ourselves worthy of

freedom by an inflexible attachment to public faith

and national honor ; let us establish our character as

a sovereign state * on the only durable basis of im-

partial and universal justice." The legislature re-

sponded to his words by authorizing the United

States to levy the duty on commerce which it re-

quired, and by making a provision for raising ninety

thousand pounds by taxation for the exigencies of

that year. In settling debts it was made lawful for

the court and jury to decide the case to the best of

their knowledge, agreeably to equity and good con-

science.' But in the following December the legisla-

* Street's Council of Revision of * Mulford's New Jersey, 473.
the State of New York, 413. ^ Act of June, 1783. Pater-

^ Ibid., 415. son's Laws of New Jersey, ed.
' Ibid. 1800, 50.
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CHAP, ture returned to tlie emission of paper money, and
V r— authorized tlie issue of more tlian tliii'ty-one tliou-

1 ^ ^ ^- sand pounds ' to supply its quota for the year.

17 8 6. Once launched again into the issue of paper mon-

ey, it yielded to the impulse of the times.

In the conflict, the arguments against paper money
were stated so fully and so strongly that later ^ATiters

on political economy have added nothing to the prac-

tical wisdom of the thoughtful men of that day ; and

yet in 1786 a bill for the emission of one hundred

thousand pounds marched in triumph thi^ough its

assembly, sitting with closed doors. In the council

it was lost by eight voices to five." In consequence

of this check, the effigy of Livingston, the aged

governor, was dra^vn up to the stake near Eliza-

bethtown, but not consigned to the flames from

reverence for the first mas^istrate of the common-
wealth ; that of a member of the council was burned.

In May the governor and council thought proper

to yield, and the biU. for paper money became a

law. A law for paying debts in lands or chat-

tels was repealed within eight months of its enact-

ment.

The opulent state of Pennsylvania by a series of

laws emerged from the paper currency of the war.

17 8 4. But in December, 1784, debts contracted before 1777

were made payable in three annual instalments." In

178 5. 1785 one hundred and fifty thousand pounds were

issued in bills of credit, to be received as gold and

^ Wilson's Laws of New Jersey, 1786. MS. Otto to Vergennes,
ed. 1784, 363. 17 March, 1786. MS.

* Grayson to Madison, 23 March, ^ Dallas's Laws of Pennsylvania,
ii. 236.
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silver in payments to tlie state ;
* and fifty thousand chap.

pounds were emitted in bills of credit on loan." The -^-^^

bank of the United States refusino; to receive these ^'^^^-

bills as of equal value with its own, its act of incor-

poration by the state was repealed.

In February, 1785, Delaware called in all its out- 17 85.

standing bills of credit, whether emitted before or

since the declaration of independence, with orders for

redeeming them at the rate of one pound for seventy-

five. After six months they would cease to be re-

deemable.'

Maryland, in its June session of 1780, emitted i'7 8o.

thirty thousand pounds sterling to be a legal tender

for all debts and contracts. In the same session it

was enacted that all contracts expressed in writing

to be in specie were to be paid in specie. In 1782 i'7 8 2.

it enacted a stay-law extending to January, 1784, and

during that time the debtor might make a tender of

slaves, or land, or almost anything that land pro-

duced; but the great attempt in 1786 to renew pa- i78 6.

per money, though pursued with the utmost violence

and passion, and carried in the assembly, was suc-

cessfully held in check by the senate.

Georgia, in August, 1782, stayed execution for two 1 78 2.

years from and after the passing of the act. In Feb-

ruary, 1785, its bills of credit were ordered to be re- i785.

deemed in specie certificates, at the rate of one thou-

sand for one. This having been done, in August of 1 7 s 6.

the next year fifty thousand pounds were emitted in

bills of credit, which were secured " by the guaran-
* Dallas's Laws of Pennsylvania, ' Laws of Delaware, ed. 1797,

ii. 257. 801.
' Ibid., 394.
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teed lionor and faitli " of tlie state, and by a mort-

gage on a vast and most fertile tract of public land/

^ "^ ^ ^- South Carolina attracted more attention. In Feb-

ruary, 1782, that state repealed its laws making pa-

per money a legal tender. Twenty days later the

commencement of suits was suspended till ten days

after the sitting of the next general assembly."" The
178 3. new legislature, in March, 1783, established, as in

other states, a table of depreciation, so that debts

might be discharged according to their real value at

the time of the original contract." On the twenty-

17 8 4. sixth day of March, 1784, came the great ordinance

for the payment of debts in foui' annual instal-

17 8 6. ments, beginning on the first day of January, 1786 ;*

but before the arrival of the first epoch a law of

October, 1785, which soon became known as the

"barren land law," authorized the debtor to ten-

der to the plaintiff such part of his property, real or

personal, as he should think proper, even though it

were the very poorest of his estate, and the creditor

must accept it at three fourths of its appraised value.

Simultaneously mth this act South Carolina issued

one hundred thousand pounds in bills of credit, to

be loaned at seven per cent. The period for the in-

stalments was still further renewed and prolonged.^

During the war. North Carolina made lavish use of

17 83. paper money. In April, 1783, after the return of

peace, it still, under various pretences, put into circu-

lation one hundred thousand pounds—the pound in

» Watkins's Diciest of the Laws ' Ibid., 563.

of Georjria, 314, 315. * Ibid., 640, 641.

^Statutes at Large of South Mbid., 710-712.
Carolina, iv. 513.
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that state being equal to two and one lialf Sj)anis]i chap.

milled dollars ; and in the same session, but after .-^^-L.

mucli debate, suits were suspended for twelve months.* i '^ ^ 3.

The town of Edenton, using the words of James Ire-

dell, instructed their representatives and senator in

these words :
" We earnestly entreat, for the sake of

our officers and soldiers, as well as our own and that

of the public at large, that no more paper money un-

der any circumstances may be made, and that, as far

as possible, the present emission may be redeemed

and burned." But the protest availed nothing. In

November, 1785, one hundred thousand pounds paper 1 7 8 5.

currency were again ordered to be emitted, and to be

a lawful tender in all payments whatever. So, while

the confederation was gasping for life, the finances of

North Carolina, both public and private, were threat-

ened with ruin by an ii^redeemable currency.

The redemption of the country from the blight of ll\^{

paper money depended largely on Vii^ginia. The

greatest state in the union, resisting its governor and

British forces at the outbreak of the revolution, con-

quering the North-west, supplying almost the chief

force of Greene at the South, then again the seat of

the war in its last active year, it far exceeded any

other state in its emission of millions in paper money.

After the victoiy at Yorktown, Virginia ceased to

vote new paper money. The old was declared to be

no longer receivable, except for the taxes of the year,

and it was made redeemable in loan office certificates

at the rate of one thousand for one." In retaliation

* Life of Iredell, ii. 46. = Heniog, x. 456.

''Ibid., 63.
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CHEAP. for the most wanton destruction of property, Britisli

debts were not recoverable in tlie courts. For others
1782.

it constructed a scale of depreciation in tlie settlement

of contracts made in tlie six years following tlie first

of January, 1777. It had stay-laws. For a short

time it allowed executions to be satisfied by the

tender of tobacco, flour, and hemp at a j^rice to be

settled every month by county courts.' For a year

or two lands and negroes might be tendered on judg-

ments, but every contract made since the first of Jan-

uary, 1782," was to be discharged in the manner speci-

fied by the contract. So Virginia returned to the use

17 8 5. of coin. But in 1785 rumors went abroad that the

assembly was resolved to issue a paper currency.

George Mason, then in private life, scoffed at solemnly

pledging the public credit which had so often been

disregarded, and declared that, though they might

pass a law to issue paper money, twenty laws would
not make the people receive it." At the end of the

session Madison could write to Jefferson * that, though

the desire of paper money had discovered itself, "no
overt attempt was made !

"

1 7 8 G. It became known that Meriwether Smith and oth-

ers, aided by an unfavorable balance of trade and the

burden of heavy taxation, would at the next session

move for a paper medium. Aware of the danger,

Washington insisted that George Mason should be a

candidate for the assembly ; and his election proved

a counterpoise to the popular cry. Again, quoting

from his own circular of June, 1783, that "honesty
' Hening, xi. 75, 76. ' George Mason to Washington,
» Ibid., 176-180. 9 Nov., 1785. MS.

* Works of Madison, i. 218.
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will be found, on every experiment, the best pol- chap.

icy," lie encouraged Bland to firmness. The subject —-r—
of paper money was introduced in October, 1786, by I'^^e.

petitions from two counties, was faintly supported by
" a few obscure patrons," was resisted as an encour-

agement to " fraud in states against each other," and

"as a disgrace to republican governments in the

eyes of mankind ;

" then, by eighty-five against sev-

enteen, it was voted to be "unjust, impolitic, de-

structive of public and private confidence, and of that

virtue which is the basis of republican government."

The words show the mind and hand of Madison,

There was need of a new bill on the district courts,

but it was clogged with the proposal for the payment

of private debts in three annual instalments. Madison

held that "no legislative principle could vindicate such ,

an interposition of the law in private contracts," and

the bill was lost, though but by one vote.' The taxes

of the year were allowed to be paid in tobacco as " a

commutable." " These, and such like things," such was

the unbending criticism of Washington, "are extreme-

ly hurtful, and may be reckoned among the principal

sources of the evils and the corruption of the present

day ; and this, too, without accomplishing the object

in view, for, if we mean to be honest, debts and taxes

must be paid with the substance and not the shadow."
""

Excusing the legislature, Madison answered :
" The

original object was paper money
;
petitions for gradu-

ated certificates succeeded; next came instalments,

and lastly a project for making property a tender for

» Madison, i. 339, 253, 253, 255, * Washington to Madison. MS.
260, 365, 266.
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CHAP, debts at four fifths of its value ; all these Iiave been

^^r^ happily got rid of by very large majorities."

'

17 8 6. The mind of the country bent itself with all its

energy to root out the evils of paper money and
establish among the states one common rule by

178 7. which the obligation of contracts might be pre-

served unimpaii^ed. No remedy would avail that

did not reach them all. They found that for the

security of money there were but two remedies

:

fi'ugality to diminish the need of it, and increased

industry to produce more of it. They found that

paper money drives specie away ; that every new
issue hastens its disappearance, destroying credit and
creating a famine of money ; that every penalty for

the refusal to accept paper money at par lowers its

worth, and that the heavier the penalty the more
sure is the decline. They saw the death-blow that

is given to credit when confidence, which must be

voluntary, is commanded by force. They saw that

the use of paper money robs industry, fi'ugality, and

honesty of their natural rights in behalf of spend-

thrifts and adventurers." Grayson held that paper

money with a tender annexed to it was in conflict

with that degree of security to property which was
fundamental in every state in the union.' He further

thought that " congress should have the power of

preventing states fi'om cheating one another, as well

as their own citizens, by means of paper money." *

* Madison, i. 267, 2G8. the years immediately preceding
' Compare the writings and opin- 1 787.

ions of William Paterson, R. R. ^ Grayson to Madison, 23 March,
Livingston, R. H. Lee, Madison, 1784. MS.
and others, written or uttered in * Ibid., 28 May, 1786. MS.
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Madison classified the evils to be remedied under chap.
VI.

the four heads of depreciated paper as a legal ten- v.^^—

der, of property substituted for money in payment of i *? ^ v.

debts, of laws for paying debts by instalments, and
" of the occlusion of the courts of Justice

;

" to root

out the dishonest system effectually, he held it neces-

sary to give the general government not only the

right to regulate coin as in the confederation, but to

prevent interference with state, inter-state, and for-

eign contracts by separate legislation of any state.

The evil was everywhere the subject of reprobation

;

the citizens of Massachusetts, as we learn from one of

its historians,* complained of " retrospective laws ;

"

Pelatiah Webster, of Philadelphia, set forth that

" these acts alter the value of contracts," "" and Wil-

liam Paterson, of New Jersey, one of the best writers

of that day on the subject, pointed out that " the

legislature should leave the parties to the law under

which they contracted."

For resistino; reform, Rhode Island and North Caro-

lina were likely to be the foremost; for demanding it,

and for persisting in the demand, Connecticut had the

most hopeful record. Among the statesmen to whom
the country might look in the emergency, no one had

been more conspicuous or more efficient than Madi-

son ; but Roger Sherman had all the while been a

member of the superior court of his own state, and

so by near observation under great responsibility had

thoroughly studied every aspect of the obligation of

contracts.

* Minot's Insurrection, 15. "^ Webster's Essays, 129, 138.
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CHAPTER VII.

CONGRESS CONFESSES ITS HELPLESSNESS.

CHAP. " At lengtli," so wrote WasHngton to La Fayette

.^^^ in 1783, "I am become a private citizen on tlie banks

178 3- of tlie Potomac, solacing myself Avitli tranquil enjoy-

ments, retiring ivitliin myself, able to tread tlie paths

of private life witli heartfelt satisfaction, envious of

none, determined to be pleased mth all; and, this

being the order for my march, I will move gently

down the stream of life till I sleep "with my fathers."

The French minister, Luzerne, who visited Wash-
ington a few weeks after his return to private life,

" found him attuned in a plain gray suit like a Virginia

farmer." " To secure the happiness of those around

him appeared to be his chief occupation."' His

country with one voice acknowledged that but for

him its war of revolution must have failed. His glory

pervaded the world, and the proofs of it followed him
to his retirement.

Houdon, the great French sculptor of his day,

moved more by enthusiasm for him than by the ex-

pected compensation for making his statue, came over

' Luzerne to Rayneval, 12 April, 1784.
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with his assistants to Mount Vernon to take a mould chap.

of liis person, to study his countenance, to watch his ..^-^-L.

step as he walked over his fields, his attitude as he nss-

paused; and so he has preserved for posterity the

features and the form of Washington.

Marie Antoinette added words of her own to those

of the King of France, who invited him to visit them.

Luzerne pressed the invitation as the heartfelt desire

of the French people. "Come to France," wrote

Rochambeau, speaking the wish of all the French

officers who had served in America ;
" come, and, in a

country which honors you, be assured of a rece23tion

without example, after a revolution which has not its

like in history." But his presence was needed at home
to retrieve his affairs from the confusion consequent

on his long ser^dce in the war ; during which he not

only refused all pay, but subscribed what he could to

the public loans. Of these the amount of the princi-

pal had been reduced, and the interest, proportionately

reduced, was paid in paper almost worthless. More-

over, persons indebted to him had seized their oppor-

tunity to pay him in depreciated continental bills.

His estate, than which " no one in United America"

seemed to him "more pleasantly situated," consisted

of over nine thousand acres, for the most part of a

grayish clay soil, lying on the south bank of the Poto-

mac, and ha\'ing, on the east and west, rivulets which

rose and fell with the tides, and which, like the main

stream, abounded in fish. He would gladly have

found a tenant for two thirds of it at an annual rent

of three thousand dollars ; but was obliged to retain

the management of the whole.
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CHAP. His unpretending mansion, with rooms of low ceil-

-^

—

^ ings, and neither many nor large, was well placed on a

JJg^"
high bank of the river. For beautifying the gi^ounds

around it, he would ride in the fine season into the

forests and select great numbers of well-shaped trees

and shmbs, elms and live-oaks, the pines and the hem-

lock, holly-trees and magnolias, the red-bud, the thorn,

and many others, and would transplant them in the

proper season. His orchard he filled with the best

cherries and pears and apples.

At the end of a year and a half he had not been

able " to rescue his private concerns fi'om the disorder

into which they had been thrown by the war," though

success in the effort " was become absolutely necessary

for his support." * After he had been at home for two

seasons, his inventory showed of horses one hundred

and thirty, of cattle three hundred and thirty-six, of

sheep two hundred and eighty-three ; the hogs were

untold, but on one winter's day a hundred and twenty-

eight were killed, weighing more than seventeen thou-

sand pounds. His " negroes," in February, 1786, num-
bered two hundred and sixteen." No one of them was
willing to leave him for another master. As it was
his fixed rule never either to buy or to sell a slave,

they had the institution of marriage and secure rela-

tions of family. The sick were pro\dded with the

best medical attendance ; children, the infirm, and the

aged were well cared for. Washington was but the

director of his community of black people in their

labor, mainly for their o-vvn subsistence. For the

'Washington to Humphreys. ' From entries in Washington's
Sparks, ix. 113. unpublished Diary.
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market they produced scarcely anytliing but " a little chap.

wheat:" and after a season of drouo-lit even their .^....^

own support had to be eked out from other resources ;
i *? s 3-

so that, with all his method and good Judgment, he,

like Madison of a later day, and in accord with com-

mon experience in Virginia, found that where negroes

continued on the same land, and they and all their

increase were maintained upon it, their owner would

gradually become more and more embarrassed or im-

poverished. As to bounty lands received for service

in the seven years' war, and his other domains beyond

the Alleghany, he "found distant property in lands

more pregnant of perplexities than j^rofit." His in-

come, uncertain in its amount, was not sufficient to

meet his unavoidable expenses, and he became more

straitened for money than he had ever been since his

boyhood ; so that he was even obliged to delay paying

the annual bill of his physician, to put off the tax-

gatherer once and again, and, what was harder, to de-

fer his charities ; for, while it was his habit to conceal

his gifts, he loved to give, and to give liberally.

Toward the runaway slave Washington was severe.

He wished that the Northern states would permit

men of the South to travel in them mth their attend-

ants, though they might be slaves ; and he earnestly

disapproved of the interj^osition of the philanthropist

between the slave and his holder ; but, while express-

ing these opinions, he at the same time took care to

write, most emphatically, that no one more desired

universal emancipation than himself. He pressed his

conviction upon the leading politicians in Yii'ginia

that the gradual abolition of slavery " certainly might,
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CHAP, and assuredly ouglit to, be effected ; and that, too, by
v^-^ legislative authority." ' When Coke and Asbury, the

^- first superintendents of the Methodists, asked him to

aid their petition to the Virginia legislature for an act

of universal emancipation, he told them frankly that

" he was of their sentiments, and should this petition

be taken into consideration he would signify it to the

assembly in a letter. " * Finding that the legislature

of the state would not entertain a motion to do away
with slavery, he sought to devise practicable plans

for emancipating his negroes and providing for him-

self and them ; not succeeding, he secured their en-

franchisement by his will."

The hardships of the camp had worn upon his

constitution, and he was persuaded that he would

not live to great age." The piice of health to him
from day to day was to pass much of the time in

the open air, especially on horseback. Receiving

from Europe gifts of the best fox-hounds, he would

join in the chase, sometimes came in first, but de-

lighted most in a good run when every one was pres-

ent at the death.

It was his earliest care at Mount Vernon to ari'ange

his papers relating to the war for the use of the his-

torian. Being asked to write his commentaries, he

answered :
" If I had talents for it, the consciousness

^ Sparks, ix. 163, 104. rectecl my attention. The idea has
* Coke's First Journal, 45. prevailed that Washington married
^ Wasliington could emancipate a woman of fortune. Her first

his own slaves, but not those of husband dying, left his affairs in

his wife's estate ; and the two an embarrassed condition, and they
classes were linked together by certainly remained so in the hands
marriage and family ties. To this of his executor or agent for nearlj'^

difficulty in the way of emancipat- thirty years, and probably longer,

ing his own negroes, Madison di- * Sparks, ix. 78.
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of a defective education, and a certainty of a want of chap.

time, unfit me for sucli an undertaking."

'

.^^-L.

Every one agreed tliat Washington's " character was ^^"j^^^^

perfectly amiable." In his retii^ement he so practised

all the virtues of private life that the synod of the

Presbyterians held him up to the world as the ex-

ample of purity. To use the words of one who knew

him well, "The breath of slander never breathed

upon him in his life nor upon his ashes." He was

generous to the extent of his means and beyond them.

Young persons who came under his control or his

guardianship he taught method in their expenses, and

above all he inculcated on them the duty of husband-

ing their means so as to be always able and ready to

give.

Washington was from his heart truly and deeply

relio-ious. His convictions became more intense from

the influence of the great events of his life on his

character. As he looked back upon the thick-set

dangers through which he had steered, we know

from himself that he could not but feel that he had

been sustained by "the all-powerful guide and dis-

penser of human things." ' Of the Protestant Epis-

copal Church, he belonged decidedly to the party

of moderation, and "had no desire to open a corre-

spondence mth the newly ordained bishop" of Con-

necticut.' Not a metaphysician nor an analyzer of

creeds, his religious faith came from his experience

in action. No man more thoroughly believed in the

overruling Providence of a just and almighty power
;

» Sparks, ix. 113. ' Diary for Monday, 10 Oct.,

* Ibid., 21, 33. 1785. MS.
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^viV ^^^ ^^ ^ chemist knows that the leaf for its green-
•~^^-~^ ness and beauty and health needs the help of an efflu-
17 8 3— • •

17 8 7. ence from beyond this planet, so Washington beheld

in the movements of nations a marshalling intelli-

gence which is above them all, and which gives order

and unity to the universe.

Like almost every great warrior, he hated war, and

wished to see that plague to mankind banished from

the earth.' " I never exj)ect to di^aw my sword again,"

he said in 1T85 to one of the French officers who had

served in America. " I can scarcely conceive the cause

that would induce me to do it. My first wish is to

see the whole world in peace, and its inhabitants one

band of brothers strivino; who should contribute most

to the happiness of mankind." * "As a citizen of the

great republic of humanity," such are his words, " I

indulge the idea that the period is not remote when
the benefits of free commerce mil succeed the devas-

tations and horrors of war." ' He loved to contem-

plate human nature in the state of progressive ame-

lioration." His faith in Providence led him to found

that hope on the belief that justice has a strength of

its o^vn which will by degrees command respect as

the rule for all nations.

He wished success to every people that were strug-

gling for better days. Afflicted by the abject penury of

the mass of the Irish," he gave them his sympathies. A
hope dawned of renewed national life for the Greeks.

He could scarcely conceive that the Turks would be

permitted to hold any of then* possessions in Europe.*

^ Sparks, ix. 112, 113. * Ibid., 306.
' Ibid., 138, 139. " Ibid., 398.
3 Ibid., 193, 194. " Ibid., 860.
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He welcomed witli enthusiasm tlie approach of the chap.

French revolution, and at an early day pointed out -^^
the danger that menaced the king and his only ave- ^ '^ ^ ^•

nue of safety ; saying :
" His Most Christian Majesty

speaks and acts in a style not very pleasing to re-

publican ears or to republican forms, nor to the- tem-

per of his own subjects at this day. Liberty, when
it begins to take root, is a plant of rapid growth

;

the checks he endeavors to give it by armies and the

nobility will kindle a flame, which may be smothered

for a while but not extinguished ! When people are

oppressed with taxes, and have cause to believe that

there has been a misapplication of the money, they ill

brook the language of despotism."
*

To Lafayette, whose desire to signalize himself he

well understood, he said :
" Great moderation should

be used on both sides ; I caution you against running

into extremes and prejudicing your cause."
*

In foreign affairs Washington inclined neither to

France nor to England ; his system of politics was

impartially American. At home he was devoted to

no state, to no party. His mind, though he was of

Virginia, was free from any bias, northern or south-

ern, the allegiance of his heart being given to United

America.

At Mount Vernon, on the twenty-eighth of March, 1 7 8 5,

1785, the joint commissioners of the two states di-

vided by the Potomac, George Mason and Alexander

Henderson, of Virginia; Daniel of St, Thomas Jeni-

fer, Thomas Stone, and Samuel Chase, of Maryland,

met under the auspices of Washington. As his near

' Sparks, ix. 333. ^ Ibid., 381.
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CHAP, neighbor, intimate Mend, and old political associate,

s.^.^-^ Mason felt Ms influence and entered with zeal and a
178 5. strong sense of duty into the movements that led to

union.

The commissioners prepared the tenns of a com-

pact between the two states for the jurisdiction over

the waters of the Chesapeake bay and the rivers that

were common to both states ; and, conforming to the

wishes of Washington, they requested Pennsylvania

to grant the free use of the branches of the Ohio

within its limits, for establishing the connection be-

tween that river and the Potomac/

The primary object of their commission being ful-

filled, they took up matters of general policy, and

recommended to the two states a unifonnity of duties

on imports, a unifonnity of commercial regulations,

and a uniformity of currency." George Mason was
charged with the report of theii' doings to the legis-

lature of his state.

When the assembly of Vii'ginia came together, con-

gress and the country were rent by the question of

investing congress with an adequate power over trade.

The Eastern and Middle states were zealous for the

measure; the Southern were di^dded; Pennsylvania

had established duties of its o^^'n, with the avowed
object of encouraging domestic manufactures ; South

Carolina was deliberating on the distresses of her

Nov. commerce. In the assembly of Yii-ginia, in which
there was a great conflict of ojiinion, Madison ' spoke

for the grant of power as fraught ^^dth no danger to

* Pennsylvania Archives, 511. 'Notes of Madison's speech in
" liives' Madison, ii. 58. Madison, i. 201, 303.
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the liberties of the states, and as needful in order to chap.

conduct the foreign relations, to an^est contention ^-^
between the states, to prevent enactments of one ^'^^^•

state to the injury of: another, to establish a system

intelligible to foreigners trading with the United

States, to counteract the evident design of Great

Britain to weaken the confederacy, and to preserve

the federal constitution, which, like all other institu-

tions, could not remain long after it should cease to be

useful. The dissolution of the union would be the

signal for standing armies in the several states, bur-

densome and perpetual taxes, clashing systems of for-

eign j)olitics, and an appeal to the sword in every

petty squabble. Washington being invited to offer

suggestions,* answered :
" The proposition is self-evi-

dent. We are either a united people or we are not so.

If the foiTuer, let us in all matters of national concern

act as a nation which has a national character to sup-

port." ' " If the states individually attempt to regu-

late commerce, an abortion or a many-headed monster

would be the issue. If we consider ourselves or wish

to be considered by others as a united people, why
not adopt the measures which are characteristic of it,

and support the honor and dignity of one ? If we
are afraid to trust one another under qualified powers,

there is an end of the imion."
°

The house was disposed to confide to congress a

power over trade ; but, by the stratagem of the ad-

versaries of the resolutions, the duration of the gi'ant

was limited to thirteen years. This limitation, which
* David Stuart to Washington, ' Washington to Stuart, 30 Nov.,

16 Nov., 1785. MS. 1785.
" Sparks, ix. 145, 146.

r
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CHAP, was reported on the last day of November, took from

.^v^ the movement all its value. " It is better," so wrote

1 "^ 8 5. Madison to AYashiugton, " to trust to further experi-

ence, and even to distress, for an adequate remedy than

to try a temporary measure which may stand in the

way of a permanent one. The difficulty now found

in obtaining a unanimous concurrence of the states in

any measure must increase with eveiy increase of

their numbers."

'

i^ec. All was at a stand, when suddenly a ray of light

was thrown upon the assembly by Maryland. On
the fifth of December the adhesion of that state to

the compact relating to the jurisdiction of the waters

of Chesapeake bay and the Potomac was laid be-

fore Virginia, which without delay enacted a corre-

sponding law of equal liberality and precision.'' The

desire of Maryland was likewise announced to invite

the concurrence of Delaware and Pennsylvania in a

plan for a canal between the Chesapeake and the Dela-

ware ;
" and if that is done," said Madison, " Delaware

and Pennsylvania will wish the same compliment paid

to their neighbors." But the immediate measure of

Maryland was communicated in a letter from its legis-

lature to the legislature of Virginia, proposing that

commissioners from all the states should be invited to

meet and regulate the restrictions on commerce for

the whole.' Madison instantly saw the advantage of

" a politico-commercial commission " for the continent.

* In Elliot, i. 114, the resoln- stroiic^est opponent. Madison, i.

tions as reported on the 30th No- 205, 206, and compare 203.

vember are published as Madison's ;
' Ilening, xii. 50, 55.

but they found in Madison their * Stuart to Washington, 18 Dec,
1785. MS.
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Conscious of liaviuo; in liis zeal for tlie resreneration chap.
• • • VII

of the union gone beyond the opinions to which the _-.,,_^

majority of the house had as yet arrived, he kept in i '^ § 5.

the backgi'ound and prevailed on Tyler, one of the

zealots for the independence of the states, to offer the

resolution which he had drafted for the appointment

of commissioners from Vii'ginia and all the other

states, to digest and report the requisite augmentation

of the powers of congi-ess over trade, their report to

be of no force until it should be unanimously ratified

by the several states/ The resolution, was suffered to ^j^^^^"

lie on the table till the last day in the session ; then,

on the twenty-first of January, 1786, it went through

both branches of the legislature by a large majority.

Among the commissioners who were chosen, Madi-

son was the first selection on the part of the house.

The commissioners named the first Monday of Sep-

tember for the day of their meeting, and Annapolis

as the place, on account of its remoteness from the

influences of congress and the centres of trade. The
invitations to the states were made through the execu-

tive of Virginia.

On the twenty-second Madison wrote to Monroe : 22.

" The expedient is better than nothing ; and, as the

recommendation of additional powers to congress is

within the purview of the commission, it may possi-

bly lead to better consequences than at first occur."'"

The sixth congress could not be organized until the

twenty-third of November, 1785, when, seven states

being present, David Eamsay, of South Carolina, was
elected president. For the half of December not

* Rives, ii. 60. = Madison, i. 333.
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CHAP, states enough were present to do business. So soon

._.^_ as there was a permanent quorum, it was agreed that

17 8 6. the confederation had its vices, and the question of

policy was : Shall these vices be corrected gradually

through congress, or at once and completely thi'ough

Feb. a convention? Just seventeen days after Virginia

had invited the states to a common consultation at

Annapolis, Charles Pinckney, of South Carolina, in a

motion of very great length, ascribed the extension of

the commerce and the security of the liberties of the

states to the joint efforts of the whole :
" They have,

therefore," he insisted, " wisely determined to make
the welfare of the union their first object, reflecting

that in all federal reg-ulations somethins: must be

yielded to aid the whole, and that those who expect

support must be ready to afford it." ' The motion,

after being under discussion for two days, was re-

15. ferred to a committee of five. On the fifteenth,

King, Pinckney, Kean, Monroe, and Pettit, representa-

tives of South Carolina and the three great states,

reported :
" The requisitions of congress, for eight

years past, have been so irregular in their operation,

so uncertain in their collection, and so evidently un-

productive, that a reliance on them in future as a

source from whence moneys ai'e to be drawn to dis-

charge the engagements of the confederacy would be

not less dishonorable to the understandino-s of those

who entertain such confidence than danoferous to the

welfare and peace of the union. The committee are,

therefore, seriously impressed with the indispensable

obligation that congress are under of representing to

* Journals of ConOTess, iv. 617.
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tlie immediate and impartial consideration of the sev- chap.

eral states the utter impossibility of maintaining and .^v—
preserving the faith of the federal government by i '^ ^ 6.

temporary requisitions on the states, and the conse-

quent necessity of an early and complete accession of

all the states to the revenue system of the eighteenth

of April, 1783." ' "After the most solemn delibera-

tion, and under the fullest conviction that the public

embarrassments are such as above represented, and

that they are daily increasing, the committee are of

opinion that it has become the duty of congress to

declare most explicitly that the crisis has arrived

when the people of these United States, by whose

will and for whose beneiit the federal government

was instituted, must decide whether they will sup-

port their rank as a nation by maintaining the public

faith at home and abroad ; or whether, for want of a

timely exertion in establishing a general revenue and

thereby giving strength to the confederacy, they will

hazard not only the existence of the union, but of

those great and invaluable privileges for which they

have so arduously and so honorably contended.'""

Thus congress put itseK on trial before the country,

and the result of the year was to decide on their com-

petency to be the guardians of the union and the

upholders of its good faith. They must either exer-

cise negation of self and invite the states to call a

general convention, or they must themselves present

to the country for its approval an amended consti-

tution, or they must find out how to make their own
powers under the confederation work efficiently.

^ Journals of Congress, iv. 619. * Ibid., 620.
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CHAP. Should they fail in all the three, they will have given

v.^-.-^ an irreversible verdict against themselves. The com^se

11 s&. Qf events relatino; to the welfare of the whole was

watched by the country more carefully than ever be-

fore. Far and wide a general convention was become

the subject of thought ; and " a plan for it was form-

ing, though it was as yet immatui'e."
*

New Jersey, which had all along vainly sought the

protection of the general government against the tax-

ation of her people by a local duty levied on all their

importations from abroad for theii' ovra. consumption

through the port of New York, at last, kindled with a

sense of her TVTongs, and in a resentful mood, voted by

"^Q • a very large majority that she would pay no part of the

last requisition of congress until all the states should

have accepted the measure of an impost for the bene-

fit of the general treasury. Alarmed at this movement,

congress deputed Charles Pinckney, Gorham, and

Grayson to represent to the legislature of New Jersey

the fatal consequences that must ine^dtably result to

that state and to the union from their refusal to com-

ply with the requisition of the last congress. Gray-

son looked upon their vote as little else than a decla-

ration of independence. Again Pinckney of South

Carolina took the lead, and, in an address to the New
Jersey legislature of the thirteenth of March, this

was part of his language :
" When these states united,

convinced of the inability of each to support a sepa-

rate system and that their protection and existence

depended on their union, policy as well as prudence

dictated the necessity of forming one general and

* Jay to Washington, 16 March, 1786.
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efficient government, which, while it protected and chap.

secured the whole, left to the several states those ^-^-^

rights of internal sovereignty which it was not neces- ^ "^ ^ ^•

sary to delegate and which could be exercised with-

out injury to the federal authority. If New Jersey

conceives herself oj)pressed under the present con-

federation, let her, through her delegates in congress,

state to them the oppression she complains of, and

urge the calling of a general convention of the states

for the purpose of increasing the powers of the fed-

eral government and rendering it more adequate for

the ends for which it was instituted ; in this consti-

tutional mode of application there can be no doubt of

her meeting with all the support and attention she

can wish. I have long been of opinion that it is the

only true and radical remedy for our public defects,

and shall with pleasure assent to and support any

measure of that kind which may be introduced while

I continue a member of that body."
*

Pleased with the idea of a general convention, New
Jersey recalled its vote, accepted within a week the

invitation of Virginia to a convention at Annapolis,

elected its commissioners, and empowered them " to

consider how far a uniform system in theii' commer-

cial regulations and other, biportant matters might

be necessary to the common interest and permanent

harmony of the several states ; and to report such an

act on the subject as, when ratified by them, would

enable the United States in congress assembled effec-

tually to provide for the exigencies of the union."
"

» Carey's Museum, ii. 155. Otto Report of BerthoLff, the Austrian

to Vergennes, 17 March, 1786. agent.
=> Elliot, i. 117, 118.
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" If it should be determined tliat tlie reform of tlie

confederation is to be made by a convention," so wrote

17 8 6. Mom-oe at tMs time to Madison, " the powers of the

Virginia commissioners who are to go to Annapolis

are inadequate."' Explaining why more extended

powers had not been given, Madison answered :
" The

assembly would have revolted against a plenipoten-

tiary commission to their deputies for the convention

;

the option lay between doing what was done and do-

inof nothing;."

'

March "There have been serious thousrhts in the minds
22. °

of members of congress," wi^ote Grayson to Madison,

" to recommend to the states the meeting of a general

convention to consider of an alteration of the con-

federation, and there is a motion to that effect under

consideration. I have not made up my mind whether

it would not be 'better to bear the ills we have than

fly to those we know not of.' I am, however, in no

doubt about the weakness of the federal government.

If it remains much longer in its present state of im-

becility, we shall be one of the most contemptible

nations on the face of the earth."
'

The subject lingered in congress till the third of

May. Then South Carolina for a third time raised

her voice, and Charles Pinckney moved that a grand

committee be appointed on the affairs of the nation.

"It is necessary," he said, "to infonn the states of

our condition. Cong-ress must be invested witho

' This letter from Monroe, of a * Madison to Monroe, 19 March,

date previous to 19 March, 1786, 1786. Madison, i. 228, 229.

is missing. Its contents are known ' Grayson to Madison, 23 March,

only from the citation of it by 1786. *M9.

Madison.
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greater powers, or tlie federal government must chap.

fall. It is, therefore, necessary for congress either «_~.J_.

to appoint a convention for that purpose, or by i'^^^-

requisition to call on the states for such j)owers

as are necessary to enable it to administer the fed-

eral government." Among some of the defects in

the confederation which he enumerated were, the

want of powers for regulating commerce, for raising

troops, and for executing those powers that were

given. Monroe replied: "Congress has full power

to raise troops, and has a right to compel compliance

with every requisition which does not go beyond the

powers with which it is invested by the confedera-

tion. All the states but New York have invested

congress with commercial powers, and New York is

at this time fi'aming an act on the subject. I, there-

fore, see no occasion for a convention." The discus-

sion was continued at great length, and the matter

referred to a committee of the whole.' But the dis- May.

cussion brouo-ht confess no nearer to the recommen-

dation of a general convention ; its self-love refused

to surrender any of its functions, least of all on the

ground of its own incapacity to discharge them.

Should congress then of itself lay a revision of the

articles of confederation before the states for their

acceptance ? Here Grayson, surveying his colleagues

with a discerning eye, at once convinced himself that

consrress could never asrree on amendments, even

among themselves.* For himself, he held it essential

that the general government should have power to

* Thomas Rodney's Journal. MS. "^ Gravson to Madison, 28 May,
1786. MS.
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CHAP, regulate commerce ; to prohibit the states fi'om issu-

..^^ ing paper money ; to prohibit the slave trade ; to fix

1 '7 8 6. the site of the government in the centre of the union,

that is to say, near Georgeto^vn ; and to change the

method of voting by states to a vote according to pop-

ulation. Of effecting these reforms he had no hope.

He was sure if the question of commerce should be

settled, Massachusetts would be satisfied and refuse

to go further. "Pinckney, the champion of powers

over commerce," he said, " will be astounded when he

meets with a proposition to prevent the states fi'om

importing any more of the seed of Cain." New York
and Pennsylvania would feel themselves aggi'ieved if,

by a national compact, the sessions of congress should

always be held in the centre of the empire. Neither

Maryland, nor Rhode Island, nor New Jersey, would

like to surrender its equal vote for one proportioned

to its real imj)ortance in the Union. Grayson, there-

fore, did not '' think it would be for the advantasfe of

the union that the convention at Annapolis should

produce anything decisive," since it was restricted in

its scope to commerce, and the question which he pro-

posed to Madison was :
" The state of Vii'ginia hav-

ing gone thus far, had she not better go further and

propose to the other states to augment the powers of

the delegates so as to comj)rehend all the grievances

of the union ? "
'

But Pinckney, of South Carolina, was not daunted.

Failing to secui'e the vote of congress for a general

convention, he next obtained the appointment of a

grand committee " to report such amendments to the

* Grayson to Madison, 38 May, 1780. MS.
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confederation as it may be necessary to recommend chap.

to tlie several states for the purpose of obtaining from —,-i.

them such powers as will render the federal govern- ^ '^ ^ 6-

ment adequate to the ends for which it was insti-

tuted." Congress, in a committee of the whole, de-

voted seven days of July and six of August to the

solution of the great question, and before the end of

August the report, which was made by a sub-com-

mittee consisting of Pinckney, Dane, and Johnson,

and accepted by a grand committee, received its final

amended form.'

To the original thii'teen articles of confederation

seven new ones were added.

The United States were to regulate foreign and

domestic trade and collect duties on imports, but

without violating the constitutions of the states. The

revenue collected was to be paid to the state in which

it should accrue.

Congress, on making requisitions on the states, was

to fix " the proper periods when the states shall pass

legislative acts giving full and complete eifect to the

same." In case of neglect, the state was to be charged

at the rate of ten per cent, per annum on its quota in

money, and twelve per cent, on the ascertained aver-

age expenses on its quota of land forces.

If a state should, for ten months, neglect to pass

laws in compliance with the requisition, and if a ma-

jority of the states should have passed such laws,

then, but not till then, the revenue required by con-

* From MS. reports of the com- Pinckney at that time. A copy

mittee. These amended resolu- of them, very greatly abridged,

tions may well be taken as repre- is preserved in the French ar-

senting the intentions of Charles chives.
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CHAP, gress was to be apportioned on towns or counties

^UL and collected by tie collectors of tlie last state

1 '7 8 6. tax. Sliould tliey refuse to act, congress miglit ap-

point others with similar rights and powers, and

mth full power and authority to enforce the collec-

tions. Should a state, or citizens without the disap-

proval of the state, offer opposition, the conduct of

the state was to be considered " as an open violation

of the federal compact."

Interest was to be allowed on advances by states

and charged on arrears.

A new system of revenue could be established by

eleven states out of the thu'teen ; and so in propor-

tion as the number of states might increase.

The United States were to have the sole and ex-

clusive power to define and punish treason against

them, misprision of treason, piracy or felonies on the

high seas, and to institute, by appointments fi'om the

different parts of the union, a federal court of seven

judges, of whom foui' would constitute a quorum, to

hear appeals fi'om the state courts on matters concern-

ing treaties with foreign powers, or the law of nations,

or commerce, or the federal revenues, or important

questions wherein the United States should be a

party.

To enforce the attendance of members of congress,

a state might punish its faulty delegate by a disquali-

fication to hold office under the United States or any

state.

These resolutions, though most earnestly discussed

in congress, were left to repose among its countless

reports. They did not offer one effective remedy for
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existing evils ; tliey never could gain a majority in con- chap.

gress ; no one fancied tliat tliey could obtain the unani- ^^~r-^

mous assent of tlie states ; and, could tliey liave gained ^ '^ ^ ^

it, the articles of confederation would have remained

as feeble as before. Still less was it possible for con-

gress to raise an annual revenue. The country was in

arrears for the interest on its funded debt, and in the

last two years had received not more than haK a mill-

ion dollars in specie from all the states—a sum not

sufficient for the annual ordinary charges of the fed-

eral government. Pennsylvania had complied with

the late requisitions almost with exactitude; Mary-

land and Virginia had furnished liberal supplies ; New
York exerted herself, and successfully, by the aid of

her custom-house ; but Massachusetts and all the other

New Endand states were in arrears, and the three

southernmost states had paid little money since the

conclusion of the late war. Congress confessed that

it could not raise a revenue unless measures were

adopted for funding the foreign and domestic debts,

and they went back to the system framed by Madison

in April, 1783 ; but the success of that measure de-

pended on a unanimous grant of new power to the

general government. All the states except New
York had assented to the principle of deriving a fed-

eral revenue from imports, though the assenting acts

of a majority of them still required modifications.

Congress saw fit to assume that nothing remained

but to obtain the consent of that one state.

In March a meeting of inhabitants of the city of

New York unanimously petitioned the legislature to

consent to the system which could alone give energy
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CHAP, to the union or prosperity to commerce. On tlie other

J3^ hand, it was contended that the confederation and the

1 Y 8 6. constitution of each state are the foundations which

neither congress nor the legislatures of the states can

alter, and on which it is the duty of both to build

;

that the surrender to congress of an independent au-

thority to levy duties would be the surrender of an

authority that inheres necessarily in the respective

letjislatures of each state: that deviation fi'om the

fundamental principles of the American constitutions

would be ruinous, first, to the liberty of the states,

and then to their existence ; that congress, abeady

holdins: in one hand the sword, would hold in the

other the purse, and concentrate in itself the sover-

eignty of the thirteen states ; that it is the division

of the great republic into different republics of a

middlino; size and confederated laws which save it

from despotism.'

The legislature of New York conformed to these

opinions, and, while on the fourth of May it imposed

the duty of five per cent., it reseived to itself the

revenue with the sole right of its collection. Nor

was it long before Pennsylvania, which held a large

part of the public debt, suspended its adhesion to the

revenue plan of congress unless it should include sup-

plementary funds. In August, King and Monroe were

despatched by congress to confer ^^dth its legislature.

It is on record that the speech of King was adapted

to insure applause even from an Attic audience
;

' but

the subject was referred to the next assembly.

• Report of the Austrian agent, ' Henry Hill to Washington,

Bertholff, 1 April, 1786. MS. 1 Oct., 1786. MS.
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Congress joined battle more earnestly with, New chap.

York. They recommended the executive to convene -^-r-^

•its legislature immediately for the purpose of granting ^ '^ ^ ^

the impost. The governor made reply :
" I have not

power to convene the legislature except on extraordi-

nary occasions, and, as the present business has re-

peatedly been laid before them, and has so recently

received their determination, it cannot come within

that description." Congress repeated its demand, and
it only served to call from Clinton a firm renewal of his

refusal. The strife had degenerated into an alterca-

tion which only established before the country that

congress, which would not call a convention and could

not of itself frame fit amendments to the confeder-

ation, could not raise an annual revenue for the merest

wants of the government, and could not rescue the

honor of the nation from default in payments of in-

terest on moneys borrowed to secure theii' independ-

ence.

The case was the same in everything that congress

undertook. Every treaty introduced a foreign power

;

but, still, congress had no other means of fulfilling its

treaty obligations than through the good-will and

concurrence of each one of its states ; though it was
the theory of the articles of confederation that the

United States presented themselves to foreign pow-

ers as one nation.

The difficulty which caused all these perpetual fail-

ures was inherent and incurable. Congress, a delib-

erative body, undertook to enact requisitions, and

then du'ect the legislatures of thirteen independent

states, which were equally deliberative bodies, to pass
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CHAP, laws to give tliem effect, itself remaining helpless till

V—Y-- they should do so. A deliberative body ordering
I'^ss. another independent deliberative body what laws-

to make is an anomaly; and, in the case of con-

gress, the hopelessness of haiTaony was heightened

by the immense extent of the United States, by the

differences of time when the le2:islatures of the sev-

eral states convened, and by a conflict of the inter-

ests, passions, hesitancies, and wills of thii'teen legis-

latures independent of each other, and uncontrolled by
a common head. No ray of hope remained but from

the convention which Vii'ginia had invited to assemble

on the first Monday in September at Annapolis.



CHAPTER VIII.

VIRGINIA INVITES DEPUTIES OF THE SEVERAL LEGIS-

LATURES OF THE STATES TO MEET IN CONVENTION.

CoNGEESS having confessedly failed to find ways chap.

and means for carrying on tlie government, tlie con- _^,^
vention wliicli liad been called to Annapolis became i v 8 6.

the ground of hope for the nation. The house of

delegates of Maryland promptly accepted the invita-

tion of Vii'ginia, but the senat-e, in its zeal to strength-

en the aj^peal which congress was then addressing to

the states for a revenue, refused its concurrence.

Neither Connecticut, nor South Carolina, nor Georgia

sent deleo-ates to the meeting;. In Massachusetts two
sets of nominees, among whom appears the name of

George Cabot, declined the service ; the third were,

like the Rhode Island delegates, aiTested on the way
by tidings that the convention was over.

Eveiy one of the commissioners chosen for New
York, among whom were Egbert Benson and Hamil-

ton, was engrossed by pressing duties. Egbert Ben-

son, the guiding statesman in the Hartford conven-

tion of 1780, was engaged as attorney-general in the

courts at Albany. With Schloss Hobart, the upright
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CHAP, judge, lie agreed that tlie present opportunity for

s_-^ obtaining a revision of the system of general govem-

178 6. nient ought not to be neglected. He, therefore,

consigned his public business to a fiiend, reported

the conversation with Schloss Hobart to Hamilton

in New York, and repaii'ed with him to Annapolis,

^if• There, on the eleventh of September, they found

Madison with the commissioners of Vii'ginia aiming

at a plenipotentiary general convention, and commis-

sioners from New Jersey instructed by their legisla-

ture to be content with nothing less than a new fed-

eral government. No state north of New York was

represented, and no one south of Delaware save Vir-

ginia. It was a meeting of central states. One thought

animated the assembly. Dickinson, a principal author

of the articles of confederation, was unanimously

elected chairman ; and, with the same unanimity,

a committee was raised to prepare a report. Ham-
is. ilton, thouo-h not of the committee, made a draft;
14. . .

this the convention employed two days in consider-

ing and amending, when the resulting form was

unanimously adopted. In clear and passionless lan-

guage they expressed theii' conviction that it would

advance the interests of the union if the states

which they represented would agree, and use their

endeavors to procure the concurrence of the other

states to agree, "to meet at Philadelphia on the sec-

ond Monday of the next May to consider the situa-

tion of the United States, and devise such further

pro\asions as should appear necessary to render the

constitution of the federal government adequate to

the exigencies of the union; and to report to con-
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gress such an act as, wlien agreed to by them and chap.

confii'med by the legislatures of every state, would .-^-.-^

effectually pro\dde for the same." * The proposition i *? § 6.

was explicit; the place for meeting wisely chosen;

and the time within which congress and the thirteen

states must decide and the convention meet for its

work was limited to less than eight months.

In a few days the report, signed by the venerated

name of Dickinson, was received by congress ; but

the delegation fi'om Massachusetts, led by King, pre-

vented the recommendation of the measure which

the deputations at Annapolis had asked for." The
governor of New York was of opinion that the con-

federation as it stood was equal to the purposes of

the union, or, mth little alteration, could be made
so ; and that the conmiissioners from New York

should have confined themselves to the purj^oses of

their errand.'

On the tenth of October Rufus King appeared Oct.

before the house of representatives of Massachusetts,

and, in the presence of an audience which crowded

the galleries, insisted that the confederation was the

act of the people ; that no part could be altered

but on the initiation of congress and the confirma-

tion of all the several legislatures; if the work

should be done by a convention, no legislature could

have a right to confirm it ; congress, and congress

only, was the proper body to propose alterations.

In these views he was, a few days later, supported

by Nathan Dane. The house of representatives,

» Elliot, i. 117-120. ' Hamilton, vi. 605.
* Carrington to Madison, 18

Dec, 1786. MS.
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CHAP, conforming to this advice, refused to adopt the sug-

v^-^ gestions that came from Annapolis; and there was
^'^^^- not to be another session before the time proposed

for the general convention at Philadelphia.'

From this state of despair the coimtry was lifted

by Madison and Virginia. The recommendation of a

plenipotentiary convention was well received by the

assembly of Virginia. The utter failure of congress

alike in administration and in reform, the rapid

advances of the confederation toward ruin, at length

proselyted the most obstinate adversaries to a po-

litical renovation. On the motion of Madison, the

assembly, showing the revolution of sentiment which

the experience of one year had effected, gave its

unanimous sanction to the recommendation from An-

napolis."" We come now upon the week glorious for

Nov. Yii'ginia beyond any event in its annals, or in the his-

tory of any republic that had ever before existed.

Madison had been calm and prudent and indefatiga-

ble, always acting with moderation, and always per-

sistent of purpose. The hour was come for frank

and bold words, and decisive action. Madison, giving

effect to his own long-cherished wishes and the still

earlier wishes of Washington, addressing as it were

the whole country and marshalling all the states,

recorded the motives to the action of his own com-

monwealth in these words

:

" The commissioners who assembled at Annapolis,

on the fourteenth day of September last, for the pur-

pose of devising and reporting the means of enabling

* Carrington to Madison, 18 ^ Madison, i. 259.

Dec, 1786. MS.
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congress to provide effectually for tlie commercial c^p

interests of the United States, have represented the -^r^

necessity of extending the revision of the federal sys- ^ '^ ^ ^

tern to all its defects, and have recommended that

deputies for that purpose be appointed by the sev-

eral legislatures, to meet in convention in the city of

Philadelphia on the second day of May next—a pro-

vision preferable to a discussion of the subject in

congress, where it might be too much interrupted by

ordinary business, and where it would, besides, be

deprived of the counsels of individuals who are re-

strained from a seat in that assembly. The general

assembly of this commonwealth, taking into view the

situation of the confederacy, as well as reflecting on

the alarming rex3resentations made from time to time

by the United States in congress, particularly in their

act of the fifteenth day of February last, can no

longer doubt that the crisis is arrived at which the

people of America are to decide the solemn question

whether they will, by wise and magnanimous efforts,

reap the fruits of independence and of union; or

whether, by giving way to unmanly jealousies and pre-

judices, or to partial and transitory interests, they will

renounce the blessings x^repared for them by the revo-

lution. The same noble and extended policy, and the

same fraternal and affectionate sentiments w^hich origi-

nally determined the citizens of this commonwealth

to unite with theii' brethren of the other states in

establishing a federal government, cannot but be felt

with equal force now as motives to lay aside every

inferior consideration, and to concur in such further

concessions and provisions as may be necessary to
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CHAP, secure tlie objects for whicli tliat government was

^^-r-^ instituted, and render the United States as liap23y in

17 8 6. peace as tliey have been glorious in war."

This is the preamble adopted mthout a dissenting

voice by the general assembly of the commonwealth

of Virginia, as they acceded to the proposal fi'om An-

napolis with this one variation, that the new federal

constitution, after it should be agreed to by congress,

was to be established, not by the legislatures of the

states, but by the states themselves, thus opening the

way for special conventions of the several states.

In selecting her own delegates, Vii'ginia placed

"Washington at their head, surrounded by Madison,

Randolph, and Mason. Randolph, the newly elected

governor of the state, adopting words of Washington,

sent the act of his state to congress, and to the execu-

tive of each one of the states in the union, asking

their concurrence.

23. Hardly had the tardy post of that .day brought

the gladdening news to New Jersey, when that state,

first of the twelve, on the twenty-third of November,

Dec. took its place at the side of Vii'ginia. Pennsylvania

did not let the year go by ^^dthout joining them.

17 8 7. North Carolina acceded in January, and Delaware in

Feb! February of the following year.

The solemn words of Virginia, the example of the

three central states, the inspiring influence of Ham-
-~ ilton, the return to congress of Madison, who was

preparing himself for the convention, and professed

great expectations of good effects from the measure,

caused the scales to fall from the eyes of King. The

year was but six weeks old when he wrote to Gerry,
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who liad tlius far been his ally :
" Although my sen- chap.

timents are the same as to the legality of the meas- —,J^

lire, I think we ought not to oppose, but t,o coincide i^^*^-

with this project. Events are hurrying us to a crisis.

Prudent and sagacious men should be ready to seize

the most favorable circumstances to establish a more

perfect and \dgorous government."
'

A grand committee of the seventh congress reported

in February, by a bare majority of one, that, " entirely

coinciding with the proceedings of the commissioners,

they did strongly recommend to the different legis-

latures to send forward delegates to the proposed

convention at Philadelphia;" but they never ven-

tured to ask for a vote upon their report. Meantime,

the legislature of New York, in an instruction to

theu' delegates in congress, taking no notice of the

meeting at Annapolis, recommended a general con-

vention to be initiated by congress itself. The prop- 21.

osition, as brought forward by the New York dele-

gates, named no place or time for the convention, and

knew nothing of any acts which had not proceeded

from congress. It failed by a large majority. King,

of Massachusetts, seizing the opportunity to reconcile

his present coalition with Madison and Hamilton

with his old opinion that congress alone could initi-

ate a reform of the constitution, substituted a motion

which carefully ignored the act of the meeting at An-

napolis, and made a recommendation of a convention

as an original measure, but identical in time and place.

This motion, which was so framed as not to invalidate

any elections already made, was accepted without op-

^ Austin's Gerry, ii. 3, 4, 7, and 8.

VOL. I. 18
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CHAP, position/ In this way tlie self-love of congress was

V—r-^ appeased, and its authority arrayed in favor of a gen-

^ '^ ^ '^- eral convention.

All parties in the legislature of New York then

took up the subject of representation in the conven-

tion. Yates, in the senate, proposed that " the new
provisions in the articles of confederation should not

be repugnant to or inconsistent with the constitution

of the state." The motion was rejected by the cast-

ing vote of the president. The house would have

appointed five delegates to the convention, but the

inflexible senate limited the number to three, and

named Yates, Lansing, and Hamilton, who were

elected in both branches without opposition.

17 8 6. Meantime, the sufferings of the debtors in Massa-

chusetts, especially in its central and western coun-

ties, embittered by the devices of attorneys to increase

their own emoluments, and aggrieved by the barbar-

ous laws of that day which doomed the debtor, how-

ever innocent, to imprisonment at the caprice of his

creditor, had driven them to interrupt the courts in

Worcester. In the three western counties measures

were taken to close the courts ; and once, for a mo-

ment, the national armory at Springfield was men-

aced. The movement assumed the aspect of an in-

surrection, almost of a rebellion, which received

support even fi-om husbandmen other\^dse finn sup-

porters of the law. The measures of Bowdoin, in

which he was throughout supported by Samuel Ad-

ams, were marked by decision, celerity, and lenity.

The real cause of the distress was, in part, the failure

» Journals, iv. 723. Gilpin, 587, 619, 630. Elliot, v. 96, 106.
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of tlie state of Massacliusetts itself to meet its obliga- chap

tions ; and, still more, tlie bankruptcy of the general

government, which owed large sums of money to in-

habitants of almost every town for sei-vice in achiev-

ing the independence of their countiy. Wherever

the insurgents gathered in numbers, Bowdoin sent

a larger force than they could muster. In this way 17 8 7.

he gave authority to every branch of the govern-

ment and peace to every town. He maintained the

majesty of the law by opening the courts for the

conviction of the worst offenders; but, interposing

with his prerogative of mercy, he did not suffer the

life of any one of them to be taken. For the restora-

tion of the public and private finances, he called to-

gether the legislature of the commonwealth, which

applauded his conduct, and fulfilled the long desire

of his heart. On the twenty-second of February, six 2^'

days in advance of New York, and as yet in ignorance

of w^hat had been done in congress, they acceded to

the invitation from Annapolis. Before its delegates

were chosen, the recommendation of a convention by

that body was known; and Bowdoin, in their com-

missions, wisely made use of the words of congress.

The two Southern states chose their delegates to

the convention in April. Connecticut waited for its April

day of election in May. Then Elizur Goodrich, the May.

preacher of the election sermon, proved from one of

the prophets of Israel the duty of strengthening the

national union and restoring the national honor, or

they would be obliged themselves to repeat the lam-

entation that "from the daughter of Zion all her

beauty was departed." " Gentlemen," he broke out
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CHAP, to those to wlioni lie was preacliing, " Heaven unite

2!^ the wisdom and patriotism of America in the pro-

i'^8 7. posed convention of the states in some equal sys-

tem of federal subordination and sovereignty of the

states." On the twelfth, Samuel Huntington, the gov-

ernor, addressing the legislature, recommended a su-

perintending power that should secm-e peace and jus-

tice between the states, and between all the states and

foreign nations. " I am," he said, " an advocate for

an efficient general government, and for a revenue

adequate to its nature and its exigencies. Should

the imposts be carried to excess, it will promote the

growth of manufacture among yourselves of the arti-

cles affected by them, and proportionally increase our

wealth and independence. Manufactm-es more than

any other employment will increase our numbers, in

which consists the strength and glory of a people."

'

The assembly then chose to the convention thi-ee men

who were all closely united, and so able that scarce

any delegation stood before them.

New Hampshire, from the poverty of her treasury,

delayed its choice till June. Maiyland, rent by a fac-

tion eager for the issue of paper money, did not elect

delegates till near the end of May. Ehode Island

alone, under the sway of a party spirit which was fast

ebbing, refused to be rej)resented in the convention.

The peox^le of the United States watched the result

of the convention with trembling hope. " Shall we

have a king?" asked Jay, and himself answered:

" Not, in my opinion, while other expedients remain

untried." ' It was foreseen that a failure would be

> Carey's Museum, ii. 396. " Sparks, ix. 510.
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followed by tlie establishment of tlu-ee sex3arate con- chap.

federacies/ The ministry of England harbored the —.—

thought of a constitutional monarchy, with a son of ^ '^ ^
''•

George III. as king ; and they were not without

alarm lest gratitude to France should place on an

American throne a prince of the house of Bourbon."

The task of preparing the outlines of a constitu-

tion as the basis for the deliberations of the conven-

tion was undertaken by Madison. His experience

and his studies fitted him for the office. He had

been a member of the convention which formed the

first constitution for Virginia ; of its first legislature

'as a state; of its executive council when Patrick

Henry and Jeiferson were governors ; for three years

a delegate in congress ; then a member of the Yii^ginia

legislature ; a commissioner at Annapolis ; and, so

soon as the rule of rotation permitted, once more a

member of congress. From the declaration of inde-

pendence he had devoted himself to the study of

republican and of federal government. On the fail-

ure at Annapolis, Jefferson cheered him on to a

broader reformation ; to make the states one nation

as to foreign concerns, and keep them distinct in do-

mestic ones ; to organize " the federal head into legis-

lative, executive, and judiciary ; " to control the in-

terference of states in general affairs by an appeal to

a federal court. With Edmund Randolph, Madison

insisted that from him, as governor of Vii'ginia, the

convention would expect some leading proposition,

and dwelt on the necessity of his bending his thoughts

seriously to the great work of preparation ; but Ran-

1 Madison, i. 280. " Temple, infra ; Adams, viii. 420.
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CHAP, dolph declined, pleading his want of tlie necessary

s^-r-^ leisure. Madison proceeded without dismay. He
1 7 8 7. ]ield as a fixed principle that the new system should

be ratified by the people of the several states, so

that it might be clearly paramount to their individ-

ual legislative authority. He would make no ma-

terial sacrifices to local or transient prejudices. To

him the independence of each separate state was

utterly ii^reconcilable with the idea of an aggregate

sovereignty, while a consolidation of the states into

one simple republic was neither expedient nor attain-

able.' In the endeavor to reconcile the due suprem-

acy of the nation with the preservation of the local

authorities in their subordinate usefulness, he did

not escape mistakes ; but he saw clearly that a

widely extended territory was the true sphere for

a republic, and in advance of the federal conven-

tion he sketched for his own use '' and that of his

friends," and ultimately of the convention, a thor-

oughly comprehensive constitutional government for

the union

Washington at Mount Vernon was equally studi-

ous. He made himself familiar with the reasonings

of Montesquieu ; and he obtained the opinions, not

of Madison only, but of Knox and of Jay. From

their letters and his o^vn experience, he drew three

separate outlines of a new constitution, differing in

manifold ways, and yet each of the three designed to

restore and consolidate the union.'

* Madison, i. 287. IVradison, i. 284 ; to Randolph, Gil-

* Notes on the confederacy, Mad- pin, G31 ; Elliot, 107 ; to Wash-

ison. i. 320-328.
*

ington, Sparks, Lx. 516.

' 3Iadison to Jefferson, 17 March, * N. American Review, xxv. 263.
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APPENDIX.

George Washington to George Mason, Middlehroolc, 27 March,

1779. Ex.

I view things very differently, I fear, from what the people in general

do, who seem to think the contest is at an end, and to make money and

get place the only things now remaining to do. I have seen, without

desponding even for a moment, the hours which America has styled

her gloomy ones, but I have beheld no day since the commencement

of hostilities that I have thought her liberties in such eminent danger

as at present. Friends and foes seem now to combine to pull down

the goodly fabric we have hitherto been raising at the expense of so

much time, blood, and treasure ; and, unless the bodies politic will

exert themselves to bring things back to first principles, correct abuses,

and punish our internal foes, inevitable ruin must follow. Indeed, we

seem to be verging so fast to destruction that I am filled Tvdth sensa-

tions to which I have been a stranger till within these three months.

Our enemies behold with exultation and joy how effectually we labor

for their benefit ; and from being in a state of absolute despair, and

on the point of evacuating America, are now on tiptoe. Nothing,

therefore, in my judgment, can save us but a total reformation in our

own conduct or some decisive turn to affairs in Europe. The former,

alas ! to our shame be it spoken, is less likely to happen than the latter,

as it is not consistent with the views of the speculators, various tribes

of money-makers, and stock-jobbers of all denominations to continue

the war for their own private emolument, without considering that
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their avarice and thirst for gain must plunge everything, including

themselves, in one common ruin.

Were I to indulge my personal feelings, and give a loose to that

freedom of expression which my unreserved friendship for you would

prompt me to, I should say a great deal on this subject. But letters

are liable to so many accidents, and the sentiments of men in office

sought after by the enemy with so much avidity, and, besides convey-

ing useful knowledge (if they get into their hands) for the superstruc-

ture of their plans, are so often perverted to the worst of purposes, that

I shall be somewhat reserved, notwithstanding this letter goes by a pri-

vate hand to Mount Vernon. I cannot refrain lamenting, however, in

the most poignant terms, the fatal policy too prevalent in most of the

states of employing their ablest men at home in posts of honor or

profit till the great national interest is fixed upon a solid basis. To

me it appears no unjust simile to compare the affairs of this great con-

tinent to the mechanism of a clock, each state representing some one

or other of the smaller parts of it which they are endeavoring to put

in fine order, without considering how useless and unavailing their

labor is unless the great wheel or spring which is to set the whole in

motion is also well attended to and kept in good order. I allude to no

particular state, nor do I mean to cast reflections upon any one of

them, nor ought I, it may be said, to do so upon their representatives
;

but as it is a fact, too notorious to be concealed, that congress is rent

by party, that much business of a trifling nature and personal concern-

ment withdraws their attention from matters of great national moment

at this critical period, when it is also known that idleness and dissipa-

tion take the place of close attention and application, no man who
wishes well to the liberties of his country and desires to see its rights

established can avoid crying out, Where are our men of abilities?

Why do they not come forth to save their coimtry ? Let this voice,

my dear sir, call upon you, Jefferson, and others. Do not, from a mis-

taken opinion that we are about to sit down under our own vine and

our own fig-tree, let our hitherto noble struggle end in ignominy. Be-

lieve me when I tell you there is danger of it. I have pretty good

reasons for thinking that administration a little while ago had resolved

to give the matter up, and negotiate a peace with us upon almost any

terras ; but I shall be much mistaken if they do not now, from the

present state of our currency, dissensions, and other circumstances,

push matters to the utmost extremity. Nothing, I am sui'e, will pre-
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vent it but the interposition of Sjoain and their disappointed hope from

Russia.

I thank you most cordially for your kind offer of rendering me ser-

vices. I shall, without reserve, as heretofore, call upon you whenever

instances occur that may require it ; being with the sincerest regard,

dear sir, your most obedient and affectionate servant,

Washington to James Duane, New Windsor, 20 Dec, 1780. Ex.

There are two things, as I have often declared, which, in my opin-

ion, are indispensably necessary to the well-being and good govern-

ment of our public affairs. These are, greater powers to congress, and

more responsibility and permanency in the executive bodies. If indi-

vidual states conceive themselves at liberty to reject or alter any act

of congress, which in a full representation of them has been solemnly

debated and decided on, it will be madness in us to think of prosecut-

ing the war. And, if congress suppose that boards composed of their

body and always fluctuating are competent to the great business of

war (which requires not only close application, but a constant and uni-

form train of thinking and acting), they will most assuredly deceive

themselves. Many, many instances might be deduced in proof of this,

but to a mind as observant as yours there is no need to enumerate

them.

James Duane to Washington, Philadelphia, 29 Jan., 1781. Ex.

There are some political regulations of great importance, which I

have exceedingly at heart, and which are drawn near to a conclusion.

The principal measures to which I allude are the establishment of

executives or ministers in the departments of finances, war, the marine,

and foreign affairs ; the accomplishment of the confederation ;
the

procuring to congress an augmentation of power and permanent reve-

nues for carrying on the war.

The day is at length arrived when dangers and distresses have

opened the eyes of the people, and they perceive the want of a com-

mon head to draw forth in some just proportion the resources of the

several branches of the federal union. They perceive that the delib-

erative power exercised by states individually over the acts of con-

gress must terminate in the common ruin ; and the legislatures, how-

ever reluctantly, must resign a portion of their authority in the national

representative or cease to be legislatures.
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You will be pleased to hear that our worthy friend, Mr. Jones, of

Virginia, has resumed his seat in congress. That state has relin-

quished, for the common benefit, all her claim to the westward of the

Ohio ; and Maryland has acceded to the confederation ; at least, I

have read the act or resolution of their house of delegates to that pur-

pose, only seven members being in the negative ; and Mr. Jones was

assured, from good authority, that the senate had concurred. These

are events of infinite importance, and will put a new face on our affairs

at home, but much more so abroad.

Let us devote this day to joy and congratulation, since by the

accomplishment of our federal union we are become a nation. In a

political view it is of more real importance than a victory over all our

enemies. We shall not fail of taking advantage of the favorable tem-

per of the states, and recommending for ratification such additional

articles as will give vigor and authority to government.

Mr. Jones and Mr. Madison entreat you to accept their respectful

compliments.

Washington to James Duane, N'ew Windsor, 19 Feb., 1781.

Dear Sir : The receipt of your letter of the 29th ultimo, and of a

former by the Marquis De la Fayette, I have the honor to acknowl-

edge, and to return you my thanks for them.

The contents of that of the 29th are very important. It presents a

fair field, capable of yielding an abundant harvest, if it is well im-

proved. Skilful laborers are all that are wanting, and much depends

upon a judicious choice of them. Men of abilities at the head of the

respective departments will soon introduce system, order, and economy.

Our affairs, consequently, will put on a different aspect ; but not unless

congress is vested with, or will assume, greater powers than they exert

at present, and will dispense them freely, upon general principles, to

the ministers of state.

But for the assurance you give me of being soon at head-quarters, I

would go more into detail on the several important points of your

letter. I will, under the expectation of it, defer the pleasure of a

further converse on these matters till I see you.

I cannot close my letter, however, without expressing the joy I

feel at the completion of the federal union, and that Virginia has re-

linquished her claim to the lands west of Ohio. The fii-st, I trust, will

enable congress to speak with decision. The other will heal differences
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and contribute to our funds, as there is no finer country in the known

world than is encircled by the Ohio, Mississippi, and great lakes. A
few days ago I was on the eve of a journey to Rhode Island

;
some

important matters delayed it, and now the time of my setting off is

precarious.

Mrs. "Washington and the rest of the family salute you cordially,

Washington to Joseph Jones^ JSfew Windsor, 2Jf March, 1781. Ex.

I was much pleased to hear that Virginia had given up her claim to

the land w^est of Ohio, that the confederation was completed, and that

the states seemed disposed to grant more competent powers to con-

gress. Without a controlling power in that body for all the purposes

of war, it will be impossible to carry on the war. The reasons are

many and conclusive ; but the want of room will not allow me to

enumerate them at this time. The most important are obvious : the

non-compliance with the recommendations of congress in some states,

the unseasonable compliance in time and manner by others, the heavy

expense accumulated thereby to no purpose, the injury to some and

the jealousy of all the states proceeding from these causes, with the

consequent dissatisfaction in people of every class from the prolonga-

tion of the war, are alone sufiicient to prove the necessity of a con-

trolling power. Without it, and speedily, we shall be thirteen distinct

states ; each pursuing its local interests till they are annihilated in a

general crash of them. The fable of the bunch of rods or sticks may
well be applied to us. I am, sincerely and affectionately, yours.

Tench Tilghman to Robert Iforris, Head-qxtarters, New Windsor, 2Jf.

June, 1781.

Dear Sir : I have received your favor of the 11th instant, accom-

panied by a delegation from Messrs. Clymer and Nixon, to take in

subscriptions to the bank. I am afraid I shall be a very unprofitable

agent, for I believe it may, Avith truth, be said that there is not an

officer in the army, from the commander-in-chief downward, who is at

this time able to pay in a single subscription. You know they have

received no real money from the public for a long time past, and, con-

sequently, have been forced to spend all they could possibly raise for

their own support. I am, however, happy to inform you that there is

no scheme of economy which you can propose that the army will not'

cheerfully comply with, and they will do what is in fact subscribing

:
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they will be content with very little of their pay until the state of our

finances can enable you to furnish it regularly. The general desires

me to inform you candidly that, desirous as he is to patronize and

support the scheme, he has it not in his power to set his name to the

subscription just now. He assures me that so far has the income of

his estate for several years back fallen short of his family expenses and

taxes, that he has lately been obliged to sell part of his real estate to

pay his taxes.

Paper money of all kinds has so far become useless that I must beg

the favor of you to send me twenty or thirty dollars in specie, by
Doctor Craik, who accompanies Mrs. Washington as far as Philadelphia.

We are all very anxious to see you at the army. You will find us

in the field, somewhere between Peekskill and Kingsbridge. I am,

with very sincere respect and aifection.

Report of Mr. Randolph, Mr. Ellsworth, Mr. Varnum, committee to

prepare an exposition of the confederation, a plan for its complete

execution, and supplem,ental articles, delivered 22 Aug., 1781.

The committee appointed to prepare an exposition of the confedera-

tion, a plan for its complete execution and supplemental articles,

report : That they ought to be discharged from the exposition of the

confederation because such a comment would be voluminous if co-ex-

tensive with the subject. The omission to enumerate any congressional

powers would become an argument against their existence, and it will

be early enough to insist upon them when they shall be exercised and

disputed.

They farther report that the confederation requires execution in the

following manner

:

1. By adjusting the mode and proportions of the militia aid to be

furnished to a sister state laboring under invasion.

2. By describing the privileges and immunities to which the citizens

of one state are entitled in another.

3. By setting forth the conditions upon which a criminal is to be

delivered up by one state upon the demand of the executive of another.

4. By declaring the method of exemplifying records and the opera-

tion of the acts and judicial proceedings of the courts of one state,

contravening those of the states in which they are asserted.

5. By a form to be observed in the notification of the appointment

or suspension of delegates.
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6. By an oath to be taken by every delegate against secret trusts of

salaries.

7. By specifying the privileges of delegates from arrests, imprison-

ment, questioning for free speech and debates in congress, saving as

well their amenability to their constituents as protesting against the

authority of individual legislatures to absolve them from obligations

to secrecy.

8. By instituting an oath to be taken by the officers of the United

States or any of them against presents, emoluments, office or title of

any kind from a king, prince, or foreign state.

9. By one universal plan of equipping, training, and governing the

militia.

10. By a scheme for estimating the value of all land within each

state granted to or surveyed for any person or persons, together with

the buildings and improvements thereon : and the appointment of cer-

tain periods at which payment shall be made.

11. By establishing rules for captures on land and the distribution

of the sales.

12. By ascertaining the jurisdiction of congress in territorial ques-

tions.

13. By erecting a mint.

14. By fixing a standard of weights and measures throughout the

United States.

15. By appointing a committee for Indian affairs.

16. By regulating the post-office.

17. By establishing a census of white inhabitants in each state.

18. By publishing the Journal of Congress monthly,

19. By registering seamen.

20. By liquidation of old accounts against the United States ; and

21. By providing means of animadverting on delinquent states.

Resolved, That of the preceding articles, the 9th be referred to the

Board of War, the 13th, 14th, and 16th. to the Superintendent of Fi-

nance, and the others to a committee in order that the subject matter

thereof may be extended in detail for the consideration of congress.

And your committee further report, That as America became a

confederate republic to crush the present and future foes of her inde-

pendence
;

As of this republic a general council is a necessary organ

;

And without the extension of its power in the cases hereinafter
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enumerated war may receive a fatal inclination and peace be exposed

to daily convulsions

:

It be resolved to recommend to the several states to authorize your

the United States in Congress assembled

—

1. To lay embargoes in time of war without any limitation.

2. To prescribe rules for impressing property into the service of the

United States during the present war.

3. To appoint the collectors of and direct the mode of accounting

for taxes imposed according to the requisitions of congress.

4. To recognise the independence of and admit into the federal

union any part of one or more of the United States with the consent

of the dismembered state.

5. To stipulate in treaties with foreign nations for the establishment

of consular power, without reference to the states individually.

6. To distrain the property of a state delinquent in its assigned

proportion of men and money.

7. To vary the rules of suffrage in congress, taking care that in ques-

tions for waging war, granting letters of marque and reprisal in time of

peace, concluding or giving instructions for any alliance, coining money,

regulating the value of coin, determining the total number of land and

sea forces, and allotting to each state its quota of men or money, emit-

ting bills of credit, borrowing money, fixing the number and force of

vessels of war, and appointing a commander-in-chief of the army and

navy—at least two thirds of the United States shall agree therein.

Resolved, that a committee be appointed to prepare a representa-

tion to the several states of the necessity of these supplemental pow-

ers, and of pursuing, in the modification thereof, one uniform plan,

Tliomas Jefferson to Benjamin Franlclm, Virginia, 5 Oct., 1781. Ex.

Deak Sir : The bearer hereof. Colonel James Monroe, who served

some time as an officer in the American armj^, and as such distin-

guished himself in the affair of Princeton as well as on other occasions,

having resumed his studies, comes to Europe to complete them. Being

a citizen of this state, of abilities, merit, and fortune, and my particu-

lar friend, I take the liberty of making him known to you, that should

any circumstances render your patronage and protection as necessary

as they would be always agreeable to him, you may be assured they

are bestowed on one fully worthy of them.*

' Monroe did not visit Europe at that time.
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He will be able to give you a particular detail of American affairs,

and especially of the prospect we have, through the aid of our father

of France, of making captives of Lord Cornwallis and his army, of the

recovery of Georgia and South Carolina, and the possibility that

Charlestown itself will be opened to us.

Secretary George Germain to General Haldimand, Governor of

Quebec, Whitehall, 2 Jan., 1782. Ex.

I was well pleased to find that your negotiation with the Vermont

leaders was in so fair a train as to afford good ground to expect that

country would speedily be restored to the king's obedience. I there-

fore must repeat to you my recommendations to make the recovery of

Vermont to the king's obedience the primary object of your attention,

and I can assure you that whatever expense you may incur in effect-

ing it will not be repined at.

Count de Montmorin to Vergennes, Madrid, 11 Jan., 1782. Ex.

Translation.

I have communicated to Count Florida Blanca what you did me

the honor to write me, sir, respecting the inhabitants of Jamaica, who

would appear to wish to follow the example of the United States of

America. He asked of me a note on the subject, that he might send

it to Mr. de Galvez. I have given it to him. He agreed with me that

it would in fact be desirable that the inhabitants of that island, seduced

by the hope of being able to secure themselves an independent gov-

ernment, should leave exclusively to the British troops the care of

defending their island. He sent in consequence an instruction to Don

Bernardo de Galvez ; but I have no need to tell you, sir, how much

the forming of a republic in these regions would displease Spain, and

in fact I believe that that would neither suit her interests nor ours.

In fine, I have put aside everything which could give the idea that

that was our intention, and in giving to Mr. Florida Blanca the copy

of this part of your despatch, I took care to make him observe that it

was not proposed to satisfy the wishes of the inhabitants of Jamaica,

but only not to destroy the hope that they might have conceived. For

the rest I think, sir, that if the Spaniards unite with us for the conquest

of Jamaica, we must expect more resistance on the part of the inhabit-

ants than if we were alone. You know, sir, how much Spanish rule is

dreaded throughout all America, and in truth it is so with reason.

VOL. I. 19
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There reigns in almost all the possessions of that power in America

a discontent of which I think the consequences are to be feared. I

had hoped to be able to give you some details on this matter, but the

papers which contained them could not be confided to me, and I could

only read them rapidly. From these letters, and from original rela-

tions which I have seen, there is no room to doubt that there exists a

very serious fermentation in the province of Buenos Ayres and in

Peru. The Indians are furious, and they are poAverful. In a word, a

frightful spirit of revolt appears to i-eign in all that jDart.

If these troubles in the Spanish colonies obtain for us from Spain

some facilities in the progress of the campaign, they increase the aver-

sion of her ministry to any connection with the United States of

America, The deputies of congress, who are obliged to render an

account to their constituents of the difficulties of every kind which

they have experienced in attempting to begin any sort of negotiation,

have lately received in reply instructions which prove the discontent

with congress. Mr. Jay has given me to understand that the resolu-

tions which had been adopted relative to the navigation of the Mis-

sissippi would be revoked, and that he was constantly exj^ecting orders

to quit Spain. I should be very much vexed on account of the bad

effect which would result from it every way, and especially because

a division between Spain and the United States of America would

keep a door always open for the intrigues of England at this court.

But that which I believe indispensable is to lose no occasion of incul-

cating on Spain that we cannot consent to peace without the establish-

ment of the independence of the United States. There will lie the great

difficulty when the time shall come for serious negotiations, and I have

no doubt that Spain will see with chagrin their independence established.

Montmorin to Vergennes, 25 Jan., 1782. Ex. Tr.

The troubles of Spanish America are by no means a trifle ; and I

much fear, if the war lasts some time longer, that the evil will make
great progress. It is certain that, if the English have knowledge of

what is passing, as I have no doubt they have, and that they are in

a condition to send any or the least succor to the rebels, a conflagra-

tion will be kindled of which it will be difficult to foresee the conse-

quences.

If the English, understanding their interest better, Avould accord

without restriction the independence of their colonies, and would throw
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themselves with all their strength upon the Spanish colonies, I have no

doubt but they would very soon be able to make there a revolution

which would amply compensate them for all that their commerce

would suffer by the conflict in North America.

Montmorin to Vergennes, Madrid, 30 March, 1782. Ex. Tr.

We afterward spoke of the Americans, and Mr. Florida Blanca said

to me, with a sort of heat, and more than once, that the Americans

would always be English at heart ; that we should be convinced of it

as soon as their lot should be decided. The deputies of the Americans

were on the point of bankruptcy, on account of bills for forty or fifty

thousand dollars, which had fallen due and which they had accepted
;

but the pi'otcst has not the less been made, and with all possible pub-

licity. I have thought, sir, I ought to report this incident to you,

inviting you to observe the epoch, so that you might perfectly under-

stand the absolute indifference, or even the rejiugnance, of Spain to the

establishment of American independence. If she is so decided now,

how will it be if Spain should get possession of Gibraltar ? Then the

war would leave no other object than this very independence, which

she looks upon with so much indifference, and, perhaps, with terror.

Mr. Florida Blanca has never been willing to declare himself openly

for the United States, and at this veiy moment he seems to draw back

from them more than evei\

Montmorin to Vergennes, Aranjuez, 5 Mag, 1782. Ex..

Mr. de Florida Blanca said to me :
" If they will not cede to us

Gibraltar, they have only to give us Jamaica." I answered him that

I thought this sacrifice still more hard than that of Gibraltar. At last

he ended our consultation by saying to me that if this war does not

restore Gibraltar to Spain he would go turn monk ;
" and that," he

added, "seems to me the most contemptible part a man of sense can

take." I have thought it, Mons. le Compte, my duty to report to you

these details, which will prove to you how much they are possessed

with the purpose to take Gibraltar from -the hands of England. If

they do not succeed in gaining possession of this rock, it will become

as deadly to our negotiation for peace as it has been to our combina-

tions for a plan of war.

I see generally a little disquiet ever since England has appeai'ed

pretty much determined to acknowledge the independence of the
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United States, and, above all, since she addresses us from choice to

open a negotiation.

I think that you will soon see Mr. Jay at Paris ; at least, Mr. Frank-

lin urges it upon him. For the rest, if he has to treat with Mr. de

Aranda, I don't know how they will come to an understanding, for

assuredly neither the one nor the other of them is conciliatory.

Montmorin to Vergennes, Madrid, 8 June, 1782. Ex. Tr.

There is no doubt whatever that the restitution of Gibraltar will

be insisted upon, and that Spain, unless she shall be crushed, will

never consent to peace without having obtained it. On the other side,

it is not probable that England will be resigned to this sacrifice unless

it is torn from her by main strength. I therefore think that the whole

negotiation will go forward very slowly, until the enterprise against

that place is terminated. The projects against Gibraltar, and the

hope to see them succeed, absorb at this moment all ideas.

George the King to the Earl of Shelhurne, Windsor, 10 Nov., 1782,

6:55 p. m. Ex.

I cannot conclude without mentioning how sensibly I feel the dis-

memberment of America from this empire, and that I should be mis-

erable indeed if I did not feel that no blame on that account can be

laid at my door, and did I not also know that knavery seems to be so

much the striking feature of its inhabitants that it may not in the end

be an evil that they will become aliens to this kingdom. G. R.

George the King to the Earl of Shelhiirne, Windsor, 8 Dec, 1782,

2:10 a. m.

By Lord Shelburne's account, it very clearly appears that Mr. Pitt,

on Friday, stated the Article of Independence as irrevocable, though

the treaty should prove abortive ; this undoubtedly was a mistake, for

the independence is alone granted for peace. I have always thought

it best and wisest if a mistake is made openly to avow it ; and there-

fore Mr. Pitt ought, if his words have been understood to bear so

strong a meaning, to say it is no wonder that so young a man should

have made a slip. This would do him honor. I think at all events it

highly material that Lord Shelburne should not, by any language in

the House of Lords, appear to change his conduct, let the blame fall

where it may. I do not wish he should appear but in that dignified

light which his station in my service requires, and which can only be
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maintained by his conduct in the whole negotiation of peace having

been neat, which would not be the case if Mr. Fox could prove that

independence was granted otherwise than as the price of peace ; be-

sides, Mr. Vaughan's letter shows further demands are to come from

Franklin, which must the more make us stiff on this article. G. R.

Vergennes to Luzerne, 21 Bee, 1782. Ex. Tr.

You are informed of the demands of congress on the king for pecu-

niary succors ; they amount to not less than to a loan of twenty mill-

ions of our livres. This sum too much exceeds all proportions to admit

the consideration for it ; but his majesty, wishing to make to the

United States a new proof of his friendship and of the interest he

takes in their welfare, accords to them for the year 1783 a loan of six

millions of our livres, of which we are going to advance immediately to

Mr. Franklin six hundred thousand livres, that he may ship them by

the Washington to Mr. Morris. I shall not dissimulate to you, sir, that

this effort is oppressive, after five years of a war of which the expenses

have been and are still enormous, and of which we are not assured of

soon seeing the end. You will take care to make congress sensible of

this new mark of interest ; but you will at the same time not leave

any hope that the king can be disposed to give to it a larger extent,

be it by new advances, be it in lending his guarantee. The United

States do not seem enough inclined to create for themselves the means

of meeting their debts, to dispose any one to think of acquiring their

obligations. This will certainly be the last.

Sir Gmj Carleton to Secretary Toivnshend, JVeio York, 18 Jan.,

1783. Ex.

Sir : I transmit copies of letters, though of an old date, written to

the president of congress by Mr. Morris, financier, from which his

opinion at that time of the state of American finance, and some other

matters, may be known. He proceeds upon the ground that certain

taxes may be permanently raised, and that the confederation may be

constantly upheld. The first supposition has already been found erro-

neous ; the latter seems wholly improbable.

Luzerne to Vergennes, 6 Feb., 1783. Ex. Tr.

The appearances of an approaching peace have given occasion to

examine questions of a great importance for the United States
;
and so

many persons of weight and experience have spoken to me about them
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that I cannot doubt that they are actually at this moment one of the

principal objects of the attention of men charged in this continent

with the management of public affairs. Can the federal assembly

subsist when it shall cease to rest on a common peril and a common

interest ? And what would be the consequences of a dissolution of

congress ? The United States, they have said to me, present a vast

country divided into thirteen republics, and susceptible of being divided

into still more states, in proportion as population and culture make

progress. These states, if their union is close and permanent, will

be of consideration and respect ; if division is introduced among

them, they will be contemptible abroad and miserable at home. Con-

gress up to this day has been the common centre of union ;
it has

maintained itself by extraordinary means, by the general danger, by

the assistance in men and money received from France, by the pres-

tige of a money which cost nothing for its creation but an act of

sovereign will. If all these means were to fail at once, nothing would

be more easy than to break the bonds of union.

There will remain no other resource to congress but that of the

influence which it can exercise over the people and the respect that its

conduct may be able to inspire them. But these are weak means to

govern so vast a confedei-ation, and to make people, so jealous of their

liberty, obey. The confederation is evidently imperfect and faulty.

Congress will need a sufficient authority to direct affairs relative to

commerce, peace, and war, independently of every other power, and to

regulate the differences which may arise between the states. As to

the objects of a general utility, but which do not essentially belong to

congress, it is for the influence of this body to obtain tliem from the

different states, without force and without coercion. This influence

will be established, if congress can fund the public debt on a perma-

nent revenue ; then a numerous class of citizens will be interested in

the preservation of the federal union ; but facts demonstrate that the

constitution of congress is insufficient for the establishment of a public

revenue. Let it be attempted in the present condition of affairs to

make the people pay the burden of the present war, and the interest

on debts already contracted, and they will refuse to do it. If it is

wished to force them to do it, instead of a simple refusal, their resist-

ance is to be expected. The insufficiency of the powers of congress

being demonstrated, a proposition, perhaps, will be made to extend

them ; but this would only show an imperfect knowledge of the dis-
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position of the people. Jealousies and disquietude will be excited, a

long and complicated discussion will be begun, and the proposition

will finally be rejected by a majority of the states, if not by all the

states without exception. Are they then to limit themselves to simple

requisitions ? The legislatures then will consent as to the form, but

they will not obtain any great amount ; in fact, the people, doubting

of the extent of their resources, will make little effort, even with the

best disposition ; and this disposition, if it exists, is always affected

by the doubt in which each state is of the intentions and efforts that

the other states will make. The legislatures do not grant the sub-

sidies but for one year ; at the expiration of the term those who make

the least delay regret their efforts, seeing the little that their neigh-

bors have done ; and they recover themselves the next year by redu-

cing their effective contingent. If it should prove possible to estab-

lish a permanent revenue, it would probably be used to fund the public

debt and fulfil the engagements of the United States to the army.

These are the objects best suited to draw contributions from the peo-

ple, because these demands are founded in justice, and because they

Tvill be supported by the numerous creditors of the United States. It

is not probable that the efforts of the people in regard to taxes and

impositions will be very considerable after the peace. In this state of

things the question is asked. What ought to be the conduct of France ?

England will, without doubt, endeavor to deprive France of its new

ally or make it useless. To the well-known causes of a reconciliation

between that power and its ancient colonies there may be opposed

perhaps jealousy, resulting from neighborhood, and even the interest

of the United States ; but these last considerations will have weight

only in congi-ess. It is in that body that the attachment to France

will be preserved, while the inclination of habits, language, and cus-

toms will incline the people to England. The present union, feeble as

it is, results from the most urgent necessity ; after the peace the most

trifling causes may dissolve it. It is agreed that the seat of attachment

to the alliance is in congress; it is then essential for France and for the

United States to preserve to this body its influence and its authority.

Thomas Jefferson to James Madison, Baltimore, H Feb., 1783. Ex.

I shall write to E. Randolph on the subject of his going into the

legislature, and use my interest to promote it. I hope you will be

there too, when you can no longer be in any more important place.
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Jefferson to Madison, Baltimore, IJf Feb., 1783. Ex.

The newspapers must be wrong when they say that Mr. Adams has

taken up his abode with Dr. Franklin, I am really at a loss to judge

how he will act in the negotiation. He has Franklin, he has Jay, he

has the French, he has the English : to whom will he adhere ? His

vanity is a lineament in his character which had entii-ely escaped me
;

his want of taste I had observed. Notwithstanding all this, he has a

sound head on substantial points, and I think he has integrity. I am

glad, therefore, that he is of the commission, and expect he will be use-

ful in it. His dislike of all parties and all men, by balancing his pre-

judices, may give the same fair play to his reason as would a general

benevolence of temper. At any rate, honesty may be extracted from

poisonous weeds.

Jefferson to Madison, 15 Feb., 1783. Ex.

I wish no supposed inclination of mine to stand in the way of a free

change of measure, if congress should think the public interest required

it. The argument of economy is much strengthened by the impossi-

bility (now certain) of going but in an express vessel. The principal

matters confided to me were : 1. The new instruction ; which per-

haps may have been sent by Count Rochambeau, or may yet be sent.

2. The details of the financier's department, which Mr. Morris, not

choosing to trust to papei*, had communicated verbally. These in the

event of peace or truce may safely go in paper. 3. The topics which

support our right to the fisheries, to the western country, and the

navigation of the Mississippi. The first of these is probably settled.

The two latter should only come into discussion in the Spanish nego-

tiation, and therefore would only have been the subject of private

conversation with Mr, Jay, whose good sense and knowledge of the

subject will hardly need any suggestions.

Letters from Philadelphia, 18 Feb., 1783, in Sir Guy Carletonh de-

spatch of 15 March, 1783. Fx.

A number of ofiicers are just come to town from the army, who ap-

pear to be as much alarmed with the idea of peace as any other class

of people ; they have adopted an opinion that, if a peace is now ob-

tained, congress will no longer be at a loss to pay them their arrears
;

but that they will immediately disband the army in order to expunge

the debt. Both officers and soldiers, I am told, swear most solemnly
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that they will not lay down their arms until they are paid. Congress

is now become so very contemptible a body that, whether it is peace

or war, I think the army is ripe for annihilating them. 20 Feb.—The

limited powers of congress are now become the subject of general

conversation. It is agreed on by men of the most extensive knowl-

edge that congress have not the power of concluding a peace ; that

the union must either be dissolved or the powers of congress enlarged.

Vercjennes to Luzerne^ 27 Feb., 1783. Ex. Tr.

Peace establishes a new order of things in America. The Ameri-

cans, acknowledged henceforth by all the powers of Europe, will

without doubt employ themselves in fixing the principles to serve as

the basis of political and commercial relations which they will seek to

establish everywhere, and principally with their former mother coun-

try. You will feel yourself, sir, that it is important for the king to

be informed on this subject with the greatest promptitude, because his

future conduct ought to be traced on the system that the United States

will develop ; although we do not count in any degree on the grati-

tude of the Americans, we nevertheless look upon our alliance with

them as unalterable.

As to commerce, we never claimed exclusive advantages ; but we

flatter ourselves that no other nation will obtain them to our preju-

dice. Such, sir, in a few words, are our principles and our expecta-

tion with regard to the United States. We have informed you, sir,

that the king has consented to advance them for this year a sum of

six millions. You may inform Mr. Morris that it will be paid with

exactness ; but you will take from this superintendent every hope of

obtaining the slightest augmentation for this year, or any assistance

for the next. The state of our finances will not permit it. Besides, a

whole yeai-'s enjoyment of peace after an inactive campaign will put Mr.

Mon-is in a condition to meet the expenses with which he is charged.

Information from Philadelphia, in Sir Gwj Carleton's Ko. 60,

of 15 March, 1783. Ex.

I have explored the designs and feelings of the army, of congress,

and the country in general, and I must say that the enclosed extract

of a letter from a gentleman in Philadelphia speaks the truth
;
you

may lay the more weight to it as it is the undisguised language of a

firm Whig, who has been long conversant with all these matters.
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Extract of a letterfrom a person in Philadelphia to hisfriend in the

Nexo England Provinces, in Sir Guy Carlttonh No. 60, of 15

March, 1783.

Being at present at the court of America, you have a right to ex-

pect some account of the prevailing political subjects and sentiments :

though I am happily removed from the control of congress, yet a long

habit of attending to their affairs makes me still a kind of spy upon

their movements, and observer of passing things ; and I wish it was

in my power to entertain you better in this way.

In some lucubrations which I sent my friend from Hudson's river, I

offered in opinion the frail nature of our general government, and the

certainty of an approaching convulsion of that general government in

which the particular governments must be involved. I can venture to

offer it as my opinion that a dissolution of the Federal government

(the beginning of those evils which I then apprehended) is now at

hand ; the symptoms of it will be seen by every one in the course of

the winter
;
perhaps the dissolution itself may be effected in that time.

What the change or changes will be (for I cannot flatter myself with

the prospect of an easy transition from a weak unstrung government

to a strong fixed one) no wisdom short of omnipotence can foresee.

The reasons why a revolution has not been wrought before appear to

me to be these : the avarice and total inattention to public matters

which have so strongly marked the conduct of the people of this coun-

try for several years past among those in office ; the designs of some

who expect to profit by public commotions ; the timidity of others

who have supposed it would look like treason to propose an alteration

in government ; and, lastly, the ignorance of a very great part who

wanted a system marked out for them to conduct themselves by : in

all cases of this kind it is necessary some supervening circumstance

should be ready to speak before words. It is from this I imagine it

is so common for people to say that such or such an event was owing

to accident alone. This necessary harbinger to a revolution is arrived.

The army, who have been so long groaning under accumulated evils

and grievances, have at last come to make a serious prospective and

retrospective view of their case. They have sent a committee to con-

gress, which may be called commissioners, to settle a peace between

congress and the army. The amount of their memorial which I have

' The letter must be of February ; its author only lately in office in Philadelphia and

now on a visit there. These conditions are fulfilled by Gouverneur Morris.
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seen is this : they demand, in the first place, an immediate supply of

money ; a settlement of all their accounts of arrearages ; a compliance

with all the resolutions of congress respecting the army, and a mode

pointed out by Avhich they may see a certainty of having all their ac-

counts and promises finally adjusted and settled. They look to con-

gress, and to congress only, as their lawful sovereign for a fulfilment

of those things, knowing at the same time that it is as impossible for

them to do it as to make bread of stones ; but it would not become

the army to suppose anything impossible to be done which their law-

ful sovereigns have promised to do ; so that, in the way of a kind of

ironical modesty, they point out to congress their weakness and dan-

ger, and are determined to go no farther blindfolded. With such a

case as this to back him, even a member of congress himself, and in

congress, may venture to propose a change of government to their

federal head ; a change that must create a strict accountability from

each to that head ; a change that must disunite the legislative from

the executive authority in that federal head (which if they had any

power at all would be mischievous, but in their state of imbecility is

harmless) ; and of this monstrous compound, they must draw out two

distinct and well-organized bodies : legislative and executive ;
whose

powers and capacities shall be equal to the task of managing the unruly

affairs of America. To effect this, I am sure you will judge with me,

that at the head of the last branch there must be a great and fearful

executive officer to do anything ; the power of that officer must be

greater than that which is hereditary in the house of Orange, and as

nearly like the head of that power we are contending with as can well

be imagined, the name only excepted. In short, it will require the

most vigorous government to keep the country in the form of an

empire, and keep her from splitting into innumerable divisions, and

becoming the wretched prey of ravenous and designing harpies, a

change so essential as will meet great opposition from the east of Con-

necticut river more especially, and the attempt to produce it may

bring upon us all those evils which the design of it may be intended

to prevent. A state of suspense is undesirable ; I wish to see the issue,

therefore ; I acknowledge I wish to see it begin. The country has a

better chance if this change happens before the war is closed ; the

enemy and their ovm army to fear will be necessary to check a wanton

and riotous spirit. You will say wretched must be that government

which is formed and established under the influence of an army ; to
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tliis I must oppose one of my maxims, that the worst government is

better than the want of government
;
you will say, doubly wretched

is that country which has no government at all.

Letterfrom Philadelphia, 7 March, 1783, in Sir Gioj Carletoix's No.

60, of 15 March, 1783. Ex.

If accounts of a peace do not soon arrive, we shall be in a state ten

times worse than anything we have yet experienced. A most violent

political storm is gathering ; it is yet too new to form any opinion

with respect to its progress ; but whether dependence or indepen-

dence, whether peace or war, sure I am that it must and will produce

an overthrow of our republican constitution. The resignation of Mr.

Morris has a surprising effect upon the minds of the people ; and

when you compare this with our poverty, the internal broils which

subsist at present, and the uneasiness of the army, I think you will not

be surprised that I have adopted this opinion. I had a long conversa-

tion yesterday with an important member of congress upon this sub-

ject, who very candidly declared to me that it was not in the power

of congress to satisfy the public creditors ; that their powers were

unequal to the business ; that the people must delegate more power to

them, or create some other power quite new.

Alleyne Fitz Herbert to Secretary Grantham, Paris, 13 March, 1783.

I took the earliest opportunity of communicating to the American

commissioners the printed bill contained in your lordship's letter No.

32. They all of them expressed to me, in very warm terms, the satis-

faction they felt from its contents, and from the liberal spirit that

prevails in every part of it ; saying further that it could not fail of

proving a most powerful means of restoring not only the commercial

intercourse, but the harmony and good-will which formerly subsisted

between the two countries. They have likewise authorized me to

acquaint your lordship that they conceive themselves to be empowered

and are ready to secure reciprocally to the commerce of Great Britain

the same advantages which are granted by this bill to the commerce

of America, and they will take this step forthwith, in the shape either

of a declaration from themselves to the proposed effect, or of a sepa-

rate and additional article in the definitive treaty. They, however,

rather prefer the latter of these forms, principally from the idea that

by that means a commercial intercourse with Ireland (which kingdom
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is not comprehended in the aforesaid bill) may possibly be secured to

them likewise; but, as this is a most delicate point, I could not venture

to speak to it without special instructions.

As this matter seems to press for a speedy conclusion, it may not

be amiss to repeat to your lordship that, in case Mr. Oswald should

not be able to return forthwith, the American commissioners would

make no difficulty of signing such an article as that I have mentioned

above jointly with myself, upon the strength of the general expressions

used in the several full powers I am intrusted with.

Luzerne to Yergennes, 29 March, 17S3. Ex. Tr.

General Washington conducts himself with his usual wisdom. It

conciliates to him more and more the respect and affection of the

people. After a war of eight years, during which he has scarcely

ever left his army, and has never taken any repose, he has received the

news of the peace with the greatest joy. It made him shed tears, and

he said it was the happiest hour of his life. It will be in vain for him

to wish to conceal himself and to live as a private man. He will

always be the first citizen of the United States ; and, although mili-

tary men are not agreed as to his military talents, all the world is

agreed touching his republican virtues, and agreed that there is no

character more eminent among those who have taken part in this

grand revolution.

Benjamin Harrison, Governor of Virginia, to George Washington,

31 March, 1783. Ex.

You ask me, in your favor of the 6th instant, what induced our

assembly to repeal the duty law, which is as difficult a question to

answer as you could well have put to me, no one reason of force

having ever occurred, though I have a thousand on the other side of

the question. Indeed, the bill was a work of my own when I was in

the house of delegates. I have been told it was done by R. H, and

A. Lee, and that their arguments were such as you haye seen from

Rhode Island. The act was certainly brought in by them in the latter

part of the session, when the house was very thin, and hurried through

without due consideration. They were so very quick that the mis-

chief was done before I knew they had the subject under considera-

tion, or they would probably have missed their aim ; for, from conver-

sation I had with many of the membex's on the subject afterward, I am
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fully of ojjinion tliey would have re-enacted the law if they had time
;

but whether they will do it, now a peace is concluded, admits of a doubt.

I observe, by a clause in the articles, we are to have our negroes

again. I have thirty missing, many of which I understand are dead
;

but there are still some that are very valuable. If it is not too much

to ask, I shall ever be under the greatest obligation if you will fall on

some method to secure them. There will no doubt be vessels coming

immediately from New York to this country that will probably take

them in. Their passage I will pay, with thanks. You have a list of

a few of them that I know are in the town, and may easily be come at.

"A conversation at Paris relative to America, in April, 1783.'''' Ex.

I have seen Mr. Jay, who expressed his astonishment at what passed

in parliament on the American trade bill. He says they are ready to

do anything England wishes in that matter, and go beyond her ; that

America does not desire to interfere with your chartered companies at

all ; that opening the trade between the two countries was the first

article of the rough draft of the preliminaries ; that it was upon the

most liberal footing on the part of America, opening the lakes and

rivers to the English. " Good God !
" he says, " we have gone beyond

you in everything, and you will not follow us."

Washington to Theodorick Bland, Head-quarters, 4 April, 1783.

Sir : The subject of your private letter is so important, and involves

so many considerations, that I could not hazard my own opinion only

for a reply. I have, thei'efore, communicated its contents to some of

the most intelligent, well informed, and confidential officers whose
judgment I have consulted, and endeavored to collect from them what
is the general sense and expectation of the army at large respecting

the points you mention. And as this is meant to be equally private

and confidential as yours, I shall communicate my sentiments to you

without reserve and with the most entire freedom.

The idea of the officers in keeping the army together until settle-

ment of their accounts is effected, and funds established for their

security, is, perhaps, not so extensive as the words of their resolution

seem to intimate. "When that idea was first expressed, our prospects

of peace were distant, and it was supposed that settlement and funds

might both be effected before a dissolution of the army would prob-

ably take place ; they wished, therefore, to have both at once. But
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since the expectation of peace is brought so near, however desirable it

would be to the officers to have their balances secured to them upon
sufficient funds, as well as their settlement ascertained, yet it is not

in idea that the army should be held together for the sole purpose of

enforcing either ; nor do they suppose that, by such means, they could

operate on the fears of the civil power, or of the people at large. The
impracticabilitj^ as well as ill policy, of such a mode of conduct is

easily discoverable by every sensible intelligent officer. The thought

is rej)robated as ridiculous and inadmissible.

Though these are their ideas on the particular point you have men-

tioned, yet they have their expectations ; and they are of a very

serious nature, and will require all the attention and consideration of

congress to gratify them. These I will endeavor to explain with

freedom and candor.

In the first j^lace, I fix it as an indispensable measure that, previous

to the disbanding the army, all their accounts should be completely

liquidated and settled ; and that every person shall be ascertained of

the balance due to him. And it is equally essential, in my opinion,

that this settlement should be effected with the army in its collected

body, without any dispersion of the different lines to their respective

states. For this way, the accounts will be drawn into one view,

properly digested upon one general system, and compared with a va-

riety of circumstances which will require references upon a much easier

plan than to be diffused over all the states. The settlements will be

effected with greater ease, in less time, and with much more economy

in this than in a scattered situation ; at the same time, jealousies will

be removed, the minds of the army will be impressed with greater

ease and quiet, and they better prepared with good opinions and proper

dispositions to fall back into the great mass of citizens.

But, after settlement is formed, there remains another circumstance

of more importance still, and without which it will be of little conse-

quence to have the sums due them ascertained ; that is, the payment
of some part of the balance. The distresses of officers and soldiers

are now driven to the extreme, and, without this provision, will not

be lessened by the prospect of dissolution. It is, therefore, universally

expected that three months' pay at least must be given them before

they are disbanded. This sum it is confidently imagined may be pro-

cured, and it is absolutely indispensable. They are the rather con-

firmed in the belief of the practicability of obtaining it, as the pay of
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the army has formed great part of the sura in the estimates which have

been made for the expenses of the war, and although this has been

oblio-ed to give way to more necessary claims, yet when these demands

cease, as many will upon the disbanding the army, the pay will then

come into view, and have its equal claim to notice. They will not,

however, be unreasonable in this expectation. If the whole cannot

be obtained before they are dispersed, the receipt of one month in

hand, with an absolute assurance of having the other two months in a

short time, will be satisfactory. Should Mr. Morris not be able to

assure them the two last months from the treasury, it is suggested that

it may be obtained in the' states by drafts from him upon their several

continental receivers, to be collected by the individual officers and sol-

diers out of the last year's arrears due from the several states appor-

tionments, and for which taxes have long since been assessed by the

legislatures. This mode, though troublesome to the officer, and per-

haps inconvenient for the financier, yet from the necessity of circum-

stances may be adopted, and might be a means of collecting more

taxes from the people than would in any other way be done. This is

only hinted as an expedient. The financier will take his own measures.

But, I repeat it as an indispensable point, that this sura at least must

by some means be procured. Without this provision, it will be abso-

lutely impossible for many to get from camp, or to return to their

friends, and, driven to such necessities, it is impossible to foresee what

may be the consequences of their not obtaining it, but the worst is to

be apprehended. A credit built by their funds, and such others as

have been good enough to supply their wants upon the expectation of

being refunded at the close of the war, out of the large sums which

by their toils in the coui'se of raany years' hard service have become

due to them from the public, has supported the greatest number of

them to the present time, and that debt now remains upon them. But

to be disbanded at last without this little pittance (which is necessary

to quit quarters), like a set of beggars, needles, distressed and without

prospect, will not only blast the expectations of their creditors, and

expose the officers to the utmost indignity and the worst of conse-

quences, but will drive every man of honor and sensibility to the

extremest horrors of despair. On the other hand, to give them this

sum, however small in comparison of their dues, yet by fulfilling their

expectations will sweeten their tempers, cheer their hopes of the future,

enable them to subsist themselves till they can cast about for some
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future means of business. It will gratify their pressing creditors, and

will throw the officer back with ease and confidence into the bosom

of this country, and enable him to mix with cordiality and affection

among the mass of useful, happy, and contented citizens. An object

of the most desirable importance.

I cannot, at this point of distance, know the arrangements of the

financier, what have been his anticipations or what his prospects. But

the necessity of fulfilling this expectation of the army affects me so

exceeding forcibly that I cannot help dwelling upon it ; nor is there

in my present apprehension a point of greater consequence, or that

requires more serious attention. Under this impression I have thought,

if a spirited, pointed, and well-adopted address was framed by con-

gress and sent to the states on this occasion, that gratitude, justice,

honor, national pride, and every consideration, would operate upon

them to strain every nerve, and exert every endeavor, t9 throw into

the public treasury a sum equal to this requisition. It cannot be

denied, especially when they reflect, how small the expectation is com-

pared with the large sum of arrears which is due ; and though I know

that distinctions are commonly odious, and are looked upon with a

jealous and envious eye, yet it is impossible that in this case it can

have this operation. For whatever the feelings of individuals at large

may be in contemplating on their own demands, yet upon a candid

comparison every man, even the most interested, will be forced to

yield to the superior merit and sufferings of the soldier, who, for a

course of years, has contributed his services in the field, not only at

the expense of his fortune and former employment, but at the risk of

ease, domestic happiness, comfort, and even life. After all these con-

siderations, how must he be struck with the mediocrity of his demand,

when, instead of the pay due him for four, five, perhaps six years' hard-

earned toil and distress, he is content for the present with receiving

three months' only, and is willing to risk the remainder upon the same

basis of security with the general mass of other public creditors.

Another expectation seems to have possessed the minds of the offi-

cers ; that, as the objects above mentioned are not the only ones which

must occupy the attention of congress in connection with the army,

it may probably be thought advisable that congress should send to the

army a respectable, well chosen, and well instructed committee of

their own body, with liberal powers, to confer with the army, to know
their sentiments, their expectations, their disti-esses, their necessities,

VOL. I. 20
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and the impossibility of their falling back from the soldier to citizen-

ship without some gratification to their most reasonable demands.

This would be considered as a compliment ; and to add still greater

satisfaction and advantage, it is thought very advisable that the

secretary at war and the financier should be of this delegation. Pre-

vious to a dissolution of the army, many arrangements will doubtless

be thought necessary in both those departments to procure a happy

and honorable close to the war, and to introduce peace with a prospect

of national glory, stability, and benefit. It is not for me to dictate,

but I should suppose that some peace establishment will be necessary.

Some posts will be kept up and garrisoned, arsenals for the deposit of

ordnance and military stores will be determined on, and the stores

collected and deposited. Arrangements will be necessary for the dis-

charge of the army, at what periods and under what circumstances ?

The terms of the soldiers' service are on different grounds ;
those for

the war will suppose, and they have a right to do so, their periods of

service to expire at the close of the war and proclamation of peace.

What period shall be fixed for these ? The levy-men may be retained

while the British force remain in our country, if it shall be judged advis-

able. If I am not consulted in these matters, it will be necessary for me

to have an early knowledge of the intentions of congress on these and

many other points. But I can think of no mode so effectual as the one

suggested of a committee accompanied by the financier and secretary

at war. Plans, which to us may appear feasible and practicable, may

be attended with insurmountable difficulties. On the other hand, meas-

ures may be adopted at Philadelphia which cannot be carried into exe-

cution ; but here, in the manner proposed, something might be hit

upon which would accommodate itself to the ideas of both, with greater

ease and satisfaction than may now be expected, and which could not

be effected by writing quires of paper, and spending a length of time.

Upon the whole, you will be able to collect from the foregoing sen-

timents what are the expectations of the army, that they will involve

complete settlement and partial payment, previous to any dispersion.

(This they suppose* may be done within the time that they must neces-

sarily remain together.) Upon the fulfilment of these two, they will

readily retire in full assurance that ample security, at the earliest period

and on the best ground it can be had, will be obtained for the remain-

der of their balances. ^

If the idea of a committee to visit the army should not be adopted,
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and you find it necessary to pass any furtlier resolutions, you will

easily collect from the foregoing sentiments what will be satisfactory

without my ti'oubling you any further.

I pray you to communicate the contents of this letter to Colonel

Hamilton, from whom I received a request similar to yours. I have

the honor to be, etc.

John Jay to Washington, Paris, 6 April, 1783. Ex.

I think the motto of si recte facies on one of the continental bills

may be changed for recte fecisti. You have saved your country, and
lived to "see her blessed with liberty and peace. As an American I

present you my thanks, and as a friend my congratulations.

Notwithstanding the favorable aspect of our affairs, I doubt the

propriety of disbanding the army until all the foreign forces in our

country shall be removed from it. The experience of ages recom-

mends caution on this head.

It is very evident to me that the increasing power of America is a

serious object of jealousy to France and Spain as well as Britain.* I

verily believe they will secretly endeavor to foment divisions among
us, and I think it highly expedient that Ave should proceed to settle the

boundaries of such of the states as have disputes about them, and

endeavor to secure the continuance of harmony and union by carefully

removing such causes of dissension as may from time to time arise. I

write thus freely from a persuasion that this letter will go safe. Mr.

Mason, of Virginia, will be the bearer of it.

Mrs. Jay speaks often of your happiness, and rejoices in it. We
both request the favor of you to make our compliments and congratu-

lations to Mrs. "Washington.

There are many here who expect to see you in Europe, but I think

they don't know you.

General Edicard Hand to General Irvine, Orderly Office, Keichurgh,

19 A2)ril, 1783. Ex.

Dear Irvixe : Enclosed you will receive a letter from head-quarters

and a copy of our resolutions of the 15th of March. A letter from
the South, read by his excellency, turned all right about. Some grum-
bling from old Pennsylvania, but the vote, nem. con. Do present my
respects to Colonel Gibson, and all my acquaintance on the Ohio.

' Mr. Sparks has written on the margin in pencil, "Mr. J. is a man of suspicions."
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John Armstrong to Washington, Carlisle, 22 April, 1783. Ex.

I'he highest matter of national concern, in my opinion, is the pres-

ervation and regular settlement of the western country. That coun-

try, in a certain ratio, is equally the property of every state in the

union ; and, if properly guarded from avaricious claimants and va-

grants, may, at a very moderate price, in process of time, be sold out

to a large amount indeed. It is also, under proper government, a solid

fund for the security or discharge of national debt, and good titles

there must induce the emigration of men of character and wealth

from foreign parts. A proper republican plan for this great purpose is

not very easily laid, but neither the plan nor the execution of it, I

hope, will be thought impracticable. If that country is settled or

taken up in an irregular and loose manner, these states will sustain an

unknown loss, and the regular establishment of government will be

greatly impeded, or, perhaps, something worse. I cannot consider that

country in the same light we used to do other back lands clearly be-

longing to individual states ; it is the price of united blood and treas-

ure, and ought neither to be partially engrossed, neglected, nor lavished

away. Should these thoughts happen to concur with yours, an early

hint to congress may call this matter into contemplation.

Washington to Tench Tilghman, Newhurgli, 2Jf April, 1783.

Dear Sir : I received with much pleasure the kind congratulations

contained in your letter of the 25th ult. from Philadelphia, on the

honorable termination of the war. No man, indeed, can relish the

approaching peace with more heartfelt and grateful satisfaction than

myself. A mind always upon the stretch, and tortured M'ith a diver-

sity of perplexing circumstances, needed a respite ; and I anticipate

the pleasure of a little repose. It has been happy for me always to

have gentlemen about me willing to share my troubles and help me
out of difficulties. To none of these can I attribute a greater share

of merit than to you.

I can scarce form an idea at this moment when I shall be able to

leave this place. The distresses of the army for want of money, the

embarrassments of congress and the consequent delays and disappoint-

ments on all sides, encompass me with difficulties, and produce every

day some fresh source of uneasiness. But, as I now see the port

opening to which I have been steering, I shall persevere till I have

gained the entrance of it. I will then leave the states to improve
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their present constitution so as to make that peace and independency,

which we have fought for and obtained, a blessing to the millions ,yet

unborn. But, to do this, liberality must supply the place of prejudice,

and unreasonable jealousies must yield to that confidence which ought

to be placed in the sovereign power of these states. In a word, the

constitution of congress must be competent to the general purposes of

government, and of such a nature as to bind us together. Otherwise

we shall be like a rope of sand, and as easily broken ; and may in a

short time become the sport of European politics, even if we should be

disposed to peace among ourselves.

From the intimation in your letter, and what I have heard from

others, I presume this letter will find you in a state of wedlock. On
this happy event, I pray you and your lady to accept of my best wishes

and sincerest congratulations, in which Mrs. Washington joins hers

most cordially. With the most affectionate esteem and regard, etc.

Washington to Governor Harrison, N'eichurgh, SO April, 1783.

My Dear Sir : I thank you very sincerely for your kind congratula-

tions on the close of the war, and the glorious peace which is held out

to us, but not yet made definitive. I return them with great cordiality

and heartfelt pleasure, and only wish that the business was so far

wound up as that I might return to the walks of private life, and in

retirement enjoy that relaxation and repose which is absolutely neces-

sary for me.

My first wish now is that the states may be wise ;
that they may

improve the advantages which they have obtained; that they may con-

sider themselves individually as parts of the great whole, and not by

unreasonable jealousies and ill-founded prejudices destroy the goodly

fabric we have been eight years laboring to erect. But without more

liberality of sentiment and action I expect but little.

Immediately on the receipt of your letter of the 31st ultimo I trans-

mitted the list of your slaves to a gentleman—a worthy, active man of

my acquaintance in New York—and requested him to use his endeav-

ors to obtain and forward them to you. All that can be done I am sure

he will do, but I have but little expectation that many will be recov-

ered. Several of my own are with the enemy, but I scarce ever be-

stowed a thought on them. They have so many doors through which

they can escape from New York that scarce anything but an inclina-

tion to return, or voluntarily surrendering themselves, will restore many
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to their former masters, even supposing every disposition on the part

of the enemy to deliver them.

Jefferson to Madison, Tuckahoe, 7 3Iay, 1783. Ex.

Dear Sir : I received your favor of April 22d, and am not a little

concei-ned at the alteration which took place in the report on the impost,

etc., after I left you. The article which bound the whole together was,

I fear, essential to get the whole passed, as that which proposed the

conversion of state into federal debts was one palatable ingredient, at

least, in the pill we were to swallow. This proposition being then hope-

ful, I never consulted you whether the payment of our western expendi-

tures, annexed as a condition to our passing the articles recommended,

would not be acceded to by congress; more especially when one of those

articles is the cession of that very territory for the acquisition and de-

fence of which these expenditures have been incurred. If I recollect

rightly, congress offered this in their first proposition for a cession. I

beg your sentiments, however, on this subject by return of the first post.

Notwithstanding the unpromising form of these articles, I have waited

a fortnight in the neighborhood of Richmond, that I might see some of

the members. I passed yesterday in associating and conversing with

as many of them as I could. The attorney has co-operated in this work.

This is the view I form, at present, of the leaders. Dr. Lee, R. H.

Lee, M. Page, Taylor, will be against them. So will Thui-ston and

White, if elected. And even an A. Campbell is thought worthy of

being named with those as having some influence in the southwestern

quarter. In their favor will probably be Tyler, Tazewell, General

Nelson, \y. Nelson, Nicholas, and a Mr. Stewart, a young man of good

talents, from the westward. Henry, as usual, is involved in mystery.

Should the popular tide run strongly in either direction, he will fall in

with it. Should it not, he will have a struggle between his enmity to

the Lees and his enmity to everything which may give influence to

congress. T, Mason is a meteor whose path cannot be calculated. All

the powers of his mind seem at present to be concentrated in one

single object—the producing a convention to new-model the state con-

stitution. This is a subject much agitated, and seems the only one

they will have to amuse themselves with till they shall receive your

propositions. These should be hastened, as I think the session will be

short. I have seen Mr. Wythe ; he has none of his amendments or

notes on the confederation.
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Washington to Elisha Boudhiot, ISfeichiirgh, 10 May, 1783. Ex.

The accomplishment of the great object we had in view, in so short

a time, and under such propitious circumstances, must, I am confident,

fill every bosom with the purest joy ; and, for my own part, I will not

strive to conceal the pleasure I already anticipate from my approaching

retirement to the placid walks of domestic life. Having no rewards

to ask for myself, if I have been so happy as to obtain the approba-

tion of my countrymen, I shall be satisfied. But it still rests with

them to complete my wishes by adopting [such] a system of policy as

will ensure the future reputation, tranquillity, happiness, and glory of

this extensive empire ; to which desirable object, I am well assured,

nothing can contribute so much as an inviolable adherence to the prin-

ciples of the union, and a fixed resolution of building the national faith

on the basis of public justice, without which all that has been done and

suffered is in vain ; to effect which, therefore, the abilities of every

true patriot ought to be exerted with the greatest zeal and assiduity.

Jefferson to Madison, Monticello, 1 June, 178S. Ex.

Mr. Henry has declared in favor of the impost. This will ensure it.

How he is as to the other questions of importance, I do not know.

Washington to Robert Morris, JSfewhiirgh, 3 June, 1783.

Deak Sir : Your favor of the 29th ultimo has been duly received.

We are now preparing to carry into execution the resolution of con-

gress of the 26th of May, and I am making out the furloughs accord-

ingly ; but I am extremely apprehensive that insuperable difficulties

and the worst of consequences may be expected unless the notes you

mention shall be paid to the officers and men before their departure

from this cantonment. It is for the sole purpose of bringing them

forward to the paymaster, with the greatest expedition, that I send

the messenger who is the bearer of this
;
pray do not delay him a

single instant ; but, if all the notes should not be ready, forward the

remainder by the earliest opportunity, and be so good as to inform me

when they may be expected.

I write in haste and with earnestness, because some circumstances

which have just come to my knowledge make it necessary not a mo-

ment's time should be lost.

Though it is much to be lamented that at least a month's pay could

not have been given to the troops in money before they left this place,
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yet I am in hopes your notes will in some measure remedy the eyils

which might have been expected from their disappointment. Nothing

else can now avert the most alarming consequences or distresses of the

most cruel nature, particularly to the officers.

Before I retire from public life I shall, with the greatest freedom,

give my sentiments to the states on several political subjects ; among

those will be comprehended the particular objects you recommend to

my attention.

Motion of Mr. Bland, seconded hy Mr. Hamilton, 5 June, 1783. Re-

ferred to Grand Committee of 30 May, 1783. In the handicrititig

of Theodorick Bland.

Whereas, It has pleased the Almighty Disposer of human affairs to

put a period to a long and bloody war, which has terminated in the

establishment of independence to these United States, and whereas it

is the duty as well as the wish of congress to remove as speedily as

possible every cause which might disturb the tranquillity and harmony

of these states, so happily united in one great political interest, as well

as to reward the brave and virtuous who have by their valor and per-

severance established that independence and strengthened that union,

and to provide for the future government and prosperity of these

states

—

Resolved, Therefore, that congress will and do hereby accept the

cession of territory made to the United States by the act of the assem-

bly of Virginia, having date the day of , 178 ,
on the terms

therein stipulated ; except so far as relates to a specific guarantee of

the remaining territory reserved by the said state.

Resolved, That, if the aforesaid acceptance shall be agreeable to the

said state, and they shall be willing to withdraw the said stipulation,

and if the consent and approbation of the army of the United States

shall be signified to the following act of the United States in congress

assembled, then and in that case the following ordinance shall begin

to take effect and be in full force for all and every the purposes

therein mentioned, viz. :

It is hereby ordained by the United States in congress assembled,

that, in lieu of the commutation for the half pay of the army, and in

lieu of the arrearages due to the officers and soldiers of the armies of

the United States, and of all other debts due to the said officers and

soldiers who now constitute the said army, or who have served therein
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for a term not less than three years during the war, and for the rep-

resentatives of such officers and soldiers who shall have died in the

service, that there shall be assigned and set apart a tract of unlocated

or vacant territory laying within the boundaries of the United States,

as ceded by the preliminary articles between Great Britain and Amer-

ica, and bounded as follows, viz. : (hex-e insert the boundaries) ; that

the said territory shall be laid off in districts not exceeding two de-

grees of latitude and three degrees of longitude each, and each district

in townships not exceeding miles square ; that the lines of the

said districts shall be run at the expense of the United States by sur-

veyors appointed by the United States in congress assembled, and

amenable to congress for their conduct ; that each of the said districts

shall, when it contains 20,000 male inhabitants, become and ever after

be and constitute a separate, independent, free and sovereign state, and

be admitted into the union as such with all the privileges and immu-

nities of those states which now compose the union ; that each officer

and soldier now in the army of the United States shall be entitled to

and shall have a grant for thirty acres of the said land for every dollar

which shall appear to be due to such officer or soldier from the United

States for his services in the army, over and above the bounty prom-

ised by an act of congress of the day of , 1776. And, more-

over, that every officer and soldier who shall make it appear that he

has served thi-ee years in the army of the United States, shall be en-

titled to receive a grant of the said lands equal to the bounties prom-

ised to officers and soldiers serving during the war, in lieu of all debts

due for their services, half pay, etc. Where the said debts have been

liquidated, they shall be entitled to receive a grant of thirty acres for

every dollar ascertained to be due to them in like manner as the offi-

cers and soldiers whose commutation and arrearages have been liqui-

dated. And be it further ordained, that out of every hundred thou-

sand acres so granted there shall be reserved as a domain for the use

of the United States ten thousand acres, each of which ten thousand

acres shall remain forever a common property of the United States,

unalienable but by the consent of the United States in congress assem-

bled ; the rents, shares, profits, and produce of which lands, when any

such shall arise, to be appropriated to the payment of the civil list of ^

the United States, the erecting frontier forts, the founding of semi-

naries of learning, and the surplus after such purposes (if any) to be

appropriated to the building and equipping a navy, and to no other
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use or purpose whatever. And be it further ordained, that the said

lands so granted to the officers and soldiers shall be free of all taxes

and quit-rents for the space of seven years from the passing this

ordinance.

[Endorsement in handwriting of Chas. Thomson. Motion of Mr.

Bland, seconded by Mr. Hamilton, 5 June, 1783. Referred to the

Grand Committee of 30 May, 1783.]

Jonathan Trumbull to Washington, Lebanon, 10 June, 1783. JEkc.

Permit me to address your Excellency on the pathetic manner you

take leave of myself and the state over which I have the honor to

preside ; to assure you how great pleasure and satisfactioii we have

enjoyed in the patriotic virtue displayed in this last address, which

exhibits the foundation principles so necessary to be freely and fully

inculcated, and appear to be the interest of all to agree in and pursue,

to maintain and support an indissoluble union of the states under one

federal head.

Lord JVbrth to Sir Guy Carleton, Whitehall, 15 June, 1783. LJx\

P. S.—With respect to the person recommended to fill the office

of Bishop of Nova Scotia, his Majesty is so well acquainted with the

character, merit, and loyalty of Dr. Chandler, and of the very respect-

able persons who have recommended him, that there will be no diffi-

culty in the choice of the first bishop as soon as a decisive resolution

has been taken upon the proposed institution.

I*etitioti to Congress, 16 June, 1783.

To his Excellency the President and Honorable Delegates of the

United States of America in Congress assembled : The petition of the

subscribers, officers in the continental line of the army, humbly sheweth

that, by a resolution of the honorable congress, passed 20 September,

1770, and other subsequent resolves, the officers (and soldiers engaged

for the war) of the American army who shall continue in service till

the establishment of peace, or in case of their dying in service, their

heirs are entitled to receive certain grants of lands according to their

several grades, to be procured for them at the expense of the United

States.

That your petitioners are informed that that tract of country

bounded north on Lake Erie, east on the Pennsylvania, southeast and
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south on the river Ohio, west on a line beginning at that part of the

Ohio which lies twenty-four miles west of the river Scioto, thence

running north on a meridian line till it intersects the river Miami,

which falls into Lake Erie, thence down the middle of that river to

the lake, is a tract of country not claimed as the property of or within

the jurisdiction of any particular state in the union.

That this country is of sufficient extent, the land of such quality,

and situation such as may induce congress to assign and mark it out

as a tract or territory suitable to form a distinct government (or colony

of the United States), in time to be admitted one of the confederate

states of America.

Wherefore your petitioners pray that, whenever the honorable con-

gress should be pleased to procure the aforesaid lands of the natives,

they will make provision for the location and survey of the lands to

which we are entitled within the aforesaid district, and also for all

officers and soldiers who wish to take up their lands in that quarter.

That provision may also be made for a further grant of lands to

such of the army as wish to become adventurers in the new govern-

ment, in such quantities and on such conditions of settlement and pui--

chases as congress shall judge most for the interest of the intended

government, and rendering it of lasting consequence to the American

empire.

And your petitioners as in duty bound shall ever pray.

[Signed by two hundred and eighty-six officers of the Massachusetts,

Connecticut, New Hampshire, New Jersey, and Maryland lines.]

Washington to the President of Congress, Head-quarters, Newhurgh,

17 June, 1783.

Sir : I have the honor of transmitting to your Excellency for the

consideration of congress a petition from a large number of officers of

the army in behalf of themselves, and such other officers and soldiers

of the continental army as »are entitled to rewards in lands, and may
choose to avail themselves of any privileges and grants which shall be

obtained in consequence of the present solicitation. I enclose also the

copy of a letter from Brigadier-General Putnam, in which the senti-

ments and expectations of the petitioners are more fully explained
;

and in which the ideas of occupying the posts in the western country

will be found to correspond very nearly with those I have some time

since communicated to a committee of congress in treating of the sub-
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ject of a peace establishment. I will beg leave to make a few more

observations on the general benefits of the location and settlement

now proposed ; and then submit the justice and policy of the measure

to the wisdom of congress.

Although I pretend not myself to determine how far the district of

unsettled country which is described in the petition is free from the

claim of every state, or how far this disposal of it may interfere with

the views of congress, yet it appears to me this is the tract which, from

its local position and peculiar advantages, ought to be first settled in

preference to any other whatever, and I am perfectly convinced that

it cannot be so advantageously settled by any other class of men as

by the disbanded officers and soldiers of the army, to whom the faith

of government hath long since been pledged, that lands should be

granted at the expiration of the war in certain proportions agreeably

to their respective grades.

I am induced to give my sentiments thus freely on the advantages

to be expected from this plan of colonization, because it would connect

our governments with the frontiers, extend our settlements progres-

sively, and plant a brave, a hardy and respectable race of people as

our advanced post, who would be always ready and willing (in case of

hostility) to combat the savages and check their incursions. A settle-

ment formed by such men would give security to our frontiers ; the

very name of it would awe the Indians, and more than probably pre-

vent the murder of many innocent families, which frequently in the

usual mode of extending our settlements and encroachments on the

hunting grounds of the natives fall the hapless victims to savage bar-

barity. Besides the emoluments which might be derived from the

paltry trade at our factories, if such should be established, the appear-

ance of so formidable a settlement in the vicinity of their towns (to

say nothing of the barrier it would form against our other neighbors)

would be the most likely means to enable us to purchase, upon equita-

ble terms, of the aborigines their right of preoccupancy ; and to induce

them to relinquish our territories and to remove into the illimitable

regions of the West.

Much more might be said of the public utility of such a location as

well as of the private felicity it would afford to the individuals con-

cerned in it. I will venture to say it is the most rational and practi-

cable scheme which can be adopted by a great proportion of the offi-

cers and soldiers of our army, and promises them more happiness than
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they can expect in any other -vvay. The settlers being in the prime of

life, inured to hardship, and taught by experience to accommodate

themselves to every situation, going in a considerable body, and under

the patronage of government, would enjoy in the first instance advan-

tages in procuring subsistence and all the necessaries for a comfortable

beginning superior to any common class of emigrants, and quite un-

known to those who have heretofore extended themselves beyond the

Appalachian mountains. They may expect, after a little perseverance,

competence and independence for themselves, a pleasant retreat in old

age, and the fairest prospects for their children.

Jefferson to Madison, Monticello, 17 June, 17S3. Ex.

My hopes of the success of the congressional proposition here have

lessened exceedingly. Mr. Henry had declared in favor of the impost,

but when the question came on he was utterly silent. I understand it

will certainly be lost, if it be not already ; instead of ceding more lands

to the United States, a proposition is made to revoke the former ces-

sion. Mr. Henry is for bounding our state reasonably enough, but,

instead of ceding the parts lopped off, he is for laying them off into

small republics. What further his plan is, I do not hear ; however, you

get the parliamentary news so much more directly from Richmond

that it is idle for me to give it to you from hence.

A convention for the amendment of our constitution having been

much the topic of conversation for some time, I have turned my
thoughts to the amendments necessary. The result I enclose to you.

You will have opportunities during your stay in Philadelphia of in-

quiring into the success of some of the parts of it which, though new

to us, have been tried in other states. I shall only except against your

communicating it to any one of my own country, as I have found

prejudices frequently produced against propositions handed to the

world without explanation or support. I trust that you will either

now, or in some future situation, turn your attention to this subject in

time to give your aid when it shall be finally discussed. The paper

enclosed may serve as a basis for your amendment, or may suggest

amendments to a better groundwork. I further learn that the assem-

bly are excluding members of congress from among them. Whether

the information they may derive from their presence, or their being

marked by the confidence of the people, is the cause of this exclusion,

I cannot tell.
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Sir Guy Carleton to Lord JVorth, New York, 17 June, 1783. Ex.

The mode of reducing the army near West Point, as mentioned in

my letter No. 76, has been altered by congress. All who were enlisted

to serve during the war have received furloughs until the definitive

treaty shall be announced ; on the reverse of the furlough is a discharge,

to take place from that event. In the mean time they are engaged to

return to head-quarters should it be necessary. That army is thereby

reduced considerably below four thousand. It was not found con-

venient to lay down the three months' pay formerly voted, but a credit

was given at the magazines for supplying the troops with necessaries

to nearly that amount. The high prices these were rated at occasioned

much discontent.

Horatio Gates to John Armstrong, Jr., 22 June, 1783. Ex.

Gordon has been very importunate to know what he calls the secret

history of the anonymous letters, etc., and has an impression that they

were connected with some great financial arrangements. As he is an

old friend and an honest man, I have answered frankly : That Stew-

art * was a kind of agent from our friends in congress and in the ad-

ministration, with no object, however, beyond that of getting the army
to co-operate with the civil creditors, as the way most likely for both

to obtain justice ; and that the letters were written in my quarters by
you," copied by Richmond, and circulated by Barber,' and were in-

tended to produce a strong remonstrance to congress in favor of the

object prayed for in a former one ; and that the conjecture that it was
meant to offer the crown to Csesar, was without any foundation

;

referring him to his townsman or neighbor, Dr. Eustis, for further

information, as well as for the correctness of this.

Michard Henry Lee to William Whijjple, Chantilly in Virginia, 1

July, 1783. Ex.

What think you of the late address of congress to the states on

the subject of the five per cent impost ? To me it seems, and I am
sorry to be compelled to think so, a too early and too strong attempt

' Washinj^ton alludes to Stewart in a let- ' .John Armstrong, aide-de-camp to Gates,

ter to Jones, 12 March, 1783. Sparks, viii. G. B.

3'J3. Note by G. B. My copy of this letter ^ Colonel William Barber, assistant adju-

from Gates 1 received from General Arm- tant-general of Gates's division, brother of

strong's son, Kosciuszko. Colonel F. Barber, who died about that

time. G. B.
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to overleap those fences established by the confederation to secure

the liberties of the respective states. Where the possession of power

creates, as it too frequently does, a thirst for more, plausible argu-

ments are seldom wanting to persuade acquiescence. Thus the excel-

lent plan of the confederation, which leaves the apportioned sum to

be " laid and levied by the authority and direction of the legislature

of the several states," &c., is to be gradually sapped, and the all-im-

portant power of the purse vested (under arguments, some only of

which are plausible) in an aristoci'atic assembly. For give the purse,

and the sword will follow, and with these the wheel of rotation, so

much relied on, will presently be trashed, to use the phrase of Mr.

Harrington, and that liberty which we love and now deserve will be-

come an empty name. Let us be cautious how we introduce such

radical defects into our system as may furnish the most distant pre-

text for foreign troops to interpose in favor of government against

the people, as liath lately happened in Geneva. So far as the question

shall be for increasing the power of congress, I would answer, with

the change of a word only, as the discerning men of old did when the

imperial law was proposed to be introduced ujjon the ruins of the

common law, " nolumus leges confederatiohis mutari."

The general assembly of this state adjourned the other day with-

out adopting the plan of congress proposed in the address. But in

their law for appropriating the public revenue, they have appropriated

from the land and slave taxes $400,000 annually for the treasury of

the United States, which is the sum demanded of us by the address.

These two funds are our most certain and most productive ones,

amounting to £212,000 lawful money annually—that is, dollars at Gs.

Governor Nicholas van Dyhe of Delaicare to Washington, 2 July,

1783. Ex.

The general assembly of this state, in their late sessions, have fully

adopted the views of congress for establishing the credit of the union,

and rendering justice to creditors both in the civil and military line,

and the state which declines a similar conduct, in my opinion, must be

blind to the imited interest, in which that of the individual states are

inseparably connected.

Nothing can be plainer than that by a proper union these states are

strong and respectable ; the contrary condition will render them worse,

if possible, than weak and despicable.
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Washington to Dr. William Gordon, Head-quarters, Nexohurgh, 8

Jidy, 1783.

Dear Sir : Your favor of the 19th of June came to my hands on

Sunday last by the southern mail. From this circumstance and the

date of it, I conclude it has been to Philadelphia, a mistake not very

unusual for the postmaster at Fishkill to commit.

I delayed not a moment to forward the letters which came to me

under your cover of the 26th of February to New York. I did not

answer the letter which accompanied them in due season, not so much

from the hurry of the business as because my sentiments on the essen-

tial part of it had been communicated to you before, and because the

annunciation of peace, which came close upon the heels of it, put an

end to all speculative opinions with respect to the time and terms of it.

I now thank you for your kind congratulations on this event. I

feel sensibly the flattering expressions and fervent wishes with which

you have accompanied them, and make a tender of mine, with much

cordiality, in return. It now rests with the confederated powers, by

the' line of conduct they mean to adopt, to make this country great,

happy, and respectable, or to sink it into littleness ; worse, perhaps,

into anarchy and confusion ; for certain I am that, unless adeqiiate

powers are given to congress for the general purposes of the federal

union, we shall soon moulder into dust, and become coutemj^tible in

the eyes of Europe, if we are not made the sport of their polities. To

suppose that the general concerns of this country can be directed by

thirteen heads, or one head without competent j^owers, is a solecism,

the bad effects of which every man, who has had the practical knowl-

edge to judge from that I have, is fully convinced of, though none

perhaps has felt them in so forcible and distressing a degree.

The people at large and at a distance from the theatre of action,

who only know that the machine was kept in motion, and that they

are at last arrived at the first object of their wishes, are satisfied with

the event without investigating the causes of the slow progress to it,

or of the expenses which have accrued and which they now seem un-

willing to pay
;
great part of which has arisen from that want of

energy in the federal constitution which I am complaining of, and

which I wish to see given to it by a convention of the people, instead

of hearing it remarked, that we have worked through an arduous con-

test with the powers congress already have (but which, by-the-by, have

been gradually diminishing), why should they be invested with more ?
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To say nothing of the invisible workings of Providence, which has

conducted us through difficulties where no human foresight could point

the way, it will appear evident to a close examiner that there has been

a concatenation of causes to produce this event, which in all proba-

bility at no time or under any circumstances will combine again. We
deceive ourselves, therefore, by this mode of reasoning, and, what

would be much worse, we may bring ruin upon ourselves by attempt-

ing to carry it into practice.

We are known by no other character among nations than as the

United States. Massachusetts or Virginia is no better defined nor

any more thought of by foreign powers than the county of Worcester

in Massachusetts is by Virginia, or Gloucester County in Virginia is

by Massachusetts (respectable as they are) ; and yet these counties

with as much propriety might ojDpose themselves to the laws of the

state in which they are, as an individual state can oppose itself to the

federal government by which it is or ought to be bound. Each of

these counties has, no doubt, its local policy and interests. These

should be attended to and brought before their respective legislatures,

with all the force their importance merits ; but when they come in

contact with the general interest of the state, when superior consider-

ations preponderate in favor of the whole, their voices should be heard

no more. So should it be with individual states Avhen compared to

the union. Otherwise I think it may properly be asked. For what
purpose do we farcically pretend to be united ? Why do congress

spend months together in deliberating upon, debating, and digesting

plans, which are made as palatable and as wholesome to the Constitu-

tion of this country as the nature of things will admit of, when some
states will pay no attention to them, and others regard them but par-

tially, by which means all those evils which proceed from delay are

felt by the whole, while the compliant states are not only suffering by
these neglects, but in many instances are injured most capitally by
their own exertions, which are wasted for want of the united effort.

A hundred thousand men coming one after another cannot move a

ton weight, but the united strength of fifty would transport it with
ease. So has it been with great part of the expense which has been
incurred this war. In a word, I think the blood and treasure which
have been spent on it have been lavished to little purpose unless we
can be better cemented, and that is not to be effected while so little

attention is paid to the recommendations of the sovereign power.
VOL. I. 21
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To me it would seem not more absurd to hear a traveller who was

setting out on a long journey declare he would take no money in his

pocket to defray the expenses of it, hut rather depend upon chance

and charity lest he should misapply it, than are the expressions of so

much fear of the powers and means of congress. For heaven's sake

who are congress ? Are they not the creatures of the peoj)le, amenable

to them for their conduct, and dependent from day to day on then*

breath ? Where then can be the danger of giving them such powers

as are adequate to the great ends of government and to all the general

purposes of the confederation ? (I repeat the word general, because I

am no advocate for their having to do with the particular policy of

any state, further than it concerns the union at large.) What may be

the consequence if they have not these powers, I am at no loss to guess,

and deprecate the worst ; for sure I am, we shall in a little time be-

come as contemptible in the great scale of politics as we now have it in

our power to be respectable, and that when the band of union gets once

broken, everything ruinous to our future prospects is to be apprehended.

The best that can come of it, in my humble opinion, is, that we shall sink

into obscurity, unless our civil broils should keep us in remembrance
and fill the page of history with the direful consequences of them.

You say that congress lose time by pressing a mode that does not

accord with the genius of the people, and will thereby endanger the

union, and that it is the quantum they want. Permit me to ask if the

quantum has not already been demanded ? Whether it has been ob-

tained? And whence proceed the accumulated evils and poignant
distresses of many of the public creditors, particularly in the army ?

For my own part I hesitate not a moment to confess that I see

nothing wherein the \mion is endangered by the late requisition of

that body, but a prospect of much good, justice, and propriety from
the compliance with it. I know of no tax more convenient, none so

agreeable as that which every man may pay, or let it alone as his

convenience, abilities, or inclination shall prompt. I am, therefore, a

warm friend to the impost,

I can only repeat to you that, whenever congress shall think proper

to open the door of their archives to you, which can be best known
and with more propriety discovered through the delegates of your own
state, all my records and papers shall be unfolded to your view, and I

shall be happy in your company at Mount Vernon while you are

taking such extracts from them as you may find convenient.
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It is a i^iece of respect which I think is due to the sovereign power

to let it take the lead in this business (without any interference of

mine), and another reason why I choose to withhold mine to this epoch

is, that I am positive no history of the revolution can be perfect if

the historiographer has not free access to that fund of information.

Mrs. Washington joins me in compliments to Mrs. Gordon.

Washington to Geoi'ge William Fairfax, State of JVeio York, 10 July,

1783. Ex.

My dear Sik : With very sincere pleasure I received your favor of

the 26 March. It came to hand a few days ago only, and gave me
the satisfaction of learning that you enjoyed good health and that

Mrs. Fairfax had improved in hers. There was nothing wanting in

this letter to give complete satisfaction to Mrs. Washington and my-
self, but some expression to induce us to believe you would once more

become our neighbors. Your house at Belvoir, I am sorry to add, is

no more, but mine (which is enlarged since you saw it) is most sin-

cerely and heartily at your service till you could rebuild it.

As the path, after being closed by a long, arduous, and painful con-

test, is, to use an Indian metaphor, now opened and made smooth, I

shall please myself with the hope of hearing from you frequentl}^, and,

till you forbid me to indulge the wish, I shall not despair of seeing

you and Mrs. Fairfax once more the inhabitants of Belvoir, and greet-

ing you both there, the intimate companions of our old age as you

have been of our younger years.

I cannot sufficiently express my sensibility for your kind congratu-

lations on the favorable termination of the war, and for the flattering

manner in which you are pleased to speak of my instrumentality in

effecting a revolution, which, I can truly aver, was not in the beginning

premeditated, but the result of dire necessity, brought about by the

persecuting spirit of the British government. This no man can speak

to with more certainty or assert upon better grounds than myself, as I

was a member of congress and in the councils of America till the affair

at Bunker Hill, and was an attentive observer and witness to those

interesting and painful struggles for accommodation and redress of

grievances, in a constitutional way, which all the world saw and must

have approved, except the ignorant, deluded, and designing.

I unite my prayers most fervently with yours for wisdom to these

United States, and have no doubt after a little while all errors in the
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present form of their government will be corrected and a happy tem-

per be diffused through the whole ; but like young heirs, come a little

prematurely perhaps to a large inheritance, it is more than probable

they will riot for a while. But this, if it should happen, though it

is a circumstance which is to be lamented (as I would have the national

character of America be pure and immaculate), will work its own cure,

as there is virtue at the bottom.

Oliver ElUworth to Governor Trumbull, Princeton, 10 July, 1783. Ex.

How long congress will remain here is uncertain. They will hardly

return to Philadelphia without some assurance of protection, or even

then with the intention to stay longer than till accommodations shall

be elsewhere prepared for a fixed residence.

But, sir, it will soon be of very little consequence where congress

go, if they are not made respectable, as well as responsible ; which can

never be done without giving them a power to perform engagements,

as well as make them. It was, indeed, intended to have given them

this power in the confederation, by declaring their contracts and requi-

sitions for the common defence sacredly binding on the states ; but in

practice it amounts to nothing. Most of the states recognise these

contracts, and comply with the requisitions, so far only as suits their

particular opinion and convenience. And they are the more disposed,

at present, to go on in this way, from the inequalities it has already

introduced, and a mistaken idea that the danger is over ; not duly

reflecting on the calamities of a disunion and anarchy, or their rapid

approach to such a state.

There must, sir, be a revenue somehow established that can be relied

on and applied for national purposes, as the exigencies arise, indepen-

dent of the will or views of a single state, or it will be impossible to

support national faith, or national existence. The powers of congress

must be defined, but their means must be adequate to the purposes of

their constitution. It is possible there may be abuses and misapplica-

tions ; still, it is better to hazard something than to hazard all.

Vergennes to Luzerne, 21 July, 1783. Ex. Tr.

The representations that you have made to Mr. Morris, to prevent

him from demanding of us new funds, have been fruitless. This

superintendent of finance, abusing the facilities he has found on our

part up to the present time, has so multiplied his drafts that they
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exceed by nearly two millions the six that the king has granted for

the current year. It would have certainly been very agreeable to the

king to assist by new succors the finances of the United States ; but

his majesty could not increase the burdens which weigh on his people

for a nation which rejects, with unexampled obstinacy, every expedient

thus far proposed to put an end to its distress. We have never founded

our policy with regard to the United States on their gratitude ; this

sentiment is infinitely rare among sovereigns, and republics do not

know it. Thus, sir, all that we have to do with regard to Americans

is to let matters take their natural course, and for ourselves not to

depart from the noble, frank, and disinterested march we' have kept

up to the present time with regard to the Americans. And if we can-

not direct them according to the great principles which serve for the

base of our alliance with them, to take in season the necessary meas-

ures not to be the dupes of their ingratitude and of their mistaken

policy. That, perhaps, which would suit us best, is that the United

States may not assume the political consistency of w^hich they are sus-

ceptible ; because everything persuades me that their views and their

affections will be very versatile, and that we could not count on them

if ever there should happen new distractions with England. We are

without the means of influencing the domestic arrangements of the

United States ; and, under all circumstances, we can but be tranquil

spectators of the commotions that their constitution and their internal

relations can meet with. As to the cession of the navigation of the

Mississippi, England has given what did not belong to her any longer.

I hear that Mr. Franklin has demanded his recall, but that congress

has not decided on his demand. I wish it might reject it, at least for

the present, for it would be impossible to give Mr. Franklin a successor

so wise and so conciliating as himself ; besides, I should be afraid lest

they should leave us Mr. Jay ; and this is the man with whom I should

like least of all to treat of affairs. He is an egoist, and far too acces-

sible to prejudices and humor.

We are much occupied with everything relative to our commerce

with America, and we feel more than ever the necessity of granting it

encouragements and favors.

Luzerne to Yergennes, Jf. Aug., 1783. Ex. Tr.

These governments are as yet scarcely organized. In wishing to

put them beyond danger from arbitrary power, their legislatures have
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gone beyond their object, and have formed constitutions without en-

ergy, without vigor, in which the jjowers are so balanced as to be

without action, where the counterpoises, by their heaviness and by

continual opposition of forces, keep it in permanent inactivity. These

states by themselves are sheltered from a foreign invasion ; but the

government, though just, cannot be sure of being obeyed without

having at its disposition the means of coercion ; and there is nothing

of it here for the great objects of administration. These observations

on the powerlessness of the government do not prevent me from recog-

nising that the people of this country are in general happy ; that the

tribunals have a sufficient authority ; that there is room for all the

world ; that abundance reigns ; that the most unlimited toleration

does not engender the smallest religious dispute ; that union and jjeace

reign in families ; and that the government is not faulty, except with

regard to several great objects of internal administration and to those

of foreign policy. The taxes, so poorly collected during the war, are

yet worse collected at this time. The state of North Carolina has

never paid anything ; and nevertheless the governor, in a speech to

the assembly, says that he hopes that the return of peace will permit

congress to moderate the weight of the taxes. The state of Rhode
Island has not even taken into consideration the address of congress

for the establishment of a system of finances and the discharge of the

debts. Every one is reduced to the necessity of waiting the result of

the letter of General Washington ; and more is hoped from the con-

sideration of a single citizen than from the authoritv of the sovereign

body. If I judge by what has happened up to this time, this letter

will produce no great results.

Secretary Charles James Fox to Duke of Manchester, St. James's^

9 Aug., 1783. Ex.

By the despatch to Mr. Hartley which accompanies this, your grace

will perceive that everything is done to prevent the American busi-

ness being any longer a pretence for delay to M. de Vergennes. A
definitive treaty with the United States is for reasons which I men-

tioned in my last despatch perfectly superfluous, but to prevent any

pretence of dispute, I have sent INIr. Hartley a project for that purpose

with authority to sign immediately. Under all these circumstances, I

should hope there will be not much more delay in finishing the defini-

tive treaties for which the public grows a little impatient ; if there
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should, it will begin to be suspected tbere is some latent design on one

side or other which is the cause of these delays, and it will be very

material for Great Britain to show that this suspicion cannot fall

upon her.

^ox to David Hartley, St. James's, 9 Aug., 1783. Mc.

Sir : With respect to the complaints made in the letter from the

American commissioners to you and in the papers enclosed in that let-

ter, I cannot make full answer until I am. further informed upon some

points into which I am now inquiring, but you may depend upon my
answer very shortly ; in the mean time, I cannot help being of opinion

that Sir Guy Carleton's arguments, as related in the minute of the

conversation between him and General Washington, seem to be solid

and founded in equity. To have restored negroes, whom we had in-

vited, seduced if you will, under a promise of liberty, to the tyranny

and possibly to the vengeance of their former masters, would have

been such an act as scarce any orders from his employers (and no such

orders exist) could have induced a man of honor to execute ; but uj^on

all this I will write more fully when I shall be better informed.

Infortnation resincting tico American sJiips intended for the East

Indies, 29 Aug., 1783.

A ship not yet named, but it is said will be called the Empress of

China, of three hundred and fifty tons, built at Boston on the model

of the Belisarius, is now coppering there, and will sail fi'om thence

about the 1st of October. She will carry eighteen 6- and 9-pounders,

but is pierced for twenty-four ; to be manned with about eighty very

good seamen. The captain is not nominated, but it is said he will be

a person who commanded one of the continental frigates during the

war. Four or five of her ofiicers have been in India, and a person who
is pilot was with Captain Cook in his last voyage.

It is intended that the ship shall go directly from Boston round

Cape Horn, from thence to coast along South America and touch at

Lima and some other of the Spanish ports on that coast, and proceed

as high as the latitude of 62°. From thence, at the proper season, to

cross the Pacific Ocean and proceed to Canton in China, and from
thence home by the Cape of Good Hope. It is expected she will per-

form this voyage in two years.

This ship is intended principally for a voyage of discovery, to exam-
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ine the coast of California, and in what manner a trade may be best

established in the South Seas and with India.

Major Shaw, aide-de-camp to Major-general Knox, a gentleman who
has been in India, and has been bred to and is conversant in trade,

goes in the above-mentioned ship.

It is intended to fit out another ship at Boston for India. This ship

was late the continental frigate Deane, and is to sail by way of the

Cape of Good Hope to Canton, in China. She is to carry out a quan-

tity of dollars and ginseng, and is expected to arrive at Canton about

the same time as the other ship.

Mr. Duer and several other persons of character and influence intend

going in her.

The first ship is owned by Mr. Parker, Robert Moms, and three

other merchants, of Boston and Philadelj)hia. They do not expect

much profit by the voyage, but hope to establish a coiTespondence in

India that may prove extremely advantageous in future.

They are not apprehensive of any interruption from the Spaniards, as

they mean only to touch at some of their ports in the South Seas, and

proceed to that part of the coast to which the Spaniards have no claim,

and where they are to endeavor to establish a trade with the natives.

Jefferson to Madisony MonticellOy 31 Aug., 1783. Ex,.

Either here or in Philadelphia, I must ask a perusal of your congres-

sional notes with leave to take notes from them, as they will better

than anything else possess me of the business I am to enter on.

Report of Mr. Peters, Mr. McHenry, Mr. Izard, Mr. Ditane, Mr. S.

Huntington, on the concurrent resolutions of the assembly and
council of New York of 21 and 22 July, 1782, for augmenting the

poxcers of congress. Delivered 2 Sept., 1783. Entered. Head.

The committee to whom was referred a letter from the governor of

the state of New York of the 4th of August, 1782, with sundiy resolu-

tions of the legislature of the said state therein referred to, report that

it will be proper for congress to postpone the further consideration of

the said resolutions until the effect of their resolution of the 18th day
of April last, relating to revenue, shall be known.

James 3Iadison to his father, Philadelphia, 8 Se2)t., 1783. Ex.

Honored Sir : On a view of all circumstances, I have judged it

most prudent not to force Billey back to Virginia, even if it could be
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done ; and have accordingly taken measures for his final separation

from me, I am persuaded his mind is too thoroughly tainted to be a

fit companion for fellow slaves in Virginia. The laws here do not

admit of his being sold for more than seven years. I do not expect to

get near the worth of him, but cannot think of punishing him by

transportation merely for coveting that liberty for which we have paid

the price of so much blood, and have proclaimed so often to be the

right, and worthy the pursuit, of every human being.

Jay to R. It. Limngston, Passy, 12 &ept.^ 1783. Ex,.

General Washington's letter does him credit as a soldier, patriot,

and Christian. I wish his advice may meet with the attention it merits.

Samuel Adams to , of Connecticut, from the draft,

Boston, 25 SejJt., 1783.

Sir : I received very lately your letter of the 9th and continued to

the 17th instant, wherein you express a wish to have my sentiments of

a subject so much altercated in the state of Connecticut, the grant of

half-pay to the ofiicers of the army for life or a commutation thereof

for full pay for the term of five years.

It is perfectly immaterial which of the states in congress voted in

favor of the measure ; two questions occur : whether congress had a

right to make the grant, and whether it is founded in justice and

sound policy. The first and great end the people of these states had

in view in the appointment of congress was that the joint wisdom of

the whole might be employed in the recovery of our just rights and

liberties, which had been most violently infringed ; and, finally, that

the joint strength of the whole might be exerted in resisting the mili-

tary power which the enemy sent to America to enforce their infringe-

ments on our rights. This brought us into a state of actual war, and

an army became necessary. Congress was and ought to be the sole

judge of the necessary means of supporting that army ; and if, upon

their own deliberate councils and the representations of the command-

er-in-chief of the army (whose prudence every one will acknowledge),

they judged that the grant of half-pay was a measure absolutely neces-

sary for the support and even the keeping a disciplined army, they had

an undoubted right in the very nature of their appointment to make
the grant ; and, as it was made in behalf of the United States, each

state is bound in justice to comply with it, even though it should seem
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to them to have been an ill-judged measure. States, as well as indi-

vidual persons, are equally bound to fulfil their engagements, and it is

one part of the description given to us in the sacred scriptures of an

honest man, that, though " he sweareth (or promiseth) to his own hurt,

he changeth not." It has been my constant opinion that it would have

been impolitic to grant the half-pay for life, because in that case the

officers must have kept up their uniform and military habit, and so far

we should have had the appearance of a standing army in the time of

peace ; and I was besides apprehensive that while they kept that habit

their manner of living and expenses must be conformable to it, and

their half-pay would tend to beggar some, perhaps many of them ; but

I thought at the same time that, as their opportunities of acquiring

even moderate fortunes or'making such provision for their families as

men generally wish to make were by no means equal to those of their

fellow citizens at home, it would be but just and reasonable that an

adequate compensation should be made them, at or as soon as conve-

niently might be after the end of the war. Commutation therefore,

you will conclude, meets my former as it does my present views. It

is a consideration whether the pay of five years is an adequate com-

pensation. I am told that upon the most accurate calculation it is less

than the amount of the half-pay for life ; and if the officers are con-

tent with it, though less than they might judge adequate, for the sake

of cultivating harmony and good humor among the citizens at large,

should not others who may think it too much, or even that they should

receive nothing, be glad to purchase those inestimable blessings on

terms so easy ?

Thaddeus KosciuszTco to Washington, Philadelphia, 26 Sept., 1783.

Sir : General Lincoln was pleased to recomend me to Congress, and

requested them to promote me to the Ranck of Brygadier General

which, by the date of the Commission I hold, he thought I was inti-

tled to Long ago.

Your Excellency will forgive me the Liberty I take in troubling you

in this affaire. Unacquainted as Congress may be of my services, by

the different promotions already granted to many made me fearfull of

puting me at last in the oblivion List of a General promotion. One

word from your Excellency to Congress in my favor (if I can flatcr

myself to obtain it :) will clear the doubt and rise my hope to cer-

tainty.
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Thomas Paine to Robert Morris^ Borden Toim, IJp Oct., 1783. Ex.

People keep in the habit of wondering why the definitive treaty and

treaty of commerce do not arrive, just as if foreign nations would be

so foolish to pay respect to our confederated government when we set

them the example of paying so little to it ourselves ;
for, if it has not

authority enough to regulate a commercial tax, it cannot be important

enough for a commercial treaty ; and Britain, finding this out, will

regulate our carrying trade by her own acts of Parliament.

Elias BoucUnot to JR. B. Livingston, Princeton, 23 Oct., 1783. Ex.

Our public affairs are truly in a disagreeable situation. I am heart-

ily tired of my station, and rejoice at my approach to obscurity. Con-

gress, you have doubtless heard, lately [October 7] determined their

place of residence to be near the Falls of Delaware. This mortified

the southern members so much that they have manoeuvred in such a

manner as to take in the eastern members so completely as to get them

(Mr. Gerry at their head) to conform entirely to their views, and,

taking advantage of the absence of Pennsylvania, Jersey, and Dela-

ware, hastily passed a vote for two places of residence, and fixed the

other at or near Georgetown, on the Potomac, and their temporary

residence alternately, near about at Annapolis and Trenton, till their

buildings are erected. The president is to adjourn congress on the

12th of IS^ovember to Annapolis.

Connecticut House of Representatives to Congress, 1 JSfov., 1783. Ex.

Thie house is greatly alarmed at the construction put on the con-

federation, as appears in their address to the state of Rhode Island,

which at one stroke vests congress with the power of sword and purse,

and leaves nothing to the individual states but an empty name.

This house hold it as their indubitable right, and their constituents

ever bound to contend for and maintain it, viz. : that of judging

whether the requisitions of congress are founded in the confederation.

Read 13 Jan., 1784. Referred to Jefferson, Lee, Williamson.

Edward Bancroft to William Frazer, Philadelphia, 8 Nov., 1783. Ex.

Sir : Congress has lost a great deal of time, and a great part of its

credit, in disputing about the places of its temporary and permanent

residences.
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The king's proclamation, respecting the trade between the British

West India Islands and the United States, has very much surprised

and alarmed the people of the latter, who, having formerly traded

freely with those islands, confidently expected always to do it. But,

though convinced that they are not injured by being deprived of the

West India navigation, they know that their interests must greatly

suffer thereby, and have, therefore, been forming projects to compel

the British government to change its system. But these have gen-

erally been dictated rather by resentment than good poHcy. That

which Mr. Robert Morris, and the most sensible men here, are inclined

to adopt, is a duty on the tonnage of British shipping coming into the

ports of the United States. But congress, from its own want of power,

and the want of union among the different states, is afraid to adopt or

advise any measure ; nor will anything be attempted by that body,

unless the different states should, by the complaints of the people, be

induced to call for its interference ; and in that case it is intended to

call for new powers to congress, and particularly that of regulating

foreign commerce. But the dispositions of the states must be very

greatly changed before they will give that body any new power.

Should the confederation be dissolved, it is a question whether we

shall have thirteen separate states in alliance, or whether the New
England, the middle, and the southern states will form three new con-

federations. But, in either case, the public creditors will probably

lose their rights, of which the people are now generally regardless
;

indeed, after having been excited to throw off obedience to the former

government, they are but little inclined to submit to any ;
nor do I

conceive it possible that the different states can ever be brought to

agree in dividing and apportioning to each its share of public debt,

and the federal expense, and much less to discharge it. Mr. Robert

Morris is heartily tired of his situation, and determined to resign it,

as soon as he can extricate some of his friends, who have been entan-

gled by their confidence in him. This he is now endeavoring to do,

by the money borrowing in Holland, but that resource will fail when

the letters which Mr. Van Berckel is now ^\Titing thither shall be

arrived.

The Empress of Russia's treatment of Mr. Dana has been resented

by congress ; and he is not only recalled, but blamed for his tameness

under that treatment. The American ministers in Europe are, how-

ever, ordered to notify to the emperor the independency of the United
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States, and their readiness to treat with him ; this is done in conse-

quence of an intimation of his wish for an opportunity to acknowledge

their independency.

Multitudes of people are gone and going over the Alleghany moun-

tains, to settle near the Ohio, and among them great numbers of dis-

banded officers and soldiers ; and their leaders openly avow a determi-

nation soon to drive the Spaniards from West Florida. What relation

they will hereafter maintain with the United States seems doubtful

;

but I think great disorder is to be expected from the licentious, un-

governable temper of all the interior inhabitants of America. Even

in this state it has hitherto been found impossible to collect any taxes,

within the back counties, since the revolution.

The importation of European goods has been so considerable, within

the last six months, that the exportable produce of the states probably

will not equal it in less than three years ; the British are the only

manufactures which have afforded any profit ; the foreign have sold

under prime cost, and there is hardly anything here to pay for them,

except a very little Spanish silver, which is daily carried away, and

will soon be all gone.

Washington to John Hancock^ West Point, 15 Nov., 178S.

Dear Sir : The very favorable opinion you are pleased to entertain

of my public conduct, and the kind expressions of personal friendship

you have had the goodness to repeat in your letter of the 15th ultimo,

could not fail to receive my warmest acknowledgments had not the

highest motives of esteem and attachment already riveted my affec-

tions to you. Accept my best thanks for the present testimony of

your regard, which is made more acceptable by the happy occasion.

Actuated, as we are, by the same anxious concern for the interest,

the dignity, and happiness of our country, I was extremely pleased

with the patriotic sentiments contained in your excellency's speech at

the opening of the present session of your legislature, as well as with

the subsequent communication to them. Nor was I less satisfied with

the happy effect of those sentiments in producing a compliance with

the requisitions of congress ; a measure strongly tending to revive the

expiring reputation and credit of the nation. Would to heaven that

the legislatures of all the states might be inspired by a similar rec-

titude in decision before it shall be too late.

Be persuaded, my dear sir, that my wishes and prayers will ever be
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most ardent for the health and happiness of your excellency, and for

the prosperity of the commonwealth over which you preside.

Sir Guy Garleton to Lord N'orth, JSTeio York, 21 iVby., 1783. Ex.

Great animosities subsist between the delegates from the eastern

and southern states in congress, whose various embarrassments seem

to increase. In New Hampshire they talk of following the example

of Massachusetts in reviving their old claim of territory, and in Con-

necticut of demanding to have the question reconsidered, which con-

gress had decided respecting their claims.

General Frederick Haldimand to the Secretary of War, Quebec, 27

Nov., 1783. Ex.

I beg leave to observe that in all probability this province,' when the

posts in the upper country shall be evacuated, will lose much of its

importance in a commercial light, and that it will be a matter of great

doubt whether it would be right to expend much money for the pres-

ervation of it ; or, at least, it would never be worth the while to go to

war about it. From hence, it appears prudent to shun everything which

might bring on a rupture with the bad neighbors which surround us.

Extract of instructionsfrom the general assembly of Pennsylvania to

their delegates in congress, dated 9 Dec, 1783.

This state, as a member of the republic of the United States, has

ever considered its immediate interest, but in subordination to that of

the great whole ; and as national honor is of the first consideration,

this house cannot be too solicitous that all engagements to the public

creditors of every species, and particularly the army who have so dis-

tinguished a claim to our esteem and gratitude, should be faithfully

performed. They are, therefore, of opinion that the requisitions of

congress upon the states for funds, if yet insuflScient, should be ex-

tended till they are fully commensurate to this object, and that the

business of setting off the lands designed by congress for our line

should be expedited, and the allotment of them in the vicinity of their

other lands granted by this state requires your particular attention, it

being considered by them as an essential point.

Certain measures now pursuing by some European states having a

tendency materially to injure the general trade of America, the atten-

' This province: i. e., Upper Canada, opposite Detroit.
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tion of this house is naturally turned to the affairs of commerce, and

herein are struck with an apparent defect in the constitution of con-

gress, for as the local exercise within the states of the powers of regu-

lating and controlling trade can result only in discordant systems pro-

ductive of internal jealousies and competitions, and illy calculated to

oppose or counteract foreign measures, which are the effect of a unity

of council, this house are clearly of opinion that the individual as

well as general good will be best consulted by relinquishing to con-

gress all these separate and independent powers.

And this house are willing and desirous on the part of Pennsyl-

vania to concur in substantiating this idea by the necessary legal

acts.

Another object of national consideration has been the establishment

of a mint, and this house are desirous your abilities should be em-

ployed to carry that useful design into effect.

[Submitted by Thomas Mifflin, Annapolis, 5th February, 1784.

Read February 6. Referred to Mr. Lee, Mr. Gerry, Mr. Read, Mr.

Williamson, Mr. Chase.]

Jefferson to Madison, Annapolis, 11 Dec, 1783. Ex.

It is now above a fortnight since we should have met, and six states

only appear. We have some hopes of Rhode Island coming in to-day,

but when two more will be added seems as unsusceptible of calculation

as when the next earthquake will happen. We have at length re-

ceived the definitive treaty, with a joint letter from all our commis-

sioners. Not a tittle is changed in the treaty but the preamble, and

some small things which were of course. The commissioners write

that the riot of Philadelphia and departure of congress thence made

the most serious impressions in Europe, and have excited great doubts

of the stability of our confederacy, and in what we shall end. The

accounts were greatly exaggerated, and it is suspected that Great

Britain wished to sign no treaty.

You. have seen G. M. [George Mason] I hope, and had much con-

versation with him. What are his sentiments as to the amendment of

our constitution ? ' What amendments would he approve ? Is he de-

termined to sleep on, or will he rouse and be active ? I wish to hear

from you on this subject, and at all times on any others which occupy

your thoughts.

' Constitution of Virginia.
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General Wayne to Washington, IJf Dec, 1783. Ex.

Permit me, sir, to assure you from my own knowledge that your

address has had more influence upon their [Pennsylvania] councils

than volumes from another quarter, and I fondly flatter myself that

the same influence will shortly pervade the councils of every state in

the confederation.

Extract of Letter from the Governor and Council at Cape Coast

Castle, dated the 16 Dec, 1783.

One American, the first we have seen in this quarter, has slaved at

this place, and is now nearly ready to sail. Having no orders touch-

ing ships or vessels of that state, we have been at a loss how to act

;

we have, however, cautiously avoided either giving offence or encour-

agement. We pray your orders as to any American vessels that may
arrive here in future ; how far they may be entitled to carry on a

trade within our districts.

Joseph Jones to Jefferson, Richmond, 21 Dec, 1783. Ex.

We had passed a law empowering the congress to prohibit, if they

thought fit, the entry of British vessels into our ports or to adopt any

other mode they preferred, to counteract the designs of Great Britain

on our commerce so long as they shall adhere to their present system.

Your letter to the governor intimates your apprehensions, the business

will not be speedily done by congress as they can only recommend.

We meant by publishing our resolves on the subject to call the imme-

diate attention of the states to it, that similar measures might be taken

by them. The plan of counteracting the British policy I could wish

should proceed from congress, in consequence of powers to be commu-
nicated for that purpose to exhibit to that nation an instance that the

states are not so jealous of that body as to withhold powers that are

necessary whenever the general welfare presents the occasion, and to

convince them of their error that we caimot in this business act in con-

cert ; the transmission of our act to the executives of the several states

with request that their attention may be immediately called to this

great object, may produce similar acts on their part and expedite the

plan of opposition.

Joseph Jones to Jefferson, FredeincJcshurfj, 29 Dec, 1783. Ex.

The completing the cession and granting the impost may not im-

properly be called sacrifices by this state to the common good of the
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union, and will, it is to be hoped, lessen if not wholly suspend those

illiberal censures heretofore cast upon us. Add to these the unanim-

ity and spirit with which the legislature passed an act to empower

congress to concert measures to counteract the designs of Great Britain

on our commerce. All of them calculated to produce harmony, and

strengthen the hands of the federal government. The impost, I assure

you, was with some a bitter pill, but, finding it must be swallowed,

they ceased at length to make opposition.

FranMin to Vergenries, Passy, 15 Dec, 1783.

I understand that the bishop or spiritual person who superintends or

governs the Roman Catholic clergy in the United States of America

resides in London, and is supposed to be under obligations to that

court, and subject to be influenced by its ministers. This gives me
some uneasiness, and I cannot but wish that one should be appointed

to that ofiice who is of this nation and who may reside here among
our friends. I beg your Excellency to think a little of this matter,

and to afford me your counsels upon it.

Richard Henry JLee to James Monroe, Chantilly, 5 Jan., ViSJf.

I have duly received the letter that you were pleased to favor me

with on the 16th of December last, and I am very sensible of your

kind sentiments respecting my health. I am indeed restored beyond

my expectations, but yet very far from being so circumstanced as to

promise hopes of being soon in a state to venture again on the stormy

sea of politics and public business. Few, I believe, feel more sensibly

than myself how much our unhappy country suffers, and is likely to

suffer, from the want of those qualities and such conduct as is certainly

indispensable to the success and well-being of society. It would seem

that such feelings are natural to a man who has the misfortune to see

his country likely to lose those blessings of liberty that he has so long

and so strenuously labored to secure for it. You do me much honor

in asking my poor opinion concerning the great congressional questions

that are stated. They are of much consequence, no doubt, and I

heartily wish that they may finally receive proper determinations.

You are perfectly right, sir, in your observation concerning the conse-

quence of a standing army, that it has constantly terminated in the

destruction of liberty. It has not only heen constantly so, but I think

it clear, from the construction of human nature, that it will always he

VOL. I. 23
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SO, and it is really unfortunate for human freedom, safety, and happi-

ness, that so many plausible arguments are ever at hand to support a

system which both reason and experience prove to be productive of

the greatest of human evils—slavery. But it may well be questioned,

why, to avoid possible ills, should we adopt measures which in their

nature produce the highest evil ? The spirit of the fourth section of

the sixth article of the confederation plainly discourages the idea of a

standing army, by the special injunctions concerning a well-regulated

militia, which is, indeed, the best defence and only proj)er security

for a free people to venture upon. To guard our frontiers from Indian

invasion, to prevent irregular settlements, and to secure the posses-

sions of foreign powers from the encroachments of our people which

may provoke foreign or Indian wars, seem to be the reasons assigned

for the adoption of this mischief-working system, a standing military

force. But surely it is the business of other powers to secure their

own possessions and punish the violators of them, and it would be as

new as it would be improper to keep a standing army to prevent the

encroachments of our own citizens upon foreign states. It will ever

be sufficient to disavow such pi-oceedings and to give the culprits up

to justice, or punish them ourselves. As to the protection of our own
frontiers, it would seem best to leave it to the people themselves, as

hath ever been the case, and if at any time the frontier men should be

too hard pressed, they may be assisted by the midland militia. This

will always secure to us a hardy set of men on the frontiers, used to

arms, and ready to assist against invasions on other parts. Whereas,

if they are protected by regulars, security will necessarily produce in-

attention to arms, and the whole of our people becoming disused to

war, render the curse of a standing army necessary. In this light the

Indians may be considered as a useful people, as it is surely fortunate

for a free community to be under some necessity of keeping the whole

body acquainted with the use of arms.

Should the fear of Indians in some measure check the settlement of

that country, it can be no inconvenience to a people already inhabit-

ing much too thinly the land that they possess. Irregular settlers, I

think, may be kept away by timely and judicious proclamations of

congress forbidding such settlements and declaring that no titles shall

ever be given to such settlers, and, perhaps, also, by having a few per-

sons near the scene authorized to give notice of this to all goers there

upon their first appearance. If, at last, the horrid evil of a standing
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army must be encountered, it is clear to me that such forces had better

be placed in fortifications judiciously chosen to give protection to our

own commerce and that of foreigners. But I must confess that I

would infinitely rather see this last valuable purpose effected by the

more safe and more effectual measure of a navy, which I sincerely

hope will be the constant, unremitting object of congressional atten-

tion. And both the building and manning of this navy should be, as

much as possible, diffused throughout the thirteen states. With re-

spect to trade, its combinations are so many and so various that it is

not easy to say much with propriety on that subject hastily. One
sentiment respecting it admits not of much doubt ; it is, that the free

nature and genius of commerce abhors and shuns restraint, and that in

young commercial states to embarrass trade with heavy imposts or

other clogs, is effectually to demolish it. How grievously do I lament

that this is fully and fatally the case in our unfortunate country ! In

our actual circumstances it is difiicult to meet and check effectually

the illiberal commercial conduct of the European states, which seems

to be by counter and similar restraints, but the want of men and ves-

sels for the purpose of our own transportation renders this difficult if

not impossible at present. A wise attention to the raising of seamen

and building of ships may in time cause those states to repent their

selfish policy. It appears to me that congress would do well to recom-

mend strongly to the different legislatures the adoption of every legal

means and encouragement for raising seamen. It is a most important

object, and much too much neglected. Do you not think that it would

be well for congress to regulate and bring to uniformity the business

of weights and measures throughout the United States, and also to

establish a uniformity in the value of coins of all sorts ? Our country,

in particular, is suffering great loss for want of the latter regulation.

My respects, if you please, to your colleague Mr. Hardy, and tell him
that I shall be very happy to receive a line from him now and then,

when his leisure permits. I will thank you much for procuring for me
the constitutions of the respective states as they are collected and pub-

lished in one pocket volume.

H. JR. Livingston to John Jay, New York, 25 Jan., 178Jf. Ex.

Our parties at present consist of three kinds : The tories, who still

hope for power under the idea that all remembrance of what has passed

should be lost, though they omit no occasion to show their attachment
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to Britain and their aversion to our government. The warm and hot-

headed whigs, who are for the expulsion of all the tories from the

state, and who would wish even to render the more moderate whigs

suspected in order to preserve in their own hands all the powers of

government. The third are those who wish at present to suppress all

violences, to soften the rigorous laws with respect to the tories by

degrees.

Certain disqualifications in the election law passed before the evac-

uation have given those that are supposed to be the second of these

parties the appointment of representative for this district.

Luzerne to Mayneval, Annapolis, 31 Jan., IISJ^.. Ex. Tr.

Mr. Eden, formerly governor of this state, has returned since the

peace to reclaim ancient possessions which the assembly of Maryland

had confiscated during the war. He had some hopes of success until

he destroyed them himself by an imprudence that can be called cul-

pable. He had with him the old secretary and the seals of the old

government. He made use of them to grant secretly to his par-

tisans concessions of territory, and he has dated these acts from the

epoch when he held the reins of this government. The fraud was

soon discovered. The council testified to him its discontent at such

conduct, and it is doubtful whether any one of his friends will dare

to raise a voice in his favor, or in favor of Mr. Harford, heir of the

house of Baltimore, who has also come here to reclaim the ancient

patrimony of his family.

Luzerne to Rayneval, Annapolis, 13 Feb., 17SJf. LJx. Tr.

Scarcely had the treaty been ratified when several delegates who
had come to Annapolis for that important act returned to their respec-

tive states. One was obliged to go home to take care of his sick child
;

another to marry ; a third had very pressing personal business. I met

one who told me that his wife called him back. It is thus that the

federal assembly is scattered ; and since the ratification has taken

place, it has no longer been possible to form a congress of nine states
;

and yet that number is required to decide the most important affairs.

The others are left to the decision of seven states, but there is often

much difficulty in bringing them together ; and when they do meet,

they hardly do any business, because it is rarely that the seven states

when present vote unanimously. In this way the time has passed
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since the month of June last. Almost no business has been done ; and

there is no prospect of a change for the better. Delegates truly at-

tached to the public cause are in despair. Some wish congress to ad-

journ ; others speak of a removal to Trenton ;
several regret Philadel-

phia. But this diversity of opinion hardly permits the hope that any

one of the proposals will prevail ; and congress appears to be con-

demned for some time longer to its present nullity. It is hard to

imagine the reciprocal troubles of congress and those who follow them

in a small town where no arrangements are made for their reception,

and none are likely to be made, because at the next spring they may

depart, never to return.

The Minister to Luzerne, Versailles, 15 Feb., TiSJf.. Ex. Tr.

Certainly we ought to accord favors to the Americans in our isl-

ands, or they would engage in an illicit commerce which our colonists

themselves would invite. But it is not easy to determine the nature

and the extent of those favors. We have to take into consideration

the interests of our national commerce as well as of our navigation
;

and we ought to sacrifice neither the one nor the other to please the

Americans. The article which embarrasses us most is that of flour.

We feel perfectly the interest that several American states have in

furnishing us with it, as well as the abundance they would maintain in

our isles ; but we have to consider the exportation which several of

our own provinces have made up to the present time, and the excess

with which they would be menaced in case of competition. They

utter loud cries, and the justice as well as the benevolence of the king

will maturely weigh their representations.

We think that congress has acted wisely in recalling most of its

agents in Europe ; their character is too little conciliatory, and their

head too much excited, to admit of their being useful to their country.

The calmness and the prudence of Mr. Franklin are certainly grave

faults in their eyes ; but it is by those qualities that this minister has

inspired us with confidence. I do not believe that the superior ser-

vices which this minister has rendered to his country will be requited
;

I can say that it will be very difficult for congress to replace him.

Jefferson to Madison, Annapolis, 20 Feb., 178Jf. Ex.

Dear Sm : I think I informed you in my last that an attempt had

been made to ratify the definitive treaty by seven states only, and to
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impose this under tlie sanction of our seal (without letting our actual

state appear) on the British court. Read, Williamson, and Lee were

violent for this, and gave notice that when the question should be put

they would call the yeas and nays, and show by whose fault the rati-

fication of this important instrument should fail, if it should fail. I

prepared the enclosed resolution by way of protest, and informed them

I would place that also on the journals with the yeas and nays, as a

justification of those who opposed the j^roposition. I believe this put a

stop to it. They suffered the question to rest undecided till the 14th of

January, when nine states appeared and ratified. Colonel Harmer and

Colonel Franks were immediately despatched to take passage to Europe

with copies of the ratification, but, by the extraordinary severity of the

season, we know they had not sailed on the 7th inst. The ratification

will not, therefore, arrive in time. Being persuaded I shall be mis-

represented within my own state, if any difiiculties should arise, I

enclose you a copy of the protest containing my reasons. Had the

question been put, there were but two states who would have voted

for a ratification by seven. The others would have been in the nega-

tive or divided. I find congress every moment stopped by questions

whether the most trifling money propositions are not above the powers

of seven states as being appropriations of money. My idea is that the

estimate for the year and requisition grounded on that, wherein the

sums to be allowed to each department are stated, is the general ap-

propriation which requires nine states, and that the detailing it out,

provided they do not go beyond these sums, may be done by the sub-

ordinate officers of the federal government, or by a congress of seven

states. I wish you to think of this and give me your thoughts on the

subject. We have as yet no secretary of foreign affairs. Lee avows

himself a candidate. The plan of foreign affairs likely to take place

is to commission Adams, Franklin, and Jay to conclude treaties with

the several European powers, and then to return, leaving the field to

subordinate characters. Messrs. Adams and Jay have paid a visit to

the court of London, unordered and uninvited. Their reception has

been forbidding.

We cannot make up a congress at all. There are eight states in

town, six of which are represented by two members only. Of these,

two members of different states are confined by the gout, so that we

cannot make a house. We have not sat above three days, I believe,

in as many weeks. Admonition after admonition has been sent to the
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states to no effect. We have sent one to-day. If it fails, it seems as

well we should all retire. There have never been nine states on the

floor hut for the ratification of the treaty, and a day or two after

Georgetown languishes. The smile is hardly covered now when the

federal towns are spoken of. I fear that our chance is at this time

desperate. Our object, therefore, must be, if we fail in an effort to

remove to Georgetown, to endeavor then to get to some place off the

waters of the Chesapeake where we may be ensured against congress

considering themselves as fixed. My present expectations are, that as

soon as we get a congress to do business, we shall attend to nothing but

the most pressing matters, get through them and adjourn, not to meet

again till November, leaving a committee of the states. That commit-

tee will be obliged to go immediately to Philadelphia, to examine the

offices, and, of course, they will sit there till the meeting in November.

Whether that meeting will be in Philadelphia or Trenton will be the

question, and will, in my opinion, depend on the vote of New York.

Did not you once suppose in conversation with me that congress

had no authority to decide any cases between two differing states ex-

cept those of disputed territory ? I think you did. If I am not mis-

taken in this, I should wish to know your sense of the words which

describe those cases which may be submitted to a federal court. They

seem to me to comprehend every cause of difference.

We have received the act of our assembly ceding the lands north of

Ohio, and are about executing a deed for it. I think the territory will

be laid out by passing a meridian through the north-western cape of

the mouth of the Great Kanawha from the Ohio to Lake Erie, and

another through the rapids of Ohio from the same river to Michigan,

and crossing these by the parallels of latitude 37°, 39°, 41°, etc. Allow-

ing to each state an extent of 2° from north to south, on the eastern

side of the meridian of Kanawha, there will still be one new state, to

wit, the territory lying between that meridian, Pennsylvania, the Ohio,

and Lake Erie. We hope North Carolina will cede all beyond the same

meridian of Kanawha, and Virginia also. For God's sake push this at

the next session of assembly. We have transmitted a copy of a peti-

tion from the people of Kentucky to congress praying to be separated

from Virginia. Congress took no notice of it. We sent the copy to

the governor, desiring it to be laid before the assembly. Our view was

to bring on the question. It is for the interest of Virginia to cede so

far immediately, because the people beyond that will separate them-
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selves, and they will be joined by all our settlements beyond the

Alleghany, if they are the first movers. Whereas, if we draw the line,

those at Kentucky, having their end, will not interest themselves for

the people of Indiana, Greenbrier, etc., who will, of course, be left to

our management, and I can with certainty almost say that congress

would approve of the meridian of the mouth of Kanawha, and con-

sider it as the ultimate point to be desired from Virginia. I form this

opinion from conversation with many members. Should we not be

the first movers, and the Indianians and Kentuckians take themselves

off and claim to the Alleghany, I am afraid congress would secretly

wish them well. Virginia is extremely interested to retain to that

meridian : 1. Because the Great Kanawha runs from north to south

across our whole country, forming by its waters a belt of fine land

which will be thickly seated, and will form a strong barrier for us. 2.

Because the country for one hundred and eighty miles beyond that is

an absolute desert, barren, and mountainous, which can never be in-

habited, and will, therefore, be a fine separation between us and the

next state. 3. Because the government of Virginia is more convenient

to the people on all the upper parts of Kanawha than any other which

will be laid out. 4. Because our lead-mines are in that country. 5.

Because the Kanawha is capable of being made navigable, and, there-

fore, gives entrance into the western waters to every part of our lati-

tude. 6. Because it is not now navigable, and can only be made so

by expensive works which require that we should own the soil on both

sides. 7. Because the Ohio and its branches which head up against

the Potomac afford the shortest water communication by five hun-

dred miles of any which can ever be got between the western waters

and Atlantic, and, of course, promises us almost a monoj^oly of the

western and Indian trade. I think the opening this navigation is an

object on which no time is to be lost. Pennsylvania is attending to

the western commerce. She has had surveys made of the river Sus-

quehanna, and of the grounds through which a canal must pass to go

directly to Philadelphia. It is reported practicable at an expense of

£200,000, and they have determined to open it. What an example

this is ! If we do not push this matter immediately, they will be before-

hand with us, and get possession of the commerce. And it is diflficult

to turn it from a channel in which it is once established. Could not

our assembly be induced to lay a particular tax which should bring in

£5,000 or £10,000 a year, to be applied till the navigation of the Ohio
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and Potomac is opened, then James river, and so on through the whole

successively ? General Washington has that of the Potomac much at

heart. The superintendence of it would be a noble amusement in his

retirement, and leave a monument of him as long as the waters should

flow. I am of opinion he would accept of the direction as long as the

money should be to be employed on the Potomac, and the popularity

of his name would carry it through the assembly. The portage be-

tween Yohogania and the north branch of Potomac is of forty or fifty

miles. Cheat river is navigable far up. Its head is within ten miles

of the head of the north branch of Potomac, and I am informed offers

the shortest and best portage.

I wish in the next election of delegates for congress Short could be

sent. His talents are great, and his weight in our state must ere long

become principal. I see the best effects produced by sending our

young statesmen here. They see the affairs of the confederacy from a

high ground ; they learn the importance of the union, and befriend

federal measures when they return. Those who never come here see

our affairs insulated, pursue a system of jealousy and self-interest, and

distract the union as much as they can. General Gates would supply

Short's place in the council very well, and would act. He is now here.

Among other legislative subjects, our distresses ask notice. I had

been from home four months, and had expended twelve hundred dol-

lars before I received one farthing. By the last post we received

about seven weeks' allowance. In the mean time, some of us had had

the mortification to have our horses turned out of the livery stable for

want of money. There is really no standing this. The supply gives

us no relief, because it was mortgaged. We are trying to get some-

thing more effectual from the treasury, having sent an express to in-

form them of our predicament. I shall endeavor to place as much in

the Philadelphia bank as will repay your kindness, unless you should

alter your mind and choose to take it in the Virginia treasury.

I have hunted out Chatellux's journal and had a reading of it. I

had never so falsely estimated the character of a book. There are

about six sentences of offensive bagatelles which are all of them pub-

licly known, because having respected individual characters they were

like carrion for the buzzard curiosity. All the rest of the book (and

it is a 4to of 186 pages) is either entertaining or instructive, and would

be highly flattering to the Americans. He has visited all the principal

fields of battle, enquired minutely into the details of the actions, and has
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given what are probably the best accounts extant of them. He often

finds occasion to criticise and to deny the British accounts from an

inspection of the ground. I think to write to him and recommend the

expurging the few exceptionable passages and publication of the rest.

I have had an opportunity here of examining Bynkershoek's works.

There are about a fourth part of them which you would like to have.

They are the following tracts :
" Questiones Juris Publici," " De Lege

Rhodia," " De Dominio Maris," " Du Juge competent des Ambassa-

deurs." This last, if not the rest, has been translated into French

with notes by Barbeyrac. I have had a copy of Mussenbroeck's

" Cours de Physique." It is certainly the most comprehensive and

most accurate body of natural philosophy which has been ever pub-

lished. I would recommend to you to get it, or I will get that and

any other books you want.

I hope you have found access to my library. I beg you to make

free use of it. Key, the steward, is living there now, and of course

will be always in the way. Monroe is buying land almost adjoining

me. Short will do the same. What would I not give could you fall

into the circle ! With such a society, I could once more venture home

and lay myself up for the residue of life, quitting all its contentions,

which grow daily more and more insupportable. Think of it. To
render it practicable, only requires you to think it so. Life is of no

value but as it brings us gratifications. Among the most valuable of

these is rational society. It informs the mind, sweetens the temper,

cheers our spirits, and promotes health. There is a little farm of one

hundred and forty acres adjoining me and within two miles, all of

good land, though old, with a small, indifferent house on it, the whole

worth not more than £250. Such a one might be a farm of experi-

ment, and support a little table and household. It is on the road to

Orange, and so much nearer than I am. It is convenient enough for

supplementary supplies from thence. Once more think of it, and adieu !

Washington to Jefferson^ Mount Vernon^ 3 March, 178^.. Ex.

Has not congress received a memorial from Mr. De Witt, now or

lately geographer to the northern army ? The propositions contained

in the copy which he has sent me seem founded in equity ; and with

respect to himself, I can assure you, he is extremely modest, sensible,

sober, discreet, and deserving of favors. He is esteemed a very good

mathematician.
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Jefferson to 'Washington, Annapolis, 6 March, 178Ji..

Dear Sir : Your favor of the 3d is this moment put into my hands,

and as the post does not usually stay here above an hour, it leaves me
time to scribble a few lines only, scarcely admitting them to be pre-

faced with an acknowledgment of the pleasure it will give me to be

permitted to communicate with you occasionally. We received de-

spatches from Europe yesterday by Cai^tain Barney. There is no

news but in one from Dr. Franklin of December 25th, and another

from the Marquis Fayette of December 26th. The doctor tells us only

of the movements of our ministers, that Mr. Laurens was about sailing

from England for America, Mr. Adams about setting out from Eng-

land for the Hague, and Mr. Jay at Bath ; he gives a picture of the

disposition of England toward us ; he observes that though they have

made peace with us, they are not reconciled to us, nor to the loss of us.

He calls to our attention the numerous royal progeny to be provided

for, the military education giving to some of them, the ideas in Eng-

land of distraction among ourselves, that the people here are already

fatigued with their new government, the possibility of circumstances

arising on the continent of Europe which might countenance the

wishes of Great Britain to recover us, and from thence inculcates a

useful lesson to cement the friendships we possess in Europe. The

marquis tells us the Turks and Russians will be kept apart for a while,

probably for another year, but that they must in the end come to deci-

sion
; that Mr. Fox and Lord North w^ere both out of the ministry,

and this by a manoeuvre of the king's, who got them compromitted

fairly with their East India bill, and contrived to get it rejected in the

lords ; and that Mr. Pitt and E. Temple would come in. The marquis

himself will sail for America in the spring.

The present hurry forbids me to write to you on a subject I have

much at heart, the approaching and opening the navigation of the

Ohio and Potomac. I will trouble you by the next post.

De Witt's petition happens to be in my possession as member of a

committee who have not yet reported on it. I was happy to learn

from you something of the man.

Meriwether Smith to Monroe, Tappahannock, 6 March, IISJ^. Ex.

The arrangements that are making in Europe respecting commerce

may no doubt have a tendency to depress these states, but are they

not such as usage has established among all nations? Even right it-
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self may justify their proceeding ; upon what principle, then, are our

united efforts to operate ? I wish to have your sentiments concerning

what we ought to insist on, and the manner of obtaining what we

want.

I beg you to attend to one thing of importance to the prosperity of

the Southern states ; and that is the regulation of post-offices in those

states. It is extremely odd that although peace has taken place, trade

has commenced, and many obstacles are removed (perhaps all which

have been alleged in excuse) which occasioned so great a neglect of

us, not any alteration has taken place ; and the rider still goes through

the states in a straight line, neither turning to the right nor to the left.

What think you of my going into the house of delegates next session ?

I am truly your friend.

Jefferson to Madison^ Annapolis, 16 March, 178^.

Dear Sir : I received yesterday, by Mr. Maury, your favor of Feb-

ruary 17th. That which you mention to have written by post a few

days before is not yet come to hand. I am induced to this quick reply

to the former by an alarming paragraph in it, which is that Mazzei is

coming to Annapolis. I tremble at the idea. I know he will be worse

to me than a return of my double quotidian headache. There is a

resolution reported to congress by a committee that they will never

appoint to the office of minister, charge des affaires, consul agent, etc.

(describing the foreign employments), any but natives. To this I

think there will not be a dissenting vote ; and it will be taken up

among the first things. Could you not, by making him acquainted

with this, divert him from coming here ? A consulate is his object, in

which he will assuredly fail, but his coming will be attended with evil.

He is the violent enemy of Franklin, having been some time at Paris.

From my knowledge of the man, I am sure he will have employed

himself in collecting on the spot facts true or false to impeach him.

You know there are people here who on the first idea of this will take

him to their bosom and turn all congress topsy-turvy. For God's

sake, then, save iis from this confusion if you can.

"We have eight states only, and seven of these represented by two

members. Delaware and South Carolina we lost within these two

days by the expiration of their powers. The other absent states are

New York, Maryland, and Georgia. We have done nothing, and can

do nothing in this condition, but waste our time, temper, and spirits in
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debating things for days or weeks, and then losing them by the nega-

tive of one or two individuals. Yours, affectionately.

Va?i Berckel to the States General, Philadelphia, 17 March, 178Jf.

Ex. Tr.

Shortly after the departure of my former letter, General Washing-

ton arrived in this city amid the jubilant shouts of the multitude and

the ringing of all the bells. All the officers that had belonged to the

army, and were then here, rode out on horseback to meet him to the

distance of a league, and thus they accompanied him into the town
;

the corporation of merchants- gave him a splendid banquet of three

hundred covers and a ball, to which festivities the minister of your

High Mightinesses as well as the French minister were invited, and at

which they were present. At the general's departure, eight days after

his arrival, the bells again were rung, and the same officers again es-

corted him the like distance out of the town.

A few days ago news arrived here from Charleston, South Carolina,

that the Spaniards had awakened a considerable insurrection in Chili,

which aimed at separation from Madrid and complete independence.

The same news says, too, that the English were attempting to aid

them, and had already sent them three ships with ammunition of war.

George Clinton to Haldimand, New YorJc, 19 March, 178^.

Sir : I now do myself the honor to transmit to your Excellency the

copy of a proclamation of the United States in congress assembled,

announcing the ratification of the definitive treaty of peace between

these states and his Britannic Majesty, and enjoining a due observance

thereof.

Having no doubt that your Excellency will, as soon as the season

admits, withdraw the British garrisons under your command from the

places they now hold within the United States, agreeably to the sev-

enth article of the treaty, it becomes a part of my duty to make the

necessary provision for receiving the post of Niagara and the other

posts within the limits of this state, and it is for that purpose I have

now to request that your Excellency would give me every possible in-

formation of the time when those posts are to be delivered.

Lieutenant-Colonel Fish, who will have the honor to deliver this

despatch, is instructed to confer Avith your Excellency, and to endeavor

to make such arrangements for the transaction of this business as shall
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tend to promote mutual convenience and that harmony which it is the

interest of both parties, and doubtless their desire, to establish.

Benjamin Walker to Washington, New York, 3 April, 1784.

Our legislature have been sitting here these three months and have

done little or nothing, except the impost bill (which is horridly imper-

fect) ; they have passed no bill of any consequence. They had begun

a bill to raise troops for their frontiers, but the two houses differed as

to the number, and now I believe the matter rests till they hear from

their delegates ; they must by this time have arrived at congress.

The chief politics of the day here is whether the tories shall be sent

away or not. I was in hopes these matters would have subsided by

degrees, but I see little prospect of it ; the tories have acted the most

imprudent part possible. It never could be supposed that men who,

during eight years, have been brought to consider those people as their

greatest enemies, as the murderers of their friends, and as the worst

of people, could drop their resentments in a day and receive them as

their friends ! Time and a proper conduct on their part could alone

work such a change, and this would have done it. If the tories had

kept themselves quiet and not interfered in public matters, all the

liberal and judicious of the whigs would have been so far their friends

as to have assisted in burying animosities, and, in the course of time,

when their conduct had proved they might be trusted, they would

have shared in the government with their fellow-citizens ; but, instead

of adopting such a conduct, they no sooner got over the first impres-

sion of fear than they laid claim to every attention, and very foolishly

contested with the whigs of the church in the election of a rector, sup-

porting with all their influence Mr. Moore against Mr, Provost, and

such has their conduct continued. The consequence is such as might

have been expected ; resentments are rather heightened than decreased,

and many of the most liberal of the whigs who came in with the most

conciliating disposition are now their enemies. It has helped to carry

the spu'it of resentment against them into the legislature, and two bills

are going through the house which, if passed, must drive great part

of them away.

Rnfus Putnam to General Washington, Rutland, 5 April, 1784. Ex.

The settlement of the Ohio country engrosses many of my thoughts,

and much of my time since I left camp has been employed in inform-
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ing myself and others with respect to the nature, situation, and cir-

cumstances of that country, and the practicability of removing our-

selves there. And, if I am to form an opinion from what 1 have seen

and heard on the subject, there are thousands in this quarter will

emigrate to that country as soon as the honorable congress makes
provision for granting lands there, and locations and settlements can

be made with safety, unless such provision be too long delayed ; I

mean, till necessity turns their views another way, which is the case

with some already, and must soon be the case with many more. You
are sensible of the necessity as well as the propriety of both officers

and soldiers fixing themselves in business somewhere as soon as pos-

sible, especially as many of them are unable to lie long on their oars

waiting the decision of congress on our petition, and, therefore, must
unavoidably fix themselves in some other quarter, which, when once

done, the idea of removing to the Ohio country will probably be at an

end with respect to most of them. Besides, the commonwealth of

Massachusetts have come to a resolution to sell their eastern country

for public securities, and, should their plan be formed and their

proposition be made public before we hear anything from congress

respecting our petition and the terms on which the lands petitioned

for are to be obtained, it will undoubtedly operate much against the

Ohio scheme.

From these circumstances, and many others that might be men-

tioned, we are growing very impatient to hear what our prospects are.

Among others who have agreed to accompany me to the Ohio the

moment the way is open are Brigadier-General Tupper, Lieutenant-

Colonel Oliver, and Major Ashley.

I should have hinted these things to some members of congress, but

the delegates from Massachusetts, although exceeding worthy men,

and in general would wish to promote the Ohio settlement, yet if it

should militate with the particular interest of this state by draining

her of inhabitants, especially at a time when she is forming the plan

of settling the eastern country, I doubt if they would be very warm
advocates in our favor, and I dare not trust myself with any of the

New York delegates, because that government are inviting the eastern

people to settle in that state ; and as to the delegates from the other

states, I have no acquaintance with any of them.

These circumstances must apologize for my troubling your Excel-

lency on this subject, and requesting the favor of a line to inform us
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what the prospects are with respect to our petition, and what measures

have been already or are likely to be taken with regard to the Ohio

country. I shall take it as a particular favor, sir, if you will be kind

enouo-h to recommend some character in congress acquainted with and

attached to the Ohio cause with whom I may presume to open a cor-

respondence.

Vmi Berckel to the States General, Philadelphia, 6 Aj^ril, 1784.

Ex. Tr.

Since the proclamation of the king of England prohibiting the car-

rying of the products of the British sugar islands to the United States

in bottoms other than English, the merchants of several states have

petitioned their respective state authorities to attempt reprisals. In the

state of Pennsylvania the committee made their report on the 8th of

last month, which resolves that a committee be appointed to bring in a

bill by which the United States in congress assembled are authorized to

prohibit, anywhere within the United States, the import of all products

and manufactures of any of the British sugar islands in English bot-

toms as long as the present restriction on the part of Great Britain

remains in force, with this proviso, however, that this act shall have no

force until the other states of the union shall have adopted like laws,

I learned some time ago that a considerable trade was carried on as

well from this place as from several other trading towns in North

America with the West India islands, and especially with the colony

Surinam. The traders did not content themselves with molasses and

rum, which were the only products permitted to be exported by for-

eigners, but whole ship-loads of coffee, sugar, indigo, and cotton, to

the disadvantage of the Dutch West India Company. I have certain

information that some of these plantations, which are deepest in debt,

have sent the above-mentioned products in American bottoms to the

Philadelphia, Baltimore, and New York and other markets, and this

trade is carried on with so much boldness that, at the unloading of the

ships which come from the islands, the coffee and cotton bales still

have the marks of the plantations whence the products were taken.

Secretary of State to Governor Haldimand, Whitehall, 8 April,

1184. Ex.

Sir : With regard to your refusing a compliance with the desire of

Major-General Baron de Steuben for delivering up to him the posts
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within the limits of the United. States, you are certainly justified in

every part of your proceedings, even if you had been in possession of

the definitive treaty of peace. The seventh article stipulates that they

shall be evacuated with all convenient speed, but no certain time is

fixed, and, as America has not, on her part, complied with even one

article of the treaty, I think we may reconcile it in the present instance

to delay the evacuation of those posts, at least until we are enabled to

secure the traders in the interior country, and withdraw their prop-

erty.

The management of the Indians requires great attention and ad-

dress at this critical juncture, and I am persuaded that our retaining

the possession of those posts will not even be detrimental to America,

and may be the means of jjreventing mischiefs which are likely to

happen should the posts be delivered up while the resentment of the

Indians continues at so high a pitch. I hojje the people of America
will treat them with kindness ; indeed, if they considered it for a mo-
ment, their own interest would prompt them so to do ; but, if they

should be determined to pursue a different conduct, you may assure

those unfortunate people that they will find an asylum within his

Majesty's dominions, should they be inclined to cross the lakes and

put themselves under our protection.

The ship Lady Johnson is now loaded with a considerable cargo of

articles for their use, and some implements for agriculture and tools

for erecting habitations for the loyalists and their families who have

taken refuge in the province of Quebec, which are to be divided

among them according to your discretion upon an investigation of

their wants. The offer made to you by Baron de Steuben for the pur-

chase of the military stores and provisions in the different forts never

can be consented to ; there are many reasons exclusive of those you
mention which operate very forcibly against it, and, therefore, you
may conclude that, whenever you may receive the king's commands
for evacuating them, you will be directed to remove every article of

military stores, and anything else that might be useful for offensive

operations.

I am really at a loss what instructions to convey to you at present

respecting the conduct which you are to observe toward the people of

the state of Vermont, as much will depend upon the recej^tion their

propositions shall meet with from congress. The language they have

held to you has, to be sure, been somewhat extraordinary. I do not

VOL. I. 23
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see how it is possible for us, consistently with the treaty of peace,

openly to interfere in their disputes, and, on the other hand, I think it

difficult to refuse to take them under our protection should they be

determined to become subjects of Great Britain. The matter, in a

great measure, must, therefore, be left to your judgment and discretion
;

but before you proceed to any final decision with those people, upon

any material point, I should think it would be advisable for you to

transmit their propositions to his Majesty's servants here, and receive

their opinion upon the subject.

Governor TJiomas Chittenden to Saldimancl, Burlington, 15 April,

178^. Ex.

Sir : Since peace has taken place between Great Britain and Ameri-

ca, and as in consequence thereof the British post on the island, now
called the Heroes, in this state, named the Loyal Block House, will

probably be evacuated some time this year, I shall esteem it a mark of

your Excellency's favor if you would direct the commanding officer of

the post to certify to me the time of its evacuation, that an officer from

this state may take possession thereof. Such a favor will be gratefully

acknowledged.

Luzerne to Rayneval, Mount Vernoji, 12 April, 1784-. Ex. Tr.

The estate of General Washington not being more than fifteen

leagues from Annapolis, I accepted an invitation that he gave me to

go and pass several days there, and it is from his house that I have the

honor to write to you. After having seen him on my arrival in this

continent, in the midst of his camp and in the tumult of arms, I have
the pleasure to see him a simple citizen, enjoying in the repose of his

retreat the glory which he has so justly acquired. We have recipro-

cally congratulated ourselves that our task has been finished much
sooner than we had dared to hope. The general has taken this occa-

sion to make mention of all the obligations of the United States and
their gratitude to his Majesty ; and he has expressed himself with
much sensibility relating to the service that the American cause has

received from us. He did not seem to me wholly disinclined to make
a journey to France ; and he said to me that he should be very glad

to go there if affairs of Avhich ho desired to see the end would allow it.

He dresses in a gray coat like a Virginia farmer, and nothing about
him recalls the recollection of the important part which he has played
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except the great number of foreigners who come to see him. His wife

and his relations form his habitual society, and the happiness of the

persons who surround him seems to be his principal occupation. Yet

he is not without work, and, independent of the business which he has

to finish in connection with his command, I am inclined to believe that

he proposes to write memoirs, or to put in order materials relating to

the grand events in which he has taken so important a part.

John Langdon to Tench Tllghman c& Co., Portsmouth, 13 April, 178Jf.

Gextlemex : I am honored with your favor of the 1st January last,

by which I see you have established a house at Baltimore. It would

give me particular pleasure to keep up a correspondence with your

house, and should any business (worth attending to) turn up, I am
convinced it would be transacted by you on the best terms.

The enclosed letter from your Mr. Morris, my great and good friend,

I have particularly attended to ; wish I could see better prospects in

commerce, but I despair of that until the several states can be pre-

vailed on to give up this great object (which concerns the whole) to

congress, their head ; for, while thirteen different states, in thirteen

different parts of the continent, undertake to regulate trade, it will not

only destroy that social intercourse that ought to be cultivated between

the states, but bring on the utmost confusion. However, I hope ere

long we shall all see the necessity of leaving this business to congress,

who only can, and ought to, regulate commerce. I am very respect-

fully, etc.

iMzerne to Mayneval, Annapolis, 21 April, llSJf.. Ex. Tr.

Without undertaking to predict what will happen in the interior

countries, I believe they will be formed into free societies when they

shall be sufficiently peopled to feel the want of a regular government

;

but I doubt very much if they are ever subject to congress. In a

word, I see no gain in this except for the unhappy of Europe who may
succeed in escaping from the countries where they are oj^pressed by

the government and borne down by the weight of the public debt

;

and it appears to me that Germany and Great Britain are the coun-

tries most menaced by this emigration. Several ages will pass away
before all the vacant places are filled ; meantime the populations will

flow without ceasing from the coasts toward the interior ; when a fam-

ily by increase shall find itself a little straitened in countries where
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estates touch each other, it will not fail to go where hands alone are

wanting to till the land, and where man finds no limits to his industry.

Meantime, the thirteen states will remain in a condition of weakness

which, as far as I can see, will render chimerical the terrors of those

who are alarmed over the destiny of our sugar colonies. If ever the

government of these republicans are modified in such a way as to

make them conquerors, the time is so distant that it ought to be per-

mitted even to the policy which looks furthest into the future not to

contemplate an epoch so remote.

Edmund Randolph to Jefferson^ Michmond, 2^. A^^ril, 1784-. JEx.

•I have not heard since the election, but I am confident from what

reached me before, that our friend Madison will certainly be a mem-
ber. His aid will be necessary to correct the extravagances of some

plausible men who have many schemes of romance much at heart.

Jefferson to Madison, Atmapolis, 25 April, 178Jf.

By the proposition to bound our country to the westward I meant

no more than the passing an act declaring that that should be our

boundary from the moment the people of the western country and

congress should agree to it. The act of congress now enclosed to you

will show you that they have agreed to it, because it extends not only

to the territory ceded, but to be ceded, and shows how and when they

shall be taken into the union. There is nobody, then, to consult but

the people to be severed ; if you will make your act final as to your-

selves, so soon as those people shall have declared their assent in a cer-

tain manner to be pointed out by the act, the whole business is settled
;

for their assent will follow immediately. One of the conditions is that

they pay their quota of the debts contracted. Of course, no difiiculty

need arise on this head, as no quota has been fixed on us unalterably.

The minuter circumstances of selling the ungranted lands will be pro-

vided in an ordinance already prepared but not reported. You will

observe two clauses struck out of the report : the first, respecting

hereditary honors ; the second, slavery. The first was done, not from
an approbation of such honors, but because it was thought an improper

place to encounter them. The second was lost by an individual vote

only. Ten states were present. The four eastern states. New York,

and Pennsylvania, were for the clause. Jersey would have been for it,

but there were but two members, one of whom was sick in his cham-
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bers. South Carolina, Maryland, and ! Virginia ! voted against it.

North Carolina was divided, as would have been Virginia, had not Mr.

Monroe, one of its delegates, been sick in bed.

The place at which congress should meet in November has been the

subject of discussion lately. Alexandria, Philadelphia, and Trenton,

were proposed. The first was negatived easily. Trenton had the four

eastern states. New York, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania. "We expect

Georgia and Delaware shortly, in which case it will become possible

that Philadelphia may be determined on. The question is put off to

be considered with the establishment of a committee of the states,

which, to my astonishment, would have been negatived when first pro-

posed had not the question been staved off. Some of the states, who
were against the measure, I believe, because they had never reflected

on the consequences of leaving a government without a head, seem to

be come over.

Dr. Lee is appointed an Indian commissioner. He is not present,

but is known to have sought it, and, of course, will accept. This

vacates his seat here. I wish Short could be sent in his room. It

is a good school for our young statesmen. It gives them impres-

sions friendly to the federal government, instead of those adverse,

which too often take place in persons confined to the politics of our

state.

I like the method you propose of settling at once with Maryland all

matters relative to Potomac. To introduce this the more easily, I

have conversed with Mr. Stone (one of their delegates) on the subject,

and, finding him of the same opinion, have told him I would by letters

bring the subject forward on our part. They will consider it, there-

fore, as originated by this conversation.

The more I have reflected on your proposition for printing the

revisal, the more I have liked it. I am convinced, too, from late ex-

periments, it cannot be passed in the detail. One of the eastern states

had their laws revised, and then attempted to pass them through their

legislature, but they got so mangled that all consistence was destroyed,

and I believe they dropped them altogether. Should this be printed,

I will ask you to send me half a dozen copies wherever I shall be.

You know that many gentlemen of this state had money in the hands

of merchants in England. I am well informed that these merchants

have uniformly refused to pay them interest, saying the money was

always ready if they would have called for it. This adds another to
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tlie many good reasons we had before against paying interest during

the war.

Congress hope to adjourn by the last of May. The estimate and

requisitions for the year, the arrangements for the land office, and for-

eign treaties, are subjects they will endeavor to complete. Vermont

is pressed on them by New York, and a day declared beyond which

they will await no interposition, but assert their right of government.

The Chevalier Luzerne has taken his leave of us. He makes a tour to

the lakes before he leaves the continent. ]\[arbois acts as charge des

affaires till the arrival of a successor.

A2yril 30.—A London ship is arrived here which left that port the

25th March. Pitt was still in place, supported by the king, lords, and

nation in general, the city of London enthusiastically in his favor.

Still there was a majority of twelve in favor of Fox, who was sup-

ported by the Prince of Wales. It was thought the parliament would

be dissolved. Congress has determined to adjourn on the 3d June to

meet in November at Trenton. Adieu. Yours affectionately.

Fred. Haldimcmd to Secretary of State, Quebec, 26 April, 178Jf. Fx,

My Lord : As this letter goes by land to New York, I cannot be

very particular. It is, nevertheless, proper that your lordship should

be apprised that I have not had the honor to receive any despatches

of a later date than last August. I am very anxious for instructions

with regard to the evacuation of the posts and garrisons in the upper

countries which will be found without the limits assigned to this prov-

ince by the definitive treaty of which I have not had any official infor-

mation, though it has been many months printed in the American

newspapers.

Yan Berckel to the States General, Philadelphia, 2 May, 178Jf..

m. Tr.

The state of Massachusetts and of New York have passed a law

whereby all the American refugees, who went over to the English, are

forbidden to return. New Jersey seeks to take advantage of this

policy of the two states. A great number of the most prominent in-

habitants of New Jersey have passed several resolutions giving these

refugees, and especially merchants from New York, every inducement

to settle in that state.

News has arrived from Havana that there, at present, all care is
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taken to prevent the Americans from carrying on their trade hence-

forth.

Fred Haldimand to the, Secretary of State, Quebec, 12 May, 178Jf.

Ex. Tr.

My Lord : At the same time that I transmit a duplicate of my let-

ter of the 26th April I have the honor to acquaint your lordship that

the American officer mentioned in it arrived at Quebec on the 7th

May. He brought a letter from Governor Clinton, of which I enclose

a copy, with my answer to it. Lieutenant-Colonel Fish was instructed

by Governor Clinton, provided I had not received orders for the evac-

uation of the posts, to urge me to give a promise of giving notice, as

soon as the order should arrive, of the time I thought the evacuation

could take place. This I easily evaded by assuring him that I would

scrupulously obey my orders, and that, uninstructed as I was by his

Majesty's ministei'S in consequence of the definitive treaty of peace, I

could come under no engagement of any kind relative to the measures

to be adopted in carrying it into execution. But, however restrained I

might be in my public answer to Governor Clinton's letter, I could

not hesitate to declare to Lieutenant-Colonel Fish that, in my private

opinion, the posts should not be evacuated until such time as the

American states should carry into execution the article of the treaty in

favor of the loyalists ; that, in conformity to that article, I had given

liberty to many of those unhappy people to go into the states in order

to solicit the recovery of their estates and effects, but that they were

glad to return without effecting anything, after having been insulted

in the grossest manner ; that, although in compliance with his Majesty's

orders to shun everything which might tend to prevent a reconcilia-

tion between the two countries, I had made no public representations

on that head, I could not be insensible to the sufferings of those who
had a right to look up to me for protection, and that such conduct

toward the loyalists was not a likely means to engage Great Britain to

evacuate the posts, for in all my transactions I never use the words

either of my delivering, or their receiving, the posts, for reasons men-

tioned in one of my former letters to your lordship, Lieutenant-

Colonel Fish gave me the strongest assurances that the proceedings

against the loyalists were disapproved by the leading men in the dif-

ferent states, and gave me a recent instance of Governor Clinton's

having rescued Captain Muer of the 53d Regiment from the insolence
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of the mob iu New York. Lieutenant-Colonel Fish set off on his re-

turn the 10th ult., and appeared sensible of the civility and politeness

with which he had been received at Quebec and the different garrisons

and posts through which he had passed.

The enclosure No. 3 is a copy of a letter which I received (though

I could not learn how it was brought) from Governor Chittenden,

relative to the time of my evacuating the post on Lake Champlain,

which he claims as belonging to the state of Vermont. I have here to

observe to your lordship that these people have not lately had much

communication with me, and, from the manner in which I received

their applications and communications last summer and fall, seem to

have turned all their thoughts to establish their interest in the congress,

at the same time that they are not neglectful of taking measures and

steps which have the appearance of an approaching rupture with the

state of New York. I have likewise to observe to your lordship that

I think myself more justified in refusing the applications of the gov-

ernors of New York and Vermont, as I apprehend that Great Britain

has contracted the definitive treaty with the congress of the United

States of Amei'ica, and that, consequently, I am not bound to treat, ex-

cept with persons authorized by congress, relative to carrying into

execution the articles of that treaty ; and it appears to me that the

evacuation of the posts might be delayed as the means of obliging the

congress to prolong the term of one year granted by the treaty for the

loyalists to solicit the recovery of their estates, for, from the want of

government and good order in the different states, it has not hitherto

been safe for the loyalists to go among them for that purpose.

Vergennes to Luzertie, 12 May, 178Jf. Ex. T)'.

I have conferred with the nuncio on the project of establishing a

bishop or apostolic vicar in America, and you will find annexed a let-

ter that this prelate writes to you on the subject. You will see that

we have not sufficient information to form a proper resolution.

The carelessness with which congress treats the debts which it has

contracted to the king is inconceivable ; and I do not conceal from

you that his Majesty has testified his discontent. We do not press the

Americans for reimbursement of the objects that we have furnished

out of our own funds, but it is important for us that they should regu-

larly attend to the sum that we have borrowed on their account in

Holland, by furnishing with exactness the interest as well as the sue-
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cessive instalments of the capital as they become due. I pray you,

sir, to speak of it seriously to Mr. Morris, inviting him to procure for

you a satisfactory answer. I see that as yet no place is fixed for the

residence of congress. A perpetually ambulatory condition of this

body is as injurious to its dignity and its consideration as to the busi-

ness of which the care is confided to it.

Wm. Short to Jefferson^ Richmond, IJf May, 178Jf. Ex.

Dear Sir : You will bo pleased when I inform you of a conversa-

tion last evening between Mr. Henry, Mr. Madison, and Mr, Jones. I

was left in the coffee-house with these three. Mr. Henry told them
he wished much to have a conference on a subject of importance.

The event of it was that Mr. Jones and Mr. Madison should sketch

out some plan for giving greater power to the federal government,

and that Mr. Henry should support it on the floor. It was thought a

bold example set by Virginia would have influence on the other states.

Mr. Henry declared that was the only inducement he had for coming

into the present assembly. He saw ruin inevitable unless something

was done to give congress a compulsory process on delinquent states,

etc. The assembly have not yet proceeded to active business. They

have formed great hopes of Mr. Madison, and those who know him

best think he will not disappoint their most sanguine expectations. A
majority of this assembly are new members, and, consequently, we may
expect new measures. Many ofiicers of the late army and more young

men compose this majority.

Edmund Randolph to Jefferson, Richmond, 15 May, 1781^. Ex.

The great leaders of the assembly not having arrived, their busi-

ness is stagnated. I am told, however, that Mr. Henry is in the neigh-

borhood. The increase of new members has introduced some of the

children of the revolution who labor to satisfy themselves, and disdain

dependency on the dictum of any individual or faction. By this

means we seem to have obtained another division of party in the as-

sembly. It was manifest throughout the last session that Henry had

one corps ; R. H. Lee, though absent, another ; and the speaker a

third, founded on a riveted opposition to our late enemies and every-

thing which concerned them. The first class, you know, has always

been numerous, and will probably remain so. The second has never

varied a single point either way for some years. The third is but a
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temiDorary bubble contrived to save the trouble of thinking on true

national policy. I suspect, however, that these new legislative guests

will want a general to enable them, to make head against those of the

other parties, who will not fail to impeach them with an affectation of

novelty when they only press the result of liberality and reflection.

This renders it probable that our friend of Orange will step earlier

into the heat of battle than his modesty would otherwise permit. For

he is already resorted to as a general, of whom much has been pre-

conceived to his advantage.

Luzerne to Eayneval, Philadel2)hia, 17 May, 178J!f. Ex. Tr.

I have already had the honor of speaking to you of Mr. Jefferson.

He was nominated in 1781 one of the five plenipotentiaries to treat

with England. He then refused ; but, having lost his wife in 1782,

he yielded to the entreaties of his friends. He was on the point of

sailing for Europe when he learned that the provisional articles had

been signed. He has been governor of Virginia ; he quitted that place

with the reputation of an enlightened, upright man, and of an excel-

lent citizen ; but incapable of holding the helm in stormy times. He

loves the sciences and arts with passion, and he cultivates them with

some success. He is full of sincerity ; he loves much his own country
;

but he is far too much of a philosopher, and far too tranquil, to feel

hatred or affection for any other nation, unless the interests of the

United States are involved. His principle is that it is important for

the happiness and the prosperity of the thirteen states to keep them-

selves as remote from England as the state of peace will permit ; that

as a consequence of this system it is for their advantage to keep up a

particular attachment to France, and even congress ought, as far as it

can, direct toward us the affection of the people in order to balance

the inclination and the numerous causes which carry them continually

toward England. He has, notwithstanding these principles, shown him-

self to be the protector and the support of the refugees. He regards

several of their demands as founded in justice ; he has employed his

pen and his influence, but without great success, to ensure the passage

of plans relative to the acquitment of the debts ; and in almost all

discussions, it should be remarked that he has been on the honorable

side of the question. If Mr. Franklin should cease to be minister near

the king while Mr. Jefferson should be in France or in Europe, I do

not doubt that the choice will fall on him. In that case, you will soon
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perceive that Mr. Jefferson does not join to his theoretical knowledge

much experience or habit of public affairs.

James Monroe to Thomas Jefferson, Annapolis, 20 May, 178Jf.

The committee, of which I am a member, appointed to view the

country around Georgetown, under the Princeton engagement, set out

this morning upon that business. I think with you that it will be

proper to effect this business before the adjournment, and time may

better be spared than the present. For four or five days past the

qualification of the delegates from Rhode Island hath been the only

subject before us. The question was, Shall a delegation retain its seat,

or any particular member, the term of service having actually expired?

The gentlemen wait for me.

Jefferson to Monroe, Philadelphia, 21 May, 178J^, Ex.

Is there a commission for an additional treaty with France ? The

instructions made this necessary, and without it we shall be at Paris

but private citizens, unprotected by the laws of nations, and liable to

the jurisdiction of the country. General Knox went on from hence

two days ago to receive the orders of congress as to the western posts.

The mouth of the Illinois is the interesting post for Virginia, because

it will open a trade up the Missouri and Mississippi. The spot there

is advantageous for defence according to Hutchins's pamphlet and Gen-

eral Washington's letter on the peace establishment, Michillimacinac

is very important for the United States in general ; it is interesting

to Virginia on the expectation that she may open the navigation from

Lake Erie to Potomac. Detroit is a place of consequence, but so

strongly settled that I doubt whether any force need be kept there.

The New Yorkers will wish a force at Niagara or Oswego. I should

yield to them as far as necessity requires ; but the further north that

post is, the better for Virginia ; were it even pushed to the intersection

of the Cataraqui with the forty-fifth degree, it might then leave a pos-

sibility of drawing the six nations to Fort Pitt. Mr. Thompson's

counsel on this subject will probably be useful, the interests of Penn-

sylvania and Virginia being united as to all these posts. We shall

not begin to scramble for the trade till we have brought it to Fort

Pitt. To the southward it would be our interest to have an agency

kept up with the Overhill Cherokees, and Martin the agent. If South

Carolina and Georgia would then be contented with one other agency.
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and could agree on its situation, it would be well. I had thought of

the head of Mobile river, because there is a very short portage from

there to the waters of the Tennessee which would give us access to it,

but Mr. Reid thought it too distant from the inhabited country.

j

Hardy to Jefferson, Annapolis, 21 May, 118If.

Colonel Monroe, together with Mr, Lee and Mr. Gerry, sat out

yesterday to Georgetown. We thought it expedient that the com-

mittee should proceed in order to turn the view of the continent to

that place, as the spot where congress may, perhaps, ultimately fix.

Since your departure we have done nothing ; congress have been

involved in a scene of confusion greater than you can conceive. The
Committee of Qualifications reported that the time of the delegates of

Rhode Island had expired. To this report five states assented, two
dissented, and three were divided. A question then arose whether, if

the report was not agreed to by seven states, those gentlemen were

deprived of their seats—or whether, when the right of a member to

sit was questioned, it did not require seven states to establish that

right.

It has produced great diversity of sentiment and more altercation

than I have ever seen either in congress or any other place—so that I

begin seriously to apprehend we shall be forced to adjourn, and con-

fess to the world that the divisions of our councils have prevented the

adoption of those measures which the interests of the union so loudly

call for at our hands.

Mphraim Paine to R. R. Livingston, Annapolis, 21/. May, 178Jf. Ex.

I expected in congress to find justice sit enthroned, supported by
all the virtues. Judge, then, how great was ray disappointment when
I found caballing, selfishness, and injustice reign almost pierpetually

;

and in place of that good order and decency which ought to preside

in all public bodies, especially in that august one, tumult and disorder

prevail, even to the degree of challenging, in the house.

The Southern nabobs behave as though they viewed themselves a

superior order of animals when compared with those of the other end

of the confederacy ; this, sir, you know, does not agree with the great

spirits of the Northern gentry, and, unless a new disposition takes

place, some important matters must either be left imdone, or they will

be ill done. Scarce any business of importance has been done in the
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Louse for about ten days upon the account that the right of the dele-

gates from Rhode Island to sit in the house was called in question,

and, the house being divided in opinion, those who were for expelling

the Rhode Island members declared that they would attend to no

business while they sat in the house.

The Southern members were opposed to having the loan office

certificates inserted in the general statement as any part of the na-

tional debt, declaring that it was unjust for the Southern states to pay

any part thereof, and prevailed so far as to have that debt struck out

of the general statement ; but a few days after, the other side of the

house prevailed and had it inserted.

Various motions have been made on the part of the delegates of

New York to get congress to declare the number of troops which our

state may keep up for the purpose of garrisoning their frontier posts,

and the utmost chicanery was urged in the house to prevent such mo-

tion being made ; and when it could be no longer evaded, the motion

was committed to the committee for arrangements for the frontier

posts, and though we called upon that committee to report, cannot

yet obtain it ; and it appears to me evident that congress are unwill-

ing that we should garrison Oswego and Niagara, as I believe the

design is for congress to garrison these two posts, and that Massachu-

setts intends to cede a part of their country to the United States,

preserving the rest for themselves ; and I have reason to believe that it

was with this view that a few days ago congress appeared almost

determined to order the Massachusetts troops, which are now at West

Point, to march, in order to garrison these posts as soon as they

should be evacuated by the British troops ; and the chagrin was very

visible when congress were told plainly that New York would not suf-

fer Massachusetts troops to march into that country.

A spirited memorial is presented to congress (agreeable to our in-

struction) respecting the New Hampshire grants ; it is committed, the

committee have been called upon to report, but as yet have not done

it. It is a question with me whether there is a single state that would

be for deciding in favor of New York ; at the same time it is doubtful

whether nine states will be for declaring Vermont a separate state.

According to the present appearance, the New Hampshire grants will

one day be acknowledged a separate state ; if so, the sooner the better

for New York, as they are daily increasing in numbers and extending

their encroachments, and may, in a few years, get so strong as to die-
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tate their own boundaries. It appears to me that New York had bet-

ter raise the power of the state and crush them immediately, or else

consent that congress shall declare them a separate state, and take

them into the Federal union.

Monroe to Jefferson, Annapolis, 25 May, 1784.

My letter by the last post will inform you of the occasion which

pointed that as the favorable moment for a trip to Georgetown, and

of our availing ourselves of it
;
yesterday evening we returned ; our

report will be in favor of the Maryland side, and of a position near the

town.* Upon our return we found that business hath been conducted

as we expected ; the affair of Rhode Island had not been settled till

Monday (yesterday), and that in a very extraordinary way. I in-

formed you whence the motion for inquiry originated, and I believe

of the warmth with which it was conducted. I never saw more in-

decent conduct in any assembly before ; the dispute was more pointed

between Mercer and Howell.

What hath this business to do with Virginia, or Virginia wdth it,

more than any other state in the United States, and wherefore is she

brought so intemperately and actively in the field ?

To day we resume (I am informed) the consideration of the western

posts ; what will be the result is uncertain. New York, I hear, will put

restraint on every measure till she attains the object of her memorial

or statement handed in before you left us ; other states will be, per-

haps, for doing nothing, and some persons who can not, perhaps, attain

what they wish may attempt to mar the whole. We have only eight

days before the adjournment, so that the prospect of effecting these

or other objects before us is unfavorable.

I shall go instantly upon the business of your other commands, for-

Avard, if not yet gone, your instructions, etc., and will attempt giving

you powers to negotiate with France if you have them not ; but I

supposed you had, for so I think it was reported, and I do not recol-

lect that it was negatived.

It was certainly necessary something should be done respecting the

restraint on tobacco in France, to extricate it from the monopoly of

the Farmers General, contrary, in my opinion, to the spirit of the

treaty ; but I am not sufficiently at home on this subject to take it up,

and wish your advice.

' This refers to the selection of the site of the seat of congress.
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Edward Bancroft to William Frazer, Philadelphia, 28 3fay, 118J^.

Sir : I did myself the honor of writing to you in November last,

since which I have passed several months in South Carolina in endeav-

oring to obtain payment of considerable sums due from that state to

the Prince of Luxembourg. Few events of any importance have oc-

curred during my absence, and I believe none which you would not

have expected from my preceding account of things here. It was not

until the middle of January that, with much difficulty and special

requisitions, the representatives of nine states were collected at Annap-

olis, so as to enable congress to ratify the definitive treaty ; and some

of these withdrew almost immediately after, and did not leave enough

to enable that body to act on any matter of importance during the rest

of the winter. This difficulty is, however, since removed, and congress,

as you will have heard, has decided on a measure of great consequence

—

that of laying out ten new interior states. But it is necessary pre-

viously to purchase the soil from the aboriginal proprietors, and com-

missioners have been appointed to hold treaties with them for that

purpose. At present, however, the intention of congress is only to pur-

chase the country as far west and north as Lake Michigan, of which

the propriety is claimed by about twenty-one Indian tribes. When
this country shall have been purchased, it is intended to expose it to

sale, and to receive in payment loan office certificates, and other gov-

ernment securities, now selling at one fourth part of their reduced

nominal value ; and it is imagined that almost the whole domestic

debt may in this way be liquidated. Whether this will be the case or

not, I am unable to say, but it is, I think, the only way in which there

is any probability of its being ever discharged ; for during this and

the last year not one shilling even of the interest has been paid to any

public creditor ; and but a very trifling part of the taxes imposed for

the year 1782 is as yet paid by any of the states, and not a penny by

North Carolina, Delaware, or Georgia ; and none of them have paid

anything toward the quotas of any subsequent year. Indeed, the lit-

tle paid by Pennsylvania, Massachusetts, South Carolina, etc., was al-

most wholly collected from the seaports and commercial towns, the

interior counties having almost universally either refused or evaded all

payment. But whatever congress may gain by selling the lands in

the intended new states, it is not probable the purchasers will enjoy

much of it, unless they actually remove and settle thereon, before

other adventurers shall have usurped the possession. A great part of
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the country between the Alleghany mountains and the Ohio is al-

ready occupied by emigrants, who maintain that actual settlement and

cultivation alone create a right to the soil, and laugh at every other

title ; and there will always be a majority of such settlers ready to

support each other. Mr. De la Luzerne is, indeed, astonished at the

policy, or rather impolicy, of congress in thus promoting the settlement

of interior states, which will not only afford an asylum to all fugitives

from their creditors, or from justice, but tend very much to diminish

the value of landed property in the more settled states, and deprive

them of their useful inhabitants, who after removing will never be

made to contribute anything toward discharging the public debt, or

supporting the confederation. Congress, however, feels the necessity

of doing something toward satisfying the public creditors, and is, be-

sides, convinced that the interior country, which has been constantly

intended for that purpose, will never produce anything toward it, un-

less sold before it be usurped by lawless settlers.

Another step of importance taken by congress is that of sending

Mr. Jefferson to join Dr. Franklin and Mr. Adams as commissioners

to conclude commercial treaties with different European powers, and

particularly with Great Britain. Indeed, a commercial treaty with

your government is really, though not avowedly, the object which de-

termined congress at this time to adopt this measure ; it being imag-

ined that the present administration will be more favorable to the

commercial interests and wishes of the United States than the last.

Whether this be the case or not, you may probably be glad to know

that the obstacles which formerly were raised on the part of this coun-

try will subsist no longer ; instead of contending for the right of carry-

ing British West India produce to Great Britain, congress will now be

glad of what was last year refused—the liberty of sharing in the

carriage of American and West India produce between the United

States and the British plantations, and that even in vessels of a limited

burden, though endeavors will, I suppose, be previously made to ob-

tain a little more. Toward this change of sentiments here I have, as

I think, contributed in many ways. It is certain, however, that both

the French and Spanish courts are determined to adhere to their for-

mer systems of monopolizing the commerce and productions of their

several colonies, and making them subservient only to the interest of

the parent countries respectively. St. Nicolas, on the Island of St.

Domingo, will be the only port open to American vessels within the
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government of the Leeward Islands ; and that only for such as are

laden with lumber and a very few other articles. And the like re-

striction will be established in the government of the Windward
Islands.

Mr. De la Luzerne tells me that if it had been possible to grant par-

tial favors among the United States, the government of France would
have admitted the vessels of North and South Carolina, and of Geor-

gia, into all the French islands, as the productions of those states are

not supposed to interfere with those of France. The president of con-

gress has written to the Chevalier De la Luzerne that he shall be here

the 7th of June, as that assembly is to adjourn on the 3d. Mr. Van.
Berckel, the Dutch Minister, has never once visited them since their re-

moval to Annapolis. He has often privately expressed to me the most
unfavorable opinions of men and things in this country, and I am con-

fident that he has communicated them to the Dutch government—and,

indeed, there is not one of the states in which committees or combi-
nations of peojjle do not frequently resist or oppose the legislative,

executive, and judicial powers, and in which anarchy and confu-

sion do not in some degree prevail. In Georgia the disorders which
prevailed during the last winter, and I suppose yet prevail, were so

atrocious that you would hardly believe any true account of them.

One of the most extraordinary, but perhaps not one of the most mis-

chievous of the evils there, is, that the whole state did not contain

a single ecclesiastic or minister of any religious sect or community
whatever.

In every one of the states government is too feeble to command
either respect or obedience ; and the powers of congress are still more
inadequate to the support of the confederation. Of this, all reason-

able men in the Middle states are now convinced ; and Mr. Jefferson

is just now informed, as he tells me, that the great leader of the Vir-

ginians, Mr. Patrick Henry, who has been violently opposed to every

idea of increasing the powers of congress, is convinced of his error,

and has within these few days pledged himself to Mr. Madison, Mr.
Jones, and others, to support a plan which they are to prepare and pro-

pose to the legislature of Virginia, for amending the confederation by
a further concession of powers to congress ; but I do not believe that

this or any other plan for this purpose will ever be adopted, even by a

majority, much less by all the United States.

Respecting the five per cent duty, neither New York, North Caro-

voL. I. 34
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lina, Georgia, Connecticut, or Rhode Island has agreed to it, though

it is expected that the four first of these states will adopt it by the end

of this year, and that afterward Rhode Island singly will not long

persist opposing the rest. The convention between France and the

United States respecting consular jurisdiction is not yet concluded.

The government of the former claims powers over the French in this

country which congress is not willing to allow, though reciprocal pow-

ers are offered to congress over Americans in France. However,

French consuls or vice-consuls are appointed in almost every one of

the states, and they are particularly instructed to collect and transmit

, every kind of information requisite to increase the trade of Fraiice to

this country, and especially to point out what changes or additions

may be made in the various French manufactures, so as to render

them more suitable to the habits, prejudices, or wants of this country.

Mr. Jefferson sets out this day for Boston, where he intends to embark

for France ; and the Chevalier De la Luzerne, having obtained permis-

sion to return, and having hired a very fine ship to carry himself and

suite to L'Orient, I have accepted the offer which he has repeatedly

pressed upon me, of taking my passage with him, as it will shorten

the distance by sea, and as I have some business in Paris, where I

hope, however, not to stay more than a week. We expect to sail the

15th of June, and I hope to have the honor of seeing you in London
early in August, and of informing you of some matters with which it

is not expedient to trouble you at this time. I have the honor to

be, etc.

Van BercJcel to the States General, Philadelphia, 31 May, 178Jf.

Ex. Tr.

At the founding of the society of the Cincinnati it was determined

that it should be hereditary, and that the right to it should descend

from father to son ; further, that the members of the society use

their collective influence to support the government, and to cement,

more and more, the union of the states ; and, finally, that a fund

should be established for the support of the ofiicers and their families

who might need assistance. A great part of the public is thoroughly

displeased with the establishing of this society, and especially are

many displeased concerning the three points just mentioned, fearing

that the families in which such distinction should be hereditary would

become powerful in time, and might wish to change the present govern-
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ment of the people into an aristocracy ; that the funds which should be

collected might be misused. To disabuse the public of this fear, a

resolution was adopted in the general assembly of the society that the

hereditary rights should be abolished, that none of their actions

should have any political aim, and that the funds of the society

should be put in the hands of the legislatures of each of the states, to

be used under their oversight.

Monroe to Jefferson, Annaj^oUs, 1 June, llSJf.. Ex.

Two points have been effected since my last—the putting the office

of finance into commission, and establishment of the committee of the

states, and appointment of the members ; each state nominated its

own member, and congress confirmed the preference. The committee

consists of Mr. Blanchard, Dana, Ellery, Sherman, Dewitt, Dick,

Hand, Chase, Hardy, Spaight, and Read ; for the states not repre-

sented on the floor, any member who produces credentials may take

his scat ; the members also may relieve each other at pleasure ; these

resolutions were introduced by Mercer and supported by Read ; by
which the appointment, if this rule continues (longer than the present

congress or rather committee), is taken out of the hands of congress,

and vested in the delegation of each state, and of course gives it to

whomever the chance of a popular vote may place at the head of a

delegation ; for those who pay a delicate attention to the sense of the

state must take that sense from such evidence as appears to them.

The powers of the committee are confined, so that no injury can be

effected. Sherman and Dana will necessarily govern it ; Read and

Spaight will be together ; Hardy will perhaps be of the same society,

and as the part they will act will perhaps be rather an intemperate

one, they will have no weight themselves, and throw the indifferent

states into the other scale. I intend also to put in execution the plan

I had in view of visiting the western country if no difficulties arise.

"Washington to Putnam, Mount Vernon, 2 June, 178Jf. Ex.

I wish it was in my power to give you a more favorable account of

the officers' petition for lands on the Ohio and its waters than I am
about to do. After this, and information respecting the establishment

for peace, were my enquiries solely directed, as I passed through

Annapolis on my way to Philadelphia, but I could not learn that any-

thing decisive had been done in either. On the latter, congress are
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differing about their powers, but as they have accepted of the cession

from Virginia, and have resolved to lay o& ten new states bounded by

latitudes and longitudes, it should be supposed that they will deter-

mine something respecting the former before they adjourn, and yet I

very much question it, as the latter event is to happen on the thii'd of

next month. .

As the congress who are to meet in November next by adjournment

will be composed from a new choice of delegates in each state, it is

not in my power at this time to direct you to a proper correspondence

in that body. I wish I could, for persuaded I am, that to some such

causes as you have assigned, may be ascribed the delay which the

petition has encountered ; for surely, if justice and gratitude to the

officers, and the general policy of the union, were to govern in this

case, there would not be the smallest interruption in granting their re-

quest. I really feel for those gentlemen, who, by these delays, unac-

countable by any other means than those which you have suggested,

are held in such an awkward and disagreeable state of suspense
;

and wish my endeavors could remove the obstacles. At Princeton

(before congress left that place) I exerted every power I was master

of, and dwelt upon the arguments you have used to show the jjro-

priety of a speedy decision. Every member with whom I conversed

acquiesced in the justice of the petition ; all yielded, or seemed to

yield, to the policy of it, but pleaded the want of cession of the land to

act upon ; this is made, and accepted, and yet matters (as far as they

have come to my knowledge) remain in statu quo.

Knox to Washington, Anna2)olis, 4 June, IISJ/.. Ex.

The president, who has just gone for Mount Ternon, will inform

you of the state of public matters. Things are not well, and will

probably be worse before they are better.

Hugh Williamson {of North Carolina) to James Duane, Annapolis,

8 June, 178Jf. Ex.

Dear Sir : It is not to be supposed that a man who has assisted so

long and to so much effect as yourself in the great council of the

nation, can be indifferent to the progress of business in your absence.

From the journals you will learn what is, and what is not done. The
reason why, in many cases you are to guess at : In one or two in-

stances I will try to cast some light on the question, viz., why certain
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things were not done ! The affairs of your state have been very-

interesting. Massachusetts has, I think, fortunately, at length come

out with her claim on your western country. I say fortunately, because

the sooner it is determined the sooner peace will be restored, and I

have understood that you courted and did not shun nor fear such en-

quiry. Had it been made years ago, I believe congress would have

been saved from much perplexity during the last weeks of our late

session. New York appeared jealous of the Massachusetts troops tak-

ing possession of the frontier posts, viz., Niagara and Oswego, lest they

should hold them perforce, and under these circumstances our jour-

nals are sufficiently covered with yeas and nays. You know that some

troops have long been kept in service with the view of taking posses-

sion of the posts which the British held in the jurisdiction of the

United States. New York has asked for leave to raise a troop of five

hundred men. You know that a peace establishment in the Eastern

states is an unpleasing business ; we could not easily obtain a vote for

any troops in peace ; in the meanwhile New York presses that we
should say how many she is to keep. The business of the union was

not determined. How many are the United States to keep ? In this

state of the question, the New York delegates refuse to agree to the

United States raising a single man till we shall say how many is their

state to raise. Others, thinking that the case of thirteen was full as

important as that of one, refused to consider the demand of New York
till the other question was determined. If the Eastern states really in-

tend anything unfair, they think worse of Continental troops than I

do ; for I can not allow myself to believe that our troops will ever

make themselves the tools of a state. The result is, the United States

are not to raise any Continental troops—New York has no permission

to raise any, except that militia are to be raised, of which part are to

be raised in New York. You may guess whether the business was

much forwarded by the assembly of New York telling us that they

should raise troops, though the assent of congress was refused.

The affair of Vermont has been pushed as usual. The Eastern

states, some of them, are solicitous for those insurgents. If Vermont
must be independent, which I fear can not be prevented, I wish to see

at least two Southern states formed at the same time. I think the

Middle and Southern states will ever be the supporters of Federal

measures, and I do not wish to see a phalanx of five dead votes against

us on every interesting question till we are enabled to preserve the
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balance. The time has been, I hope it will return, when the South-

ern states shall support or be supported by New York on Federal

questions.

Washm(/to?i to Sir Edward JVewenham, 10 June, 178^. Ex.

This is an abounding country, and it is as fine as it is extensive.

"With a little political wisdom it may become equally populous and hap-

py. Some of the states, having been misled, ran rife for a while, but

they are recovering a proper tone again, and I have no doubt but

that our federal constitution will obtain more consistency and firmness

every day. We have, indeed, so plain a road before us that it must be

worse than ignorance if we miss it.

Ltizerne to Itayneval, Philadelphia, 18 June, 1781/.. Ex.

Congress dispersed on the third of this month with great precipi-

tation, leaving a vast amount of business in suspense, and a commit-

tee whose powers are extremely limited. This committee, composed

of eleven members, will have cognizance only of affairs that congress

could decide by a plurality of seven states. It scattered almost im-

mediately, and I think it will not be easy to reassemble them. Behold,

then, the body representing the sovereignty of the confederation with-

out activity, and, so to say, annihilated, and the essential branch of the

sovereign power retrenched at least for six months. Congress ad-

journed to Trenton for the month of next November. People think that

different delegations will meet there punctually, and those who have

seen so many times the uselessness of the efforts of congress flatter

themselves that this assembly, after being withdrawn for six months

from the sight of the public, will reappear with more energy and lus-

tre, and that the people, who will feel the inconvenience of having

been deprived of all head, will be disposed to give them more extend-

ed powers. The army, which had but eight hundred men, has been

reduced to a company of forty, destined to guard the magazines of

West Point. The assembly, while it reduced the salary of its presi-

dent and of its own officers, has given even to the last funds of which

it was able to dispose to the foreign officers who have served the

United States, and they have been recompensed with a generosity

that could not have been expected from the decay of the finances and

the parsimony of the people. In a word, on this matter and many

others, it is not congress which is in fault for the disorder of the
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finances and public business ; the evil comes from the people, and it

would not be possible to display more zeal and consistency than

congress has done in inspiring them with principles of honor and

justice.

Vergennes to Luzerne, Versailles, SO June, 17SJf.. Ex. Tr.

I was not aware that Mr. Franklin had suffered drafts of Mr. Mor-

ris to be protested. I am not sorry, because that will serve as a lesson

to the Americans. They think our resources inexhaustible for them,

while they do not deign to take trouble about providing means for

themselves, nor for the reimbursement of the advances that we have

made to them, and procui-ed for them. I think nothing of the loss of

the subjects of the king for having placed confidence in American

people. This article alone has done an almost irreparable injury to

the reputation of the Americans. If congress cannot procure money

to balance their account with us, it is important for us, at least in this

moment, that it should put us in condition to meet the interest of the

loan in Holland ; but I confess to you that I do not flatter myself that

they will do it, notwithstanding the letter which you sent the nintb of

April last, and to which the king has given his approbation.

His Majesty has equally approved the journey that you have made

to Mount Vernon, and has heard with sensibility all that General

Washington has said to you of his attachment to France. You may

assure this general oflScer that if he visits this country he will receive

a welcome proportioned to his virtues, to his reputation, and to the

signal services which he has rendered to his country.

Jefferson to Madison, Boston, 1 July, 118
If..

Dear Sir : After visiting the principal towns through Connecticut,

Rhode Island, this state, and New Hampshire, in order to acquire

what knowledge I could of their commerce and other circumstances, I

am returned to this place, and shall sail the day after to-morrow in the

Ceres, bound for London ; but my purpose is to get on shore in some

boat on the coast of France and proceed directly to Paris. My ser-

vant being to set off to-day, and much on hand to prepare for my voy-

age, I have no time for any particular communications. Indeed,

there are few I should have to make, unless I were to enter into a de-

tail, which would be lengthy, as to the country and people I have vis-

ited. The lower house of this state have passed a bill giving congress
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the powers over their commerce which they had asked. It has had

two readings with the senate, and meets with no opposition. I find

the conviction growing strongly that nothing can preserve our confed-

eracy unless the band of union, their common council, be strength-

ened.

General Haldimand to Major- General Knox^ Quebec^ 13 July, 178^.

Sir : I have had the honor to receive your letter dated New York,

thirteenth of last month, by Lieutenant-Colonel Hull, acquainting me
that you was directed by congress, the sovereign authority of the

United States, to write to me in order to ascertain the i^recise time when

each of the posts within the United States, now occupied by the troops

of his Britannic Majesty, shall be delivered agreeable to the definitive

treaty of peace, and to propose, as a matter of mutual convenience, an

exchange of certain cannon and stores now at these posts, for others

to be delivered at West Point, upon Hudson's River, New York, or

some other convenient place. I have the honor to enclose for your

information copies of letters which passed between his Excellency

Governor Clinton and me, upon the part of your proposition. Though
I am now informed by his Majesty's ministers of the ratification of

the definitive treaty of peace, I remain in other respects in the same

situation I was then, not having received any orders to evacuate the

posts, which are without the limits assigned by the treaty of peace to

this province. It is therefore impossible for me to ascertain the time

when the evacuation of these posts shall commence. I can only as-

sure your Excellency that I shall lose no time in carrying into execu-

tion his Majesty's orders on that head, when I shall have the honor to

receive them. In the mean time, I have to acquaint you that, however

desirous I am to consult mutual convenience, I am not at present em-

powered (and have reason to think that I will not in future be em-

powered) to make tjie exchange of cannon and stores proposed by you,

and for which Lieutenant-Colonel Hull was authorized to make the

proper arrangements.

Kosciuszho to Robert Morris, Neio York, 17 July, 1781/..

Sir : Your generous behavior toward me so entirely took hold of

my heart, that, forgetting your uncommon delicate feelings, I am
forced, by a great uneasiness of my mind, to present my warmest

thanks to you before I quit this country ; and to assure you that your
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kindness will be always fresh in my memory with the gratitiicle I owe

you, and shall endeavor to put in practice what susceptibility now sug-

gests the means to adopt. I am, sir, with perfect respect, your most

humble and most obedient servant.

Monroe to Jefferson, King George, 20 July, 178^.

Mr. Madison, whom I saw lately at Richmond, wall give you the

proceedings of the assembly. Three important objects have, I find,

employed their attention : the enlarging the powers of congress, regula-

tion of the commerce of the state, and the recommendations of con-

gress under the treaty. Their resolutions in the first instance I en-

closed to you for Boston ; in the second, they have established a port

on each river, to which they have restricted the vessels of foreign

nations, for the reception and unlading of their cargoes ; they have

deferred the commencement of the operation of this law to the expira-

tion of two years. I fear a repeal will be attempted ; I hope, however,

it will fail, and that this is only a step to a more wise and mature sys-

tem of policy. If so many parts are admitted, will the objects of the

state be attained, or, on the contrary, will they not prove as subsidiary

to Baltimore ? It appears to me unwise to attempt erecting more than

one great town at a time, since they will fail altogether while the ex-

ertion is beyond the means necessary to effect it. You will inform me,

under the treaties which subsist, what regulations we may make that

would at least make the advantages arising from our intercourse with

those nations reciprocal.

You will be so kind as to give me every information upon these sub-

jects you think necessary, for perhaps my enquiries may not extend

to every subject upon which I should be informed. I beg of you also

to turn my attention to those other great objects to which in your

opinion it should be applied, for a variety of points may arise to you

when you look back on our country, in which our policy may no doubt

be much improved.

The day after to-morrow I set out upon the route through the west-

em country. I have changed the direction, and shall commence for

the westward upon the North river by Albany, etc. I shall pass

through the lakes, visit the posts, and come down to the Ohio, and

thence home. This route will necessarily take me all the time during

the recess of congress.

I shall certainly be in Trenton on the thirtieth of October ; in the trip
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I shall take I may, perhaps, acquire a better knowledge of the posts

which we should occupy, the cause of the delay of the evacuation by

British troops, the temper of the Indians toward us, as well as of the

soil, waters, and, in general, the natural view of the country.

Captain Denny, whom we saw at Annapolis, accompanies me. I

am sensible of the fatigue I shall undergo, but am resolved to sus-

tain it.

Secretary of State to Governor Haldimand, Whitehall, 2 August,

178Jf. Ex.

Sir : I very much approved of the answers which you have thought

proper to return to the applications from Governor Clinton and Gov-

ernor Chittenden for the evacuation of the posts within the limits of

the United States remaining in our i^ossession ; and until you receive

his Majesty's instructions for delivering them up, it will be advisable

to avoid any decided refusal to the compliance with any future requisi-

tion that may be made to you on that subject as specially directed

from hence.

Marhois to Rayneval, Philadelphia, 15 August, 1781/.. Ex. Tr.

The Catholics, always directed by the Jesuits in this country, have

been ill-disposed to the revolution ; they are not much better disposed

toward us. But several persons of consideration have not the same

prejudices. One of them, Mr. Carroll, the largest caj^italist and the

richest landholder in Maryland, has even sj^oken to me of the desire of

the whole congregation to be directed by a bishop or apostolic vicar.

He is a pious, wise, and prudent man, who feels the necessity of unit-

ing under one chief the individuals of our religion scattered through

Maryland and Pennsylvania ; but he foresees great difficulties on ac-

count of their dispersion, and because there has never been a particular

and regular correspondence between the Catholics of the two states.

If we take any part in this matter, it ought to be with a great deal of

reserve ; and I, above all things, believe that we ought not to think of

making the choice fall upon a French priest. The men of this country

would make him prove all sorts of difficulties, and, respectable as

might be his character and his conduct, there would be little proba-

bility of success in his apostolic labors. I sent to Mr. Carroll the let-

ter of the nuncio for the oldest missionary, and I have the honor to

address to you a copy of that which I wrote to him at the same time.
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Tliis prelate makes mention in his letter to M. de la Luzerne of the

Abbe Carroll, one of the relations of him of whom I spoke to you.

This priest, whose personal acquaintance I do not possess, enjoys a good

reputation ; and I believe that it would be desirable that the chief of

the churches of Pennsylvania and Maryland should concur with the

intention of his Holiness to raise him to the episcopal see.

George Clinton to James Monroe^ Albany^ 20 August, 178Jf..

Dear Sie : I am favored with yours of yesterday. I have not re-

ceived any intelligence since you left this to change my sentiments

respecting the difficulties I was apprehensive you would meet with in

passing the posts held by the British ; on the contrary, some recent

rej^orts from Canada confirm me in the opinion that it is not their

intention to evacuate them this season, or to encourage that free inter-

course which ought to have taken place on the return of peace. Haldi-

mand's ostensible reason for continuing to hold those posts after offi-

cial information of the ratification of the definitive treaty—to wit : the

want of orders—is a very absurd one, and it is most probable that

secret orders to continue his garrisons is the real cause for this unjusti-

fiable conduct. You may rely on the earliest advice of any informa-

tion I may receive on this subject.

Marbois to Rayneval, Philadelphia, 2Jf August, 178Jf.. Ex. Tr.

Mr. Jefferson is an upright, just man, who belongs to no party, and

his representations will have the greatest weight on the general con-

gress. This assembly desires sincerely to fulfil its engagements to-

ward the king ; but the obstacles .come from the people, and congress

has no means of coercion. From the superintendent we ought not to

expect anything but that which he will not be able to prevent himself

from doing. He is in the highest degree exasperated at the noise

made about his dispute with Mr. Holker, and humbled at the pi'oofs of

avidity and injustice which have become public. The latter has told

me that, in the warmth of discussions and in the presence of arbiters,

the superintendent had allowed himself expressions which annovmced

very little affection for France, and that, far from giving attention to

the interests that the king may have in this suit, he thought nothing

was more easy than to make the finances of his Majesty pay all the

illegitimate profits that he had taken to himself, and of which he is

unhappily in possession. I do not think Mr. Morris susceptible of
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affection or aversion for any power ; but I have reason to believe

that his avidity can make him capable of very reprehensible irregu-

larities ; and that, unless he is bound by the instructions of congress,

he will take very little pains to fulfil the obligations of the United

States toward his Majesty.

Additional Information from Dr. Bancroft, dated 26 August,

178J^. Ex.

The congress and people of America had formed very extravagant

opinions respecting the supposed importance of their commerce to the

British and other European nations ; and these opinions had produced

the resolve of the thirtieth of April last, desiring to be invested by the

several states, " for fifteen years, with power to prohibit any goods,

wares, or merchandise from being imported into, or exported from,

any of the states, in vessels belonging to or navigated by the subjects

of any power with whom these states shall not have formed treaties

of commerce," etc. Since that resolution passed, only three of the

American legislatures had met, viz., those of Virginia, Massachusetts

Bay, and Connecticut ; of which the two first had complied with the

desire of congress ; but the assembly of Connecticut had separated

without noticing it, because the resolution, as is said, had not been

officially communicated. Perhaps it may be complied with by the re-

maining states before the end of the next winter, and in that case it is

intended that the powers so given shall be employed by congress to

stimulate or intimidate the nations of Europe not having commercial

treaties with the United States into dispositions suited to such trea-

ties ; for which Mr. Jefferson has brought over no less than twenty-

three commissions ; and among them, two for concluding the treaties

which I formerly mentioned, as projected with the governments of

Denmark and Portugal. Congress is also very solicitous for a com-

mercial treaty with Spain, which may grant American vessels admis-

sion to the Spanish colonies ; but neither Dr. Franklin nor Mr. Jeffer-

son had any expectation of obtaining it when I left Paris. But the

proposed treaty with Great Britain is, as I lately mentioned, that for

which congress is, of all others, the most anxious. Mr. Jefferson quit-

ted America with strong expectations of obtaining it soon ;
but these

were very much weakened when I left him in Paris, by the informa-

tions which had been given to him respecting the supposed disposi-

tions of the government and people of the country. He and Dr. Frank-
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lin were then waiting for the arrival of Mr. Adams (whom I passed on

the road), in order to determine respecting their future measures.

If no treaty should be concluded between Great Britain and the

United States, and if congress should be invested with the powers re-

quired by the resolution of the thirtieth of April, that body will prob-

ably soon exclude British vessels from the ports of the United States,

or at least prohibit them from carrying away any of the produce of the

United States ; which, as that produce consists chiefly of bulky raw

material, it is supposed, will greatly diminish the British navigation,

and soon induce the British government to allow the American vessels

access to the British West Indies. How far this opinion is well found-

ed I am not to decide ; but I will venture to suggest that, if the views

of his Majesty's ministers extend toward a recovery of the sovereignty

of the now United States, or toward a dissolution of their confedera-

tion, or of their present connection with France, these ends will be

best promoted by an adherence to the system of excluding American

vessels from the British plantations, and American shipping from the

advantages of being sold and employed in this kingdom. Because, in

fact, such exclusions will render the situation of many of the states,

and particularly those of New England, in respect of commerce, much

worse than it was while they were subject to the British crown and

to the British navigation laws. Of this truth many persons in those

states are already convinced ; and it seems to me highly probable

that, if such exclusions be continued, and a fixed determination to con-

tinue them be manifested by this government, the people of New
England, North Carolina, and, perhaps, some other states, will, in less

than twelve months, loudly clamor against the confederation, and

openly concert measures for entering into something like their former

connections with Great Britain. But it may possibly be thought that

such events, could they be certainly produced, would not be very

interesting to Great Britain, and that, after what has happened, none

but commercial advantages are to be expected from America. Should

this be the case, it may, perhaps, be well to consider whether some

facilities may not be advantageously given to the United States re-

specting their former intercourse with the West Indies, and the sale

of their shipping in Great Britain, not only to prevent those resentful

measures which have been meditated against this country, but for the

more reasonable purpose of enabling them to buy and pay for greater

quantities of British manufactures than they can otherwise do.
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General Greene to Washington, 29 August, 178Jf.

Sir : While I feel much for myself, I feel for you. You have had

your troubles since you left public life. The clamor roused against

the Cincinnati was far more extensive than I expected. I had no con-

ception that it was so universal. I thought it had been confined to

New England alone ; but I found afterward our ministers abroad,

and all the inhabitants, in general, throughout the United States, were

opposed to the order, I am happy you did not listen to my advice.

The measures you took seemed to silence all the jealousies on the sub-

ject ; but I wish the seeds of discontent may not break out under

some other form. However, it is hardly to be expected that perfect

tranquillity can return at once, after so great a revolution, where the

minds of the people have been so long accustomed to conflict and sub-

jects of agitation. In this country many discontents prevail ; com-

mittees are formed, and correspondencies going on, if not of a treason-

able nature, highly derogatory to the dignity of government, as well

as subversive of the tranquillity of the people. And I wish they may

not break out into acts of violence and open rebellion against the au-

thority of the state. Nor am I without some apprehensions that the

situation of our public credit, at home and abroad, and the general

discontent of the public creditors, may plunge us into new troubles.

The obstinacy of Rhode Island, and the tardiness of some other states,

seem to presage more mischief. However, I can but hope the good

sense of the jjopulace will correct our policy in time to avoid new con-

vulsions. But many people secretly wish that every state should be

completely independent ; and that, as soon as our public debts are

liquidated, congress should be no more—a plan that would be as

fatal to our interest at home as ruinous to it abroad. I see by the

Northern papers that the Marquis de la Fayette had arrived at New
York, and set out for Mount Vernon. Doubtless you will have a hap-

py meeting. " It will be the feast of reason, and the flow of soul."

Present him my respectful compliments of congratulation upon his

safe arrival in America, and my affectionate regards to Mrs. Washing-

ton.

William Gordon to Washington, Jamaica Plain, 30 August, 178^.

Your family, I judge, is increased by the presence of the Marquis.

My most respectful compliments to him. You wished to get rid of all

your negroes, and the Marquis wished that an end might be put to the
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slavery of all of them, I should rejoice beyond measure could your
joint counsels and influence produce it, and thereby give the finishing

stroke, and the last polish to your political characters. Could it not

be contrived that the industrious among them might be turned into

copy-holders on the lands of their present masters, and, by having a

special interest in the produce of their labor, be made to yield

more profit than at present ? And would not this, in its consequences,

excite the lazy to exertions that might prove highly beneficial ? I am
not for letting them all loose upon the public, but am for gradually re-

leasing them and their posterity from bonds, and incorporating them
so into the states that they may be a defence, and not a danger, upon
any extraordinary occurrence.

Van Berckel to the States General, Philadelphia, 13 September^

178^. Ex.

During my absence, the state of Pennsylvania resolved to raise a

corps of two hundred and fifty men from the militia of this state.

This little corps enlisted for twelve months as the contingent of this

state for the seven hundred men that congress has resolved to raise

from the United States to take possession of the posts on the north-

western boundary.

A short time after the arrival of Jay, Henry Laurens arrived by the

English packet-boat from London, and the following day the Marquis

de Lafayette arrived by the French packet, and came a few days later

to Philadelphia. He was met by the militia on horseback, and several

other persons of distinction, some miles from here. The public have

been busy guessing the purpose of his coming, imagining that he was
charged with some important commission from the court of France

;

but this much is certain, that he has come with no other object than

simply and solely to visit General Washington and some other distin-

guished officers, his old friends. The committee of states that was to

regulate affairs during the adjournment of congress has resolved to

separate and leave Annapolis, since nothing can be accomplished on

account of the absence of many of the members, nor could they come
to any resolve ; so that now there are nowhere representatives of the

thirteen United States in session, and its collective sovereignty is thus

completely asleep, which state of affairs is to last till the thirtieth of

October next, when a new congress is to assemble at Trenton, New
Jersey.
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Charles Thomson to Jefferson, Philadelphia, 1 October, 178J^.

Dear Sir : Though this invisibility of a federal head will have lit-

tle effect on our affairs here, or on the minds of the citizens of the

United States, who can easily reconcile themselves to it, and who will

view it in no other light than the rising or dissolution of their several

legislatures, to which they have been accustomed, yet I am apprehen-

sive it will have an ill aspect in the eyes of European nations, and give

them unfavorable impressions, which will require all your address and

abilities to remove.

The messenger sent to Canada is returned, and has brought an an-

swer from General Haldimand, of which I enclose a copy, and by which

you will see that though he has received official information of the

ratification of the definitive treaty of peace, yet no orders are sent to

evacuate the posts within the United States ; and there is a report

that the garrisons are relieved and the posts supplied with near twelve

months' provisions.

I leave you to draw conclusions from this conduct. What steps

congress will take respecting this matter I know not. In the mean-

while, I am sorry to find that Rhode Island still continues obstinate,

and refuses to grant the impost, which seems to be the only means of

establishing national credit and reputation, and giving us weight with

foreign nations. Howell and Ellery, it is said, got home just in time

to prevent a change that was like to take place in their public councils,

and to confirm their former obstinacy.

Van Berckel to the States General, Philadelphia, 12 Octoher, 178J/..

Ex. Tr.

I have the honor to announce to your H. M. that the state of New
Jersey has passed an act declaring the ports of Burlington and Perth

Amboy free ports for twenty-five years, from the first of October of

this year. This is to repair the injury which these towns have suffered

on account of the war, and to restore their injured trade. In the as-

sembly of the state of Pennsylvania there have been debates for some

time on the propriety of repealing the test laws. These test laws are

laws that were made at the beginning of the revolution, and obliged

every one of the inhabitants, within a certain limited time, to take the

oath of allegiance to the state, or incur a penalty as an enemy, and the

deprivation of the rights of citizenship. Many at that time refused to

do this, but now they desire to return ; but the time designated by
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the law has passed, and a return is refused them. In the mean time,

on this point there were animated debates in the assembly of the state

of Pennsylvania, which resulted in an irregular adjourning, and the

assembly does not meet again until after the new elections. On this

point several acts which were to be passed were untouched ; one of them

is said to have provided for the general security of foreign ministers.

Haldimand to the Secretary of State, Quebec, 2^. October, 178Jf. Ex.

My Lord : Captain Joseph Brant arrived yesterday from Fort Stan-

wix ; from him I have received information of the negotiations which

had been carried on there between the commissioners from the United

States and the deputies from the Indian nations, and between the state

of New York and the latter. I have the satisfaction to find that noth-

ing had been agitated there which could occasion hostilities between

the American states and the Indians, or which could give encourage-

ment to any attempt to dispossess his Majesty's troops of the forts in

the upper country imtil such time as, in consequence of the definitive

treaty, it shall please his Majesty to order the evacuation of them. I

am nevertheless sorry to find that the western Indians have had some

difference with the Americans, and that one Wilson, a trader of note

from the states, has been put to death, and that some prisoners have

been made by the Delaware and Shawanese Indians.

Washington to George Plater, Mount Yernon, 25 October, 178Jf^

To describe the usefulness of water transportation would be a mere

waste of time. Every man who has considered the difference of ex-

pense between it and land transportation, and the prodigious saving in

the article of draft cattle, requires no arguments in proof of it ; and

to point out the advantages which the back inhabitants of Virginia

and Maryland would derive from an extension of the inland navigation

of the river Potomac, even supposing our views did not extend beyond
the Appalachian Mountains, would be equally nugatory.

But I consider the business in a far more extensive point of view
;

and the more I have revolved the subject, the more important it ap-

pears to me ; not only as it respects our commerce, but our political

interests, and the well-being and strength of the Union also.

Maryland, as it respects the navigation of the Potomac, stands upon
similar ground with Virginia. Pennsylvania have it, I am told, in

contemplation to open a communication between Toby's Creek (which
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empties into the AUegliany river ninety-five miles above Fort Pitt)

and the west branch thereof, and to cut a canal between the latter

—

that is, the Susquehanna and the Schuylkill—the expense of which is

not easy to be conceived, much less to be estimated or described. But

a people possessed of the spirit of commerce, who see, and who will

resolve to pursue advantages, may achieve almost anything. In the

meanwhile, under the uncertainty of these undertakings, they are

smoothing, as I have been informed, the roads, and paving the ways

for the trade of that western world to their capital. That New York

will do the same, so soon as the British garrisons are removed, which

at present are an insuperable obstacle in their way, none who are as

well acquainted with the genius and policy of the people as I am can

harbor the smallest doubt, any more than they will of the difficulty of

diverting trade, after connections are once formed, and it has flowed

for any length, of time in one channel, to that of another.

I am not for discouraging any state to draw the commerce of

the western country to its seaports ; the more communications are

open to it, the closer we bind that rising world (for indeed it may be

so called) to our interests, and the greater strength shall we acquire by

it. Those to whom nature affords the best communication will, if

they are wise and politic, enjoy the greatest share of the trade. All I

would be understood to mean, therefore, is that the gifts of Providence

may not be neglected or slighted ; and these, when considered on a

commercial scale, are alone sufficient to excite our endeavors ; but the

political object of it, in my estimation, is immense.

I need not remark to you, sir, that the flanks and rear of the United

Territory are possessed by other powers, and formidable ones, too
;

nor how necessary it is to apply the cement of interest to bind the

several parts of it together ; for what ties, let me ask, should we have

upon those people, and how entirely unconnected must we be with them,

if the Spaniards on their right, or Great Britain on their left, instead

of throwing stumbling blocks in their way, as they now do, should in-

vite their trade, and seek alliances with them ? What, when they get

strength, which will be sooner than is generally imagined (from the

emigration of foreigners, who can have no predilection for us, as well

as from the removal of our own citizens), may be the consequence of

their having formed close connections with both or either of those pow-

ers in a commercial way, needs not the gift of prophecy to foretell.

The western settlers (I speak now from my own observation) stand,
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as it were, upon a pivot ; the touch of a feather would almost incline

them any way. They have looked down the Mississippi until the
Spaniards (for themselves, very impoliticly, I think) threw difficulties

in their way
; and for no other reason, that I can conceive, but because

they glided gently down the stream, without considering, perhaps, the
tediousness of the voyage back, and the time necessary to perform it

in
;
and because they had no other means of coming to us but by a

long land transportation and unimproved roads.

These causes have hitherto checked the industry of the present set-

tlers ; for except the demand for provisions occasioned by the increase

of population, and a little flour, which the necessities of the Spaniards
have compelled them to buy, they have no excitements to labor. But
open the road once, and make easy the way for them; and see what an
influx of articles will be poured in upon us ; how amazingly our ex-

ports will be increased by them, and how amply we shall be compen-
sated for any trouble and expense we may encounter to effect it !

A combination of circumstances makes the present conjuncture more
favorable than any other to fix these matters. The crusty and unto-
ward disposition of the Spaniards on one side, and the private views
of some individuals coinciding with the policy of the court of Gr^eat

Britain on the other, to retain the posts of Oswego, Niagara, Detroit,

etc, (which, though they are done under the letter of the treaty, is

certainly an infraction of the spirit of it, and injurious to the union),

may be improved to the greatest advantage by the states of Virginia
and Maryland, if they would open their arms and embrace the means
which are necessary to establish it. It wants but a beginning ; the
western inhabitants would do their part toward its execution. Weak
as they are at present, they would meet us half way rather than be
driven into the arms, or be dependent upon foreigners

; the conse-

quence of which would be a separation or a war. The way to avoid
both, fortunately for us, is to do that which our most essential interest

prompts us to
; and which, at a very small comparative expense, is to

be effected. I mean, to open a wide door to their commerce, and
make the communication as easy as possible for them to use it.

Washington to Jacob Read, Member of Congress, Mount Veimon, 3
JSTovember, ITSJ/.. Ex.

My tour to the westward was less extensive than I intended. The'
Indians, from accounts, were in too dissatisfied a mood for mc to ex-
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pose myself to their insults, as I had no object in contemplation which

could warrant any risk. You are pleased, my dear sir, to ask me to

furnish you with such observations as I may have made in this tour,

respecting the " western territory, posts, or, in general, on Indian af-

fairs." With respect to the first and last, I saw and heard enough while

I was in that country to convince me that the predictions of a letter

which I wrote on the seventh of September, 1783, to a committee of

congress (at their request), in part are already verified, and the rest, if

the treaty Avhich is now depending with the Indians does not avert

them, are upon the verge of being so. And with respect to the posts,

two other letters of mine, the first on the second of May last year, and

the other of the eighth of September following—addressed (by desire)

to the committee appointed to form a peace establishment for the

union—contain my sentiments on that subject, fully and clearly.

As these letters were addressed to committees at their own request,

'tis possible the members of them only may have seen them ; this must

be my apology, therefore, for the reference, in preference to a recital.

What may be the result of the Indian treaty, I know not ; equally un-

acquainted am I with the instructions or powers given to the commis-

sioners ; but if a large cession of territory is expected from them, a

disappointment, I think, will ensue ; for the Indians, I have been told,

will not yield to the proposal. Nor can I see wherein lies the advan-

tage of it, if they would, at a first purchase, unless a number of states,

though thinly inhabited, would be more than a counterpoise in the

political scale for progressive and comj^act settlements. Such is the

rage for speculating in and forestalling of lands on the north-west of

the Ohio that scarce a valuable spot, within any tolerable distance of

it, is left without a claimant. Men in these times talk with as much

facility of fifty, an hundred, and even five hundred thousand acres, as

a gentleman formerly would do of one thousand. In defiance of the

proclamation of congress, they roam over the country, on the Indian

side of the Ohio—mark out lands, survey, and even settle on them.

This gives great discontent to the Indians, and will, unless measures

are taken in time to prevent it, inevitably produce a war with the

western tribes. To avoid which, there appears to me to be only these

ways : purchase, if possible, as much land of them immediately back

of us as would make one or two states, according to the extent con-

gress design, or would wish to have them of, and which may be fully

adequate to all our present purposes ; fix such a price upon the lands
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SO purchased as would not be too exorbitant and burthensome for

real occupiers, but high enough to discourage monopolizers. Declare

all steps heretofore taken to procure land on the north-west side of the

Ohio contrary to the prohibition of congress to be null and void ; and

that any persons thereafter who shall presume to mark, survey, or settle

on lands beyond the limits of the new states, or purchased lands, shall

not only be considered as outlaws, but fit subjects for Indian vengeance.

If these or similar measui'es are adopted, I have no doubt of con-

gress deriving a very considerable revenue from the western territory.

But lands, like other commodities, rise or fall in proportion to the quan-

tity at market ; consequently, a higher price may be obtained by the

acre for as much as will constitute one or two states than can be had

if ten states were offered for sale at the same time ; besides extending

the benefits, and deriving all the advantages of law and government

from them at once ; neither of which can be done in sparse settle-

ments, where nothing is thought of but scrambling for land, which

may involve confusion and bloodshed.

It is much to be regretted that the slow determination of congress

involves many evils ; 'tis much easier to avoid mischiefs than to apply

remedies when they have happened. Had congress paid an earlier

attention to, or decided sooner on, Indian afPairs, matters would have

been in a more favorable train than they now ai'e ; and if they are longer

delayed, they will grow worse. Twelve months ago, the Indians

would have listened to propositions of any kind with more readiness

than they will do now ; the terms of the j^eace frightened them, and

they were disgusted Avith Great Britain for making such. Bribery

and every address which British art could dictate have been practised

since to soothe them, to estrange them from us, and to secure their

trade. To what other causes can be ascribed their holding our west-

ern posts so long after the ratification of the treaty, contrary to the

spirit, though they do it under the letter of it ? To remove their gar-

rison and stores cannot be the work of a week ; for, if report is true,

they have only to shift them to the opposite side of the line. But it is

now more than twelve months since I foretold what has happened ; and

I shall not be surprised if they leave us no posts to occupy, for if they

mean to surrender them at all, they may fix upon a season, or appoint

a short day, perhaps, for the evacuation, when no relief can be had,

and congress having repeatedly called for an evacuation, will hardly

know how to act, especially as they will be in no condition to take
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possession of the posts ; for to do it properly requires time, as ord-

nance, stores, provisions, and other articles, as well as garrisons, are

not to be established in a moment, even where boats and other conve-

niences—of which I question much whether you have any—are at

hand. This being the case, there will be an interregnum, during

which the works will be left without guards ; and being obnoxious to

our late enemy, now no doubt staunch friends with Indian prejudices

in aid, will be the cause of accidental fires, or Indian drunkenness, in

which the whole will end in conflagration, or I shall be mistaken.

There is a matter which, though it does not come before congress

wholly, is, in my opinion, of great political importance, and ought to

be attended to in time. It is to prevent the trade of the western ter-

ritory from settling in the hands either of the Spaniards or British.

If either of these hapf)en, there is a line of separation drawn between

the eastern and westei-u country at once, the consequences of which

may be fatal. To tell any man of information how fast the latter is

settling, how much more rapidly it will settle by means of foreign

emigrants, who can have no particular predilection for us, of the vast

fertility of the soil, and population the country is competent to,

would be futile, and equally nugatory to observe that it is by the cement

of interests alone we can be held together. If, then, the trade of that

country should flow through the Mississippi or St. Lawrence—if the

inhabitants thereof should form commercial connections, which lead,

we know, to intercourses of other kinds—they would in a few years be

as unconnected with us, indeed, more so than we are with South

America, and entirely alienated from us.

It may be asked how we are to prevent this ? Happily for us, the

way is plain, and our immediate interests, as well as remote political

advantages, point to it, while a combination of circumstances renders

the present epoch more favorable than any other to accomplish

them. Extend the inland navigation of the eastern waters—communi-

cate them as near as possible with those which run to the westward

—

open these to the Ohio, and such others as extend from the Ohio toward

Lake Erie, and we shall not only draw the produce of the western set-

tlers, but the peltry and fur trade of the lakes also, to our posts, being

the nearest and best, to the amazing increase of our exports, while we
bind those people to us by a chain which never can be broken.

This is no Utopian scheme ; it can be demonstrated as fully as facts

can ascertain a thing, that not only the produce of the Ohio and its
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waters, at least to the falls, but those of the lakes, as far even as that

of the Woods, may be brought to the seaports in the United States

by routes shorter, easier, and less expensive than they can be carried to

Montreal or New Orleans, if we would be at a little trouble and ex-

pense to open them. I will acknowledge that the most essential part

of this business comes more properly before individual states than the

United States. But there is one part of it which lies altogether with'

the latter ; and that is to have actual surveys of the western territory,

particularly of the rivers which empty into the Ohio on the north-west

side, which have the easiest and best communication with Lake Erie
;

reporting the nature of these waters, the practicability of their naviga-

tion, and expense in opening them. This, in my opinion, is an im.por-

tant business, admitting of no delay. It would show the value of these

lands more clearly ; it would attract the attention of the settlers and

trade, and. fix ideas which are as floating as chaos.

You see, sir, I have obeyed your commands. My sentiments are

delivered with freedom. The worst construction they admit of is, that

they may be the errors of judgment, for sure I am I have no private

views which can be promoted by the adoption of them. Mrs. Washing-

ton thanks you for your kind remembrance of her, and joins me in

best respects.

I am, with esteem and regard, etc., etc.

Luzerne to Mayneval, 6 November, 178Jf. Ex. Tr.

The just, generous, and, I may say, novel conduct which his Majes-

ty has pursued has smoothed all the difficulties which I had fore-

seen. It has been easy for me to cause his character to be respected,

and himself personally to be cherished, since his benefactions and ser-

vices exceeded the expectations and the demands of his allies. The

independence of the United States is the work of the king ; this is an

established truth which the Americans do not seek to dissimulate, and it

is, perhaps, the most memorable event which can honor the history of a

nation or a reign. Its nature is indeed such that time, which diminishes

the lustre of remarkable deeds in proportion as they grow old, ought

continually to add to this a new importance. The population, agricul-

ture, and commerce of the thirteen states will increase in a propoi'tion

of which Europe furnishes no examples, and of which it is difficult to

form an idea.

This grand revolution will not be limited to the countries made free
;
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but, by a happy circumstance, independence given to this continent can

but have happy consequences for humanity, even though the effects of

the revohition should extend to other countries. Other parts of the

world must insensibly participate in the advantages of this. Here is

seen on a grand scale an experience of all the advantages which accom-

pany tolerance and liberty.

Here too will be seen that if democracies are most fit to assure the

individual liberty of each citizen, they are still less favorable to the

arts which embellish life and contribute to the happiness of society
;

that they are deprived of the energy and activity which the situation

of France makes necessary for its preservation and for its prosperity.

While on the one side princes will be led to adopt principles of modera-

tion and tolerance by the example of their happy effects, their subjects

will be convinced that order and regularity, which assure tranquillity

at home, energy and vigor which command respect abroad, are found

united only in a well-ordered monarchy.

George Clinton to James Monroe, N'eio York, 7 November, 178J^

Dear Sir : I was on Long Island when your letter of the twenty-

eighth ultimo was left at my house, which prevented my receiving it

until yesterday. Previous to this I was informed that the commission-

ers had left this state without meeting with the difficulties you appre-

hended, so that any interference of mine became unnecessary, and I

was relieved from determining on a point of no small degree of deli-

cacy. I do not wish to animadvert on the general tenor of the conduct

of those gentlemen in the execution of the business committed to

them. This, I presume, must become a matter of public discussion
;

but as far as it respects myself, I consider it as having been so illiberal

and ungenerous that I should not have been without apprehension that

my interposition even to serve them might have been ascribed to un-

worthy motives.

I beg you at the same time to be assured that I esteem your letter

as a singular favor, being persuaded it was dictated by a regard to the

public good.

Thomas Jefferson to James Monroe, Paris, 11 Nonemher, llSJf.. Ex.

There is here some person, a Frenchman from Philadelphia (perhaps

Peree), who has drawn up a visionary scheme of a settlement of

French emigrants, five hundred in number, on the Ohio. He supposes
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congress, flattered by the prospect of such an addition to our numbers,

will give them four hundred thousand acres of land, and permit them

to continue French subjects. My opinion has been asked, and I have

given it : that congress will make bargains with nobody ; that they

will lay down general rules to which all applicants must conform them-

selves by applying to the proper offices and not perplexing congress

with their visions ; that they are sufficiently assured that the land office

will absorb all their certificates of public debt, beyond which they have

no object but to provide that the new governments shall admit an easy

and firm union with the old ; and that, therefore, I did not think they

would encourage a settlement in so large a body of strangers whose

language, manners, and principles were so heterogeneous to ours.

We have taken some pains to find out the sums which the nations

of Europe give to the Barbary states to purchase their peace. They
will not tell this

;
yet from some glimmerings it appears to be very

considerable ; and I do expect that they would tax us at one, two, or

perhaps three hundred thousand dollars a year. Surely our people

will not give this. Would it not be better to offer them an equal

treaty ? If they refuse, why not go to war with them ? Spain, Portu-

gal, Naples, and Venice are now at war with them ; every part of the

Mediterranean, therefore, would offer us friendly ports. We ought to

begin a naval power if we mean to carry on our own commerce. Can

we begin it on a more honorable occasion, or with a weaker foe ? I am
of opinion Paul Jones, with half a dozen frigates, would totally destroy

their commerce ; not by attempting bombardments, as the Mediterra-

nean states do, wherein they act against the whole Barbary force

brought to a point, but by constant cruising and cutting them to pieces

by piecemeal.

Jefferson to Madison, Paris, 11 Wovemher, 178Jf.

I am obliged to you for your information as to the prospects of the

present year in our farms ; it is a great satisfaction to know it, and yet

it is a circumstance which few correspondents think worthy of men-

tion. I am also much indebted for your very full observations on the

navigation of the Mississippi. I had thought on the subject, and
sketched the anatomy of a memorial on it, which will be much aided

by your communications. You mention that my name is used by some
speculators in western land jobbing, as if they were acting for me as

well as for themselves. About the year 1776 or 1777 I consented to
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join Mr. Harvey and some others in an application for lands there
;

which scheme, however, I believe he dropped on the threshold, for I

never after heard one syllable on the subject. In 1782 I joined some

gentlemen in a project to obtain some lands in the western part of

North Carolina, but in the winter of 1782-'83, while I was in expecta-

tion of going to Europe, and that the title to western lands might pos-

sibly come under the discussion of the ministers, I withdrew myself

from this company. I am further assured that the members never

prosecuted their views. These were the only occasions in which I ever

took a single step for the acquisition of western lands, and in these I

retracted at the threshold. I can with truth, therefore, declare to you,

and wish you to repeat it on every proper occasion, that no person on

earth is authorized to place my name in any adventure for lands on

the western waters ; that I am not engaged in any one speculation

for that purpose at present, and never was engaged in any but the two

before mentioned.

I am one of eight children to whom my father left his share in the

Loyal company, whose interests, however, I never espoused, and they

have long since received their quietus. Excepting these, I never was,

nor am now, interested in one foot of land on earth off the waters of

James river.

I shall subjoin the few books I have ventured to buy for you. I have

been induced to do it by the combined circumstances of their utility

and cheapness. I wish I had a catalogue of the books you would be

willing to buy, because they are often to be met with on stalls very

cheap, and I would get them as occasion should arise. The subscrip-

tion for the Encyclopaedia is still open. Whenever an opportunity

offers of sending you what is published of that work (37 vols.), I shall

subscribe for you and send it with the other books purchased for you.

Whatever money I may lay out for you here in books, or in anything

else which you may desire, may be replaced crown for crown (without

bewildering ourselves in the exchange) in Virginia by making payments.

Colonel Le Maire, whom you knoAv, is the bearer of this ; he comes

to Virginia to obtain the two thousand acres of land given him for his

services in procuring us arras, and what else he may be entitled to as

having been an officer in our service ; above all things, he wishes to

obtain the Cincinnatus eagle, because it will procure him here the

order of St. Louis, and of course a pension for life of one thousand

livres ; he is so extremely poor that another friend and myself furnish
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him money for his whole expenses from here to Virginia. There I am
in hopes the hospitality of the country will be a resource for him till

he can convert a part of his lands advantageously into money ; but as

he will want some small matter of money, if it should be convenient

for you to furnish him with as much as ten guineas from time to time

on my account, I will invest that sum in books or anything else you
may want here by way of payment. He is honest and grateful, and

you may be assured that no aid that you can give him in the forward-

ing his claims will be misplaced.

The lamp of war is kindled here. England, I think, will remain

neuter. Their hostility toward us has attained an incredible height.

Notwithstanding the daily proofs of this, they expect to keep our

trade and cabotage to themselves by the vii'tue of their proclamation.

They have no idea that we can so far act in concert as to establish re-

taliating measures. Their Irish affairs will puzzle them extremely.

3Ionroe to Madison, Trenton, 15 November, 1784.

At Fort Stanwix you were necessarily acquainted with the variance

which had taken place between the Indian Commissioners of the

United States and those of New York. The land held by these Indians

having never been ceded either by New York or Massachusetts, belongs

not to the United States. The only j)oint, then, in which New York
can be reprehensible is, for preceding by a particular the general

treaty. Will it not be most expedient in the present state of our af-

fairs to form no decision thereon? I know no advantages to be de-

rived from one. The variance Avhich took place between the members
of the committee of the states, which terminated in their abrupt disso-

lution by a secession on the part of some members, is also an affair

which may come before us. But had we not also better keep this af-

fair out of sight, and, while we lament they could not in that instance

be calm and temperate, prevail on them if jjossible to be so in future ?

But the more interesting object is the variance between us and Great

Britain, Indeed, the former derive their consequence principally from
the weight they may have in forming her conduct with respect to us.

If they are hastily disposed, these circumstances will tend to give

them confidence. My letter to Governor Harrison gave you what had
taken place in Canada. I am strongly impressed with the hostile dis-

position of that court toward us. Not only what I saw, but the infor-

mation of all the American gentlemen lately from Great Britain con-
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firm it, and particularly one of Maryland, one of Pennsylvania, and

Mr. Laurens, who is now with us. The former two have lately re-

turned to the continent. The minister whom we may order to that

court to obtain an answer upon this head and cultivate its good wishes

toward us will, we trust, inform us by the spring that the west posts

will be given up, and the troops whom we may raise for that purpose

will, of course, be applied to the garrisoning of them. Many of the

west posts I have seen, and think twelve hundred the smallest number

we should think of. But yet we have no congress, nor is the prospect

better than when I wrote you last. All my associates are here except

Grayson. I beg of you to write me weekly, and give me your opinion

upon these and every other subject which you think worthy of atten-

tion. A motion will certainly be made, as soon as we have a congress,

for its removal hence. To which shall we give the preference^ New
York or Philadelphia ? We know not whom we shall have for presi-

dent of congress. The rule heretofore adopted in the election of presi-

dent will, I think, be deviated from ; if this should be the case, it is

not improbable Richard H. Lee may be elected.

3farhois to Mayneval, 17 November, 178J^. Ex.

The fertility of the lands which border near the Mississipiji will in-

fallibly attract numerous colonists, and if they wish to penetrate to

the Spanish colonies, or force the passage of the river to the Gulf of

Mexico, it is not congress which will prevent it.

Marhois to Rayneval, 20 November, 178Jf..

A seat in congress is not desirable except for those who wish solely

to devote themselves to public affairs, and there is scarce any one in

that condition. You can judge of the extreme difficulty of having a

congress well selected, or even of having a congress at all. The peo-

ple, scarcely escaped from war, are already losing that public spirit

which up to this time made good the want of energy in the gov-

ernment. There is neither congress, nor president, nor minister in any

department. All matters, and especially those of finance, fall into a

worse confusion than heretofore.

Beverly Randolph to Monroe, Chatsicorth, 26 November, TlSJp. Ex.

My dear Monroe : The only great point that has been discussed

since the sitting of the assembly has been a motion for a general as-
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sessment upon more contracted grounds than I could ever have ex-

pected. The generals on the opposite sides were Henry and Madison.

The former advocated with his usual art the establishment of the Chris-

tian religion in exclusion of all other denominations. By this I mean

that Turks, Jews, and Infidels were to contribute to the support of a

religion whose truth they did not acknowledge. Madison displayed

great learning and ingenuity, with all the powers of a close reasoner

;

but was unsuccessful in the event, having a majority of seventeen

against him. I am, however, inclined to think that the measure will not

be adopted, as no bill has as yet been brought forward. The supporters

of this holy system will certainly split whenever they come to enter

upon the minute arrangements of the business.

Richard Henry Lee to Madison, 26 November, 178Jf.. Postscript. Ex.

Apropos—it is by many here suggested as a very necessary step

for congress to take, the calling on the states to form a convention

for the sole purpose of revising the confederation so far as to enable

congress to execute with more energy, effect, and vigor, the powers as-

signed to it than it appears by experience that they can do under the

present state of things. It has been observed, Why do not congress

recommend the necessary alterations to the states as is proposed in

the confederation? The friends to convention answer, It has been

already done in some instances, but in vain. It is proposed to let con-

gress go on in the mean time as usual. I shall be glad of your opin-

ion on this point, it being a very important one.

J. F. Mercer to Madison, Trenton, 26 November, 178Jf. Ex.

Dear Sir : The gentlemen from the eastward have at length made

their appearance, and I expect in a day or two a congress will be once

more formed. This commencement, however, has discovered so great

a relaxation in the confederal springs that I doubt the machine will

not be long kept in motion unless great and effectual repairs be made.

For my part, I have no hopes but in a convocation of the states. In

this measure I yet see safety. It is the disposition of the people of

America to place their confederal government on the most respectable

basis, and the patriot fire is not yet extinguished ; but I do not know

how long it will last. There will be a motion made early in the ensu-

ing congress for such a convention.
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Van Berclcel to the States General, 27 JVbvember, 1784. Ex.

The delay of the English in evacuating the forts which they held in

Canada, and along the river St. Lawrence, is great. It is feared that

this conduct, whereby the commerce of this republic suffers considera-

bly, will induce the Americans to adopt serious measures to effect the

delivery of these forts, and that a longer postponement may have seri-

ous consequences. A difference has also arisen between this republic

and the king of Spain, who desires to hinder the Americans from ex-

tending their navigation on the Mississippi river. Those who i^rofit

by this navigation are not inclined to relinquish it.

The French charge here has received news from his court resrardins:

the measures which that court has made in respect to the trade be-

tween the United States and the island Mauritius, The Americans

are allowed to proceed thither with their ships, to dispose of their car-

goes there to the greatest advantage, or to exchange them for other

goods. This measure is the more beneficial since the ships destined to

India and China may now unload their cargoes at the islands when-

ever they find the markets there profitable.

General Greene to Washington, Neioport, 2 December, 1784. Ex.

I have not been at home long enough to learn the present temper of

the people of this state. Many begin to be alarmed at the proposition

of Connecticut,' and I can but hope, if congress persist in the plan of

finance, it will finally succeed. However, we are such a heterogeneous

body that it is difficult to draw conclusions from any general princi-

ples which influence human conduct. '

John Marshall to James Monroe, Richmond, 2 December, 1784.

Dear Sir : Yours of the fourteenth of November I have just re-

ceived. I congratulate you sincerely on your safe return to the Atlan-

tic part of our world. I wish with you that our assembly had never

passed those resolutions respecting the British debts which have been

so much the subject of reiDrehension throughout the states. I wish it,

because it affords a pretext to the British to retain possession of the

forts on the lakes, but much more because I ever considered it as a

measure tending to weaken the federal bands, which in my conception

are too weak already. We are about, though reluctantly, to correct

' Connecticut proposed that the consent tablish the impost—i. e., without Rhode
of twelve states should be sufRcient to es- Island.
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the error. Some resolutions have passed a committee of the whole

house, and been received by the house, on which a bill is to be brought

in removing all impediments in the way of the treaty, and directing

the payment of debts by instalments. The resolutions were introduced

by your uncle. As the bill at present stands, there are to be seven an-

nual payments, the first to commence in April, 1786. We have as yet

done nothing finally. Not a bill of public importance, in which an in-

dividual was not particularly interested, has passed. The exclusive

privilege given to Rumsey and his assigns to build and navigate his

new invented boats is of as much, perhaps more, consequence than any

other bill we have passed. We have rejected some which in my con-

ception would have been advantageous to this country. Among these

I rank the bill for encouraging intermarriages with the Indians. Our

prejudices, however, oppose themselves to our interests, and operate

too powerfully for them. The two subjects which now most engross

the attention of the legislature are the general assessment and circuit

court bills. I am apprehensive they will both be thrown out. When
supported by all the oratory and influence of Mr. Henry, the former

could scarcely gain admission into the house ; and now, when he is

about moving in a sphere of less real importance and power, his favor-

ite measure must miscarry. I am soi-ry the members of council were

appointed before your letter recommending Colonel Mercer had reached

me. Had I known that that gentleman wished an appointment in the

executive, I should certainly not have been unmindful of the debt I

contracted with him on a former similar occasion. Mr. Jones supplies

the vacancy made by the resignation of Mr. Short, and Mr. Roane and

Mr. Selden take the places of our old friend Smith, and of Colonel

Christian. I exerted myself, though ineffectually, for Carrington. He
was excessively mortified at his disappointment, and the more as he

was within one vote of Selden, and as that vote was lost by the careless-

ness of Colonel Jack Nicholas, who walked out just as we were about

to ballot the last time, and did not return till it was too late to admit

his ticket. I endeavored, too, to promote the interests of your friend

Wilson Nicholas, who is just about to form a matrimonial connection

with Miss Smith, of Baltimore ; but he was distanced. I showed my
father that part of your letter which respects the western country.

He says he will render you every service of the kind you mention

which is within his power with a great deal of pleasure. He says,

though, that Mr. Humphrey Marshall, a cousin and brother of mine, is
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better acquainted with the lands, and would be better enabled to

choose for your advantage than he would. If, however, you wish

rather to depend on my father, I presume he may avail himself of the

knowledge of his son-in-law. I do not know what to say to your

scheme of selling out. If you can execute it, you will have made a

very capital sum ; if you can retain your lands, you will be poor dur-

ing life, unless you remove to the western country, but you will have

secured for posterity an immense fortune. I should prefer the selling

business, and, if you adopt it, I think you have fixed on a very proper

price. Adieu. May you be very happy is the wish of your J. Mar-
shall.

Washhigton to Knox, Mount Vernon, 5 December, 178^. Ex.

Deak Sir : Aj^ologies are idle things ; I will not trouble you with

them. To whatever other causes my silence may be attributed, ascribe

it not, I beseech you, to a want of friendship, for in this, neither time

nor absence can occasion a diminution ; and I regret that fortune has

placed us in different states and distant climes, where an interchange

of sentiments can only be by letter.

I am now endeavoring to stimulate my countrymen to the extension

of the inland navigation of the rivers Potomac and James, thereby,

of a short land transportation, to connect the western territory by
strong commercial bonds with this. I hope I shall succeed, more on

account of its political importance than the commercial advantages

which would result from it, although the latter is an immense object;

for if this country, which will settle faster than any other ever did

(and chiefly by foreigners who can have no particular predilection for

us), cannot by an easy communication be drawn this way, but are sup-

posed to form commercial intercourses (which lead, we all know, to

others) with the Spaniards on their right and rear, or the British on

their left, they will become a distant people from us, have different

views, different interests, and, instead of adding strength to the union,

may, in case of a rupture with either of those powers, be a formidable

and dangerous neighbor.

After much time spent (charity directs us to suj^pose in duly con-

sidering the matter), a treaty has at length been held with the six

nations at Fort Stanwix ; much to the advantage, it is said, of the

United States, but to the great disquiet of that of New York ; fruit-

lessly, it is added by some, who assert that the deputies on the part of
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the Indians were not properly authorized to treat. How true this may
be I will not pretend to decide, but certain it is, in my opinion, that

there is a kind of fatality attending all our public measures : incon-

ceivable delays—particular states counteracting the plans of the United
States when submitted to them, opposing each other upon all occasions,

torn by internal disputes, or supinely negligent and inattentive to

everything which is not local, and self-interests, and very often short-

sighted in these, make up our system of conduct. Would to God our

own countrymen, who are entrusted with the management of the po-

litical machine, could view things by that large and extensive scale

upon which it is measured by foreigners and by the statesmen of Eu-
rope, who see what we might be, and predict what we shall come to.

In fact, our federal government is a name without substance ; no state

is longer bound by its edicts than it suits present purposes without
looking to the consequences. How, then, can we fail in a little time

becoming the sport of European politics and the victims of our own
folly ?

I met the Marquis de La Fayette at Richmond—brought him to

this place, conducted him to Annapolis, saw him on the road to Balti-

more, and returned,

Monroe to Madison, Trenton, 6 December, 1784.

Dear Sir : I enclose you a paper which will give you a state of the

representation of the states, beside which little else hath taken place

worthy your attention, Mr. Jay is here, and will, I understand, ac-

cept the office of foreign affairs, upon condition congress will establish

themselves at any one place. The conduct of Spain respecting the

Mississippi, etc., requires the immediate attention of congress. The
affair is before a committee. I think we shall leave this place and
either remove to Philadelphia or New York, but to which is uncertain.

I am very respectfully yours.

Jefferson to Madison, Paris, 8 December, 1784. Ex.

I thank you very much for the relation of the proceedings of assem-

bly. It is the most grateful of all things to get those details when
one is so distant from home. I like to see a disposition increasing to

replenish the public coffers, and so far approve of the young stamp
act ; but would it not be better to simplify the system of taxation

rather than to spread it over such a variety of subjects, and pass the

TOL. I. 26
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money through so many new hands ? Taxes should be proportioned to

what may be annually spared by the individual, but I do not see that

the sale of his land is an evidence of his ability to spare. One of my
reasons for wishing to centre our commerce at Norfolk was that it

might bring to a point the proper subjects of taxation and reduce the

army of tax-gatherers almost to a single hand.

I still hope something will be done for Paine. He richly deserves

it ; and it will give a character of littleness to our state if they suffer

themselves to be restrained from the compensation due for his services

by the paltry consideration that he opposed our right to the western

country. Who was there out of Virginia who did not oppose it?

Place this circumstance in one scale, and the effect his writings pro-

duced in uniting us in independence in the other, and say which pre-

ponderates. Have we gained more by his advocation of independence

than we lost by his opposition to our territorial right ? pay him the

baUnce only. I look anxiously to the approaching and improving the

navigation of the Potomac and Ohio ; the actual junction of that Big

Beaver and Cuyahoga by a canal ; as also that of Albemarle Sound and

Elizabeth through the Dismal. These works will spread the field of

our commerce westwardly and southwardly beyond anything ever yet

done by man.

I once hinted to you the project of seating yourself in the neighbor-

hood of Monticello, and my sanguine wishes made me look on your

answer as not absolutely excluding the hope. Monroe is decided in

settling there, and is actually engaged in the endeavor to purchase.

Short is the same. Would you but make it a "partie quarree," I

should believe that life had still some happiness in store for me.

Agreeable society is the first essential in constituting the happiness,

and, of course, the value of our existence. And it is a circumstance

worthy great attention when we are making first our choice of a resi-

dence. Weigh well the value of this against the difference in pecuniary

interest, and ask yourself which will add most to the sum of your

felicity through life. I think that, weighing them in this balance, your

decision will be favorable to all our prayers. Looking back with fond-

ness to the moment when I am again to be fixed in my own country, I

view the prospect of this society as inestimable. I find you thought

it worth while to pass the last summer in exploring the woods of

America, and I think you were right. Do you not think the men and

arts of this country would be worth another summer? You can come
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in April, pass the months of May, June, July, August, and most of

September here, and still be back to the commencement of real busi-

ness in the assembly following, which I would not have you absent

from. You shall find with me a room, bed, and plate, if you will do
me the favor to become one of the family ; as you would be here only

for the summer season, I think your outfit of clothes need not cost

you more than fifty guineas, and perhaps the attendance on the thea-

tres and public entertainments, with other small expenses, might be half

a guinea or three quarters a day. Your passage backward and forward

would, I suppose, be sixty or seventy guineas more. Say that the

whole would be two hundred guineas. You will for that have pur-

chased the knowledge of another world, I expect Monroe will come
in the spring, and return to congress in the fall. If either this object,

or the one preceding, for settling you near Monticello, can be at all

promoted by the use of the money which the assembly have given me
for my share in the revisal, make use of it freely, and be assured it

can in no other way be applied so much to my gratification. The re-

turn of it may wait your perfect convenience,

Edward Bancroft to Lord Carmarthen, Paris, 8 Dec, 178Jf. Ex.

Mt Lord : The commerce between this country and the United
States seems totally suspended, to the great disappointment and dis-

satisfaction of people here. The Marquis de La Fayette is expected

here from America in about three weeks.

The French government is highly dissatisfied with congress for

having neglected to provide for paying the interests of the sum bor-

rowed in Holland under the guaranty of France, and some strong

representations are transmitted on the subject through the medium of

Dr. Franklin as well as of Mr. Marbois,

Your lordship will probably have heard of the separation or dis-

solution of the committee of the United States, on the pretence that

delegates of some of the New England states had been obliged to

return home on account of their private affairs, I find, however, that,

previous to this separation, a very serious disagreement had arisen

between the members from the Northern and those from the Middle
and Southern states respecting some plans for funding and providing

for the federal debt, which congress had particularly recommended to

the attention of the committee during the recess ; that General Hand,
the delegate of Pennsylvania, had, in a representation to the govern-
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ment of that state, charged the New England delegates with having

improper views and designs ; that this charge coming to their knowl-

edge, they had insisted upon a formal retraction of it ; and that this

being refused, they had withdrawn themselves and returned home in

resentment, thereby dissolving the only representative of the federal

government then existing.

Van BercM to the States General, Trenton, N. J., 12 Dec, 178^.

Ex. Tr.

Congress of the United States, which is at present assembled here,

on the second of this month chose as its president Richard Henry Lee,

a delegate from the state of Virginia.

The Marquis de La Fayette is also here, and to-morrow he sets out

for New York, whence he returns to France by a French man-of-war

which has come to receive him. The distinguished proofs of affection

with which he has been everywhere received have been extraordinary,

and do no little honor to the character of the American nation, which

at every opportunity exhibits its gratitude for his services.

Vergennes to Marhois, U Dec, llSJlf. Ex. Tr.

You have done well, sir, in recalling to the recollection of Mr.

Morris the pecuniary engagements that congress has to fulfil toward

us. "We hope that this superintendent will be faithful to the word

which he has given us in relation to the interest to be paid in Holland,

and we are persuaded that congress will be as exact in keeping its

word as it has been ardent in soliciting the assistance of his Majesty.

It appears, sir, that the American confederation has a great tendency

toward dissolution. If this dissolution takes place, we shall soon see

the Americans delivered up to intestine dissension and to troubles, of

which it will be difficult to foresee the consequences. It is hoped that

in this regard we have no obligation to fulfil nor interest to care for.

Monroe to Madison, Trenton, 14 Dec, 118^. Ex.

The business of importance is still before committee, or, if reported,

not yet acted on. It seems to be the general sense of congress to ap-

point a minister to the court of London, and to give him instructions

upon many subjects, and particularly those which arise in the conduct

of both parties under the treaty ; but whom they may appoint is un-

certain ; indeed, I fear that the difficulty of obtaining a vote for any
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person will obstruct this measure for a length of time. Franklin hath,

through Mr. Laurens and the Marquis of Fayette, solicited permission

to return home. This will, no doubt, be assented to as soon as taken

up. An appointment must, therefore, be made in his place to that

court. I think there will be little difficulty in obtaining it for Mr.

Jefferson, for the opinion of all the members seems to concur in the

propriety of it. The first question will be whether we shall or not

add other ministers to those in office and annex them to the courts

of London and Madrid, or depend on those for the management of all

our business in Europe.

Connecticut hath, I hear, authorized congress to carry into effect

the impost, with the assent of twelve states only. She hath also laid

a duty of five per cent upon all goods imported from a neighboring

state. This affects Rhode Island very sensibly. The question must

soon be decided whether this state will accede to this measure or the

other states recede from it, for it is said New York and Georgia will

join in it.

Have you been able to carry the point in favor of the delivery of

such citizens as may be guilty of the offences you describe to the

power in whose territory and against whose subjects they are com-

mitted ? This is certainly in strict conformity to the laws of nations,

but, I believe, not to the common practice, except between those with

whom particular treaties stipulate it.

Monroe to Jefferson, Trenton, H Dec, 178J^. Ex.

It was late in November before we formed a congress, but at present

we have nine states on the floor, with a member from all the states

except Maryland, and in a few days we expect her delegation on.

This is a respectable congress, and I am happy to inform you they

have hitherto acted with perfect good temper and propriety, not only

in the manner of conducting the business, but with a mind comprehen-

sive of the interests of the union as well as an inclination upon the

most general and liberal principles to promote it. I really promise

great good to the union from this congress.

It seems to be an opinion generally given in to that a minister

shall be appointed to the court of Britain ; that one shall also be

appointed to take the place of Franklin. Who the former will be is

altogether uncertain, but I think it beyond a doubt you will be the

latter.
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Propositions for the arrangement of commerce to be handed to the

states, requiring that they invest congress with the power of levying

the duties upon imports and exports, are before them. I think recom-

mendations to that effect will pass. A distinction will be made be-

tween the revenue and the regulation, the former, unless ceded by the

state, to go to the state.

Thomas Stone to Monroe, Annapolis, 15 Dec, nSJf. Ex.

Dear Sir : From every movement of the British court, I am satis-

fied their disposition is hostile toward America ; and from this and

other considerations I am anxious to do everything necessary to give

weight and energy to the federal government. But the attention of

most men is too much engaged by internal objects which appear near

to admit a proper regard to those things which are of infinitely more
importance, but appear remote because others are to be affected by
them as well as ourselves. This cause, I fear, will keep the continental

government weak and unsettled until the several members of the

union feel severely for their remissness, and perhaj^s that which is the

only remedy may unfortunately lead to ruin.

I have apprehensions from the temper New York seemed to be in

when we were in congress, and from little good-will which some of

her neighbors bear her, that their affairs will not be settled without

some disturbance to the union. As you understand, and will im-

partially determine on these subjects, I pray you to attend to them
with a watchful eye, and to guard against every measure which may
have a tendency to excite civil war in America ; for when once begun
no bounds can be set to it, and this country, from the want of power
in the common head and jealousy of the several parts of the union, is

extremely liable to that greatest of all horrors which can befall man-
kind.

Our friend Gerry will be much uplifted by the approbation of his

state to his attempt to deprive congress of the power of raising troops

by requisition, and it is not impossible but that this idea, as it flatters

the several states, will be adopted by others, and thus a weak and
blamable desire of popular applause in members of congress may
wrest from the federal government a power essential to the safety of

the union. I have been made very uneasy by the conduct of members
of congi-ess upon this subject, because I am well satisfied that it will

be found that government can neither be protected nor supported with-
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out the power, and that its being even questioned by leading men in

America will render the exercise of it impracticable.

The proposed alteration of the eighth article of confederation has

been unanimously agreed to, in a conference of both houses of our

assembly, and I make no doubt will be adopted. A bill is prepared to

give congress power over exports and imports agreeably to their

recommendation of the thirteenth of April last, which will probably

pass with some small amendments. And I think our assembly is well

disposed to do everything necessary to give dignity and energy to the

continental government ; the only difficulty is to draw their attention

from state objects to this, which, in my opinion, is much more impor-

tant.

My best wishes attend you, etc.

Monroe to Madison, Trenton, 18 Dec, 17SJf. Ex.

R. H. Lee earnestly advocated the appointment of Jefferson to the

court of Spain, only, in my opinion, to oj)en those of Great Britain and

France to himself and friends, among whom are R. R. Livingston and

Arthur Lee. He reprehends highly the opposition the other delegates

made to it ; talks of the superior urgency of the affairs of Spain to us,

etc. Fayette and Marbois assured me that Jefferson had been well

received in the court of France, and that it was their wish he should

succeed Franklin. R. H. Lee hath hitherto given all the opposition in

his power to this appointment, and will continue to do it until opposi-

tion will be vain, which I think will be the case. Arthur Lee is in

nomination for the treasury board by Mr. Gerry ; Mr. Mercer by a

delegate from Georgia. In a late ballot, Osgood had six votes, Mer-

cer five votes, and Arthur Lee two. Virginia votes for Mercer, and

seems inclined to suffer Arthur Lee to retire from the public service,

in the opinion it will be advantageous to the public.

It is proposed to recommend it to the states to invest congress with

the power to regulate the commercial intercourse of the states with

other powers, without which it is thought impracticable to comply

with our engagements in treaties, or derive any advantage from them

as a nation. To regulate the duties upon imports and exports (by

which, if wise regulations are adopted, we may take some share in the

carrying trade, by giving privileges to our own citizens in the expor-

tation which may encourage the merchants of the United States to em-

ploy natives as navigators, as well as the merchants of other countries
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to take in partnership those of the states), to enable us further to act

in concert in the measures which may be found necessary to counter-

act the policy of the powers with whom we have not treaties of com-

merce—propositions to this effect are before a committee. The regu-

lation and revenue are separated from each other ; the latter will go to

the states, unless conceded to the United States for particular purposes

by each particular state. As a citizen, and a lawyer, I am pleased

with the regulation taking place in the judicial department.

Samuel Adams to Richard H. Lee, Boston, 23 Dec, 178^..

By God's blessing on the councils and the arms of our country, we
are now ranked with nations. May he keep us from exulting beyond

measure. Great pains are yet to be taken, and much wisdom is requi-

site, that we may stand as a nation in the most respectable character.

Better it would have been for us to have fallen in our highly famed

struggle for our rights, or even to have remained in our ignoble state

of bondage, expecting better times, than now to become a contempti-

ble nation. The world has given us an exalted character, and thus

have laid on us a heavy tax. They have raised expectations from us !

How shall we meet these expectations ? They have attributed to us

wisdom ! How shall we confirm them in their opinion of us ?

Does not the true policy, the honor and safety of our country, greatly

depend upon a national character, among other things consisting in

simplicity and candor in all her public transactions ; showing herself

in reality friendly to those to whom she professes to be a friend ; a

constant regard to mutual benefit in commercial treaties, justly sus-

pecting the honesty of those who refuse to deal with her upon equita-

ble principles, and guarding her trade by wise commercial laws ; an

exact and punctilious fulfilment of obligations on her part to be per-

formed by virtue of all treaties, and an unalterable determination to

discharge her national debts with all possible speed ?

Horatio Gates to Washington, Richmond, 2J^ Dec, llSJf..

Believe me, sir, were I in health, fit to attend the committee this even-

ing, I would on no account fail to do it ; but I feel I must go to bed

instead of going to Man's. You are so perfectly master of the business

that my assent to your opinions is all I have to say upon the subject;

this you may be sure of having whenever that is called for. When a

vote must decide, I will get a coach and come at all hazards to Man's.
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H. IT. Lea to Washington, Trenton, 26 Dec, 178^. Ex.

Dear Sir : I had the honor to receive your obliging letter of the

14th instant, seven days after its date, and I thank you, sir, for its

friendly contents and sensible communications.

Much time hath been taken up in debate upon the permanent and

temporary residence of congress, and finally it is deteraiined that the

former shall be on the banks of the Delaware, not exceeding eight

miles above or below this place, and on either side of the river that

may be fixed upon by commissioners to be appointed for the purpose

of superintending the federal buildings.

New York is to be the temporary residence, and congress stands

now adjourned to meet in that city on the 11th of January next, when

I hope that we shall diligently put forward the public business. Spain

seems determined to possess the exclusive navigation of the Mississippi,

which, with the bickerings that appear already on that quarter, will

oblige congress to send an able minister to Madrid, And one also to

the court of London, that we may, if possible, negotiate commencing

differences before they have proceeded too far. The western posts

are withheld, and an encroachment already made on our north-eastern

boundary. An ambiguity in the treaty, arising from thei'e being two

rivers named St. Croix that empty into Passamaquoddy Bay, has encour-

aged the British to settle the country between them, thus determining

in their own favor the right to an extensive and valuable country.

The fact is that the easternmost of these rivers is the true St. Croix,

the same name having been of late date only applied to the western-

most of these waters. The very unfriendly commercial principles en-

tertained by the British ministry, and the disputes concerning debts

and removed negroes, are points of consequence also, which together

form a field for able and ample negotiation.

Richard Henry Lee to Madison, Trenton, 27 Dec, 1784. Ex.

We have such momentous concerns with the courts of Madrid and

London that we shall be obliged to send special ministers to each of

them, or else a war may be the consequence of neglect. Mr. Madison

has been nominated for Spain, and is much approved by the Southern

states. The conversation concerning a continental convention has

ceased for some time, so that, perhaps, it may not be revived again.

The pointed manner in which Spain insists upon the exclusive naviga-

tion of the Mississippi renders it of more important consequence to
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explore and improve tlie navigation of the waters running through

our states.

Wcishingto7i to Knox, Mount ~Vernon, 5 Jan., 1785. Ex.

My dear Sir : It is not the letters to my friends which give me
trouble or add aught to my perplexity. I receive, them with pleasure,

and pay as much attention to them as my avocations will permit. It

is references of old matters with which I have nothing to do, applica-

tions which oftentimes cannot be complied with, enquiries which

would employ the pen of a historian to satisfy, letters of compliment,

as unmeaning, perhaps, as they are troublesome, but which must be

attended to, and the commonplace business which employ my pen and

my time, often disagreeably. Indeed, these, with company, deprive

me of exercise, and, unless I can obtain relief, must be productive of

disagreeable consequences. I already begin to feel the effect ; heavy

and painful oppressions of the head, and other disagreeable sensations

often trouble me. I am determined, therefore, to employ some person

who shall ease me of the drudgery of this business. At any rate, if

the whole of it is thereby suspended, I am determined to use exercise.

My private concerns also require infinitely more attention than I have

given, or can give them under present circumstances. They can no

longer be neglected without involving my ruin.

To correspond with those I love is among my highest gratifications,

and I persuade myself you will not doubt my sincerity when I assure

you I place you among the foremost of this class. Letters of friend-

ship require no study. The communications are easy, and allowances

are expected, and made. This is not the case with those which require

researches—consideration, recollection, and the devil knows what, to

prevent error, and to answer the end for which they are written.

In my last I informed you that I was endeavoring to stimulate my
countrymen to the extension of the inland navigation of our rivers

;

and to the opening of the best and easiest communication for land

transportation between them and the western waters. I am just re-

turned from Annapolis, to which place I was requested to go by our

assembly (with ray bosom friend, General Gates, who, being at Rich-

mond, contrived to edge himself into the commission) for the purpose

of arranging matters and framing a law which should be similar in

both states so far as it respected the river Potomac, which separates

them. I met the most perfect accordance in that legislature, and the
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matter is now reported to ours for its concurrence. To open at the

public expense the communication with the western territory is a great

political work.

Our amiable j^oung friend, the Marquis de La Fayette, could not be

otherwise than well pleased with his reception in America. Every

testimony of respect, affection, and gratitude has been shown him

wherever he went.

David Hartley to Lord Carmarthen, Bath, 9 Jan., 1785. Ex,

No treaty of commerce as yet existing between Great Britain and

the American states, all commercial concessions and prohibitions are

equally in the power of the respective parties. But I adduce them to

show the great object which the American states have in view, viz. :

to destroy the operation of all restrictive principles of commerce,

which, having been systematically introduced among European na-

tions, have by them been extended beyond the Atlantic to the Ameri-

cans. This limited and restrictive system of European commerce has,

at all times, given great discontent in America, as imposing great

restraints upon their national industry and commercial profits. It is

therefore now become their great object, as the first limits of their

independence, to destroy all those commercial restraints which were

formerly imposed upon them by European authority, by introducing

general and unlimited freedom in every branch of intercourse.

The second point, which appears to me to be deserving of attention,

respecting the immense cession of territory to the United States at the

late peace, is a point which will, perhaps in a few years, become an

unparalleled phenomenon in the political world. As soon as the na-

tional debt of the United States shall be discharged, by the sale of

one portion of these lands, we shall then see the confederate republic

in a new character—as a landlord or proprietor of lands, either for sale

or to let out upon rents. While other nations may be struggling

under national debts too enormous to be discharged, either by economy

or taxation, and while they may be laboring to raise ordinary and

necessary supplies by burdensome impositions upon their own persons

and properties, here will be a nation possessed of a new and unheard-

of financial organ of stupendous magnitude, and in the progress of

time of unmeasured value, thrown into their lap as a fortuitous super-

fluity, and almost without being sought for. When such an organ of

revenue begins to arise in produce and exertion, what public and na-
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tional uses it may be applicable to, or to what abuses or perversions it

may be rendered subservient, is far beyond the reach of probable dis-

cussion now. Such discussions would be merely visionary speculations.

However, thus far is obvious and highly deserving of our attention,

that it cannot fail becoming to the American states a most important

instrument.

Marbois to Count Vergennes, Philadelphia, 17 Jan., 1785. Ex.

Here the resolution of congress to reside at New York, in spite of

the pressing invitation of the assembly of Pennsylvania, has given

much chagrin. On the other hand, at New York the arrival of con-

gress causes lively satisfaction. New York, exhausted of money and

ruined by the six years' occupation by the English, hopes that the resi-

dence of congress will helj? to restore its activity and lustre.

Knox to Washington, Boston, 31 Jan., 1785. Ex.

A neglect, in every state, of those principles which lead to union

and national greatness—an adoption of local in preference to general

measures—apj^ears to actuate the greater part of the state politicians.

We are entirely destitute of those traits which should stamp us One

Nation, and the constitution of congress does not promise any capital

alterations for the better. Great measures will not be carried in con-

gress so much by the propriety, utility, and necessity of the thing, but

as a matter of compromise for something else, which may be evil

itself or have a tendency to evil. This, perhaps, is not so much the

fault of the members as a defect of the confederation. Every state

considers its representative in congress not so much the legislator of

the whole union as its own immediate agent or ambassador, to nego-

tiate and to endeavor to create in congress as great an influence as

possible to favor particular views, etc. With a constitution produc-

tive of such dispositions, is it possible that the American can ever

rival the Roman name ?

General Lincoln and myself went to the eastern line of this state

and found that the British had made excessive encroachments on our

territories. There are three rivers in the bay of Passamaquoddy to

which the British have, within twenty years past, with a view to con-

found the business, given the name of St, Croix. But the ancient St.

Croix is the eastern river. The British have settled and built a con-

siderable town called St. Andrews on the middle river, which has al-
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ways sustained, among the people in that country, the Indian name

Scudac. The proper St. Croix and the Scudac are only nine miles

distant mouths. They run into the country about sixty miles, and

they diverge from each other so much that, although at their mouths

they are only nine miles apart, yet at their sources they are one hun-

dred miles distant from each other, and it is from the source the north

line to the mountains is to begin. The mountains are distant from

the source about eighty or one hundred miles, so the difference to this

state is one hundred miles square above the heads of the rivers and

the land between the rivers, which must be sixty by fifty miles square.

Our legislature have transmitted the report we made on this business

to congfress and the Governor of Nova Scotia. The matter has been

involved designedly by the British in such a manner that it can now
be settled only by commissioners mutually appointed for that purpose.

I have seen a letter from Mr. John Adams, dated last October, which

mentions that the river meant by the treaty of peace was decidedly

the river next to St. John's river, westward, and there is plenty of

proof that the ancient St. Croix was the next to St. John's. I have

been particular, in this narration, that you may know the precise state

of this affair, which it is probable will sooner or later occasion much

conversation.

Rochambeau to Washington, Paris, 2J!f Feb., 1785. Ex.

You may believe that since the Marquis de La Fayette's coming

back you are the main subject of our conversations. T have been rav-

ished to learn that you was philosophically enjoying of the glory and

of the general consideration that the part which you had in the most

memorable revolution during eight years has so rightfully deserved to

you from all your countrymen and from all the universe.

As soon as the shores of the Ohio will be peopled, that the lands

will be covered with harvest, the opening of this water will engage

your countrymen to force the barriers that the Spanish lay on their

territory to all strange nations. I am very sorry that Mr. Le Jay has

not settled this affair before his departure.

My respects, I beseech you, my dear general, to Madame Wash-
ington and to all your family. Madame de Rochambeau and the

mine give thousand compliments, the most sincere, to you, and take

part as much as me to your happiness and to all what can satisfy

you.
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Elhridge Gerry to Jefferson, Keio York, 25 Feb., 1785. Ex.

Mr. Adams is appointed to the court of London, and a report for

accepting Dr. Franklin's resignation is before congress, who will prob-

ably pass it, and appoint yourself to the court of Versailles. You will

certainly have all the New England interest in your favor.

Marhois to Vergennes, JVew York, 25 Feb., 1785. Ex.

Besides the public journal, the secretary of congress keeps private min-

utes of all secret affairs, reports of negotiations, and conferences with

foreign ministers. He has also been charged with the custody of all the

papers of foreign affairs down to the epoch when Mr. Jay entered upon

the functions of that office. He has told me that he had taken advan-

tage of the circumstance to j^repare secret historical memoirs of every-

thing which has not been inserted in the published journals ; that his

work had already more than a thousand pages in folio; and that it would

complete the history of the revolution ; but that, in thus preserving a

great number of facts important as well to the confederation as to the

alliance, he had taken measures to prevent them from being published

before the death of those who have taken part in these great events.

Mr. Thomson is the oldest servant of congress, and there has been

no one more constant in all the revolutions which have agitated this

assembly. He is a man wise, uniform, and full of moderation. The
confidence of congress in him has no limits ; and, although he has not

the right to speak in the debates of this assembly, he has often been

consulted, because he has been present for the last ten years at every-

thing which took place there, and he can contribute to maintain a uni-

form system better than the delegates who are contimially changing,

and who sometimes know nothing of the doings of their predecessors.

Instructions to the Delegates of 3fassachusetts in, Congress.

[The paper is in the handwriting of Samuel Adams, who is un-

doubtedly its author. It has no date, but is of 1785, and before

March of that year.]

Gentlemen : Although the general court have lately instructed you

concerning various matters of very great importance to this common-

wealth, they cannot finish the business of the year until they have

transmitted to you a further instruction which they have long had in

contemplation, and which, if their most ardent wish could be obtained,

might in its consequences extensively promote the happiness of man.
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You are, therefore, hereby instructed and urged to move the United

States in congress assembled to take into their deep and most serious

consideration whether any measures can by them be used, through

their influence with such of the nations in Europe with whom they

are connected by treaties of amity or commerce, that national diffei--

ences may be settled and determined without the necessity of war, in

which the world has too long been deluged, to the destruction of hu-

man happiness and the disgrace of human reason and government.

If, after the most mature deliberation, it shall appear that no meas-

ures can be taken at present on this very interesting subject, it is con-

ceived it would redound much to the honor of the United States, that

it was attended to by their great rej^resentative in congress, and be ac-

cepted as a testimony of gratitude for most signal favors granted to

the said states by him who is the almighty and most gracious Father

and friend of mankind.

And you are further instructed to move that the foi-egoing letter of

instructions be entered on the journals of congress, if it may be thought

proper, that so it may remain for the inspection of the delegates from

this commonwealth, if necessary, in any future time.

Jacob Read to Washington, Neio YorJc, 9 March, 1785.

From the want of a full congress, the great national questions still

remain untouched, and will not be attempted till late in the spring,

when it is hoped we may assemble the whole force of the union and

try if we can act as a nation, which, by the by, I very much doubt,

now the common tie of danger is removed.

James Buane to Washington, JVeio York, 10 March, 1785. Ex.

Congress are fixed here for the present, apparently to their satisfac-

tion. The five per cent requisition goes on heavily, and I am very

apprehensive of its fate, even in this state, which once took the lead in

every federal measure. The Rhode Island and other eastern publica-

tions against this grant have made a deep impression in the counties

most exposed to their influence. A bill on this interesting subject is

under commitment in the senate, and will be brought forward in a few

days. It is to be lamented that even there it will meet with warm
opposition.

Our legislature, I take it for granted, will in the course of this

month pay into the continental treasury 6110,000 in specie and
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,000 in certificates in full of their arrears, which will be a present

supply. A bill for this purj^ose has passed the senate.

William Grayson to Washington, N'eio YorJc, 10 3farch, 1785. Ex.

Dear Sir : Congress are engaged in a plan for opening their land

oflSce on the western waters, in recommending a plan for extending

their powers in forming commercial treaties, in regulating the post-

office, and in making a j)eace establishment. They have directed a

treaty to be formed, if practicable, with the piratical states on the

coast of Africa. I expect a minister will be appointed to the court of

Spain after the arrival here of Don Diego Gardoqui, and one, I pre-

sume, will be appointed to Holland in the room of Mr. Adams, who goes

to the court of St. James.

I have the honor to be, with the highest respect, your affectionate

fi'iend.

Washington to B. H. Lee, Mount Yernon, 15 March, 1785. Ex.

The mission of congress will now be called upon to fix a medium
price on these lands, and to point out the most advantageous mode of

seating them ; so as that law and good government may be adminis-

tered, and the union strengthened and supported thereby. Progres-

sive seating, in my opinion, is the only means by which this can be
effected, and, unless in the scale of politics more than one new state is

found necessary at this time, the unit, I believe, would be found more
pregnant with advantages than the decies ;

' the latter, if I mistake not,

will be more advancive of individual interest than the public welfare.

As you will have that untowardness, jealousy, and pride which are

characteristic of the Spanish nation to contend with, it is more than
probable that Mr. Gardoqui will give congress a good deal of trouble

respecting the navigation of the Mississippi river.

To me it should seem that their true policy would lie in making
New Orleans a free mart instead of shutting the port. But their ideas

of trade are very limited.

' Washington had two years before pro- mendation to proceed gradually in organiz-
posed the colonization of Ohio with substan- ing territories, and to begin with Ohio
tially its present boundaries and for the alone rather than with the ten states as
time being of that territory alone. The or- indirectly required by the terms of the Vir-
dinance of Jefferson had provided for ten ginia cession and as proposed by Jeffer-
territories. Washington here renews to son. Washington's advice prevailed even
the president of congress, and through him before Virginia modified its terms of ces-
to Grayson and to congress, his recom- sion.
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Van BercTcel to the States General, New York, 15 March, 1785. Ex.

The post from Philadelphia, which has just arrived, brings thence

the news that the general assembly of the state of Pennsylvania has

passed an act to issue £150,000 Pennsylvania money—that is, a million

of Dutch florins in paper money—and to bring the same into circulation.

I regard it as my duty to inform your High Mightinesses as soon as

possible, since such must have a great influence on the trade of that

state, for should they compel foreigners to receive this paper money

in payment for their goods, it is easy to foresee that the commercial

connections between that state and Europe will not only diminish,

but will virtually be severed.

Motion of Mufus King, Wednesday, 16 3Iarch, 1785.

[From papers of old congress. No. 31, p. 327. Reports of commit-

tees on clothing, commerce, etc., 1778-'86. The following resolution is

in the handwriting of Rufus King, and is endorsed in the handwriting

of Charles Thomson :
" Motion for preventing slavery in new states,

16 March, 1785. Referred to Mr. King, Mr. Howell, Mr. Ellery."]

A motion was made by Mr, King, seconded by Mr. Ellery, that the

following proposition shall be committed :

Resolved, That there shall be neither slavery nor involuntary servi-

tude in any of the states described in the resolve of congress of the

twenty-third day of April, A. d. 1784, otherwise than in punishment of

crimes whereof the party shall have been personally guilty.

And that this regulation shall be an article of compact, and remain

a fundamental principle of the constitutions between the thirteen

original states and each of the states described in the said resolve of

the twenty-third day of April, 1784.'

' Mr. King no doubt wished to make his proposition as little disquieting to the South

as possible ; so he wisely used Jefferson's words, and, as I infer from the circumstances,

prepared the South for his motion, which was only a motion of reference. The choice of

a committee exclusively of northern men was ominous. The relation of the two propo-

sitions to each other will appear best by placing them side by side

:

The ordinance proposed hy Jefferson^ 1 Mar., A motion made hy King, 16 Mar., 1785, that

17S4. Ex. the following proposition he committed:

That after the year 1800 of the Christian That there shall be neither slavery nor in-

aera there shall be neither slavery nor in- voluntary servitude in any of the Btates de-

voluntary servitude in any of the said states, scribed in the resolve of congress of the twen-

otherwise than in punishment of crimes, ty-third day of April, a. d. 1784, otherwise

whereof the party shall have been duly con- than in punishment of crimes whereof the

victcd to have been personally guilty. party shall have been personally guilty.

That the preceding articles shall be formed That this regulation shall be an article of

VOL. I. 27
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Report of Bufus King, for the exclusion of slavery from the neio

states.

[The following report is in the handwriting of Rufus King. It is

to be found in Vol. No. 31, p. 329, papers of old congress, and is en-

dorsed in the handwriting of King :
" Report of Mr. King's motion

for the exclusion of slavery in the new states." And it is further en-

dorsed in the handwriting of Charles Thomson: "Mr. King, Mr.

Howell, Mr. Ellery. Entered 6 April, 1785, read. Thursday, 14

April, assigned for consideration."]

The committee, consisting of, etc., to whom was referred a motion

from Mr. King for the exclusion of involuntary servitude in the states

described in the resolve of congress of the twenty-third day of April,

1784, submit the following resolve :

Resolved, That after the year 1800 of the Christian aera there shall

be neither slavery nor involuntary servitude in any of the states de-

scribed in the resolve of congress of the twenty-third day of April,

1784, otherwise than in punishment of crimes whereof the party shall

have been personally guilty ; and that this regulation shall be an arti-

cle of compact, and remain a fundamental principle of the constitutions

between the thirteen original states, and each of the states described

in the said resolve of congress of the twenty-third day of April, 1784,

any implication or construction of the said resolve to the contrary not-

withstanding. Provided always that upon the escape of any person

into any of the states described in the said resolve of congress of the

twenty-third day of April, 1784, from whom labor or service is law-

fully claimed in any one of the thirteen original states, such fugitive

may be lawfully reclaimed and carried back to the person claiming his

labor or service as aforesaid, this resolve notwithstanding.

[A printed copy of this report of King follows on p. 331 of the same

Vol. No. 31. It is identical with the foregoing, with the single excep-

tion of the substitution of the word " of" for " from " in the phrase " to

whom was referred a motion from Mr. King."

into a charter of compact .... and shall compact, and remain a fundamental princi-

stand as fundamental constitutions between pie of the constitutions between the thir-

the thirteen original states and those now teen orijrinal states and each of the states

newly described. described in the said resolve of the twenty-

third day of April, 1784.

Jefferson regarded King's motion of reference of 16 March, 1785, as "the same propo-

sition" as his own of March, 1784. Jefferson, ix. 276. For the suggestion to Kmg_ by

Pickering of the immediate exclusion of slavery from the north-west territory, see Pick-

ering's Pickering, i. 510. The report of King sent to Pickering, ibid., 511.
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The printed report, printed exclusively for members of congress, is

endorsed in the handwriting of Charles Thomson :
" To prevent sla-

very in the new states ; included in substance in the ordinance for a

temporary government passed the thirteenth July, 1787."]

Jefferson to Madison, Paris, 18 March, 1785.

Your character of the Marquis de La Fayette is precisely agreeable

to the idea I had formed of him. I take him to be of unbounded

ambition, but that the means he uses are virtuous. He is returned

fraught with affection to America, and disposed to render every possi-

ble service.

We hear nothing from England. This circumstance, with the pas-

sage of their Newfoundland bill through the house of commons, and

the sending a consul to America (which we hear they have done), suffi-

ciently proves a perseverance in the system of managing for us as well

as for themselves in their connection with us. The administration of

that country are governed by the people, and the people by their own
interested wishes, without calculating whether they are just or capable

of being effected. Nothing will bring them to reason but physical ob-

struction, applied to their bodily senses.

"We must show that we are capable of foregoing commerce with

them before they will be capable of consenting to an equal commerce.

We have all the world besides open to supply us with gewgaws, and

all the world to buy our tobacco, for in such an event England must

buy it from Amsterdam, L'Orient, or any other place at which we
should think proper to deposit it for them. They allow our commodi-

ties to be taken from our own ports to the West Indies in their vessels

only ; let us allow their vessels to take them to no port. The transpor-

tation of our own produce is worth £750,000 sterling annually, will

employ two hundred thousand tonnage of ships, and twelve thousand

seamen constantly. It will be no misfortune that Great Britain obliges

us to exclude her from a participation in this business. Our own ship-

ping will grow fast under the exclusion, and till it is equal to the ob-

ject the Dutch will supply us. The commerce with the English West

Indies is valuable, and would be worth a sacrifice to us ; but the com-

merce with the British dominions in Europe is a losing one, and

deserves no sacrifice. Our tobacco they must have, from whatever

place we make its deposit, because they can get no other whose quality

so well suits the habits of their people. It is not a commodity like
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wheat, which will not bear a double voyage ; were it so, the privilege

of carrying it directly to England might be worth something. I know
nothing which would act more powerfully as a sumptuary law with our

people than an inhibition of commerce wuth England. They are

habituated to the luxuries of that country, and will have them while

they can get them. They are unacquainted with those of other coun-

tries, and, therefore, will not very soon bring them so far into fashion

as that it shall be thought disreputable not to have them in one's house

or on their table.

It is to be considered how far an exemption of Ireland from this

inhibition w^ould embarrass the councils of England on the one hand,

and defeat the regulation itself on the other. I i-ather believe it would

do more harm in the latter way than good in the former ; in fact, a

heavy aristocracy and corruption are two bridles in the mouths of the

Irish, which will prevent them from making any effectual efforts

against their masters.

Late letters tell us you are nominated for the court of Spain. I need

not tell you how much I shall be pleased with such an event, yet it

has its displeasing sides also. I want you in the Virginia assembly,

and also in congress
;
yet we cannot have you everywhere ; we must

therefore be contented to have you present where you choose.

I Adieu. Yours affectionately.

Marhois to Verffennes, Philadeljyhia, 27 March, 1785. Ex.

The enclosed packet for the priest, Doria Pamphili, has been ad-

dressed to me, and particularly recommended by Mr. Carroll, the supe-

rior of the missions. The holy see could not make a choice more agree-

able to Catholics of the United States ; and if circumstances permit his

elevation to the episcopacy, I doubt not the general satisfaction. But
all Catholics whose zeal is moderated by prudence desire that this

measure should not be taken until the people shall have been sufficiently

prepared for it. Nothing would be more easy for the ill-disposed than

to spread an alarm touching the spiritual and temporal authority of

the pope. Catholics have had seats in congress, and several members
of the assembly of Maryland in like manner profess our religion ; but

it is only on the supposition that they are not dependent on any foreign

power. The articles of the confederation do not permit any one of the

officers of the United States to receive gifts, titles, or employments of

any kind whatever from a king, prince, or foreign power. Republican
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jealousy would infallibly apply this prohibition to ecclesiastical officers
;

and without particular address in the management of this affair, relig-

ion would lose more than it would gain by the nomination of a bishop.

Thus the holy see is sure to extend its progress in relaxing its jurisdic-

tion as much as the good of the faith can permit ; and a different prac-

tice would not fail to stop its own propagation and to augment the

other sects on which the civil honors and authorities will devolve to

the exclusion of the Catholics. The Anglicans themselves will prepare

the bill for the introduction of the episcopate. They have never wished

to receive a bishop before the revolution ; but to-day they feel all the

difficulties of having their ministers ordained in England. The laws

accord to them the free exercise of their religion, and, consequently,

everything which is necessary to this free exercise. They infer from

it they have the right to have bishops ; and they probably will soon

have them. Then, my lord, it will appear odious to refuse the same

advantage to the Catholics ; but till then, I believe it is for the advan-

tage of religion not to precipitate anything. His Holiness could never-

theless nominate in advance an apostolic vicar ; and, when circum-

stances should be entirely favorable, raise him to the episcopacy. I

cannot say if the choice ought to emanate purely and simply from the

holy father, or if the churches of the different states ought to propose

a candidate. This last form is undoubtedly most analogous to the

spirit of this people. But the Catholics are not here united under a

common chief ; those of one state have no relation with those of an-

other, and I do not see how they could have one at an election. It is

one motive the more to raise by degrees to the episcopacy a person

who has been for some time the chief, and whose nomination would,

therefore, astonish no one. The first choice once made, it will be less

difficult to organize our church than in its actual condition. The num-

ber of Catholics in the United States merits, in fact, the attention the

holy see gives to it. There are in New England about 600 ; New
York and New Jersey, 1,700 ; Pennsylvania and Delaware, 7,700 ;

Maryland, freemen 12,000, slaves 8,000—20,000 ; in the states of the

South, 2,.500 ; at the Illinois, at Kaskaskia, and several other establish-

ments purely French, on the Mississippi, 12,000 : total, 44,500.

The Catholics of New York have no priest, but an Irish almoner

from the ships of his Majesty, who has no permission to be absent

from his convent. He has made a supposititious one which I have

recognized to be false
;
yet he has obtained powers from Mr. Carroll,
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who was not informed of these circumstances. For the rest, the

establishment of the chapel of the legation of New York gives to the

Catholics of this city all the resources that they can desire.

Henry Hamilton to Lord Sydney, Quebec, 9 April, 1785. Ex.

My Lord : The following particulars I have from Mr. Pond, which,

perhaps, your lordship may think worth attention :

Two young men, Americans, educated at New Haven College (one

of them named Woodroffe), were on board Captain Cook's ship when

he prosecuted his discoveries on the western coast of North America
;

they had been seen at New York, and are actually gone to Boston to

attend to the prosecution of an undertaking on foot for building two

vessels designed for carrying on discoveries in those regions.

Mr. Pond assures me that seven thousand pounds are subscribed by

but a small number of people in that country to support the expense

of further discoveries.

Washingt07i to James Duane, Mount Vernon, 10 Ajyril, 1785. Ex.

Dear Sir : Enclosed you have my answer to the acts of your cor-

poration, which I pray you to present.

I thank you for the arguments and judgment of the mayor's court

of the city of New York in the cause between Elizabeth Rutgars and

Joshua Waddington. I have read them with all the attention I could

give the subject, and though I pretend not to be a competent judge of

the law of nations, or the principle and policy of the statute upon

which the action was founded, yet I must confess that reason seems

very much in favor of the opinion given by the court, and my judg-

ment yields a hearty assent to it.

It is painful to hear that a state which used to be foremost in acts

of liberality, and its exertion to establish our federal system uj^on a

broad bottom and solid ground, is contracting her ideas, and pointing

them to local and independent measures ; which, if persevered in,

must sap the constitution of these states (already too weak), destroy

our national character, and render us as contemptible in the eyes of

Europe as we have it in our power to be respectable. It should seem

as if the impost of five per cent would never take place ; for no sooner

does an obstinate state begin to relent, and adopt the recommendation

of congress, but some other runs restive ; as if there was a combina-

tion among them to defeat the measure.
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The nations of Europe are rife for slavery. A thirst after riches, a

promptitude to luxury, and a sinking into venality with their concomi-

tants, untune them for manly exertions and virtuous sacrifices.

James Monroe to TJiomas Jefferson, JSl'eto YorJc, 12 April, 1785. Ex.

I enclose you the report of a committee in favor of a change of the

first paragraph of the ninth of the articles of the confederation, for the

purpose of investing congress with almost the entire regulation of the

commerce of the union, in exclusion of the particular states. I am
inclined" to think it will be best also to postpone this for the present.

Its adoption must depend on the several legislatures ; and to carry it

with them, the preferable way, perhaps, may be to let it stand as it

now is. It hath been brought so far without a prejudice against it.

If carried farther here, prejudices will take place ; at least, I fear so
;

and those who oppose it here Avill in their states. The way, then, will

be to present it to them in its present state, which may be effected by

obtaining the permission of congress for each delegation to take

copies for that purpose. If this should be its course, I shall have time

for your answer and opinion on it.

I doubt much the advantage of forming treaties for the present

with any of the powers with which you are authorized to treat (the

piratical states excepted), for what advantages can we give here in con-

sideration of advantages, or rather in consideration that they remove

some of the restraints which now exist, which they do not at present

possess, or possessing, that we can deprive them of ? The more I in-

vestigate this subject, the more I am confirmed in this opinion
;
but all

these embarrassments in the restrictions laid upon us by other powers

will, I am persuaded, have a good effect ;
they will operate more

powerfully than the utmost force of argument could do for the

strengthening our government.

It is agreed to raise seven hundred men for purposes of guarding

the public stores and giving security to the frontier settlements of the

states. At Annapolis Mr. Gerry protested against the right of con-

gress to require men in time of peace. His conduct was approved by

his state, and the delegation instructed to oppose and protest upon all

occasions against the exercise of the power. It is agreed by that

requisition men cannot be raised upon a few states or less than the

whole, but under particular circumstances of some, and then under a

particular modification. It was thought in this instance necessary to
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have them in the field in a short time to protect the surveyors of the

land, and as this consideration superseded the propriety of a requisi-

tion, on the whole it was agreed to recommend it to the states most
contiguous to raise them.

I shall transmit you the journals of congress as far as they are

printed ; they will give you at least the resolutions which determine

the erection of buildings at the falls of the Delaware, and our inter-

mediate residence here ; our deiDcndence for their location at George-

town had been on the Southern states. As soon as congress convened

we found they had given it up ; all further opposition we therefore

considered useless. The conduct of our delegation at Trenton was
founded upon an acquiescence with the voice of the majority of the

union. We acted together, and voted unanimously upon every point

respecting these measures. Grayson only was absent. I would wish

no more movements until we take our final position.

I thank you for subscribing for me for the Encyclopaedia ; I have

not at present the money, but will send it as soon as possible. I only

wish it were in my power to join you this summer, but it is imjiossible.

The next, I have it in contemplation, and shall then be under no
necessity to hurry myself so quickly back ; and I would wish to

remain in Europe, if I ever visit it, at least twelve months.

I think congress should sit until our affairs with every foreign

power were finally and most amicably settled, and until the commerce
of the union is properly regulated ; the confederacy might then stand

secure, and not be exposed to injury or danger.

A Mr. Carbonneau, from the Kaskaskias, petitioned congress to take

the people under their protection. A committee hath reported, which
is so far adopted, that a commissioner be appointed to repair thither,

instructed, etc. Mr. A. Lee is in nomination. The three commission-

ers of the treasury elected at Annapolis declined serving ; in conse-

quence of which, Gervais, Osgood, and Walter Livingston were elected.

Gervais hath declined, and Mr. A. Lee, who hath upon every occasion

been a candidate, is again in nomination. Mercer and himself were in

nomination at Trenton, and we gave the former the preference. The
fact is, we can get none better than Mr. Lee, and shall upon this occa-

sion vote for him.

P. S. The alteration which this report proposes in the whole system
of our government will be great ; it is, in fact, a radical change of it.

I beg of you to write your sentiments fully on it. If it is carried, it
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can only be by thorough investigation, and a conviction carried to the

minds of every citizen that it is right ; the slower it moves on, there-

fore, in my opinion, the better.

William Grayson to Washington, New York, 15 April, 1785.

Dear Sir : I did myself the honor of writing to you by post the

tenth of March last, in answer to your favor of the twenty-second of

January ; and I hope my letter has before this got safe to hand.

On my being appointed one of the committee for draughting the

ordinance for ascertaining the mode of disposing of lands in the west-

ern territory, the president was kind enough to furnish me with an

extract of your letter ' to him on the subject of the back country, which

now induces me to conclude it will be agreeable to you to be informed

of the further progress of this important business. The ordinance was

reported to congress three days ago, and ordered to be printed, and I

now take the earliest opportunity of sending you a copy. The idea of

a sale by public vendue, in such large quantities, appears at first view

eccentric and objectionable. I shall therefore mention to you the

reasons which those who are advocates for the measure offer in its sup-

port. They say this cannot be avoided without affording an undue

advantage to those whose contiguity to the territory has given them

an opportunity of investigating the qualities of the land ;
that there

certainly must be a difference in the value of the lands in different

parts of the country, and that this difference cannot be ascertained

without an actual survey in the first instance, and a sale by competi-

tion in the next.

That with respect to the quantity of land offered for sale in a town-

ship, it will not have the effect of injuring the poorer class of people,

or of establishing monopolies in speculators and engrossers ;
that ex-

perience is directly against the inference, for that the Eastern states,

where lands are more equally divided than in any other part of the

continent, were generally settled in that manner ;
that the idea of a

township, with the temptation of a support for religion and education,

holds forth an inducement for neighborhoods of the same religious

sentiments to confederate for the purpose of purchasing and settling

together ; that the southern mode would defeat this end by introduc-j

ing the idea of indiscriminate locations and settlements, which would

have a tendency to destroy all those inducements to emigration which

' Washington to R. H. Lee, 15 March, 1785.
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are derived from friendships, religion, and relative connections ; that

the same consequence would result from sales in small quantities under

the present plan.

That the advantages of an equal representation—the effect of lay-

ing off the country in this manner ; the exemption from controversy

on account of bounds to the latest ages ; the fertility of the lands
;

the facilities of communication with the Atlantic through a variety

of channels, as also with the British and Spaniards ; the fur and

peltry trade, and the right of forming free governments for them-

selves—must solicit emigrants from all parts of the world, and ensure a

settlement of the country in the most rapid manner ; that speculators

and engrossers, if they purchase the lands in the first instance, cannot

long retain them, on account of the high price they will be obliged to

give, and the consequent loss of interest while remaining in their

hands uncultivated.

That if they, however, should make money by engrossing, the great

design of the land office is answered, which is revenue ; and that this

cannot affect any but European emigrants, or those who were not at

hand to purchase in the first instance ; that if it is an evil, it will cure

itself, which has been the case in Lincoln county, Virginia, where the

lands were first in the hands of monopolists, but who were forced to

23art with them from a regard to the general defence.

That the expense and delay would be too great to divide the terri-

tory into fractional parts by actual surveys ; and if this is not done,

sales at public vendue cannot be made, as without a previous knowl-

edge of the quality of the lands, no comparative estimate can be

formed between different undivided moieties.

That the offering a small number of townships for sale at a time is

an answer to the objection on account of delay, and at the same time

it prevents the price from being diminished, on account of the markets

being overstocked.

That the present plan excludes all the formalities of warrants, en-

tries, locations, returns, and caveats, as the first and last process is a

deed.

That it supersedes the necessity of courts for the determination of

disputes, as well as that of creating new officers for carrying the plan

into execution ; that the mode of laying out the same in squares is

attended with the least possible expense, there being only two sides of

the square to run in almost all cases ; that the expense will be repaid
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to the continent in a tenfold ratio, by preventing fraud in the sur-

veyors.

That the drawing for the townships, and sending them on to

the different states, is conformable to the principles of the govern-

ment, one state having an equal right to the best lands at its mar-

ket with the other ; as also of disposing of its public securities in

that way.

That if the country is to be settled out of the bowels of the Atlantic

states, it is but fair the idea of each state's contributing its proportion

of emigrants should be countenanced by measures operating for that

purpose.

That if the plan should be found by experience to be wrong, it can

easily be altered by reducing the quantities and multiplying the sur-

veys.

These were the principal reasonings on the committee in favor of

the measure, and on which it would give me great satisfaction to have

your sentiments, as it involves consequences of the most extensive na-

ture, and is still liable to be rejected altogether by congress, or to be

so altered as to clear it of the exceptional parts. Perhaps the present

draught might have been less objectionable if we had all have had the

same views. Some gentlemen looked upon it as a matter of revenue

only, and that it was true policy to get the money without parting

with inhabitants to populate the country, and thereby prevent the

lands in the original states from depreciating. Others (I think) were

afraid of an interference with the lands now at market in the indi-

vidual states. Part of the eastern gentlemen wish to have the lands

sold in such a manner as to suit their own people who may choose to

emigrate, of which I believe there will be great numbers, particularly

from Connecticut. But others are apprehensive of the consequences

which may result from the new states taking their position in the con-

federacy. They, perhaps, wish that this event may be delayed as

long as possible. Seven hundred men are agreed on, in congress, to

be raised for the purpose of protecting the settlers on the western

frontiers and preventing unwarrantable intrusions on the public lands,

and for guarding the public stores.

I must now apologize to you for the length of this letter. The sub-

ject appeared to me of the greatest consequence, and I was desirous

you might have the fullest information thereon. As the communicat-

ing a report of a committee while under the deliberation of congress
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is against rule, I shall thank you to retain the possession of it your-

self.

I have the honor to be, with the highest respect, your affectionate

friend, etc.

Extracts of Letters from New TorJc {enclosed hy Chief Justice Smith

to Lord Sydney), 18 Ajyril, 1785.

The legislature have refused to give the five per cent duty to con-

gress. This has raised resentment from that quarter.

The grand jury in Georgia have presented their legislature. The
eastern parts of Massachusetts have set up an independency in that

quarter. New Jersey and Connecticut solicit emigration from this

state. Pennsylvania is nearly equally divided upon the subject of the

constitution ; and the late attempt of their legislature to take away

the charter to the bank, for refusing to give a credit to their last paper

emission, has so shaken both public and private credit that an almost

total stop is put to all traffic, foreign and domestic ; and the bank have

refused to discount. With us there is no trade. The tender laws are

in daily practice, and people pay their debts with about four shillings

in the pound. Last week Richard Morris, our chief justice, recovered

against General Tryon, on the trespass act, for damage to his farm

during the war, £5,000. The whole farm was never worth one third of

the money. Our prospects are dark. I fear we have not seen the

worst of our troubles.

Weio York, 1 May, 1785.—On Tuesday our legislature broke up

without effecting anything for the loyalists, and the late election

leaves no reason to expect a change of measures, as men of the most

violent tempers are returned—William Duer, Malcolm, Sears, etc., etc.

The moderate are turned out ; of five thousand voters, but five hun-

dred voted in this city. In the counties there are changes for the bet-

ter, but not enough for essential alterations. God knows what will be

the consequence.

JBaron Montesquieu to 'Washington, Paris, 25 April, 1785. Ex.

Your Excellency's remembering me is that which flatters me the

most. I shall never forget the favors which you have heaped upon me.

I shall always recall with new pleasure the time that I passed near the

greatest and the most virtuous man of his age. Let not your Excel-

lency take this for flattery. It is nothing but the true expression of
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my heart. I have not renounced the hope of one day visiting America,

and of going once more to admire its liberator.

At the end of the month of May I shall leave for Metz, where my
reo-iment is stationed. I have already drank very often with the offi-

cers who dined with me to the health of your Excellency. All those

who have been under your orders in America would with pleasure in-

toxicate themselves with drinking this toast. We all love you, and

our respect for you is not less than our love. Such is the effect of vir-

tue ; it has an empire over all men, however corrupted they may be.

Extract of a Letter dated New York, U March, 1785. Sent to

Lord Sydney by Ch. J. Smith, 25 Ajjril.—Though our legislature

have been sitting six weeks, no step has yet been taken to repeal

any of the hostile laws passed during the war, or since the peace.

There will be no change of measure until there is a change of men
;

and this cannot happen until our eviction laws, which exclude many

thousand citizens from voting, are repealed. Those in power, inter-

ested in the forfeited estates, have their fears that they will be re-

stored, and the rather since very few of the moderate whigs and none

of the loyalists became purchasers of such property, and reprobate

the titles.

Those who rule affect to believe the state in a flourishing condition,

and because they are adding house to house and farm to farm, treat

with disdain the petitions of the distressed.

Thomas Jefferson to James Madison, London, 25 April, 1785. Ex.

Dear Sir : Some of the objects of the joint commissions with which

we were honored by congress called me to this place about six weeks

ago. To-morrow I set out on my return to Paris. With this nation,

nothing is done ; and it is now decided that they intended to do

nothing with us. The king is against a change of measures ; his min-

isters are against it, some from principle, others from attachments to

their places ; and the merchants and people are against it. They suffi-

ciently value our commerce, but they are quite persuaded they shall

enjoy it on their own terms. This political speculation fosters the

warmest feeling of the king's heartr-that is, his hatred to us. If ever

he should be forced to make any terms with us, it will be by events

which he does not foresee. He takes no pains at present to hide his

aversion. Our commission expiring in a fortnight, there is an end of
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all further attempts on our part to ai-range matters between the two
countries.

The treaty of peace being yet unexecuted, it remains that each

party conduct themselves as the combined considerations of justice and
of caution require. We have had conversations on the subject of our

debts Muth the chairman of the committee of American merchants

here. He was anxious for arrangements. He was sensible that it was
for the interest of the creditor as well as debtor to allow time for the

payment of the debts due to this country, and did not seem to think

the time taken by Virginia was more than enough ; but we could not

help agreeing with him, that the courts should be open to them imme-
diately, judgments recoverable, the executions to be divided into so

many equal and annual parts as will admit the whole to be paid by the

year 1790, and that the payments should be in money, and not in any-

thing else. If our law is not already on this footing, I wish extremely

it were put on it. When we proceeded to discuss the sum which
should be paid, we concurred in thinking that the principal and inter-

est preceding and subsequent to the war should be paid. As to interest

during the war, the chairman thought it justly demandable. We
thought otherwise ; I need not recapitulate to you the topics of argu-

ment on each side. He said the renunciation of this interest was a bit-

ter pill which they could not swallow. Perhaps he would have agreed
to say nothing about it, not expecting to receive it in most cases, yet
willing to take the chance of it, where debtors or juries should happen
to be favorably disposed. We should have insisted on an express

declaration that this interest should not be demandable. These con-

ferences were intended as preparatory to authoritative propositions
;

but the minister not condescending to meet us at all on the subject,

they ended in nothing. I think the merchants here do not expect to

recover interest during the war in general, though they are of opinion

they are entitled to it.

Washington to William Grayson, Mount Vernon, 25 April, 1785.

Dear Sir : I will not let your favor of the fifteenth, for which I

thank you, go unacknowledged, though it is not in my power to give

it the consideration I wish, to comply with the request you have
made, being upon the eve of a journey to Richmond to a meeting of

the Dismal Swamp Company, which by my own appointment is to take

place on Monday next ; and into that part of the country I am hurried
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by an express which is just arrived with the account of the deaths of

the mother and brother of Mrs. Washington, in the last of whose hands

(Mr. B. Dandridge) the embarrassed affairs of Mr. Custis had been

placed, and call for immediate attention.

To be candid, I have had scarce time to give the report of the com-

mittee, which you did me the honor to send me, a reading, much less

to consider the force and tendency of it. If experience has proven

that the most advantageous way of disposing of land is by whole town-

ships, there is no arguing against facts. Therefore, if I had had time,

I should have said nothing on that head ; but from the cursoiy read-

ing I have given it, it strikes me that, by suffering each state to dis-

pose of a proportionate part of the whole in the state, there may be

state jobbing ; in other words, that the citizens of each state may be

favored at the expense of the union, while a reference of these matters

to them has, in my opinion, a tendency to set up separate interests and

to promote the independence of individual states upon the downfall of

the federal government, which, in my opinion, is already too feeble,

much too humiliated and tottering to be supported without props.

It is scarcely to be imagined that any man, or society of men, who
may incline to possess a township, would make the purchase without

viewing the land in person, or by an agent. Wherein, then, lies the

great advantage of having the sale in each state, and by state officers ?

For, from the same parity of reasoning, there should be different

places in each state for the accommodation of its citizens. Would not

all the ostensible purposes be fully answered by sufficient promulgation

in each state of the time and place of sale, to be holden at the nearest

convenient place to the land, or at the seat of congress? Is it not

highly probable that those who may incline' to emigrate, or their

agents, would attend at such time and place ? And (there being no

fixed prices for the land) would not the high or low sale of it depend

upon the number of purchasers, and the competition occasioned there-

by ? and are not these more likely to be greater at one time and j^lace

than at thirteen? One place might draw the world to it if proper

notice be given ; but foreigners would scarcely know what to do with

thirteen—to which or when to go to them.

These are first thoughts, perhaps incongruous ones, and such as I

myself might reprobate upon more mature consideration. At pres-

ent, however, I am impressed with them, and (under the rose) a pene-

trating eye and close observation will discover, through various dis-
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guises, a disinclination to add new states to the confederation west-

ward of us ; which must be the inevitable consequence of emigration

to, and the population of, that territory. And as to restraining the

citizens of the Atlantic states from transplanting themselves to that

soil, when prompted thereto by interest or inclination—you might as

well attempt, while our governments are free, to prevent the reflux of

the tide when you had got it into your rivers.

As the report of the committee goes into minutiae, it is not minute

enough, if I read it aright. It provides for the irregular lines, and
pai'ts of townships, occasioned by the interference with the Indian

boundaries, but not for its interference with Lake Erie, the western

boundary of Pennsylvania (if it is governed by the meanders of the

Delaware), or the Ohio river, which separates the ceded lands from
Virginia—all of which involve the same consequences. I thank you
for the sentiments and information given me in your letter of the

tenth of March respecting the Potomac navigation. My present

determination is to hold the shares which this state has been pleased

to present me, in trust for the use and benefit of it. This will sub-

serve the plan, increase the public revenue, and not interfere with

that line of conduct I had prescribed myself.

Van Berckel to the States General, 27 April, 1785. Ex.

The latest news from Boston which have arrived here announce
that the merchants of that place are extremely dissatisfied ; that a

number of English factors and agents settling there have made a sort

of monopoly of all the goods imported from England, whereby the

trade of that town must fall entirely into English hands. The mer-
chants have resolved to petition congress to adopt such measures

regarding the trade of the United States as shall be advantageous
;

that, until the necessary resolutions shall be taken by congress, the

merchants resolve solemnly to have no direct or indirect commercial
relations with these factors or agents, and, for this object, neither to

sell nor to rent houses or warehouses to them ; further, they have re-

solved to address the supreme executive of each state to adopt the

necessary measures to prevent the unloading of all goods on English

account consigned to such factors or agents. It is certain that the

English have the trade of these states almost wholly in their hands,

whereby their influence must increase ; and a constantly increasing

scarcity of money begins to be felt, since no ship sails hence to Eng-
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land without large sums of money on board, especially the English

packet-boats, which monthly take with them between forty and fifty

thousand pounds sterling,

Monroe to Madison, N'eio Yorlc, May, 1785. Ex.

An ordinance regulating the mode of survey and sale of the lands

ceded by Virginia hath lately engaged the attention of congress. It

hath not yet passed, but as all the points of variance seem at length

accommodated, it will, perhaps in the course of the succeeding week.

The original report admitted of the sale only of tracts containing

thirty thousand acres, called townships ; this was adhered to with

great obstinacy by the eastern men, and as firmly opposed by the

southern. At length, however, the eastern party gave uj) the point,

at least so far as to meet on middle ground. As it now stands, it is

to be surveyed in townships containing about twenty-six thousand

acres each, each township marked on the plat into lots of one mile

square, and one half the country sold only in townships and the other

in lots. Thirteen surveyors are to be appointed for the purpose, to act

under the control of the geographer, beginning with the first range of

townshijDS upon the Ohio and running north to the lakes, from the

termination of the line which forms the southern boundary of the

state of Pennsylvania, and so on westward with each range. As soon

as five ranges shall be surveyed, the return will be made to the board

of treasury, who are instructed to draw for them in the name of each

state in the proportion of the requisition on each, and transmit its

portion to the loan ofiicer in each, for sale at public vendue, provided

it is not, nor any part, sold for less than one dollar specie, or certifi-

cates, the acre. Thus stands the ordinance at present.

William Grayson to Madison, New York, 1 May, 1785.

Dear Sir : I am afraid my silence since I came to this place has

given you some reason to suspect me to be impregnated with that vis

inertica which has been so often attributed to me ; the only apology I

have to make is, that I wished to have something to write to you
worth your acceptance. However, as there would be some danger in

risking a further delay, I shall give you what I have in the manner
the New England delegates wish to sell the continental land—rough

as it runs ; what I miss in quality I will make up in quantity.

All our attentions here have been for some time turned toward the

VOL. I. 38
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hostile preparations between the emperor and the Dutch, as it was

thought the event might have a considerable influence on the affairs

of the United States ; the packet which arrived yesterday has brought

different accounts of what is doing respecting this business ;
however,

I take the following to be nearly the truth of the case : That the em-

peror has only made the opening the Schelde a pretext for marching

his troops into the Low Countries while he has been underhandedly

treating with the Elector of Bavaria for an exchange of his territories

in the Low Countries for Bavaria ; that France has not only been

privy to the negotiations, but has actually countenanced them, while

no other power has entertained the most distant suspicions of what

was going forward ; that the Prince de Deux Fonts, presumptive heir

to Bavaria, on receiving the first notice of it, made application to

the king of Frussia, supposing that old statesman would exert himself

to the utmost to prevent Bavaria from becoming part of the domains

of the house of Austria. It therefore seems to be probable that all

those who wish to preserve the proper balance of power in the Ger-

manic body will unite with the Frussian monarch against this acces-

sion of weight to the Austrian scale. Should this confederacy take

place in its fullest extent, it will be very formidable, and in all likeli-

hood produce a bloody contest before the matter is finally decided.

War, therefore, seems to be as probable as ever, although the ground

of the contest may be altered. For my own part, I cannot clearly

find out from any information.

I have had what have been the views of the court of France
;

they seem to have departed from their ancient principles in assisting

the Austrian family to increase their power ; 'tis true they adopted

this system in the last reign, but then the French statesmen say that

nothing done during that period ought to be quoted from their his-

tory. If the queen of France has drawn in the ministry to counte-

nance the measures of her brother, it is an evidence of her great in-

fluence in the government ; but from what appears at present, it is no

proof of the wisdom of the public councils, as it is obvious if France

keeps up large standing armies, she must neglect her marine, by which

she will risk her foreign possessions whenever she happens to be en-

gaged in a war with Great Britain.

The parliament has so lately sit that little has yet transpired ;
the

minister is to bring forward a plan for a parliamentary reform which

it is thought will require all his interest and ability to support.
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The Wallachians, who were so oppressed as to be drove into a state

of open resistance, are on the point of being subjugated ; they are in

number about seven hundred thousand ; and I heartily wish they were

ail here. Congress are engaged in ascertaining a mode for the disposal

of the western territory ; I send you the first draught as reported by the

grand committee, also a second edition, with amendments in congress
;

the matter is still under consideration, and other alterations will, no

doubt, take effect. An amendment is now before the house for mak-

ing the townships six miles square, and for dividing those townships,

by actual surveys, into quarters of townships, making at every interval

of a mile (in running the external lines of the quarters) corners for

the sections of six hundred and forty acres. Then to sell every other

township by sections. The reservation (instead of the four corner sec-

tions) to be the central section of every quarter; that is to say, the

inside lot, whose corner is not ascertained. Whether this will be car-

ried or not I cannot tell, the eastern people being amazingly attached

to their own customs, and unreasonably anxious to have everything

regulated according to their own pleasure.

The construction of the deed of cession from Virginia has taken

up four days, and at length it is agreed not to sell any land between

the Little Miami and Scioto until the conditions respecting the officers

and soldiers are complied with. Some members of congress think

they have a right to have the land laid off for the officers and soldiers

in such manner as they please, and by their own surveyors, provided

they give good land and square figures ; others are willing it shall be

laid off in the same manner as the rest, and the officers and soldiers to

choose by sections. If the state insists on the right of surveying

agreeable to their own laws, I should suppose that congress could have

no objection to appointing commissioners for deciding that question,

as well as all others that might arise respecting the compact.

Mr. King, of Massachusetts, has a resolution ready drawn, which he

reserves till the ordinance is passed for preventing slavery in the new

state. I expect seven states may be found liberal enough to adopt it.

Seven hundred men are voted for protecting the settlers on the fron-

tiers, for guarding the public stores, and for preventing unwarrantable

intrusions on the lands of the United States.

I enclose you a plan for altering the ninth article of the confedera-

tion ; also a newspaper informing what the people of Boston are

about. The requisition for the present year is before congress ; one
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article—to wit, thirty thousand dollars for federal buildings at Tren-

ton—I objected to, and was supported by the delegates of Maryland,

Delaware, and New Hampshire. North Carolina was divided. Un-

fortunately for me, the rest of the delegates for our state do not think

as I do. This is entre nous.

I shall, notwithstanding, do everything in my power to frustrate

the measure. We shall, in all probability, get it struck out of the

requisition, because nine states will not vote for it. I understand,

however, that it is intended to get seven states to vote for the sum

out of the loans in Holland, supposing that as a hundi-ed thousand

dollars was voted at Trenton by nine states, generally that seven can

direct the particular appropriation. This matter I have not yet con-

sidered, neither do I know how it will turn out on investigation ; how-

ever, I hope I shall find means to avoid it for the present year, and I

hope by the next the Southern states will understand their interests

better.

Congress have refused to let the state discount any part of the mon-

eys paid for the western territory out of the requisitions for the pres-

ent year, and I believe if they don't help themselves they will never

find congress willing to discount. In the mean time, they will sell the

lands. A treaty is directed to be held with the Barbary states to

purchase their friendship. Treaties are also to be held with the

Cherokees, Chickasaws, etc., also with the western Indians, shortly.

I am sure you are surfeited, therefore conclude with great sincerity.

Your affectionate friend and most obedient servant, etc.

Jefferson to Monroe, Paris, 11 May, 1785. Ex.

Dear Sir : This will be delivered you by young Mr. Adams, whom
I beg leave to introduce to your acquaintance, and i-ecommend as

worthy of your friendship. He possesses abilities, learning, applica-

tion, and the best of dispositions. Considering his age, too, you will

find him more improved by travel than could have been expected.

No change of disposition begins yet to show itself in England. The

probability of the impost, the concurrence of all the states in the reso-

lutions of April, 1784, the measures for making congress the head of

our confederacy in commerce as well as in war, will probably begin

to make them see a possibility of our acting as a nation. The spirit

which has appeared in our legislatures and newspapers lately will, I

think, dispose them to lend a more favorable ear, and form a favorable
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groundwork for Mr. Adams to take his stand on. His going to Lon-

don will at any rate produce a decision of some sort.

Since writing so far I have received the appointment of congress to

succeed Dr. Franklin here. I give them my sincere thanks for this

mark of their favor. I wish I were as able to render services which

would justify their choice as I am zealous to do it. I am sure I shall

often do wrong, and though it will be a good excuse for me that

my intentions were good, it will be but a barren consolation to my
country.

What measures have you taken for establishing yourself near Mon-

ticello ? Nothing in this world will keep me long from that spot of

ultimate repose for me. I keep my eye on yourself and Short for

society, and do not despair of Madison.

Jefferson to IfacUson, Paris, 11 May, 1785. Ex.

Dear Sir : Your favor of ninth January came to my hands on the

thirteenth of April. The very full and satisfactory detail of the pro-

ceedings of assembly which it contained gave me the highest pleasure.

The value of these communications cannot be calculated at a shorter

distance than the breadth of the Atlantic.

They yesterday finished printing my Notes. I had two hundred

copies printed, but do not put them out of my own hands, except two

or three copies here, and two which I shall send to America, to your-

self and Colonel Monroe, if they can be ready this evening, as prom-

ised. I beg you to peruse it carefully, because I ask your advice on

it, and ask nobody's else. I wish to put it into the hands of the young

men at the college, as well on account of the political as physical parts
;

but there are sentiments on some subjects which I apprehend might be

displeasing to the country, perhaps to the assembly, or to some who

lead it. I do not wish to be exposed to their censure, nor do I know

how far their influence, if exerted, might effect a misapplication of law

to such a publication, were it made. Communicate it, then, in confi-

dence, to those whose judgments and information you would pay respect

to, and, if you think it will give no offence, I will send a copy to each

of the students of William and Mary College, and some others to my
friends and to your disposal. Otherwise I shall only send over a very

few copies to very particular friends, in confidence, and burn the rest.

Answer me soon, and without reserve. Do not view me as an author,

and attached to what he has written. I am neither. They were at
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first intended only for Marbois. When I had enlarged them, I thought

first of giving copies to three or four friends. I have since supposed

they might set our young students into a useful train of thought, and

in no event do I propose to admit them to go to the public at large.

B. H. Lee to J. Madison, Mio YorJc, 30 May, 1785. Ex.

Deak Sie : "When I was in our assembly, it appeared to me rather

to be the wish, than otherwise, that Kentucky should apply for separa-

tion, and I should suppose that if, when they found themselves com-

petent to the business of self-government, they properly applied to our

assembly, no good objection could be made to a separation. For they

have, and will remain for a long time, if not always, more expense than

profit to the rest of the country.

We have, after much debate indeed, and great waste of time, at last

passed an ordinance for disposing of such part of the lands north-west

of the Ohio as belongs to the United States and has been purchased

of the Indians. If this proves agreeable to the public, it will extin-

guish about ten millions of the public debt ; and the remaining lands,

going southward to the Mississippi, will nearly discharge all the domes-

tic debt ; besides the probable prospect that we have of considerable

cessions from North and South Carolina and Georgia. This source

does indeed deserve our warmest cultivation, as it seems to be almost

the only one that we have for discharging our oppressive debt.

The American enterprise has been well marked by a short and suc-

cessful voyage made from hence to Canton, in China. The Chinese were

kind to our people, and glad to see a new source of commerce opened

to them from a new people, as they called us. The Europeans there

were civil, but astonished at the rapidity of our movements, especially

the English, I fear that our countrymen will overdo this business,

for now there appears everywhere a rage for East India voyages.

M. R. Lwingston to Lafayette, Claremont, 1 June, 1785, Ex.

The imposts laid by particular states have been extremely produc-

tive ; had the general system been established, it would have rendered

it easy to fund our debt, which is all that ought to be wished in our

present situation. I have reason to think that, had it not been for the

mistaken policy of New York, which rejected them, the recommenda-

tions of congress on this subject would have been complied with in a

few months, even by Rhode Island.
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Intelligence from JVeio York, 4- June, 1785. Received 15 July from
Mr. Smith. Ex.

There is no trade witli any but the British, who alone give the

credit they want, and draw off all the bullion they can collect. They
see no prospect of clothing themselves, unless they had the circuitous

commerce they formerly enjoyed in connection with Great Britain,

which many think a vain expectation, now they are no part of the

empire. The scarcity of money makes the produce of the country

cheap, to the disappointment of the farmers and the discouragement

of husbandry. Thus the two classes of merchants and farmers, that

divide nearly all America, are discontented and distressed. Some
great change is aj)proachiug.

Washingtoii to William Carmichael, Mount Vernon, 10 June, 1785.

Ex.

I feel myself under singular obligation to you, sir, as the means of

procuring two jacks of the first race, to be sent me ; but my gratitude

for so condescending a mark of esteem from one of the first crowned

heads in Europe calls for a better expression than I have, to make suit-

able acknowledgments to his Catholic Majesty ; especially, too, as his

Majesty's very valuable present was accompanied by a sentiment of

approbation.

Great Britain, viewing with eyes of chagrin and jealousy the situa-

tion of this country, will not, for some time yet, if ever, pursue a lib-

eral policy toward it ; but, unfortunately for her, the conduct of her

ministers defeats their own ends ; their restriction of our trade with

them will facilitate the enlargement of congressional powers in com-

mercial matters more than half a century would otherwise have ef-

fected. The mercantile interests of this country are uniting as- one

man to vest the federal government with ample powers to regulate

trade, and to counteract the selfish views of other nations. This may
be considered as another proof that this country will ever unite in

opposition to unjust or ungenerous measures, whensoever or from

whomsoever they are offered.

Monroe to Jefferson, JVeio York, 16 June, 1785. Ex.

Dear Sir : By Colonel Smith, secretary to the London legation, I

wrote you in April last very fully upon our transactions previous to

that date. I also enclosed you the journals that were then printed.
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with the copy of a report uj)on the first paragraph of the ninth of the

articles of confederation, j^roposing a change in it, and the absolute

investment of the United States with the control of commerce. I now
enclose you a copy of the journals, as well those sent by Colonel

Smith as those since printed ; likewise an ordinance for surveying and

disposing of the lands beyond the Ohio.

The report upon the ninth article hath not been taken up. The im-

portance of the subject, and the deep and radical change it will create

in the bond of the union, together with the conviction that something

must be done, seems to create an aversion, or rather a fear, of acting

on it. If the report should ultimately be adopted, it will certainly

form the most permanent and powerful principle in the confederation.

At present the alliance is little more than an offensive and defensive

one, and, if the right to raise troops at pleasure is denied, merely a

defensive one. The political economy of each state is entirely within

its own direction, and to carry into effect its regulation with other

powers, to attain any substantial ends to the state, they must apply as

well to the states of the union as other powers, and such a course as

this will produce very mischievous effects. On the other hand, the

effect of this report will be to put the commercial economy of every

state entirely imder the hands of the union. The means necessary to

obtain the carrying trade, to encourage domestic by a tax on foreign

industry, or any other ends which in the changes of things become

necessary, will depend entirely on the union. In short, you will per-

ceive that this will give the union an authority upon the states respec-

tively, which will last with it and hold it together in its present form

longer than any other principle it now contains will effect. I think

the expediency, in a great degree, of the measure turns on one point

(especially to the Southern states), whether the obtainment of the

carrying trade and the extension of our national resources is an ob-

ject, and this depends entirely upon the prospect of our connection

with other powers. If, like the empire of China, we were separated and

perfectly independent of them, it might perhaps be unnecessary ; but

even in that event a question arises which may be of consequence,

" whether the giving our own citizens a share in the carrying trade

will not otherwise be advantageous to them than as it obtains the par-

ticular objects which the regulations necessary to effect it have in

view ; whether it will not in effect increase the value of land, the num-

ber of inhabitants, the proportion of circulating medium, and be the
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foundation upon which all those regulations which are necessary to turn

what is called ' the balance of trade ' in our favor, must he formed." A
preference to our own citizens is the foundation of the carrying trade,

and upon it, I suspect, will depend all these consequences. Yet an

opinion seems to be entertained by the late commercial writers, and

particularly a Mr. Smith on the wealth of nations, that the doctrine of

the " balance of trade " is a chimera, in pursuit of which Great Britain

hath exposed herself to great injury. The subject is of great magni-

tude, and I very earnestly wish to hear from you on it before it ob-

tains its fate.

There seems in congress an earnest disposition to wind up our

affairs as they respect foreign nations, exclude their interests totally

from our councils, and, preserving our faith with the utmost punctu-

ality with those to whom it is plighted, make such regulations as will

effectually promote our interests. Information, and a knowledge in

what it consists, are the only points in which they are defective.

I have never seen a body of men collected in which there was less

party, for there is not the shadow of it here. I think there will be no

adjournment, and I sincerely wish there may not be, for I fear it will

not be easy to collect men from the states with more upright intentions.

That you may have in view whatever is in agitation respecting the

western country, to judge of the system if there is one, I enclose you

the copy of a report now before congress, which comprehends what-

ever is j)roposed to be done respecting it, for the present ; upon the

report of the Indian commissioners the matter will again be taken up,

and then it will be determined what authority congress will exercise

over the people who may settle within the bounds of either of the new

states previous to the establishment of a temporary government, where

they will leave them to themselves or appoint magistrates over them.

I think the enclosed report will be adopted ; it hath been several times

before congress, and each time there were eight states ;
to-morrow, it

is believed, there will be nine.

The plan of a requisition is before congress. The states have

failed essentially during the last year in making their payments.

Virginia hath paid, I believe, more than all the rest ;
the present

plan is the passage of the requisition of eight millions, as was that

of the last year. The amount necessary for the current year, about

three millions : first, for the interest upon the foreign debt, and ex-

penses of government, and, second, the domestic debt. For the lat-
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ter purpose facilities are proposed to be admitted. I must confess I

doubt the propriety of pressing old requisitions, and think it would

be better to ascertain what had been paid by the several states upon

that requisition, and upon the apportionment under it ; what claims

those paying most had on the others, and then begin anew, mak-
ing also a new aj^portionment ; this would be more simple and bet-

ter understood. I am also rather doubtful of the propriety of doing

anything whatever in the domestic debt. Several of the states,

Pennsylvania in particular, hath approjjriated her money to her own
citizens only ; from her, and the other states taking the same course,

we shall have no support. It appears, then, better to recommend it to

the states to take on themselves the debts of the United States to their

citizens, respectively ; let them be paid by state operations, and then,

after liquidating the whole, and the quota of each is ascertained, of

the proportion of expense of the late war, let the balance which either

shall have advanced beyond its proportion be paid it by the union.

This is a new idea, nor do I know that I shall suggest it further
;

but perhajDS may hereafter, more especially if it shall appear founded

in justice and expedience.

During the recess of congress last year, North Carolina made a ces-

sion of territory to the United States, authorizing her delegates to

make the deed ; before congress convened she repealed it. The peo-

ple within the said territory had separated themselves from the state

and declared themselves an independent state, under the name of

Franklin. Their agent was also here at the time upon that subject.

He received no countenance whatever, and all that was done relative

to it was to renew the recommendation to the state to make a sec-

ond cession.

Jefferson to Monroe, Paris, 17 June, 1785. Ex.

If it is better for the states that congress should regulate their

commerce, it is proper that they should form treaties with all na-

tions with whom they may possibly trade. You see that my pri-

mary object in the formation of treaties is to take the commerce of

the states out of the hands of the states, and to place it under the

superintendence of congress, so far as the imperfect j^rovisions of our

constitutions will admit, and until the states shall, by new compact,

make them more perfect. I would say, then, to every nation on earth,

by treaty your people shall trade freely with us, and ours with you,
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paying no more than the most favored nation, in order to put an end

to the right of individual states, acting by fits and starts, to interrupt

our commerce, or to embroil us with any nation. As to the terms of

these treaties, the question becomes more difficult,

Washington to Graysoji, Mount Vernon, 22 June, 1785. Ex.

Dear Sir : I am very glad to find you have passed an ordinance of

congress respecting the sale of the western lands. I am too well ac-

quainted with the local politics of individual states not to have fore-

seen the difficulties you met with in this business ; these things are to

be regretted, but not to be altered until liberality of sentiment is more

universal. Fixing the seat of empire at any spot on the Delaware is,

in my humble opinion, demonstrably wrong ; to incur an expense for

what may be called the permanent seat of congress, at this time, is,

I conceive, evidently impolitic ; for, without the gift of prophecy, I

will venture to predict that, under any circumstance of confederation,

it will not remain so far to the eastward long ; and that, until the

public is in better circumstances, it ought not to be built at all. Time,

too powerful for sophistry, will point out the place, and disarm locali-

ties of their power. In the meanwhile let the widow, the orphan, and

the suffering soldier, who are crying to you for their dues, receive that

which can very well be rendered to them.

There is nothing new in this quarter of an interesting nature to

communicate, unless you should not have been informed that the

Potomac navigation proceeds under favorable auspices. At the gen-

eral meeting of the subscribers in May last, it appeared that upward

of four hundred of the five hundred shares had been engaged. Many
more have been subscribed since. A boai'd of directors have been

chosen
;
proper characters and laborers advertised for, to commence

the work in the least difficult parts of the river, till a skilful engineer

can be engaged to undertake those which are more so ; and it is ex-

pected the work will be begun by the tenth of next month.

Washhigton t^ Hon. George W. Fairfax, Mount Vernon, SO June,

1785. Ex.

My dear Sir : The information which you have given of the dis-

position of a certain court coincides precisely with the sentiments

I had formed of it from my own observations upon many late oc-

currences, and from a combination of circumstances. With respect
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to ourselves, I wish I could add that as much wisdom had per-

vaded our councils as reason and common policy most evidently-

dictated ; but the truth is, the people must feel before they will

see ; consequently are brought slowly into measures of public utility.

Past experience, or the admonitions of a few, have but little weight

where ignorance, selfishness, and design possess the major part

;

but evils of this nature work their own cure, though the remedy comes

slower than those who foresee, or think they foresee, the danger, at-

tempt to effect. With respect to the commercial system which Great

Britain is pursuing with this country, the ministers in this, as in other

matters, are defeating their own ends by facilitating those powers in

congress which will produce a counteraction of their plans, and which

half a century without would not have invested that body with. The

restrictions of our trade, and the additional duties which are imposed

upon many of our staple commodities, have put the commercial people

of this country in motion ; they now see the indispensable necessity

of a general controlling power, and are addressing their respective

assemblies to grant this to congress. Before this, every state thought

itself competent to regulate its own trade, and were verifying the ob-

servations of Lord Sheffield, who supposed we never could agree upon

any general plan ; but those who will go a little deeper into matters

than his lordship seems to have done, will readily perceive that in any

measure where the federal interest is touched, however wide apart

the politics of individual states may be, yet, as soon as it is discovered,

they will always unite to effect a common good.

Samuel Adams to John Adams, Boston, Jidy, 1785. Ex.

Dear Sir : Our merchants are complaining bitterly that Great Brit-

ain is ruining their trade, and there is great reason to complain ; but

I think much greater to complain of too many of the citizens through

the commonwealth who are imitating the Britons in every idle amuse-

ment and expensive foppery which it is in their power to invent for

destruction of a young country. Before this reaches you, you will

have heard of the change in our chief magistrate.* I confess it is

what I have earnestly wished for. Our new governor has issued a

proclamation for the promoting of piety, virtue, education, and man-

ners, and suppressing of vice, which, with the good example of a first

magistrate and others, may, perhaps, restore our virtue.

' The election of James Bowdoin.
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3Ionroe to Jefferson, JVeio York, 15 July, 17S5.

The report respecting the treaty with western Indians hath been

adopted, except in the change of the place at which it will be held,

being the mouth of the Big Miami, or the falls of the Ohio, instead of

post Vincent ; and the article respecting the people of the Kaskaskia,

and neighboring villages, which, although first adopted, was after-

ward repealed, from an apprehension it would create too great an ex-

pense. The report of proposing a change in the first paragraph of

the ninth of the articles of confederation hath been before congress in

a committee of the whole for two days past ; the house are to take it

up again on Monday in the same manner ; it hath been fully discussed,

and, in my opinion, the reasons in favor of it are conclusive ; the

opposition, however, is respectable in point of numbers, as well as tal-

ents, in one or two instances ; from our state you will readily conjec-

ture the sentiments of one ; Hardy is for it, Grayson doubtful, but I

think rather in favor of it.

Some gentlemen have inveterate prejudices against any attempts to

increase the powers of congress ; others see the necessity, but fear the

consequences. It is proposed by the latter and former classes that

congress form and recommend a navigation act to the states, to con-

tinue in force for a limited time. What will or will not be done

ultimately in this business is uncertain. The report also upon the

instructions hath been before congress, and is referred to the consider-

ation of some day next week. It will not probably be adopted.

I have it in contemplation, after a few weeks, to set out for the

Ohio to attend the treaty above mentioned; this will complete my
tour through the western country.

B. H. Lee to Washington, 23 July, 1785. Ex.

Is it possible that a plan can be formed for issuing a larger sum of

paper money by the next assembly? I do verily believe that the

greatest foes we have in the world could not devise a more effectual

plan for ruining Virginia. I should suppose that every friend to his

country, every honest and sober man, would join heartily to reprobate

so nefarious a plan of speculation.

Monroe to Madison, New York, 26 July, 1785. Ex.

Dear Sib : Since my last, a report, proposing a change in the first

paragraph of the ninth of the articles of confederation, hath been taken
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up and acted on two days, in a committee of the whole. It proposes

to invest congress with power to regulate trade externally and inter-

nally. Those in favor of it were of opinion that the exercise of this

power, in the hands of each state, would be less advantageous to its

particular interests than in those of the union, because if, in the regu-

lation of trade, it was sought : 1, to encourage domestic industry in

any line by a tax upon foreign, which, however remote at present,

may hereafter be the case ; 2, if to obtain reciprocity in its commercial

intercourse with foreign nations, either with or without treaties ; 3, if

to establish a commercial interest within, in contradistinction to a for-

eign one, and thereby keep its councils independent of foreign influ-

ence ; 4, or to raise a naval strength for the public safety—all these

ends might be obtained more effectually by the exercise of the power

in the hands of the union than of each state ; for, unless they act in

concert in every instance, instead of counteracting the regulations of

other powers, they will become instrumental in their hands to impede

and defeat each other ; that there was but one alternative, either to act

together or against each other ; that the latter plan established deep-

rooted jealousies and enmities between them, at the same time that it

would be unsuccessful
;
greater under its operation for any length of

time than they would have against other powers, since being more

convenient and better able to frustrate each other's measures, their

restrictions must be more severe and pointed against each other than

against other powers ; that such a course tended to throw them apart,

and weaken the present rights of the confederacy ; that their inter-

ests were nearly similar, being all exporting and importing states
;

that it was of little consequence whether they exported the same or

different materials, since the restrictions which tended to restrain

exportation would injure the whole, and they were all equally inter-

ested in getting their admission upon the best terms into the ports of

foreign powers ; that they imported nearly the same materials, and

of course had the same interest in that line ; that if there were differ-

ent interests in every instance, the restriction of every measure to

eleven states, the number proposed, with the revenues to each state,

would form a suflicient security. On the other side it was argued :

1. That it was dangerous to concentrate power, since it might be

turned to mischievous purposes ; that, independent of the immediate

danger of intoxication in those entrusted with it, and their attempts

on the government, it put us more in the power of other nations.
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2. That the interests of the different parts of the union were different

from each other, and that the regulations which suited the one would

not the other part ; that eight states were of a particular interest

whose business it would be to combine to shackle and fetter the others.

3. That all attacks upon the confederation were dangerous, and calcu-

lated, even if they did not succeed, to weaken it. These, I think,

were the principal arguments on either side, though they were carried

out into great extent. I think Colonel Grayson informed me, some

time since, he had transmitted to you the report ; otherwise I should

now do it. I wish very much your sentiments on the subject. Mr.

Gardoqui is here. Congress have authorized the secretary of foreign

affairs to treat with him ujDon the subject of his mission.

Van Berckel to the States General, 1 August, 1785. Ex. Tr.

In my letter of the twenty-seventh of April I had the honor to in-

form your H. M. that the state of Massachusetts was about to adopt

measures for the purpose of putting their commerce and navigation

on such a footing that it should be out of the hands of the English, into

which it had seemed more and more to come, to the great injury of

the Americans, and, as they feared, to their inevitable ruin. I am now
to inform your H. M. that the same state has passed an act whereby

their commerce and navigation is regulated, imposing such restrictions

and burdens on foreign nations that all prospect of any advantage in

their ports is entirely lost, and they consequently are obliged to relin-

quish all commerce with this state so long as this act is in force. This

act appears to me of the utmost importance, and I have the honor to

send a copy of it enclosed, and to refer most humbly to its contents.

In a conversation which I have had with the secretary of foreign affairs

on this subject, I invited him to observe what injurious consequences,

according to my opinion, must result, and how impossible it appeared

to me that such an act should be looked upon in Europe favorably,

since the object of this is nothing other than to destroy entirely the

shipping of foreign nations, and to require them to carry their Euro-

pean goods in American bottoms to this country, and, in like manner,

the American products to Europe. All the answer I received was, that,

this act being passed by a single state, congress could not oppose it,

because every state, by reason of its independent sovereignty, pos-

sesses the power of adopting such measures for itself as it judges best.

Mr. Leertower, consul of your H. M. for the states of New Hamp-
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shire and Massachusetts, who has arrived in Boston, announces to me
that he finds himself in a very unpleasant situation, because several

ships are expected from Holland, consigned to him, which could not

have been informed of this law before they left Holland, and they

will experience considerable loss on their arrival at the port. The
majority of the thirteen states have resolved to grant complete power

to congress to regulate their commerce and navigation ; but as long

as this resolution has not been adopted by all the states, affairs will

remain in their present situation. Every state caring for its own par-

ticular interest, it is to be feared that the different states will take

measures w^holly opposing each other.

Washington to JE. Ilandolph, Mount Vernon^ 13 August, 1785. Ex.

Dear Sib : The great object for the accomplishment of which I

wish to see the inland navigation of the rivers Potomac and James

improved and extended is to connect the western territory with the

Atlantic states. All others with me are secondary ; though I am
clearly of opinion that it will greatly increase our commerce, and be

an immense saving in the article of transportation and draft cattle to

the planters and farmers who are in a situation to have the produce of

their labor water-borne. These being my sentiments, I wish to see the

undertaking progress equally in both rivers ; and but for my local

situation and numerous avocations, my attention to each should be

alike. What little I do for the advancement of the enterprise in this

river is done, as it were, en passant, and because I think the difficul-

ties greater than in the other, and not because I give it the preference.

For both, in my opinion, have their advantages, without much, if any,

interference with each other. The advantages arising from my patron-

age of either are probably more ideal than real ; but, such as they are,

I wish them to be thought equally distributed. My contribution to

the works shall be the same. I have already subscribed five shares to

the Potomac navigation ; and enclosed I give you a power to put my
name down for five shares to that of James river.

Monroe to Madison, Neio Yo7'Jc, H August, 1785. Ex.

The report upon the ninth of the articles of confederation will not,

I believe, be finally determined until the winter. It will, however,

probably be taken up merely for the sake of investigation, and to be

committed to the journals for public inspection. You have, I under-
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stand, a copy, and I wish much your sentiments on it, A navigation

act by recommendation hath been proposed in conversation and de-

bate, but not submitted to the inspection and consideration of con-

gress. This is the other plan, and should not be adopted but in the

ultimate decision that it is improper the power should rest in congress.

If this should be the decision, it might be well to collect better infor-

mation from the merchants of each state than congress now possess on

the subject ; indeed, with or without the power, this information

should be obtained, or we may err in the act. If this report should

be adopted, it gives a tie to the confederacy which it hath not at pres-

ent, nor can have without it. It gives the states something to act on,

the means by which they may bring about certain ends. Without it,

God knows what object they have before them, or how each state will

move, so as to move securely, with respect to federal or state objects.

Monroe to Jefferson, JVeio Tori; 15 August, 1785. Ex.

The report proposing to invest congress with the power to regulate

commerce hath been twice before congress, in committee of the whole.

It met with no opponent except the president
'

; by this I do not mean

that there were no others opposed to it, for the contrary is the case.

They, however, said but little, or rather committed their side of the

question to his care.

In favor of it there were but few speakers also. The committee

came to no conclusion, but desired leave to sit again. A second plan

hath been proposed, a navigation act, digested here and recommended

to the states ; this hath not been presented, but probably will be.

One would expect in a particular quarter of the union perfect concert

in this business, yet this is not altogether the case. The second plan,

above alluded to, takes its origin with MacHenry.

The eastern people wish something more lasting, and will, of course,

in the first instance, not agree to it ; they must therefore come in with

that proposed in the report. You will ask me why they hesitate. To

be candid, I believe it arises from the real magnitude of the subject,

for I have the most confidential communications with them, and am

satisfied they act ingenuously. They fear the consequences that may

possibly result from it. The longer it is delayed, the more certain

is its passage through the several states ultimately. Their minds

will then be better informed by evidences within their views of the

1 R. n. Lee.

VOL. I. 39
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necessity of committing the power to congress. The commerce of

the union is daily declining. The merchants of this town own, I am
told, not more than two ships. I wish much to hear from you upon

this subject. I expect it will be brought on again shortly. If for

the purpose of committing it to the journals, it may then be de-

layed for some time, until we may obtain full information on it.

The report changing the insti'uctions for forming commercial treaties

will, I believe, be adopted. It changes the principle, and puts an end

to that of the right of the most favored nation.

Mr. Adams seems to suppose the principal object in his mission to

the court of London was the relation of a treaty, but the contrary was

certainly the case ; it was merely to conciliate, and prevent a variance

which seemed to threaten at that time. He might, however, readily

make this mistake under the present instructions. A treaty is not

expected, and I am satisfied the majority here wish all propositions on

that head to cease ; at least for the present, and until our restrictions

on their commerce have effected a different disposition. Mr. Jay is

authorized to treat with Mr. Gardoqui upon the subjects arising be-

tween the two parties. He is to lay every proposition before congress

before he enters into any engagement with him ; as yet we have heard

nothing from him. The consulate convention lately formed with

France is universally disapproved.

John Page to Jefferson, Rosewell, 23 August, 1785. Ex.

My dear Sir : To add to my employments, I am a deputy to the

general convention of the members of the American Episcopal church,

which is to meet next month at Philadelphia. I have enclosed you a

copy of the proceedings of the convention at Richmond. You vnll

find we were liberal, and I think we shall reform the Ejiiscopal church

so as to make it truly respectable.

Indeed, this sect was always the most liberal I ever heard of, not

only with respect to religious opinions, but, I think, with respect to

political matters too—at least, they have showed themselves such in

America ; for they took an open and decided part in support of our

late glorious revolution, though at the risk of the certain destruction

of their establishment and importance. Such disinterestedness entitles

them to respect; and the liberality of their religious sentiments is such

as is sufficient to make any one of a liberal way of thinking lament

that this sect is declining daily, while some others, the most bigoted
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and illiberal, are gaining ground. Fontaine has been almost starved
;

Andrews has quitted his gown, he says, to avoid starving.

Nothing but a general assessment can prevent the state from being

divided between immorality and enthusiastic bigotry. We have en-

deavored eight years in vain to support the rational sects by voluntary

contributions.

I think I begin to see a mischief arising out of the dependence of

the teachers of the Christian religion on their individual followers,

which may not only be destructive to morality, but to government

itself. The needy, dependent preacher not only cannot boldly reprove

the vicious practices of his friends and benefactors, his only support,

but he must, to keep well with them, fall into their opinions, and sup-

port their views and interests ; so that, instead of being bound by the

strongest ties of interest to discountenance vice, and support and

strengthen the hands of government, they may be supporting the jar-

ring interests of the enemies to all government. Some may preach up

the true doctrine of , which may prove more fatal to some

states in America than it did to some in Germany ; while others, fur-

thering the views of the rich, proud, and aristocratical gentry, may,

amid tumult and anarchy, offer their services to restore order and

stability to government, fixing on the basis of a pure aristocracy.

I have said the more on this subject because I have just read an

outrageous piece against the assessment, in which your opinion is

quoted, and referred to as authority against the arguments for an

assessment, and because I have heard that you had altered your opin-

ion, having found that the most rational sects bear up with difficulty

under the unequal burden of supporting their teachers.

Monroe to Jefferson, Neio Toric, 25 August, 17S5.

Dear Sir : Since my last, nothing very material hath taken place

here. I leave this merely to inform you of my departure hence for

the Indian treaty on the Ohio, which will be in about two hours. The

two commercial propositions are as they were. Although congress

will, I believe, not adjourn yet, I apprehend the business of conse-

quence will be postponed for the present, perhaps till the winter.

There is but a thin representation of the states, and, of course, not the

ability, if the inclination, to act on these subjects. I intend to take

within my view the country lying between Lake Erie and the Ohio,

the Ohio and the Potomac or James river, as it may suit me to return
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by the northern or southern part of the state. I pass through Lancas-

ter and Carlisle, at the latter of which posts I join General Butler.

The people of Kentucky intend, I hear, to petition the legislature for

a separation. I must confess I am one of those who doubt the policy

of this measure (for I make no doubt it will be granted), either upon

state or federal principles. My opinion is : we could so model our

regulations as to accommodate our government to their convenience
;

and, unquestionably, the more we diminish the state, the less conse-

quence she will have in the union. On the part of the union, or rather

the states upon the Atlantic, it is, in my opinion, their policy to keep a

prevailing influence upon the Ohio or to the westward. What unites

us to them or they to us when the Mississippi shall be open ? Removed

at a distance from whatever may affect us beyond the water, they will

necessarily be but little interested in whatever respects us ; besides,

they will outnumber us in congress, unless we confine their number as

much as possible. In my opinion, this matter should be well investi-

gated before any measure is hastily adopted. I direct your letters to

be forwarded to me to Fredericksburg. So soon as I shall return to

the settled country, I shall advise you of it, and am, your affectionate

friend and servant, etc.

Jacob Read to James Madison, Chamber of Congress, JVeio YorJc,

Monday, 29 August, 1785. Ex.

Sir : An opinion prevails in South Carolina that the principal hold-

ers of slaves in your state wish to divest themselves of that kind of

property, and that tolerably good purchases might be made on good

security being given for payments by instalments, with a regular dis-

charge of the interest.

Under the impression of this opinion, the Hon. IMr. J. Rutledge,

of South Carolina, has addressed a letter to me wishing to become

engaged in any purchase I may be able to make, and to make a joint

concern. You know his validity, and I do not mean to deceive you

when I say I am possessed of a property that will fully authorize me

to engage in a considerable purchase. My present application to you

is to request you to inform me if you know of any such persons as

may wish to sell a gang of hands, and the terms on which they might

be had. On receiving intelligence of the name and residence of the

party, I'd write myself to such person more particularly.

Congress is thin, and I am sorry to say the states seem averse to do
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any act that lias in prospect to assert the dignity of the federal

government. We debate, make, and hear long and often spirited

speeches, hut when the moment arrives for a vote we adjourn, and

thus the feelings of individuals and the welfare of the union is trifled

with. We have not yet got through a requisition for the expenses of

the current year ; onr treasury is exceedingly low ; we have, in short,

nothing pleasing in prospect, and if in a short time the states do

not enable congress to act with some vigor and put the power of com-

pulsion into the hand of the union, I am free to confess I think it

almost time to give over the form of what I cannot consider as an

efiicient government. We want ! greatly want ! ! the assistance of your

abilities and experience in congress. I would not be thought to dero-

gate from the merits or abilities of the present delegation, but one can-

not help drawing comparisons between the language of 1783 and 1785.

Washington to Doctor Cochran, 3Iount Ver7ion, 31 August, 1785. Ex.

I persuade myself you are too well convinced, my dear Doctor, of

my friendship and of my inclination to promote your interest or

wishes to doubt my ready compliance with the request of your letter

(respecting the oftice of continental treasurer), if it comported with

the line of conduct which I had prescribed for my government. But

from my knowledge of the composition of congress—the state politics

of its members, and their endeavors to fill every civil oftice with a citi-

zen from their own state, if not altogether, at least by a compromise

—

I took up an early determination not to hazard the mortification of

a refusal, or of the passing by my application, by not asking any-

thing from it ; and to this resolution I was further prompted by the

numberless applications with which it was impracticable, and, in many

instances, would have been improper for me to comply. Except in a

single one, and that not pointed to any office directly, I have never

gone beyond the general recommendation which accompanied my
resignation, nor do I believe I ever shall.

Washington to David Humphreys, Mount Vernon, 1 Sept., 1785.

Dear Humphreys : The times are dull with us. The assemblies are

in their recess, and the merchants are preparing petitions to them,

respectively, to enlarge the powers of congress for commercial pur-

poses. In congress I understand diversity of opinion prevails respect-

ing the extent of these powers. They are also deliberating on the
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establishment of a mint for the coinage of gold, silver, and copper,

but nothing final is yet resolved on respecting either.

Washington to Lafayette, 3Iount Vernon, 1 Sept., 1785. Ex.

My dear Marquis : My best wishes will always accompany your

undertakings, but remember, my dear friend, it is a part of the mili-

tary art to reconnoitre and feel your way before you engage too deeply.

More is oftentimes effected by regular approaches than by an open

assault ; from the first, too, you may make a good retreat ; from the

latter (in case of repulse) it rarely happens.

It is to be hoped that Mr, Adams will bring the British ministry to

some explanation respecting the western posts. Nothing else can, I

conceive, disturb the tranquillity of these states ; but, if I am mistaken

in this conjecture, you know my sentiments of, and friendship for, you

too well to doubt my inclination to serve you to the utmost of your

wishes and my powers.

"Washington to the Marquis de Chastellux, Mount Vernon, 5 Sept.,

1785. Ex.

Dear Sir : My first wish is to see the blessings of peace diffused

through all countries, and among all ranks in every country, and that

we should consider ourselves as the children of a common parent, and

be disposed to acts of brotherly kindness toward one another. In that

case, all restrictions of trade would vanish ; we should take your wines,

your fruits, and surplusage of other articles, and give you, in return,

our oils, our fish, tobacco, naval stores, etc. ; and, in like manner, we
should exchange produce with other countries, to our reciprocal ad-

vantage. The globe is large enough. Why, then, need we wrangle

for a small spot of it ? If one country cannot contain us, another

should open its arms to us. But these halcyon days, if they ever did

exist, are now no more. A wise Providence, I presume, has ordered

it otherwise, and we must go on in the old way, disputing, and now
and then fighting, until the globe itself is dissolved.

E. Gerry to Samuel Adams, New York, 5 Sept., 1785.

My dear Sir : I am much obliged to you for your favor of the

twenty-seventh of August, enclosing the proceedings of the legislature

respecting the institution of the Cincinnati. Congress have been ever

tender of the reputation of their military officers, and, as far as I could
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collect the sentiments of the members at Annapolis, were in expecta-

tion of a voluntary abolition of the institution. It was then conceived

that all the officers might have been mistaken with respect to its fatal

tendency, and that many certainly were, but that, seeing the sense of

their fellow-citizens and of some of the legislatures on the subject, no

time would be lost in putting a period to so obnoxious a measure. In

this congress have been mistaken, for so far have the Cincinnati con-

gress been from an abolition that, in my opinion, the plan is worse on
the last establishment than it was on the first. My reason is this, that

in the first case it was too glaring to escape the observation of any
one, and, in the last, it may lull some into a security until the Cincin-

nati nobility have so established their influence as to control our repub-

lican governments, and then they may reassume their first shape and
bid defiance to opposition. I am not sure that congress will take the

matter up ; but sure I am that, if the delegates of Massachusetts retain

their health and seats in congress, they will put on the journals some
propositions that will sound a federal alarm, being firmly persuaded

this institution must be abolished soon, or it will destroy our liberties.

We have by this post given his Excellency, Governor Bowdoin, our

reasons for suspending a delivery of his despatches for a general revi-

sion of the confederation, which I presume he will officially communi-

cate to his council, and I wish to have your sentiments on the subject.

My compliments to your lady, and be assured I am, sii*, on every

occasion, your friend and very humble servant, etc.

Washington to his Excellency Chevalier de la Luzerne, Mount Ver-

non, 5 Sept., 1785.

Sir : The mercantile interest, feeling the necessity of giving a con-

trolling power to congress to regulate the trade of this country, have

prepared, and are now preparing, addresses to their respective assem-

blies for this purpose. They are now clearly convinced that this

power cannot be exercised with propriety, unless one system pervades

the whole union, and is made competent to the ends. It has happened
in this instance, as in the revolution itself, that the means which Great

Britain pursues to obtain advantages defeat her own ends ; for I am
certain that if she had forborne to tax our trade with those restric-

tions and imposts which are laid on it by acts of parliament, or orders

of the king in council, half a century would not have produced those

powers in congress which more than probably will be given to them in
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a few months, and by which equal restrictions and duties may be laid
;

and in the interim, sony I am to add, she would have monopolized in

a very great degree the commerce of the United States.

At length congress have adopted a mode for disposing of the west-

ern lands ; but I confess it does not strike me as a very eligible one
;

however, mine is only an opinion, and I wish to be mistaken in it, as

the fund would be very productive, and afford great relief to the pub-

lic creditors, if the lands meet with a ready sale.

Treaty has been holden with the western Indians at Fort Mcintosh,

on the Ohio (twenty-five miles below Pittsburgh), and advantageous

terms entered into with those who met, for they ceded without any

comjjensation as large a district north-west of that river as we have any

occasion for at present ; but it should seem as if others of their respec-

tive tribes are dissatisfied, and keep the settlers of the western territory

in a state of disquietude. This, I am persuaded, will be the case while

the British retain the posts within the American lines, and when they

will be surrendered is not for me to decide.

From the last European accounts we have reason to hope that the

clouds which seemed to be gathering in your hemisphere will yield to

a tranquil sky, and peace, with all its blessings, will spread its mantle

over the threatened lands. My first wish is to see the sons and daugh-
ters of the world mixing as one family, enjoying the sweets of social

intercourse and reciprocal advantages. The earth certainly is suffi-

cient to contain us all, and affords everything necessary to our wants,

if we would be friendly and endeavor to accommodate one another.

Why, then, should we wrangle, and why should we attempt to infringe

the rights and properties of our neighbors ? But, lest you should sup-

pose that I am about to turn preacher, I will only add that, with the

highest esteem and consideration, I have the honor to be, etc,

Washington to the Count cle Mochamheau, Mount Vernon, 7 Sept.,

1785. Ex.

My dear Couxt : Every occasion that assures me of your health

increases my happiness, as I have a sincere respect and an affectionate

regard for you. My time now, as the Marquis de La Fayette might
have informed you, is spent in rural employments, and in contempla-

tion of those friendships which the revolution enabled me to form
with so many worthy characters of your nation, through whose assist-

ance I can now sit down in my calm retreat, and, under my omti vine
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and my own fig-tree, enjoy those pleasures which are here felt with less

alloy than upon a larger theatre and in the more busy scenes of life.

I hope the storms which rumbled about you all the winter, and

which seemed to portend so much mischief, are dispersed, and that a

tranquil sky has succeeded. Although it is against the profession of

arms, I wish to see all the world in peace ; how long this blessing

may be dispensed to us I know not. The British still hold the posts

upon the lakes, within the territory of the United States, and discover

no inclination (that has come to my knowledge) to give them up.

With respect to the Spaniards, I do not think the navigation of the

Mississippi is an object of great importance to us at present ; and

when the banks of the Ohio and the fertile plains of the western

country get thickly inhabited, the people w^ill embrace the advantages

which nature affords them, in spite of all opposition.

Samuel Adams to E. Gerry, Boston, 19 Sept., 1785. Ex.

My dear Sir : I intended in my last, of the fifteenth, to have re-

minded you of the approaching period to which yom- continuing to hold

a seat in congress is limited. Those who may take your places may
not happen to be of your sentiments respecting the Cincinnati, and in

that case they will overrule Mr. King and prevent your good intentions.

A general revision of the confederation appears to me to be a dan-

gerous measure to be adopted at this time, nor do I think it necessary.

Our government at present has liberty for its object. It is to be feared

that, by the artifices of a few designing men, and a general inattention

of the many, the principle may be lost, or, at least, a new confedera-

tion may be expressed in such ambiguous terms as will admit of a con-

struction unfavorable to liberty. It is much to be wished that congress

may be vested with sufficient power to regulate the trade of the states

with foreigners. This commonwealth suffers for want of it. Cannot

this power, properly guarded, be given to congress without endanger-

ing the principles of the confederation by a general revision ? I said

this commonwealth suffers for want of such a power in congress. By
our late acts we have tied our own hands. Vessels from foreign

countries have come into our ports and gone out again with the car-

goes they brought, perhaps to the state of Rhode Island or Connec-

ticut, neither of which passed similar acts. Thus Massachusetts and

New Hampshire are suffering by their own honest exertions for the

general interest. The arrival of Stanhope at Nova Scotia with fresh
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provisions cheered the spirits of the half-starved inhabitants. The
number of inhabitants there was seven thousand before the arrival of

the refugees, and they never could supply themselves with provisions

without aid from these states. The refugees have added many thou-

sands to their numbers. I am informed, by an intelligent gentleman

who lately left Halifax, that the governor, supposing the neighboring

states had joined in our measures, had determined to issue a proclama-

tion for admitting provisions in American bottoms, but an arrival of a

vessel from Connecticut prevented it. Our governor has written a

circular letter to the governors of the other states, urging the neces-

sity and, to us, the justice of coming into our measures. If they do

not, and I fear Connecticut and Rhode Island will not, we must repeal

our acts, and the trade of the whole must suffer all the injury and

our country all that indignity which Britain shall please to impose upon

it. Would not a strong recommendation from congress to those states

to afford their aid to Massachusetts and New Hampshire, who are vol-

untarily suffering in the common cause, have the desired effect ? I

write in haste, and can only give you the hint. I wish you would

think of it. Adieu.

Governor William Moultrie, of South Carolina, to Governor Bovo-

doin, of Massachusetts, 20 Sept., 1785.

I have to acknowledge the honor of your favor of the twenty-eighth

of July, 1785, enclosing two resolves of the commonwealth of Massa-

chusetts of the eighteenth and twenty-third of June last, and likewise

an " act for the regulating of navigation and commerce."

I shall take the earliest opportunity of laying the same before the

legislature of this state, and have no doubt but that similar modes

will be adopted so as to further a work which has now become equally

essential to all.

The state of South Carolina is in general impressed with the pro-

priety of investing congz*ess with proper and full powers for the regu-

lating the trade and commerce of the union ; and until that body can

have such powers, it must remain with individual states to guard

against and counteract the machinations that are contriving and put-

ting in practice to ruin our credit at home and abroad.

I flatter myself that as no state in the confederation can doubt the

fatal tendency of the British navigation act, they Avill not, from local

situation or any narrow and ill-grounded prejudice, be so far assist-
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ant to British policy as to decline approving the only measures that

can be used to support our dignity and character as a trading nation,

either by investing congress with full and sufficient powers to regulate

and support the trade and commerce of the union, or by similar

resolves with those of the commonwealth of Massachusetts,

I trust that this state, with every other in the confederation, are

well convinced their existence as a nation depends on the strength of

the union. Cemented together in one common interest they are invin-

cible : but ruined when divided, and must fall a sacrifice to internal

dissensions and foreign usurpations. I shall do myself the honor of

communicating to your Excellency the result of the legislature on

this subject, and shall continue to communicate to you such other acts

of the state as may concern the particular interest of the common-

wealth of Massachusetts, or that of the union.

Washington to J. Trumhull, Mount Yernon, 1 Oct., 1785.

My deae Sib : You know too well the sincere respect and regard I

entertained for your venerable father's public and private character to

require assurances of the concern I felt for his death, or of that sympa-

thy in your feelings for the loss of him which is prompted by friend-

ship. Under it, however, great as your pangs may have been at the

first shock, you have everything to console you. A long and well-spent

life in the service of his country justly entitled him to the first place

among patriots. In the social duties he yielded to none ; and his lamp,

from the common course of nature, being nearly extinguished and

worn down with age and cares, but retaining his mental faculties in

full vigor, are blessings which rarely attend advanced life ; all these

combining have secured to him universal respect and love here, and

no doubt immeasurable happiness hereafter.

My principal pursuits are of a rural nature, in which I have great

delight, especially as I am blessed with the enjoyment of good health.

Mrs. Washington, on the contrary, is scarcely ever well, but thank-

ful for your kind remembrance of her, and joins me in every good

wish for you, Mrs. Trumbull, and your family.

Van BercJcel to the States General, N'eto York, 4 Oct., 1785. Ex.

The state of Rhode Island, at the last sitting of its assembly, passed

an act regulating its navigation, and putting it for the most part on

the same footius; as in Massachusetts.
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An act has passed in the state of Pennsylvania for the encourage-

ment of their manufactures by a high tariff to be assessed at once on

all foreign ships, except those of nations with which congress has a

treaty of commerce.

Otto to Vergennes, N'ew York, 8 Oct., 1785. Ex.

The hostilities which the Barbary pirates practise on the Americans

begin to disquiet them. The laws which they propose to pass for the

extension of their navigation will only serve to deprive them of their

commodities, which would have been secure on board of European ves-

sels. Mr. Jay, whom congress instructed to make a report on this

subject, proposed to arm privateers and to suppress force by force, but

congress has felt the inadequateness of this means, and perceives that

the United States cannot have the ambition to subjugate barbarians

whom so many powerful nations have not been able to hinder from

carrying on their piracies. The conviction prevails universally that it

will be much better to negotiate with them, and to pay them annually

a tribute in tobacco, or in naval stores, of which they have great need.

I have reason to believe that Mr. Jefferson will receive instructions to

beseech the intervention of his Majesty to conclude at the earliest pos-

sible moment a treaty with the Barbary powers.

Washington's Diaryfor 10 Oct., 1785. Ex.

A Mr. McLane, on his way to Bishop Seabury for ordination, called

and dined here ; could not give him more than a general certificate,

founded upon information respecting his character, having no acquaint-

ance with him, nor any desire to open a correspondence with the new
ordained bishop.

H. H. Lee to Washington, Neio York, 11 Oct., 1785. Ex.

Deae Sir : The advantage that I received to my health from relax-

ation, and the medical power of the springs I visited, has been very

flattering, and will, I hope, furnish me with a stock of health sufficient

to finish my presidential year with some degree of comfort. I hear

with singular pleasure that the very important business of opening the

navigation of Potomac goes on so well. I well know how much the

community will be obliged for success in this useful work to your

exertions. By a letter lately received from the Hon. Colonel Monroe,
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who is at Pittsburg and intends to be at the Indian treaty this month

at the mouth of Great Miami, we learn that the temper of the great

Indian nations, as nations, is not unfriendly to the United States, and

promising success as well to the coming treaty as to the execution of

the plan for surveying and disposing of territory beyond the Ohio for

payment of the public debt. Colonel Monroe represents the intend-

ing settlers north-west of Ohio to be very few in number, and they

disposed to obey quietly the orders of congress. The negotiation

with Mr. Gardoqui proceeds so slowly, and as yet so ineffectually,

that I fancy the free navigation of Mississippi is a point that, we may

take it for granted, will not hastily be concluded upon, so that mis-

chiefs from that source are probably postponed to a distant day.

Ji. 11. Lee to Monroe, New York, 17 Oct., 1785. Ex.

Dear Sir : It is most clear to me, from Mr. Adams's account of

what passed between him and the secretary of state concerning the

British debts, that, if our assemblies do not irritate by throwing ob-

structions in the way of the treaty of peace, we shall obtain every

reasonable wish concerning time for payment. He seems to be appre-

hensive of violence, for he says :
" It cannot be too strongly recom-

mended to let persons and property be held sacred." You will find

that the business of facilities, insultive as it is to us who have few or

none, has been forced upon us as contended for when you were here.

It is to me most plainly proper that our assembly should tax our peo-

ple only for federal purposes what will suffice to pay our quota of the

foreign interest and the expenses of the federal government ; and not

admit any facilities to be received in discharge of the taxes but such

as have originated with our own citizens. This last will disappoint

the plan of purchasing our produce with the certificates of these North-

ern states, which will pay the domestic creditors in these states whilst

our own go unpaid—and thus we shall really give a bribe to prevent

the settlement of our accounts, and consequently prevent the payment

of our own citizens, who are at least as large creditors of the United

States as the citizens of any other state.

B. H. Lee to Samuel Adams, JSFeio York, 17 Oct., 1785. Ex.

We do not find that the civil appearances about the court of Lon-

don have as yet produced any solid, good effects, for still they hold
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the posts, still they encroach on onr eastern boundary, and still their

commercial regulations continue crabbed, and hurtful to themselves

and to us. Perhaps time may heal the wound that yet rankles in the

national breast. I fear it is too true that the Algerines, those hostes

humani generis, have commenced war uj)on our commerce, and if we
are not lucky enough to purchase a peace from these barbarians before

they taste the sweets of plundering our commerce, it may be long

before we can quiet them, and be most difficult to accomplish.

Minute of Conversation with Mr. Adams, 20 Oct., 1785.

Mr. Adams began the conversation by recapitulating the complaints

of the United States on the subject of the posts not being yet evacu-

ated, and no satisfaction having been given for the negroes who were

carried away. He observed that Mr. Pitt had suggested the non-pay-

ment of the debts due to British subjects as a motive for not having

settled either of these matters. On my observing to him that it was

naturally to be expected that the payment of those debts was the first

step necessary to any communications between the two countries, he

replied the public were not obliged, either by treaty or otherwise, to

discharge the debts of individuals ; all that was stipulated by congress

being merely a promise of leaving the matter oj)en to such legal reme-

dies as might be thought necessary, and throwing no obstructions in

their way.

He then went to the subject of the fisheries, and stated the proba-

bility of France entirely running away with that valuable article, both

from England and America, unless some regulations were made be-

tween the two countries to prevent the French from supplying their

own West India islands, and rendering it unnecessary for the states to

enter into the views of France on that head.

He referred to the readiness expressed by his Majesty to promote

the friendship of the two countries whenever America should manifest

a preference in favor of England over the rest of Europe. This pref-

erence, he insisted, was already apparent from the conduct of America
toward this country, in respect to commerce, ever since the peace

;

that they wished to continue that preference in every article of trade,

unless, by our backwardness to meet them on terms of fair and friend-

ly reciprocity, they should find it necessary to enter into stipulations,

with France or other powers, detrimental to the commerce and manu-
factures of this country.
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Jefferson to Madison, Fontainehleau, 28 Oct., 1785.

Dear Sir : Seven o'clock and retired to my fireside, I have deter-

mined to enter into conversation with you. This is a village of about

five thousand inhabitants when the court is not here, and twenty thou-

sand when they are, occupying a valley through which runs a brook,

and on each side of it a ridge of small mountains, most of which are

naked rock. The king comes here in the fall always to hunt. His'^

court attend him, as do also the foreign diplomatic corps ;
but as this

is not indispensably required, and my finances do not admit the ex-

pense of a continued residence here, I propose to come occasionally to

attend the king's levees, returning again to Paris, distant forty miles.

This being the first trip, I set out yesterday morning to take a view of

the place. For this purpose, I shaped ray course toward the highest

of the mountains in sight, to the top of which was about a league. As

soon as I had got clear of the town, I fell in with a poor woman walk-

ing at the same rate with myself, and going the same course. Wish-

ing to know the condition of the laboring poor, I entered into conver-

sation with her, which I began by enquiries for the path which would

lead me into the mountain, and hence proceeded to enquiries into her

vocation, condition, and circumstances. She told me she was a day-

laborer, at eight sous, or fourpence sterling, the day ;
that she had

two children to maintain, and to pay a rent of thirty livres for her

house (which would consume the hire of seventy-five days) ; that often

she could get no employment, and, of course, was without bread. As

we had walked together near a mile, and she had so far served me as

a guide, I gave her, on parting, twenty-four sous. She burst into tears

of a gratitude which I could perceive was unfeigned, because she was

unable to utter a word. She had probably never before received so

great an aid. This little attendrissement, with the solitude of my
walk, led me into a train of reflections on that unequal division of

property which occasions the numberless instances of wretchedness

which I had observed in this country, and is to be observed all over

Europe. The property of this country is absolutely concentred in a

very few hands, having revenues of from half a million of guineas a

year downward. These employ the flower of the country as servants,

some of them having as many as two hundred domestics, not laboring.

They employ also a great number of manufacturers and tradesmen,

and lastly the class of laboring husbandmen ; but after all these comes'

the most numerous of all the classes—that is, the poor who cannot find
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work. I asked myself what could be the reason that so many should

be permitted to beg, who are Avilling to woi'k, in a country where there

is a very considerable portion of uncultivated lands. These lands are

kept idle mostly for the sake of game. It should seem, then, that it

must be because of the enormous wealth of the proprietors, which

places them above attention to the increase of their revenues b}^ per-

mitting these lands to be labored. I am conscious that an equal divis-

ion of property is impracticable ; but, the consequences of this enor-

mous inequality producing so much misery to the bulk of mankind,

legislators cannot invent too many devices for subdividing property,

only taking care to let their subdivisions go hand in hand with the

natural affections of the human mind. The descent of property of

every kind, therefore, to all the children, or to all the brothers and

sisters or other relations, in equal degree, is a politic measure, and a

practicable one. Another means of silently lessening the inequality of

property is to exempt all from taxation below a certain point, and to

tax the higher portions of property in geometrical progression as they

rise. Wherever there are in any country uncultivated lands and un-

employed poor, it is clear that the laws of property have been so far

extended as to violate natural right. The earth is given as a common
stock for man to labor and live on; if, for the encouragement of indus-

try, we allow it to be appi'opriated, we must take care that other em-

ployment be furnished to those excluded from the appropriation. If

we do not, the fundamental right to labor the earth returns to the

unemployed. It is too soon yet in our country to say that every man
who cannot find employment, but who can find uncultivated land, shall

be at liberty to cultivate it, j^aying a moderate rent ; but it is not too

soon to provide by every possible means that as few as possible shall

be without a little portion of land. The small landholders are the

most precious part of a state.

The next object which struck my attention in my walk was the deer,

with which the wood abounded ; they were of the kind called " cerfs,"

and are certainly of the same species with ours. They are blackish

indeed under the belly, and not white as ours, and they are more of

the chestnut-red ; but these are such small differences as would be

sure to happen in two races from the same stock, breeding separately

a number of ages. Their hares are totally different from the animals

we call by that name, but their rabbit is almost exactly like him ; the

only difference is in their manners—the land on which I walked for
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some time being absolutely reduced to a honey-comb by their buiTow-

iug. I think there is no instance of ours burrowing. After descend-

ing the hill again, I saw a man cutting fern. I went to him under

pretence of asking the shortest road to the town, and afterward asked

for what use he was cutting fern. He told me that this part of the

country furnished a great deal of fruit to Paris ; that when packed in

straw it acquired an ill taste, but that dry fern pi'eserved it perfectly,

without communicating any taste at all. I treasured this observation

for the i^reservation of my apples on my return to my own country.

They have no apple here to compare to our Newtown pippin. They
have nothing which deserves the name of a peach, there being not sun

enough to ripen the plum-peach, and the best of their soft peaches

being like our autumn peaches. Their cherries and strawberries are

fair, but I think less flavored. Their plums, I think, are better ; so,

also, the gooseberries, and the pears infinitely beyond anything we
possess. They have no grape better than our Sweet-water ; but they

have a succession of as good from very early in the summer till frost.

I am to-morrow to go to Mr. Malsherbes (an uncle of the Chevalier

Luzerne's), about seven leagues from hence, who is the most curious

man in France as to his trees. He is making for me a collection of

the vines from which the Burgundy, Champagne, Bordeaux, Frontig-

nac, and the other most valuable wines of this country are made.

Another gentleman is collecting for me the best eating grapes, includ-

ing what we call the raisin. I propose, also, to endeavor to colonize

their hare, rabbit, red and gray partridge, pheasants of different kinds,

and some other birds ; but I find that I am wandering beyond the

limits of my walk, and will therefore bid you adieu.

The French Minister to Jefferson^ FontaineUeau, SO Oct., 1785. Ex.

But the king has advised me at the same time, sir, of the slight

regard had in America to the rule of reciprocity, and how they are

disposed there to swerve from the principles which have served as a

foundation to the connections which have subsisted between France

and the United States. We are in fact informed, sir, that in several

states regulations of navigation and trade have been made injurious

to the French commerce, and hurtful and contrary to the spirit of the

treaty of the sixth of February, 1778. Congress is too enlightened

not to perceive how greatly these proceedings would affect us, and

too prudent and far-sighted not to be impressed with the necessity of

VOL. I. 30
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maintaining affairs on the footing of reciprocity on which they have

been since France became the ally of the United States. Without

this precaution, it is impossible that the mutual trade of the two

nations should be able to prosper, and even to exist, and the king will

find himself obliged, in spite of himself, to seek suitable expedients

for placing this affair on a perfect equality, by making respecting the

Americans regulations similar to those which have been adopted, or

may be adopted in the future, respecting France.

Washington to Doctor Price, Mount Vernon, JSTov., 1785.

G. Washington presents his most respectful compliments to Dr.

Price. With much thankfulness he has received, and with the highest

gratification he has read, the doctor's excellent observations on the

importance of the American revolution, and the means of making it a

benefit to the world. Most devoutly is it to be wished that reasoning

so sound should take deep root in the minds of the revolutionists.

But there is cause to apprehend that the inconveniences resulting from

ill-founded jealousies and local politics must be felt ere a more liberal

system of federal government is adopted. The latter I am persuaded

will happen, but its progress may be slow—unless, as the revolution

itself was, it should be precipitated by the all-grasping hand of
,

or the illiberal and mistaken policy of other nations.

For the honorable notice of me in your address, I pray you to re-

ceive my warmest acknowledgments, and the assurances of the sincere

esteem and respect which I entertain for you.

Elbridge Gerry and Eufus King to Governor Boicdoin, Reio York,

2 Nov., 1785.

Sir : We are honored with your Excellency's letter of the twenty-

fourth of October, enclosing two others for his Excellency the presi-

dent of congress, which we have carefully delivered him.

We observe your Excellency is of opinion " that, if in the union there

is the operation of such discordant principles as make it hazardous to

entrust congress with powers necessary to its well-being, the union

cannot long subsist." This opinion is perfectly coincident with our

own, and we flatter ourselves it does not militate with the ideas ex-

pressed in our letters of the tenth of August and third of September,

for we still have reason to conceive that the best and surest mode of
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obtaining such an addition to the powers of congress as is necessary

to the well-being of the union is, to make the powers temporary, in

the first instance, and, when approved by experience, to adopt them

as part of the confederation ; and we likewise conceive that, if a con-

vention of the states is necessary on this occasion, the members thereof

should be limited in their authority, and confined to the revision of

such parts of the confederation as are supposed defective, and not

entrusted with a general revision of the articles, and a right to report

a plan of federal government essentially different from the republican

form now administered.

Otto to Yergennes, New York, 7 Nov., 1785. Ex.

My Loed : Mr. Richard Lee, who has occupied the chair of presi-

dent of congress for a year, has just set out for Virginia, and congress

will proceed at once to the election of a new president. Mr, Lee is

universally missed by that body. By his prudent and moderate con-

duct he has been able to conciliate the friendship and respect of all the

delegations ; by his personal talents and his just principles with regard

to European powers, he has also merited the favor of the foreigners

accredited to congress. Easy in his manners, but resolute and decided

in his principles, uniting to very extensive knowledge a long experi-

ence in affairs, versed as deeply as possible at such a great distance in

the political relations of the different powers of Europe, he was as well

qualified as any private individual of this continent to fill the office of

the first magistrate. But that which has chiefly distinguished Mr. Lee

from the other presidents is, that in the grand committees of the whole

house he won votes by his eloquence and the force of his arguments.

We particularly lose in Mr. Lee a man who felt perfectly all the obli-

gations which the United States have to France. Mr. Lee has often

spoken to me with ardor of the necessity of zealously drawing the two

nations nearer together, and, as far as possible, causing our commerce

in America to flourish. He especially desires that we should carry on,

without any restriction, the tobacco trade with Virginia, and that the

Farmers General should take, in that state, no measures prejudicial to

the interests of individuals. In regard to this commerce he has the

same principles as those of the other Virginians with whom I have had

opportunity to converse. He sees with regret that our tobaccos are

paid for by letters of exchange, and in the commodities of England

instead of our manufactured goods, and he desires that private indi-
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viduais may not be discouraged by the contracts which the Farmers

General are in a position to make by the wholesale. I have already

had the honor of stating these principles to you in my despatch No.

10, and what I have learned since only confirms me in my opinion upon

this subject.

Mason to Washington, Gunston Hall, 9 Nov., 1785.

Dear Sib : The bearer waits on you with a side of venison (the

first we have killed this season), which I beg your acceptance of.

I have heard nothing from the assembly except vague reports of

their being resolved to issue a paper currency ; upon what principles or

funds I know not
;
perhaps upon the old threadbare security of pledg-

ing solemnly the public credit. I believe such an experiment would

prove similar to the old vulgar adage of carrying a horse to the water.

They may pass a law to issue it, but twenty laws will not make people

receive it.

I intended to go down to Richmond about the fifteenth of this month

to have reported the compact with the Maryland commissioners, but I

have lately had so severe a fit of the convulsive colic, or the gout, in

my stomach, that I dare not venture far from home ; it held me from

Sunday evening till Tuesday morning, and has left me so weak that I

am hardly able to walk across the floor.

We hope to hear that you, your lady, and family are well ; to whom
Mrs. Mason and the family here present their best compliments, with

those of, dear sir, your affectionate and obedient servant, etc.

David Stuart to Washington, Richmond, 16 Nov., 1785. Ex.

The inhabitants of Kentucky have sent in their petition by their dele-

gates, praying a separation. It is so sensible, respectful, and modest,

that it seems to produce conviction on every mind of the propriety of

the measure. The members nominated to congress in lieu of Mercer

and Handy are Colonel Lee and Colonel Carrington. There were

several other candidates for these places, who were not ashamed

openly to solicit votes. Indeed, I am sorry to observe that Richmond

abounds with people watching for places, and who omit no oppor-

tunity of paying court to the very honorable members.

Your letter to the governor has been read in the house, and a bill is

brought in repealing the former law, according to your petition ;
and

giving you full power to appropriate to any purposes you may think
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fit the donations of the assembly. It will, I stippose, be transmitted

to you by order of the house as soon as it is passed. I have heard

much approbation and satisfaction expressed at your declining those

donations. I enclose to you a bill, now under the consideration of the

house, giving powers to congress to regulate our trade. Its fate will^

not be decided till Friday week. If, therefore, any amendment occurs"

to you, I shall receive it with pleasure.

Archibald Gary to Washington, Senate Chamber, 25 27ov., 1785. Ex.

My dear Sir : It will always give me pleasure to show every mark

of civility to any gentleman who is honored with your notice. The

gentleman* has solicited and obtained an act for securing to the

authors of literary works an exclusive property therein for a limited

time, which I think just.

I omitted to mention a bill which has passed both houses founded

on your letter respecting James and Potomac rivers, in which your

request is fully complied with.

I am really fearful we shall not rise before March. I am sure, if

they go through the new code of laws, it will employ them near that

time. Nothing determined yet as to the assessment, but judge it will

be rejected. A petition for a general emancipation has met justly

that fate.

Washington to David Stuart, Mount Vernon, 30 ISfov., 1785. Ex.

Dear Sir : The resolutions which were published for consideration,

vesting congress with powers to regulate the commerce of the union,

have, I hope, been acceded to. If the states individually were to at-

tempt this, an abortion, or a many-headed monster, would be the issue.

If we consider ourselves, or wish to be considered by others, as a united

people, why not adopt the measures which are characteristic of it, and

support the honor and dignity of one ? If we are afraid to trust one

another under qualified powers, there is an end of the union. Why,

then, need we be solicitous to keep up the farce of it ? It gives me

pleasure to hear that there is such an accordance of sentiments between

the eastern and western parts of this state. My opinion of the sepa-

ration has always been to meet them upon fair and just grounds, and

part like friends disposed to acts of brotherly kindness thereafter. I

wish you had mentioned the territorial line between us.

' Noah Webster.
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Edmund Randolph to Washingtoti, Hichmond, 3 Dec, 1785. Ex.

A lengthy and earnest debate has been held on the propriety of

vesting congress with a control of commerce. But the advocates for

the measure will scarcely succeed, so strong are the apprehensions, in

some minds, of an abuse of the power.

I am, my dear sir, with the greatest esteem and respect, your affec-

tionate friend and servant.

Washington to Alexander Hamilton, Mount Vernon, 11 Dec,

1785. Ex.

Dear Sir : I have been favored with your letter of the twenty-fifth

of November, by Major Farlie. Sincerely do I wish that the several

state societies had or would adopt the alterations which were made

and recommended by the general meeting in May, 1784. I then

thought, and I have had no cause since to change my opinion, that if

the society of the Cincinnati mean to live in peace with the rest of

their fellow-citizens they must subscribe to the alterations which were

at that time adopted. That the jealousies of, and prejudices against,

this society were carried to an unwarrantable length, I will readily

grant ; and that less than was done ought to have removed the fears

which had been imbibed, I am as clear in as I am that it would not

have done it. But it is a matter of little moment whether the alarm

which seized the public mind was the result of foresight, envy, jeal-

ousy, or a disordered imagination, the effect of perseverance would
have been the same ; and wherein would have been found an equiva-

lent for the separation of interests which, from my best information

(not from one state only, but many), would have inevitably taken

place ? The fears of the people are not yet removed—they only sleep,

and a very little matter will set them afloat again.

Had it not been for the predicament in which we stand, with respect

to the foreign oflicers and the charitable part of the institution, I

should on that occasion, as far as my voice would have gone, have
endeavored to convince the narrow-minded part of our countrymen
that the amor patrice was much stronger in our breasts than in theirs,

and that our conduct through the whole of this business was actuated

by nobler and more generous sentiments than was apprehended by
abolishing the society at once, with a declaration of the causes and the

purity of its intention ; but the latter may be interesting to many, and
the former is an insuperable bar to such a step.
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Jefferson to Monroe, Paris, 11 Dec, 1785. Ex.

How goes on the disposition to confer the regulation of our com-

merce on congress ? On this side the Atlantic we are viewed as objects

of commerce only, and as little to be relied on, even for this purpose,

while its regulation is so disjointed.

Robert Pleasants to Washington, Cayles, 11 12th month, 1785.

P. S. I herewith send thee a small pamphlet on the subject of

slavery, said to be wrote by John Dickinson, which, if thou hast not

before seen, I doubt not will afford pleasure in the perusal.

David Stuart to Washington, Richmond, 18 Dec, 1785. Ex.

Dear Sir : An act has just passed for paying in hard money the in-

terest due on money put into the continental loan office. I send you

the act, lest you might not attend to it in the papers. If you have

any business of this sort to be transacted, I shall be happy to serve

you in it. But you will observe the time will be soon elapsed. It

did not occur to me before that you might have money in the office,

or I should have given you earlier notice of it.

You will have seen from the journals that nothing is yet done on

the subject of trade. I doubt much if anything effectual will be done.

If there is, it may be ascribed to a letter from the legislature of Mary-

land, requesting an appointment of commissioners by each state to fix

on a similarity of restrictions.

The consideration of British debts is now before us, and from the

opposition made by Mr. Smith [the motion for] for leave to bring in

a bill on that subject, I have my fears about the success of it. I ex-

pect to get the bill you transmitted passed the ensuing week, as it is

reported reasonable by the committee to whom it was referred.

Mo7iroe to Iladison, Reio York, 19 Dec, 1785. Ex.

Dear Sir : The conduct of the legislature in complying with the

requisition of congress, in the opinion of all here, does the highest

honor to the state, and, at the same time that it evinces a regard for

public justice and a mind superior to little resentments, gives an addi-

tional assurance of the strength and permanence of the federal gov-

ernment.

We earnestly wish to have the result of the deliberations of the

house upon the commercial propositions.
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I find the most enlightened members here fully impressed with the

expedience of putting an end to the dismemberment of the old states,

doubtful of the propriety of admitting a single new one into the con-

federacy, and well inclined to a revision of the compact between the

United States and Virginia respecting the division of the country

beyond the Ohio.

Otto to Vergennes, New York, 20 Dec, 1785. Ex.

The negotiations of Mr. Gardoqui with Mr, Jay make no progress

whatever, my lord ; it appears that the navigation of the Mississippi

is not the chief obstacle to the conclusion of a commercial treaty. Mr.

Gardoqui has told me confidentially that he regards that navigation as

a matter of great indifference to his court, and that, whatever may be

the pretensions of the inhabitants of Kentucky, they could never gain

great advantages from their expeditions upon the Mississippi. In-

deed, he continued, what profit will they be able to receive from a

river which they can ascend only at great expense and with extreme

difiiculty ? To carry on a profitable trade there is need of means to

make return voyages. Every one knows that it requii'es several months

to ascend the Mississippi as far as the Ohio, that a season and a special

time is necessary in order not to run aground, and that the profits of

this navigation can never compensate for its dangers. It is not, there-

fore, the Mississipi^i which causes us the greatest embarrassment, but

it is the incontestable principle of reciprocity, which ought to form

the basis of every commercial treaty, and which they have refused to

adopt so far as we are concerned. If we concede to the United States

an unrestricted right of entering our ports, we wish to enjoy the same

privilege in theirs. They reply to me that we have no manufactured

goods to ship to them
;
granted. Still, we may, in the course of time,

have the means for them, and we insist, at least, upon the right of

shipping our commodities to them. TVe know very well that the bal-

ance of trade is against us in all the countries of the world ; but we
hope that it will not always be so, and we are unwilling to renounce

the hope of stimulating our commerce and of making it active as soon

as circumstances will j^ermit. For the rest, we are not urged to con-

clude a commercial treaty with the United States, and we have no

interest in hastening the measure by founding it upon unfavorable

principles. Mr. Gardoqui is himself well versed in commercial affairs,

and however intelligent the Americans may be in that science, it will
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be difficult for them to seduce tliat minister by false concessions. For

the rest, be has never spoken to me of the support of France, and it

appears in general that the court of Madrid takes but a moderate in-

terest in its connections with this country.

Mr. Temple does everything in his power, my lord, to acquire popu-

larity here. At first he was attacked in some of the newspapers ; but

seeing the little impression that these pasquinades made upon the pub-

lic, they were abandoned. This consul-general has the misfortune to

be very deaf ; but it is suspected that he exaggerates this defect a

little, in order to reassure everybody, and the better to hear that which

is said of him. I have certainly noticed that there are moments when

he is less deaf than at others. He makes especial attempts to draw

near to the minister of Holland ; he overwhelms him with protesta-

tions of friendship, and assures him positively that in a little time he

will learn that the former connection between Holland and England

has been renewed in the most solid manner, and that, independently

of the proposed marriage between the Prince of Wales and the Prin-

cess of Orange, they are at work in England upon a political alliance

of infinite advantage to the two nations. Mr. Van Berckel distrusts

greatly all these demonstrations of friendship, and he has spoken to

me with an air of incredulity which leads me to believe that he sin-

cerely desires that the reports of Mr. Temple may not be true.

Otto to Vergennes, Neio York, 25 Dec, 1785. Ex.

Mt Lord : The jealousy of the Americans in regard to their repre-

sentatives in congress produces many bad effects, as I now have the

honor of reporting to you. By the constitution of the various states,

delegates holding a seat in congress are not permitted to remain there

longer than three years. Some, indeed, cannot remain longer than

one year. It follows that it is impossible, through the withdrawal of

the different members, that that body should not lose at least two

months of the year in dissolving and reforming, and that the choice of

the citizens should not very often fall upon those less capable of occu-

pying themselves with the larger interests of the republic. A man,

through talent and patriotism worthy of sitting in the senate of the

United States, hesitates to accept a place whose short duration can

oblige him to neglect his private affairs. Scarcely has he the time to

acquaint himself with the business when the rule established by his

state forces him to return to private life. Young men of great talent,
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but of little experience, begin to seek places in congress, which ought

to be for them a school of politics, but which cannot gain much sta-

bility through the presence of these delegates. Of this, my lord, a

very great indifference is the result. The delegates absent themselves

for the most trifling reasons, and it is difiicult to assemble seven states,

which form the number required to transact the least important busi-

ness ; but even in this case it is difficult for seven states to unite in

opinion, and it cannot be seen without astonishment that an object of

so little importance as the appointment of an American minister to

Holland has been postponed for six months.

The little stability of congress, my lord, insensibly gives to the min-

isters of the different departments a power incompatible with the

spirit of liberty and of jealousy which prevails in this country. There

is an unwillingness that the members of congress should hold their

seats longer than three years, but the secretaries of state can be

removed only for bad conduct. It follows that these ministers, being

perfectly acquainted with current affau-s, enjoy a great superiority

over the delegates whom chance has assembled from all parts of the

continent, and who are for the most part strangers to their task. Mr.

Jay especially has acquired a peculiar ascendancy over the members of

congress. All important business passes through his hands. He makes
his report on it, and congress seldom has an opinion different from his.

Instead of appointing committees, they will insensibly become accus-

tomed to seeing only through the eyes of Mr. Jay, and, although that

minister may be as capable as possible of conducting wisely the meas-

ures of the United States, this influence necessarily is hurtful to the

freedom and impartiality which ought to prevail in the national senate.

The continual rotation of the members of congress produces another

effect very prejudicial to the despatch of business. After having de-

bated an important subject for several weeks, the arrival of some new
deputies causes a new discussion, as diffuse as the first, and precious

time is lost in constantly recurring to the same subjects.

Whatever the influence of Mr. Jay may be, he has not succeeded in

bringing about the adoption of his report in regard to the Algerines.

This minister has seriously proposed making war upon them. He is

positive that the United States are in a condition to keep the Barbary

pirates in awe, without coming to the disgrace of paying them a tribute.

I should not be sorry, he said to me, among other things, if the Alge-

rines were to come and burn some of our maritime towns, in order to
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bring back to the United States their former energy, which peace and

commerce have almost destroyed. War alone will bring the different

states nearer together, and give a new importance to congress
; we

shall not lack means, but we do lack that republican and national spirit

which alone can give vigor to our operations. We have more need of

soldiers than of traders, of patriotism than of foreign manufactures,

of citizens than of rich ship-owners. War, and war alone, will give us

soldiers, patriotism, and citizens. Commerce has already separated the

interests of the various states ; war will make them identical. I wish

the New Englanders to strike for the flour, tobacco, and rice of the

people of the South, and the Carolinians to pour out to the last drop

their blood for the fisheries of Massachusetts. The majority of con-

gress perceive very clearly, my lord, that war would serve as a bond

to the confederation, but they cannot conceal the lack of means which

they possess to carry it on with advantage. It is hoped that the agents

whom Mr. Jefferson has sent to Algiers to negotiate a treaty of amity

will succeed in obtaining desirable terms, but the resolution is firm to

make war rather than subscribe to hard conditions.

Monroe to Madison, Keio York, 26 Dec, 1785.

Dear Sir : I am perfectly satisfied that the more fully the subject

is investigated, and the better the interests of the states severally are

understood, the more obvious will appear the necessity of committing

to the United States permanently the power of regulating their trade.

Whether it will be expedient to accept it for a limited time only, it is

diflScult to determine. If it is expedient for a day, while the states

bear the same relation they do to each other, and to other powers, or

rather while they adjoin each other and are bounded by the ocean, it

will still be so ; whether, then, will it be expedient to avail ourselves of

the present disposition, so far only as to try an experiment, the success

of which, as such, must depend upon a variety of circumstances, or if

to delay any remedy until, under the pressure of the present difficul-

ties, it may be made complete. As an experiment, in what light will

it be conceived, and how treated by the foreign powers ? will they not

all wish to defeat it, and, of course, avoid those stipulations in our

favor which may hereafter furnish arguments for its renewal ? We
may, with propriety, also take into consideration the diversity of in-

terest which will arise in the admission of western states into the

confederacy. In a government also so fluctuating there will never be
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energy or calculation on it, either at home or abroad ; everything will

be in a state of uncertainty ; the states severally will be at a loss how
to act under it (in their respective delegations) ; they will fear to take

those decisive measures with respect to other powers which might be

necessary, lest their vigorous operation may prevent its renewal ; but

whether these or any other consideration may be of sufficient weight

to induce us to seek only a permanent change, is what I have not

absolutely determined on.

I beg of you to give me your sentiments thereon, as well as of the

course you think I may, with propriety, take here, provided the state

should confide it only for a limited time.

Is it not strange, in this situation, that we should be disputing

whether we shall act together, or cement and strengthen the union ?

Van Berckel to the States General, New York, 1 Jan., 1786. Ex.

I have to announce to your High Mightinesses that the navigation

act passed last year in the state of Massachusetts is repealed, but re-

mains in full force in regard to the English nation. The same state

has given a bounty for the encouragement of their fisheries.

The general assembly of Pennsylvania has now under consideration

a bill, by virtue of which all those who, at the beginning of the war,

did not take the oath of allegiance to the state, and thereby forfeited

their rights to citizenship, may be allowed to take this oath, at the

same time swearing that they have not aided the English with any

inimical design against the United States since the declaration of

independence in any respect.

A considerable number of citizens of the state of Maryland have

presented a memorial to their assembly asking for paper money
;
yet

it is very uncertain whether this will be taken up.

Otto to Vergennes, JVew York, 2 Jan., 1786.

All Christian sects enjoy in America an entire liberty. The Jews
have the exercise of their religion only ; but they make efforts to

enter into the legislative assemblies. It would be very remarkable if

this people, after having suffered the contempt of all ages and nations,

should succeed in America in taking part in the affairs of government.

But this revolution is not yet ripe ; and although, according to the

terms of several of the constitutions, it is enough to recognise a God
to enter the assembly, prejudices are still too strong to enable the
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Jews to enjoy the privileges accorded to all their fellow-citizens. But

whatever may be the tolerance of the different states in the United

States, religious zeal awakens so soon as one sect dares to take the

lead over another. The Presbyterians of Pennsylvania and Massachu-

setts have not yet been reconciled to the Anglicans ; and when a

preacher announces some exaggerated pretensions, it is enough to in-

flame the opposite party. The small number of Catholics has not yet

given umbrage ; but it is believed here, as in England, that this re-

ligion is contrary to political liberty ; and, if it is augmented by the

aid of any foreign power, they will not fail to oppose its increase with

vivacity. Moreover, we are essentially interested that there should

not be in America a French church, since it would be one motive the

more to excite the subjects of his Majesty to emigrate. Mr. de la

Valiniere assembles the French who are in his house. He preaches

regularly to them every Sunday, and he assured me that he is per-

suaded that, if there were a French church here, it would, without

doubt, attract a great number of his countrymen.

Temple to Lord Carmarthen, New York, 5 Jan., 1786. Ex.

The trade and navigation of these states appear to me to be now, in

a great measure, at a stand ; the exclusion of their ships and vessels

from his Majesty's sugar islands greatly deranged and decreased what

commerce they had been accustomed to ; and a dread of the Barbary

rovers hath of late struck a palsy into what remained of their trade to

Spain, Portugal, and the Mediterranean. The mercantile part of the

people, in consequence thereof, begin to have their eyes open to what

they ought to have seen immediately upon the restoration of peace to

their country—that Great Britain hath undoubtedly many commercial

favors to grant, if she pleases, to these states, while they, in return,

have scarce a single favor or advantage to offer ;
the vast debt owing

to the British merchants who unwisely gave too much credit, together

with high taxes, poverty, and other concurring circumstances, have been

the means of bringing the commercial part of these states, in some

measure, to their reason, but the landed people still continue to hold

high notions of their rising importance among the nations of the earth.

Count de Rochambeau to Washington, Paris, 7 Jan., 1786.

My dear General : I but receive now the letter which you hon-

ored me with on September the seventh ultimo. I send at once to
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Captain Pusignan your answer, and I hope you will be henceforth

got clear from all those troublesome askings.

I am enchanted of the continuance of your good health, of the calm

that you are enjoying in the bosom of your family, and under the

shadow of your laurels.

The storms which threatened us on the account of Holland are

entirely dissipated, and the France as yet played, on this occasion, the

fine part of moderatrix. The troubles for the succession of Bavaria

shall yet threaten us at the death of the elector of Bavaria, or at that

of the king of Prussia, of whom the health is old and reeling. He is

at the head of a formidable confederation to hinder the exchange, to

which the emperor has not renounced where the circumstances will

permit it to him.

Our neighbors, the English, retrieve their finances ; the young Pitt

gets every day a great majority, and a great confidence in his nation,

by a good and wise administration and economy. The against part

has lost one of its chief members by the nomination of Mi-. Eden in

the station of commissary to make a treaty of commerce wnth the

France, and they believe that the settlement of Ireland will be con-

solidated this winter.

I have seen Cornwallis last summer at Calais. He was sent by the

king of England to wait on the Duke of York, his son, to the in-

structive camps of the king of Prussia. I gave him a supper in little

committee ; he was very polite, but, as you may believe, I could not

drink with him your health in toast.

The English treat us very politely, but I think in the bosom of their

hearts they do not love us more than they do the Americans. I have

many invitations from them to go to London, but I am not hurry to

profit of it, and I like better to see them on my hearths than to go
and see them on their own. They pretend by their public papers that

they wait only for the construction of some new forts upon their

limits to deliver up to you those which they have on yours. It is a

pretence that you can, better than anybody, judge of the value.

I am very glad that the respectable and old Doctor Franklin has re-

ceived in his country the honors that they owe to his services.

I beg of you, my dear General, to present my respects, and give my
best compliments, to Madame Washington, and to all your family, and

be well persuaded of my eternal attachment, and of the respect with

which I have the honor to be, ray dear General, etc.
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Otto to Vergennes, New York, 10 Jan., 1786. Ex.

The political importance of Mr. Jay increases daily. Congress seems

to me to be guided only by his directions, and it is as difficult to ob-

tain anything without the co-operation of that minister as to bring

about the rejection of a measure proposed by him. The indolence of

the majority of the members of congress and the ignorance of most of

the others cause his superiority. It is found much easier in current

business to ask the opinion of the minister of foreign affairs than to

form into committee ; hence the prejudices and passions of Mr. Jay

insensibly become those of congress, which does not perceive that it

ceases to be anything more than the organ of its chief minister. Hap-

pily, Mr. Jay is a patriot, and in general well disposed, but his griev-

ances against France render him as obstinate as possible in regard to

our demands the most just. I have already had the honor of inform-

ing you that Mr. Marbois has not for nearly a year received any

response to the various memorials which he has presented ; nor have

I. The minister always says to me that congress is too much oc-

cupied to take them into consideration, but I know that that assem-

bly has not for a long time had anything of importance to decide, and

that these delays are due solely to the ill-will of Mr. Jay. I would

not comj^lain of this if I had no reason to apprehend that the long

silence of congress might be attributed to my inactivity, but I am
pained to see that in the most simple affairs, and those demanding but

two hours' discussion, he delays his reply for many months.

I cannot constantly importune Mr. Jay, for his reply is ever ready,

that he will seize the first opportunity to lay this business before con-

gress. The minister has furthermore the character, with which the

Quakers are reproached, of never replying directly to any question.

As he never discloses his opinion, it is impossible to rectify it, and,

although he inspires the majority of the resolutions of congress, he

always seems to defer to the judgment of that body in all the exjDlana-

tions asked of him. It is very unfortunate for us that for a place so

important the choice of congress should have fallen upon the very man
who does not love us. The affair of the fisheries still lies heavy upon

his heart. For the rest, whatever the prejudices of this minister toward

us may be, I cannot deny that there are few men in America better

able to fill the place which he occupies. The veneration with which

he has inspired almost all the members of congress proves, more than

anything else, that even the jealousy so inseparable from the Araeri-
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can character, has not prevailed against him, and that he is as prudent

in his conduct as he is firm and resolute in his political principles and

in his coolness toward France.

I am very glad to see a restoration of confidence between the dele-

gation of Massachusetts and our court. Massachusetts will for a long

time play the principal part in the national congress. She is almost

constantly represented by four or five delegates, all men of merit and

laborious, while the other states are rarely represented by two. That

state furthermore distinguishes herself b.y her inviolable attachment

to certain principles which she never gives up, and by virtue of per-

severance and resolution she is always sure of success. She has the

advantage of laying down the law, so to speak, to New Hampshire,

Rhode Island, and Connecticut, and those four states, almost always

in accord, rarely fail to carry the vote.

Monroe to Jefferson, N'eio YorJc, 19 Jan., 1786. Ex.

Dear Sir : My last advised you of my departui'e hence on the

twenty-fourth of August last for the westward, with intention to take

a view of the Indian treaty to be held at the mouth of the Big Miami

and of the country lying between Lake Erie and the head waters of

James or Potomac rivers, with those which empty from either side

into the Ohio ; thence to attend the federal court on the fifteenth of

IsTovember at Williamsburg ; but the danger from the Indians made it

imprudent for me to pass the river, and the delay at Fort Pitt, and

upon the Ohio, the water being low, consumed so much of the time

allotted for this excursion that I was forced to leave the commis-

sioners at Limestone and take my course directly through the Ken-

tucky settlements and the wilderness to Richmond, so that I was

neither gratified with a view of the treaty nor to such a degree with

that of the country as I had proposed.

Ml*. Franklin was here a few days since upon some private business,

and was so kind as to favor me frequently with his company. ' I have

also been much pleased with an acquaintance with Mr. Otto ; he hath

made an impression here very flattering to himself and favorable to

the idea you entertain of him.

My several routes westward, M'ith the knowledge of the country I

have thereby obtained, have impressed me fully with a conviction of

the impolicy of our measures respecting it. I speak not in this in-

stance of the ordinance for the survey and disposal of it, but of those
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which became necessary and were founded upon the act of cession

fi'om the state of Virginia.

I am clearly of opinion that to many of the most important objects

of a federal government their interests, if not opposed, will be but lit-

tle connected with ours ; instead of weakening theirs and making it

subservient to our purposes, we have given it all the possible strength

we could ; weaken it we might also, and at the same time (I mean by

reducing the number of the states) render them substantial service.

A great pai't of the territory is miserably poor, especially that near

Lakes Michigan and Erie ; and that upon the Mississippi and the Illi-

nois consists of extensive plains which have not had, from appear-

ances, and will not have, a single bush on them for ages. The dis-

tricts, therefore, within which these fall, will, perhaps, never contaia

a sufficient number of inhabitants to entitle them to membership

in the confederacy, and in the mean time the people who may settle

within them will be governed by the resolutions of congress, in which

they will not be represented.

The tendency which at present prevails for a dismemberment of the

old states not only increases their strength, but will also add to the

diversity of interest. At the instance of which of the states hath the

right to the navigation of the Mississippi been carried thus far ? And
if you lop off the western parts of those states by whom it was brought

about, will you not necessarily draw them from that pursuit ? "What-

ever shall be done or attempted on this subject I will transmit you.

The subject of the mint was taken up last summer and determined

that the unit should be a dollar ; it was afterward postponed. It

will be taken up again so soon as we shall have nine or ten states (for

at present we have but seven). The proposition for recommending it

to the states to vest the United States [with power] to regulate their

trade is still before congress. What will be its fate is uncertain.

Accept my acknowledgments for your book, which I have read with

pleasure and improvement, and be assured I will keep it as private as

you might wish until you shall consent to its publication, which I hope

will be the case. I should suppose the observations you have made

on the subjects you allude to would have a very favorable effect, since

no considerations would induce them but a love for the rights of Ind-

ians and for your country. Whether I shall be able to visit you is

still doubtful. My dependence is almost altogether on the bar. By
my late absence I have loft the door open to others ; the sooner I

VOL. I. 31
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therefore return to it, the better it will be for me. I feel myself re-

turning to the same train of thoughts upon this subject as when I had

finished my studies. I am thinking of settling at Richmond, building

a house, etc. Will you be so kind as to transmit me a plan ? Sup-

pose the house when finished to cost $3,000 or $4,000 (a part to be

finished only at first). I shall, I believe, commence it as soon as I

receive it.

John Adams to Samuel Adams, Grosvenor Square, 26 Jan., 1786. Ex.

Dear Sir : Congress has hitherto been studiously kept out of sight

by the king, ministry, and opposition. They are afraid of raising in

American minds ideas of their importance. Russia, Denmark, and

England would not form a balance to Bourbon and Holland, if con-

gress should be joined. Indeed, if the United States should be neu-

tral, the balance would not be exact. In my humble opinion we must

be neutral, or join the French and Dutch.

I have endeavored to convince them that neutrality is in our power,

but with little success ; indeed, they really do not think us of much
consequence. We have no navy, and are awkward in uniting in any-

thing. Some of them indeed agree that we shall grow, both in union,

dignity, and power. It is really of more moment to this country to

secure the neutrality of the United States than the alliance of Russia,

and the time will come when it will be seen and felt. But the nation

is too much inflamed and embittered to reflect coolly upon anything

respecting America.

Our path is plain. We must make navigation acts and take care of

ourselves, preserve our neutrality as long as we can, and when we
must part with it get the best price for it we can.

It is much to be desired that our commerce with all other nations

may be increased, especially France and Holland, and lessened with

England as much as possible, until she shall put it on a more liberal

footing. The political friendship, too, of France, Spain, and Holland

should be cultivated as much as possible without involving us too far.

With great esteem and affection, yours, etc.

Lieutenant- Governor Henry Hope to the Commissioners of American

Claims at Halifax, Quebec, 29 Jan., 1786. Ex.

By the muster rolls of loyalists settled in this province, taken in the

months of August, September, and October last, the total numbers are
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about six thousand three hundred, exclusive of about five hundred

settled in Chaleur and Gaspe bays in the lieutenant-government of

Gaspe.

The heads of families are about two thousand five hundred, who are

distributed nearly as follows :

Near Niagara and Detroit 300

From Johnstown to Cataraqui and its vicinity. . . .1,800

About Sorel and in all the Lower Canada 200

Chaleur Bay and Gaspe 200

2,500

Van BercJcel to the States General, New York, 31 Jan., 1786. Ex.

The legislature of this state assembled on the sixth of this month,

being called together by a proclamation of the governor. There is a

rumor current that in this session an act will be passed for issuing

paper money to the amount of four hundred thousand pounds (two

million four hundred thousand Dutch guilders). There are now lying

here, ready for sailing, two ships destined for Canton, in China, in one

of which Mr. Shaw and Mr. Randall are to sail, the former as consul,

the latter as vice-consul, of the United States near the emperor of

China. The owners of both these ships had addressed me to obtain

letters of recommendation, but I concluded that I could not fulfil

their wish.

Monroe to Madison, New York, 11 Feb., 1786. Ex.

Dear Sir : In my last I mentioned to you the subject of the impost

was revived, and that a report of a committee had given place to a

motion of Mr. Pinckney, the latter being still before the house. The

report and motion, with a report from the board of treasury to the

same effect, have since been committed, in which state the business

now lies. I enclose you a paper containing the report. It is doubted

whether in any event this state will adopt it. Those members elected

in opposition to such as were turned out for their opposition to this

measure have, I hear, imbibed their sentiments, and act under them.

They are, it is said, possessed to a great amount (I mean the leaders

of the party) of public securities, and, doubtful of their payment by

federal exertion, seem inclined to pursue the course Pennsylvania lat-

terly did and provide for it by establishing state funds.
,
The more
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extensive the funds of the state, and the more fully they exclude the

citizens of other states and foreigners from such provision, the better,

of course, for the party.

If you visit this place shortly, I will present you to a young lady

who will be adopted a citizen of Virginia in the course of this week.

From Sir Guy Carleton relative to the Military Force to he kept up

in Canada, 20 Feb., 1786. Ex.

The number of British subjects in North America, compared with

the inhabitants of the revolted provinces, may be considered in the

proportion of one to something between ten and fifteen. The weak-

ness occasioned by such unequal numbers is increased by a disadvan-

tageous frontier, where the communication, even from its centre, is at

all times tedious, and for a great part of the year 'tis impracticable
;

while from the United States, almost at all seasons, there is an easy

approach into the midst of Canada.

Lord Carmarthen to Mr. Temple, St. James's, 28 Feb., 1786. Ex.

I am also to desire you will procure and transmit to me, with as

much expedition as possible, copies of all acts of congress, and of all

acts of the legislatures of the several provinces of the said United

States, any ways relating to or aifecting the commerce or shipping of

his Majesty's dominions, with such information or observations as may
in your judgment throw any light thereupon.

Count de Rochamheau to General Washington, Paris, 9 March, 1786.

My dear General : It comes to have in the parliament of Eng-
land a scene of a great concern. The question was to know if they

should fortify the harbors of the kingdom, having at their head M.
Pitt and the Duke of Richmond that were for the affirmative. The
house of parliament has been divided, and the voice of the speaker has

decided for the negative. So much the worse, I believe, because the

enormous sums that they should have spent at this fortifications, hav-

ing the Lord Richmond at the head of this kind of works, whereof he

is a virtuoso—this sums, I say, instead of being needless spent there,

shall turn to the benefit of their navy and clearing of their debts.

Lord Cornwallis comes to be appointed general governor of the

Bengal. His taste for travelling shall not be disputed to him, and

this last voyage will be more lucrative than that of America, though
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I believe he will behave with much more honor than any of his prede-

cessors.

I have successively received, my dear General, your letters of the

seventh of September and of the first of December, ultimo. I think, as

you, that the Doctor Franklin has undertaken too hasty and ungrateful,

a task for his old age ; and your existence is much more noble than

his own, and without title you enjoy of all the consideration owing to

your person, and so much deserved by the distinguished services that

you have rendered to your country, which ought never forget them.

The health of the king of Prussia has been very weak all this win-

ter, but, if Germany comes to lose him, I do not believe that event will

bring war. He has prepared everything, that his successor may be

able to make revive him. They do already his epitaph in Latin, that

I find handsome by its laconism, hie cineres, uhique nomen ; that is all

what remains to the greatest men, my dear Genei*al, but what is to last

as long as I live is the inviolable and respectful attachment with which

I have the honor to be, etc.

Daniel Carroll to Madison^ Annapolis, 13 March, 1786.

Dear Sir : Our general assembly adjourned this day after a ses-

sion of four months. The proposition from your assembly for a meet-

ing of commissioners from all the states to adjust a general commer-

cial system reached us not long before the conclusion of the session.

Our house of delegates proposed commissioners for that purpose. The

measure appeared to the senate, though undoubtedly adopted by your

assembly with the best intentions, to have a tendency to weaken the

authority of congress, on which the union and, consequently, the lib-

erty and safety of all the states depend. I shall only observe that

sound policy, if not the spirit of the confederation, dictates that all

matters of a general tendency should be in the representative body of

the whole, or under its authority.

Our assembly have granted the five per cent completely on twelve

states complying, including Maryland, and have granted ten shillings

on every hundred pounds property for twenty-five years for our pro-

portion of the internal fund required.

Otto to Vergennes, Mio York, 17 March, 1786. Ex.

While the different states are active in granting the requisition of

last September, and also a duty of five per cent upon all importations,
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congress lias been informed that New Jersey had suddenly recalled

the powers which it had already given, and that it had refused to levy

its contingent for the expenses of the confederation. The motive for

this revolting conduct was jealousy, on the part of New Jersey, of

New York, which by its position enjoys an advantage in carrying on

a great part of its commerce, and which, by means of its customs

duties, levies a sort of impost upon New Jersey and Connecticut.

New York, not having acceded to the resolutions of congress, derives

a great advantage from its customs, and obliges its neighbors, which

have no large commercial towns, to pay a part of the expenses of its

government. Congress on this occasion thought proper to take a step

which could only be taken in the most urgent circumstances. It ap-

pointed a deputation composed of three of its members to represent

to the legislature of New Jersey, in the most solemn manner, the de-

plorable consequences of its action. This embassy was received with

the respect due to the members of the sovereign body. The legisla-

ture granted them a public audience. Mr. Pinckney, delegate from

South Carolina, the head of the deputation, made a speech. He began

by setting forth the means, the views, and the resources of the con-

federation. He made it evident that the individual states ought to be
impressed with the idea of their weakness as separate governments

;

that their prosperity and their political existence depended wholly on
their union ; that it was with this salutary view that the confedera-

tion had been formed ; that congress alone was the centre of all the

powers which are the basis of their national strength ; that it alone

had the right to make war or peace, to conclude treaties or alliances,

to equip fleets, to raise armies, to make laws in the name and on the

account of the United States, and to fix the contingent of each mem-
ber of the union for the common expenses of the government ; but that

these contingents had been hitherto insufficient, and that the project

of a general impost throughout the United States was the only effec-

tive means that congress had been able to devise to meet its numerous
engagements ; that if New Jersey had manifested its resentment
against the state of New York by laying extraordinary duties upon
all goods imported from that state, and by opening a free port even

opposite the city 'of New York, all the members of the union would
have applauded. Its present conduct in refusing the constitutional

demands of congress, and in plunging all its companion states into an

abyss from which they could only emerge with great difticulty, would
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divert the attention of the confederation, and would cause the crimi-

nal obstinacy of New York to be forgotten. For what inconsistency

would it not be in congress, to be severe against that state, while it

should allow another member of the union to refuse with impunity its

consent to federal measures ? Mr. Pinckney added to these arguments

very long details on the finances of the United States and upon the

necessity of sustaining the confederation. Another deputy,' more

animated than he, and indignant that the less important states should

continue to oppose national measures, exclaimed, among other things,

" What is your object in hastening the dissolution of a confederation

which has cost us so dear ? That compact was the result of necessity
;

but do you suppose that in a new system of government you would

be allowed the importance that you have had hitherto ? Do you think

that Virginia, South Carolina, Pennsylvania, and Massachusetts would

be willing to stand on an equal footing with the handful of citizens

which inhabit your state ? Although greatly inferior to those power-

ful republics, you have had an equal part in the deliberations of con-

gress ; but in a new confederation you will be put in your proper

place." These vigorous words produced a good effect. The assembly

of New Jersey has just repealed its resolutions ; and, to force New
York to submit to the wish of congress, it establishes a free port at

Paulus Hook, lying to the west of the mouth of the North river, oppo-

site New York. This port can do great damage to the commerce of

that state, and it is hoped that a measure so decisive, the appeals of

all the members of the union, and the activity of congress, seated in

that city, will finally prevail in changing its system. All the other

states have been struck with the deplorable situation of the finances.

Maryland, Georgia, and Rhode Island, which had not as yet granted

the impost of five per cent, have recently assented to it unanimously.

As to New Jersey, it has merely recalled the resolution which it had

taken against the impost, but it has not yet done anything toward its

adoption, and its legislature dissolved without adjournment. The

mania for paper money, which prevails more than ever in America,

has caused great divisions in that state. The governor, who opposed

it, was hung in effigy, and it is believed that all the members who were

unfavorable to this measure will not be re-elected at the next elections.

Even this method of paying their debts, however dishonest, does

not satisfy the people of New Jersey ; they desire to pass a law of

* William Graysoa.
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which the two Carolinas have furnished the first example. By this

unjust law, an insolvent debtor has the right of giving up to his cred-

itor any portion whatever of land, according to the appraisement of

his neighbors, and after this cession of land the creditor has no fur-

ther means of proceeding against his debtor. The latter is careful to

choose the worst of his lands, on which he induces his neighbors, who

are themselves debtors and therefore interested in favoring them-

selves by an exorbitant valuation, to place any price whatever, and

after this formality he forces his creditor to accept his land, and even

at times to pay him an imagined excess. By this unworthy means a

debt of three thousand pounds sterling has often been expunged by

land not worth two hundred, and the English merchants have been

ruined in Carolina.

Honest people cannot refrain from comparing this conduct with that

of the people of Rome ; they demanded, at least without subterfuge,

and often with arms in their hands, the abolition of debts, while the

Americans endeavor to give to the most crying injustice an air of

equity, of which no one can be the dupe. They call this law of Caro-

lina the Barren Land Law, and their creditors take good care not to

press them, fearing to acquire land which they do not want. It is

believed that New Jersey will imitate this fine legislation ; the paper

money which it demands so urgently will, besides, be very favorable

to it, and will furnish to the unjust debtor great facilities for discharg-

ing his debts legally,

Monroe to Madison, New Tori; 19 March, 1786. Ex.

Dear Sir : Jersey having taken into consideration' the late requisi-

tion, the house of delegates resolved that, having entered into the

confederation upon terms highly disadvantageous to that state, from
the necessity of public aifairs at the time, and a confidence that those

points in which they were aggrieved would be remedied, and finding

this was not the case, and a compact founded in such unequal princi-

ples, likely, by their acquiescence, to be fettered on them, they would
not therefore comply with the same until their grievances Avere re-

dressed. In the course of their reasoning they mention the failure of

some states to comply with the impost, and seem to rest themselves on
that ground in such manner as to intimate that, if they should com-
ply, their objections would be nearly removed. This resolution being

brought before congress gave great uneasiness. It is to be observed
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that here is no express act of the legislature, but merely the negative

of a proposition to comply with the requisition in the branch in

which it should origiuate ; they, therefore, are in a less direct opposi-

tion to the confederation than if it were the act of the legislature, but

being in a high degree reprehensible, congress resolved that a com-

mittee be appointed to attend the legislature and endeavor to prevail

on them to rescind the resolution and accede to the • measure. The

committee were Pinckney, Gorham, and Grayson, They left us im-

mediately, and have not since returned. We have in the papers an

act stated to be of Rhode Island jjassing the impost in the full latitude

recommended by congress ; it is believed to be the case ; in that event

this state will most probably pass it also ; it is also said that Georgia

hath passed it. A report, urging in very pointed terms a compliance

with the recommendation for changing as therein proposed the eighth

of the articles of confederation, is before congress ; it will most probably

pass, although some gentlemen in the eastern states would willingly

throw it aside. The better disposed and better informed are aware

of the impolicy of an opposition to it, even if injurious to those states

(which is not admitted), while they seek a more important alteration

in the extension of the powers of congress in the regulation of trade.

Franklin to Jefferson, Philadelphia, 20 3farch, 1786. Ex.

The disposition to furnish congress with ample powers augments

daily, as people become more enlightened ; and I do not remember

ever to have seen during my long life more signs of public felicity

than appear at present throughout these states, the cultivators of the

earth, who make the bulk of our nation, having had good crops, which

are paid for at high prices with ready money ; the artisans, too, receive

high wages, and the value of all real estate is augmented greatly.

Merchants and shopkeepers, indeed, complain that there is not business

enough, but this is evidently not owing to the fewness of buyers, but

to the too great number of sellers ; for the consumption of goods

was never greater, as appears by the dress, furniture, and manner of

living of all ranks of the people.

William Grayson to Madison, Neio York, 22 March, 1786.

Dear Sir : I should have done myself the pleasure of writing to

you sooner, but really nothing occurred here of sufficient consequence

to communicate. Congress, from the small number of states that have
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come forward, have remained in a kind of political torpor. They have,

of course, taken no active steps till lately that they have addressed the

states on the subject of commerce. They were not long since a good
deal alarmed at the conduct of sister Jersey ; the house of delegates

of that state, in a moody fit, declared that they would not only not

comply with the requisition of 1785, but with no other requisition,

until the five-per-cent impost was adopted. The state, by this act,

having declared independence, congress thought it was a matter that

merited some attention ; they therefore ordered a committee to go to

Trenton and expostulate with the house on the impropriety of their

conduct. The committee was heard, and the house was so complaisant

as to rescind the resolution ; but they have passed no legislative act

in affirmation of the requisition, and I very much doubt whether they

will. It may, however, have this effect, that other states will not be

deterred (by her conduct in an absolute refusal) from passing the

requisition. There is at present a greater prospect of the impost than

has been ever known ; Georgia and Rhode Island have come into the

measure, and it remains only with New York to give her consent to

make it productive. The legislature is now sitting and deliberating on
this subject, but I doubt extremely whether the result will be favor-

able.

Our foreign affairs are very little altered one way or other since

I had the pleasure of seeing you. Mr. Adams has done nothing with

the British ministry, and Mr. Jay has done very little more with Mr.

Gardoqui. The commissioners in Europe have despatched Mr. Bar-

clay, Mr. Franks, Mr. Lamb, and Mr. Randal, to negotiate with the

Barbary powers, and we understand that Mr, Barclay has actually

arrived at the court of the emperor of Morocco. I am very apprehen-

sive that no good will come of all this. These potentates are the most
greedy and rapacious in the whole world, and yet we offer nothing

worth their acceptance. In addition to this it is shrewdly to be sus-

pected that the maritime powers will underhandedly counteract all our

measures. They cannot but be pleased to see American vessels (in

addition to the dearness of labor) tottering under the accumulated,

pressure of corsair insurance. Some people are seriously of opinion

that we should turn Algerines ourselves ; they must surely be out of

their senses ; however, not more so than some others who thought it

for the interest of the United States to keep constantly at war with

them. This latter sentiment, which proceeds from our secretary of
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foreign affairs, comes fully up to the idea of fighting for nothing and
finding ourselves.

There has been a great contest in Jersey for the argent papier ; but,

though it went triumphantly through the lower house, it was lost in

the council, eight to five. Some of the members, who were adverse to

it, have been burnt in effigy—in particular Colonel Ogden, at or near

Elizabethtown ; the old governor was drawn up to the stake, but par-

doned on account of his having been the first magistrate. This same
Jersey bill was one of the most iniquitous things I ever saw in my life.

Their money was a tender ; if it was refused, the debt was suspended

for twelve years. In the mean time the act of limitation ran, of course,

which in effect destroyed it. Jersey has not been singular in her

attempts at cheating ; in this place a bill is depending of the same
purport as that of Jersey, and which it is probable will pass, although

it is violently opposed by the upright and respectable part of the com-
munity. The ancients were surely men of more candor than we are

;

they contended openly for an abolition of debts in so many words,

while we strive as hard for the same thing under the decent and
specious pretence of a circulating medium. Montesquieu was not

wrong when he said that the democratical might be as tyrannical as

the despotic ; for where is there a greater act of despotism than that

of issuing paper to depreciate for the purpose of paying debts on easy

terms ? If Lord Effingham is right, that an act against the constitu-

tion is void, surely paper money with a tender annexed to it is void, for

is it not an attack upon property, the security of which is made a fun-

damental in every state in the union ?

There have been some serious thoughts in the minds of some
of the members of congress to recommend to the states the meet-

ing of a general convention, to consider of an alteration of the con-

federation, and there is a motion to this effect now under consid-

eration. It is contended that the present confederation is utterly

inefficient, and that, if it remains much longer in its present state

of imbecility, we shall be one of the most contemptible nations on

the face of the earth. For my own part, I have not yet made up my
mind on the subject ; I am doubtful whether it is not better to bear

those ills we have than fly to others that we know not of. I am,

however, in no doubt about the weakness of the federal government

;

if it was weaker notwithstanding, it would answer, if the states had
power, as in the United Netherlands. The fedei-al government is
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weak, but the individual states are strong. It is no wonder our gov-

ernment should not work well, being formed on the Dutch model,

where circumstances are so materially different. Your friend, Colonel

Monroe, has taken to himself a wife out of the house of Kortright.

Mr. King is to be married in a few days to Miss Alsop. Mr. Gerry is

already married to Miss Thomson. Mr. Houston is to be married to

Miss Mary Bayard. Many more manoeuvres are going forward among

the members of congress which seem to portend a conjunction copu-

lative. In short, I think we have got into Calyjjso'^ island. I heartily

•wish you were here, as I have a great desii'e to see you figure in the

character of a married man.

I tried to get you the book respecting canals, but all were sold but

one, which, at General Washington's desire, I sent to him. All I could

do was to employ the bookseller to import some. This will be done

with all convenient speed ; out of the importation I have engaged five

copies—two for you, two for myself, and one for the Potowmack

people. I remain, with the greatest friendship, etc.

Van BercTcel to the States General, New York, 3 Aj^ril, 1786. Ex.

Although at the time of the revolution, as well as later, the sad and

ruinous effects of paper money wei*e tasted, yet there is an inclination

in New York to make another trial of it, and the assembly, as well as

the senate, have voted to bring into circulation two hundred thousand

pounds of this money. This has so astounded the best intentioned

and most intelligent of the citizens that every effort is made to stop

the dangerous procedure, and, for this purpose, they seek to induce

the council of revision to withhold their assent to this act ; in which

case the matter must again be deliberated upon, and cannot be con-

cluded except with a majority of two thirds in both houses. So soon

as this matter shall be decided, I shall not neglect to inform your

High Mightinesses in regard to it, because it appears to me of very

great importance, as having immediate relation to the foreign credit

of America. In this same light it appears to the majority of mer-

chants here.

Lord Sydney to Joseph Brant, Whitehall, 6 April, 1786.

Sir : The king has had under his royal consideration the two letters

which you delivered to me on the fourth of January last, in the pres-
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ence of Colonel Johnson and otlier officers of the Indian department,

the first of them representing the claims of the Mohawks for losses

sustained by them and other tribes of Indians from the depredations

committed on their lands by the Americans during the late war, and
the second expressing the desire of the Indian confederacy to be in-

formed what assistance they might expect from this country in case

they should be engaged in disputes with the Americans relative to

their lands situated within the territory to which his Majesty has

relinquished his sovereignty.

Were the right of individuals to compensation for losses sustained

by the depredations of an enemy to be admitted, no country, however
opulent it might be, could support itself under such a burden, espe-

cially when the contest happens to have taken an unfavorable turn
;

his Majesty upon this ground conceives that, consistently with every

principle of justice, he might withhold his royal concurrence to the

liquidation of those demands. But his Majesty, in consideration of

the zealous and hearty exertions of his Indian allies in the support of

his cause, and as a proof of his most friendly disposition toward them,

has been graciously pleased to consent that the losses already certified

by his superintendent-general shall be made good, that a favorable

attention shall also be shown to the claims of others who have pursued

the same system of conduct, and that Sir Guy Carleton, his governor-

general of his American dominions, shall take measures for carrying

his royal commands into execution immediately after his arrival at

Quebec.

This liberal conduct on the part of his Majesty, he trusts, will not

leave a doubt upon the minds of his Indian allies that he shall at all

times be ready to attend to their future welfare, and that he shall be

anxious upon every occasion, wherein their interests and happiness

may be concerned, to give them such further testimonies of his royal

favor and countenance as can, consistently with a due regard to the

national faith, and the honor and dignity of his crown, be aflforded to

them.

His Majesty recommends to his Indian allies to continue united in

their councils, and that their measures may be conducted with temper

and moderation, from which, added to a peaceable demeanor on their

part, they must experience many essential benefits, and be most likely

to secure to themselves the possession of those rights and privileges

which their ancestors have heretofore enjoyed. I am, etc.
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Sydney to Lieutenant- Governor Sope, Whitehall, 6 April, 1786. JEx.

Sir : His Majesty's ministers observe that the meeting between the

dejjuties from the several tribes and the deputies from congress will

take place some time this spring, though probably not till after the

arrival of Joseph Brant, and much will depend upon the turn which

matters will then take. His Majesty's ministers rather imagine that

no disputes will arise at this meeting, but that the Americans will

leave them in the possession of their hunting-grounds until a more

favorable opportunity shall hereafter offer for effecting the purposes

which it is supposed that congress have ultimately in view, and, if

that should be the case, no difficulties will immediately occur ; but if,

contrary to their expectations, the Indians should not accede to any

proposals that may be made to them by the American deputies, or can-

not be prevailed upon peaceably to accept of the asylum already di-

rected to be offered to them Avithin the province of Quebec, our situa-

tion will in some degree become embarrassing. To afford them open

and avowed assistance, should hostilities commence, must, at all events,

in the present state of this country, be avoided. But his Majesty's

ministers, at the same time, do not think it either consistent with jus-

tice or good policy entirely to abandon them and leave them to the

mercy of the Americans, as from motives of resentment it is not un-

likely that they might hereafter be led to interrupt the peace and

prosperity of the province of Quebec. It is utterly impracticable for

his Majesty's ministers to prescribe any direct line for your conduct

should matters be driven to the extremity, and much will depend upon
your judgment and discretion in the management of a business so

delicate and interesting, in which you must be governed by a variety

of circumstances which cannot at this moment be foreseen.

The enclosed copy of a letter to Joseph Brant, in answer to his

representation, will explain to you the extent of the engagements

entered into on this side of the water, with which he will proceed

in the course of a few days to meet his brethren ; and, from his

professions of attachment to this country, his Majesty's ministers

are led to expect that he will from time to time furnish you with

the earliest notice of anything material that may occur, which you
will communicate to me in the most expeditious way for his Majes-

ty's information, that instructions may be transmitted to you for your

guidance upon such measures as it may be judged advisable to adopt.

I am, etc.
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Temple to Lord Carmarthen^ New York, 9 A23ril, 1786. Ex.

The idea of confining my appointment of consul-general in these

states merely to matters of trade and navigation, I have no doubt was

suggested to congress by their self-sufficient, uncourtly minister in

London, who, enviously apprehending, and perhaps truly apprehending,

that, if I could enter upon business in general with congress, I might

possibly ripen matters to a tolerably good understanding between his

Majesty's ministers and these states much sooner than it is probable

that he, with his mulish obstinacy, will be able to do it in London.

Otto to Vercfsnnes, JVeio York, 9 Ap7-il, 1786. Ex.

The states continue to make laws to hamper the commerce of Great

Britain. Massachusetts and Rhode Island have already excluded Eng-

lish shipping from their ports. New Hampshii'e will presently follow

the same way. North Carolina has just published an act by which

the ships of all nations which shall not have made a commercial treaty

with the United States are to pay double duties. Virginia has laid upon

English vessels a discriminating impost of five shillings a ton. To
give greater consistency to the commercial measures of the continent,

it has appointed eight commissioners to regulate, with the delegates of

the other states, in aa- assembly called for that purpose, the commerce

of the United States ; and to make their report of it, in order to enable

congress to construct a general act of navigation for the whole extent

of the United States. This measure appears indispensable to enlighten

that body in regard to the real interests of its constituents. The ma-

jority of the members of congress are either lawyers or farmers, and

therefore little versed in the affairs of commerce. A work of this

importance will require time and great prudence and impartiality, and

perhaps another year will pass before all the states will be able to

agree upon a uniform plan. Meantime several legislatures have ap-

pointed delegates to confer with those of Virginia. More and more

is the necessity felt of laying restrictions on the commerce of Europe,

and efforts are making to establish in America, as far as possible, man-

ufactures of articles of the first necessity. There is one of them in

New Hampshire which promises great success in the manufacture of

common cloths, and General Sullivan is doing everything in his power

in favor of a law prohibiting the importation of foreign cloths.

On the other hand, the Americans are encouraging, by all sorts of

means, the commerce with the Indies. Since the peace they have de-
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spatched twelve ships to China and the Cape of Good Hope. The
Chevalier de la Luzerne granted to the captains of the first two expe-

ditions circular letters to recommend them, in case of distress, to our

officers commanding in India. I have been requested to give similar

letters to the last vessels departing since my arrival. I thought it so

much the less my duty to refuse in this case, as I saw by a letter of

the commandant at Pondicherry that he was not sorry to see the

Americans arriving there. Mr, Jay and several persons of distinction

have assured me that the freedom from jealousy that we have shown
thus far in the Indies, and the cordiality with which we have received

there the ships of the United States, had produced an excellent effect

;

that they perceived, not only in private conversations, but also through

letters addressed to them from the different parts of the continent,

that their countrymen could not enough admire the disinterestedness

of France in admitting into the ports of the Indies the flag of the

United States. If, however, this admission is contrary to recent regu-

lations, of which I have no knowledge, my letters of recommendation

can have no possible ill effect, since they suppose cases of distress,

where humanity prescribes the behavior and attentions toward all

nations. I restrict myself to the observation that the United States

cannot forego the merchandise of the Indies ; that their natural dispo-

sition will never jjermit them to receive these commodities at second

hand ; that ginseng, which grows in great abundance in the interior

of the country, gives them great facilities in trading with China, and

that they export it even to the Cape of Good Hope, to which they

give the preference over the Isle of France, either because they find

there a greater market, or because the voyage offers less difficulties.

The different state governments have for some time given special

attention to this commerce. New York particularly is engaged in

introducing the culture of ginseng on lands less exposed to the devas-

tations of the savages.

Congress itself begins to be interested in this new market for Ameri-

can products ; they have just appointed a consul and a vice-consul

for Canton. These two officers have already departed for their desti-

nation. The former ' is a man of well-known talent, and will infallibly

aid in cementing the connections between China and this country.

The want of specie, and the desire to speculate in the public funds,

cause in all the different states a fermentation the more dangerous,

1 Samuel Shaw.
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since it tends to overturn the foundations of the social system, credit,

and public confidence. The debtors, who form the majority of the

citizens, desire above all things the emission of a new paper money.

This measure, adopted in many of the states, has for three weeks

engaged the legislature of New York. It has finally resolved to make

a new emission for the sum of two million six hundred thousand livres

tournois. The most enlightened members of this assembly have in

vain portrayed the present discredit of American commerce, that this

would only serve to augment the diflSculties of the republic, would

only establish between the citizens a secret war, and would give to

dishonest debtors, in case of depreciation, the means to pay their cred-

itors in nominal sums ; in spite of all the arguments and opposition of

the chamber of commerce, the paper money law was passed by both

branches of the legislature, and is at present under the consideration

of the council of revision. In North Carolina, paper began to depre-

ciate from the first week ; in several other states it has only a preca-

rious existence. The council of New Jersey having rejected this

measure, the people thronged together, and the most violent proposed

to abolish all the courts, in order to prevent the suits of their credi-

tors. Fortunately, this effervescence had no result whatever. It is

true that no further tender law has been made, as during the war

;

nevertheless, a debtor, after having made a genuine tender in paper

money before witnesses, can no longer be compelled to pay.

Virginia has recently passed an act eventually recognising the sov-

ereignty of the state of Kentucky. It now rests with congress to

determine whether this district ought to be admitted as a member of

the confederation.

This body, having in vain endeavored to secure a permanent reve-

nue by a general impost of five per cent on imports, has finally pub-

lished the resolution of which I enclose a copy. This document is the

result of the deliberations which have followed the repeated demands
of the public creditors, and it contains in part the remarks of the

bureau of the treasury on my note of the thirtieth of November of

last year. It proves clearly that the destitute condition of the ex-

chequer is beyond remedy, and that it is necessary either to dissolve

the confederation or to give to congress means proportioned to its

wants. Its patience is pushed to the extreme, and it expresses itself

with that nobleness which has always characterized its measures. It

calls upon the states for the last time to act as one nation ; it af-

voL. I. 32
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fords them a glimpse of the fatal and inevitable consequences of a

bankruptcy ; and it declares to the whole world that it is not to blame
for the violation of the engagements which it has made in the name
of its constituents. All its resources are exhausted ; the payment of

taxes diminishes daily, and scarcely suffices for the moderate expenses

of the government. The state of New York is the only member of the

union which opposes the five per cent impost. The motive for its per-

tinacity is, that, by levying this duty, it collects a kind of impost from
the states of New Jersey and Connecticut, which, not having large

towns, have their chief market in the city of New York. The read-

ing of the enclosed resolution will acquaint you more fully with the

present distress of the United States than all that I might say on this

subject.

The present crisis concerns solely the existence of congress and of

the confederation
; the individual states continue to prosper, and to

increase their population and their industry.

Otto to Vergennes, Neio York, 2S April, 1786. Ex.

My Loed : For several weeks a rumor has been current that Louisi-

ana was to be exchanged for a French possession in some other part

of the world. Several delegates from the southern states have come
to testify to me their satisfaction with such an arrangement. They
maintain that if Louisiana belonged to France, she would put a com-

plete stop to the plans of conquest which the new states of the union

have for the western bank of the Mississippi, and that the United

States will become a powerful nation only in so far as they shall no

longer have the facility of extending toward the west. They take it

for granted, furthermore, that France would not fail to make New
Orleans a free port, and to promote the commerce of the interior,

which will have the greatest need of this outlet. This opinion is gen-

eral here. Although I have ever maintained profound silence upon

this subject, I could not refrain from informing myself as to the point

of view from which the Americans would regard an arrangement of

this nature if it should take place.

A resolution was passed during the same session to exclude forever

from the right of suffrage, and from the power of filling public offices,

not only those persons who have borne arms against the United States,

but also every person who, during the revolution, took the oath of

allegiance to the crown and parliament of England, aided in any
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manner the armies and fleets of his Britannic Majesty, or directly or

indirectly refused to submit to the authority of congress. This meas-

ure, adopted in almost all of the states, has preserved hitherto the prin-

ciples of the revolution in all their purity, and has kept the reins of

government in the hands of the whigs. If any enthusiastic tories

still flatter themselves with a change in this system, these proceedings

must dispel their hopes.

The eyes of the whole confederation have for some time been fixed

upon the state of New York ; all the other states having granted the

impost of five per cent, it was hoped that this state would offer no ob-

stacle. The assembly has indeed recently acceded to this system, but

in a manner so incomplete that congress cannot be satisfied with it.

It declares that this impost shall be levied by the officers of the state

and not by those of congress, and it further permits it to be paid in

paper money. The two provisions render this concession wholly illu-

sory, and it is impossible to foresee the end of the present difficulties.

Connecticut and New Jersey appear disposed to cramp the commerce
of New York by prohibiting all importations from that state. It is

surprising that, under these circumstances, the measures of the legisla-

ture are absolutely contrary to the wish of the majority of the citi-

zens, and that a single intriguing member has found means to carry

the vote. The government itself is of the party of the opposition.

The hope must arise, however, that the present crisis will produce a

change in the legislature at the next election.

Tliomas Rodney^s Report of Debates in Congress. Me.

New York, in Co^igress, 2 May, 1786.—A report was read respect-

ing a proposed peace with the Algerines and Barbary states.

Mr. Pinckney said that the sum of eighty thousand dollars, hereto-

fore appropriated to the purchasing peace with those states, was insuf-

ficient ; that it was necessary to send a larger sum ; that congress

ought to address the states and let them know our situation, that they

might provide
; that we ought to send a sufficient sum, and a person

of talents and integrity to negotiate a treaty ; that Mr. Lamb, the

person now there, is not a sober man, but of a loose character, unfit

for that purpose ; that he Avas surprised congress appointed such a

person, etc.

Mr. Grayson said the sum was contemptible ; that even the great

maritime states of Europe were obliged to buy peace of those pirates,
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and that they at least winked at the depredations on our trade ; that

probably Great Britain would give them a larger sum than we had
sent, to continue those depredations ; and that, if we expected peace,

we must outbid them, etc.

Almost every member in congress rose on this occasion, and the

general sentiment respecting this matter singly was to the same pur-

pose. But the consideration how money was to be procured drew
into argument the whole affairs of the United States. So it was post-

poned till Monday.

Wednesday, 3 May, 1786.—Mr. Pinckney, of South Carolina, moved
that a grand committee be appointed, to take into consideration the

affairs of the nation.

Said our situation was such that it was necessary to inform the

states thereof ; that it was necessary that congress should be invested

with greater powers, and therefore it was necessary to appoint a con-

vention for that purpose, or that congress should call on them by
requisition for sucli powers as were necessary to enable them to ad-

minister the federal government, or it must fall ; that the confedera-

tion was deficient in powers of commerce, in raising troops, and in the

means of executing those powers that were given, etc.

Mr. Monroe, of Virginia, alleged that congress had full power to

raise troops, and that they had a right to compel a compliance in every

case where they acted agreeable to the powers given them by the con-

federation ; that all the states but New York had invested them with

commercial powers (a member informed that New York passed an act

for that purpose yesterday), therefore he saw no occasion for a con-

vention, etc.

Much was said pro and co7i on this subject to the same purpose on

one side or the other, and then the matter was referred to a commit-

tee of the whole on Tuesday next.

Thursday, Jf May, 1786.—The report respecting the cession of Con-

necticut to the United States (to wit, of all that country to the west-

ward of a line running parallel with the western bounds of Pennsyl-

vania, and one hundred and twenty miles distant therefrom).

Mr. Johnson, to show the right of Connecticut to this country, gave

a well-digested historical account of the charters of New England,

Virginia, New York, and Pennsylvania, and of the disputes that had
arisen about them, and the decisions of the king and council in sev-

eral instances, and then made many judicious observations thereon.
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He said one of three things must be done : 1, congress must accept

the cession ; or, 2, contest their claim ; or, 3, admit Connecticut to

settle the lands. That the only objections he had heard were : that

Connecticut, by agreement with New York, had fixed their Avestern

boundary ; that their title had been tried in a court of law (in the

dispute with Pennsylvania), and the decision was against them ; and

that the territory they offer to cede is already ceded by New York
and Virginia ; and these he endeavored to answer.

Mr. Grayson, of Virginia, opposed the cession, and asked the gen-

tleman of Connecticut if he remembered the Canada, or Quebec, bill

or act, passed in 1T74, limiting the western boundary of all the colo-

nies. Did Connecticut put in her claim on that occasion, or remon-

strate against that bill ? Did she ever claim the western territory be-

fore the revolution ? The Quebec act took in all that country, and
Virginia had a right to what she conquered with her own arms, and
the United States had a right to all the rest of that country by con-

quest.

That the crown did no more with respect to the Quebec bill than

they did in the grants of New York and Pennsylvania, by taking

away what had been granted before ; therefore, the Canada bill hav-

ing fixed the rights in the crown, the land belongs to the United States

by conquest, etc.

Van BercJ^el to the States General, 6 Mai/, 1786.

The hope that I had when I wrote last, that the council of revision

would oppose the emission of paper money in this state, has entirely

vanished
; for the time having elapsed within which their objections

might have availed, this act has received the force of a law, and they
are busy in preparing the paper, which, as is thought, will be in circu-

lation within two or three months.

Extract of a Letter from 3fajor Ancriim, commanding at Detroit,

8 May, 1786.

The Indians, from everything that I can learn, are all very much
attached to our interest, and very m.uch incensed against the Ameri-
cans, particularly against Clark and the other commissioners joined

with him to treat with the Indians—and they have been for that pur-

pose at the mouth of the Great Miami ever since the first of October
last till very lately. Clark himself is gone, I understand, toward
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Post St. Vincent, to treat with the Wabash Indians, and the other
commissioners are returned home.

I have lately heard that several parties of Indians of different na-

tions have gone out to war against the frontiers of the American states.

I do not think that the Indians will ever suffer the Americans to

draw their boundary lines or survey or settle any part of their country.

Monroe to Jefferson, Neio YorJc, 11 May, 1786. Ex.

Dear Sir : Since my last I have received yours of eleventh December
and twenty-seventh January last. Until lately we have had so thin a
congress that few acts of consequence have passed, a very pointed recom-
mendation to those states who have hitherto declined to accede to

the recommendation respecting a revenue system only excepted; since

which Rhode Island and Georgia have acceded to the impost fully,

so that it now depends on New York, who has also granted it, but
under restrictions as to the officers to carry it into effect, and Penn-
sylvania and Delaware, who have limited the operation of that part

which respects the impost to the adoption of the other or supplemen-
tary funds by all the states, having adopted both themselves. I am
inclined to believe this measure will pass the union in the course of

the year, so as to be carried into operation. We have now eleven

states present, and a member from the other two ; it is expected we
shall have the thirteen shortly. The commissioners for treating with

the western and southern Indians have concluded treaties in both

instances with the principal tribes, and returned a statement lately of

their proceedings to congress. The object for which these commis-

sions was instituted seems to be now fully obtained, and as further

management of those tribes, so as to regulate the trade and keep up a

good understanding with them, is to be effected by some permanent

arrangement, I apprehend these commissions Avill be annulled and such

system adopted. The subject is now before a committee.

In my last I mentioned to you that the propriety of the acts of con-

gress founded on the condition of the acts of cession from the states,

fixing the limits of the states westward, was questioned. A jH-oposi-

tion, or rather a report, is before congress, recommending it to Vir-

ginia and Massachusetts to revise their acts as to that condition, so as

to leave it to the United States to make what division of the same
future circumstances may make necessary, subject to this proviso :

" that the said territory be divided into not less than two and not
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more than five states." The plan of a temporary government, to be

instituted by congress and preserved over such district until they shall

be admitted into congress, is also reported. The outlines are as fol-

lows :

Congress are to appoint, soon as any of the lands shall be sold, a

governor, council, judges, secretary to the council, and some other

officers ; the governor and council to have cei'tain powers until they

have a certain number of inhabitants, at which they are to elect rep-

resentatives to foi'm a general assembly, to consist of the governor

and council and said house of rejjresentatives. It is, in effect, to be a

colonial government, similar to that which prevailed in these states

previous to the revolution, with this remarkable and important differ-

ence : that, when such districts shall contain the number of the least

numerous of the "thirteen original states for the time being," they

shall be admitted into the confederacy. The most important princi-

ples of the act at Annapolis are, you observe, preserved in this report.

It is generally approved of, but lias not yet been taken up. The treaty

with Prussia will be shortly ratified, and forwarded for exchange.

Upon the subject of commerce I have nothing new to give you.

The plan of a convention at Annapolis, which I believe will be car-

ried into effect, has taken the subject from before congress. As it

originated with our state, we think it our duty to promote its object

by all the means in our power. Of its success I must confess I have

some hopes. The investigation of the subject will always be of ad-

vantage, since truth and sound state policy in every instance will urge

the commission of the power to the United States.

You will be surprised to hear that I have formed the most interest-

ing connection in human life with a young lady in this town, as you
know my plan was to visit you before I settled myself ; but having

formed an attachment to this young lady (a Miss Kortright, the daugh-

ter of a gentleman of respectable character and connections in this

state, though injured in his fortunes by the late war), I have found

that I must relinquish all other objects not connected with her. We
were married about three months since. I remain here until the fall,

at which time we remove to Fredericksburg, in Virginia, where I

shall settle for the present, in a house prepared for me by ]Mr. Jones,

to enter into the practice of the law. I intended to have made you a

remittance by this packet to replace the money you have advanced for

the Encyclopaedia, but have been unable. I shall not neglect this.
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Otto to Vergennes, New York, 20 May, 1786. Ex.

The encouragement which his Majesty's council has given to our
fisheries by the order of the eighteenth of September of last year has
caused a new disaffection of the northern states against us. They
obstinately regard as acts of hostility all regulations prejudicial to

their navigation and their fisheries ; and Mr. King, the principal dele-

gate from Massachusetts bay, has recently spoken of it to me with
much bitterness. He said to me, among other things, that he regretted

infinitely that congress had not sufficient powers to regulate commerce
;

that he would propose at once retaliatory measures ; that his opinion

was, that every extraordinary duty on American products imported to

the islands should be counterbalanced by an equivalent duty on the

merchandise of the kingdom imported into America. It is not neces-

sary for me to send to you the arguments of which I made use to con-

vince Mr, King how contrary such a measure would be to the prin-

ciples established by our treaty of commerce. To soften a little his

first assertions, that delegate said to me that he was persuaded that, in

making some sacrifices to the islands in favor of the United States, we
should induce congress to exclude entirely the commerce of England
from all the ports of the continent, and to grant favors to our mer-

chants. This opinion is not peculiar to Mr. King. The most promi-

nent delegates, and especially those of Virginia and of South Carolina,

have spoken to me on the subject with great warmth. Their hatred

of England increases daily, and, perhaps, it would not be difficult to

profit by these dispositions ; but they would probably put so high a

price on the favors which they might grant us that it would be impos-

sible for us to accept them.

However that may be, Mr. King has found means imjDcrceptibly

to postpone the ratification of our consular convention, and dur-

ing this interval congress, which for fifteen days was composed of

eleven states, has been reduced to eight, a number inadequate for

affairs of this nature. Mr. Jay, who himself is only the echo of

the delegates of Massachusetts bay, discovers all sorts of pretexts

to justify this new delay.

Grayson to 3faclison, 28 May, 1786.

Dear Sir : Your letter has come safely to hand, and I should have

wrote to you sooner, but could not find anything to communicate
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worth your acceptance. Till lately congress has been perfectly in-

active ; for about a fortnight past we have had a tolerably full repre-

sentation. However, Delaware has grown uneasy, and left us ; and

Connecticut, having prevailed on congress to accept her cession, moves

off to-morrow. It is a practice with many states in the union to come

forward and be very assiduous till they have carried some state job,

and then decamp with precipitation, leaving the public business to

shift for itself.

The delegation of our state was very much embarrassed with the

Connecticut business, as it was said it was but neighbor's fare that

Connecticut should be treated as we had been before with respect to

our cession ; and that cessions of claims conveyed no right by implica-

tion to the territory not ceded. We, however, after some consider-

ation, took a hostile position toward her, and voted against the accept-

ance in every stage of it ; it appeared to the delegation that the only

proper claim was already vested in congress by the cession of our

state ; and that their cession was nothing but a state juggle contrived

by old Roger Sherman to get a side-wind confirmation to a thing

they had no right to. Some of the states, particularly Pennsylvania,

voted for them on the same principle that the powers of Europe give

money to the Algerines. The advocates for the acceptance have,

however, some plausible reasons for their opinion, such as the tran-

quillity of the union ; the procuring a clear title to the residue of the

continental lands ; the forming a barrier against the British as well as

the Indians ; the appreciating the value of the adjacent territory, and

facilitating the settlement thereof.

The assembly of Connecticut now sitting mean immediately to open

a land office for the one hundred and twenty miles westward of the

Pennsylvania line, which they have reserved ; and I don't see what is

to prevent them from keeping it always, as the federal constitution

does not give a court in this instance ; and a war with them would
cost more than the six millions of acres are worth.

Mr. Adams has just informed congress that he has made a de-

mand of the posts, and has been refused ; the Marquis of Carmar-

then states in substance as a reason for the refusal that several of

the states in the union have violated the treaty with respect to

the debts ; that, whenever the states show a disposition to fulfil

the treaty on their part, the king will perform his engagements ac-

cording to good faith. The states which are not included in the
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accusation are Rhode Island, Connecticut, New Hampshire, New Jer-

sey, and Delaware.

The charge against Massachusetts is only this : that she has passed a

law preventing executions from issuing for interest until the judg-

ment of congress should be had thereon. The only charge against

Maryland that I recollect is her having received large sums of money
(the property of British subjects) during the war from their debtors.

The charges against New York are heavy and numerous. With respect

to Virginia, I think she may at least be speciously justified for what
has passed ; the proclamation of Governor Harrison is not imputable to

her, as it was not done by any authority from the legislature ; and, if I

am rightly informed, it was disapproved of as soon as they met. As
to the instalment act, it never did pass into a law, and the British

committee of merchants had no right to mention it in their report

;

but the state of Virginia has not repealed her prohibitory laws on

that subject. To this it may be answered that no such repeal was
necessary, for that the definitive treaty, as soon as it was ratified by
the contracting parties, became the law of the land in every state ; if

it became the law of the land, it, of course (by repealing anterior

obstructions), opened the courts of justice to all those creditors who
came within its description. This principle, no doubt, will subject the

debtor who has paid into the public treasury. But where is the hard-

ship of this if the public are liable to the debtor for such payment ?

From this it must result that the British have no right to complain,

until the courts of justice refuse to take cognizance of their claims on

the principle of prohibitory laws. Should the legislature view this

business in as serious a light as I do, and wish to preserve the honor of

the state with as much decency as the nature of the case will admit of,

I submit it to your consideration whether it would not be jjroper for

them to enact.

That the late treaty of peace now is, and ever has been since its

ratification by the contracting parties, the law of the land in each

state, and of course has repealed all lawful impediments to the recov-

ery of any British debts therein described, any law, custom, or usage to

the contrary notwithstanding. I am not certain I am right in my
positions on the ground of the law of nations as applying to a federal

government of separate sovereignties. Though I have understood

this was the opinion of Count de Vergennes as it respected the treaty

with France, at all events, if it is doubtful ground it is plausible
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ground ; and I know of no other principle that will save the honor of

the state. If it is said the British have first violated the treaty with

respect to the negroes, they acknowledge the fact and agree to make
satisfaction. What more can be desired ? As to the interest, it is a

subject of negotiation ; if the point is gained, it will conduce to the

benefit of Virginia as well as every other state ; and, in the mean
time, where is the danger of submitting the point to a jury composed

of American citizens? There is, no doubt, one great difliculty in the

matter : if the state of Virginia adopts this or some other system con-

firmatory of the treaty, she then complies on her part, while at the

same time, if the other states adhere to their refusal, she leaves Great

Britain at liberty to act as she pleases with respect to the negroes and

the posts. Perhaps a proper attention to this difficulty may lead to

the striking impropriety of the interference of states as to the con-

struction of a treaty in any case whatever. Your sentiments on this

matter will greatly oblige me. The treaty with the king of Prussia

has been confirmed in congress ; it is, in my opinion, as far as it

respects commercial objects, of no great importance. Mr. Monroe, I

know, has informed you that a day is assigned for congress to go into

a committee of the whole on the state of the nation ; also for what
purposes this is intended.

I am apprehensive this will produce nothing, and that congress will

never be able to agree on the proper amendments even among them-

selves. The eastern people mean nothing more than to carry the com-

mercial point. There they intend to stop, and would not agree, if it

rested with them, that congress should have the power of preventing

the states from cheating one another as well as their own citizens by
means of paper money.

Mr. Pinckney, who brought forward the motion, will be astounded

when he meets with a proposition to prevent the states from import-

ing any more of the seed of Cain. New York and Pennsylvania will

feel themselves indisposed when they hear it proposed that it shall be-

come a national compact that the sessions shall always be held in the

centre of the empire. How will Delaware, Rhode Island, Jersey, and
some others like to vote (with respect to any new powers granted to

congress) according to their real and not their supposed importance in

the union ? I am of opinion our affairs are not arrived at such a crisis

as to ensure success to a reformation on proper principles ; a partial

reformation will be fatal ; things had better remain as they are than
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not to probe them to the bottom. If particular states gain their own
particular objects, it will place other grievances, perhaps of equal im-

portance, at a greater distance. If all are brought forward at the same
time, one object will facilitate the passage of another, and, by a gen-

eral compromise, perhaps a good government may be procured. Un-
der these impressions I cannot say I think it will be for the advantage

of the union that the convention at Annapolis produce anything deci-

sive, as in this event nothing more is to be expected from Massachu-

setts, etc. The state of Virginia having gone thus far, it is matter of

great doubt with me whether she had not better go farther and pro-

pose to the other states to augment the powers of the delegates so as

to comprehend all the grievances of the union, and to combine the

commercial arrangements with them and make them dependent on

each other ; in this case her own objects ought not to be pretermitted,

among which a proper and liberal mode of settling the public accounts

ought not to be forgotten.

Some alterations have lately been made in the land ordinance. The
surveyors are liberated from all kind of connection with the stars, and

are now allowed to survey by the magnetic meridian, and are limited

to the territory lying southward of the east and west line as described

in the said oi-dinance. The navigable waters, and the carrying places

between them, are made common highways forever, and free to the

citizens of the Atlantic states as well as those of the new states, with-

out any tax or impost whatever. An attempt was made to change

the system altogether, and was negatived. Indeed, the eastern and

some other states are so much attached to it that I am satisfied no

material alteration can be effected. The geographer and surveyors

will set out, it is supposed, immediately, to carry the ordinance into

execution, jDrovided the Indians will permit them, of which, however,

I have very great doubts. I beg leave to inform you confidentially

that there does not appear at present the most distant prospect of

forming treaties with Spain or Great Britain. That the treaty with

Portugal, now carrying on in London, is in an apparently proper train.

That peace can certainly be obtained from Tripoli and Tunis for

thirty-three thousand guineas each, and probably from Morocco and

Algiers for double that sum, respectively, provided money can be

loaned in Holland for that purpose ; and (which being the only re-

source) will be attempted.

That Mr. Jefferson has lately informed congress that he has ap-
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plied to the court of France to destroy the monopoly of the Farmers

General respecting tobacco. His reasoning and calculations on this

subject do him the highest honor ; he has proved incontestably that

it is the undoubted interest of both nations that this injurious monop-

oly should be destroyed.

I shall not make any observations on this subject, as I am satisfied

you must have long since fully considered it in all its relations. I

only beg leave to submit to you the propriety of the states of Virginia

and Maryland, through congress, representing to the court of France,

in strong but affectionate language, the fatal consequences of an adher-

ence to this measure.

This representation, when added to the commercial interest of

France, and joined by the natural enemies of the Farmers General,

will possibly shake this ruinous system.

The delegation have lately received a letter from the governor,

stating the depredations and murders of the Wabash Indians on the

Kentucky settlements. These Indians refused to come to the treaty

last year—i. e., they gave no answer, and are now at war with the citi-

zens of the United States. They have, therefore, left no alternative

to them but hostilities. The delegation intend to move to-morrow

that Colonel Harman, with four hundred continental troops, and such

a number of Kentucky militia as may be necessary, march to their

towns and destroy them if they do not make concessions, and deliver

hostages as security for their good behavior in future. They will also

press for the arrangement of a standing Indian department. In all

this, however, they expect opposition from the circumscribed states,

who, being themselves in no danger, will reluctantly yield assistance

to those who are exposed.

I have, with pleasure, understood from Colonel Monroe that you in-

tend paying this place a visit in the course of the summer. I hope

you will do it in such a seasonable manner as to preclude the necessity

of an immediate return, as was the case last year.

I remain, with great sincerity, your affectionate friend and most

obedient servant, etc.

Monroe to Jefferson, Nexo York, 16 June, 1786.

Dear Sir : Since my last, but little hath been done in congress.

We have had generally not more than seven states present ; the only

time that nine were, their time was employed upon the subject of the
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Connecticut cession, which ultimately was accepted, whereby she cedes
all the land lying westward of a line to be drawn westward of the

Pennsylvania line parallel with the same. Our state voted against it,

but were in sentiment for it. It is hoped it will terminate the vari-

ance respecting the Wyoming settlement by enabling Connecticut to

give the claimants other land in lieu, and thereby establish the govern-
ment of Pennsylvania in the benefit of the decree of Trenton. Other
reasons there are which apply to the geographic position of the land,

and the influence that consideration may have in the councils of Con-
necticut. We voted against it, under the sentiment upon which our
state hath acted of her right to the north-west line from the northern
extremity of her charter limits, which we supposed should be regarded
even after the right was given to the United States by the delegation.

What shall finally be done with Spain respecting the Mississippi ? be-

comes an interesting question, and one pressing on us for a decision.

Gardoqui has been long laboring its occlusion with Jay. For some
time past I have been perfectly satisfied the latter required no argu-

ments to bring him to the same sentiment. The proposition is that it

be shut for thirty years, in consideration for which Spain will admit
us into her ports ujjon a footing with her own subjects, we reciprocat-

ing. This, you may recollect, was rejected at Annapolis upon its own
merits only. It is, however, magnified here as a great advantage, and
equivalent to the consideration required. We are also threatened

with the project of a treaty between Spain (in case this fails) and
Britain

;
yet I cannot comprehend upon what principle it can take

effect. Jay stated diflSculties in the management of this business with

the minister, and proi^osed, without bringing any of these circum-

stances to view, that a committee be appointed with powers to control

all circumstances respecting the treaty, with a view of evading his

instructions and concluding the treaty before they were known ; but,

as they were known to some who had marked the progress of the busi-

ness, each proposition was discussed on its own particular merits in the

first instance. A committee was appointed to report. Jay attended

it. Of this I was a member. To i;s he would make no communica-
tion we did not already know, so that the plan failed in not carrying

a committee in the first instance for the purpose. This was a fort-

night past, and as yet we have made no report.

I have given circumstantially the state of this business as it has ap-

peared to me, not on evidence absolutely, presumptive only.
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Otto to Yergennes, JVeio York, 17 June, 1786. Ex.

Mt Lord : The low condition into which congress has fallen since

the peace begins to excite the attention of true patriots. They see

that the federal government cannot remain in its present inaction

without endangering the reputation of the United States, and even

their independence. The most urgent recommendations of that body-

are treated by a majority of the states with an indifference which

causes lamentations from those who are least susceptible of an interest

in public affairs. The department of finance has never been so destitute

as at this moment, and one of the commissioners has assured me that

he has not the means of meeting current expenses. The most impor-

tant members of congress are doing all in their power to add to the

act of confederation some articles which the present situation of affairs

appears to render indispensable. They propose to give to congress

executive powers, and the right to make exclusively emissions of paper

money and of regulating commerce. They desire, further, the division

of that body into two chambers, to prevent an eloquent and ill-inten-

tioned member from carrying away the majority. As to the executive

power, the confederation will always be unstable until congress shall

have carried this important point. The inconsistency of the idea of

a sovereign body which has no right but to deliberate and to recom-

mend, in spite of the jealousy of a large number of individuals in

America, cannot be concealed. The constant rotation of members of

congress is another disadvantage, whose fatal effects are felt more
and more ; it is difficult for men who merely travel from one end of

the continent to the other, and who remain but a few weeks in New
York, to master the course of affairs.

Be this as it may, it will require much time and negotiations to

correct these defects, and it is impossible to foresee the end of the

present embarrassments.

The king of England having renewed, by an order in council of

the twenty-fourth of March, the former prohibitions in regard to the

importation of American commodities into the British West Indies in

American ships, the hopes which were founded on the negotiations of

Mr. Adams have vanished. Powerful declamations are the only re-

sponse to this order, which is here termed a new hostility ; and, with-

out remembering the deplorable state of the public treasury and the

exhaustion of the finances, there is already talk of ai-ming troops and
of seizing by force the posts on the lakes, as if the United States in
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the present condition of affairs could find the means for such an

armament.

Count de Mochamheau to General WasJii7igton, Calais, 28 June, 1786.

I come, my dear general, to read in the public papers your letter to

the general assembly of Virginia by which you refuse the fifty shares

that have been by it offered to you. There I have well known again

your character and your virtues, and I am very glad to see in a cor-

rupted age how they make still a great account of this rare example
of generosity. I come, my dear general, to make a turn in Holland.

This republic and yours are not much alike. In Holland they have
done, as God, of a heap of dirt the finest world that can be, by strength

of art and industry. Your country, on the contrary, has received all

the most generous natural gifts ; but it remains yet to be done many
things by the art to improve it, which should not require a long time

with arms and under the direction of my dear general, if it would fol-

low them. Furthermore, that republic of the seven united provinces

is at present in a great crisis between the patriot party and that of the

stadtholder, which has still strength and credit.

My neighbors, the Englishmen, begin to restore themselves of their

loss, and are governed by a wise man, who sets their finances in good

order. Our sovereign has gone to visit the harbor of Cherbourg.

He enjoys always in Europe of the consideration that his firm and

moderate character inspire with generally. The king of Prussia is at

the death ; but he shall have a successor that will continue hira in all.

Europe appears to be quiet, and likely will not be disturbed, but after

the death of the elector of Bavaria ; and it appears that all the politic

prepares itself at that event.

Give me news of you, my dear general, and be persuaded of the

tender interest that I take of, and of the eternal and inviolable attach-

ment with which I have the honor to be, my dear general, etc.
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